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Session 2A: Changing Production Dynamics (SciSIP) 

Kavita Surana, Claudia Doblinger, Nathan Hultman and Laura Diaz Anadon 

The global value chain of wind energy technology: exploring relationships between technology 
complexity and the internationalization of component suppliers 

Session 2A 

Background and rationale: Many high-technology and high-growth industries, including clean technology industries, 
have seen major geographical shifts in which companies expand or move manufacturing or R&D operations along their 
supply chain to new countries. These manufacturing shifts raise issues that are important for public policy and economic 
competitiveness, evident in recent US efforts to spur and incentivize local manufacturing and the related trade wars 
with China. Policy makers and academics alike are interested in why firms alter their geographic strategies and whether 
doing so depends on the inherent characteristics of the technologies they manufacture, such as the ‘technology 
complexity’ (which can affect the skills or costs associated with manufacturing). The relationship between the 
internationalization of manufacturing along the supply chain and technology complexity is particularly important for 
clean energy technologies, where government policy still plays an important role and often tries to simultaneously 
enhance economic competitiveness and technology innovation to meet climate and broader sustainable development 
goals. 

This paper focuses on the global value chain of wind energy to explore the relationship between internationalization of 
the suppliers of different components and the characteristics of component technologies. Over the past decade, 
demand, manufacturing, and R&D activities related to wind turbines and their components have increased their 
geographic scope from Europe and the US to include emerging economies, notably China and India. Additional 
expansion of these activities to new countries is expected given ambitious policy targets for deployment in latecomer 
countries for wind, such as Egypt and Argentina. Extant research on innovation in the wind industry has primarily 
studied one part of the value chain: the original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)—i.e., the 10-15 manufacturers that 
assemble wind turbines. Little attention, however, has been paid to the evolution and emergence of hundreds of 
specialized firms that supply components to OEMs. The components of a wind turbine (e.g., blades, generators, 
gearboxes, towers, bearings) span a range of competences, internal sub-components, and costs. The ability of suppliers 
to manufacture certain components in new locations could depend on their complexity, which we define as the 
knowledge intensity or the difficulty of manufacturing individual components. By leaving out the component suppliers—
which are often small and medium enterprises (SMEs) from Europe, the US, China, and more recently other countries—
the literature on the internationalization and offshoring of manufacturing provides a limited understanding of the 
drivers of siting decisions. In addition, it neglects a critical entry point for developing and emerging economies to 
develop competences and become competitive in global markets for high technology industries.  

Methods: The paper relies on novel data of the wind supply chain at the firm level parsed from industry reports [1]. We 
develop and analyze this new dataset of 336 component manufacturing firms manufacturing up to 7 major components 
such as towers, blades, or generators that supply to 19 major OEMs (2006 to 2017). Our dataset details the OEM 
strategy used to procure each component (i.e., in-house or outsource), over 3,400 supplier-OEM relationships with 
granularity on the component-level, location of suppliers (i.e., home location and manufacturing location), patenting 
activity of each supplier (international and home-country), firm characteristics for each of the component suppliers and 
OEMs (size, founding year), etc. We also obtained the information on international vs. home-country activities at the 
firm level from industry reports [1], Our main independent variable is technology complexity, proxied using the product 
complexity index (PCI) at the component level [2]. The PCI captures the knowledge intensity of a product based on the 
knowledge intensity of its exporters, which the literature assumes is related to the countries that export a certain 
product and the other products that those countries export. We estimate the PCI by mapping each component of the 
wind turbine with standardized Harmonized System (HS) codes that classify traded products. We also calculated a 
network complexity variable as an alternative metric for complexity to serve as a robustness for the PCI one using 
natural language processing of patent text data to assess the interconnectedness of components [3]. Our main 
dependent variable is the shift in ‘internationalization’ activities of the suppliers, measured by the annual increase (or 
decrease) in international activities of the respective supplier.  
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We then test whether the internationalization of suppliers was influenced by the complexity of components to 
understand different strategies for location. We also test whether the internationalization of manufacturing was 
influenced by location of patenting in supplier firms (home country vs. international patenting strategy). We include 
several control variables such as the age of the supplier (time difference to founding year), the size of the supplier 
(number of employees), the diversification of the supplier (dependence on wind vs. operation in more sectors) and the 
current manufacturing location of the supplier.  

Initial results: Our initial analysis of the internationalization of suppliers and their relationship with technology 
complexity offers three main findings: (1) The value chain for wind energy is globally distributed and the manufacturing 
locations have increasingly diversified in the time period of our analysis (2006-2017). Our descriptive results suggest 
that, over time, component manufacturers that were originally from developed countries (e.g. Germany or the US) 
expanded to new manufacturing locations in emerging economies (most notably China, but also India, Mexico, etc.), 
generally without closing down their home country manufacturing operations. In contrast, new suppliers appeared only 
in these emerging economies. (2) The mapping of components to the PCI shows that wind components vary by 
technology complexity – for example blades are high complexity products with a higher PCI vs. towers that have low 
complexity and PCI. (3) The results from the econometric analysis indicate a negative relationship between technology 
complexity (measured by the PCI) in the wind supply chain and the internationalization of manufacturing. For example, 
we find that the suppliers of high complexity components such as blades had lower shifts in internationalization than 
towers.  

Significance: Our findings are among the first to present a detailed data-driven analysis of the GVC in a growing industry. 
These insights can shape public policy decisions related to attempts to meet climate goals and to drive ‘green growth’. 
This research suggests that local suppliers continue to work with home-country OEMs for manufacturing more complex 
components and that retaining manufacturing of lower complexity components in first mover countries may be 
dependent on additional factors or require additional policy or market drivers. Countries that are not home to OEMs, 
often developing countries, could in some cases develop domestic manufacturing in low complexity components with 
smaller policy interventions related to training, R&D and procurement. Upgrading GVC participation more quickly and 
developing SMEs for higher complexity components may require more efforts and time.  

[1] Navigant Research. Supply Chain Assessment Reports (2006-2014) 

[2] Hausmann, Ricardo, César A. Hidalgo, Sebastián Bustos, Michele Coscia, Alexander Simoes, and Muhammed A. 
Yildirim. The atlas of economic complexity: Mapping paths to prosperity. MIT Press, 2014. 

[3] Broekel, Tom. "Using structural diversity to measure the complexity of technologies." PloS one 14.5 (2019): e0216856 

Usha Haley 
Technology Development, Strategic Risk and National Policy: The Impact of Chinese State-Capitalist 
Investments in U.S. Shale Gas 

Session 2A 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

The objective of this project is to determine strategic and policy ramifications of state-capitalist investments in U.S. shale 
for technology, companies, governments, the natural environment and society. China is currently the largest foreign 
investor in the U.S. shale-gas sector.   

The central hypothesis is that China’s investments in the U.S. shale-gas sector will lead to technology development to 
suit that country’s unique institutional and geological characteristics affecting variety and selection of technology 
(Metcalfe, 1994). We further hypothesize that subsequent shale-gas-production scale will alter technology trajectories 
and investments in U.S. shale gas with strategic, environmental and national-security repercussions.  

We propose: 
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Aim 1:  To determine the effects of China’s investments in the U.S. shale-gas sector on technology development. We will 
focus on environmentally-friendly production.  

Aim 2: To determine the effects of China’s investments on U.S. small and medium-sized enterprises that have historically 
pioneered exploration and development of new energy resources and technology.  SMEs also lead exports and job 
creation.  

Aim 3: To determine the effects of Chinese subsidies and investments on U.S. national-security goals including energy 
self-sufficiency.   

Institutions shape technology development (Mokyr, 2005). Policy locus matters as domestic and foreign demands shape 
technology development (Peters et al., 2012). Historically, public interest permitted the U.S. federal government to 
shape shale R&D. When governmental stakes in technology evolution are not recognized, its ability to fund R&D 
efficiently faces constraints: government investments and contracts have influenced companies’ profitability and 
survival through defining technological targets according to its own criteria; allowing governments to develop expertise 
and metrics through producing technologies; and legitimizing for publics governmental attempts to stimulate and to 
guide technology evolution (Nelson, 1983).  

Our research uses quantitative and qualitative data and theoretical sampling including:  a) a survey of businesses 
operating in the shale-gas sector b) patent data on innovations in the shale-gas sector c) personal interviews and site 
visits to 6 shale-gas companies in the continental United States with Chinese and U.S. investments and, d) analysis of 
U.S. environmental regulations and responses through innovations from U.S. shale-gas corporations. The methodology 
incorporates complex interactions between human and natural systems in China and the United States, where most of 
the technology-development is taking place.  

Intellectual Merits:  

Our project contributes to the inter-disciplinary literature on technology-development policies and metrics, government 
investments, environmental effects and social returns (Small et al., 2014). Some research has reported on state-
sponsored investments in technology, e.g., DARPA’s investments in basic research on energy and materials technology. 
Other research has shown how China’s investments altered technology-development trajectories in the global, solar PV 
sector. Yet, no research has looked at how state-capitalist investment alters selection and varieties of technology with 
social and environmental effects. China’s state-capitalist regimes favor industrial growth, expanding production, and 
subsidizing key industries for immediate returns rather than economic efficiencies or cutting-edge technologies (Haley & 
Haley, 2013). What remains unknown, are the long-term effects on natural and human systems of China’s state 
capitalism monopolistically championing state-sponsored and developed technology in strategic U.S. sectors. 

Broader Impacts:  

At the conclusion of the proposed research, it is our expectation that we will have developed complex measures of how 
state-capitalist investments are shaping global technology development, natural and human systems. Preliminary 
findings support that Chinese state-backed investors will focus on immediate, subsidized production with established 
technology, thereby altering present trajectories of technology development essential to U.S. national security, trade, 
employment and environmental protection.   

This project is being funded by National Science Foundation Grant (SciSIP) #1661733 & #1911289 

Christophe Combemale, Kate S. Whitefoot, Laurence Ales and Erica R.H. Fuchs 

Not all Technological Change is Equal: Disentangling Labor Demand Effects of Automation and Parts 
Consolidation 

Session 2A 

We separate and directly measure the labor-demand effects of two simultaneous forms of technological change—
automation and parts consolidation. We collect detailed shop-floor data from four semiconductor firms with different 
levels of automation and parts consolidation. For each process step, we collect task data and measure operator skill 
requirements, including operations and control, near vision, and dexterity requirements using the O*NET survey 
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instrument. We then use an engineering process model to separate the effects of the distinct technological changes on 
these process tasks and operator skill requirements. Within an occupation we show that aggregate measures of 
technological change can mask the opposing skill biases of multiple simultaneous technological changes. In our empirical 
context, automation polarizes skill demand as routine, codifiable tasks requiring low and medium skills are executed by 
machines instead of humans, while the remaining and newly created human tasks tend to require low and high skills. 
Parts consolidation converges skill demand as formerly divisible low and high skill tasks are transformed into a single 
indivisible task with medium skill requirements and higher cost of failure. We propose a new theory for the differential 
labor effects of technological changes on tasks, and hence jobs.   Understanding these differential effects of 
technologies on labor outcomes  is a critical first step toward analyzing the impact of emerging technological changes on 
labor demand, and eventually markets. 
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Session 2B: Careers & Families 

Allison Morgan, Samuel Way, Daniel Larremore, Mirta Galesic and Aaron Clauset 

Gender and the Impact of Parenthood on Faculty Productivity 

Session 2B 

Background: 

For decades, scientists have investigated the possible causes of and solutions to the so-called ``productivity puzzle," the 
phenomenon that female scientists tend to produce fewer papers on average than male scientists. Early work observed 
that adjusting for age, doctoral prestige and institutional prestige alone did not explain the difference. Subsequent 
studies increased the number of covariates considered, but the puzzle remains unsolved insofar as we still don't 
understand the mechanisms driving these longstanding gender differences. A commonly hypothesized explanation of 
this gap is the differential impact of childbearing on women. Prior work on this topic rarely considers longitudinal data 
on publications or has precise measurements of child birth, and as such, cannot measure the causal effect of having a 
child on productivity across time and complicates finding policies which increase the career satisfaction of parents. 

Data: 

Using survey responses from 1,147 tenure-track faculty in 205 CS departments across the U.S. and Canada about the 
years of birth of their children, and linking these responses to nearly 250,000 publications over time, we investigate two 
research questions. First, we test whether there are productivity differences between male and female faculty with and 
without children by employing a difference-in-differences approach among parents and non-parents. Second, we 
examine if women's productivity is more sensitive to having children than men's by considering an event study, 
adjusting for career age and general productivity trends. 

Results: 

In response to our first question, we find mothers publish more slowly than fathers, accumulating twelve fewer 
publications on average a decade after having a child. This is despite men and women following very similar trends in 
cumulative productivity in the five years before the birth of their first child. To measure the within-gender impact of 
parenthood, we constructed a control group by assigning ``placebo births'' to faculty without children based on 
covariates that predicted the age of first child among faculty with children. The covariates include birth year, the 
prestige of their PhD-granting and hiring institutions, pre-hire productivity, and gender. After lining up the productivity 
trends of faculty with and without children with respect to these births, we measure and compare the differences in 
productivity before and after having a child among male and female faculty. 

In response to our second question, we observe that the productivity of female faculty is more strongly affected by 
having children than that of male faculty. Though the short-term effects of parenthood on productivity are somewhat 
mixed, we see that a decade after the birth of a first child, the average yearly productivity of women is around 10% 
below their pre-parenthood productivity levels. In contrast, the productivity of men has begun to slightly exceed their 
pre-parenthood levels. Here we model productivity of an individual five years before and ten years after becoming a 
parent, as a multiple linear regression. We adjust for age to account for lifetime trends in productivity, and include 
indicator variables for year in order to consider inflation in publication rates. We then estimate a ``child penalty'' -- the 
percentage difference in women's productivity compared to men's at a particular event time.  

We conclude our analysis by considering how the availability of parental leave policies correlates with the recruitment 
and retention of women in science. About half of female faculty indicated that support for parental leave was somewhat 
or very important for choosing their current position, and this was compared to only a quarter of male faculty. Access to 
paid parental leave that is longer than four weeks was also suggestive of more willingness among women to entertain 
competing offers. We plan to expand upon these results further by considering responses from faculty at business and 
history departments. Altogether, these analyses will highlight new policy recommendations for evaluating the 
productivity of men and women after becoming parents. 
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Gemma Derrick, Adam Jaeger, Pei-Ying Chen, Cassidy Sugimoto, Thed van Leeuwen and Vincent 
Lariviere 

The relationship between parenting roles and academic productivity 

Session 2B 

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

There is a demonstrable gender gap in academe, observed in terms of academic production, impact, rank advancement, 
funding levels, and prizes. Several mechanisms have been investigated, from the social to organizational. A common 
explanation for the lack in productivity has been the disproportionate weight of domestic care on academic women. As a 
consequence this restricts their ability to engage fully in the demands of the academy, directing influencing their 
academic productivity both in the short and long term. The effect on productivity then has a cascading effect: leading to 
a subsequent Matilda effect in promotion, advancement, and prizes. This has led policy makers to focus on issues of 
parental leave and other initiatives focused on women as caregivers. However, this conceptualization as a women as the 
primary caregiver is challenged by contemporary changes in the role of women in society, the increasingly engaged role 
of men in parenting, and the constellation of caregivers involved in child rearing. These social change as well as the 
widely acknowledged demands of the academy allows families new options in childcare. Further it sees both parents, 
irrespective of gender and marital status, but also a range of non-parental figures taking an active role in maintaining the 
work-life balance in academia. What is missing is an understanding of the cost of different forms of parenting has on 
academic productivity and performance. In contrast to a range of studies investigating the relationship between gender 
and academic production and impact, this study focuses on time invested in parenting as the lead factor underpinning 
productivity differences for both men and women. It does not take parenting as a binary variable, nor does it focus 
exclusively on the experience of mothers. Using an international survey of academic parents (n=17,519 respondents), 
this research in progress uses the term “parent” as gender neutral, acknowledging that modern parenting is a joint, or 
multiple-partner endeavour. As such, this research aims to avoid ascribing loss of productivity on a single individual 
“parent” alone, in order to further investigate the parenting cost on academic productivity. 

METHODS 

Web of Science was used to sample all first and last authors who had published at least one article between 2007 and 
2017.  All authors were invited to complete an online survey. The first survey question used skip logic to eliminate all 
potential respondents who were not parents. In total, 17,519 individuals who met this initial filtering requirement 
responded, with nearly equal responses from male and females. Data cleaning was done to exclude unfinished 
responses and erroneous responses (e.g., doctoral degrees obtained before birth) and to account for missing data 
resulted in a final sample of 10,444. In addition a free text box in the survey allowed for the analysis of 5976 qualitative 
responses about participant’s experiences balancing parenting with their partners, and academic careers. ANOVA was 
used to test the null hypothesis that the mean productivity (i.e., number of papers) and impact (i.e., proportion of 
published papers that are considered highly cited relative to field and year (PPTop)), is the same for parenting type 
relative to gender (gender/parenting type categorisation). Permutation tests were used as a post hoc test comparison to 
further test the relationship between the gender/parenting type categorisation.  Here, two test statistics were used; one 
that measures the square distance between each observation and the group mean; and the other measuring the 
difference between the group median. To analyse the qualitative data, a random sample of 500 responses were selected 
and coded thematically using a grounded theory-informed approach. 59 themed categories were developed and then 
collapsed into 8 overarching codes capable of coding the large number of responses.  The remainder of responses were 
manually coded into these themes.  

RESULTS 

31.8% of female respondents indicated that they were the ‘primary caregiver’ to their children, compared with 4.2 of 
male respondents.  In contrast, 33.2% of men indicated that their ‘partner is the primary caregiver’ to their children.  
Slightly more male (55.1%) than female (46.6%) respondents indicated that they ‘share equal roles with my partner’.  
Although both genders report engaging in dual-parenting arrangements and/or as a satellite parent; 24.1% of women 
are acting as the Lead-parent whereas less than 3% (2.9%) of men act the same.  
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A one-way ANOVA test was performed across all gender/parenting type categorization showing a significant difference 
(F(leadparent) F=25.31 p<0.001), and a further two way test, showed interactional effects indicating that the effects of 
taking on the Lead parenting role on academic productivity are different for men and women F(gender:leadparent) 
F=3.34, p=0.01.  These results demonstrate that there is a significant cost to the role of lead parenting. 

The proportion highly cited papers relative to field an year (PPTop) for each gender/parenting type categorisation was 
also investigated.  The single factor analysis shows how the expected percentage is different for a least on 
gender/parenting type categorisation (F=3.40, p=0.001).  The two-factor interaction ANOVA indicates that while there is 
a different in the expected percentage between males and females (F(gender:leadparent) F=0.15, p=0.92), there is no 
different for the lead parent role regardless of gender. Permutation tests verified this finding by showing a probability 
that the means and medians were the same for each gender/lead parent categorisation of close to 0 (=10-4), p=0.0016.   

Results show a significant difference across all types of parenting relative to gender for the number of papers produced, 
as well as for the proportion of papers published in top journals.  For men and women who take on dual parenting roles, 
the productivity cost is higher than for women. Further qualitative investigation highlights the incidence of an ‘invisible 
burden’ in self-identified dual parenting families, wherein there is a significant amount of unacknowledged labor that is 
undertaken by females. As described by one female respondent: 

The mental labor of researching and remembering EVERYTHING related to kids activities and school falls to me - 
including selecting locations, remembering deadlines for sign-ups, getting proper equipment: summer camps, swimming 
lessons, dance, after school care, parties at school (bringing snacks/valentines etc.), field trips. It is constant, exhausting, 
and under-appreciated.    

Men who were in dual-parenting arrangements acknowledged the existence of this invisible burden on women; 
“Although I try to be active in child care and share responsibilities equally, my wife still takes care of more child care 
tasks than I do”. There were, however, some respondents who noted the benefits of a functioning  

Dual-parenting relationship:  

The system was not perfectly equal in all regards, but he made every effort to make it as fair to both of us as possible. 
That is a big reason why I have had a successful career in science. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

The results should that there is a connection between the amount of parental responsibility assumed by an individual 
and research productivity as measure by the number of papers, and the proportion of highly-cited papers.  The model 
also show that there is a significant interaction with gender, suggesting that the link between parenting arrangements 
and productivity differs is different for men than it is for women.  This study demonstrates how the level of parental 
responsibility is a powerful variable to explain academic productivity differences between men and women.  Further 
research is currently underway to investigate these effects in more detail. 

Masatoshi Kato and Haibo Zhou 

Family employees and innovation behavior of start-ups: A family embeddedness perspective of 
entrepreneurship 

Session 2B 

Principal Topics 

Family embeddedness or ‘familiness’, a concept originated from the social support perspective, is often used to explain 
the different innovation behaviors and entrepreneurial outcomes in family versus non-family businesses (Chrisman et 
al., 2015, Classen et al., 2014; Powell & Eddleston, 2016). While most of the previous studies use the samples of 
established firms such as publicly listed family firms (e.g. Block, 2012; Munoz-Bullon & Sanchez-Bueno, 2011) or family 
SMEs (e.g. Classen et al., 2014; De Massis et al., 2015), there are limited attention paid to the start-up phase of the firm 
while family represents a critical and often used source for start-up firms (Chrisman et al., 2003; Starr & MacMillan, 
1990).  
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Previous studies indicate that members of business owning families (whether paid or unpaid) constitute an important 
source of employees (Cruz, Justo, & De Castro, 2012; Henk & Trent, 1999). Aldrich and Langton (1998) find that one 
fourth of their sampled firms employed family members at the time of start-up. Though considering being important 
human capitals, little is known about this particular group of employees (hereafter, ‘family employees’) and their 
influence on the performance of start-up firms. Using the family embeddedness perspective of entrepreneurship 
(Aldrich & Cliff, 2003), this paper investigates the relationship between the involvement of family employees and 
innovation behaviors (i.e. innovation input and output) of start-up firms.  

The concept “family embeddedness” is often used in the family business literature, but not restricted to family business. 
The social support perspective suggests that both emotional support and instrumental support from the family facilitate 
an individual’s success and her/his success in other domains (Cohen & Wills, 1985; Powell & Eddleston, 2016; Uchino, 
2004). As one fundamental social institution for entrepreneurs, the family ‘lays the groundwork for new ventures’ (Starr 
& MacMillan, 1990; p81) and provides a platform for developing and exchanging the relational resources between 
family members (Gudmunson et al., 2009). Block et al., (2015) find that family employees are willing to accept lower 
wages in return for the additional utility (i.e. emotional value) that they derive from working in the firms of their own 
families. In a similar vein, we would argue that family employees might influence the decision and behavior of the 
entrepreneur, which consequently affect the start-up performance, by providing their social supports and relational 
resources to the entrepreneur.     

Method 

Our empirical analysis is based on an original panel dataset of Japanese start-ups that had started their businesses 
during 2007 and 2008 in the Japanese manufacturing and software industries. The panel dataset covers four waves in 
the period of 2008 to 2011. Postal questionnaire surveys were used to collect information on firm-specific 
characteristics, such as the type and number of employees, and innovation input (i.e. R&D activities) and outputs (i.e. 
patents and new product).  We obtained an unbalanced panel of 538 firms over the period 2008-2011 (1,006 
observations). 

Regarding innovation input, we estimate a Tobit regression model on the effects of the presence of family member on 
R&D intensity (R&D expenditures per employee), while controlling for a number of firm-, industry-, and year-specific 
characteristics. With respect to innovation outputs, we estimate probit regression models on the effects of R&D 
intensity, the presence of family employees, and their interaction term on innovation performance, measured as the 
probabilities of product innovations and patent applications.  

Results 

Descriptive statistics indicates that on average 28% of our sampled start-ups make use of family members as a source of 
employees. This figure is fairly similar to the study of Aldrich and Langton (1998). Between-group comparison further 
indicates that start-ups using family employees have significantly lower R&D intensity comparing to those without family 
employees. However, the difference in innovation outputs, i.e. product innovation and patent application, is not 
perceived.  

With respect to innovation input, the empirical results suggest that start-ups making use of family employees invest less 
in R&D activities. We repeat our analysis by using the share of family employees in total employment. We find similar 
result, that is, start-up firms that reply more on family employees invest less in R&D activities. As regards innovation 
outputs, i.e. product innovation and patent application, we find that start-ups hiring family employees are more likely to 
transform innovation input into new product and into patent applications.   

Our preliminary findings support the family embeddedness perspective, i.e. individuals are not sole decision-makers in a 
vacuum, but rather are implicated in the social networks. Their decisions and behaviors are often influenced by 
significant others in their environment (Aldrich & Cliff, 2003). Family employees can support and influence 
entrepreneurs emotionally by demonstrating their concerns and interests for the business and/or instrumentally by 
securing a cheap however trustworthy and committed human capital to the business (Cruz et al., 2012; Powell & 
Eddleston, 2016). Thus, entrepreneurs of start-ups might be risk averse to R&D investment which entails substantial 
risks considering involving their family members in the start-up. On the other hand, instrumental support from family 
employees, for instance the emotional commitment to the business, enables the effective transformation from 
innovation inputs to outputs. Our study responds to Arregle et al.’s (2015) call for more research on multiple 
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entrepreneurial outcomes that family support could influence. Moreover, we extend the family embeddedness 
perspective of entrepreneurship by examining the effect of family embeddedness to the start-up performance, which 
has been overlooked in either the start-up literature or family business research. 
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Session 2C: Misconduct & Delay 

Seokkyun Woo 

on Shoulders of Tumbling Giants: Empirical Investigation on Post-retraction Citation 

Session 2C 

Sir Isaac Newton once said, “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants”. Evidences support that 
knowledge production is cumulative. Cumulation of knowledge can partly be captured by citations in publications. In 
Mertonian paradigm, citations are instrumental and symbolic. Yet, what has been often overlooked is scientists’ bizarre 
behavior of using illegitimate knowledge, i.e. citing retracted articles. For example, around 35% of citations from 
retracted articles are made after the articles have been retracted. This paper show that that such “sloppy” citation 
behaviors can be explained by both the ignorance (scientists’ cognitive distance from retracted research area) and field 
competitive pressure perceived by scientists.  

This paper uses retracted articles and their forward citation records from the Web of Science and PubMed database and 
exploits variations between the citations received before retraction and after retractions to estimate the effects of 
ignorance and competitive pressure on post-retraction citation. The analysis is based on 104,404 articles (excluding self-
citations) that cited 5,717 retracted articles. This creates around 180,000 unique pairs between citing and cited articles.  

First, I investigate the relationship between the knowledge similarity and the likelihood of post-retraction citation. Since 
scientists are more likely to identify disgraced works if they are from their knowledge domain, retracted works are less 
likely to be cited after retraction by scientists from similar knowledge domain. In order to calculate this knowledge 
similarity, I calculate content similarity of citing and cited article pairs from their from title and abstract texts. I also use 
cited reference fields similarity of the pairs as an alternative measure for knowledge similarity. The series of regression 
models indicate that knowledge similarity of the pairs decrease the likelihood of post-retraction citation. The evidence 
indicates that scientist’s ignorance on foreign topics explain their abnormal citation patterns.  

I then investigate how field competitions can increase abnormal citation behaviors. Highly competitive environment 
with productivity pressure may lead to failure of identifying false knowledge. Meanwhile, high competition means that 
stakes are higher so that scientists are more likely to be cautious about quality of their outputs. Therefore, the existing 
literature indicates that the effect is ambiguous. In order to measure field competition, I exploit MeSH keywords and 
funding information parsed from the population of PubMed database. I calculate the frequency of articles using MeSH 
keywords from focal article weighted by number of available funding. This indicates relative crowdedness of a field 
(inferred from MeSH heading) with respect to available funding. Since each focal article can have multiple MeSH 
keyword assigned, I use both average and maximum of theses values. The regression analysis indicate that field 
competition is positively correlated with increasing post-retraction citation. For example, one standard deviation 
increase in competition is associated with 0.4% increase in post-retraction citations. This positive effect is robust even 
after controlling unobserved heterogeneities across retracted article and trend.  

The fact that that considerable citations happens after retraction is alarming to the integrity of science enterprise. The 
analysis indicates that this abnormal behavior can partly be explained by scientists’ lack of knowledge on foreign fields. 
Interestingly, we often argue that “fake news” are more likely to be consumed by those who lacks expert knowledge 
related to the news content. This result indicates that scientists are not exempt from this speculation. Moreover, this 
paper shows that these scientists’ behaviors do not nicely fit Mertonian paradigm where citations are viewed as 
mechanism to mention and give credits to whose work they cite. More realistically, scientists may have heterogenous 
reasons for citing peers and that idea recognition represents one of many reasons. The results also indicate that there 
could be productivity fatigue among scientists who are publishing in highly competitive field. High stake competitions in 
academia have been often blamed for various research misconducts. This result also indicates that that excess 
competition may have negative effects on quality of research.  

This research has few limitations. The evidence indicates that less than 5% of post-retraction citations are actual 
negative citation (Bar-Ilan and Halevi, 2017). However, it is difficult to identify authors’ true intention of every post-
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retracted citations. Future research could employ sentiment analysis on actual citation quotes from open access 
publication data to identify actual intention citation (Catalini et al. 2015). 

Adil El Aichouchi, Philippe Gorry and Pascal Ragouet 

Delayed Recognition in Science: Different Causes of Sleeping and Awakening of Discoveries 

Session 2C 

Nowadays, innovation and translational research concepts are commonly used in science policies. They often refer to 
the need to contribute to the diffusion of new scientific knowledge toward socio-economic impact. However, novelty is 
not exclusively related to discoveries: work can remain ignored for a long time, before being recognized. The aim of this 
work is to examine the mechanisms that could explain the resistance to the circulation of scientific knowledge and its 
transformation into innovation in the society. It was B. Barber (1961) who was the first in sociology of science to 
propose an explanation of resistances to discoveries. However, it was S. Cole (1970) who retranslated this question in 
terms of "delayed recognition" (DR) [1]. In the early 2000s, the problematic of the DR knows a renewed interest in 
scientometrics with the analysis of "sleeping beauties" (SB), a concept introduced by Van Raan (2004). It refers to an 
article that goes unnoticed (“sleep”) for more than 10 years ("sleep" period), and then, almost suddenly receives many 
citations (the "awakening" period) by a ‘‘Prince’’ (PR, another article), attracting a lot of attention from there on in terms 
of citations (the "Kiss of the Prince") [2]. SBs have been identified in numerous research fields such as biology, chemistry, 
medicine and physics, and estimated to occur between, 1 and 7.6% [3]. Therefore, study of SB or DR is very interesting in 
the exploration of mechanisms of circulation of knowledge [4]. The present work aims to explore, through systemic 
approaches and several case studies, the reasons for DR pattern of citations and what mechanisms are in play in the 
“awakening” of some scientific discoveries.   

Our methodology associates quantitative approach, scientometric analysis, and qualitative approaches, historical and 
sociological analysis, with semi-structured interviews. The first step of our research focused on the scientometric 
evaluation of the DR phenomena in relation to either (i) the scientific work of Nobel Prize (in Medicine, Physics or 
Economics), (ii) a concept: “tumor angiogenesis” and "mesenchymal stem cell" (MSC), (iii) a research domain: 
“astronomy and astrophysics”, (iv) some clinical fields, "oncology" and “drug safety” or (v) applied research: “solid state 
chemistry”. According to the cases, we extracted from the WoS® database a corpus made up of specific articles 
(between hundred and a million documents), looked for landmark papers by a historical analysis of article references 
(RPYS method) [5] and/or filtered DR papers by calculating for all publications the "Beauty coefficient" (B) using the non-
parametric criteria of Ke et al. (2015) [3]. For each case studies, we documented the sleeping period and the awakening 
period by measuring the trends of publications or citations linked to the case, concept and field as well the echo in 
public media by measuring the press releases in various databases (Google Trends, Factiva). The second step focused on 
the identification of the Prince, ie the author(s) at the origin of the citation awakening, mainly by co-citations networks 
analysis. For some cases, we combined this scientometric approach with (i) a historical approach to produce a biography 
of the author and/or the Prince(s) scientific work to develop a chronology of the scientific discovery using second-hand 
data, (ii) several semi-structured interviews with researchers who started citing DR papers around (and since), the 
awakening year in order to grasp the reasons of the delayed recognition. 

Our scientometric analysis show that DR phenomena could affect article, book or concept, single publication or bundle 
of publications related to the same discovery, different scientific work related to the same author, single author or 
group of authors, highly cited scientists or publications as well average H-index author or average cited papers, 
sometime published in niche scientific journals. 

The sleeping period could extend form few years to more than half-century, affecting papers published between 1927 
and 1988, awakened between 1978 and 2010 and ranging between less than 500 to more than 10.000 total citations. 

Many reasons have been suggested in the literature as to why the phenomenon of delayed recognition in terms of 
citations occurs and what mechanisms are in play in the “rediscovery” or the “awakening” of DR papers. Our results 
show that some publications “sleep” for a long time because they contain scientific claims that steer scientific or ethical 
controversy in a given field, or because they are at the boundary between two discipline. This “sleeping” period only 
ends when the controversy is closed, and when consensus is reached. Other publications don’t get enough citations in 
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the beginning because they contain unproven hypotheses, and the citational “awakening” occurs when an experimental 
proof of the hypothesis is presented. In some applied fields, an industrial application is needed to make a forgotten 
publication relevant again . In some cases, the DR papers were simply not available to a wide enough scientific 
community to lack of visibility due to its publication in unknown journals. However, DR cannot be necessarily attributed 
to the publication of papers in languages other than English. But it could be attributed to the geopolitical situation of 
some researchers such as Eastern scientists lacking of communication and collaboration with Western scientists that 
hampered the diffusion of their scientific ideas.  

In conclusion, the occurrence of delayed recognition raises questions about the relevance of short-term citation-based 
metrics for the evaluation of scientific impact on which many research public policies are base worldwide. Constancy 
and continuity in a research field are important components that ensure development of new research subject area. In 
contrast, lack of continuous financing and research, could hamper the development and growth of new research area. 

[1] Cole S. (1970), Professional Standing and the Reception of Scientific Discoveries. American Journal of Sociology, 976, 
286-306. 

[2] Van Raan A.F., (2004), Sleeping Beauties in Science. Scientometrics, 59(3), 461-466. 

[3] Ke Q., et al. (2015). Defining and identifying sleeping beauties in science. PNAS, 112, 7431–7626. 

[4] Braun T., et al. (2010), On Sleeping Beauties, princes and other tales of citation distributions…. Research Evaluation, 
19, 195–202. 

[5] Bornmann L. et al., (2018), Reference publication year spectroscopy (RPYS) of Eugene Garfield’s publications. 
Scientometrics, 114, 439–448. 

Yin Li and Yuhan Yang 

Measuring Correction Effects in Science: The Case of Retractions across Time, Places, and Fields 

Session 2C 

We use retractions as a measurement to show how the ability to correct errors in science varies over time in various 
academic fields and in different parts of the world, therefore measuring the strength of underlying scientific institutions. 
Since science is cumulative, the ability to recognize past mistakes and correct errors is crucial for the continuous 
advance of sciences. Retraction is a highly visible event in which an error in science (caused by scientific misconduct or 
genuine mistakes) is revealed and the scientific enterprise responds by not only punishing the offender(s) through 
tarnished reputations, but more importantly, redirecting future researches towards correct directions. Such a correction 
in the direction of science is observed as a drastic reduction in future citations of retracted papers, and the varying 
degrees of reductions in various institutional settings reflect the strength of underlying scientific institutions. Building on 
this notion, we construct a measure of correction effect (CE) in science, ranging from 0 to 1, where, CE=1 if retraction 
eliminates all future citations; and CE=0 if no future citation is affected. We hypothesize that the size of CE depends on 
technological conditions, work organization, and institutional underpinnings in various science systems.  

We analyze correction effects in all 4072 retracted articles recorded in Web of Science between 1978 and 2017. We 
implement a difference-in-difference research design in which the net impact of retraction on citations is estimated 
through comparing retracted articles (n=4072) to a control group of nearest neighbor articles (n=8009) published in the 
same journal, volume, and issue. We analyze the whole sample and subsamples divided by time, disciplines, and 
countries to obtain the average treatment effects of retractions, or the measures of CE. Consistent with previous 
studies, we estimate an average of 68% post-retraction reduction in citations, or CE=0.68, globally. Yet correction effects 
vary significantly by time, places, and academic disciplines.  

We find that there is a long-term trend towards more scrutiny in science globally. Driven by the adoption of information 
technology, the global correction effect strengthened in the late twentieth century, with CE growing from 0.45 in early 
1990s to 0.93 in early 2000s. However, with the rise of emerging science powers such as China, India, and Korea, the 
global correction effect weakened in the 2000s, dropping to 0.53 by the end of the decade. In the most decade, we find 
CE is slowly returning to its historical trend, increasing to 0.72 in 2017. 
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We find that the correction effect varies by academic disciplines, where correction effect is strongest in social science 
(CE=0.73), followed by applied technology (CE=0.66) and natural science (CE=0.60), and weakest in life science 
(CE=0.56). Consistent with previous studies on causes of retractions, this finding shows that as academic fields, 
especially life science, grow in sizes of scientific teams and increase in complexity in the division of labor, not only these 
fields are more vulnerable to scientific misconduct, but the correction effect also weakens in these fields.  

We also find that there are significant differences in correction effects in different parts of the world. Among the largest 
five contributors to retracted papers, correction effect is strongest for articles with authors from Germany (CE=0.67), 
followed by the U.S. (CE=0.63) and Japan (CE=0.63), and weakest in India (0.59) and China (CE=0.58). Yet, the number of 
retracted papers with German authors (n=251) is much smaller than the U.S. (n=1144) and China (n=982), and is largely 
driven by outliers. A time-series analysis shows that it is the U.S. that has a significant lead in correction effects over the 
rest of the world in most of the sample period (1978-2017) with on average of 0.29 higher in CE. This strength of 
correction effect in the U.S. science system can be explained by two factors: a “Competition Effect” in which intense 
competition among best people in the U.S. science system increases efficiency, and a “Spotlight Effect” in which more 
attention is paid to articles with U.S. authors because of the central stage occupied by the U.S. in science. 

Through a quantitative study of correction effects following retractions, this study sheds light on the error correction 
mechanisms and institutions in the scientific enterprise. Existing literature has measured the negative impacts of 
retraction on future citations, yet none has examined the other facet of retractions: that is, the varying impacts of 
retraction in different institutional settings reflect the strength of scientific institutions. Our study fills this gap by 
highlighting the varying correction effects across time, places, and fields, and we explore the potential causes in 
technology, organization, and institution accounting for these variations.   

There are policy implications from this study. To allow science to flourish in the long run, science policy should enhance 
correction effects and strengthen scientific institutions. To do so, science systems should adopt technological advances 
(especially in information technology), manage scientific workplace (through improved team science and division of 
labor), and strengthen national institutions (via community self-policing and increased researcher capabilities). 

Li Tang 

Determinants of whistleblowing intention on research misconducts:  Evidence from China 

Session 2C 

Objective：By its nature, academic fraud is hard to detect. Yet whistleblowing, as oversight power combating research 
misconducts has not captured deserved attention from Chinese scholars and research managers. This study aims to 
explore the determinants of whistleblowing intention from two perspectives: individual perception and institutional 
factors. 

Method：The study uses a mixed-method research design. Based on the survey data collected from China’s 985 
universities in Yangtz River, this paper investigate the factors impacting scholars’ whistleblowing intention. The 
interviews with university ethics committee further provide a more comprehensive picture on how institutional factors 
influence whistleblowing behavior.  

Results：Our analysis reveals that both individual perceptions on research misconducts and institutional factors have 
significant yet heterogeneous impact on whistleblowing intention. Institutions' reluctance to tackle misconducts push 
whistleblowers resorts to the mass media. Disclosure intention varies by the social distance of whistleblower and the 
wrong misconductors.  

Conclusion: We argue that it is time to establish a formal institution for research integrity management in Chinese 
universities. To cultivate research integrity, clarified responsible entities, standardized whistleblowing procedures, and 
protection mechanism for both whistleblowers and those wrongly accused should be embedded in the system. 
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Session 2D: Open Science & Inclusion 

Alexis Habiyaremye and Yasser Buchana 

Co-learning and innovation diffusion in South African university community engagement projects 

Session 2D 

The process of innovation is intricately linked to the application of knowledge to generate new or improved products or 
devise new production and management processes (Fagerberg et al., 2010). Knowledge production in public research 
institutions and absorptive capacity in firms therefore play an important role in determining the rate at which creative 
innovations can diffuse across value chains (Lämsa, 2008). In many developing countries, sizable knowledge asymmetry 
between innovation producers and target users impede innovation adoptions and deprives communities of the benefits 
of technology diffusion (Jacobs et al; 2019). Quite often, application of technology-push paradigm (based on the 
assumption that new technological advances resulting from R&D and scientific discovery, preceded and ‘pushed’ 
technological innovation via applied research, engineering, manufacturing and marketing towards successful products or 
inventions as outputs) has proved incapable of gaining the support of target users because of failure to appropriately 
take their views into account at the design phase (Kline and Rosenberg, 1986). Those who develop technological 
innovations to push them to the market run the risk of misidentifying or misarticulating the need they purport to 
address and may end up with a non-existent market and or the wrong product (Wolfson 2010). 

Overcoming the challenge of knowledge asymmetry and limited technical competence in underdeveloped areas requires 
a cooperative learning approach between knowledge producers and target users because the production and diffusion 
of knowledge is embedded in a social system of knowledge production (Lundvall 1996; Parrilli et al. 2010). Knowledge 
exchange with users in such cases where capabilities are weak often tends to require intermediaries (knowledge 
brokers) to play an important role when the involved technology is fairly simple, such as in Theodorakopoulos et al. 
(2012). When knowledge exchange is hampered by local capacity constraints due to resource poverty and absence of 
potent institutional arrangements, the use of knowledge brokers may however become unworkable for economically 
marginalised rural communities. This often results in tensions between the existence of a strong desire for immediate 
reaping of benefits of the technology to be adopted and the lack of financial and technical resources needed for a 
successful adoption. Such tensions create an expectation gap when the proposed technological solutions require 
learning before they can produce the expected benefits (Theodorakopoulos et al. 2012). 

The question this study seeks to answer is therefore: -How can the necessary knowledge exchange between universities 
and recipient communities be mediated in the absence of local financial resources to pay for knowledge brokers? 

This question is particularly relevant when the knowledge required to solve the problem at hand is fairly complex and 
the knowledge recipients are in marginalised rural communities lacking the ability to pay for costly brokerage 
transactions and extensive training. To overcome these diffusion challenges, technology recipients must have ongoing 
interactions with producers and other actors involved in the innovation value chain to deepen their knowledge and 
technical expertise. The effectiveness of the transfer of technological knowledge will ultimately depend on how well the 
recipients of technology engage with knowledge producers and with each other to achieve common goals (Chakrabarti 
and Rice, 2003; Chesbrough et al., 2006, Boardman and Gray, 2010). Innovation scholars have purposed various 
alternative mechanisms aimed at facilitating knowledge mediation between producers and recipients in order to cut 
through these obstacle to diffusion. Nonaka (1994), Lundvall and Johnson (1994), Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) and 
Lawson and Lorenz (1999), for example, have argued that he process of diffusion is embedded in and shaped by learning 
capabilities of recipients and suggested learning models that facilitate the building of these capabilities for knowledge 
absorption. On the conceptual level, Nonaka’s (1994) dynamic model of knowledge creation provides an example of a 
co-learning process based on the assumption that human knowledge is created and expanded through social 
interaction, and a mixture of tacit and explicit knowledge (Lämsa, 2008). For Lundvall and Johnson (1994), overcoming 
the challenge of limited technical competence in underdeveloped areas requires a co-learning approach between the 
innovating unit (e.g. a university) and users (community). In Lundvall and Johnson’s (1994) user-producer model, the 
innovating unit needs access to information about the needs of the user to successfully innovate. For their part, 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) have proposed a knowledge exchange mechanism that enables such a learning to take 
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place support innovation diffusion. This mechanism consists of networks of strong, crosscutting personal relationships 
developed over time that provide the basis for trust, cooperation and collective action. 

As for Lawson and Lorenz (1999), they propose collective learning in clusters and networks as necessary to overcome 
the limits of individual firm’s learning imposed by the difficult transmission of tacit knowledge from one firm to another. 
This co-learning process also helps overcome the constraints of knowledge asymmetry inherent in the linear transfer of 
technological know-how involving codified and tacit knowledge. It acts as an ignition phase in the process of knowledge 
co-production between researchers and other and key stakeholders, which is crucial for the successful development of 
new ideas and innovative solutions, as pointed out by Pohl et al. (2010). The effectiveness of the interactive learning 
processes in enhancing the technology adoption capacity of target recipients is empirically shown by Petersen et al. 
(2016). Organised in network structure in which all forms of knowledge, whether formal or traditional, were valued for 
their contribution in achieving the desired outcomes performs better them the linear technology transfer approach. 
Organizational learning and knowledge creation based on a continuous and dynamic interaction between tacit and 
explicit knowledge can thus be a potent tool to overcome the constraints of the linear innovation and technology 
transfer models (Lämsa, 2008). 

This paper aims to explore the use of co-learning approach as an alternative to knowledge brokerage in order to help 
rural communities and knowledge producers overcome the difficulties posed by traditional interaction methods when 
dealing with knowledge transmission associated with bringing new production methods targeted to addressing local 
challenges. Drawing from Petersen et al. (2016) who underscore the crucial role of interactive learning spaces in the 
success of community engagement, we posit that knowledge exchange for societal benefit occurs through intensive 
mutual learning that facilitates knowledge sharing within interactive learning spaces. University-based living labs 
projects in South Africa provide a suitable setting to probe the effectiveness of knowledge exchange between users and 
producers in these interactive learning spaces. Our analysis of the co-learning and innovation co-creation process in 
those living labs sheds light on which knowledge exchange processes can be used to facilitate the contribution of science 
for society in resource-poor communities. 

This study contributes to the debates on knowledge transfer to communities by shedding light on the practical 
applications of cooperative learning at the interface of knowledge exchange between universities and resource 
constrained rural communities in developing countries. It uses the case of co-learning and knowledge co-creation 
experiences in South African living labs projects to provide additional evidence of the use of co-learning to overcome 
capacity constraints to the absorption of technological knowledge intended to address local community challenges. 

Paul Wouters, J Britt Holbrook, Merle Jacob, Lynn Kamerlin, Alis Oancea and Ismael Rafols 

A proposal for assessing researchers’ engagement with Open Science: Indicator frameworks – between 
universal indicators and full customization 

Session 2D 

The concept of “Open Science” is not well-defined and is used in various ways by different authors, so that no consensus 
on its meaning exists. A recent literature review therefore proposes to define Open Science as “transparent and 
accessible knowledge that is shared and developed through collaborative networks” (Vicente-Saez and Martinez-
Fuentes 2018, 433). This approach focuses on knowledge as materialized in artefacts and research output. Smith and 
Seward (2017) take an alternative tack which involves shifting focus to openness as a dimension of social practice. This is 
particularly relevant in the context of the engagement of researchers with open science, which denotes after all a social 
practice. For example, the share of openly available knowledge artefacts may increase, but if these are not included in 
practice, this increase is not relevant. When it comes to developing indicators for researchers’ engagement with Open 
Science and Scholarship, we therefore propose to shift the focus from indicators of outputs (i.e. whether publications, 
data, materials, etc. are available somewhere, somehow) to open knowledge practices and the actions to support and 
enhance these practices (i.e. whether actual use of knowledge, data, materials etc. is fostered). 

Open Science and Scholarship is not about simply making knowledge unconditionally available to all. In fact, elevating an 
undefined "openness" to an absolute moral good might inflict serious damage on the knowledge capacities of both 
research communities and societies at large or restrict itself to mobilizing science for private companies in the 
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framework of the new "platform capitalism" (Mirowski 2018; Van Dijck 2018). We define Open Science and Scholarship 
as the ambition to democratize the scientific and scholarly system while maintaining and further developing its critical 
capacities for all stakeholders in knowledge (“Towards a Learning Economy. Synopsis of WRR-Report No. 90” 2014). We 
thus treat the term ‘Open Science’ as shorthand for the notion of institutionalizing more socially robust – and less 
hierarchical – knowledge practices, which include not only science, but also other forms of research in the arts, 
humanities and social sciences, as well as teaching, technology, and infrastructure. This means that research assessment 
(and indicators) also need to take into account the uneven distribution of resources and capabilities over scientific 
communities across the world. Open Science should not only benefit the resource-rich communities (Leonelli 2013; 
Treadway et al. 2016; Hormia-Poutanen et al. 2017). 

Science, and by implication Open Science, is intrinsically diverse.  The objects, concepts, methods and practices of 
research differ greatly from astronomy to nursing, from agronomy to history. Open Science practices also differ across 
fields, countries and social contexts.  This means that Open Science policies need to address generic issues such as 
intellectual property and infrastructures while they also need to be sensitive to these specific contexts. Given the 
diversity of open knowledge practices that need to be developed and supported as part of Open Science, different 
indicators are needed to describe these different research practices and even the same indicators are most often not 
comparable across contexts.  

Indicators constitute a form of social technology that has specific effects on institutions and behavior. Unless we account 
for these effects before introducing and applying these social technologies, perverse effects may follow. If a monitoring 
or evaluation system focuses on one type of indicator only, it favors the types of research that are captured by this 
particular indicator at the expense of not rewarding other modes of research. This often has steering effects on science, 
as researchers may choose to focus on the types of activities that the indicator tracks. It is understandably tempting for 
research managers (at various levels, from national funding systems, to universities, to research groups within 
universities) to attempt to harness the steering effect of various metrics and indicators. However, the fact that 
indicators may be used to steer or nudge researchers toward certain behaviors does not exhaust the considerations that 
should go into choosing indicators. Indeed, one might suggest that researchers themselves should have a leading role in 
developing the indicators that managers will use to monitor them. The purpose and context of monitoring or evaluation 
also matter. It is important to seek an alignment between the open knowledge practices to be ‘indicated’ (e.g. data 
sharing), the indicators that should describe these activities, and the uses of the indicators in policy or evaluation.  

In order to meet these demands, we propose to use ‘indicator frameworks’ to guide the appropriate and responsible use 
of indicators to assess or monitor specific types of research for a particular purpose (be it accountability, resource 
allocation, learning exercises, public understanding, scholarly analysis and debate, advocacy, or giving an account of 
one’s own research practices). Indicator frameworks aim to capture the main relevant knowledge practices of similar 
research environments – therefore, they allow a certain degree of contextualization and a certain degree of comparison 
across similar contexts. They also allow researchers to analyze reflexively their open science practices.  

In addition, we propose to understand the transformation of the scientific system towards an open framework as the 
development of novel open knowledge practices by researchers as well as users of scientific and scholarly knowledge. 
We distinguish three levels of use of indicator frameworks:  

1. the scientific system as a whole, including the infrastructures that are required for open science;  
2. the research performing organization and research funding organization; and  
3. the individual researcher or research group.  

Because indicators are heavily dependent on the specific contexts assessed and the particular conditions of their use, 
there cannot be a single set of universally applicable indicators. However, it should be possible to use the same set of 
indicators for similar research contexts under the same evaluative purpose, i.e., indicator frameworks. In this 
presentation, we will lay out examples of indicator frameworks at each level and discuss how they can be used by 
various stakeholders and for various purposes, including not only top-down monitoring, but also bottom-up attempts to 
communicate the value of one’s research. 

Acknowledgements: This presentation is based on the work of the EC Expert Group on Indicators for Researchers’ 
Engagement with Open Science and its Impacts.  
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See:  https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=altmetrics_eg 

Laurel Haak, Josh Brown, Matt Buys and Alice Meadows 

Assessing community readiness and and adoption of open science infrastructure 

Session 2D 

Background and rationale 

Imagine a world of open science, where not only is research information openly available, but also where researchers 
are accurately credited for their contributions, where research institutions can be assured that their name is accurately 
cited, where funding organizations can easily collect works that were created using specific funding or resources, where 
publishers can streamline submission and review processes, where innovative and accurate search and discovery tools 
are available, where researchers can easily share electronic information about their contributions, and where evaluators 
have access to open data to study knowledge flows.   

In the world we live in, research is hampered by lack of openness and transparency.  Similarly, research evaluation is 
hampered by a lack of data that clearly connect a research program with its outcomes and, in particular, by ambiguity 
about who has participated in the program and their contributions. Making these connections manually is very labor-
intensive; algorithmic matching introduces errors and assumptions that can distort results; and both methods exclude 
the people involved in performing research, who have deep knowledge about their research process and outputs.  

To address these challenges, the research community is making major investments in open science, including the use of 
open digital identifiers for the people who do research, the contributions they make, the resources used and grants 
awarded, and the organizations involved. These identifiers make it possible to accurately map information between 
systems and discern the graph of connections between people, places, and things, that describes the research and 
innovation ecosystem.  

For the open science vision to become a reality, each part of the community must participate in building information 
infrastructure that enables sharing of information about research outputs and evaluation of their impact.  In this paper, 
we discuss the development and testing of a three-dimensional evaluation framework to assess community readiness 
and adoption of open science infrastructure, using ORCID as a case study.  ORCID, a non-profit community-based 
organization, is one component of the open science infrastructure, providing identifiers for researchers.  Along with 
sister organizations Crossref and Datacite and emerging organization identifier providers, we make it possible to create 
open and transparent connections between researchers, their works, and the places they do their work.  

Methods 

Our evaluation framework brings together Technology Readiness Levels developed by NASA with awareness criteria 
developed in the communications field.  These two sets of criteria help us to gauge the level of open science 
engagement in a community.  We then apply a context criteria set.  Context is best understood as the community’s 
relationship to open science objectives and their specific political, economic, and/or social/cultural circumstances -- as 
well as their willingness to engage and take action. We combine TRL, awareness, and context to identify the kinds of 
actions or intervention that would be appropriate to increase the maturity of open science practices in that community.  

We are testing this framework in two ORCID communities of practice: (i) national ORCID consortia and (ii) research 
information platforms that have built-in ORCID technology.  Each target group is assessed on TRL and awareness,, and 
the intersection of these creates a matrix, each cell of which contains a model set of interventions. Context is then 
applied in a third layer to add precision and priority to the interventions proposed from the initial analysis.  

Anticipated results 

This evaluation framework will enable us to determine the nature and maturity of ORCID’s embeddedness in a variety of 
contexts, and to define clear goals, evaluate progress towards them, and articulate and test a tailored action plan for 
each target community. 
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In addition to the ORCID community mappings, we will assess the applicability of the model to the open science 
community, including key strategies and barriers that surface during our work. We seek feedback from participants at 
the Atlanta meeting to understand the framework’s broader relevance and utility for the technology and innovation 
policy community.  

Significance 

ORCID has a complex, diverse, global community of communities, operating at differing levels of ‘readiness’. Everything 
we do at ORCID is in service of our underlying mission, to enable transparent and trustworthy connections between 
researchers, their contributions, and affiliations. This involves collaborating with all sectors of the global research 
community -- disparate as their priorities and cultures often are -- to facilitate interventions that help increase the 
openness and reliability of research information. To support and sustain this community effectively, we need to be able 
to assess the maturity and extent of ORCID engagement and adoption and to do so in a consistent, adaptable, and 
action-oriented way.  The evaluation framework we describe in this paper is a part of our work toward bringing global-
scale coherency to our effort. 

Thomas Woodson and Elina Hoffmann 

Re-evaluating the NSF broader impacts with the Inclusion-Immediacy Criterion: A look at 
nanotechnology research 

Session 2D 

Background: 

There is a powerful desire among government and non-profit scientific funding agencies to support research and 
development (R&D) that has broad impacts, generates responsible innovation, and positively impacts society (Bush, 
1945; European Commission, 2018). Since the late 1990’s the National Science Foundation (NSF) has required scholars to 
discuss the broader impacts of their research, and consequently, there are studies assessing the broader impact 
activities (BIA). These studies classify the type and rate of BIA in NSF grants (Kamenetzky, 2013; Roberts, 2009; Wiley, 
2014). However, there are several gaps in the literature. First, it is not clear the extent the NSF is funding research that 
helps poor and marginalized communities. Second, scholars did not measure the extent BIAs are integrated into the 
research. Are the BIAs a core part of the project or added as a side activity to the research? To better assess the impacts 
that research has on marginalized communities, this article outlines a new framework, called the Inclusive-Immediacy 
Criterion (IIC). 

The IIC extends other scholarship on broader impacts to include an immediacy dimension and an inclusion dimension. 
Immediacy refers to the integration of the broader impacts and the research. There are three types of immediacy: 
intrinsic, direct, and extrinsic. The first type of immediacy, intrinsic, means that the BIAs “are accomplished through the 
research itself (Jacobson et al., 2016).” For instance, if a PI is developing a new malaria vaccine, the broader impacts are 
intrinsic to the grant. The second type of immediacy, direct, are broader impacts that are achieved while conducting the 
research. An example of direct immediacy is training graduate students while doing research. Training the student is not 
the goal of the research project, but it would impossible to finish the project unless graduate students are trained and 
work on the project. The third type of immediacy, extrinsic/far reaching, are “accomplished through activities supported 
by but complementary to the project (Jacobson et al., 2016)”. If a PI visits a middle school to discuss the career path of a 
scientist, then the BIA is separate from the research and has extrinsic immediacy.   

The second dimension, inclusivity, determines the target recipients for the BIAs. Inclusive research occurs at a variety of 
levels ranging from developing a medicine that treats a disease of poverty, to constructing institutions that give a 
political voice to marginalized communities (Heeks et al., 2014). The team condensed inclusive research and innovation 
to three levels: advantaged, universal and inclusive. By combining immediacy and inclusive, we created a three by three 
grid of differently types of BIAs. 

Methods: 
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To test the framework, the study analyzes NSF sponsored nanotechnology grant abstracts from 2013 to 2017. Out of the 
6,854 nanotechnology grants, the team randomly selected 300 grants to code for the broader impact activities and the 
IIC classification.  

Results: 

On the immediacy dimension the most common category was direct (232) followed by intrinsic (200) and then extrinsic 
(110) grants. None of the grants only proposed broader impacts that were extrinsic to the grant. In the other dimension, 
the most common type of inclusion was advantaged (235), followed by universal (213) and inclusive (109). Within 
inclusive grants 94% of them are about broadening STEM participation.  

When comparing the IIC to the traditional BIAs, there are obvious overlaps. 160 out of 162 grants that are 
universal/intrinsic have potential societal benefit and K-12 outreach and Universal/Extrinsic are closely linked together.  

Significance: 

Overall, most of grants in the sample research will help everyone (universal), 213 grants, or advantage groups, 235 
grants. 109 of the 300 grants proposed broader impacts that were inclusive and only 9 grants propose research that is 
intrinsic and inclusive. This means that most of the grants propose research that was not specifically directed towards 
marginalized groups. Depending on the policymaker’s perspective these ratios can be viewed positively or negatively. 
This study cannot determine the ideal distribution of science funding, but by reexamining broader impacts activities 
through the lens of inclusivity and immediacy, scholars can better inform science policy decision makers about the 
impact NSF sponsored research has on marginalized communities.  
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Session 2E: Innovation Capabilities: National Contexts 

Kazeem Sodiq 

Novel Framework for Academic - Industry Linkage for Intellectual Property (IP) Generation and 
Management: A Case  Study of Technical and Vocational Education Training(TVET) Research- Based 
Institution in Lagos- Nigeria 

Session 2E 

Abstract 

Little or no success has been recorded by academic and research institutions in the developing countries in terms of 
generation of technologies in the globalized world-economy.This deficiencies and non-productive tendencies of the 
institutions can be linked to ineffective academic –linkage approach and drive  of such institutions.Individual academic is  
either directly or indirectly involved  in knowledge utilization for effective teaching and learning. However, in a research-
based institutions, where research seems to be their key mandate different professionals and experts  are concerned 
with generation of technologies.A  low generation of technologies will result to a small number of IPs in any country. 
Academic and research institutions  can generate a number of technologies through identification of societal and 
industrial problems, and a good number of IPs can in turn be  meaningfully generated and managed.This requires a 
handshake with the industries using  a well-developed  framework.This research work therefore develops a novel 
framework for academic-industry linkage for Intellectual Property (IP) generation and management using a TVET 
institution in Lagos, Nigeria as a case study.This study uses a conceptual and systematic approach in the development of 
framework  between the academic and industry. This involves the use of  literature, existing models, interviews and 
content analysis.The result of this study is a well-developed framework  adoptable and usable in any HEIs  and in 
particular a TVET institution for generation and management of IPs. Owing to the different management structure of 
institutions,it is recommended that each institution develops IP policy with a special inclusion on academic-industry 
outputs. 

Background and Rationale  

The TVET in most of the developing countries is expected to play two crucial roles 

 in the  national  sustainable  development  (social, economical & environmental development).The  first role is to 
provide training opportunities and career advancement  avenues for the increased school leavers. The second role is to 
provide skilled manpower that is needed at  all levels of the economy. The skills so developed should be able to lead to 
self-reliance in the absence of salaried employment and enhance the industrialization process.(Moustafa, 2017) 

Currently , the  trend  and practices in most of the TVET institutions  requires  necessary support and attention   since  a 
lot of innovations and technologies are being generated  in the institutions  inspite of their workings towards realization 
of mandate  for TVET.  According to (Marope et al., 2015), Technical and vocational education and training (TVET) is 
steadily gaining popularity at the global debates and  government priorities for education and national development 
agendas. Globally and locally, TVET is gaining  momentum at the global, regional, and national level. A good framework 
is required to generate IPs and manage it in order to reap  the potentials of TVET for contributing to socio, economic, 
and environmental sustainable development.  

In developed countries, collaboration between universities and industries has been identified as critical for skill 
development (education and training), the generation, acquisition and adoption of knowledge (innovation and 
technology transfer), as well as the promotion and encouragement of entrepreneurship, i.e. start-ups, spin-offs and 
incubation centres. 

Among the benefits of academia-industry linkages include coordination of Research and Development are wide-reaching 
and can help in coordinating R&D agendas, avoiding research duplications, stimulating additional private sector 
investment, exploiting synergies and complementing science and technological capabilities. 

It is imperative to establish linkage with the productive sector to proffer solutions to industrial problems; to generating 
income to the HEI and promoting economic  and social development. In order to establish linkage with relevant 
industries based on these goals, a number of considerations are to be critically examined These include; type of 
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Partnership, management support, capacity, Infrastructure, IP, Industries  and  Industrial  Visitation, Communication, 
Monitoring and Evaluation (Post Linkage). 

There are many partnerships that exist, and can be formed with relevant industries ,among which are partnership to 
transform teaching and learning , partnership for Research and Development (R&D).Depending on the TVET institution, 
research priorities is key in engaging  relevant industries in the area of Science, Technology and Engineering (STE) with 
smart partnership  for R&D. 

For an effective linkage with industries, full support of management is critical and highly needed. Such support shall 
include funding (financial incentive for R&D partnerships) which would strengthen the interest of researchers in solving 
industrial problems, and further show commitment to the established partnership with concerned industries. Also, 
regular specific training/education should be organized for researchers. All the necessary support needed to enhance 
the linkage is to be timely for high-quality results/outputs to be achieved. 

Obviously, industries has never been reliant on the solutions from Nigeria academia , and a teeming population of 
Nigerians is also yet to reap from the intellectual capability and outputs of Nigerian academics. Evidently, there are 
fewer products made by Nigerian academic, which are either in Nigerian or international market.This could be linked to 
the lack of a successful handshaken of academic –industrial linkage. A simple and workable framework is required for  
any institution whose primarily responsible is to solve societal and industrial problems.  

Method: 

This requires extensive review of literature on academic - industry linkage for intellectual property (IP) generation and 
management .An emphasis on the linkage involving TVET shall be explored and reviewed. A logical sequence of 
prodecures and processes , and various components and implementers would be presented using model diagrams. 

Responses would be gathered from a group of experienced academics and researchers at a business meeting and a 
number of critical questions bordering on the need for academia to be proffering solutions to the numerous societal and 
industrial problems would be discussed. 

An in-depth analysis of the responses of group of experienced academics and researchers  and IP professionals would be 
presented and used as model inputs.The model would be developed with TVET perspectives for both mission and vision 
realization.  

Each component contains objects in the framework; the object can be linked to another object for information flow, 
decision making and necessary actions of the various components linkage between an institution and industry. 

Result 

A simple , robust and component-based framework for effective IP generation and management between the academia 
and industry is presented. Each component is broken into sub-components in a sequential order.Each sub-component is 
broken into element.This is to allow complete representation of processes and procedures in the framework. The 
framework is a two-way mode framework which could either be demand or supply –driven to and from the industry.The 
first framework presents IP generation mechanisms while the second framework presents IP management mechanisms.  

Significance 

While many institution especially research-based have different framework or approaches for IP generation , this novel 
framework can serve as model framework that can be adopted and used especially in a TVET research –based 
institutions in a developing country. The framework can be used to solve societal and industrial problems as it can be 
identified in the  any industry and society. 
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Carlos Aguirre Bastos, Diana Candanedo, Bhernadett Villanueva and Giancarlo Roach 

Innovation policies and processes in the Global South: Many policies but limited results: What is the 
problem? 

Session 2E 

During the past decades developing countries have given a high priority to science and innovation (S&I) in their 
development plans. Accordingly, S&I policies and strategies have been defined and implemented. Some countries have 
modified their horizontal mechanisms, creating others of sectoral nature, thus defining a strategic direction towards 
productivity and competitiveness. Other countries apply specific policies and incentive mechanisms to develop strategic 
technologies and yet others implement scientific and technological funds to expand endogenous S&I activities 
(Lemarchand, 2016). Approaches towards facing grand challenges, defining territorial-regional innovation systems, and 
enabling a domestic environment conducive to international mobility, participation in large networks, and joint research 
activities, are also evident.    

Despite these advances, the aggregate results of policy are not improving as can be expected. OECD (2016) recognizes 
that the countries in Latin America lag not only those in the OECD group but also with respect to other emerging 
economies. This situation is also reflected in the rankings of these countries in the Global Innovation Index that show 
little improvement over the years (GII 2018).  

Many factors are known to limit the ability of countries to define and implement S&I policies: scarce financial, human 
and infrastructure resources, weak university-enterprise linkages, weak patenting, limited firm research activities, risk 
aversion and lack of venture capitals, lack of quality indicators, difficulties to define policy based on evidence. Maloney 
and Perry (2005) have discussed the causes for inefficient innovation policies in LAC that are behind their weak total 
factor productivity performance.   

This paper discusses the key issue of governance as a less explored problem affecting S&I policy definition and 
implementation in several developing countries.  

In these countries, S&I policies are being defined by institutions designed for the supply side model of innovation of the 
70´s and thus have difficulties to develop policy relevant S&I agendas. In the supply side approach, the excessively 
centralized institutional set-up that exists has not allowed different stakeholders, such as universities and enterprises, 
standards and intellectual property organizations, to feel part of the system and thus consider S&I policy is to be run by 
the central organization, and that regulations apply only to it and not to the system as a whole; in practice regulations 
govern the institutions and not the system.  

The structural challenges associated to the traditional supply side approach, together with other weaknesses have 
become difficult problems to deal with. Several policy organizations are very weak in terms of financial and human 
infrastructures and existing institutional fragmentation is also part of the problem. Such limitations together with the 
inert behavior of agents in the innovation system continue to challenge the way to policy making. 

Rivas et al. (2014) argue that institutional reforms that took place in LAC have had positive impacts, particularly with the 
creation of specialized agencies and specific funds, but also consider necessary to advance in the adoption of the 
countries’ own models of governance and institutional strengthening in order to improve definition and 
implementation, to correct coordination failures, reduce policy overlap, and structure a stronger capacity for evidence-
based decision-making. 

Frequent institutional changes have affected the performance of the national innovation systems and the policy making 
institutions in many developing countries. Padilla and Gaudín (2014) comparing the S&I systems in Central America, note 
not only their heterogeneity, but especially the instability of the institutional framework that should orient the design 
and implementation of public policies, committed human and financial resources, quality of research and teaching, and 
innovative capacity of enterprises. In many developing countries there continues experimenting and learning by trial-
and-error, introducing, extracting, remodeling tools intending to promote innovation, but with limited success. 

A key issue in the definition of governance in developing countries has been the adoption, of the rather “imported” 
integrated concept of science, technology and innovation, that has a strong bearing in the performance of the 
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innovation system. In several countries separate organizations for research and innovation policy have been established, 
in others the same organization manages both processes. Further, several S&I organizations not only define policy but 
are at the same time financial granting institutions. In other countries these tasks are separated. 

In many countries the governance capacity of the innovation system has been diminished by the strong influence 
exerted by scientific elites over the decision-making processes. In others there is no institution dealing fully with 
innovation and as such, policies do not transmit strong signals to enterprises to risk in innovation processes, affecting as 
well other stakeholders in the innovation system that cannot define their own strategies for supporting innovation 
processes 

At the end when both processes are governed by the same institution neither research nor innovation is advanced 
adequately because of their conceptual and operative differences. This seems particularly important considering the 
rate at which knowledge is being created and the growing demands posed by sustainability and inclusion that defy static 
innovation systems, and particularly when considering innovation as a contextualized process, accumulative, non -lineal 
and systemic, coordinated to local, regional and national strategies capable of stimulating knowledge in the production 
structures. 

The correct definition of innovation is key to the system’s governance and policy definition. Examination of various 
statements, policies and strategies adopted in developing regions shows the need to better identify the different 
concepts around innovation that are handled today, particularly differentiating economic from social innovations 
(Rehfeld and Terstriep 2017). IADB (2010) points out that while companies are essential for transforming knowledge into 
new products, there is no clarity in them in understanding the concept of innovation, as innovation activities are 
reduced to the acquisition of capital goods, further there seems to exist “a corporate culture away from endogenous 
innovation”.  

There is of course no “one menu-fits-all”, but developing countries need to analyze more carefully their R&I governance 
mechanisms, free from political and other external pressures, so that policy and implementation have a real and 
measurable impact on their development.   
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Maria Belen Albornoz 

Planning Innovation from the State: Policy Networks of Ecuador and Colombia 

Session 2E 

While both Ecuador and Colombia maintain a top-down policy type in the design of their public policies, the differences 
between these two countries as regards STI are quite significant. In order to explain the different policies at hand we use 
policy networks, which can show us how actors define themselves in direct relation to other groups of actors, what their 
capacities are, as well as their preferences and the structure of their relations.   

This contribution explores how the actors’ programmatic ideas are stabilized and how strategic learning is enhanced 
within the policy domain of science, technology and innovation. We compare the change in STI public policy of Colombia 
and Ecuador that began in 2006, the year during which a change of government took place in both countries, where 
innovation has been used as a go-to answer for policy change and a touchstone for governmental legitimacy.   

Networks show the structure of the relations established by actors and institutions during the change of public policy, 
and this structure is fundamental to understand the programmatic ideas of the actors, their preferences and the 
negotiations of influence and domination that they exercise between each other. In both cases we took the change of 
government in 2006 as the policy window that allowed the STI policy change. In Ecuador this window contributed to the 
institutionalization of policy through the linear model, with new governmental entities and projects like Yachay City of 
Knowledge. In Colombia, this policy window helped to turn public policy towards productive innovation and the 
deepening of the triple helix through Law 1286. 

Chux Daniels and Rocio Alvarez Tinoco 

Capabilities for Innovation and Policymaking: addressing the needs of Low and Middle-Income 
Countries (LMICs) 

Session 2E 

1 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

Research over the years have revealed important findings related to the role of capabilities in innovation and 
policymaking, both in Global North and Global South. Over these years, concepts such as technological capabilities  (Bell, 
2009), dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997), absorptive capabilities (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989; Cohen et al., 1996), 
have been developed and used to explain the role of capabilities in innovation. Although these concepts have helped to 
shape and reshape capability research in academia, and in the practice and application of capabilities in organisations 
(firms and governments alike); (Borras and Edquist, 2019 forthcoming) argue that these concepts need further 
conceptual clarification. 

Relatedly, various theories and frameworks have been put forward to either help explain capabilities for innovation, 
advance research in the field, or guide capacity building. Some of these frameworks include the National Systems of 
Innovation (NSI) (Freeman, 1987, Lundvall, 1992, Nelson, 1993), Regional and Sectoral Systems of Innovation (Malerba, 
2002, Malerba, 2005), and Technological Innovation Systems (TIS) (Bergek et al., 2008). 

However, despite the progress made so far in capabilities research, we find that many gaps remain. 

First, the capabilities field remain narrow in terms of the discourse and interdisciplinary nature of the research that is 
being undertaken. The new challenges (e.g. social, economic, environmental, development), technological 
advancements (e.g. Artificial Intelligence, and 4th Industrial Revolution), and the global agenda towards sustainability; 
require new capabilities or updating of existing capabilities available to organisations, sectors, national and regions. 
Consequently, various scholars argue for the need to broaden the capabilities discourse and research in ways that more 
specifically address the needs of Low- and Middle-Income Countries (LMICs).  

For instance, Dutrénit (2004) ‘argues that there is no simple linear progression from the early stage of accumulation of 
the minimum levels of innovative capability to the management of knowledge as a strategic asset and the deployment 
of core capabilities’ (p 1). This relates to the accumulation of stocks, which in this sense refers to physical stock 
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(technological artefacts, infrastructure and human capital) (Cirera and Maloney, 2017). Relatedly, new theoretical 
framings in the field of innovation systems study, argue for broader understanding of the NSI, in ways that incorporate 
and emphasise development and social inclusion, which is not only about reduction of poverty but reduction of 
inequalities (see for example, Dutrénit and Sutz, 2014).  

Second, the emergence of ideas such as those addressing climate change and environmental issues, the UN global 
framework of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), or the need for inclusion (i.e. the inclusion agenda); raise 
questions as to the stock of capabilities not readily available to researchers, firms and policymakers in LMICs. These 
global agendas require capabilities to fulfil the expectations of countries and their commitment to tackle greater 
challenges such as emissions reduction (e.g. National Determined Contributions, NDC). 

Third, we find that these capabilities concepts (such as those outlined above), global agenda (e.g. SDGs), and theoretical 
or policy frameworks (e.g. different flavours of National System of Innovation and Systems Transformations) the 
majority of which have their origins in the Global North, continue to be applied across board in the Global South, 
oftentimes regardless of the context, educational status, capability levels, or development stages of the LMICs. For 
example, the operationalization of the SDGs, practices around sustainability transitions approaches, or the application of 
the NSI assume a uniform level of education, knowledge and capabilities across the Global North and Global South. In 
relation to the NSI, various authors have shown that the “systems” in LMICs are weaker, less capacitated, less organised 
and linked, and that the actors generally interact less, when compared to the Global North or High Income Countries 
(HICs). Despite these challenges, the tendency to diffuse, and apply global frameworks across LMICs persist. 

Put together, we argue that these gaps call for a revisit to the research on capabilities in LMICs. We hope to show 
through this research that these gaps in capabilities have implications for practice, innovation and policymaking in 
organisations (be it farms, firms or government organisations). In order to examine these issues raised, we focus on 
three areas: (1) identifying and assessing the current and future stocks of capabilities, for development and eventually 
transformations. Here, we will look at education and skills; (2) capabilities for innovation in firms; and (3) capabilities for 
policymaking in government organisations such as the ministries of science and technology or similar agencies, charged 
with the formulation, implementation, evaluation or governance of science, technology or innovation policies.  

While systems capabilities for firms and regions have been explored (e.g. Alvarez Tinoco, 2011); capabilities for 
policymaking take two perspectives: (a) individual capabilities, i.e. skills unique to an individual policymaker or (b) 
organisational capabilities such as process and routines (Daniels, 2015). This research delves deeper into capabilities for 
innovation in firms and capabilities for policymaking in governments. 

2 METHODOLOGY  

This project started in 2018, and is still in its early stages. The research follows a mixed method approach that involves: 
(1) an in-depth review of research and literature on capabilities, going as far back as the early ideas on capabilities by 
Penrose (1959) and Sen (1985), through Bell (2009), to recent discussions on capabilities in relation to LMICs (Cirera and 
Maloney; 2017); (2) a full-day workshop to explore the issues and themes emerging from the literature review; (3) a 
survey questionnaire to key innovation actors involved with capabilities research/management in five LMICs in Africa 
and Latin America; and (4) expert interviews with selected individuals (researchers, innovation managers and 
practitioners in firms, and policymakers in governments) to follow-up on outstanding issues from steps 1-3, useful for 
triangulation of the empirical data captured. 

3 ANTICIPATED RESULTS 

Anticipated results include: (a) empirical findings, at systems levels, based on the assessment of the current capability 
gaps in LIMCs, and what is needed to address the modern-day challenges facing LMICs; (b) lessons on some of the 
capability concepts, theories, approaches, and frameworks, that have proved to be most widely used in LMICs over the 
past decades, and insights on the outcomes; and, (c) an improved understanding of how capabilities research in LMICs 
could be (re)designed and operationalised in ways that lead to better capacity-building results, socio-economic 
outcomes and development impacts at national and regional levels; which in turn contributes to achieving global agenda 
such as the SDGs. 

4 SIGNIFICANCE  
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Capabilities accumulation has been at the centre of the economic growth of nations. This paper reviews the 
ideas/concepts, research, and literature on capabilities in order to provide fresh insight on the state of research on 
capabilities – including individual, organisational, and technological capabilities – at systems level in LMICs. By revisiting 
the research and literature on capabilities this research seeks to advance knowledge that contributes to LMICs ability to 
(1) better address their pressing socio-economic and development challenges, and (2) contribute to progress in 
achieving the SDGs. In our opinion, the SDGs will not be realised if the goals are not achieved in LMICs, particularly in 
African countries, China, India, and Latin America, where some of the poorest populations reside. Capabilities are 
needed in LMICs if the countries are to continue in, for example, their pathways towards sustainability transition, 
climate change mitigation and adaptation, or achieving the SDGs. This paper contributes in these regards 
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Session 2F: Procurement for Innovation Policy 

Kiyoon Shin and Jeong-Dong Lee 

Investigating the policy impact of public procurement for innovation (PPI) on firm's activity Korean case 
of R&D related pre-commercial PPI 

Session 2F 

Introduction 

 Recently, many policymakers and researchers have been made to consider public procurement as one of the 
instruments of innovation policy, especially in the advanced countries. Public procurement is utilized as innovation 
policy measures with the purchase of innovative products, services or technologies by the public sector. Public 
procurement has policy goals of not only the development of technology but also to the diffusion of innovative 
products, unlike traditional means of supply-based innovation such as R&D subsidies and tax benefits. Such public 
procurement for innovation (PPI) is recognized as a representative means of demand-side innovation policy. 

 In the case of supply-side innovation policy measures such as R&D subsidies and tax benefits, the policy impact has 
been verified through various empirical studies. However, for demand-side innovation policy including PPI, the policy 
evaluation is largely limited to qualitative description based on case studies, and quantitative study based on enterprise 
and industry level data is insufficient. In this study, we try to quantitatively evaluate PPI policy by using the concept of 
additionality.  

 PPI differs from policy objectives and effect paths according to the market and technology maturity level of the targeted 
goods or services. In other words, the evaluation of PPI should be made taking into consideration the characteristics of 
such purchasing objects. This study will evaluate the policy impact of pre-commercial PPI which induces the research 
and development of the company by concluding preemptive purchase contracts of products or services that have not 
yet been developed. 

Research Background 

 Edler and Georghiou (2007) defined PPI and recognized it as one of the main instruments of demand-side innovation 
policy. Demand has long been recognized as a major driving-force of innovation (von Hippel, 1986), and various studies 
introduced the case of several innovations which were introduced through demand from the public sector (Mowery and 
Rosenberg, 1979; Geroski, 1990).  

 Although research on the policy impact of PPI has been steadily carried out, most studies are at the level of analyzing 
specific policy cases or making qualitative narratives through the theoretical background. However, policy evaluation of 
PPI needs to focus on various variables, as the impact is spread to private consumers, suppliers, other companies and 
industries through the diffusion of innovative products. In addition, since the purpose of PPI is different according to the 
characteristics of the purchasing object, analysis of the policy effect needs to be done differently according to the 
purchasing object. 

Innovation policy evaluation in quantitative manner has been concentrated on the analysis of supply-side innovation 
policy measures. Some studies including Karhunen and Huovari (2015) focused mainly on firms’ outcomes and proposed 
various methodologies to eliminate the effects of firm characteristics and macroeconomic environment and to examine 
the pure policy impact. The center of these methodologies is to capture additionality effect of the policy, which assumes 
a situation that could arise if the firm did not receive the policy when it actually did the policy program. Some studies 
including Czarnitzki et al. (2018) tried to capture additionality effect of PPI. However, these studies did not provide 
general implications for the performance of PPI, since the outcome variable was set without recognizing the various 
impact paths of PPI which are different from the types. 

Research Objectives 

There are many studies on the taxonomy of PPI, but this study classifies them into four categories according to 
technology level and market maturity (Shin, 2017). This study focuses on the pre-commercial PPI that guarantees the 
purchase of products or services that have not been developed yet. Pre-commercial PPI lowers technology and demand 
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uncertainty by tendering purchase contracts prior to the development of innovation, thereby increasing the company to 
invest on innovation activity. In particular, pre-commercial PPI is highly utilized in terms of linking R&D policy with 
innovation policy. 

It is necessary to assess the policy impact of PPI through not only technological input but also performance outcomes, 
such as sales performance and value added since PPI leads the diffusion of innovation. In addition, PPI affects individual 
agents in various ways within the innovation system, so changes in firms’ behavior by policy should also be considered. 
In this paper, we will also examine behavioural additionality (Busisseret et al., 1995) of PPI by considering dynamics of 
firms’ routine such as the change of asset structure and management and employment structure. 

Data and Methodology 

This study utilizes National Science & Technology Information Service (NTIS) data, which is a collection of public research 
and development support information in Korea. The Korean government is linking R&D and PPI by the program which 
guarantees the purchase of project outcomes with R&D subsidies. This study regards this program as pre-commercial PPI 
and captures the firms which received this program. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the policy impact of pre-commercial PPIs through the  average treatment effect 
of treated sample (ATT) using propensity score matching (PSM) methodology widely used in public policy performance 
evaluation. The PSM methodology has been used to evaluate the impact of various public policies since Rosenbaum and 
Rubin (1983). Recently, the PSM methodology has been utilized in the policy evaluation of demand-side innovation 
policies including PPI. This study steps further by taking the difference for outcome variables between the matching year 
and the year after the policy when calculating the ATT. This methodology has recently been used in some innovation 
policy research under the name conditional difference-in-differences (CDID).  

This study will introduce various dependent variables to confirm not only input and output additionality but also the 
behavioral additionality of the firms. Variables such as R&D expenditure and R&D efficiency can be used as input 
variables, and value added can be added along with business performance indicators such as sales revenue and 
operation income as output variables. In addition, the behavioral additionality can be identified through variables such 
as changes in asset composition and management, and changes in labor composition. 
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Charles Edquist and Jon Mikel Zabala-Iturriagagoitia 

Functional procurement for innovation, welfare and the environment 

Session 2F 

Grand challenge mitigation is framing many innovation policies and strategies worldwide (Mazzucato, 2018). In this 
context, Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia (2012) introduced the potential of public procurement for innovation as a 
relevant policy instrument aiding in grand societal challenge mitigation. According to the results of the ERAC 
consultation (see ERAC 1209/15), the latest estimations for public procurement expenditure on works, goods and 
services were close to €2.3 trillion per year, equalling 19.4% of European GDP.  In particular, in Sweden public 
procurement amounts to SEK 683 billion per year (i.e. 17.5% of GDP). 

Public procurement thus represents a substantial portion of the EU economy and the economies of many countries 
around the world. However, the share of the whole procurement spending used to stimulate innovation remains 
insignificant, even if no comprehensive statistics exist as to date about this. Innovation-related procurement is 
acknowledged as a relevant policy instrument, particularly as a mission-oriented innovation policy instrument related to 
grand challenge mitigation, but in terms of its implementation and the mechanisms for its effective rolling out, it is still 
at its infancy. This is related to the discussions that are increasingly taking place in the academic realm as to the need to 
address the “implementation” of innovation policies (see Robinson and Mazzucato, 2018). 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse how public procurement can enable and be a driving force for innovations. The 
paper is about public procurement that requires or facilitates innovation. Therefore, an important task is to distinguish 
such procurement that leads to, or can lead to, innovation from such procurement that does not lead to innovation or 
prevents innovation. The paper argues that the most important way of achieving a higher degree of innovation in 
procurement is to conduct functional procurement (i.e. to formulate functional requirements in the procurement 
documentation). Therefore, the focus of this paper is on functional procurement, and thus it will not treat 
traditional/regular public procurement where one describes and purchases well-known products (product procurement) 
more than as a starting point (although this type of product procurement still constitutes the largest volume of all 
procurement spending). The important issue is how product procurement can be converted into functional procurement 
in order to enhance innovation. 

A large number of regular public procurements are perfunctorily conducted; the procuring agency or unit describes the 
same product as in previous procurements in a routine manner (i.e. path dependency and inertias) (Edquist 2014). These 
products must obviously be existing ones, since they can be described by the procuring organization. Often this 
description is quite - or even very - detailed. They may even be obsolete. If that is the case, qualitatively superior, 
products (i.e. innovations) may be excluded in the procurement process. A routine of simply describing the previously 
procured products makes it difficult or impossible for new products (innovations) to be accepted. This is a major 
obstacle to innovation in public procurement. Hence, product procurement generally does not lead to innovation. 

Of course, the procuring organization wants to buy products to use them for something. In fact, with the help of the 
product you usually want to solve a problem or get a need or function fulfilled. And this is (mostly) done in the interest 
of the citizens. An alternative to product procurement is that the contracting organization describes these problems, 
needs and functions in the procurement documents. When such a description exists, the term " functional 
procurement" is used in this paper. 

Functional procurement can be defined as the procurement of products by an authority/unit that describes a function to 
be performed or a problem to be solved (functional specification) instead of describing the product that is to perform 
the function (Edquist, 2017).  In functional procurement, a public agency specifies what is to be achieved rather than 
how it is to be achieved. Functional regular procurement is pursued by means of functional specifications instead of 
product specifications. Hence, it is a matter of the manner in which a procurement call is set up and the tender 
documentation is formulated. Needs are translated into functions to which potential suppliers can respond. Needs are 
accurately identified and presented as requirements in terms that suppliers can respond to. It opens up for innovation 
but does not require it. Innovations are not excluded or disadvantaged. However, it should also be noted that a 
functional tender requires a process by which the need is identified, accurately specified and that potential suppliers are 
informed and engaged prior to the formal (functional) tender.  
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Functional procurement is thus innovation-enhancing in the sense that it opens up for innovations, but it does not 
require innovations per se as it happens in other forms of public procurement for innovation, such as direct and catalytic 
public procurement (Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012). However, it does not necessarily have to lead to 
innovations - if the functional description includes existing products. What characterizes functional procurement is that 
the expected result is described as a function that must be fulfilled through the procurement. 

Functional descriptions may include old (existing) products or not. Including old products reduces the risk, but still opens 
for innovations. In addition, there are strong arguments for making the descriptions broad in order not to exclude 
unexpected innovations. The biggest difference when it comes to stimulating innovations is, however, the difference 
between product procurement and functional procurement as such. Product procurement can only exceptionally lead to 
the development of innovations. Functional procurement opens in principle all procurements for the development of 
new and better products. If you want to promote innovations through procurement, then functional specifications 
should be used as much as possible.  

Explaining and defining functional specifications rather than traditional descriptions of product/process characteristics is 
key to support innovation-enhancing procurement. Innovations may, of course, sometimes occur in regular product 
procurement, even if it was not a requirement of the procurement - if the product description is generic enough to 
include innovations (better products) that emerge anyway. One of the roles of innovation policy is, however, to create 
conditions and incentives for the systematic emergence and development of innovations that help address and respond 
to socioeconomic and environmental needs, both in the present times and in the future. From this perspective, 
innovations may be very much facilitated by functional specifications, as compared to product specifications. To achieve 
innovation through public procurement it is, somewhat paradoxically, more important to emphasize functional 
specification than to pursue innovation procurement. Functional specifications opens up for innovations in all types of 
public procurements, and not only those requiring innovations. 

David Hart 

Innovation Mercantilism in the Global Clean Energy Sector 

Session 2F 

Background and Rationale 

Innovation does not occur automatically but thrives only under certain conditions. Some nations, including but by no 
means restricted to China, have adopted policies that can appropriately be labeled “innovation mercantilist.” These 
policies include forcing international companies to transfer technology to domestic firms or simply aiding and abetting 
its theft. Domestic firms may also be unfairly assisted by discriminatory tariffs, subsidies, public procurement, and 
national standards. While such policies may have short-term benefits for domestic firms and their customers at home 
and overseas, they are harmful for consumers and producers in the long-term. They reduce the returns from private and 
public investments in innovation industries globally, triggering reductions in such investments, stranding emerging 
technologies, locking-in the status quo, and slowing the pace of innovation as a whole. 

Methods and Anticipated Results 

This paper will review the relevant literature on innovation mercantilism and provide a work-in-progress update on 
original case study research in two clean energy industries. The paper seeks to articulate a new framework for 
understanding the interactions of trade and innovation policies and provide preliminary empirical evidence at the 
industry level. The global transition to lower-carbon energy resources is creating opportunities to build new and rapidly 
growing export industries, estimated to be well into the hundreds of billions of dollars per year. These industries are 
therefore a major focus of trade and innovation policy-makers and thus appropriate cases for this project. 

Relevant literatures focus on (1) interactions among nations in making trade and innovation policies, (2) strategic 
choices that firms must make when faced with tradeoffs between access to important markets and the risk of losing key 
innovation assets, and (3) the dynamics by which these tradeoffs are perceived by investors, including venture capitalists 
who seek to create disruptive start-up firms. 
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Innovation mercantilist policies can be distinguished from other policies through (1) their targeting of innovation 
industries with subsidies and trade barriers that benefit only domestic firms and (2) the use of coercion to extract 
innovation resources, such as intellectual property and know-how, from foreign firms. Sources of data about such 
policies include official documents of governments implementing such policies, other governments responding to them, 
and international organizations; testimonies and filings in legal cases; and interviews. 

One case study on solar panel manufacturing will be retrospective. Production rapidly expanded in China in the 2010s, 
while innovative manufacturers in high-cost regions went bankrupt. The benefits of the shift for consumers who wanted 
to put solar panels on their roofs have been explored in depth, but the second-order, longer-term effects on the pace of 
innovation in solar energy products have been neglected. Low-cost crystalline-silicon solar panel technology has been 
frozen in place for a decade, while entrepreneurs who seek to develop more efficient panels based on new materials 
and methods have been left without resources. 

A second case study will be prospective. The automotive industry, the world’s largest manufacturing sector, is entering a 
period of transformation, including the likely substitution of battery-based electric propulsion for internal combustion 
engines. China has stated in no uncertain terms that it seeks to be a global leader in the nascent electric vehicle (EVs) 
industry and has begun to apply its innovation mercantilist toolkit to the task. The prospect that EVs and batteries could 
replicate the path taken by solar panel manufacturing has alarmed many in the industry. New battery chemistries and 
alternative storage technologies may be stranded and current lithium-ion battery technology locked-in if the Chinese 
policy is carried through as intended. 

Significance 

The project seeks to help focus research and policy discussions on important long-term issues for the world economy. 
While the specter of the Smoot-Hawley tariffs and the ensuing Great Depression hangs heavily over trade policy, not all 
forms of protectionism are equally significant. Trade and innovation policies, and the research communities that study 
them, have not been as tightly connected as they should be. 

The project also seeks to direct attention toward multilateral action and institution-building. If each nation looks out 
only for its own interest, the global public goods that are generated by the global innovation system are put at risk. No 
single country is powerful enough or large enough to make the rules for the world economy, yet an anarchic system 
would be doomed to failure. The only pathway with the potential to create the conditions in which the global innovation 
system can thrive is through multilateral action and institution-building. 
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Session 2G: STI Institutions in Sustainable Development 

Angelica Londono and Gonzalo Ordoñez-Matamoros 

Towards a monitoring and evaluation mechanism of the National System of Agroindustrial Science and 
Technology (SNCTA1, by its initials in Spanish) to support decision-making regarding technical change 
in the sector 

Session 2G 

Purpose: To assess the challenge and opportunities of a new design of a monitoring and evaluation mechanism (MEM) 
of the SNCTA, one that would allow the System, considering the limitations of information, knowledge, institutional 
capacity, resources, and time, to verify its performance and efficiency in promoting technical change in the agricultural 
sector, and to improve its management. 

Problem: For science technology and innovation activities, monitoring and evaluation (M & E) are fundamental activities 
to better know the process of knowledge generation, transfer, and adoption, to analyze the change generated on a 
population or target sector, and to support decision making and strategic direction. 

In Colombia, the decision-making process that influences the development of the SNCTA is not supported by a 
systematic and precise information process derived from a monitoring and evaluation mechanism; one that assesses 
objectives and results of the science technology and innovation policy, and the activities in the agricultural sector. 

The absence of an MEM allows for the existence of flaws in the planning of the policy and blocks the achievement of its 
objectives, harming the farmers and the general development of the sector. The above implies, in addition, high 
transaction and opportunity costs when making decisions and formulating strategies in an uninformed, incomplete, or 
wrong way. 

Theoretical framework: This work is mainly based on literatura related with M&E mechanisms meant to guide a system 
through relevant information for decision making, aligning public policy or governance. 

It is also based on the studies and results on New Public Management, Management for Results, Knowledge Utilization, 
Knowledge Management, National Innovation Systems, Program Theory, Theory of Constraints, and Participatory 
Monitoring and Evaluation, always from the idea of having timely information about the detailed operation of the 
system in question for the illustrated decision making. 

Methodology: For the development of this study we conducted interpretative analyses of documents for the 
understanding of the phenomenon and the characterization of its context, especially in aspects of regulations, public 
policy, and sectoral demands. We also developed non-standardized data collection exercises such as focus groups and 
interviews with experts with the purpose of validating hypotheses and a better understanding of the problem posed. 
The abductive method and the prospective public policy research, were used to create new ideas outside the 
standardized knowledge from the very conditions of the object studied. These were based on the researchers practical 
experience on existing M&E mechanisms operating in Colombia and academic work on the topic. 

Results: The main result of the study includes the development of a new logical model of the SNCTA and its M & E 
process, supported on the approaches of the Innovation Systems and the Theory of the Program. These were based on 
the understanding of the role of the actors, relationships, processes, activities, and "bottlenecks", which practically 
constitute sub-systems with their own dynamics. 

As a public policy proposal, we presented the characteristics that this MEM must have in order to orient the System 
towards technical change through "enlightened decision making", as well as some considerations and recommendations 
to carry out its implementation. 

Conclusions: This new look at the SNCTA, from the evolution of knowledge management approaches, constitutes a 
transformative element that is worth exploring further in order to have national and territorial systems of innovation 
directed and coordinated towards the achievement of their goals. This view could be replicated in other subsystems of 
the National System of Competitiveness, Science, Technology, and Innovation (SNCCTI, by its initials in Spanish). 
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This scenario allows us to overcome traditional methods such as management by results, which vision falls short when 
identifying the causes of unexpected results and allowing them to be solved with the exercise of M & E. 

This will imply an arduous work of the teams that today lead these processes of change of the policy and the 
management of the System; and it is hoped that it will become one of the strategies guiding the regulation of the SNIA. 
For this it is necessary that this type of actions stop being formulated in isolation, they must be integrating and co-
responsible with the sectors, actors, and territories, especially in what refers to the agricultural sector which dynamics 
must be defined from the regions. 
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Nancy Moreno Valderrama and Claudia Patricia Uribe Galvis 

An integrative management approach for the National Agriculture Innovation System in Colombia 
based on STI policy instruments. 

Session 2G 

Context and purpose:  

The Colombian agriculture sector is one of the main engines for competitiveness, productivity and economic 
development. In 2017, the participation of the sector in the global gross domestic product indicator (GDP)- of the 
country was 6.31% from 309.2 billion USD. Science and technology activities in the sector achieved participation levels of 
0.2% of the national GDP and 0.79% of sectorial GDP (19.51 billion USD). This evidence the need to strengthen the 
management structure, for a more efficient resources allocation to promote technological change. 

The dynamics of research, technological development and innovation (R&D&I) activities as a main active in the National 
Innovation Systems, is supported on public policy instruments and the organizational structures that integrate its 
stakeholders. These activities focus on generation, transfer, adoption, and evaluation of technological offer (knowledge, 
technologies and technological services). 

The aim of this study was the design of an integrative management approach for the National Agriculture Innovation 
System (NAIS) in Colombia based on three key elements: The Agriculture Science and Innovation Policy  (ASTI), previous 
work on the area, and the main management instruments of Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) in Colombia. 
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Previous work comprises the interaction analysis of the main ASTI policy instruments, the conceptual approach to 
national, regional and sectoral innovation systems, and the first relational structure for STI policy instruments. 

Methods and material:  

Based on the results of previous studies that establish a circular approach for the NAIS, a sequential methodological 
scheme was constructed based on its main instruments, which include: the sectoral strategic plan (PECTIA), the survey 
of sectorial evaluation, the Agenda for R&D&I, and the sectorial knowledge management system (SIEMBRA).  

This scheme embraces four stages, each one with specific methods and activities. First, the 5w+h questions approach is 
used to characterize the main instruments in the NAIS policy. Second, an analogy of dynamic systems of upstream and 
downstream information is used to represent the interaction between main instruments. Third, the general theory of 
systems is used to represent the instruments interaction across the organic components of the NAIS (sub-systems). 
Fourth, the Colombian Technical Norm for innovation management -NTC-5801 is used to standardize a structural 
integrative approach for policy instruments, decisions instances, and key stakeholders.   

Results:  

Five main policy instruments were characterized including the national agriculture innovation policy, as well its 
information feedback relations. This characterization approach could be used for any other support instrument (current 
or future). Based on this approach a systemic diagram is designed, to represent the main components of the NAIS: the 
research and technological development subsystem, the innovation capacities for education and training subsystem, 
and the rural extension and technical assistance subsystem.  

This diagram includes not only the interaction between subsystems but also in the national innovation system and 
among the main instruments. The systemic representation model is used then as a reference point to standardize the 
NAIS. The standardize approach comprise an integrative structure of subsystems, instruments, instances, and actors 
based on the NTC-5801 innovation management processes. These processes for the NAIS are: Knowledge management 
based on information systems, governance and strategic decisions, resources and capabilities, R&D&I activities and 
monitoring and assessment strategies.  

Finally, an equivalence analysis is used to describe the management processes for agriculture innovation, a matrixial 
scheme for sub-systems characterization is proposed and a matrixial scheme for sub-systems, instruments, instances, 
and stakeholders is designed. These products converge as the first approach of a management model for the NAIS.  

Significance  

This research is an initiative to support the regulation, operation, and appropriation of the NAIS Law. It also contributes 
to promoting technological change in the agriculture sector in Colombia. 

Nimesh Chandra 

MANAGING INNOVATIONS: PERSPECTIVE FROM INDIAN UNIVERSITIES 

Session 2G 

Conspicuous change is seen in less than a decade since 2008 in global higher education environment driven greatly by 
developments in the Asian universities, particularly India, China and Japan. With steep rise in number of universities and 
increasing awareness on research initiatives, India is poised to contribute significantly to academia spawned innovations. 
This is aligned with technology-based economic development initiatives which emphasize on stimulating technological 
entrepreneurship in universities via start-up creation, incubation units, patenting, licensing, and university–industry 
partnerships. Many studies suggest such developments as ‘academic entrepreneurship’ or university’s third mission in 
contributing to the national system of innovation.  

Linking to the Indian Context 

In India, innovation management has been characterized by creation and adaption to a range of organizational and 
institutional developments particularly in the last decade. Though, the outcomes have not been very promising as 
compared to academic institutes of good global standing; knowledge production and its effective transfer across 1050 
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odd universities in India has the potential to capitalize significantly. The innovation capability is still limited to very few 
universities and dominated by institutes of national importance. This paper is an attempt to understand and document 
the progress in research output of Indian universities, highlight the stellar performances, and suggest policy measures. 
An emerging global economy, India does need an environment for research to critically focus on creating an ecosystem 
that would contribute significantly to the system of innovation. Universities across the globe play a critical role in 
building an innovation ecosystem that meaningfully contributes to creation of new knowledge and its dissemination. 
This is in accordance with Nelson (1993), Lundvall (2004), Mowery and Sampat (2005), and others who observe that 
universities play a crucial role in technical advance, and that a growing number of both industrial and developing 
economy governments, seek to use universities as instruments for knowledge based economic development and 
change. In India, similar views have been echoed by Basant and Chandra (2006), Chandra and Krishna (2010) among 
others. 

Data and Methodology 

The paper attempts to examine the determinants of different means of knowledge creation and transfer in academia, 
focusing on their institutional mechanisms, and core parameters such as research publications, intellectual property 
such as patents and new firm formation. Data and information relevant to building innovation capability is searched 
through scientometric indicators of universities in two international databases: Clarivate Analysis’ Web of Science and 
Elsevier’s Scopus as also through official patent websites, annual reports and other official authentic sources.   

Research and Preliminary Findings 

A comprehensive exercise was conducted that involved listing of the total universe of 1047 degree awarding institutes in 
India up to December 2018. Around 35 per cent of the total universities have been set up in the last five years. The initial 
analysis shows that top 10 per cent or 100 universities have a total of around 61700 publications per year during 2016-
18 in Web of Science index. This accounts for around 71 per cent of total annual publication count of 86800 in the same 
period. It also shows a significant increase from 64000 articles by 600 Indian universities with at least one publication 
reported in 2015. Similarly, in Scopus database, the top 100 universities (roughly ten percent) accounted for an average 
of 85100 publications annually during 2016-2018 or nearly 68 per cent of total publication adding to 124250. The top 
five institutes produced an average of 2300 publications as listed in Web of Science in the year 2018. Other indicators of 
quality research such as average citation, h-index and number of articles per author for top 100 universities during 2016-
18 were in the range of (5.8 to 6.1), (25 to 27) and (2.6 to 3.5) respectively. However, on the other side, the study also 
shows 50 percent universities in 2018 had less than 50 papers that got reflected in either Web of Science Expanded or 
Scopus Index. There are nearly 22 percent universities which do not have a single publication listed against their name. 

The findings also highlight the performance of universities in terms of their intellectual property, industrial consultancy, 
sponsored research, incubation units and start-up firms. The research performance in these functionalities, however are 
limited to very few institutes.   

The Rationale and Relevance 

As there is no systematic study on universities in India and other developing countries that document the state of affairs 
in research activities; this paper attempts to do the same. While the database has an elaborate classification of 
universities, their geography, year of establishment and such details; the key focus is to link the universities as 
contributors to the innovation system globally, emphasizing on policy initiatives and the need to create institutional 
mechanisms that foster innovations in an academic setting.  

Objective and Future Direction 

A majority of the universities in the US and Europe have experienced the nuances of academia-industry interface in a 
wider perspective, so as to understand the ways and means of fostering a productive relationship between the two 
entities. The primary focus of this paper is to study the interface modes linked to academia spawned innovations in 
select European and American universities and juxtapose the related issues with a few other universities in India and 
possibly in the developing countries. A key future novelty will be the concurrent focus on different modes for knowledge 
transfer driven by innovation policy framework practiced globally. In a rapidly changing external environment, for many 
universities, restructuring of the academic organization is a key challenge. It is equally important to engage in a systemic 
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framework that promotes grassroots innovations and start-ups which is inclusive and involves people from all strata of 
society. This is a promising area of extending the findings of this study. 

The structure of the paper would comprise an overview of the university system globally in relation to innovation eco-
system; a section on the significance of innovation management including policy and relevant literature review that 
draws largely from the theoretical framework of ‘National Systems of Innovation’. The findings discuss the empirical 
results of select universities.  
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Ruhan A 

A Novel Indirect Cost Compensation Model to Keep Sustainable Development of Research Universities 
and Institutions 

Session 2G 

Reasonable compensation of indirect cost(IDC) plays an important role in sustainable development of research 
universities and institutions. Nowadays, block grant and competitive project funding are two main funding sources of 
research universities and institutions. IDC is the compensation for public service expenditure from institution to projects. 
Under-compensation results in project funding crowding out block grant funding, which affect the sustainable 
development of research universities and intuitions. Over-compensation reduces the efficiency of project funding. In the 
long term will influence the sustainable development of competitive project funding mode. In practice Completely 
Differentiated Compensation Model (CDCM) and Non-Differentiated Compensation Model(NDCM) are two typical IDC 
compensation model. However, both of these models have their own weaknesses. CDCM has the problems of high 
management expenditure and low system efficiency. NDCM cannot effectively exerts compensation and incentive role 
due to under-compensation or over-compensation. This study aims to propose a novel IDC compensation model to solve 
the above problems. Firstly, based on the case study and principle agent analysis of government scientific research 
funding system, an optimized IDC compensation path is proposed. Secondly, based on the review of the concept and the 
compensation process of IDC, 9 potential institutional characteristics affecting the level of IDC are proposed. Following 
that, Through the empirical analysis of 91 universities in the United States, 5 significant institutional characteristics are 
verified. Finally, A novel IDC compensation model with classification through institutional characteristics as core to keep 
institutional sustainability is proposed. 
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Session 3A: Start-ups & Entrepreneurs (SciSIP) 

Jennifer Woolley and Nydia MacGregor 

The Success of Start-Up that Participate in Business Incubators and Accelerators 

Session 3A 

The Success of Start-Ups that Participate in Business Incubators and Accelerators 

This study investigates how participating in a business incubator or accelerator influences the success of nascent high 
technology firms. The emergence of incubators and accelerators as drivers of entrepreneurship has garnered the 
attention of entrepreneurs and policymakers alike since they provide a much-needed source of infrastructure to support 
new firm development. Nascent firms are important for economic health and innovation, which influence the 
competitiveness of countries, regions, and even cities (Audretsch and Keilbach 2007). Private and university-led 
incubators and accelerators attempt to improve the success of nascent firms (Mian et al., 2016) by “buffering” firms 
from environmental threats and “bridging” via network relationships to build legitimacy and resources (Amezcua et al., 
2013; Eveleens et al., 2017).   

Few studies have looked at the long-term outcomes associated with participation (for exceptions see Schwartz, 2009; 
Mian et al., 2016). This study develops a deeper understanding by building an empirical link between different programs 
and participants’ outcomes. We ask if the participation in an incubator or accelerator improves a firm’s success. We 
compare three outcomes important for nascent firms: closure due to bankruptcy, asset sale, or performance, raising 
venture capital (VC), and obtaining government grants.  

BACKGROUND 

Private business incubators provide young companies with office space and basic business services including shared 
administrative support (Bollingtoft & Ulhio, 2005; Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005) and some provide lab space (Feldman & 
Francis, 2003). These tend to be unstructured with few admission requirements. About 800 private incubators in the 
U.S. in 2012 (NBIA, 2013). Private accelerators have a competitive selection process and usually make seed stage 
investments in exchange for firm equity. They offer services and resources beyond incubators such as structured 
programming (Pauwels et al., 2016), business assistance, mentoring, access to capital, and business networks (Mian, 
1996; Cohen, 2013). Accelerators “make seed-stage investments in promising companies in exchange for equity. Over 
175 private accelerator programs existed in the U.S. in 2016 (Gust, 2017). University incubators are sponsored by a 
college or university and are like private accelerators (Mian, 1996; Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005) as participation is often 
competitive and may have a structured program with access to courses, advising and/or mentoring. Some university 
programs require a university affiliation. University incubators may also provide access to faculty advisors, student 
employees, libraries, technology transfer services, and R&D labs (Quintas et al., 1992; Colombo & Delmastro, 2002). 
Participating firms also benefit by gaining legitimacy through their affiliation with a university (Mian 1996; Rothaermel & 
Thursby, 2005). Recently, some university incubators have evolved into an accelerator model by including funding and 
formal training. In 2012, about 400 university incubators existed in the U.S. (Powell, 2017).  

These programs increase the creation of new firms by lowering barriers to entry and reducing the hazard of exit 
(Schwartz, 2009; Mian et al., 2016; Cohen et al., 2018). Further, these programs offer proximity to other entrepreneurs, 
which increases the likelihood that participants will exchange useful information. Thus, the tangible and intangible 
resources provided by these programs support participants’ success (McAdam & McAdam, 2008; Mian et al., 2017; 
Patton et al., 2009).   

Hypothesis 1a: Private business incubator participants are more likely to succeed than other firms. 

Hypothesis 1b: University incubator participants are more likely to succeed than other firms. 

Hypothesis 1c: Private accelerator participants are more likely to succeed than other firms. 

The knowledge-based view suggests that when firms access a broader resource pool the entrepreneurs increase their 
network and learning opportunities, gaining relevant and novel information to facilitate innovation and growth. For 
example, firms originating from universities may benefit more from participating in a private incubator than in a 
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university-based incubator where they likely encounter familiar resources. Likewise, firms that participate in more than 
one venture development program may be able to access a greater variety of resources than other firms. Thus, we 
propose:  

Hypothesis 2: Participation in a start-up accelerator or university incubator improves a firm’s likelihood of success more 
than participation in a private incubator.  

Hypothesis 3: Firms that participate in an incubator or accelerator with a dissimilar foundation than the founders’ 
occupational background will have a higher likelihood of success than those that participate in incubators with similar 
foundations.   

METHODS 

The study uses a database on U.S. nanotechnology firms started between 1997 and 2012 to compare the participation of 
venture development programs. To identify start-ups with nanotechnology capabilities, we examined over 10,000 pages 
of industry lists, directories, press releases, university websites, scientific publications, and websites. We focused on 
firms within 60 miles of an incubator or accelerator program and on industries most prevalent in accelerators and 
incubators to concentrate on those industries most generalizable to incubator participation. The final sample was of 421 
firms. Demographic and outcome data were collected for each firm including location, industry, and accelerator and 
incubator participation. The data were triangulated across multiple sources. Background data regarding each founder’s 
education and employment were collected from databases.  

The models control for firm-level and environmental-level variables that can influence firm outcomes such as year of 
founding, if founded by a team, and industry. We used event history analysis via STATA with maximum likelihood 
estimation and robust standard errors, clustered by firm with a Weibull distribution (Blossfeld & Rohwer, 2002).   

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

Over one-third of nanotechnology firms founded between 1997 and 2012 participated in an incubator or accelerator 
program. Participation was split evenly between private incubators (16 percent) and university incubators (18 percent). 
Approximately three percent of firms participated in accelerator programs. 

 We find that venture development programs do help firms succeed, but in contrasting ways. In summary, firms 
that participated in private incubators were more likely to obtain VC funding and government grants than firms that did 
not participate in a program, which support Hypothesis 1a. These results are interesting since accelerators offer as many 
if not more resources and programs than private incubators. Although this may be due to the experiences of the 
founders while in the incubators, it may also be an artifact of the selection criteria for participation. Specifically, 
incubators may target firms that require funding or are attractive to investors.  

 Firms that participated in university incubators were more likely to obtain a government SBIR or STTR grant and 
were less likely to close due to unfavorable performance than other firms, supporting Hypothesis 1b. Again, these 
findings may be due to the selection criteria of the university program that may focus on firms that fit with the 
government grant program needs.  There was little support for Hypothesis 2 that diversifying resources by participating 
in a program dissimilar to the founders’ backgrounds increased a firm’s likelihood of success.  

 This study provides unique insight into the value of incubator and accelerator programs. The success of nascent 
firms is a goal not only for their founders, but also for policy makers who strive to improve the economic and 
technological competitiveness of their location. We show that these programs indeed influence the success of 
participating firms in differing ways. This study is a first step in understanding the heterogeneity in these programs and 
the necessary unpacking of how the underlying mechanisms play a role in economic development. 
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David Robinson and Angelino Viceisza 

Media influences on entrepreneurship and innovation 

Session 3A 

Business leaders and policy makers stress the importance of stimulating entrepreneurial activity for the continued 
vitality of the US economy, but many policies to promote entrepreneurship have had mixed effectiveness. One reason is 
the lack of exposure to the processes of innovation and starting a new firm. This research uses the idea that television is 
often credited for impacting socio-economic outcomes and attitudes, to assess if a televised business plan competition 
(in this case, the ABC show Shark Tank) can shift opinions about the willingness and desirability of starting a business.  

We measure exposure to the show by means of Nielsen ratings.  Our outcomes come from a range of sources including 
the US Small Business Administration (i.e. counseling and training counts), National Establishment Time Series (NETS -- 
i.e. counts of new businesses), and the US Patent and Trademark Office (i.e. patent application counts).  Within-market 
variation in the show's popularity over time suggests that exposure to Shark Tank may indeed impact entrepreneurial 
activity.   

While our findings are preliminary, they appear to be consistent with prior (economics) literature on media influences 
(e.g. DellaVigna and La Ferrara 2016).  As far as we know, we are one of the first to explore the impact of the media on 
entrepreneurship and innovation.   

This work is supported by a SciSIP grant from the National Science Foundation, Award number 1664383. 

Paige Clayton, Maryann Feldman and Benjamin Montmartin 

Funding Emerging Ecosystems 

Session 3A 

Introduction & Background  

Surprisingly little research examines how financing that supports entrepreneurial businesses promotes regional growth 
and influences industry emergence. Studies tend to examine one program in isolation. Yet the combined impact on a 
regional economy—the sum of effects on individual firms—remains unexplored. There is general consensus that the 
social rate of return to public R&D investment is high (Toole 2012), which is used as a justification for government 
funding. A related stream of literature considers the degree to which public funding affects private funding. Empirical 
evidence suggests government R&D subsidies lead to an additionality effect and induce private, firm-level investment. 
The literature is relatively silent on the relationship of government financing to other sources of financing at the 
aggregate regional level.   

In complex systems theory there is a property called emergence, attributed to George Lewes (1875), which means the 
action of the whole is more than the sum of the actions of the parts. Emergence is a socially defined, agent-based result 
of myriad small efforts. Accordingly, this paper argues an emerging entrepreneurial ecosystem can be considered a 
result of myriad small efforts of ecosystem agents. Being one such agent, the steady hand of government funding 
creates opportunities for entrepreneurs. As entrepreneurs create new firms, the private sector has a vehicle to make 
investments. Through this type of public-private interaction an industry emerges.  

This paper extends the literatures on entrepreneurial ecosystem building and industry emergence, as well as public-
private funding interactions and R&D funding policy. We analyze the development of one industry in one region over a 
long-time horizon, focusing on the interacting roles of state and federal public funding and private funding of new firms 
in order to explain emergence. Specifically, we ask how the interplay of these three sources of funding influenced the 
emergence of the Research Triangle region’s life sciences industry. 

Empirical Context 

North Carolina's Research Triangle region's life sciences cluster is one of the largest in the country, anchored by the 
region's three research universities, a long history of pharmaceutical branch plant location, and a large number of 
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entrepreneurial firms. The origins of the cluster can be traced to Research Triangle Park’s 1958 establishment—the 
result of a collaborative effort involving politicians, academics, and financiers to alter the industrial and competitive 
basis of the region (Leyden & Link 2011). Yet, unlike Cambridge MA and the San Francisco Bay area—the country's 
leading life sciences regions—the Research Triangle region was not an obvious candidate to develop a life sciences 
industry, making it interesting to study emergence.  

We define the Research Triangle’s life sciences industry broadly and focus only on entrepreneurial firms. We categorize 
firms into the following sectors: dedicated biotechnology, human therapeutics, diagnostics, medical devices, 
biomaterials, health IT, and services. While the 1980s saw in increase in public support for the industry, it was not until 
the 1990s that the number of start-ups began to noticeably increase. Over time, the region has slowly nurtured an 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, thanks to mergers and layoffs from high-profile multinationals, a more aggressive 
technology transfer stance from the universities, and the development of a plethora of support institutions.  

Data, Sample, & Methods 

Firm data is obtained from the PLACE: Research Triangle Database, which contains information on the universe of life 
sciences firms founded in the Research Triangle region (Feldman & Lowe 2015). State-level funding data was obtained 
directly from its sources—the NC Biotechnology Center, a quasi-public entity dedicated to promoting the life sciences in 
North Carolina, and NC IDEA, a nonprofit that uses State funds to provide seed grants to new ventures. Data on private 
funding was gathered from CB Insights. Small Business Administration awards (SBIR and STTR), combined with NIH 
awards measure federal funding. The sample is limited to the universe of 670 firms founded between 1983 and 2012. Of 
these firms, 147 received national funding, 107 received state, and 117 received private.  

The paper employs mixed methods to examine industry emergence, beginning with an historical analysis of the cluster’s 
development. An important question when considering the interplay between public and private funding of start-ups is 
whether public funds act as a signal for private investors or vice-versa. In order to investigate this question, we apply 
Granger causality tests for each sector (Dumitrescu & Hurlin 2012). Granger-causality tests demonstrate predictive, 
though not truly causal, relationships between funding sources. We next use discrete event history analysis, testing 
multiple hazard and frailty specifications, to investigate how the variety of multi-level public and private funding 
influences ecosystem emergence through firm survival. This improves upon prior literature that often invokes 
simplifications to implement continuous survival methods.  

Preliminary Results 

Granger causality tests indicate relationships between funding sources are highly differentiable across sectors. The 
human therapeutics and medical devices sectors exhibit the most predictive relationships. For human therapeutics, 
federal and state funding evolve together, while federal funding predicts private. This sector deals with a high degree of 
uncertainty due to the nature of drug development. For medical devices, which are easier to get to market, we see state 
funding predicts federal funding, while the state-to-private relationship is mutually predictive and federal funding 
predicts private.  

Event history results show that firms that received federal funding experience less chance of failure. The hazard ratio is 
0.971, meaning federal funding decreases the probability of failure by about 2.9%. While statistically significant, this 
effect size is economically small. Still, it supports the argument that federal funding plays a role in industry emergence. 
We also find that firms that received private funding experience less chance of failure (3.7%), and the effect is non-
linear. This result confirms prior literature on the importance of VC and other private funding to emerging ecosystems. 
We examine variations on the functional forms of the state, federal, and private funding variables and these results 
confirm the previous ones. Furthermore, firms that receive funding from a variety of sources experience the largest 
decrease in probability of firm failure.  

Discussion & Significance 

These results shed light on the process by which new industries and ecosystems emerge in a regional context. 
Descriptive findings uncover wide heterogeneity in the way firms are funded by national, state, and private funding 
sources based on sector. Granger causality tests confirm sector level differences in the relationship between the multi-
level public and private funding. Survival analysis provides evidence that the mix of multi-level public and private funding 
of these firm matters for firm survival, and therefore ecosystem emergence. Notably our results show the importance of 
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having a strong base of federal funding and suggest the State may be funding more high-risk firms. Though federal 
funding provides fewer dollars to firms, it funds the greatest number of firms in the region. Private funding, which 
provides substantially more funds in terms of dollar amount than both public sources combined, also decreases the 
chances of firm failure.  

This paper contributes to the literatures on entrepreneurial ecosystems, public and private funding of innovation, and 
regional development. Furthermore, findings offer practical insights for policy makers and business strategists. Empirical 
demonstration of the interrelations existing between multi-level public and private funding sources that support 
economic growth will provide a better understanding of the innovation systems policy makers often aim to strengthen. 
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Session 3B: Early Careers 

Julia Melkers and Rebekah St. Clair 

Institutional Support for PhD and Postdoctoral Career Development: Transitioning to Academic and 
Non-Academic Careers 

Session 3B 

Background and Rationale 

The supply and demand mismatch within the academic job market is augmented by a growing complaint that trainees 
are not prepared for a range of careers beyond the academic. A growing literature underscores that career 
opportunities and interests of doctoral trainees are broad, with doctoral graduates in STEL having increased  interest in 
non-academic careers, both research and non-research career pathways.  In fact, 39 percent of PhD recipients in the 
biological and other life sciences are employed in four-year academic institutions, down from 42 percent in 2013 (U.S. 
National Science Board, 2016). 

What career resources do doctoral candidates have to support them in pursuing broad career interests? The reality is 
that university career development resources are typically geared to the undergraduate career placement needs, and 
doctoral training is mostly intended to prepare specifically for tenured academic careers. Further, an individual’s 
doctoral advisor or postdoctoral supervisor may be the most direct support for trainees. Yet, faculty do not necessarily 
have the exposure, knowledge, or connections to facilitate the training of doctoral students for broader career 
pathways, tending to provide advising and mentoring that align with academic careers. This can ultimately leave trainees 
who have broader career interests on their own to locate the resources they need to identify the career that they want, 
and also have the skills to pursue and succeed in that career.  Yet, the career development strategies that they pursue 
and the preferences that they have for different types of career development resources is not well understood. 

Our interest is in how the support of key relationships in the doctoral process, including both peers and doctoral 
advisors (whether or not they can assist with non-academic career preparation) mattes in the strategies that trainees 
use to pursue career development resources. We draw from existing higher education and social capital theory 
literatures to characterize how trainee preferences for career development resources are shaped by the career support 
received from their Principal Investigator (PI) and peers, as well as their own career search self-efficacy. 

Methods 

Our study is based on two data collection efforts that were part of the assessment of NIH BEST programs at four U.S. 
academic institutions. To address the strategies that doctoral trainees have used to seek out career development 
resources, we examined survey data that was designed to examine trainee career interests and access to career 
development resources prior to their engagement with the BEST program. Using a survey of both BEST and non-BEST 
trainees (those not formally in a BEST program), we conducted descriptive and logistic regression analyses of survey data 
to assess the factors affecting trainee preferences for three different types of career development models: an intensive 
cohort career development experience (BEST “cohort”), ad-hoc resources (“cafeteria”), or choosing not to seek any 
career development resources at all. A second aspect of this study examined the specific resource preferences and 
interventions that trainees found valuable. This aspect of the project involved a series of semi-structured interviews with 
trainees at three institutions. Qualitative interview data were transcribed and thematically coded using NVivo. 

Results 

For our first question on factors that influence trainee preferences for career development resources, we find that social 
capital in the form of a supportive environment and peer support was critical for shaping career development 
preferences. Cohort programs were particularly attractive to trainees interested in careers outside of academia and who 
had low career self-efficacy. Trainees who reported high levels of PI support were less likely to pursue other career 
development resources, while students reporting low levels of PI support were more likely to choose to participate in a 
career development focused BEST cohort community. Trainees who reported low levels of PI, department, and peer 
support were less likely to participate in formal career development events or resources offered by academic 
institutions.  
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For our second question regarding specific resources utility and value, we find a variety of resources that were helpful to 
trainees in their career development. Here, trainees point to traditional resources such as career development 
workshops, especially those that were informing trainees of different career options, which were reported as the most 
beneficial resource to the trainees’ development. Most notably however is that we find that psychosocial support from 
mentors and peers matters for trainee career development. We were able to tease out the role that peer and mentor 
support plays, finding, as with the first analysis, that peer and mentor support play different roles in career 
development. From the interviews, we found that the helpfulness of peer and mentor support were associated with 
different types of career development barriers and had different effects on the extent of the trainees’ confidence 
changes over their time in BEST. 

Significance 

This study contributes to the doctoral trainee research base by: 1) taking a quantitative approach to cohort based 
interventions for career development, concepts historically largely examined by qualitative methods; 2) distinguishing 
among the types and sources of support to better tease out the different types of relationships trainees may have;  3) 
identifying these issues for both the experiences of the doctoral student and the less-studied postdoctoral fellow; and 4) 
moving beyond a single institution study context by examining data from three different university programs, which 
allows us to control for institutional and demographic characteristics which importantly is recognized as a significant 
need in cohort model research. 

Michael Finn, Leigh Pennington and Amy Burke 

Foreign Nationals Earning S&E PhDs from U.S. Institutions:  Are those at highly ranked departments 
more likely to stay in the U.S. after graduation? 

Session 3B 

Background and Rationale: How long foreign nationals who obtain their PhDs from U.S. educational institutions remain 
in the U.S. has implications for the S&E workforce and the state of the U.S. SE enterprise. The National Science 
Foundation has funded research for two decades on the proportion of these individuals staying in the U.S. for 5, 10 and 
16 years after graduation. “Stay rates” vary by country of citizenship at time of graduation and degree field. Additionally, 
for those graduating in 2002 and 2005, estimated stay rates based on the rank of the academic departments from which 
they obtained their PhDs have been developed. This analysis was done to gain insight into how institutional rankings 
impact the stay rates of their doctoral recipients. This presentation will focus on findings related to differences in stay 
rates by the “top-ranked vs. all other departments” for the 2002 and 2005 cohorts. 

Method: The stay rate estimates were derived by assembling groups of Social Security Numbers of foreign doctorate 
recipients from a census-survey, the Survey of Earned Doctorates, and obtaining a special tabulation of data from the 
Social Security Administration. If a foreign doctorate recipient earned $5,500 or more, paying taxes on these earnings for 
the year(s) specified, he or she was defined as a stayer. For the department rankings, we used rankings published by U.S. 
News and World Report and also by the National Research Council, each of which uses a survey to measure the research 
reputations of the faculty within a department. For each of nine different discipline groupings, a doctorate recipient was 
designated as having graduated from a top-rated program if either one of these two separate ranking sources listed 
their program among the top 20. 

Results: Looking across both cohorts, without regard to country of citizenship or degree field, there is clearly a lower 
“stay rate” for those graduating from top departments. However, we show that the top-rated programs as a group have 
a more diverse mix of doctoral recipients by country of citizenship. While 38 percent of their doctoral recipients come 
from high stay rate countries (stay rates above 75%, mostly China and India), compared with only 30 percent from the 
low stay rate countries (stay rates below 45%), the programs that are not top-rated rely even more heavily on students 
from the high stay rate countries. Taking country of citizenship at time of degree into account explains a significant 
portion of the differences in stay rates seen overall for top-rated versus all other departments. Additionally, we look a 
stay rates by discipline in top-rated versus all other departments, finding that controlling for country of citizenship 
within disciplines again mitigates the lower stay rates seen from top-ranked departments compared to all other 
departments. 
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Significance: Understanding the influence of foreign nationals who are U.S.-educated S&E PhDs on the U.S. S&E 
workforce is critical to guide investment and policy decisions related to the health of science and innovation in the U.S. 
and around the world. Our new findings from the 2005 cohort confirm earlier findings for the 2002 cohort. Our research 
using administrative data has provided a consistent method for estimation of stay rates by key demographics to allow 
for a time series of data to improve our understanding of what the future may hold for this important population. 

The Survey of Earned Doctorates is sponsored by the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES) 
within the National Science Foundation (NSF) and by five other federal agencies: the National Institutes of Health, 
Department of Education, Department of Agriculture, National Endowment for the Humanities, and National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

 

 

Antje Wegner 

Converging structures – diverging functions: Is there a trend towards functional differentiation in the 
role of the doctorate? – Evidence from Germany 

Session 3B 

Background and rationale 

Numerous studies analyse and discuss how the conditions of doctoral education and training have been altered by 
reform processes introduced to improve its quality and efficiency. Most of these studies address the introduction of 
structured doctoral programmes and suggest a convergence of doctoral training across countries with regard to 
structure and organisation. In contrast, considerably less attention has been devoted to analyse the role and purpose of 
the doctorate as an academic degree which qualifies for careers in and outside the academic sector. This in particular 
applies to Germany which is characterised by a high share of graduates transitioning into doctoral training – especially in 
fields like chemistry, biology, and medicine – and a high share of doctorate holders employed outside academia as 
compared to international standards.  

While in the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia doctoral degrees e.g. in terms of research, professional, and 
industrial doctorates are formally codified – reflecting that doctoral education does not exclusively serve the 
reproduction of scientific workforce – no such distinction does currently exist in the German higher education and 
science system. Numerous studies from English-speaking countries argue that the emergence and growth of 
professional doctorates are the outcome of a complex interplay of factors such as the employability of doctorate holders 
in non-academic labour markets, the critique of the research doctorate, the rise of the knowledge economy and 
changing role of higher education. However, attempts to delineate professional from research doctorates respectively to 
develop definitions of professional doctorates based on the analysis of programmes have produced ambiguous results. 
Hence, it is a highly debatable point whether the ideal-typical dichotomous distinction between the research doctorate 
that serves as an entry ticket for an academic career and the professional doctorate that qualifies professionals for doing 
research or reflecting their professional practice, provides a useful analytical background for describing and explaining 
trends in the functional differentiation of the doctorate on an empirical basis.  

Research questions 

In this paper I explore differentiation in the role of the doctorate by using the example of Germany. Thereby I especially 
focus on the following questions:  

- What are the aims und purposes of doctoral education in Germany and how do these become manifest in actual 
practices of doing a doctorate (e.g. in terms of motivation and career goals, nature and source of the topic of the 
doctorate, cooperation practices and context of research)?  

- How is differentiation in doctoral degrees discussed in German science and higher education policy?   
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- To which extent do current practices of doing a doctorate in Germany reflect or challenge the common dichotomous 
conception of a rather professional-oriented vs. a research-oriented doctorate? 

- Which dimensions are appropriate to describe functional differentiation of the doctorate in the German higher 
education system? 

Methodological approach 

In order to empirically explore functional differentiation in the role of the doctorate in the German Higher Education 
System, I combine two different methodological approaches: 

Firstly, I use thematic content analysis to study the body of position papers and recommendations from stakeholders in 
the German science and higher education system (e.g. German Rectors’ Conference, German Council of Science and 
Humanities, National Academy of Science and Engineering) in order to analyse whether and based on which arguments 
those demand for a differentiation of doctoral degrees and identify potential science-internal drivers of differentiation. 

Secondly, I use survey data from doctorate candidates in order to analyse how current practices of doing a doctorate 
suggest that a functional differentiation is already in place. Therefore I draw on data of a large-scale pilot study of the 
German National Academics Panel Study (Nacaps, www.nacaps.de) conducted in May 2018. 10,458 persons at 26 
German universities where contacted by e-mail yielding a final sample of 1,766 persons who completed the survey. The 
cluster sample aimed to achieve a maximum of heterogeneity concerning disciplines and institutional settings covering 
classical full universities with a broad range of fields of studies as well as specialised technical universities. Based on this 
survey data, I explore different types of the doctorate by analysing motivations and career intentions of doctoral 
candidates, formation and nature of their topic of thesis, as well as their involvement in co-operational and translational 
practices during the PhD. Further analysis will involve latent class analysis. 

Preliminary results and next steps 

First preliminary analysis of position papers and recommendations shows that differentiation is discussed with regard to 
three main dimensions, which are rather weakly linked: Firstly, debates set out from the ideal-type of a research 
doctorate which is characterised by a substantive and independent contribution to research, while potential alternative 
models are to be demarcated by a deviation from this ideal-type. Secondly, an independent discussion thread which 
deals with the design and delineation of professional doctorates can at most be identified for single subject fields. Hence 
content analysis will be extended to specific expert associations. Thirdly, recent developments about cooperative 
doctorates are connected to differentiation in the higher education landscape, while it remains an open question 
whether their emergence will foster functional differentiation of doctoral degrees. In sum, the preliminary analysis of 
position papers and recommendations suggests that the doctorate is discussed intensively in science and higher 
education policy. The analysis also reveals that the discourse hardly refers to empirical data which provides insight to 
which extent the doctorate in Germany is focussed on research, rather than being an extended period of learning or 
professional training.  

Findings of descriptive analysis of survey data can be condensed as following: In accordance to previous studies it shows 
that the population of doctoral candidates splits up in group of roughly one third of the doctoral candidates who strive 
for employment in the higher education respectively publically funded research sector and a second large group of more 
than two fifth seeking employment in the private respectively industrial sector. Moreover, far more than half of the 
respondents are motivated by the fact, that the doctorate will improve their career chances outside academia. In 
contrast, there is only a very small fraction of persons who are motivated to do a doctorate in order to reflect about 
their professional practice. However, for a surprisingly large share of more than half of the doctoral candidates, the 
doctorate is not only used to acquire research skills and symbolic capital but explicitly serves as a phase of professional 
orientation. This especially concerns career perspectives outside academia, while commitment to an academic career is 
taken already in an early career stage. Consequently, I conclude that the multi-functionality of the doctorate and the 
lack of differentiation in formal degrees makes the German doctorate attractive as an intermediate career stage even if 
an academic career track has never been intended.  

The findings suggest that in Germany, the doctorate as an institution is shaped by conflicting demands: while science 
policy debates revolve around sharpening the still predominant normative model of the research doctorate and specific 
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fields demand for the introduction of professional degrees, its latent function as an orientation phase to navigate in 
questions of professional development outside academia is hardly recognised. 

Adriana Bankston, Rodoniki Athanasiadou, Mckenzie Carlisle, Carrie Niziolek, Christopher 
Pickett and Gary McDowell 

Increasing transparency on postdoctoral salaries and numbers 

Session 3B 

Background and rationale: In spite of being a large portion of the biomedical workforce, postdoctoral researchers are 
often the forgotten population in academia, with very little data existing on their salary, benefits, and career outcomes. 
Future of Research works for greater transparency on these issues, holding institutions accountable, and enabling early 
career researchers to advocate for evidence-based change in academia.  

Methods: By contacting HR departments and postdoctoral offices, we monitored the compliance of institutions with a 
federal labor law mandating postdoctoral pay raises nationally. Subsequently, we submitted FOIA requests to U.S. public 
institutions to gather information on actual postdoctoral salary amounts and associated titles. We also helped to create 
an online platform (postdocsalaries.com) for self-reporting of individual postdoctoral salaries and benefits. In addition to 
these factors, in collaboration with Rescuing Biomedical Research, we examined biological sciences postdoc numbers 
within U.S. institutions on a yearly basis from 1980 to 2015 to shed light on how postdocs are counted nationally. 

Results: Our institutional compliance monitoring affected decisions to raise postdoctoral salaries by comparing 
institutions side-by-side. The FOIA studies took this work further and showed large national discrepancies in pay levels 
based on gender and postdoc title, and a complex relationship between salaries and institutional federal funding levels. 
Finally, examining postdoc numbers showed institutional variability in reporting, resulting in fluctuations that mask 
larger trends in postdoc employment. 

Significance: These studies demonstrate the lack of data availability and transparency around postdoctoral salaries and 
numbers, acting as a barrier to institutional change. We hope these studies shed light on the experiences of postdocs 
within institutions, and the need for reforms to improve institutional policy and tracking of postdocs nationwide. 
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Session 3C: User Side of Impact 

Maria Karaulova, Jakob Edler and Katarine Barker 

What Is the Role of Scientific Knowledge in Developing Urban Transport Policy? The Case of a Northern 
City in the United Kingdom 

Session 3C 

Introduction  

The UK is often discussed as a case of a country where government has increasingly been pressuring university scientists 
towards producing research that is not only excellent, but also has significant societal impact. While the UK scientists 
mostly aim to influence policymaking with their research (Kenny, 2015).  it has been repeatedly stressed by the policy 
users that not all evidence is equally useful, and for policymaking, academic research seems to be one of the less useful 
types of evidence (Arinder, 2016; Vilkins and Grant, 2017). 

We investigate why this might be the case by shifting the attention from scientists’ efforts to generate and evidence 
impact of research to whether, how and under what circumstances scientific research is mobilised by policy 
organisations. In the case study presented in this paper, we probe into the practices of scientific research use to address 
pressing transport policy issues in a medium-sized city in the north of England.  

Our research contributes to further understanding between the institutional conditions in policy organisations and types 
of impact of scientific research. We also develop a nuanced enquiry of studying impact of research as a process that 
unfolds over time, and how diverse sources of knowledge from various disciplines contribute to addressing a complex 
societal problem. 

Background 

Previous studies that scrutinised the use of scientific research in policymaking have tended to stress the different nature 
of scientific research from what is required by evidence-handling procedures in policy organisations. For example, Arend 
(2014) stresses fundamental nature of questions asked by science and the long timelines of scientific process as opposed 
to changing agendas and applied issues that concern policy organisations. These barriers relate more to the different 
nature of academic research outputs and the knowledge that could be useful for policymakers (Newman et al 2016). 
Non-scientific research actors, such as NGOs and think tanks, may better align with policy priorities and may be better 
positioned to address them than academic scientists.  

The scholarship on linkages and interactions between science and policy usually recognises that scientists cannot 
guarantee impact because much of the pathway is beyond their control. From the political science side, scholars who 
study the use of scientific research in policymaking tend to analyse scientific impact as one of the variables in the 
political process, the outcome of which is determined by multiple factors ranging from configuration of advocacy 
coalitions to how the general public perceives the issue (Smith 2013). The analysis of organisational conditions of 
policymaking organisations is limited to formal and legal channels within which policymakers collect and examine 
codified scientific evidence (Beland 2005; Palmer 2010; Wu et al. 2017). As a result, it has been suggested that the best 
way to ensure impact takes place is to create incentives and opportunities for the two communities to interact (Ramos-
Vielba et al. 2015). As a way forward, we propose to further conceptualise how institutional conditions in policymaking 
organisations may influence the uptake of scientific research.  

The Science – Conditions – Impact (SCI) framework (Edler et al, 2017) zooms into the ‘black box’ of institutional 
conditions of the user side of scientific knowledge. Our theoretical stance follows a political science reflexive 
institutionalist approach. We admit that the policy process is interest and power driven, yet policy problems, normative 
and material interests are being constantly redefined by the actors capable of reflecting on, and changing, their 
strategies (Hall, 1993, Edler, 2003). As a result, ideas can be the source of institutional change (Schmidt, 2010). Scientific 
knowledge and ideas embedded in it can therefore play an important role in the policy process.  

The SCI framework consists of three key components: the scientific knowledge and ideas embedded in it; institutional 
conditions, subdivided into institutional conditions influencing intra-organisational processes and inter-organisational 
interactions; and the various forms of impact of science on policy. Institutional conditions affect the impact of scientific 
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knowledge, but the scientific knowledge itself is shaped by the expectation of impact it might have. Following Scott 
(2014), we distinguish between three types of institutional conditions that help us to understand what shapes the 
identities, motivations, practices and strategies of “users”: 

- Cognition: frames of interpretations that give meaning, shape the understanding of cause and effect relationships; 

- Normative world views that determine what kind of knowledge is asked for. They act as filters for the absorption of 
scientific knowledge (Rein and Schon, 1993); 

- Incentive structures and regulative conditions, i.e. the system of formal and informal rules, rewards and recognition 
within bureaucracies. 

The Case Study 

The approach towards analysing not only the pathway of concrete instances of the use of scientific research in 
policymaking, but also of all those instances where the impact took place but cannot be measured, requires longitudinal 
qualitative methodology. To analyse the conditions that affect the extent to which scientific research affects 
policymaking, we are developing a longitudinal case study within the process methodology (Gulbrandsen and Woolley, 
2018). We forward and backward trace various interactions between policymakers and scientists and employ document 
analysis, interviews and observation.   

We study a policy organisation in a medium-sized city in the north of England. The city has grown substantially in the 
past few years and has enjoyed significant investment from the national government towards industrial development. 
As a result, the city’s transport network has not been able to cope with its growth, and issues such as air quality and 
congestion emerged as the key issues hampering further growth. The authorities have proposed multiple measures in 
the past decade to address the problem of congestion, ranging from a congestion charge to the most recent efforts to 
promote cycling and walking as alternatives to car use.  

Our preliminary work (to be fully reported in the presentation) suggests that we will have findings in the three areas of 
our SCI framework. Empirically, we conducted a discourse analysis of the key transport policy documents and their 
underlying evidence base reports. The results reveal that only about 20% of citations come from scientific sources. The 
city authorities rely on commissioned research from local consultancies. Academic citations are unevenly distributed 
across thematic sections of the documents, which suggests differences in internal research processing routines.  

The qualitative enquiry reveals an extensive network of informal personal, as well as formalised project and partnership 
links that the organisation has with multiple British universities. However, the knowledge obtained through interactions 
in these networks is not readily useful for policy development. Attitudes to science and scientists differ in different 
organisational units. 

Silje Maria Tellmann and Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Reframing policy issues through research: how obesity became a global warming concern 

Session 3C 

Individual paper to be presented on the following proposed panel session:  

Session organizer: Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Panel session: “The user side of impact: Understanding how research generates societal effects by investigating the 
process from the perspective of the non-researchers” 

Reframing policy issues through research: how obesity became a global warming concern 

Current science and innovation policies are largely framed under headings such as grand challenges, societal challenges 
and missions (Kuhlmann & Rip 2018; Mazzucato 2018; Schot & Steinmueller 2019). Although these terms represent 
somewhat different perspectives and policy options, they all indicate a desire to tie research and innovation activities 
closer to the perceived most important current and future problems in society. Through targeted policies and new 
governance mechanisms, research-based knowledge networks are reconfigured and given certain directions that can 
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increase the chances that even wicked problems (Rittel & Webber 1973) may find some solutions or see some measure 
of progress. 

This paper deals with a case where research is invoked not necessarily to find direct solutions to a challenge, but to 
reframe it with the possible hope of getting out of a locked-in situation with few policy mechanisms that seem to work. 
As such, the paper complements other investigations of the relationship between research and grand challenges – we 
look in particular at how research helps to define the challenge itself and through this change the decision-making space 
for policies. The paper also contributes to the literature on research impact, by investigating a case of different types of 
impacts – conceptual, instrumental, political – of research on policymaking (cf. Joly et al. 2015; Donovan 2011). 

Our case is obesity, certainly a global and serious challenge, and our starting point was an observation that some actors 
interested in obesity recently started referring to global warming and the need to handle that particular challenge as 
well, forging a conceptual link between the two societal problems. In the paper, based on an ongoing case study, we 
explore this change process and ask what kind of research that played a role, how and why it was used and what it may 
have led to. Our first impression is that research has been used to reframe obesity from an individual to a societal issue, 
opening up new opportunities for intervention. The rest of this abstract give an introduction to the case based on a 
preliminary analysis, to be supplemented by expert interviews and additional document analysis spring/summer 2019. 

Obesity is on the rise worldwide. Since 1975, obesity has nearly tripled. In 2016, 39% of adults over 18 years were 
considered overweight, and 13% were obese, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In the same period, 
research on overweight and obesity has bourgeoned, ranging from research on behavioral versus biological risk factors, 
nutritional strategies and preventive measures and different health consequences, to mention a few. One outcome is 
the acknowledgement of obesity as a multifactorial disorder, caused by a combination of several genes and behavioral 
factors. Still, the main formula guiding weight management remains the so-called energy balance hypothesis, stating 
that energy in should equal to energy out. Strategies to activate and manage weight loss have therefore largely targeted 
the individuals who carry the extra kilos, and therefore have to alter their eating habits (energy in) and/or physical 
activity (energy out). Within this paradigm, obesity is largely framed as a health problem that is managed by the 
individual patient and health professionals. 

While much research has been concerned with individually oriented causes of obesity, there has also been a surge in 
research that focuses on possible external or environmental driving forces, and how society’s development and 
organization can shed light on the increase of obesity. Such research is often based on population surveys that for 
instance couple nutrition trends such as the increase in sugar intake to weight gain at the population level. By linking 
societal trends with the growth of obesity, the assumption that obesity is a social phenomenon and not just due to the 
characteristics of the individual has received increased attention. As a result, attention is moved to societal 
characteristics such as food consumption patterns, access to healthy food and the organization of food production, 
simultaneously turning overweight and obesity into a political matter. However, judging from the rise in obesity, 
possible actions have failed, and many have attributed the failure to obesity as a ‘wicked problem’. It has no singular 
cause or solution, and is deeply embedded in dynamics reinforcing the problem. This also means that it cannot be 
researched through simple ‘trial and error’ strategies suited for ‘tame’ problems (Rittel & Webber 1973).   

In Norway, the link between health (including body weight), nutrition and food production/-markets has been a salient 
political issue for decades which has been attended to by the state Nutrition Council, providing advice on nutrition and 
health to the public and to the government and health services. For a long time, the council was a success in the sense 
that it provided the latest research on nutrition to the people through awareness-raising campaigns, but also politically, 
by providing guidance for state subsidies and taxation of various foods. The politicization of the council also became its 
curse, and after it came into conflict with key business interests, the council was temporarily closed down. At the same 
time, food consumption is increasingly decoupled from state regulation as food production and distribution are ever 
more left to market mechanisms, illustrating the challenges of handling obesity politically.  

Obesity is now recognized as a global epidemic. Yet while declaring it an epidemic has increased attention to the issue, 
actions to tackle the issue remains inefficient. Explanations for this failure have been, in addition to the problem’s 
‘wicked’ nature, that obesity is a low-status problem associated with shame and largely individualized as a problem. Can 
framing the issue differently spur increased political attention and efforts to create effective solutions to the obesity 
problem?  
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In January 2019, a Lancet commission established to provide advice on obesity based on the latest research, declared 
obesity as one of three pandemics – together with undernutrition and climate change – underlying the new global 
syndemic threatening the planet. The commission adopted a systems perspective on obesity, and identified common 
systemic drivers and solutions across the three pandemics, claiming they are symptoms of “deeper underlying systemic 
problem that require systemic actions”. For example, the commission identified common societal feedback loops, 
including that of transportation and land use systems, such as red meat production being both a driver of global 
warming and weight gain. 

One of the innovations of the Lancet report, is that they couple research on obesity and on global warming, and they 
calculate the effect of action on one area (obesity) in another area (global warming), thus demonstrating a win-win 
effect of measures to reduce obesity. As such, they frame new dietary requirements as a solution to a more high-status 
or mature (political) issue, possibly prompting more attention and urgency to the matter. In the full paper, we will 
explore in more detail the research behind this change and how it has been used, as well as to explore some national 
responses to the commission. 

Taran Thune and Kari-Elisabeth Vambeseth Skogen 

Research utilization in public policy organizations: A systematic literature review and empirical test 

Session 3C 

Paper proposal to the Atlanta 2019 conference - to proposed panel on “the user side of impact” 

Background and approach 

How do policymakers access, distribute and use research information in the policy process?  Which conditions influence 
the use of research and are these conditions equally important in different policy contexts? To address these questions, 
we have made a systematic review of the literature on research uptake and utilization in public policy organizations, and 
have used these insights to develop and test a survey-based method to investigate such questions empirically.  In this 
paper, we will present findings from both studies and use them to discuss future developments and applications of 
methods to capture perception, application and use of scientific knowledge in policy contexts.          

Literature review 

The first part of the paper present findings from a systematic literature review on determinants of research utilization in 
public policy organizations. We performed multiple literature searches in Scopus and included into the corpus only 
empirical studies that targeted policy makers and their perceived use of research in policy processes. We identified 31 
studies that met our strict inclusion criteria. These included empirical evidence from several policy domains as well as 
continents. Within this field of study, health policy and practice is overrepresented. We analyse the literature with the 
goal of identifying key factors that influence research utilization at multiple levels; individual, organizational and policy 
field level determinants. 

The studies have different objectives, but together they tell a comprehensive story of interrelated factors that affect use 
of research among policymakers. For research to be utilized it needs to be timely and credible, it must be accessible and 
the policymakers need to have sufficient time and absorptive capacity to access, assess and understand the research 
results. Absorptive capacity is linked to educational level and prior work experience. To facilitate processes of research 
utilization the organisational culture and practices must value academic research, and a strong relationship and 
collaboration between policymakers and researchers is beneficial.  

In terms of differences between policy domains, within policy domains that directly influence peoples’ lives and welfare, 
policy makers are more likely to use research. Examples of such issues are climate, food, health, welfare and education. 
Evidence from the literature review also indicate that in policy fields that are characterized by a high degree of 
controversy and public attention, policymakers are more likely to make decisions based on research evidence.  

The literature has also looked at different uses of research; the classic formulation is the division between instrumental, 
conceptual and symbolic use of research, which are seen as complimentary. The relationship between preconditions and 
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uses of research across multiple policy domains has however received limited treatment in the extant literature, and our 
ambition is to develop further knowledge on this issue in particular.   

Pilot study of research utilization among Norwegian policymakers 

In the second part of the paper, we present some results from a pilot study on the use of research knowledge in public 
policy organizations. The survey was developed based on the literature review and an additional review of the 
methodological tools utilized in prior empirical studies. Scoping interviews with ten policymakers were also carried out 
to understand the specific communication patterns and determinants of research uptake and use in different policy 
domains.  

The survey was structured to shed light on multiple determinants of research utilization, as well as patterns of research 
access, distribution and different kinds of use. The main dependent variable is research utilization measured both in 
terms of utilization intensity (frequency of use acts reported) and the different kinds of uses of research.  Independent 
variables include individual characteristics, characteristics of policy fields and organizational level characteristics. In 
addition, respondents also answered questions about the characteristics of research that is seen as most useable from a 
policy perspective and also how research knowledge is accessed by policy makers and how such knowledge is diffused 
within public policy organisations.    

In the pilot 277 individuals employed by seven public policy organizations in Norway responded to the survey (a 
response rate of 44 %), and the organizations that piloted range from having responsibilities for welfare and health 
policy, environmental and climate policy, energy policy, educational policy and regional policy/internal affairs. The 
majority of the informants work as policy advisors, and the remaining 1/4 held managerial positions, and almost 100 
percent of the sample has education at the postgraduate level.  

Preliminary results 

The results indicate that policymakers in Norway that often use research, match the characteristics found in earlier 
investigations: they are senior, they have a high education level and they have work experience from other sectors, 
particularly research performing sectors (1 in 4).  

Most respondents state that they gain access to scientific knowledge in an informal manner, i.e. they search for research 
information on the internet or they ask colleagues inside or outside their organisation. This informal system of sharing 
research is also the main mechanism for diffusion of research knowledge inside policy organisations.  

Employees with background from natural sciences and technology are more inclined to access scientific resources 
directly from scientific sources, and rely less on “mediated content” (summaries of research, information from 
colleagues etc.). We also find that policymakers that draw on external sources of knowledge of one kind (e.g. research 
journal articles) are more likely to draw on multiple sources of scientific knowledge.  

When asked about the use of research in policy, we asked whether the informants had directly used research in their 
own work, including having cited research and/or having summarized and drawn conclusions from research in policy 
documents. About half of the sample have cited and drawn conclusions from research publications in policy, but with 
considerable variety across organisations.  Employees that access research the most are also most likely to report use of 
research in this way.  

In correspondence with prior studies, we have attempted to discern different kinds of use of research in policy – 
conceptual, instrumental and symbolic uses of knowledge. The respondents highlighted that conceptual use (i.e. to 
provide new understanding of a policy issue) or instrumental use (to develop policies or programs) are the most 
frequent uses of research in policy contexts. Symbolic uses of knowledge (i.e. to justify decisions already made) is the 
least common use of research according to the informants. There are differences between organisations and policy field, 
as well as individual level differences that explain different uses of research in policy contexts.  

Conclusion 

The paper sheds light on the preconditions and uses of research in policy, seen from the perspective of policymakers as 
potential users of research. We have developed a conceptual framework to investigate research utilization empirically. 
The main contributions of the paper is to discuss preconditions and uses of research across multiple policy domains 
through an updated systematic summary of existing research, as well as some empirical findings in a Norwegian policy 
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context.  In the full version of the paper, we will perform a full analysis and discuss the results in terms of prior research 
and outline further research avenues. 

Jordi Molas-Gallart 

Productive Interactions from a user perspective 

Session 3C 

One decade ago the SIAMPI project was launched. Funded by the European Commission, SIAMPI developed a 
conceptual framework and tools to assess research impact through the “Productive Interactions” established between 
researchers and users. Since then the concept of “Productive Interactions” has been used in many research impact 
assessments, has been extended and adapted, and also subjected to some criticism. The objective of this paper is to 
assess how and to which extent “Productive Interactions” can be used to analyse research impact when the assessment 
is carried out from a user perspective and “tracing backwards” from a problem area. The paper will offer a definition of 
“productive interactions”, discuss the assumptions underlying an impact assessment approach relying on the 
identification of “productive interactions”, and the implications of these assumptions when attempting to analyse 
impact from a user perspective. 

“Productive Interactions” can be defined as “exchanges between researchers and stakeholders in which knowledge is 
produced and valued.” (Spaapen&van Drooge 2011). When this contact leads to an effort by the stakeholder to engage 
with the research produced we refer to it as a ‘productive interaction’; when ‘productive interactions’ result in 
stakeholders doing new things or doing things differently we say that the research has had an impact.” (Molas-
Gallart&Tang 2011).  

Therefore, “SIAMPI assumes that for social impact to take place, a contact between researchers and non-academic 
stakeholders must have taken place”. Note, however, that for the interaction to be considered “productive”, it does not 
need to lead to a change in practices, or to new products or services. It suffices for the stakeholders to “make an effort 
to engage with the research”. Such engagement may extend from reading and considering a report, to an intense 
collaboration with a research team. Therefore, we assume that research can be of practical value, even if it does not 
lead to changes in the practices that would have taken place had the research not been carried out. The justification for 
this approach lies in the existence of forms of use of research results that do not lead to action: research results can be 
used to confirm that a policy intervention was adequate, may be used to recommend against a change in policies, or 
may not find application because such application would run against the interests of current incumbent groups, even if it 
would benefit the majority. Research results can also be helpful when they can help explain tragic occurrences after the 
fact, even when they have not been used to provide solutions to the repetition of such occurrences.  

There is an important consequence of this set of assumptions: not only does SIAMPI focus on processes rather than the 
impacts, but assigns value to the processes themselves. This focus on processes has relevant methodological 
implications. 

“Productive Interactions” were initially applied to situations in which the point of entry into the study was a specific 
research project or research investment, “tracing forward” from the specific investment through the interactions the 
investment generated between researchers and research users. The approach was therefore well suited to the 
evaluation of specific research investments, and could draw on a well-bounded set of informants. SIAMPI developed a 
set of interview protocols that were first applied to researchers working on the projects and programmes under study. 
Stakeholder informants were nominated by successive rounds of interviewees (“snowballing”). This approach focuses on 
those interactions based on direct contacts and where there is scope for mutual influence (i.e.: stakeholders can also 
influence the research agendas and instances of collaboration and co-creation can be identified). Yet, when the 
exchange between research and stakeholder is limited to a traditional one-directional flow from researcher to user or 
beneficiary, as when the “impact pathway” relies basically on stakeholders accessing written materials produced by the 
researchers, such snowballing techniques are of limited use. Researchers will often be unaware of whether and how 
their publications may have reached distant user communities, and how they have used them.  

Taking as a starting point a problem area and a set of user communities allows, in principle, for such distant use of 
research results to be identified. Yet, it makes it difficult to provide the detailed studies of specific research-user 
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“productive interactions” that SIAMPI projects have typically delivered (Spaapen, et al. 2011). Tracing forward from the 
research activity allows for a well-bounded subject; although the impact pathway will become complex overtime and 
involve an increasing set of actors, the community under investigation remains well bounded. In comparison starting 
with a problem area and a set of research users to “trace backwards” to influential research is likely to generate a much 
broader set of potential lines of inquiry: users are likely to have engaged with a broad variety of research results and 
researchers throughout their professional life. Research-users may also seek to engage with a researcher or a research 
group not in relation to, or through, a specific research activity, finding or outcome, but due to recognition of their 
general competence and authority in relation to knowledge that is (potentially) relevant to a problem area. This further 
complicates attempts to trace backwards from a problem area, as the relationship between productive interactions and 
specific knowledge objects becomes less precise.  

From the perspective of research-users, such interactions will also be influenced by the socio-technical imaginary 
(Jasanoff&Kim 2015) shaping the societal benefits desired and the populations that are expected to be the ultimate 
beneficiaries of research. Relevant interaction networks are thus likely to appear more diverse and distributed when 
starting from the ‘problem area’ perspective, and the distinction between researcher-users and beneficiaries may 
become blurred in certain problem area contexts. It will often be the case that a broad set of “productive interactions” 
can be identified but a detailed analysis of the processes by which they have emerged may be made impossible by the 
sheer variety of engagements with research that the users have entered into. When this happens the analysis of impact 
processes from a user perspective will tend to focus on how the user deals with researchers and research information, 
rather than a detailed “pathway” analysis of how an interaction has developed over time. But it will also potentially 
open up a perspective on productive interactions as inclusive of beneficiaries; an impact process that may also 
transform the identity of beneficiaries into research users or hybrid user-beneficiaries. We will, therefore, conclude that 
a “productive interaction” approach from a user perspective will necessarily be very different from the interaction 
process studies that have characterised much of the SIAMPI work. 
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Session 3D: Novelty & Bibliometrics 

Mikko Packalen and Jay Bhattacharya 

Does the NIH Fund Edge Science? 

Session 3D 

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) plays a critical role in funding scientific endeavors in biomedicine that would be 
difficult to finance via private sources. One important mandate of the NIH is to fund innovative science that tries out 
new ideas, but many have questioned the NIH’s ability to fulfill this aim. We examine whether the NIH succeeds in 
funding work that tries out novel ideas. We find that novel science is more often NIH funded than is less innovative 
science but this positive result comes with several caveats. First, despite the implementation of initiatives to support 
edge science, the preference for funding novel science is mostly limited to work that builds on novel basic science ideas; 
projects that build on novel clinical ideas are not favored by the NIH over projects that build on well-established clinical 
knowledge. Second, NIH’s general preference for funding work that builds on basic science ideas, regardless of its 
novelty or application area, is a large contributor to the overall positive link between novelty and NIH funding. If funding 
rates for work that builds on basic science ideas and work that builds on clinical ideas had been equal, NIH’s funding 
rates for novel and traditional science would have been the same. Third, NIH’s propensity to fund projects that build on 
the most recent advances has declined over the last several decades. Thus, in this regard NIH funding has become more 
conservative despite initiatives to increase funding for innovative projects. 

Alause Pires, Eliseo Reategui, Sérgio Franco and Rodrigo Barbosa E Silva 

Google Scholar h-index as an alternative indicator to evaluate journals in Social Science and Humanities 
(SSH): the Brazilian case 

Session 3D 

Introduction 

Scientific production in Brazil is intrinsically connected to graduate programs as most of the country’s research is carried 
out in universities. At present, the Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES), a federal 
institution responsible for evaluating those programs, is reviewing their evaluation system. One of its core components 
is a journal ranking mechanism named QUALIS. As CAPES' evaluation system acts as a policy tool to allocate public 
funding, this process needs to be carefully planned to safeguard the quality of research in the country. 

Created in 1998, QUALIS is composed of different journal ranking lists, one for each knowledge field, in which faculty 
and students publish their work. The journals are classified into strata indicative of quality: A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 and 
C, in descending order of importance according their relevance to each field. The system is based on specific criteria that 
combine bibliometric and non-bibliometric indicators. Nowadays, 49 different journals lists are published annually by 
CAPES, one per knowledge field, which generates misunderstandings among the academic community as the same 
journal can have a different evaluation in different knowledge fields. In addition, the majority of the fields use the 
Impact Factor from the Web of Science as the main indicator to determine the stratum of a particular journal. This 
practice goes against international trends - the San Francisco DORA [Declaration on Research Assessment], the Leiden 
Manifesto for Research Metrics and the Metric Tide - to stop using the Impact Factor as the main gauge to evaluate the 
quality of academic research (DORA, 2012; Hicks et al., 2015; Wilsdon, J., et al., 2015).  

As an alternative solution to the problem, CAPES is building a single ranking list of journals, replacing the current practice 
to keep one list for each knowledge field. As Scopus is one of the most extensive and widespread databases on different 
knowledge fields (Guz & Rushchitsky, 2009), the new system intends to use metrics based on that database. Relating to 
this proposal, the Social Science and Humanities fields (SSH) are reluctant to adopt it. Their discourse is aligned with the 
widely known concern related to differences in publication practices according to knowledge fields. A strong argument is 
that research in the Social Science and the Humanities often concentrates in national or regional problems that do not 
interest the international community, and because of that a large part of the publications in the area is made locally, in 
Portuguese, in journals not indexed by Scopus or other major international databases.  
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To circumvent these limitations, CAPES has proposed to use Google Scholar h-index to compute the relevance of 
publications in Social Sciences and the Humanities for journals not covered by Scopus. The use Google Scholar (GS) 
metrics is more attractive because it is a broader database of citations that includes citations in books and conference 
proceedings, and it also covers a wider set of journals than the Web of Science. In this direction, this work aims to 
investigate whether Google Scholar h-index would be an alternative indicator for the relevance of publications in the 
Social Sciences and Humanities, considering the former Brazilian journal ranking. To achieve that, we examined whether 
there is a correspondence between SJR indicator from Scopus and GS-based h-index. Then we verified if there is any 
agreement between h-index and the categories of the former QUALIS raking in the Social Sciences and the Humanities.  

Methodology 

For this study, data from two periodic evaluations carried out in Brazil (from 2010 to 2012 and 2013 to 2016) in the field 
of Education, Business and Management, and Literature and Linguistic were analyzed. On average eighty journals were 
selected from the QUALIS list by each periodic evaluation and field. In the selection, a random process was used, but 
only those journals indexed by Scopus were considered. For this selection, the indexed journals were ordered by the 
SCImago Journal Rank indicator (SJR). This indicator is based on the transfer of prestige from a journal to another; 
citations are weighted to reflect whether they come from a journal with a high or low SJR. The h-index for each selected 
journal was retrieved from Google Scholar using the software Publish or Perish. H-index is defined as the greatest 
number of publications h for which the count of lifetime citations is greater than or equal to h. The period used in the 
search was from 2010 to 2012 and 2013 to 2015, a three-year citation window. Correlation analyses were made 
between SJR and Google Scholar h-index as well as between the former indicator and the QUALIS categories. Spearman 
Rank Order Correlation Coefficients were calculated using STATA version 15.0. 

Results and Discussion 

The h-index and SJR were significantly correlated in all fields in both periodic evaluations (p-value<0.001). The 
coefficients ranged between the periodic evaluations, from 0.548 to 0.838 for Education, 0.558 to 0.750 for Business and 
Management, and 0.672 to 0.688 for Literature and Linguistics. Our results showed that the degree of relationship 
between Google Scholar and SJR rankings become stronger over time for Education, and Business and Management. The 
agreement between these two impact metrics suggests that, for the studied fields, Google Scholar h-index could provide 
an alternative for the journals not covered by Scopus in the Brazilian journal ranking system. On the other hand, a non-
significant Spearman correlation result was found between h-index and the QUALIS categories for Education, and 
Literature and Linguistics in both periodic evaluations. Moreover, a significant negative correlation was found for 
Business and Management in both periods, which coefficients ranged from -0.67 to -0.44. These results indicated a weak 
agreement when comparing Google Scholar and the former QUALIS rankings. Regarding the Brazilian research 
evaluation, it relies mainly on peer review and indicators are used as an auxiliary tool to analyze merit. These are among 
the fundamental principles established in the aforementioned international manifestos. However, there are some fields 
such as Education, Literature and Linguistics that don’t use any bibliometric indicator in their analysis. It is possible that 
the qualitative criteria used in these fields are not being efficient to detect the ‘impact’ or ‘visibility’ of those journals, 
even considering data from a larger database such as Google Scholar. In this sense, a question arises: how can 
bibliometric data be used in scientific production assessment without overpowering other information that may exist 
and may contribute to the evaluation process? This seems to be one of the main challenges in the area at present.    
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Caleb Smith, Kevin W. Boyack and Richard Klavans 

The Potential for Proposal Analytics 

Session 3D 

Background: To date, the most comprehensive study of research proposals is by Ginther, who analyzed 83,000 R01 
proposals submitted to the NIH between 2000-2006. That study focused on a very sensitive topic—the possibility that 
the peer review process at NIH has gender/racial biases. Smaller scale studies in Europe have also shown possible 
gender bias in proposal evaluation. Overall, the literature on proposal success/failure focuses, almost exclusively, on the 
issue of bias. 

Proposal analytics has significant potential beyond the analysis of bias. The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate 
the types of contributions that proposal analytics can make to our theoretical understanding of the science of science 
and to practical issues dealing with research evaluation and planning. We present preliminary results from our analysis 
of 3459 research proposals submitted by the University of Michigan Medical School (UMMS) to NIH between 2010 and 
2016, and address both theoretical and practical issues. 

Theory: One of the central questions in the science of science is topic choice—which topics do researchers investigate 
over time and why? This is sometimes described as the hedgehog/fox phenomenon: some researchers seem to dig into 
a single topic while others seem to bound from topic to topic over their careers.  

The existing literature on topic choice focuses on ex post analysis using papers and citations. We do not currently look at 
the documents that could provide us with ex ante predictions of what researchers are planning. Research proposals 
represent the intentions of researchers and are an ideal data source to understand topic choice.  

For example, we have identified 71 researchers at UMMS that submitted at least 10 research proposals to NIH over the 
seven-year period. Roughly 84% of these research proposals were not funded. Do the successful 16% simply represent 
“better versions” of the remainder or is the truth more nuanced? Is it possible that many research proposals were 
rejected because the proposal didn’t conform to the norms of the reviewers? To what extent does the researcher have a 
vision of what they want to do (and persist in achieving this vision)? Do researchers compromise because of funding 
biases? Do researchers primarily chase funding or are they guided purely by curiosity for exploration of the unknown?  

We don’t have an answer to these questions … yet. However, we believe that these are the right questions to ask and 
we are finding that the information embedded in the research proposals submitted by these people may provide 
answers. Almost every research proposal has an extensive bibliography—the number of references in a research 
proposal to NIH is more than the number of references in a typical medical article. The description of the research 
strategy is usually limited to 10 pages—roughly the size of a research article. All the tools that have been developed to 
analyze publication patterns (i.e. citation and text analysis) can be applied to this robust and as-yet largely unexplored 
corpus. One can tell which proposals build upon each other. Proposals can be accurately assigned to topics. There is a 
huge opportunity to gain insights into topic choice by looking at research proposals.  

Practice: From a practitioner’s perspective proposal analytics is all about helping people. There are two groups of people 
in a research university that can significantly benefit from proposal analytics: research administrative leadership (such as 
Provosts, Deans, and Department Chairs) and faculty support staff.  

Research proposals are unique in that they can help administrative leadership identify rising stars among young faculty. 
At present, junior faculty are evaluated based on ex post events and artifacts (as mentioned above). While this may be 
appropriate for evaluating associate and full professors—those who have had time to build up academic wealth in the 
form of these outputs—we have found that such reliance on ex post events tends to reinforce racial/gender biases for 
early career researchers to the detriment of their careers and the diversity of scientific thought. For a variety of reasons, 
some demographic groups are unduly privileged when evaluation prioritizes ex post productivity, such as through papers 
(our results mirror those of Ginther on racial/gender bias). Further, an under-emphasis on proposal analytics ensures 
that opportunities for effective institutional intervention remain unexamined. For instance, if a number of researchers 
repeatedly try and fail to secure grants within a certain scientific topic it could be a signal for capital investment in that 
area. Perhaps they simply lack the necessary equipment or core services to be competitive.  
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UMMS has an entire unit that is dedicated to helping researchers write better proposals. The people in the department 
have years of experience in proposal writing. But would you be surprised to learn that the unit does not track 
intervention effects? There is no feedback on whether their advice helps. Or stated in the language of biomedicine: 
treatments are prescribed without evidence of efficacy. For example, one of the most oft-repeated pieces of advice 
offered to proposal writers is to focus on clarity. Consequently, one of the first studies we did with proposals was to test 
the assumption that clarity resulted in higher proposal success rates. We reported those results at this conference two 
years ago. It was a very small study—judgments about clarity were made by Professor John Swales about 20 matched 
pairs of proposals. He judged that 12 of the pairs were of equal quality. He correctly identified which proposal was 
accepted in 7 of the remaining 8 pairs.  

We’ve now expanded this study (n=3459) using a standard indicator of writing clarity (the Fog Index). Would you be 
surprised to find out that writing clarity had no impact on proposal success? Yes, we could dismiss this result as a matter 
of poor measurement technique. But if it’s true that clarity doesn’t improve proposal success, we may be doing more 
harm than good by emphasizing the need to rewrite and rewrite with this as a primary aim. Instead of spending extra 
time on refining a single proposal for clarity, it may be more effective to focus on refining the overarching narrative 
structure of the proposal—the story arc. Or it may be better to simply write another proposal. These are common 
recommendations for fiction writers. A successful writer focuses on the story, not the individual lines, and builds up an 
inventory of works in progress. Analogously, the sign of a good researcher (as mentioned previously) may be someone 
who writes compelling stories and builds up an inventory of (failed) proposals that explore different topics of interest to 
the researcher.  

Implications: Our purpose at this conference is to encourage others to analyze research proposals. Convince the Deans 
of your school that the codification of research proposals can be of significant benefit to them and can be accomplished 
at only marginal cost. Please talk to us about how to overcome the barriers that will inevitably be placed in your path. 
Over the past three years we have encountered many and can offer practical advice for overcoming them. Proposal 
analytics can make a significant contribution to both our theoretical understanding of how research evolves while also 
helping us to make evidence-based decisions about research administration going forward. 

Caroline Wagner and Satyam Mukherjee 

Is China’s Scholarship Also More Novel? 

Session 3D 

China’s participation in global science has risen at a spectacular rate over the past 30 years (Zhou & Leydesdorff, 2007). 
China’s scientific output has risen in most fields. Citation strength of Chinese output has not risen at the same rate as 
publications, but it is also rising significantly (Xie et al., 2014). China has usurped the United Kingdom to become the 
number one collaborator for US researchers (Wagner et al., 2015). We know it is growing in size but is Chinese research 
also growing in novelty? 

China’s rise in global science raises the question of whether the work is also increasing in novelty, creativity, and 
innovation. Innovation requires expertise; clearly China is developing the expertise needed to transition to the process 
of innovating. Fields where Chinese institutions are investing heavily in R&D capacity would be ones to look at for quality 
and innovation. Secondly, a question is whether Chinese capacity has reached a level to create quality research without 
international support or collaboration. We hypothesize that international collaborations are more likely to be working 
on frontier research. In addition, if this is the case, a question arises as to whether Chinese researchers are producing 
quality work on national teams, on an individual basis, or only as a result of international collaborations. A third testable 
question is whether openness to exchange is critical to innovation. China has become increasingly open to international 
exchange, and as it has done so, scientific production has grown. It is not a “highly open” scientific nation, however 
(Wagner & Jonkers, 2017). This raises the question as to whether electronic censorship may reduce the ability of Chinese 
scholars to innovate at the frontier. 

This presentation will discuss work in progress testing whether Chinese researchers are producing more novel work over 
time, and if so, whether it is being done primarily with international partners. Are Chinese scholars producing 
increasingly innovative or novel research over time? We expect to find that more novel research is emerging in the 
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internationally collaborative projects, but at a decreasing rate as China develops national capabilities. We are testing this 
hypothesis now and will have results by the time of the conference.  

Further, we expect to find that Chinese-only authors are growing more novel over time. This will be tested by isolating 
the China-only work, and even within that, to see if researchers were trained in China or trained overseas. We expect to 
find that China is becoming more novel on its own, but at a very slow rate.  

Further, we expect that more conventional work is Chinese-only, based upon the hypothesis that many parts of the 
Chinese system are still learning the basics of ‘normal’ science, and that these conventional articles are less likely to be 
internationally coauthored. This will be tested as well.  

Creativity and novelty are universally valued in scholarship, but this value is difficult to measure. The team of Brian Uzzi, 
Satyam Mukherjee, Mark Stringer, and Ben Jones, hypothesized that truly novel advances are accompanied by strength 
in conventional know-how, joined to a novel idea, often resulting from unique or atypical combinations of prior 
knowledge (Uzzi et al., 2013). Drawing upon the tradition where the reference to preceding work serves as an 
elementary building block of the scholarly attribution and reward system, they used this artifact as a proxy for novelty. 
Rheingold (1985) suggested that more familiarity produces more novelty because it provides a depth of expectation 
against which to detect departures from the familiar. By acquiring expertise in a given domain, one becomes deeply 
familiar with its intricacies, which in turn creates a cognitive scaffolding from which to notice minor novelties, or 
abnormalities that escape the untrained eye.  

We will follow the hypothesis and measurement tools developed by this team to examine the combination of novelty 
and conventionality in Chinese science and technology publications over 10 years with data from the Web of Science. 
We study the relationship between atypical combinations of conventionality and novelty and internationally coauthored 
work, with the expectation that international collaboration would also be more likely to produce atypical combinations.  

We will analyze probability distribution of 10th percentile z-scores of all articles. The referenced journal pairs with 10th 
percentile z-score less than 0 will be collected into a set signifying “novel combinations”.  We expect that less than 10 
percent of records will fall into this category. For z-score values more than 0, these records will be classified as 
“conventional combinations” (Mukherjee et al., 2016). Any continuous variables will be binarized and then combined 
into a nominal variable.  

With the HN/HC category identified, we will conduct additional analysis. First, we will create sets of articles that are (1) 
internationally collaborative; (2) nationally collaborative; (3) sole-authored (Chinese); and for LN/HC, a set of (4) 
nationally collaborative or sole-authored Chinese only. 
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Session 3E: Tech Transfer 

Georges Hage, Catherine Beaudry and Pierre Therrien 

Advanced technology adoption and its impact on innovation performance 

Session 3E 

** This paper is part of the panel session title: "From Invention to innovation – tech transfer offices, patents, and 
technology adoption" 

Background and context 

Technology adoption has multiple benefits: productivity increase, higher quality of products, improving flexibility and 
reducing production costs (Beaumont and Schroder, 1997; Rischel and Burns, 1997; Small, 1998). For instance, to 
increase productivity, a firm must produce the same outputs with fewer inputs which will lead to a reduction in 
production costs. The adoption of advanced technologies can also improve product flexibility (Young et al., 1993; Spina 
et al., 1996). In a study conducted by Baldwin and Lin (2002), Canadian manufacturing firms reported that the most two 
important benefits of the adoption of advanced technologies are an improvement in productivity and an increase in 
product quality. These benefits lead to increase innovation and economic performance. Moreover, the adoption of 
advanced and ICT technologies can have an impact on collaboration and open innovation practices. Particularly, digital 
technology can play an important role in facilitating collaboration between different organisations internally and 
externally.  

In manufacturing, technology is defined as the set of tools (automation + integration) used in the different stages of 
design, manufacturing, planning and control of the product (Ettlie and Reifeis, 1987). These technologies are 
complemented with business intelligence technologies that are often ICT driven. As described by Bantau and Rayburn 
(2016), the first and second wave of ICT were used to automate individual activities and increase connectivity 
respectively. Today, advanced technologies that are often ICT-driven have become part of complex products and play a 
key role in productivity improvement (Breur, 2015, Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). Taking all that into consideration, 

Methodology - Econometric Models 

Using the Survey of Advanced Technologies (SAT) 2014 conducted by Statistics Canada, we estimate the factors that 
influence the propensity to innovate (Innov), in particular the impact of advanced technology adoption. For this purpose, 
a simple logit or probit will first be used. Because we are interested in the obstacles that may slow down or prevent the 
adoption of advanced and ICT technologies, we have to turn to an instrumental variable model where the adoption of 
these technologies will be endogenous. Our general model will be as follows: 

 Innov_1i= Y_1i^*=X_1i β_1+Y_2i β_2+X_3i β_3+ϵ_1 (3) 

 Adopt_2i=Y_2i=X_2i γ_2+X_3i γ_3+μ_1 (4) 

where we observe 

 Y_1i={█(0  if Y_1i^*<0@1  if Y_1i^*≥0 )┤ (5) 

and where Y1 measures whether a firm innovates or not, while Y2 represents the adoption of advanced and ICT 
technologies, measured by a continuous variable (the natural logarithm of the number of advanced technologies 
adopted) ; and, where X1 is a vector of exogenous variables such as those related to open innovation practices and 
collaboration, X3 is a vector of control variables such as the size or the sector of the firm, and X2 is a vector of 
instrumental variables that has an effect on the adoption of advanced and ICT technologies (Y2 being endogenous), such 
as the recruitment of new employees pertaining to the adoption, capital expenditures and the measures to mitigate the 
obstacles encountered when adopting. 

Results and contribution 

Findings suggest that the more technologies a firm adopts, the higher its propensity to innovate. This is true across the 
main four families of technologies we looked at. In addition to that, we find that open innovation practices and quality 
management strategies increase the propensity to innovate.  In fact, findings are in line with literature and suggest that 
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collaboration and strategic alliances with other firms, universities and government research organizations all have a 
positive impact on innovation. We also found that the expected result that innovation type is impacted by industry. For 
example, high-tech firms are more prone to product innovations while consulting firms may be better equipped to do 
organizational innovations.  Furthermore, we looked at what impacted the number of adopted technologies. The first 
instrument we looked at is the number of measures taken to mitigate adoption obstacles and we found a positive 
correlation between the number of measures and the number of adopted technologies. This is independent of the 
family of technology adopted and the type of innovation. Other instruments such as the recruitment of employees 
(dummy variable) and capital expenditures pertaining to the adoption of new technologies also increase the adoption. 

Our results contribute to the technology adoption literature where we find an endogenous effect between technology 
adoption and the propensity to innovate. In fact, firms need new technology to innovate but they also must mitigate 
obstacles and find the right resources to implement these new technologies. This has a lot of implications in practical 
state because C-suite executives will need plan a clear strategy pertaining to recruitment and capital expenditures. In 
era of ERPs, the outcome of implemented a new software was a simple pass or fail and it was known very quickly. In 
today’s world however, companies are adopting more than technology at the same time and it can take year to realize 
the positive or negative consequences of it. As a future research, SAT 2014 gives us the ability to look specifically at 
which bundle of technologies companies are adopting which can allow to provide better policy implications. Finally, 
although this paper provides insight into the early days of the industry 4.0 revolution, it is imperative to repeat this 
study with a more recent data set to understand how technology adoption has evolved. 

Catherine Beaudry and Sandra Schillo 

From Invention to innovation – tech transfer offices, patents, and technology adoption 

Session 3E 

A central theme of science and innovation policy research is how the risky and difficult path from invention to 
innovation can be de-risked and facilitated. This session explores three common sources of innovation in companies – 
university collaborations, patents owned by companies themselves, and advanced technology adoption. The first paper 
highlights the different roles played by different sizes of firms in terms of R&D contracting: collaborating with startups is 
more likely to generate income than with large firms. The role of the university within the innovation ecosystem, needs 
to be clearly understood as pressures to generate income from discovery increases and has the potential to change our 
universities into a more “utilitarian role”. The second paper focuses on a largely science-based sector: life sciences. The 
research shows that signalling patent ownership on a company website is associated with substantially greater amounts 
of external funding, hence suggesting the importance of the visibility of invention and innovation potential. It may also 
be the opposite as VC require increased positive buzz around the technologies in which they have invested to favour 
better exit strategies… The third paper examines the impact of technology adoption on various types of innovation, from 
the classic product, process, marketing and commercialisation innovation, to combination variations (tech vs non tech, 
product vs the other three as in the new Oslo manual). The paper provides insights of technology adoption at the very 
start of the Industry 4.0, or the so-called “4th industrial revolution”.  

The insights from these studies have implications for policy and program development. For example, technology transfer 
program design can directly benefit from the insights on which companies are most lucrative to work with discussed in 
the first paper, and a better understanding of how companies publicize their technologies (paper 2) and the role of the 
technologies provided in the innovation process (paper 3) might provide opportunities to negotiate better agreements 
with companies. In addition, improved understanding of the role of patents and advanced technologies in the innovation 
process can inform science policy, including with regards to the role of support for research and technology 
development. These conclusions highlight the importance of systemic approaches to study innovation, encompassing 
several points of view and research angles, to try to make sense of it all. This group of papers also stresses the 
importance of multiple methodological approaches to perform such systemic analyses of the innovation phenomenon 
that is put forward as necessary to economic development and wealth creation.  

Paper list: 
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How does exclusivity affect company behaviour toward university research commercialisation? Aksoy, A., & Beaudry, C. 
(Polytechnique Montreal, Canada). 

Revealing Patent Ownership: A Study of Life Sciences Companies. Schillo, R.S., & Sanni, A.M. (Telfer School of 
Management, University of Ottawa, Canada). 

Advanced technology adoption and its impact on innovation performance. Hage, G., Beaudry, C. (Polytechnique 
Montreal, Canada), & Therrien, P. (Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada) 

R. Sandra Schillo and Abisola Maryam Sanni 

Revealing Patent Ownership: A Study of Life Sciences Companies 

Session 3E 

Session Title: 

From Invention to innovation – technology transfer offices, patents, and technology adoption 

Paper Title:  

Revealing Patent Ownership: A Study of Life Sciences Companies 

Please note: We are following the conference’s submission guidelines in not including references. We have completed a 
substantial literature review in planning and conducting this work. 

Background and Rationale 

Especially in the Life Sciences, patents are often useful tools to protect the intellectual property rights of companies 
during the generally lengthy periods required to bring inventions to market. There is an extensive body of literature on 
the role and value of patents in company’s strategies. For example, patents have been shown to enhance companies’ 
ability to attract Venture Capital (VC) and they are often used to enhance a company’s technological positioning, e.g. by 
protecting against imitation of competitors, controlling or preventing market entry of rivals, or blocking competitor R&D 
efforts. In many cases, such benefits require that external parties, such as VC investors or potential rivals become aware 
of the existence of patents, to the extent that this signalling effect has been the subject of much academic literature, 
and various contingencies have been documented.  

However, we have not found references to scenarios in which companies obtain patents, but then do not publicize their 
ownership of the patents. Theoretically, such a scenario should be relatively rare. While companies may have important 
motivations to not disclose their technologies and thus not to patent, once a patent has been obtained, the 
technological disclosure is made, and the information becomes accessible to any serious competitor following patent 
data. Thus, it seems not disclosing patent information on a web site would not offer much protection, ostensibly only 
from those competitors who do not follow patent data regularly.  

In this study we show that, in practice, the phenomenon of companies obtaining patents, but not revealing them on 
their web sites, is quite common in the life sciences. We present analyses to better understand company strategies in 
revealing patent ownership.  

Data and Methods 

This study is based on a combined data set from three sources: CapitalIQ, a commercial financial database, the US 
Patent Office (USPTO), and the web sites of the focal companies.  

The sample consists of companies in the pharmaceutical, biotechnological and life science industry, derived from the 
financial database Capital IQ. To ensure relative homogeneity in operating environments, we focus on companies 
currently operating in Canada or the United States. We focus on small and medium-sized companies with 5-500 
employees, and in particular those that were able to raise external funds. Taking into consideration that it takes 
approximately 18 months for a patent to be approved,  we consider data up to 2017. 

Our data set is comprised of all companies in the pharmaceutical, biotechnological and life science industry in Capital IQ 
that have data on the amounts raised and web site information. It consists of 283 companies.  
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For each company, we checked the USPTO database to determine if it had patents, and if so, how many. In addition, we 
checked each web site for the occurrence of the term ‘patent’, and more specifically if the company indicated that it 
owns patents.  

The first phase of analyses consists of deriving descriptive statistics to determine to what extent companies reveal 
patent ownership on their web sites. In addition, it consists of multinomial regression analyses to determine whether 
our existing variables can predict the combination of companies owning patents and revealing them on their web site, or 
not. This set of analyses has been completed and we outline the results below.  

In a second phase, we are expanding the data set to identify more detailed information about the companies with the 
goal to better understand the revealing strategies. We anticipate a substantial part of this work to be complete by the 
conference date and look forward to presenting the results.  

Results and anticipated results 

Firstly, our descriptive analyses confirm that companies do not necessarily reveal patent ownership on their web sites. In 
fact, in our sample, 65% of the companies have patents according to USPTO records, and over 40% of these companies 
with patents do not reveal that they own patents on their web sites. This suggests that the phenomenon we investigate 
exists and occurs frequently.  

Secondly, our logit regressions show that companies that both have patents and reveal them on their web sites have 
significantly higher amounts of external funding than those that do not have patents or only mention patents on their 
web site. The only significant difference between companies that have patents and reveal them on their web sites, and 
those that do not reveal them on their web site is that companies that are subsidiaries are less likely to reveal patents 
publicly. There also is a significant difference between the two countries included in this study (United States and 
Canada), in that companies that have no patents in either the USPTO or their website are less likely to be located in the 
United States than those having patents and revealing them.  

Thus, from our first phase of the study, we show that a) there are different patterns of revealing of patent ownership, 
and that b) they are associated with the amount of VC funding, company status, and location in terms of country.  These 
insights are important in and of themselves, as outlined in the last section of this abstract. They also suggest that the 
analyses planned for the second phase of this study are likely  to deliver additional useful insights on company’s 
strategies with regards to revealing patents.  

Significance 

To the best of our knowledge, the patent revealing behaviour of companies has not been studied yet, even though the 
potential signalling effect of patents is widely acknowledged in the literature and in entrepreneurial practice. Our study 
shows that it cannot be assumed that companies will necessarily publish the fact that they own patents, in fact our 
preliminary analyses suggest that over 40% do not reveal their patents on their web sites.  

Although the academic literature has not discussed this topic, informal discussions with experts (not reported in detail) 
suggest that entrepreneurs are not necessarily surprised by this finding, as Venture Capital funders may prefer to 
maintain confidentiality with regards to the prospects of their portfolio companies, especially those in the early stages.  

However, we also find evidence that both ownership of and revealing of patents are associated with higher amounts of 
funding obtained. Based on our preliminary analyses we thus expect that the signalling effect outweighs the concern 
over confidentiality.  

These early findings are substantial with regards to their implications for both academia and practice. We hope that 
additional analyses using a larger data set will allow us to describe patent revealing strategies in more detail. 
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Arman Aksoy and Catherine Beaudry 

How does exclusivity affect company behaviour toward university research commercialisation? 

Session 3E 

Catherine Beaudry: From Invention to innovation – tech transfer offices, patents, and technology adoption. 

Background and rationale 

Universities and governments around the world invest a lot of money into research and development. The mechanisms 
through which these investments generate return on investments are still a source of debate and so are the indicators to 
measure them. In this paper we concentrate on returns through direct payments to technology transfer offices and 
industrial research funds. Our aim is to study the effect of exclusivity and the size of the licensee company on strategies, 
investments, and incomes. Previous research shows that universities use three main strategies to generate income 
through their services and products: R\&D contracting, licensing or startup creation.  

The amount of R&D funding, licensing income and startups launched has been shown to be dependent of the university 
size and willingness to invest into commercialisation. Others further demonstrated the importance of the field and the 
local ecosystem. Unsurprisingly, large technical universities geared toward commercialisation in wealthy industrialised 
regions are more likely to generate funding and income.  

The literature indicates that the probability for companies to enter into R&D partnership with a university is determined 
by its size and its R&D propensity. Yet it’s unclear how the size of the company affects the outcome of licensing 
negotiations. One would think that since larger companies have more resources to spare they would be better providers 
for R&D projects and would generate more licensing income. However, logic dictates that large companies didn’t 
become large by handing out money and we can expect them to be more experienced and well funded in negotiations. 
Small companies and startups might not have such luxury. Not only are their options of R&D partners more limited, but 
they also lack the resources and experience to navigate through these types of negotiations. Our aim is to better 
understand which type of company is more lucrative to work with for universities. 

Methods 

We use the association of university technology manager’s (AUTM) statistics access for technology transfer database 
(STATT) to collect information about north American universities. We combine this data with regional GDP values 
retrieved from Statistics Canada and the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S Department of Commerce (BEA) which 
we converted into Canadian dollars using a purchasing power parity index obtained from the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) 

We fit a linear model with panel regressions using maximum likelihood estimations. We further verify results through 
clustered ordinary least square regressions (OLS) with clustered sandwich variance estimation. 

Our dependent variable set is composed of the amount of research funds raised by the university from industry, the 
amount of research funds tied to licensing deals, as well as the number of licenses generating income and the amount of 
gross licensing income and their sub components : the number of licenses generating royalty payments, the amount of 
royalties, the amount of other licensing related income excluding equity sales, and the number of licenses generating 
more than one million dollars. 

Our independent variables include the proportion of: exclusive licenses granted to large companies, non-exclusive 
licenses granted to large companies, exclusive licenses granted to small companies, non-exclusive licenses granted to 
small companies, exclusive licenses granted to startups, and non-exclusive licenses granted to startups. 

Our control variables involve the size of the university measured in federal research expenditure, the presence of a 
medical school, the number of disclosures recorded, the number of licenses granted, the number of technology transfer 
staff, the amount of legal fee expenditure, the local GDP and year dummies. 

Results  

Our results indicate that exclusivity is used as a bargaining chip by universities and firms alike. The most lucrative way to 
generate income through R&D contracting is to collaborate with startups the proportion of exclusive licenses to these 
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companies has a positive effect on both the amount of industrial research expenditure and the amount of research 
funds tied to licensing deals. The amount of research fund tied to licenses is also positively affected by the proportion of 
exclusive licenses to large companies. Our other independent variables don’t indicate any effect on neither. This 
indicates the more prudent stance of large companies when investing in university research as they only invest in 
products they are sure to benefit from and with universities they already partnered.  

The number of licenses generating income and the amount on licensing income generated are tied to non-exclusivity. In 
both cases the results are positively affected by the proportion of non-exclusive licenses to incumbent companies be it 
large or small. 

We also observe a preference for royalty schemes by small companies while large companies favour other types of 
payments. The results further suggest that licenses are more likely to reach the million-dollar mark when granted to 
small companies or startups as the proportion of non-exclusive licenses to these companies has a positive effect on the 
number of licenses generating more than a million dollar in the case of our OLS regressions. 

Significance 

These results suggest that universities can benefit from using exclusivity as a bargaining chip, exclusivity is only being 
granted in case of early R&D investment or in exchange of equity when launching a startup. However, like patents, the 
temporary monopoly granted by the exclusivity can be a considerable advantage for the licensee on the marketplace. No 
wonder then that companies will not invest in R&D and most startups will not launch without an exclusivity clause. 

Universities should reconsider their R&D subcontracting strategies. While large companies have the resource and 
expertise to enter into university-industry partnership they also have larger networks and can have their own 
laboratories. Thus, startups are more likely to pay generous amounts because of their lack of other options when it 
comes to R&D. 

Most startups are not launched to generate immediate income but rather equity value growth over a long period of 
time. Hence, the bulk of licensing income is paid by incumbent companies. It’s however interesting to see that 
companies don’t seem to pay a premium for exclusivity as one would have imagined. More importantly, just as in the 
case of R&D, large companies once again seem to have the upper hand compared to their smaller counterparts. While 
both small and large companies generate licensing income, the proportion of licenses to small companies indicate larger 
coefficients. Furthermore, startups and small companies produce more licenses generating more than a million dollar. 
This shows that in the case of licensing for money smaller might be better. These results are probably due to a 
difference in experience and resources when negotiating contracts. 
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Session 3F: System Analysis 

J David Selby 

State Economic Innovation and R&D Tax Credits 

Session 3F 

Research Question: Do R&D tax credits increase the levels of innovation in a state’s economy? 

Background and Rationale 

Since Schumpeter first proposed the notion of creative destruction, the process by which companies founded on new 
ideas replace companies that are unable to adapt, the rallying cry of economic development is that innovation drives 
growth. According to endogenous growth theory, research and development (R&D) creates new knowledge that does 
not solely benefit the firm — instead the knowledge created by R&D spills over into the rest of the economy. States have 
largely turned to R&D tax credits as the leading policy to incentivize R&D within a state’s economy. While scholars have 
repeatedly established the relationship between R&D tax credits and R&D as well as the relationship between R&D 
spending and patenting, limited work has been done to extend the effect of the tax credit past R&D spending to 
innovative activity itself.  

Studies focusing on the effectiveness of R&D tax credits tend to consider only these credits on R&D spending by firms.  
This is problematic because R&D spending represents a budgetary allocation of resources to generate new ideas, and 
processes, (i.e. innovation) but does not measure outcomes associated with increased R&D spending.  To extend our 
understanding of these tax credits, it is necessary to account for the direct and indirect effect these tax credits have on 
innovation within a state’s economy. Additionally, most of the studies connecting R&D spending to innovation have 
relied on patent counts as the sole measure of innovation. Patenting data has some inherent measurement error 
because not all patents have the same economic impact. In order to address measurement concerns with patents and to 
measure the direct and indirect effects of R&D credits on innovation, I propose using a structural equation model.  
Finally, this study presents a novel way of measuring the use of R&D credits in states. 

Data & Methods 

Data for this project comes from a variety of governmental and non-governmental sources and is organized into a 
longitudinal repeated measure design. The data includes measures from all 50 states and DC from 2001-2015.  Data 
from the states are placed into a panel with each observation representing the i-th state and the t-th state.  The key 
variables of interest are the amount of R&D credits claimed by companies in a state, the amount of R&D spending 
performed by firms in a state, a state’s GDP, and a factor of innovative activity in a state.  Innovative activity is a latent 
variable measured by the number of patents filed in a state, amount of Small Business Industrial Research (SBIR) grants, 
amount of Small Business Technical Transfer grants (STTR), and the Kaufman startup index. 

The R&D tax credit variable was collected using a novel approach. Most studies focusing on the effectiveness of these 
tax credits measure the tax credit in terms of either a binary variable or the rate of the credit (Becker, 2015).  This 
approach is problematic because it ignores considerable heterogeneity that exists in the way states structure their 
credits. For example, New Mexico offers a credit only to new firms, while Delaware only offers a credit to firms whose 
R&D spending reaches a certain level. However, this study uses the amount of R&D tax credits claimed by companies as 
the measure of the size of the tax credit. This approach has a few advantages over other measures of the credit. Namely 
it measures the extent to which companies took advantage of the credit and introduces greater variation in the R&D 
credit variable itself. Data for the amount of R&D tax credits claimed comes from annual state tax expenditure reports. 

 This study leverages a structural equation model in order to understand the relationship between R&D tax 
credits and innovation. Structural equation models have the benefit of being able to measure the direct effect and 
indirect effect between R&D tax credits and innovation. Additionally, they allow one to account for measurement error 
through the use of latent variables.  The hypothesized structural model argues that R&D tax credits have a direct effect 
on innovation, and an indirect effect on innovation mediated by R&D spending.  R&D spending also has a direct effect on 
innovation, and an indirect effect on innovation moderated by overall economic activity (GDP). 
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 Autocorrelation is always a concern for longitudinal studies, but particularly problematic for structural equation 
models.  Most preferred solutions for this problem involve the use of wide data, in which each unit has a single 
observation, and each measure has a different variable for each year.  This approach requires a large sample size in 
order to retain statistical power. Unfortunately, generating a larger sample is impossible in this case as there are only 50 
U.S. states.  As a result, I intend to use a partially lagged model, where measures in year t are a function of variables 
from year t-1. This should partially mitigate the autocorrelation problem, though caution will still be urged in 
interpreting the results. 

Anticipated Results 

I hypothesize that there is both a positive direct and positive indirect effect of R&D tax credits on innovation.  Initial 
econometric analysis of the data is already yielding promising results regarding the relationship of R&D tax credits and 
patenting. Other initial analysis has confirmed the hypothesized factor of innovation made up of patenting, SBIR awards, 
STTR awards, and the Kaufman startup index.  Next steps include fitting the full structural model and applying rigorous 
robustness tests and sensitivity analysis. 

Significance 

This study has three important contributions to the literature. First, it leverages a novel way of measuring R&D tax 
credits. Second, it offers a more robust measure of innovation than previous attempts to use patents as a proxy of 
innovation. Finally, it measures the direct and indirect relationship between R&D tax credits and innovative activity. The 
study also offers an important contribution to the wider policy debate surrounding economic development. For years, 
there has been a large disconnect between economic development in theory and practice. Considerable consensus 
exists in the literature that few firm-based subsidies benefit the states that offered them. Though, policies that aimed at 
incentivizing R&D and high-technology firms tend to perform better. However, the spectacle of Amazon’s H2 bidding 
process and the resulting backlash from communities has invited new scrutiny into these policies, which motivates the 
salience of testing the efficacy of policies like R&D tax credits. 

Marc Luwel and Thed van Leeuwen 

Has the 2008 Global Financial Crisis a lasting impact on universities and public research institutes in the 
OECD? 

Session 3F 

Background and rationale 

2018 marked the 10th anniversary of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) that started in the United States and was 
followed by a global recession. The GFC created in the Eurozone an asymmetric shock, affecting particularly six heavily 
indebted Southern European countries. Not only in these countries but in all OECD countries debt-to-GDP ratio 
increased substantially. 

To reduce budget deficits, government spending was cut. This affected severely the public sector in the heavily indebted 
countries. With their small open economies the Europe’s Nordic countries (except Iceland) were also confronted with 
the impact of the GFC, but the Nordic model turns out to be less vulnerable and more resilient. 

These cuts in government spending had also an impact on public R&D expenditures and in particular on the public 
funding of the higher education sector and public research institutes. 10 years after the start of the GFC little work has 
been done on the impact of the reduction in public funding on the research performance of the higher education sector 
and the public research institutes.     

In the present study, for a panel of OECD countries we investigate trends in the publication output of these institutes 
and the potential existence of causality between funding and output.  

Data  
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In most OECD countries nearly all basic research is conducted at universities and public research institutes and to a large 
extent funded by public authorities. Although they do not cover the total research output on country level, papers 
published in scholarly journals processed for the Web of Science (WoS) are often used as a proxy for this output.  

The publications are aggregated at country level, applying two counting schemes: the ‘whole’ or full and the fractional 
counting scheme. The former gives equal weight to the countries mentioned in the by-line of a publication. The latter 
allocates to each country a fractional weight based on the number of countries in the by-line. 

As a proxy for the expenditure on research of a country’s higher education institutes the OECD’s Higher Education 
Expenditure on R&D (HERD) is used. Similarly a proxy for the expenditure on research carried out by public research 
institutes and other governmental organizations is the OECD’s Government Expenditure on R&D (GOVERD). The funding 
data are corrected for differences in inflation rate and purchasing power among countries. 

Methods 

In this study time series analysis is applied on national research expenditure and publication data of a panel of 14 OECD 
countries. 

Eleven EU countries were selected based on the degree of severity of the impact of the GFC: 

 Group 1: Countries strongly affected by the GFC: Ireland, Greece, Spain, Portugal; 

 Group 2: Countries with severe problems in their banking sector and large debt to GDP ratio’s: Belgium and Italy; 

 Group 3: The Nordic EU countries, more mildly affected by the GFC: Denmark, Finland and Sweden. Of this group 
only Finland is a Eurozone member; 

 Group 4: Two leading scientific EU countries, moderately affected by the GFC: France and the UK. 

Group 5 consists of three OECD non-EU countries, powerhouses in research: Canada, Switzerland and the USA. 

In a time series an unexpected shift can occur. To test the assumption of a structural break the Chow test is often used. 
The Chow statistic tests whether a single regression line or two separate regression lines fit the data best. 

When studying time series one often looks at correlations to test whether and how strongly two series are related. 
However, correlation does not imply causation. Causation indicates that one event is the (partial) result of the other. 
The Granger Causality test (GC) uses a bivariate linear autoregressive model of two variables x_t and y_t: 

y_t=μ_0+∑_(i=1)^k▒〖α_1i y_(t-i) 〗+∑_(i=1)^k▒〖β_1i x_(t-i) 〗+ε_1t 

x_t=φ_0+∑_(i=1)^k▒〖γ_1i x_(t-i) 〗+∑_(i=1)^k▒〖δ_1i y_(t-i) 〗+ε_2t 

where  

 k is the maximum number of lagged observations included in the model,  

 μ_0, α_1i,β_1i,φ_0,γ_1i  and δ_1i  are parameters of the model, and  

 ε_1t and ε_2tare residuals (prediction errors) for each time series.  

If the variance of ε_1t is reduced by the inclusion of the x_t terms in the first equation, then it is said that x_t Granger 
causes y_t, i.e. if the coefficients β_1i jointly significantly different from zero.  

Preliminary results and discussion 

For all countries in the panel except Canada, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the US, the growth rate of the full-
counted publication output was lower in the last 4-5 years of the period 1999-2017 compared to the years before.  

These trends cannot be explained by changes in the coverage of the WoS. One of the possible causes may be the 
reduction in public research funding. However there are exceptions.  Although the public funding for higher education 
and public research institutes increased steadily between 1999 and 2017, for Belgium the growth rate of the full-
counted publications was lower in the last quarter of the period compared to the earlier years.   

For the fractional-counted publication output the reduction in the growth rate was more pronounced compared to the 
full-counted number of publications and for some countries this growth rate was flat or even negative in the last quarter 
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of the period. The difference in growth rates between the two counting schemes can be explained by an acceleration in 
the international collaboration. However it is remarkable that this acceleration happened 3 to 5 years after funding 
reductions started to be implemented in 9 out of 12 countries in the panel. Moreover around the same year it is also 
observed in three countries were research expenditures grew at a nearly steady rate over the entire period. 

Part of the time lag between the changes in the funding and the publication output could be explained by the research 
cycle: obtaining a grant, carrying out the research work, submitting a manuscript and lastly its publication in a peer 
reviewed journal. Although there are differences between disciplines, in general we can say that the publication process 
takes about a year and in most countries the majority of research grants cover 2 to 4 years.  

To explore the causal relationship between funding and publication output the Toda-Yamamoto procedure for the GC-
test is applied. For the period 1988-2017 at the 10% confidence level for 7 out of the 14 countries a unidirectional 
causality is found between funding and publication output.  At the same confidence level this relationship is even 
bidirectional for Denmark, Ireland and the US.  

This results suggest that at a country level changes in public research funding affects with a certain delay the nation’s 
publication output. But also more counter-intuitively that changes in publication output have an effect on public 
research funding.  

The interpretation of the results of the analysis must however be done carefully. Besides the reduction of a complex 
world to a model with 2 proxy indicators and the problems related to the use of OECD funding data, the GC-test has its 
own methodological limitations.  

Notwithstanding the necessary caution, for time series analysis powerful analytical tools have been developed in 
econometrics. To the best of our knowledge they have not yet been used in bibliometric studies. 

Thomas Heinze, Arlette Jappe and David Pithan 

From North American hegemony to global competition for scientific leadership? Insights from the 
Nobel population. 

Session 3F 

1. Introduction 

The Nobel prizes in Physiology or Medicine, Physics, and Chemistry have attracted continued attention from the history 
of science and quantitative science and innovation perspectives. This paper contributes to a debated yet understudied 
topic: North America’s global leadership in science. First, there is some disagreement about when North America, and 
especially the United States, became the global center of science during the 20th century. Some argue that research-
intensive North American universities became globally competitive in the 1920s. Others locate the shift after the Second 
World War, however, pointing to the considerable emigration of eminent European scientists after 1933 and the 
unprecedented growth of government-sponsored “Big Science”. Second, the enormous growth of scientific research in 
Asia since the 1990s, especially in China, has sparked discussions about the impending decline of North American 
hegemony in science. This paper studies the changing global distribution of Nobel science laureates (n=599) over 117 
years, distinguishing three world regions: Asia-Pacific, Europe, and North America. We identify when global leadership in 
science shifted from Europe to North America and when the latter started to lose some of its global share, an indication 
of growing global competition at the beginning of the 21st century. In this context, we examine institutional factors 
associated with North America’s scientific strength and more generally with dynamic science systems at the scale of 
world regions. 

2. Material and Methods 

We compiled a dataset for all Nobel laureates who received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, Physics, or 
Chemistry from 1901 to 2017 (n=599). We collected data on: (a) the year, organization, and country of both the first and 
the highest academic degrees (HDs); (b) the year, organization, and country of where each laureate’s prize-winning work 
(PWR) was performed; (c) the year, organization, and country where the laureate worked when awarded the Nobel Prize 
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(designated from here as NP); (d) whether the laureate had a Nobel mentor while a graduate student, postdoctoral 
researcher, or junior collaborator or during extended research sabbaticals; and (e) year of birth.  

We determined the absolute and relative frequencies of Nobel laureates for the three career events (HD, PWR, NP). 
Hence, the distributions in all three career events, including HD and PWR, are mapped onto time periods defined by NP. 
The three regions are defined by the university or research organization in which HD, PWR, or NP occurred. In addition, 
we measured the number of master–apprentice relations for Europe and North America. These relations are relevant 
because they indicate effective transfer of the ability to conduct ground-breaking research from one generation of 
scientists to another. We also measured the number of universities and research organizations hosting laureates for the 
first time (“newcomers”) across the three career events (HD, PWR, NP). Finally, we measured inter-organizational 
mobility: these are the sums of laureate moves from HD to PWR and/or from PWR to NP, respectively.  

3. Empirical Results 

North America’s rise as global power in science started in the 1920s and its leadership position was consolidated in the 
1970s. North America’s hegemony in science lasted about 30 years (1970s to 1990s), preceded by a transition period in 
which it superseded Europe (1940s to 1960s). During North American hegemony, its universities and other research 
organizations educated up to 60 percent (HD) of all laureates and provided the work environment where roughly 75 
percent of all laureates conducted their PWR and received the NP.  

Yet, beginning in the 2000s, we identified a period of increasing global competition. First, North America’s global share 
of laureates dropped significantly, across both the three major career events (HD, PWR, NP) and the three disciplines 
(Physics, Chemistry, and Physiology or Medicine). North America’s shares dropped to 48 percent (HD), 47 percent 
(PWR), and 58 percent (NP) in the 2010s. At the same time, Europe’s shares consolidated at 37 percent (HD), 36 percent 
(PWR), and 26 percent (NP), and Asia-Pacific’s shares grew considerably, reaching 15 percent (HD), 17 percent (PWR), 
and 15 percent (NP). Contradicting speculations about China as a rising global science center, this growth resulted 
almost entirely from Japan.  

Second and related, although North America was effective in transferring capacities for conducting ground-breaking 
research from one generation of scientists to another for a long time (via master–apprentice relations), Europe and the 
Asia-Pacific region seem to be catching up. During its hegemony (1970s to 1990s), North America accumulated laureate 
apprentices, reaching its highest level in the 1990s (68%). Then, its share of apprentice–master relations plummeted, 
reaching 42 percent in the 2010s. At the same time, Europe consolidated (37%) and the Asia-Pacific region increased 
(16%) their respective shares. 

Regarding inter-regional migration of scientists, we found that during its hegemonic period (1970s to 1990s), North 
America attracted on average about 11 laureates every 10 years from Europe and the Asia-Pacific region. The net 
migration effect for North America remained constant over the hegemonic and the post-hegemonic periods, when 
North America attracted around 12 laureates per decade. 

Finally, we examined the share of “newcomers” entering the inter-organizational competition for scientific talent: 
research organizations hosting laureates for the first time in either of the three career events (HD, PWR, NP). 
Considering all three career stages combined, there is a general trend of decreasing shares of newcomer organizations 
across the three regions over the entire observation period (1901–2017). Two findings are noteworthy in this regard. 
First, the share of newcomer organizations across all career events combined is significantly higher in North America 
compared to Europe not only during the catch-up period (1920s to 1940s) but also during the hegemonic period (1970s 
to 1990s). Second, we found that both Europe and North America are more dynamic in the organizational context in 
which prize-winning research is conducted. In contrast, newcomers are less important among the set of universities and 
research organizations where future laureates either receive their Ph.D. and/or their NP.  

4. Discussion 

Our results on the Nobel population are broadly corroborated by recent bibliometric comparisons that show a declining 
citation impact gap between North America and other world regions since the 2000s. In particular, several cross-country 
bibliometric comparisons show that while North America was in the lead until the early 2000s, its share among both the 
1 percent and the 10 percent most highly cited publications has declined since the mid-2000s. In the meantime, 
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countries from Europe and the Asia-Pacific region have increased their shares, respectively. Thus, our analysis 
complements existing bibliometric cross-country and cross-regional comparisons.  

Future research could focus on systematic cross-regional comparisons based on archival data on R&D expenditure and 
the scientific work force at the national and/or regional level. These data should include measures such as number of 
inhabitants, number of employed scientists, gross domestic product, or patent applications and citations. It would be 
interesting to know whether and to what extent the overall picture, as shown here (and in other bibliometric 
comparisons), would change if such measures were to be taken into account. 

Benedetto Lepori 

Research universities. A comparative study of US and Europe 

Session 3F 

Background 

It is well-known that US universities are better placed than their European counterparts in international rankings. This 
happens despite the fact that, on the aggregate, the European university system produces more scientific papers and 
even receives more citations. This ‘transatlantic gap’ in international research visibility has been explained by differences 
in the institutional environment. While the US system would promote differentiation of university profiles and allow for 
concentration of excellence in a few top research universities, in the European system excellence is scattered with 
individual universities having only few top-research departments. This would be explained by a funding system in which 
research resources are largely provided as a supplement to student funding and, therefore, excellence is not financially 
primed in terms of resources. 

The goal of this paper is to provide more a more in-depth analysis of the differences between the US and the European 
university system. We move from a recent study showing that most of the differences in international research visibility 
is accounted by the presence in the US of a small number of highly funded research universities that consistently show 
at the top of the international rankings. This analysis also identifies the concentration of research funds from private 
donors as a potential mechanism for the emergence in the US of this group of universities, which has almost no 
counterpart in Europe. 

These results suggests, first, that the observed differences between the two systems might be related to the presence 
(or absence) of groups of universities with a specific profile, while the two systems might be more similar for what 
concerns other groups like universities with a strong educational component (public universities in Europe vs. State 
universities in the US). Second, they hint that different mechanisms account for the emergence of groups of universities 
and that, therefore, adopting policies tailored to the (few) top-research universities at the system level might not be 
optimal, but differentiated policies are required taking into account the different mixes of activities and goals of each 
type of institutions. 

Approach 

First, we develop a classification of US and European universities into distinct types. The underlying assumption is that 
only a limited number of configurations of activities emerge, associated with interdependences between the types of 
resources and of outputs. 

Second, we compare the classes in terms of their activity profile (education vs. research vs. third-mission) and of 
resources. Based on these findings, we speculate about the mechanisms accounting for the (differential) presence of 
classes in each region. 

Third, we discuss the implications for the design of research and higher education policies. 

Data and sample 

Our dataset is derived from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System for the US (IPEDS; 
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/) and the European Tertiary Education Register dataset (ETER; www.eter-project.com), which 
provide a highly representative sample of universities in both system, as well as data on finances, staff, students and 
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graduates at the institutional level. The database has been enhanced with bibliometric data derived from the Web of 
Science version at CWTS in Leiden and with patent data derived from the PATSTAT version at IFRIS in Paris. This is 
therefore the first combined dataset for US and European universities, which includes data both on the input and on the 
output side. 

We construct our sample by adopting the criterion of the Carnegie classification for ‘research universities’, i.e. those 
universities that awarded in the reference year at the least 20 PhD degrees. According to 2014 data, this sample is 
composed by about 1,000 universities, including nearly all top-500 institutions in the Shanghai ranking and is therefore 
very representative of international excellence. Unlike the Carnegie classification, the sample also includes about 80 
specialized institutions, mostly medical schools and some specialized universities in technology, business and theology. 

Variables 

The selection of variables is rooted in the higher education comparative literature. 

First, the activity profile in terms of three main activities and outputs, i.e. education, research and third-mission. While 
traditionally it has been considered that education and research are associated in universities, the differentiation in the 
HEI landscape implies that the relationships between the two activities might vary by HEI types. Moreover, third-mission 
has become an important dimension of HEI activities, up to the definition of Entrepreneurial HEIs as a distinct class of 
institutions. 

Accordingly, we observe these dimensions through distinct indicators: the number of students for education; 
publications, citations and PhD degrees for research; patents for third-mission. 

Second, the subject scope, i.e. the diversity of the subject domains covered by HEI activities. Subject specialization is 
relevant for market positioning: HEIs that are active in many subjects cover a broader range of educational demands and 
tend to have larger enrolment, while specialized HEIs might leverage their distinctive identity to attract students. The 
literature distinguishes between the generalist HEI covering most subject domains, and the specialist HEI, whose identity 
is defined by the subject. 

We therefore introduce in the model an indicator of subject concentration of students, as well as measures of the HEI 
orientation towards different subject domains. 

Further, we include organizational size as measured by the number of staff given that it strongly impacts on activities 
and is a proxy for the ability of HEIs to acquire resources. 

Finally, we take into account two regulatory (exogenous) characteristics that are likely to influence the HEI profile and 
classification, i.e. the legal status of the HEI (public vs. private) and the research mandate, as represented by the legal 
right to award a PhD. 

We further introduce financial variables, i.e. the volume of revenues and their composition (core vs. third-party, public 
vs. private), as descriptive information to characterize the classes identified by the activity profiles in terms of their 
resourcing behavior. 

Methods 

To attribute HEIs to classes, we use latent class clustering. This class of models fits the distribution of a set of observed 
variables conditional to the observations belonging to non-observed (latent) classes; compared with conventional 
clustering methods, latent-class clustering can incorporate prior assumptions on classes and statistical distributions. The 
model computes the distribution functions and the posterior probability for each HEI to belong to a class and searches 
iteratively for the solution maximizing the model fit. It must be run with a pre-specified number of classes, but the 
optimal number can be selected ex-post by comparing fit statistics. 

To interpret results, we assign each case to the class with the highest probability and we compute descriptive statistics 
by class and by region (Europe vs. US). 

Expected results 

At the empirical level, this work will develop a comparative typology of research universities, providing evidence of the 
presence (or absence) of groups in the US vs. Europe. We specifically test the hypothesis that much of the difference in 
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international visibility is related to the presence in the US of a class of research universities with a volume of resource 
well-above the average university (in absolute terms and relative to students), which have no counterpart in Europe. 

At the policy level, differentiating groups (and their revenue structure) is expected to provide information for the design 
of more tailored policies. Such policies might be more effective in addressing the multiple goals of higher education and 
balancing excellence and access, concentration and regional outreach. 
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Session 4A: Measuring Innovation Impacts (SciSIP) 

Benedetto Lepori, Philippe Laredo, Thomas Scherngell, Diana Maynard and Massimiliano 
Guerini 

Exploring Knowledge production in Europe. The KNOWMAK tool 

Session 4A 

The Knowledge in the Making (KNOWMAK; www.knowmak.eu) project has developed an interactive tool, which allows 
users to visualise and analyse the production of knowledge in the European Research Area (ERA), with a focus on 
knowledge related to Societal Grand Challenges (SGC) and Key Enabling Technologies (KET). 

This presentation is intended to introduce the tool, discuss its characteristics as well as the indicators that can be 
visualized and extracted for further analysis. Further, based on preliminary analyses, we will provide examples of how 
the tool can be exploited for deeper explorations of knowledge production. 

Backgound 

Understanding knowledge co-creation in key emerging areas of European research is a critical issue for policy makers. 
However, current methods for characterising the field have limitations concerning the nature of research and the 
differences in language and topic structure between policies and scientific topics. 

A central issue is how to map diverse kinds of knowledge outputs to topics in the science policy debate. Traditional 
classification systems are simple, stable, and have widespread coverage. However, combining such schemes in order to 
depict an overall view of scientific knowledge production is challenging. Furthermore, mapping these classifications to 
policy-oriented topics presents a further issue due to terminological and conceptual divergence. On the other hand, 
textual methods such as keyword extraction and overlay maps, provide fine-grained views of scientific fields, but are not 
easily scalable to broader topics and remain bound to the specific language of each source. 

We address these problems through the use of ontologies. Ontologies share with classifications the fact that they are 
constructed upon some intellectual understanding of reality. 

The ontology that has been developed in the KNOWMAK project is organized around two central topic areas to 
European policy makers: Key Enabling Technologies (KET; https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/area/key-
enabling-technologies) and Societal Grand Challenges (SGC; https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-
section/societal-challenges). From a policy perspective, KETs are considered as essential generic technologies for the 
future competitiveness of the EU, and SGCs as the knowledge domains crucial for the major societal challenges of the 
future. 

These 13 topics have been further disaggregated in around 150 subtopics, such as ‘Genomics’, ‘Energy efficiency’ and 
‘Social inequality’. Keywords have been generated semi-automatically from various sources. Finally, the source 
documents (publications, patents, research projects, social innovation projects) have been assigned to the ontology 
classes based on the combined weighted frequency of keywords. 

Methodology and empirical base 

KNOWMAK integrates data sources on knowledge production, including data on scientific publications derived from the 
Web of Science version at the University of Leiden, on European collaborative R&D projects from the EUPRO database 
developed at the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology (Roediger-Schluga and Barber 2008), and on patents from the 
PATSTAT version at IFRIS in Paris. Additionally, the project is integrating two additional data sources, one concerned with 
social innovation projects, the other with user attention as observed through social media. 

All source data have been geolocalised based on the authors’ (publications), participants’ (projects) and inventors’ 
addresses (patents). This allows for a flexible attribution to regions. A new regional classification has been developed to 
address some issues of the conventional EUROSTAT NUTS regions 
(https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/background) and to develop a regional classification that recognizes the 
central role of metropolitan areas in knowledge production. 
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The geographical coverage includes EU-28 countries, EA-EFTA countries (Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland) 
and EU candidate countries (Albania, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey) for a 
total of 553 regions. 

By combining this regional classification to the assignment of data to classes in the ontology, it becomes possible to 
generate indicators of knowledge production for various spatial entities by topics and subtopics. This includes for 
example the number of publications, patents and projects, but also quality-related indicators (such as publications in the 
top-10% cited) or indicators on the network centrality of regions. Further, composite indicators can be constructed, such 
as the overall share in knowledge production (combining volumes of publications, patents and projects), as well as the 
intensity normalized by the population. 

Results 

a) The geographical distribution of knowledge production by region. The KNOWMAK tool allows evaluating how 
knowledge production is distributed in Europe and what are hot spots in terms of production volume (as a share of the 
European total) and intensity (normalized by population). This analysis shows that regions with higher knowledge 
production volumes are mostly concentrated in large metropolitan regions, with Paris, London and Munich ranking in 
the first three positions. On the other hand, medium-size metropolitan areas like Eindhoven (in the Netherlands), 
Vlaams-Brabant (Leuven – Belgium) and Uppsala (in Sweden) rank in the first three positions in terms of production 
intensity, while still having rather large volumes of knowledge production. This emphasizes the important role of such 
medium-size regions, which is likely to emerge even more clearly when analysing specific domains. 

b) Analyzing knowledge production in a specific KET or SGC in terms of different types of outputs (publications, patents, 
projects) and of the relative importance of subtopics. In the case of Nanotechnology, the KNOWMAK data display 
systematic differences between different knowledge production by type of data, with nanoscale devices being the most 
important subtopics for patents, nanoscale technology for publications and nanoscale materials for projects. This 
highlights differences in the science vs. technology orientation of domains within a KET, but also potential misalignments 
between EU funding policies and the European S&T basis. 

c) The relative importance of scientific vs. technological production in European regions. In the case of Genomics, we 
display systematic differences in the geographical distribution of knowledge production, with patents being clustered in 
a few regions in Western and Nordic Europe, while publications are more distributed across space, including some 
regions in Eastern countries. This is likely to reflect different geographies of public research vs. industrial innovation, as 
the top-technological regions in genomics are the seat of some of the largest pharmaceutical companies in Europe. In a 
future release of KNOWMAK, it will also be possible to identify the main R&D actors in each region in order to better 
understand the observed patterns. 

Conclusions 

The examples presented clearly highlight some innovative characteristics of the tool: 

• The development of an ontology allows for a fine-grained analysis of knowledge production at the topic level (13 
KET/SGC, about 150 subtopics) that is common across data sources and connected to political priorities at the European 
level. This moves beyond current topical analyses based on a single data source or on fixed classification schemes. 

• The regional classification developed by KNOWMAK is better suited to the geographical analysis of knowledge 
production, while it remains compatible with EUROSTAT-NUTS and, therefore, allows integrating regional statistics in the 
analysis. The combination of regional and topical breakdowns is powerful to investigate issues such as regional 
specialization, specifically interesting in context of the regional ‘smart’ specialization debate. 

• KNOWMAK has undertaken a systematic process of harmonization of data sources in terms of geography, topics and 
actors, which allows for fine-grained analysis combining different data sources on the same units of analysis. Eventually, 
this will also enable the development of smarter composite indicators. 

• Finally, KNOWMAK has developed a user-friendly on-line tool that allows visualizing the data, displaying different types 
of maps and charts and, finally, downloading the data for further analysis. This will contribute to widespread usage 
beyond the scholarly community. 
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Daniel Acuna and Han Zhuang 

Innovations in scientific grants and their relationship to future impact 

Session 4A 

Background and rationale 

Thomas Kuhn proposed that science is "a series of peaceful interludes punctuated by intellectually violent revolutions" 
(Kuhn, 1963). He argued that revolutions are essential for the most impactful advances in science. Part of this idea has 
percolated into the goals of public and private funding agencies, which tend to favor innovative proposals over 
incremental ones. NSF and NIH make this goal explicit in their grant submission instructions (National Institutes of 
Health, 2018; National Science Board, 2007; National Science Foundation, 2019). The European Research Council (ERC) 
also favors innovation, stating in their 2016 annual report that investment in frontier research has enabled breakthrough 
discoveries (European Research Council, 2017), and the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NNSFC) follows a 
similar pattern (National Natural Science Foundation of China, 2019). However, we know little about whether innovative 
grants lead to impactful new scientific discoveries when compared to more incremental ones.  

While previous research has found that it does exist a definite link between the novelty of publications and number of 
citations, it is unclear how to apply such analysis to grants. One difficulty is that at the time of submission, a grant only 
has preliminary analyses completed. Also, grants'  citations are usually hidden once funded, making it difficult to analyze 
using traditional network science. We hypothesize however that similar trends exist between the innovation of a grant 
and the future impact of the publications and that one possible approach to measure it is to use text analysis and 
novelty detection techniques from machine learning. In this work, we examine whether Kuhn proposition for violent 
revolutions also applies to research proposed in grants. 

Measuring innovation in science has been historically done by measuring how unusual ideas are combined in a piece of 
work. Uzzi, Mukherjee, Stringer, and Jones (2013)  used the concept of unusual citation combinations to estimate 
"novelty." A similar approach was used by Wang, Veugelers, and Stephan (2017) to find the relationship between 
novelty and impact in scientific publications. These analyses can be logically extended to grants. For example, we could 
take the text in grants' abstracts to estimate how unusual the topics in such text are from grants previously funded. An 
unusual combination of ideas can, therefore, be measured using this text. 

Materials and methods 

We now describe the grant and publication data we use and how we measure novelty in the text of the grants. 

Materials: We collect 99,053 NSF grants and 604,021 NIH grants (e.g., Project Number, Abstract, Year of the award, PIs, 
Total Cost) from Federal RePORTER in the period 2008 to 2015. We also collect grants 449,636 unique NSF publication 
records from NSF and 633,333 unique publication records from NIH. We only analyze R01 research grants from NIH—
R01 research grants are the most common type of grants of NIH—leaving us with 224,108 NIH grants. 

Before we analyze the data, we find that some grants appear as continuing grants in NSF and NIH.  Continuing grants 
area not by definition new grants and therefore were eliminated from the analysis after their first funding cycle. We 
were left with 91,905 NSF grants and 61,233 NIH grants. 

We retrieve citation data by using the Scopus API. We found 112,016 articles associated with NSF grants and 140,481 
articles with NIH grants. We additionally obtained information about journals and knowledge areas. We match the 
journals from Scopus to their journal ranking (SJR ranking indicator) and knowledge areas in Scimag (De Domenico, 
Omodei, & Arenas, 2016; Sinha et al., 2015). This external dataset provides excellent coverage of the data reported to 
NSF and NIH agencies.  

Methods: To measure the novelty in the text of grants, we use a technique from machine learning meant to estimate 
the novelty of data points. The basic idea behind this technique is to learn the distribution of a training dataset (e.g., 
past grants) and estimate the degree to which a new data point (e.g., a recently awarded grant) is novel. We represent 
grants by using topic models. We perform a non-negative matrix factorization of the term frequency-inverse document 
frequency (tf-idf) matrix and use a technique called one-class support vector machines ((Schölkopf, Platt, Shawe-Taylor, 
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Smola, & Williamson, 2001) to learn the distribution of grants. After rescaling, the method produces values between 0 
and 1, where 0 is an entirely incremental grant, and 1 is an entirely original grant.  

Results 

Innovative grants produce more impactful research 

We use a linear regression model to understand the effect of grant novelty on future citations. We control for the 
journal's knowledge area, award amount, PI experience as measured by whether they have been funded in the past, the 
prestige of the journal (SJR index), and the interaction between agency and topic novelty. We run individual regression 
models on NIH and NSF grants for this purpose. For NIH, the R-squared of the model is 0.313. More specifically, we 
found that novelty has a significant positive effect on future citations (t(105,230) = 7.447, p < 0.0001). For NSF, the R-
squared of the model is 0.2831, and we found that novelty has a significant positive effect on future citation (t(71,014) = 
5.318,p<0.0001). Across these two funding agencies, our results suggest that a completely original grant would obtain 
50% more citations than a completely incremental one. These results suggest that there is a strong relationship between 
novelty and innovation in grants. 

Qualitative analysis of some highly novel grants of the past 

We also performed a qualitative analysis of the results. For example, our method gave a very high novelty score to the 
NSF grant #1307429 "Toward Gravitational Wave Discovery With Advanced LIGO" which led to a Nobel prize for the 
discovery of such Gravitational Waves. Also, we were able to identify RAPID, CAREER, and EAGER as having a higher 
number of citations (although not significantly) compared to other grants. These observations suggest that topic novelty 
can be used as a valid technique as a proxy for the novelty of a grant. 

Significance and conclusions 

Our results show that we can effectively measure the innovation of grant using the text summary of it. We use machine 
learning techniques to measure the novelty of the natural language used in the summary of the grant and correlated it 
with the future citations of publications associated with the grant. Our results suggest that innovation in grants is an 
essential factor driving the impact of publications after controlling for several factors related to the field, researcher, and 
award amount. Future work will examine the mechanisms behind such a relationship. 

Overall, our results strongly favor the policies of many funding agencies in that more innovative grants do have a higher 
impact. Future work will look at the interplay between incremental research and innovative research. Perhaps, scientific 
revolutions would not exist without the "peaceful interludes"—incremental research—alluded to by Kuhn. 

Christina Freyman, Dayne Freitag, Ed Chow and Nikhil Kalathil 

Measuring R&D knowledge diffusion through large databases 

Session 4A 

Knowledge diffusion is a key metric in measuring the impact of investments in science and technology. Increased 
attention has been paid to the evaluation of the outcomes of government-sponsored research. Observable milestones in 
the life of a technological idea include (1) R&D funding, (2) patents, and (3) licensing agreements, each a measurable 
step in the maturation of knowledge derived from R&D. Recovering connections between these milestones is difficult, 
because there is no persistent identifier that is assigned when funding is awarded that then carries through to licensing; 
however, we can make connections between the steps using unique identifiers such as award numbers and patent 
numbers. This project links the knowledge flows through the R&D system, producing a linked set between R&D funding, 
patents, and indicators of use such a patent licensing agreements. 

In this project we have collected and linked three types of public data: federal government grants and contracts, U.S. 
patents, and patents mentioned in SEC filings, creating a unique, novel data set. The government interest section of a 
U.S. patent is used to link patents to federal government investments. Data on federal government investment is found 
in grant databases and the federal procurement data system. Patent licensing is opaque and not generally available; 
however, reports of licensing agreements (and other patent events) are filed with the SEC. This project uses machine 
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learning to extract patent mentions and classify them (granted, licensed, litigated, etc.), building a database of patents 
that are valuable enough to be mentioned in the SEC database.   

We have processed all quarterly filings made available by the SEC extending from the present back to 1995, when public 
electronic records were first made electronically available. We have extracted patent references from this database of 
more than 12 million records. We link those patents to federal government investments through the government 
interest section in the patent record. We will present in-depth analysis of work extracting patent mentions from the SEC 
database  and linking them to federal government investments as recorded in the following database: 

• National Science Foundation Awards Database 

• National Institutes of Health exPorter 

• USAspending.gov  

• Department of Energy’s Portfolio Analysis and Management System 

• Department of Health and Human Services’ Tracking Accountability in Government Grants System 

• Federal Procurement Data System 

• Small Business Innovation Research and Small Business Technology Transfer awards database 

The presentation will detail the knowledge flows from federal government investments into the public market and 
discuss the relevance of this data set.  

**SciSIP support** Received email invitation to submit 

Rafael Corredoira, Brent Goldfarb, Seojin Kim and Anne Marie Knott 

The Impact of Bayh-Dole on Commercialization of Publicly-Funded R&D 

Session 4A 

In December 2018, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) published a green paper outlining a Return 
on Investment (ROI) Initiative for Unleashing American Innovation, whose goal is to “move the Nation to a new level of 
innovation performance that will increase the taxpayers (sic) return on their investment in federally funded R&D.”  

This goal is similar to that for the  Bayh–Dole Act (BDA) or Patent and Trademark Law Amendments Act, which was 
passed almost forty years ago (1980):  the utilization and commercialization of inventions made with government 
support.. . . a greater return on the billions of dollars spent each year by the Government on its research and 
development programs. 

Both the BDA and the ROI Initiative recognize that inventions increase welfare when they are diffused, rather than when 
they are invented. Accordingly in the BDA, the principal instrument was the provision allowing universities, small 
businesses and non-profit institutions to patent federally funded research.  It was felt that such patent protection was 
necessary for firms to invest in further R&D to commercialize university inventions. This assumption regarding the need 
for patents is carried forward in the ROI initiative: “The discoveries that result from American R&D efforts must be 
transferred from the laboratory to the marketplace through innovations that bring products and services to consumers 
more quickly.  Protection of intellectual property rights is often necessary to achieve this transfer by establishing 
partnerships with industry for commercial adoption”. 

 Because the details of the ROI initiative are still being fleshed out, and because its goals and assumptions are 
similar to the BDA, it is an opportune time to examine the extent to which the BDA accomplished its goals. 

Previous research examining the BDA’s impact, has focused primarily on university activity (patenting and licensing).  
Because the BDA allowed both patenting and licensing, it is not surprising that both increased following its 
implementation  (Mowery et al. 2001).  Note however that while licensing revenue has grown, it is dwarfed by research 
revenue ($1.4 Billion in licensing revenue in 2000 versus $28 Billion in grant revenue). If universities captured the full 
value of commercializing federally funded research, this would indicate a negative return of -95% on that research. 
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Fortunately, the patent increase has not come at the expense of publications which have maintained their historic 
growth trajectory. 

If we were to look strictly at the negative return on research grants at universities, then the BDA appears to have failed 
in its goal to stimulate a greater return on the billions of dollars spent each year by the Government on its research and 
development programs.  This would be a myopic interpretation of the returns to federal research however, because 
universities cannot commercialize inventions.  Moreover, firms will not license technology unless they can earn profits in 
excess of the licensing fees, so licensing fees understate commercialization.  Accordingly, we assess the impact of the 
BDA on the commercialization of federally funded research by looking downstream at companies—the entities who can 
commercialize innovation.   We look both at patterns in firm utilization of university research as captured by their patent 
citations to that research, and at the extent to which university research affects commercialization of firm R&D. 

Using university research as a proxy for federally funded research, we find that its use by firms increased following 
implementation of the BDA .  However the rate of increase matched that prior to the BDA.  Not only did firm citations to 
university patents increase (which would be expected because that would not have been possible prior to BDA), so too 
did citations to university publications.  Thus, one benefit of the BDA may have been the creation of university 
Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) with the consequent increased visibility of university research within the industrial 
community. 

Having said that, the larger goal of the BDA was to increase the commercialization of university research.  We tested the 
impact of BDA on commercialization through a quasi difference-in-differences specification where we treated firms who 
utilized university research prior to BDA as a treatment group and compared their commercialization of university 
patents relative to their commercialization of university publications.  We then compared their commercialization of 
patents and publications to a control group (firms who did not utilize university research until after BDA). 

We found no evidence that the BDA increased commercialization of university research using our measure of firms’ 
commercialization of innovation.  While BDA had no impact on the control group (no prior experience with university 
research), it appears to have decreased commercialization of university patents in the treatment group (those with prior 
experience with university research).  Moreover the negative impact of university research on commercialization within 
the treatment group was restricted to university patents (the policy instrument within the BDA intended to increase 
commercialization).  The impact of university publications on firm commercialization was insignificant.   

Taken together, these results suggest that while the BDA may have increased the visibility and use of university 
research, we cannot reject that null that it had no impact on commercialization.  Instead, it appears that providing 
university research with intellectual property rights may have led to lower commercialization than allowing the research 
to remain in the public domain.  The question is why.  One possible explanation is that companies substituted university 
research for their own R&D.  If so, then R&D investment that formerly went to in-house research, where it enhances the 
firm’s capability to do research, is now going to universities in the form of licensing fees.  This may compromise firms’ 
R&D productivity.   

An alternative explanation is that absorbing the knowledge underlying university patents is more difficult than absorbing 
knowledge in the public domain (publications).  Perhaps university research is embodied knowledge that requires co-
development rather than arms-length acquisition.  The fact that patents were detrimental, while patents were not, 
seems to argue against this.  However, we explored this conjecture in greater detail in a single industry 
(pharmaceuticals).  We utilized a websearch to determine which firms funded university research (as an indicator of 
knowledge co-development).  While we were only able to code one-third of the firms, our preliminary results went in 
the wrong direction—the impact of university patents for firms who funded university research was more negative than 
for those who did not. 

A final explanation is that creating a fence around the commons of university research makes its knowledge less 
accessible.  Indeed, informal interviews with two Chief Technology Officers indicated that working with TTOs is so 
cumbersome, they only do so when they lack other alternatives.  This explanation is most consistent with the difference 
in results between university patents and university publications, since patents require use of the TTOs, while 
publications do not. 

Note this discussion pertains to the aggregate results.  There is substantial heterogeneity in results across sectors.  
Exploration of those differences may provide greater insight into why firms’ success with university patents differs from 
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that for university publications.  Alternatively, it may identify strategies for restricting the domains which the BDA (and 
the new ROI Initiative) governs. 
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Session 4B: Institutional Prestige & Careers 

Samuel Way, Allison Morgan, Daniel Larremore and Aaron Clauset 

Productivity, prominence, and the effects of academic environment 

Session 4B 

The prestige of an academic institution is closely related to most measures of the quantity and quality of its faculty's 
scholarly outputs. Faculty at more prestigious institutions produce more of the scientific literature, receive more 
citations and scientific awards, and train more of the faculty hired by other prestigious institutions. 

Background.  

The origin of these imbalances is often attributed to the competitive nature of the academic job market, which serves to 
sort individuals into positions at different institutions according to their reputation and record of past achievements, 
including their publication and citation counts. Reputations and achievements may be influenced by meritocratic 
characteristics, such as an individual's skill, effort, or potential, by non-meritocratic characteristics like age or gender, or 
by external factors such as work environment, social connections, or even chance events. Untangling the influence of 
these factors has proved difficult because of endogenous cumulative advantage, in which past achievement broadly 
correlates with future achievement. Identifying the social mechanisms that explain individual and institutional 
differences in scholarly output would clarify the degree to which academia operates according to meritocratic principles, 
inform efforts to address persistent social inequalities in academia, and ultimately expand scientific discovery. 

The fact that more productive individuals tend to have been trained at prestigious institutions and also currently work at 
other prestigious institutions presents a causal puzzle: which is more important in explaining their greater productivity 
(number of publications) and prominence (number of citations), where they trained or where they work? To answer this 
question, we infer the causal effect of each environment on scholarly output, treating as a quasi-natural experiment the 
discontinuity in an individual's circumstances that is caused by moving from their doctoral institution to their faculty 
institution. 

Data and Methods.  

We construct matched-pair experiments from a unique and comprehensive data set that documents the doctorate-to-
faculty transitions of 2453 tenure-track faculty at all 205 Ph.D.-granting computer science departments in the United 
States and Canada, spanning 1970-2011, along with complete records of their scholarly output through 2017, 
encompassing more than 200,000 publications and 7.4 million citations.  

The annual faculty job market generates two kinds of quasi-natural experiments: it co-locates at the same institution 
individuals who trained at more or less prestigious institutions than each other, and it separates individuals with similar 
training into faculty appointments at more or less prestigious institutions than each other. To isolate the effect of 
prestige differences on post-hire productivity and prominence in each case, we combine exact and caliper matching 
techniques to mitigate the confounding effects of differences in the age, gender, subfield productivity norms, and 
postdoctoral training. If where an individual trained determines their early-career scholarly output, individuals with 
more prestigious training should be, on average, more productive and more prominent than co-located peers with less 
prestigious training. On the other hand, if where an individual works determines their early-career scholarly output, 
individuals with appointments at more prestigious institutions should be more productive and more prominent than 
similarly trained peers with appointments at less prestigious institutions.  

Results.  

For matched pairs of faculty with appointments at similarly prestigious institutions, the individual with the more 
prestigious training was not more productive in the first five years post-hire but received, on average, 301 more citations 
during this period. Among the pairs, the individual with more prestigious training was more productive in 52.1% of trials 
but more highly cited in 63.9%. 

In contrast, for matched pairs of faculty with similarly prestigious training and with similar pre-hire productivity and 
prominence, the individual with the more prestigious appointment produced, on average, 5.1 more papers in the first 
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five years post-hire, with 57.4% of trials exhibiting an advantage of any magnitude and significant differences in years 
{1,2,4,5}. Similarly, individuals with the more prestigious appointment received, on average, 344 more citations in this 
period. 

Hence, conditioned on an individual holding a faculty position somewhere, we find no evidence that training at a 
prestigious institution confers any advantage to an individual's subsequent productivity while it does lead to marginally 
significant increase in prominence relative to peers with similarly prestigious faculty appointments. Furthermore, we 
find strong evidence that the prestige of an individual's faculty appointment, or correlates thereof, drives both their 
early-career productivity and prominence. That is, where an individual works---not where they were trained---explains 
the quantity of their scholarly output, and both environments contribute to their prominence.  

The precise manner by which institutional prestige controls post-hire productivity remains unknown. Prestigious 
institutions could create environments that lead to higher faculty productivity through four different mechanisms, based 
on selection, expectation, retention, or facilitation. Institutions could (i) select inherently more productive faculty via 
hiring; (ii) require that all faculty meet high expectations for productivity; (iii) selectively retain more productive faculty 
at tenure or other formal evaluations; or (iv) facilitate productivity by providing a conducive working environment. We 
investigate the degree to which each of these four mechanisms can explain the observed prestige-productivity effect. 

We find that mechanisms based on selection, expectation, or retention each provide at best weak evidence that higher 
levels of productivity at prestigious environments simply reflect more stringent requirements for faculty. These results 
leave the majority of prestige's effect on productivity and prominence to be explained by the fourth mechanism, 
departmental facilitation and its variation with prestige. Under facilitation, the characteristics of a department, such as 
its location, resources, and organization, enable or constrain the productivity and prominence of individual faculty, 
through more specific mechanisms. Applying explanatory modeling, our results suggest an important role for several 
aspects of a department's composition (including size, student-faculty ratios, and support staff) in driving scholarly 
outputs, each representing a testable hypothesis for further investigation. 

Significance.  

The emerging field of the science of science aims to develop a causal understanding of the social drivers of scientific 
discovery, which will improve the evaluation of and investment in good science. A common assumption is that faculty's 
scholarly productivity mainly reflects their scientific skill, which is often assumed to correlate with the prestige of their 
doctoral institution. Here, we show that this assumption is false: for early-career faculty, the characteristics of their 
working environment, and not the prestige of their doctoral training, drive their productivity, and the greater 
productivity of faculty in more prestigious departments cannot be explained by the preferential selection or retention of 
more productive scholars. Separately, faculty prominence is influenced by both training and work environments, 
allowing individuals to benefit from the prestige of either location. 

More broadly, our findings have direct implications for research on the science of science, which often assumes, 
implicitly if not explicitly, that meritocratic principles or mechanisms govern the production of knowledge. Theories and 
models that fail to account for the environmental mechanism identified here, and the more general causal effects of 
prestige on productivity and prominence, will thus be incomplete. The causal importance of working environment 
indicates that past findings in the science of science should likely be reevaluated in light of this effect, and future studies 
should more explicitly account for it. 

Christopher Pickett 

The Increasing Importance of Training Awards in the Careers of Early-Stage Biomedical Academic 
Researchers 

Session 4B 

Background and rationale: Extreme competition for jobs, publications, and grant funding has been a defining feature of 
biomedical research for well over a decade, and this hypercompetition has outsized negative effects on the careers of 
young researchers. Focusing on academic faculty careers, competition is fierce: nearly 80 percent of newly minted 
biomedical Ph.D.s enter a postdoctoral research position and more than half of these new postdocs intend to pursue a 
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faculty position, despite this being far more postdocs than there are faculty slots. Securing an F32 postdoctoral 
fellowship or a K-series mentored career development award from the National Institutes of Health can increase a 
postdoc’s chances of securing a faculty position and future funding, while having high-profile publications can be a 
predictor of success on the faculty track. 

However, our understanding of what makes a successful biomedical faculty candidate is still incomplete. For example, 
the NIH has nearly 30 different awards that trainees can apply for, and while receiving specific training awards confers 
an advantage in advancing along the faculty track, it is not known if all training awards are equally beneficial in this 
regard. Graduate students, medical students, residents, and postdocs are eligible for NIH fellowships, designated as F-
series awards. The K-series NIH career development awards are directed to medical residents, postdocs, and some 
faculty. As not all F and K-series awards have the same mission in supporting trainees, it is important to know which 
mechanisms predominantly support those who go onto successful faculty careers. 

Methods: I analyzed publicly available grant information from the National Institutes of Health to determine the grants 
first-time NIH R01 (FTR01) awardees held during their training period. The R01 is an NIH grant of sufficient size and 
duration to sustain an independent research program, are highly sought by young faculty, and support more young 
faculty than any other NIH grant mechanism. The data available through public databases allowed me to connect 
individual R01-investigators to their training awards, their training and R01 institutions, and the years in which their 
awards were received. I found there were five training awards, one F-series award and four K-series awards, that were 
highly represented among FTR01 awardees. To better understand how institutions valued faculty candidates with these 
specific training awards, institutions were divided into quartiles based on how many FTR01s they received. I then 
analyzed the distribution of early-career researchers with specific training awards with regard to their training institution 
and their R01 institution.  

Results: The proportion of the FTR01 population that held a training award increased steadily from about 23 percent in 
2000 to 35 percent in 2017. However, because of NIH regulations, foreign-born FTR01 awardees were not eligible for 
most NIH training awards. Taking this into account roughly 50 percent of FTR01 awardees in 2017 who were eligible for 
an NIH training award had one.  

The changes in the FTR01 awardee pool that held training awards could be ascribed to changes in five specific grant 
mechanisms: the F32 postdoctoral fellowship, the K01, K08, and K23 mentored career development awards, and the K99 
pathway to independence award. Between 2000 and 2017, the percentage of FTR01 awardees with these training 
awards remained constant, but the total number of K awards increased while F32 awards fell. These data indicate the 
changes in FTR01 awardees with a training award is mostly due to changes in the availability of the training awards. 

Next, I analyzed the distribution of FTR01 awardees with specific training awards across institutions. Top institutions 
preferred hiring trainees with K01, K08, and K23 awards, while FTR01 awardees with an F32 or K99 were evenly 
distributed across the research enterprise. Importantly, a majority of K01, K08, or K23 awardees received their training 
award and first R01 at the same institution. When examining only those who changed institutions, the distribution of 
K01 awardees more closely resembled that of F32 and K99 awardees. Finally, postdocs with training awards at top 
institutions were overrepresented in the faculty ranks of the research enterprise, regardless of mechanism. 

Significance: Understanding the contours of hypercompetition and the realities of the environment in which today’s 
young scientists compete for funding, publications, and jobs is critical to develop policies that will improve the 
biomedical research enterprise. The data presented here explore a persistent perception among young researchers that 
NIH funding is a prerequisite for attaining a faculty position. While there has clearly been an increase in the number of 
first-time R01 awardees who had NIH funding as a trainee, the majority of FTR01 awardees attained their faculty 
position without having had prior NIH funding. 

An exploration of the distribution among institutions of FTR01 awardees with the five most common training awards 
showed previously unappreciated complexities with regard to success rates and physical transitions to faculty positions. 
For example, K01, K08, and K23 awards are available to postdocs and to early-career faculty. One explanation why so 
many FTR01 awardees with a K01, K08, or K23 award stay at the same institution between their K and R01 is that they 
are already faculty members when they receive their K award. Additionally, F32 and K01 awardees are awarded to 
Ph.D.s while K08 and K23 awards are made to M.D.s. These eligibility differences partly explain the differential 
distribution of training awardees across the enterprise.  
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These data suggest a self-reinforcing model where trainees seek training awards to distinguish themselves from 
competitors for faculty positions, institutions favor faculty candidates with training awards, and this increases the 
pressure on trainees to attain a training award. Future work should overlay non-public information, like the numbers 
and types of grant applications submitted by trainees and faculty, with publicly available information, like that presented 
here. For example, do F32 awardees have to submit more or fewer applications before receiving an R01 than K 
awardees? And have the application and funding dynamics for those without training awards changed substantially over 
time?  

This work is an important step in understanding the multifactorial interactions among a faculty member’s training award 
track record, their publication history, and their training location and how they play into where they land a faculty 
position and how this affects R01 applications and awards. Furthermore, understanding how these forces shape 
hypercompetition is needed to craft policies that effectively relieve these pressures. 

Diogo Pinheiro 

Faculty Recruitment and Retention at Historically Black Colleges and Universities 

Session 4B 

Objective: 

Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) play a fundamental role in the American Higher Education system. 
Perna et al (2009), for example, show that though HBCUs comprise 3% of all institutions of higher education, they are 
responsible for 30% of all African American bachelor’s degrees in STEM fields. Substantially less attention is paid to 
recruitment and retention issues related to faculty at HBCUs. HBCU faculty are more diverse in terms of race, ethnicity 
and national origin than other institutional types (Betsey 2017). In fact, the National Study of Postsecondary Faculty has 
found that HBCUs have a substantially higher proportion of foreign born faculty and of naturalized citizens (Betsey 
2017). There is extensive research on the recruitment and retention of foreign born faculty in the United States 
(Mamiseishvili 2011). Across all institutional types, foreign born faculty display stronger preference for research than US 
born faculty, and job satisfaction of foreign born faculty vary with regards to national origin and institutional type, but is 
generally lower with regards to research rewards. But very little attention has been paid to HBCUs, especially as to what 
might explain their ability to recruit and retain higher numbers of foreign born faculty. As such, this study is driven by 
two main research questions: What are the key factors that shape the recruitment of foreign born faculty at HBCUs? Do 
those differences lead to differences in current job satisfaction? 

 Methods: 

The data for this project comes from the NETWISE II survey, a National Science Foundation funded project. The 
population for the survey includes tenured and tenure-track academic scientists in four general areas: biology, 
biochemistry, engineering, and mathematics. The population includes faculty at the ranks of assistant, associate and full 
professor from Research Extensive and Research Intensive institutions, Masters I/II institutions, and Liberal Arts colleges, 
and includes a number of Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Using data from the 4195 survey responses we are 
able to compare data  regarding job satisfaction, resources available to faculty, academic productivity, and the relative 
importance of different factors in their initial job search. 

Specifically, we estimated a Multiple Correspondence Analysis MCA to determine the relationship between several 
ordinal and nominal measures of career preferences, followed by a number of t-tests and multivariate regressions on 
measures of initial career preferences, current satisfaction, and current collaboration patterns. 

Findings: 

Our survey sample reflects existing research that indicates that HBCUs have significantly more foreign born faculty than 
other institutional types. A little over half of all HBCU faculty who answered the survey reported being foreign born. 

Regarding recruitment factors, foreign born faculty at HBCUs on average place greater importance on salary, benefits, 
institutional prestige and research emphasis than US born faculty at those institutions, even controlling for broad 
Carnegie classification types. Meanwhile, US born HBCU faculty tend to place comparatively more importance on 
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geographic location, teaching emphasis, student and faculty diversity and institutional mission. Perhaps more 
interestingly, these differences are driven primarily by national origin, and not race or ethnicity. A series of logit models 
estimating the likelihood of a respondent to answer that certain factors were "very important" in their job search show 
that US born status is statistically significant in explaining these differences even when controlling for race and ethnicity. 

MCA suggests that the profile with regards to career aspirations of foreign born HBCU faculty is closer to that of faculty 
at research oriented institutions, while US born HBCU faculty more closely resemble faculty at liberal arts institutions. 
60% of HBCU foreign born faculty had research oriented tenure track positions as top career choice, 63% of US born 
faculty had teaching oriented tenure track positions as top choice. 

While there are significant differences in terms of career preferences for US born and Foreign born faculty, these 
differences, surprisingly, do not lead to substantial differences in terms of job satisfaction. In terms of work satisfaction, 
foreign born faculty at HBCU are less satisfied with salary and sense of inclusion, but about the same regarding 
institutional reputation, reward system and rewards for research productivity, even as foreign born faculty at HBCUs 
self-report much higher levels of article productivity and grand funding. The finding regarding rewards for research 
productivity, in particular, seems to be in contrast with existing research (Mamiseishvili 2011). 

One possibility that would explain this is related to the social networks of foreign born faculty, as HBCU foreign born 
faculty also report a substantially higher number of foreign based collaborators. 

Conclusion: 

Despite having a much more research oriented career preference, foreign born faculty at HBCUs report similar levels of 
satisfaction regarding the research emphasis of their institutions as US born faculty with teaching interests. One 
potential explanation might be the support obtained through social networks. More research is needed to determine 
the particular reasons for differences in preferences not translating to differences in satisfaction. 
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Omar Ballester, Gaétan de Rassenfosse and Orion Penner 

Research choices in scientific careers: Competition in Science? 

Session 4B 

Reputation plays a key role in determining the allocation/division of reward among scientists pursing a competitive 
research career. Reputation, alongside individual ability, creates a strong path dependency in the trajectory of individual 
careers. We present a theoretical model in which the rewards of scientific production captured by an individual are 
proportional to the magnitude of that individual’s efforts. This deviates from the classical approach in which science is a 
pure public good, and in doing so may help account for the heterogeneity in scientific production we observe among 
peers arising from their career choices. Specifically we model science as a common-pool resource game, intrinsically 
connecting the appropriability of scientific output to a scientist’s optimal strategy. 

This simple model focused on the allocation of reward sheds new light on a variety of behaviours that have been 
observed amongst researchers, in particular ones often attributed to social network and community effects, but that 
have rarely or only approximately measured and accounted for. 

Introduction: 
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The rewards scientists receive for producing science arise both from creating a particular new piece of knowledge and 
from the public recognition that they were the person to do so (Stephan, 2012). Thus, in order to increase reputation, it 
is crucial that one must first win a discovery race, as priority is the basis by which one can legitimately claiming one’s 
contribution (Dasgupta and David, 1994). This fact is well established within the field of sociology of science where 
disputes over priority, and the incentives arising thereof, are understood to play a central role in the organisation of 
science (Merton and Storer, 1973). 

Canonical macroeconomic models, on the other hand, view science as a public good (Romer, 1990) — by definition non-
rival and non- excludable. The pertinent result being that the economic payoffs of science are very hard to forecast, and 
more importantly, difficult to appropriate. Priority-based rewards, on the other hand, break 

with this by creating a privately-owned reward for scientific production — that the priority itself is the prize (Dasgupta 
and David, 1994). 

In this manuscript we model science as a local public good with appropriability, partially challeng- ing the assumption of 
non-rivalry in basic science. The beneficiaries of science production are the actors at the heart of that process, the 
contributing scientists themselves. Within this framework we integrate the invisible college as conceptualised Crane 
(1969). 

Background: 

The literature on individual incentives and rewards for scientific production is vast. In recent years a steady stream of 
applied work have studied a variety of reward schemes paired with reputation and status. These papers often study the 
tradeoffs researchers face: explore vs exploit (Azoulay et al., 2011), specialise vs generalist (Teodoridis et al., 2018), and 
even with whom, and to what extent, to collaborate (Bikard et al., 2015). This sets a competitive environment which has 
some benefits, such as the efficient allocation of scientific effort amongst problems (Hagstrom, 1974) and some 
downsides when researchers incur into fraud in their research (Jin et al., 2013). 

Kealey and Ricketts (2014) follow the line of reasoning behind Dasgupta and David’s (1994) new economics of Science. 
Specifically they use a game-theoretic approach to model science as a contribution good, in which only contributors 
extract benefit from research. They call basic science a common resource, in a model that is, inherently, a local public 
good (Callon and Bowker, 1994). Our model extends this by incorporating private rewards to scientific production. 

Main building blocks: 

This model is based on a Common-Pool Resource game. The stock of knowledge H is non-excludable to all players of the 
game. That means, they can easily access and build upon that stock of knowledge as part of the social group. This stock 
of knowledge generates, in turn, a set of rewards or outputs to society y. The aggregated yield of this knowledge stock H 
is thus y(H). In a standard public good/social dilemma game the rewards would be evenly split amongst all players such 
that r = y(H)/H. But in a common-pool game players capture individual payoffs as given by an individual distributional 
factor φ, thus resulting in a payoff r = φ·y(H)/H. This seemingly small modification actually introduces rivalry, inducing 
significant behavioural change (Apesteguia and Maier-Rigaud, 2006). In synthetic form, researchers will maximise their 
rewards minus costs: 

π=φ(y(H)/H)−C(φ) 

Related results and discussion: 

Looking at different configurations of that basic equation allow us to make a number of claims regarding the effect of 
competition on science production. For example, by introducing a distribution of strategies that depends on the number 
of players, N, we extract results on the incentives to publish extensively (exploiting) in fields with large N. Similarly, we 
find results that imply that new fields or sub-fields are driven by researchers with poten- tially higher impact, in line with 
empirical results of Wang et al. (2016) 

Introducing researcher (natural) ability into the picture, we are able to detect the competition effects of the invisible 
college. Specifically our model predicts incumbent researchers of high ability will benefit from elitism within a given 
college, while new entrants of even higher ability are detrimental to the former. Challenges to status-quo are thus not 
welcome as also shown by Azoulay et al. (2015). 
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We are currently working towards an empirical setting suitable for the full validation of these, as well as other, claims of 
the model. 
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Session 4C: Publishing Norms 

Alfredo Yegros and Wout Lamers 

Acknowledgements to private funding: exploring additional traces of university-industry interactions 
through scientific publications 

Session 4C 

1. Introduction 

Scientific publications co-authored by both universities and business companies in the private sector constitute the basis 
for one of the most popular and widely used proxy measures of public-private interactions. Many studies rely on 
university-industry co-publications to study different aspects related to interactions between universities and industry, 
such as the effect of these interactions on the scientific impact of publications (Lebeau et al, 2008), to examine the 
status of university-industry interactions in specific countries (e.g. Abramo et al, 2009; Olmeda-Gomez et al., 2015), or 
specific business sectors (e.g. Giunta et al., 2015). 

In the past years, the use of scientific publications to identify, trace, monitor and analyse university-industry interactions 
has been therefore limited to the identification of universities and business companies among the author affiliations 
contributing the publication. However, bibliographic databases are currently recording information on the funding 
acknowledgements made by the authors in their scientific publications, opening up new possibilities to identify 
university-industry interactions from a different angle on the basis of these publications, with the potential of offering 
new insights on such interactions.  

Often authors include in their scientific publications funding acknowledgements in order to indicate that the research 
being published was totally or partially supported by funds provided by specific organisations. This piece of information 
allows for the possibility of identifying business companies among the funding bodies. 

Since income from industry is also one of the indicators most frequently used in the literature on university-industry 
collaborations to proxy interactions between universities and companies, it seems reasonable and justified the used of 
acknowledgements to private funding in order to gain additional insights on public-private interactions. 

In this study we consider both university-industry co-publications and university publications funded by industry in order 
to analyse and assess the possibilities and limitations of funding acknowledgements in order to gain additional insights 
on university-industry interactions through scientific publications. We aim at answering the following questions: 

• What is the amount of both university-industry co-publications and publications funded by industry? 
• How do the number of publications in these two datasets evolve over time? 
• What is the overlap between university-industry co-publications and publications funded by industry? 
• Are university-industry co-publications and those including funding to private companies equally predominant 

across scientific disciplines? 
• Are university-industry co-publications and those including funding to private companies equally predominant 

according to the type of research (i.e. clinical/non-clinical)? 

2. Data and method 

Selected pharmaceutical companies  

For this study we have selected 23 large pharmaceutical companies, which represents a small group of companies within 
the pharma sector but covers most of the companies with the highest levels of R&D investments in the sector 
worldwide. According to the EU Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard produced by the JRC Economics of Industrial 
Research & Innovation, these 23 companies together invested more than 97 billion euros in R&D in 2016 and achieved 
sales for more than 600 billion in the same year.  

Looking at the countries where these selected companies are headquartered, 11 are located in the US, 9 in Europe, 2 in 
Japan and one company in Israel. 

Source and data 
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We have collected from the CWTS in-house version of the Web of Science (WoS) all articles, letters and reviews 
published between 2009 and 2016 mentioning at least one of these 23 companies (or any of their subsidiaries or 
acquisitions) among the author-affiliations and in the funding acknowledgement section as registered in the WoS. 
However, we did not include in the analysis the recent acquisition of Monsanto by Bayer AG as well as Eli Lilly’s Elanco, 
as their main focus is other than pharmaceuticals 

In order to identify subsidiaries, mergers and acquisitions of these 23 companies, we relied on Moody’s Orbis which is 
the largest commercial database providing corporate information, supplemented with other written sources (mainly 
Wikipedia and Rafols et al (2014)). 

The universities considered in this study are those included in the edition 2018 of the Leiden Ranking. This edition covers 
938 universities form 55 different countries. 

For some analyses (e.g. distinction between clinical and non-clinical research) we also rely on PubMed, by combining this 
database with the WoS. 

Type of research: clinical and non-clinical 

In order to distinguish between scientific publications related to clinical research and those dealing with non-clinical 
research, we rely on the classification of documents included in PubMed. 

A scientific publication has been classified as ‘clinical’ if it is classified in one or more of the following document types: 
Clinical Trial; Clinical Trial, Phase I; Clinical Trial, Phase II;  Clinical Trial, Phase III; Clinical Trial, Phase IV; Controlled 
Clinical Trial; Pragmatic Clinical Trial or Randomized Controlled Trial.  

All scientific publications not classified as any of these document types as well as all the scientific publications retrieved 
from the Web of Science but not covered by PubMed, have been classified as containing non-clinical research. 

Funding acknowledgements processing 

Clarivate’s WoS started to include information on funding acknowledgements disclosed in scientific publications back in 
2008. However, these acknowledgements as registered in the database, especially in biomedical areas, do also include 
conflicts of interest statements by the authors of the publications (e.g. Lewison and Sullivan, 2015). Companies are often 
mentioned in the context of these conflict of interest statements, as authors may indicate the participation in 
consultancy contracts carried out for specific pharmaceutical companies or membership of advisory boards in these 
companies, for example. 

This mix of funding acknowledgements and conflicts of interest in the same field of the database poses the challenge of 
distinguishing between the two. To this aim, we have been using text mining techniques to identify whether a specific 
company has been mentioned in the context of a conflict of interest statement or in the context of a ‘true’ funding 
acknowledgement. As it is possible to find both, conflicts of interest as well as true funding acknowledgements, in the 
same publication we have considered in the dataset of publications funded by pharma industry only those for which we 
found evidence of referring to a true funding acknowledgement, regardless the additional mentions to possible conflicts 
of interest in the same paper. 

Rainer Frietsch, Jasmin Ramadani, Knut Blind and Maikel Pellens 

Motives to Publish - Structures of company publications in scientific journals 

Session 4C 

Background 

The knowledge exchange between public research organisations and industry has gained importance in the past years 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995). The volume of necessary knowledge as such was growing, the complexity of many 
technologies increased, and boundary-spanning technological developments more and more demand interdisciplinary 
knowledge (Mugabushaka et al. 2016; Shafique 2010; Small 2010; Wang et al. 2015). At the same time, the benefits 
from innovation and the marginal effects of R&D investments seem to decrease, resulting in an R&D productivity 
slowdown (see for example Gordon 2012, Gordon 2014, Bloom et al. 2017, Syversen 2016). 
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Scientific publications by companies might be seen as an indication of an intensified knowledge or science orientation of 
companies. In addition, science-industry co-publications might be interpreted as reflecting knowledge flows from 
science to industry, but also as outcomes of intensive project collaborations (Tijssen et al 2011). The numbers of 
company publications as well as science-industry co-publications have increased in recent years. Companies, however, 
might not have an interest to publish their research findings, at first sight. So what are the reasons for this increase? This 
is the core question of the research project presented here. 

Next to signalling (Hicks 1995, Simeth and Cincera 2013; Pellens & Della Malva, 2016), access to academic capital 
(Shapira and Wang 2012), increase of collaboration efforts (Vallas and Kleinman 2008, Chesbrough 2003, Narin et al. 
1997), also technology transfer policies (Bozeman 2000, Perkmann and Walsh 2007, Frietsch and Schubert 2012) might 
contribute to the explanation. In the context of IPR management, scientific publications can be used for the 
documentation of the state of the art (Blind et al. 2013) and thereby prevent competitors from patenting crucial 
technologies (Della Malva and Hussinger, 2012). Collaborations with universities or research organizations may allow 
companies to outsource their research and (partly also) development processes. The externally produced knowledge can 
thereby be integrated in the internal R&D processes. Against this background companies strive to enlarge their 
collaboration activities (e.g. Liebeskind et al. 1996; Powell et al. 1996; Vallas and Kleinman 2008), while they are able to 
size-down their R&D departments (Chesbrough 2003). One outcome of this structural change could be an increase in 
science-industry co-publications. 

Currently, the scientific literature reflects on the question if the potential advantages of scientific publications by 
companies has changed in the recent years. Especially large and established R&D-intensive companies are more and 
more withdrawing from scientific publishing (Arora et al. 2015). As they were responsible for the majority of publications 
in the past, the question arises if young, technology-oriented firms are able to compensate for this (Drake 2014). 

Methods 

The analyses are based on Scopus raw data of the years 2005-2017. Company publications are identified using a bag of 
words of companies' legal extensions. A manually coded benchmark group (gold standard) showed high recall at a 
reasonable precision rate. For the descriptive analyses the Scopus field codes (2-digit-level) and affiliation country 
information are used. As a source for patent data the EPO's Worldwide Statistical Patent Database (PATSTAT) is used 
and company information stems from a raw data file of BvD's Orbis Database. All three datasets will be matched using 
Levenshtein Distance as a matching procedure based on the affiliation, applicant and company names, respectively. An 
integrated dataset is foreseen for the majority of OECD and selected associated countries, while the method is tested 
and developed based on German company data. The matching procedure and the results will be compared with an 
integrated dataset based on the German Innovation Survey instead of Orbis data. 

By this comprehensive data matching approach most of the disadvantages and shortcomings of so far existing studies of 
company publication activities can be overcome, especially as these previous studies mostly focused on large and/or 
stock-market registered companies only (e.g. Simeth and Cincera 2016; Arora et al. 2015). In our dataset we will also 
include small and medium-sized companies so that comparisons between multinational, large and small companies will 
be possible. 

Interviews and a survey of company authors is employed to examine the motives to publish (or not publish), the 
publication strategies of companies and also the intellectual origins (e.g. internal versus collaborative projects etc.) of 
the published work. The survey results will also be used for the explorative derivation of further hypotheses for the 
quantitative analyses. 

First Results 

The absolute numbers of publications by (German) companies have been increasing steadily over the past years. In the 
Scopus database, however, the share of company publications in total German publications is rather constant over the 
past years at a level of about 8%. The majority of these publications is in the medical research field, in biotechnology, 
and in chemistry, as well as in materials research and polymers. Large shares can also be found in engineering fields. In 
consequence, the majority of companies with substantial numbers of publications originate in the pharmaceutical and 
chemistry sectors. The pattern of the scientific fields is rather stable over time. 
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The interviews turned out that in most cases no strategy or central management approach is driving and guiding these 
publications. It is rather the intrinsic motivation and the interests of the particular researcher that lead to an 
engagement in scientific publishing. More often than not these researchers (or managers) are also active in teaching at 
universities and universities of applied sciences, at least temporarily. In smaller companies, especially in science and 
technology-driven sectors, it is often the CEO who is the author of scientific papers. In addition, the first results show 
that several of the publications emerge out of collaborative projects with public research organizations and universities - 
either privately or publicly funded. 

In addition, the descriptive data will be enlarged to cover additional countries. First checks with China (it was expected 
to be a challenge) show reasonable results. The shares of company publications is much lower in China and reaches a 
level of about 5%. While the shares of national co-publications of Chinese companies with Chinese research 
organizations and universities is at a similar level like in Germany (about 4% of total publications), the share of co-
publications with non-Chinese companies is much lower (1%). In France it is about 10% of the companies that are 
engaged in scientific publishing (Simeth and Raffo, 2013). 

Outlook 

In the near future it is planned to include further countries, especially USA, France, and Italy as well as smaller European 
countries like Austria, Switzerland, or the Netherlands. The further methodological work of the coming months will 
mainly address the integration of different data sources, namely Scopus (bibliometric data), PATSTAT (patent data) and 
Orbis (company data), aiming for an integrated micro dataset of German companies. If possible companies from 
additional countries will be included and will act as a benchmark or comparison group. 

Based on this (quasi)panel dataset panel regression analyses will be employed to examine a number of questions on the 
structure of company publications. For example: Is there a structural difference in the publication behaviour of small and 
large companies? Do publishing companies originate in high-tech or low-tech sectors? Are publishing companies also 
engaged in patenting? Do citation rates of small and large companies' publications differ significantly? Are publishing 
companies economically more successful than non-publishing companies (requires a control group, to be extracted as 
matched pairs/statistical twins)? 

Richard Klavans and Kevin W. Boyack 

Predicting Breakthroughs in Research 

Session 4C 

Background: Researchers are somewhat like prospectors looking for gold. Both spend their time doing their work 
without knowing whether they will make a discovery. Researchers take their best results, publish them in high impact 
journals and promote them. Prospectors have it much easier. They take their ore to the assay office. The assayer 
determines the amount of gold. The prospectors’ pay is based on a fair evaluation of what they have discovered. 

From this perspective, the methods used for ‘identifying research breakthroughs’ are, in essence, a description of 
assaying methods. The purposes are to reward researchers fairly and to show society that they are getting their money’s 
worth. Analysis of features such as bursts in citations, text, patents, downloads, social media and other scholarly 
communication serve this purpose. Methods that characterize changes in the knowledge network serve this purpose. 
Overall, the problem that is being addressed by this stream of literature is ‘fair evaluation’.  

We are focusing on a different practical issue in this study. We are far more interested in research planning (where to 
prospect next) instead of research evaluation (whether you found gold in what you have already dug up). Predicting 
where discoveries are likely to occur is of central concern to practitioners. It is central to our understanding of how 
science evolves. But this topic has received very little attention in the literature. We are aware of very little previous 
work, other than some of our own, that explicitly focuses on testing large scale predictions about where researchers will 
be digging. We use funding by topic as a proxy for discovery under the assumption that funders will allocate their 
resources to those topics where they feel that discoveries will occur.  

Theory: We seek to predict research breakthroughs from a particular theoretical perspective. We are shifting from 
information theory (where papers represent information about what researchers have achieved) to a sociological lens 
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(where papers can be used to identify the social group and the norms of that small group). Specifically, we are building 
on Kuhn’s (1974) thesis that (a) researchers organize into relatively small research communities and (b) these 
communities have different levels of paradigmatic maturity.  

Hypothesis: Using the prospecting analogy, we posit that paradigmatically mature research communities are located 
over a vein of gold. A lot of people have congregated around the area because of past discoveries. Sophisticated 
equipment is being used to pull the gold out (e.g., one uses large databases and sophisticated methods for analyzing the 
data). Consequently, funders are more likely to direct future funds to paradigmatically mature research communities.  

Paradigmatically immature research communities are, by Kuhn’s definition, composed of groups of people who don’t 
agree on how to frame the research problem. They don’t agree on what tools to use. This may be a consequence of not 
having found much gold in that area in the past. One could argue that maturity doesn’t come from agreeing on 
methods; it comes from a history of highly valuable discoveries that are proximate to each other and suggestive of 
future discoveries that can be made. Funders are aware of the general belief that there isn’t much gold in the ground in 
pre-paradigmatic communities, and are less likely to direct future funds to them.  

Procedure: The first step is to identify Kuhnian research communities from the literature. Two separate models were 
created. For the first, and following Kuhn’s original suggestion, direct citation analysis was used to identify ~90,000 
research communities using the Scopus database. For the second, we used textual similarity between documents to 
identify ~40,000 research communities using the PubMed database. The sizes of the research communities in these two 
models are similar. The difference in the number of research communities is mostly due to coverage. PubMed only 
covers the literature related to biomedicine, which is roughly 40% of the Scopus database.  

The second step is to develop a set of metrics that represent paradigmatic maturity. In addition to network size and 
network density, we have identified and coded individual articles in terms of their type of contributions. Specifically, we 
identified method papers and discovery papers using citing sentences from PubMed Central. This allows us to determine 
the relative intensities of methods and discoveries in each research community.  

Kuhn also suggested that mature paradigms follow norms such as accuracy, prediction and replication. We 
correspondingly note that these words are similar to those associated with male first authors in the research literature, 
and thus posit that the use of male vs. female language can be used as a signal of paradigmatic maturity. 

We then allocated NIH funding (from the Star Metrics and NIH RePORTER databases) to research communities using 
grant-to-article linkages. Funding amounts were used as the dependent variable in our analysis, and the features 
described above –intensity of methods, intensity of discovery, and gendered language – were used as the independent 
variables in a regression analysis to see how well they could predict the funding amounts. All variables were normalized 
using log transforms. 

Results: Initial results suggest that a combination of our three features is extremely effective at predicting future funding 
levels in both (Scopus and PubMed) models. We are currently double-checking these results because they are much 
stronger than we expected. Results from an earlier study, using different variables to predict funding, had an R-squared 
of around 36%. We are seeing a significant increase in this statistic to around 45%). Possible sources of this increase 
include focusing specifically on NIH rather than all funding agencies in the Star Metrics database, the identification of 
locations of previous (highly cited) methods and discoveries (i.e., existing gold veins), and the surprisingly strong 
relationship between paradigmatic maturity and funding.  

Implications: This study has many limitations. It assumes that government funding policy is an indicator of where society 
believes there will be future discoveries. We also emphasize that we are only dealing with one funding agency (NIH) 
which has been criticized as following a ‘conform and be funded’ policy. In addition, we have difficulties in believing that 
paradigms are ‘immature’- this is an unfortunate turn of phrase that Kuhn used in the 1970’s. We therefore don’t yet 
know if we should claim that these results are positive (in showing that funding is going to the best ideas) or negative (in 
showing that funding is reinforcing the biases of elite researchers). But regardless of the interpretation, a model that can 
accurately predict where a funding agency allocates its dollars (and by extension where future discoveries will occur) is a 
significant contribution to the practical problem of deciding where to focus future research efforts and to our basic 
understanding about the science of science. 
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Karen White and Wan-Ying Chang 

Demographic Differences in the Publication Output of U.S. Doctorate Recipients 

Session 4C 

Abstract 

We investigate whether demographic differences among U.S. Doctorate Recipients impact publication output. This is 
achieved by matching the Survey of Doctorate Recipients (SDR) with the publication database Web of Science (WoS). 
Our research shows the most impactful determinants on the probability to publish are related to field of doctorate, 
employment sector and engagement in R&D activity. A doctorate recipient’s training is also significant, those who 
complete dissertations at high-research institutions are more likely to publish. After controlling for the dominate 
determinates, the demographic variables, race/ethnicity, gender and U.S. citizenship status at the time of graduation, 
still show impact on the probability of publishing. The ability to test a broad range of demographic variables is unique to 
the SDR-WoS dataset. Of the demographic variables, race/ethnicity has the strongest impact on likelihood to publish. 
Readers are cautioned that this summary represents a research-in-progress. As such the researchers are actively 
reviewing and revising the data it is expected that the numbers will change.  

Introduction 

Publication output in peer-reviewed science and engineering (S&E) journals and conference proceedings (publications) 
serves as an indicator of scientific research activity and knowledge generated by scientific research. In recent years 
researchers explored publication output itself to question what internal and external factors impact a researcher’s 
probability to publish, including author demographic characteristics such as gender, years since Ph.D., longevity, etc.  
Previous research has been limited by the available author’s characteristics using data from ORCHID, data collected with 
paper submittal (Scopus Author ID) or other data submitted by authors interested in explicitly linking their publications 
to a set of characteristics (Google Scholar, ResearchGate, etc.). These sources have gaps, for example an infrequent 
author may neglect registering or may choose to obscure demographic characteristics, such as not stating gender. In 
addition, the author databases typically include gender but not race/ethnicity or citizenship status. This paper 
overcomes author registration issues and develops a unique database by matching the Survey of Doctorate Recipients 
(SDR) to a publication output database. 

Data  

Survey of Doctoral Recipients 

National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES) within the U.S. National Science Foundation conducts the 
longitudinal Survey of Doctorate Recipients (SDR) biennially since 1973, producing cross-sectional data on individuals 
who have earned a science, engineering or health doctorate degree from a U.S. academic institution and are less than 76 
years of age (https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/srvydoctoratework/). The SDR provides data useful in assessing the supply 
and characteristics of the nation’s science, engineering and health doctorates employed in educational institutions, 
private industry, and professional organizations, as well as federal, state and local governments (NCSES InfoBrief, 2017, 
https://nsf.gov/statistics/2017/nsf17319/nsf17319.pdf). The SDR collects education history and demographics data, 
periodically questions on scientific collaboration and research outcomes are added to collect additional information on 
scientific productivity. Key SDR variables include demographics (e.g. age, sex, race, ethnicity, citizenship), employment 
status, field of degree and occupation. The SDR is weighted to reduce potential nonresponse bias by using the NCSES 
Survey of Earned Doctorates which is an annual census of all individuals receiving a research doctorate from an 
accredited U.S. institution. Beginning in 2001 the SDR was expanded to include those graduates from U.S. institutions 
who move abroad. The matching operation included the entire set of SDR respondents from the 1993 – 2013 surveys. 

Web of Science database  

The Web of Science (WoS), a large bibliographic database, was used as the source of scientific articles. Publications 
dated January 1990 to December 2012 were identified for potential matches to SDR respondents through research 
undertaken by Thomson Reuters, (now Clarivate Analytics). 

SDR – WoS Data Match  
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Comparisons across SDR waves is tricky because in the longitudinal design there is a high level of sample overlap 
between waves. Also the survey coverage has expanded over time. The present analysis focuses on the 2013 SDR cross-
sectional sample, which represent the latest sample with the most comprehensive coverage. In total there were 596,811 
respondent/publication matches created corresponding to 26,445 authors out of the 35,265 SDR respondents to the 
2013 survey.  SDR respondents may be associated with one or more publication and potentially more than one SDR 
respondent maybe co-authors on a paper. For comparison purposes the doctoral recipients are grouped into two 
cohorts: those who receive their doctoral degree between 1995 and 2000; and those who received theirs between 2001 
– 2010. This allows an appropriate period to pass between when a PhD is received and the peak publication period – 6 
years post-doctoral receipt for the present data set.  

The SDR-WoS data corresponds to other research showing a higher probability of publication in the fields of biology and 
physical sciences– specifically higher publication rates among the physical sciences and life sciences (including health 
and biology and agricultural sciences) and lower rates among social sciences and psychology. Focusing on the 4 largest 
groupings of degree fields: biology & agricultural sciences, engineering, physical sciences and social sciences and 
psychology shows changes in the race/ethnicity among PhD recipients when comparing 1995-2000 cohorts to those who 
obtained their PhD in 2001-2010. Across 4 largest fields of science race/ethnicity have increased between the two 
cohort groups but only in engineering has a minority (Asian) crossed over the 50% mark. The changes in part are due to 
the improved SDR coverage of U.S.-trained PhDs residing outside of the U.S. for the 2001-2010 cohort.  

Determinants of Publication 

SDR-WoS dataset permits a unique exploration into the likelihood of a U.S. doctorate recipient to publish in a peer 
reviewed publication or conference proceeding based upon not only training and employment, but also demographics of 
gender, race/ethnicity and citizenship status at the degree time. Training variables include field of study and whether 
the doctoral institution has a Carnegie classification as a very high research university. Employment variables include 
whether the primary work activities are in R&D (as determined by the respondent), institutional type of employment. 
These variables are explored across three different cohort groups depending on when they received their doctoral 
degree: 1995 – 2000; 2001-2005; and 2006 – 2010. 

Analysis of the 2013 SDR-WoS dataset shows, after controlling for training and employment factors, significant 
differences in likelihood of publishing across cohort groupings by gender, race/ethnicity and to a lesser extent U.S. 
citizenship status. The analysis is based on the most typical 2013 SDR respondent who is a white male, U.S. citizen with a 
PhD in the field of engineering from a high research university who is currently working at a 4-year university, residing in 
the U.S. with primary work activities in R&D. Among the demographic variables, females, blacks and Hispanics have 
statistically significant lower odds of publishing. Interestingly the publication probability of an Asian PhD recipient is not 
statistically significantly different from white PhD recipients in the most recent cohort. Among the citizenship variables, 
some evidence of differences exists but the pattern is unclear. It is likely due to the association between race and U.S. 
citizenship.  

Information is not available on submission rates by race/ethnicity, so we are unable to further explore potential bias 
among reviewers or publications. Although research of employment markets has shown name-based bias. Differences in 
the likelihood to publish potentially relates all the way back to racial and ethnic differences seen in primary, secondary 
and post-secondary educational pursuits. 
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Session 4D: Science to Society 

Patries Boekholt and Erik Arnold 

Socio-technical Transitions and Mission-orientated Policies: The need for new implementation models 
for innovation and research programmes 

Session 4D 

1. Background  

Government Research and Innovation (R&I) programmes increasingly aim for deeper and wider societal impact. In 
Europe the idea that R&I policy should address ‘Grand Societal Challenges’ appeared in 2007, when the European 
Commission introduced the concept in its future vision for R&I policy. Two years later this was reinforced in the ‘Lund 
Declaration’, which stated that ‘European research must focus on the Grand Challenges of our time moving beyond 
current rigid thematic approaches.’ Challenges discussed included climate change, sustainable energy, health, 
cybersecurity and so on. Since then, a number of initiatives have been launched that explicitly focus R&I policy on 
societal challenges. These make new demands of the way we design, govern and evaluate government intervention in 
R&I.  

Of course, topics such as health and the environment are not new in R&I policy. In the new approach, they are tackled at 
a more systemic level, often aiming at transitions in socio-technical systems and regimes rather than focusing on 
piecemeal solutions. This requires more holistic, inclusive and multi-level governance than in the past as R&I policy 
starts to reach up from the micro to the meso level of the system of innovation.   

Such systemic goals are increasingly ‘mainstreamed’ in overall policy in several - mostly European - countries. Sweden, 
for instance, has embraced the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals in its national 2030 Agenda and Germany’s 
renewed High-Tech Strategy 2025 focuses one of its three Pillars on societal challenges. The UK Industrial Strategy 
Challenge Fund brings together research and business to tackle the big societal and industrial challenges.  

This focus on societal challenges coincides with increased interest in the growing literature on  socio-technical 
transitions. We explore policy lessons from that literature but also its shortcomings for practice-orientated policy 
analysis. The research on which this paper builds used mixed methods including literature and document review, 
interviews, case studies and stakeholder workshops.  

2. Complex Innovation and Transition Programmes (CITPs) 

Implementing societal challenge focused R&I policy requires a new type of programmes. These are often large-scale, 
complex and multi-disciplinary, involving a wider set of stakeholders than the usual R&D performers, including 
regulators, regional authorities or representatives of civil society. They need long-term (financial) commitment from 
research funders and stakeholders as their complex goals are longer term and evolve over time. They often span policy 
domains beyond the R&I ministries and need multi-level governance, including regional and local actors.  

Such holistic interventions been extensively discussed in the transition management literature in the last couple of 
decades. However, despite the recent increased interest in politics and agency, most of that literature is remarkably 
silent about how to operationalise governance and to connect it to government.  

One way to implement societal challenge-orientated R&I programmes is via ‘Big Missions’ or ‘Moon Shots’. In the USA, 
‘Big Missions’ usually involve large science (infrastructure) investments. However, the European big missions have taken 
inspiration from the US ‘Moon Shots’ such as NIH’s Beau Biden Cancer Moon Shot launched in 2016, which aimed to 
deliver a decade’s worth of cancer research in five years. The German 2025 High Tech Strategy has missions such as 
‘Reducing plastics in the Environment’ and ‘Greenhouse gas neutral industry’ without quantifiable targets. An unofficial 
government ‘mission’ in earlier generations of the High-Tech Strategy was to ban fossil-fuelled cars by 2030. This sent a 
strong signal to stakeholders but lacked a dedicated implementation platform. The European Commission is including 
Missions such as such as Combatting Cancer, Adaptation to Climate Change and Healthy Oceans and Natural Waters in 
the next multi-annual R&I framework programme, Horizon Europe. In these examples, policymakers are still 
experimenting with the designing, implementing and governance of CITPs.  
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3. Policy implementation issues 

We focus on two implementation challenges for CITPs: proposal assessment; and evaluation.  

CITPs need to select projects not only for quality but also for contribution to their complex goals. We ask whether 
traditional peer review is still adequate for this new type of programme. How should proposal assessment address the 
question of relevance to the societal challenge? Should a wider set of stakeholders be involved in project selection? Are 
practices used by US agencies applicable in Europe? This part of the paper is based on a world-wide review of proposal 
selection processes and criteria used by R&I funders in societal challenge and ‘objective-orientated’ programmes. One 
finding is that European countries experimenting with CITPs, are also adapting the selection of proposals for R&I funding 
to those new needs. The appropriateness of the project selection process very much depends on the preparation of the 
ex-post evaluation framework constructed during the design of the programme and is highly context dependent.  

The second implementation challenge we discuss is how to evaluate CITPs. There are well developed evaluation 
methods for tackling simple interventions that have a linear logic, but it is clear that we need a more sophisticated 
approach with CITPs. These are ‘complex’ in the sense that they deal with systems of people who learn and change their 
behaviour during the course of the programme. Many CITPs ‘experiment’ with different ways to do implementation. So, 
evaluation methods must understand causality in a changing reality with learning and sometimes changing goals. Some 
currently-used and generally quantitative evaluation techniques tell us little about the mechanisms of change. Some 
newer evaluation approaches focus on giving feedback to programme managers and stakeholders rather than to society. 
We need a ‘realist’ approach that develops theories of change that explain why programmes succeed or fail, uses robust, 
mixed methods and undertakes both the tasks of public policy evaluation: providing accountability to government and 
society; and feedback to those working with the programme to help them improve.  

The paper draws a recent study for the Swedish Agency for Growth Analysis on evaluating CITPs, including case studies 
in Germany, the Netherlands and the UK, and subsequent work in Sweden. One lesson is that not only governance is but 
also evaluation in CITPs should be multi-layered. New institutions may be needed such as ‘platforms’ to design and 
govern the programme, involving a wide range of agencies (or other agents such as cities) and other stakeholders are 
involved but which has staff and a leadership team of its own, to lead the programme. The platform would coordinate 
interventions managed by existing agencies (or combinations thereof) resulting in a hierarchical intervention and 
reporting structure.   

4. Relevance of these issues and further work needed 

Several countries have started to implement these new types of interventions. Most are still experimenting and 
adapting their policy designs and governance. One result is the emergence of a spectrum of programme scale, ambition 
and complexity, including large-scale programmes but also smaller-scale interventions using new approaches to sub-
problems within societal challenges. Examining project selection and ex-post evaluation opens up broader issues in R&I 
policy design, implementation and governance. Much more empirical evidence is needed on how the relatively 
conceptual literatures on transition management and mission-orientated policies can be operationalised in practice 
across different cultural and thematic contexts.  This paper aims to provide some challenging thoughts based on policy 
practice and experimentation in this field. 

Gemma Derrick, Rita Faria, Paul Bennewroth, Gunnar Sivertsen and David Budtz-Petersen 

Conceptualising and characterising the mechanisms for Grimpact 

Session 4D 

Introduction 

As the impact agenda grows to include more formal criteria to assess the broader value of research beyond academia, so 
too is the need to re-examine the implicit optimism that is embedded within expectations of the science-society 
relationship.  Within this relationship, evaluations are expected to be conducted with the public’s best interests in mind, 
however this assumed orientation within the impact agenda towards positivity may act to blind reviews in the cases of 
grimpact (negative impact).  Grimpact, although being a widely discussed issue in research evaluation in various forms, it 
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is still poorly conceptualised, theorised and organised. This therefore limits the effectiveness of interventions on macro, 
meso and micro levels to combat its effects.   

This paper presents a discussion of the conceptualisation of grimpact and, using four vertical case studies as examples 
(Cambridge Analytica; MMR Vaccine; Economic crisis; and Karolinska scandal) further highlights the mechanisms 
underpinning grimpact. Using insights from RRI, extraordinary versus normal impact, technology assessment, normalised 
deviance alongside an exploration of the influence of post-truth in research’s role in society, this paper highlights a 
broken science system that is blind to the risk of grimpact.  As such, grimpact thrives and feeding from existing 
evaluative frameworks is increased. Through an examination of grimpact, the paper also moves towards proposing a 
framework operationalised on the micro, meso and macro levels of research capable of recognising grimpact. 

Background 

Recent political upheavals have the potential for wide-ranging effects on the public perception of the value of public 
services, including the societal impact of research and higher education. There has been a surprising public swing 
towards new, populist political movements that profess to represent “the real”, otherwise unrepresented and forgotten 
people, and this swing also has been felt in several nations that have hitherto resisted populism.  There has been the rise 
of a new kind of citizen, what Reedy et al. (2014) called the ‘misinformed voter’ whose belief sets and voting behaviour 
may be impervious to rational arguments. This raises the question of how publics which are prone to confirmation bias, 
distrustful of public experts, and highly path-impregnated in their belief sets (Gastel et al., 2017) are prepared to value 
research that does not fit with their ideological conceptions. 

The rise of the “impact” agenda and its equivalents has in part provided a forum where the public value of research is 
discussed, weighed and promoted. It has been included as a formal criterion in many funding systems and mechanisms 
across Europe, UK and North America – all countries where the effect of these political changes are acutely felt. This has 
included the widening of research funding criteria to include conceptions of research excellence beyond academia, as 
well as more concrete actions such as including public members in extended peer review panels.  Its inclusion reflects 
the “abstract faith” that public assign trust in science (Luhmann, 1979), and the potential it brings to improving their 
lives.  In addition, the implicit positive message in most impact definitions globally, which includes specifications that 
impact can only have “benefits” and “value” beyond academia, and that its effects are part of an organised process from 
bench to bedside, is blind to the realities of research translation and unforeseen adoption.  This betrays the science 
system’s devotion to a type of impact that is in line with promoting knowledge production that is done solely for the 
public good. 

Any claim for the wider public value of research depends on making claims on behalf of ‘the public’ and what might be 
regarded to create value for them. In this paper, a distinction is made between what is created beyond the academy and 
the value that society gives to that creation.  Whilst capacities are neutral in that they exist or not, the value that 
particular publics attached to those capacities can be positive or negative depending on their ideological inclination or 
indeed the public mood of the day. In the long-term perspective, publics have been conditioned to regard valuable 
research as research that creates a positive economic impact, and in part this is because a value can be attached to the 
impact, that is of the economic value. The widespread acceptance of price serves to mystify the question of whether this 
is really valued by ‘publics’ or that value is an artefact of financial engineering (for example the market valuations of 
some university ICT spin-off companies created during the dot.com bubble).  

It is this issue and its partial solution through the use of market prices which creates the short term problem this paper 
envisions, which relates to the challenge of evaluating (meaning attaching to a value rather than applying an evaluation 
mechanism) the public value of research.  In the absence of mystification, there are no generally believable claims for 
the public value of science to use as baseline indicators when particular political projects make populist claims about the 
positive or negative impact of specific branches of research.  What is seen is that many claims are made for non-
economic outcomes that are so extraordinary that they are indisputably good (what Sivertsen, 2018, calls extraordinary 
impact), and that they are unambiguously beneficial in not involving conflicting versions of societal process.  

This paper argues that what is missing is a deeper conceptual exploration of this politically contested version of impact 
in terms of its definitions, characteristics and precursors, and without that is it not possible to get beyond the 
domination of economic and non-controversial versions of impact.  It contends that a useful starting point is to look at 
extreme examples of impact and public valuation of that impact, namely where there is a strongly negative impact, what 
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we refer to in this paper as “Grimpact”.  It presents three powerful cases (Siggelhow, 2007) of Grimpact to better trace 
out the core tensions, drivers and lines of force within this wider notion of public value.  It uses notions from RRI, 
extraordinary impact, normalised deviance, post-truth and technology assessment to create and analyse grimpact 
typologies for the recognition of the concept more theoretically, as well as its identification during the practice of 
evaluation and valuation. 

Jordi Molas-Gallart, Alejandra Boni and Sandro Giachi 

A formative approach to the evaluation of Transformative Innovation Policies 

Session 4D 

Rationale 

Transformative Innovation Policies (TIPs) postulate that addressing the key challenges currently facing our societies 
requires profound changes in current socio-technical systems (Weber and Rohracher, 2012; Schot and Steinmueller, 
2018). To trigger such “socio-technical transitions” calls for a different, broad mix of STI policies (Kivimaa and Kern, 
2016), with particular attention being paid to policy experiments conducted in protected technology niches. Therefore, 
TIPs can operate at different levels, but are often based on small scale experiments developed in protected niches 
(Schot et al., 2016; Schot and Steinmueller, 2018). Such experiments aim at both regime destabilisation (Kivimaa and 
Kern, 2016; Ghosh and Schot, 2019) and the process of accelerating and embedding niche innovations, including 
upscaling, replication, circulation and institutionalisation of the technology niches associated with the experiment 
(Turnheim et al., 2019). These policy approaches pose a substantial evaluation challenge: how can we evaluate small 
specific interventions or sets of interventions, with a narrow geographical and temporal scope, when the final objective 
are ambitiously systemic? How can we know whether a specific experiment has set ourselves up on the way to systemic 
transformation? 

Background 

The literature on sustainability and socio-technical transitions has, so far, paid little attention to evaluation. Following 
the increasing interest in system evaluation and policy mixes (Magro and Wilson, 2013; Borrás and Laatsit, 2019), almost 
all the evaluation efforts have aimed to develop and test frameworks working at the macro-, or meso-level of socio-
technical change. For instance, Janssen (2019) tried to assess the ‘value for money’ of policy mixes for transformative 
change using an approach based on Technological Innovation System. Yet, these contributions offer little help to 
evaluate the contribution of local interventions to systemic transformation. Turnheim et al. (2015) addresses this gap 
proposing “an integration strategy based on alignment, bridging and iteration” of learning-based evaluation of local 
initiatives with socio-technical analysis at ‘regime’ level, and quantitative system modelling at ‘landscape’. However, 
their proposal is very complex and articulated around the idea of aligning interventions that are inherently different as 
they operate at different policy levels. 

The problem we face can be seen as a specific instance of the common challenge posed by the impact assessment of 
policies that occur a long way upstream from their intended final objectives, as for instance societal-challenge driven 
research policies, or local interventions aiming at socio-economic development. There are, however, specific 
characteristics of TIPs that influence the design of evaluation methods. TIPs proponents propose a set of policy 
characteristics that form part of the specific transformation logic they seek. For instance, policy interventions have to 
pursue changes in the structure and culture of governance (emphasizing inclusive participatory processes) and have to 
aim to generate “second-order learning”. We argue that these characteristics have to be extended to policy evaluation 
methods and practices, and imply crucial modifications in the roles of the actors involved in evaluation activities, as well 
as changes in the organizational routines within which these evaluation practices are inserted. This study will propose an 
evaluation strategy that addresses these challenges in a way that is consistent with the principles of TIPs as developed 
by TIPC: directionality, societal goal, systemic impact, deep learning and reflexivity, participation and inclusiveness 
(Chataway et al., 2017). 

Approach 
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The paper will develop an evaluation method building upon methods and techniques developed for the evaluation of 
policy interventions closely related to TIPs. We will identify and review a set of relevant evaluation approaches following 
a heuristic strategy based on a combination of search by keywords, and a “snowball” strategy following the references 
found in the initial research “corpus”. Evaluation work in these different policy fields has generated different evaluation 
communities and practices that have not been connected so far, including those developed for the evaluation of 
sustainable innovation, sustainable transition, responsible research to leverage sustainable transformations, innovation 
policy mixes for system transformation (Aranguren et al., 2017; Kivimaa et al., 2017; Janssen, 2019), EU climate policy 
(Hildén et al., 2014), interdisciplinarity of socio-ecological research (Holzer et al., 2018), or sustainability transition 
experiments (Taanman, 2014; Luederitz et al., 2017; Heiskanen and Matschoss, 2018). We will assess the suitability of 
the approaches and techniques developed in these fields for the evaluation of TIPs, and suggest a generic evaluation 
approach that is linked to extant evaluation practices. Initial versions of the approach were presented and discussed in 
TIPC workshops involving officers from science and innovation agencies in six different countries (South Africa, 
Colombia, Mexico, Norway, Finland and Sweden).  

Anticipated results 

From our analysis we will conclude that TIPs evaluation should be “formative”; that is, it will aim to improve the 
definition and implementation of the interventions under evaluation, and to do so with the involvement of policy 
participants. This requires evaluation to be conducted in real-time, as a form of constructive monitoring. To be able to 
assess in real-time the degree to which the interventions are progressing towards the achievement of long-term 
systemic goals, the evaluation approach needs to be underpinned by both generic and specific “Theories of Change” 
(ToCs). 

Following programme theory conventions, our generic ToC is formed by five elements: context, structure, processes, 
outcomes and impacts. Yet, we define each element to align it with transitions theory: 

-Context: elements of landscape and socio-technical regimes 

-Structure: resources available to actors to enact change 

-Processes: the experiments and their activities 

-Outcomes: changes in people and organisations, including changes in networks, capabilities and learning, and 
expectations and visions 

-Impacts: long term effects produced by outcomes (related with big societal challenges, like those addressed by the 
Sustainable Development Goals) 

The paper will present a generic ToC and guidelines on how to generate specific ToC based on the generic proposal. To 
enable second-order learning ToCs need to be flexible and should be revisited as part of the formative, real-time 
evaluation processes. The approach proposed includes a three-step process to build and revise the specific ToCs: 

1. Identify the level of the TIP experiment (project, programme or policy mix) 

2. Identify key evaluative dimensions (depending on the level) 

3. Discuss the ToC and check its consistency with TIP criteria. Reformulate the ToC if necessary. 

Significance 

We develop a strategy for evaluating TIPs based on a real-time, formative approach supported by flexible Theories of 
Change. Although ToCs are common in policy evaluation in other domains (for instance in development), they were 
seldom used in the reviewed literature. Our interaction with policymakers suggested the importance to anchor 
evaluation on a generic ToC that would help build a common rationale and theory-base justification for TIPs: a stylized 
view of the transformative change processes derived from transitions theory (Schot et al., 2016; Schot and Kanger, 
2018). The resulting approach is innovative and provides an answer to the problem of assessing the downstream 
contributions and impact of current policy interventions, in a way that is coherent with TIPs principles. 
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Sergey Kolesnikov and Barry Bozeman 

A Framework for Analyzing Integration of Societal Engagement in Research Universities 

Session 4D 

BACKGROUND. Even a cursory glance at the evolution of the higher education sector in the United States in recent 
decades shows that university leadership and academics have been well aware of the need to adopt the “third mission” 
of service to society by directly engaging with the world outside college campuses. This recognition led not only to 
changes in universities’ mission statements, policies and public relation strategies, but also to the introduction of 
resources, support measures and dedicated funding for the social engagement activities.  

Yet, the impact of these changes remains limited. Despite genuine efforts of individual faculty members, passion of 
students, commitment of leaders and pressure from the public and policymakers, societal engagement remains seen as 
the fringe academic activity both from outside and within universities themselves. Disciplinary research and to a lesser 
extent teaching still dominate the culture of academic excellence in top research universities that arguably have the best 
minds, the best ideas and most resources among all institutions of higher education to address societal problems and 
achieve public good.  

One of the major challenges to the institutionalization of societal engagement in research universities is ambiguity of the 
concept of “engagement” itself. There are numerous contextually and institutionally dependent definitions of 
engagement between universities and society given to a multitude of relevant overlapping but not-quite-the-same 
terms such as “social”, “public” or “community engagement”, “outreach”, or “engaged scholarship” which are often 
used interchangeably within the same university and even more so in a broader academic community. However, without 
clear and shared understanding of what constitutes engagement by university faculty and administration it is difficult to 
establish clear and useful ways of measuring and reporting it and align corresponding internal processes and policies on 
all organizational levels. Resulting lack of evaluation, reward and recognition of academics’ efforts in societal 
engagement is one of the main reasons why faculty often abstains from participating in it.  

Instead of making another doomed attempt to create an all-encompassing, one-size-fits-all definition or 
conceptualization of engagement that would reconcile different views on it within or in between universities, in this 
paper we approach the problem by suggesting a framework for analyzing a degree of integration of societal engagement 
in a research university that integrates the multiplicity of existing contexts, languages, definitions and conceptualizations 
of university engagement with society. In constructing our framework we focus primarily on ontological relations 
between interactions of university with “external” society and other principal university activities such as research, 
teaching and service. We argue that these ontological relationships are embedded both in the language of existing 
definitions and conceptualizations of social engagement and in the organizational structures and processes that govern 
all university and faculty activities. 

METHODS AND RESULTS. Methodologically, our framework is constructed by applying semantic analysis to the existing 
scholarly and “grey” literature on university engagement with society. At the first stage, we constructed a vocabulary of 
various relevant terms for the phenomenon, including, among others, “community engagement”, “public engagement”, 
“engaged scholarship” or “university-community partnership.” The Web of Science (WoS) search conducted in February 
2018 using the vocabulary yielded about 2300 documents. Narrowing the search by focusing on papers discussing 
theories, definitions, frameworks and concepts of engagement reduced the output to 675 documents. These papers 
were further analyzed for the presence of distinct definitions and conceptualizations of various terms for social 
engagement. Where relevant, contextually important cited references not indexed by WoS, such as policy documents, 
reports or book chapters were also added to the corpus. Eventually we identified 17 distinct definitions and concepts 
related to university interactions with society.  

At the next stage, we applied semantic analysis to these 17 definitions and identified their six key common semantic 
components:  

• Motivations for engagement, e.g. societal responsibility, civic duty or economic motivation to make 
knowledge useful for the economy 

• Goals of engagement, e.g. provision of certain benefits or solution of societal problems 
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• Degree of integration of engagement in university activities: engagement is an independent university 
mission, or part of other missions, intersection of missions, or feature of a particular type of activity 

• Target audiences, e.g. internal or external, specified by sector or geographical scale 

• Emphasis on mutuality and reciprocity of relationships, or lack of it 

• In some cases, the scope of covered activities, e.g. community service or economic development 

At the third and final step of the analysis, we grouped 17 initial definitions into seven distinct models of university social 
engagement based on the degree of integration of engagement into the ontology of university missions and functions.  

Model I is a “baseline model” in which engagement is a minor individual type of activity, often part of a broader service 
mission of the university. Engagement is more prominent in model II where it becomes a synonym for the service 
mission independent of research and teaching. In model III, engagement is a form of teaching and research that involves 
external audiences and societal goals. In model IV, engagement forms a subset of three university missions (teaching, 
research, service) that indicates their connectedness to external audiences and societal goals. In model V, engagement is 
an integrated “third mission” functionally overlapping with other two missions of teaching and research. In model VI, 
engagement is an attribute of any activity across three overlapping missions of teaching, research and service that 
indicates involvement of external audiences and societal goals. Finally, model VII marks full and comprehensive 
embeddedness of the university in society. In this case engagement is every activity in the continuum of scholarship that 
connects the university to the society in pursuit of societal goals. 

SIGNIFICANCE. A framework that integrates these seven models can be used as a communication tool for developing 
common understanding of university social engagement between faculty and administration on the basis of institutional 
history, context and aspirations. It can also be applied as a diagnostic tool for identifying cases of misalignment of 
university policies, processes and organizational structures with the chosen model of social engagement embedded in 
the university strategic documents or mission statements. For example, it is often the case that societal engagement is 
still integrated in the language and definitions used in tenure and promotion policies or faculty activity reports according 
to models I or II (i.e., as a minor or secondary faculty activity), even if the university officially declares its intention to 
become more socially embedded and responsible, which corresponds to models V-VII. In such case there is a clear gap 
between declared university or faculty goals and actual university and faculty policies and practices. For these goals to 
become attainable, the university must close this gap by aligning the policy language, structure and implementation 
practice with societal engagement models used in strategic documents and mission statements.  

More broadly, the framework explains why none of the research universities in the United States are truly successful in 
becoming socially engaged at the level of model VII or even VI in their operation. In their perception of societal 
engagement, university is the principal actor that somehow interacts with “external” society often described as 
homogeneous “communities” that are targeted by the university as the place of direct application of university 
knowledge and expertise. There is a distinct lack of the societal voice and authority in the university goal-setting. Thus, 
empowering society in the university decision making may be the best strategy to accomplish its social engagement 
mission.  
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Session 4E: Universities & Innovation I 

Haneul Choi and Donald Siegel 

Assessing the Role of Championing Leadership in Enhancing Academic Entrepreneurship: Evidence 
from U.S. Research Universities 

Session 4E 

Entrepreneurship has become an important part of the mission of research university (Link, Siegel, and Wright, 2015), 
including patenting, licensing, and startup creation. All research universities have establishing technology transfer offices 
TTOs (Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008), as well as numerous programs and initiatives to promote entrepreneurship and the 
commercialization of university research (Siegel and Wright, 2015), demonstrating that the norm of academic 
entrepreneurship has been fully diffused. University technology transfer activities are now considered legitimate and 
taken for granted (Colyvas & Powell, 2006). However, there are huge variations in actual university tech transfer 
activities. Against this backdrop, researchers have asked the following questions: Why are the widespread adoption of 
TTOs and encouragement of university tech transfer activities not producing the expected outcomes? Why is there 
variation in technology transfer outcomes among the universities? 

      Research suggests that institutional or macro-level explanations obscure the internal diversity of the university work 
settings and agency of the actors (Tuunainen, 2005) during the complex organizational change which permits the co-
existence of conflicting institutional logics of academe and market (Lam, 2010). Given that institutional/macro variables 
only provide partial insight into academic entrepreneurship (Siegel, Waldman, & Link, 2003), more attention should be 
given to organization and individual factors. 

      This study adopts a “micro-level” perspective on academic entrepreneurship, focusing on psychological and 
organizational factors that may affect this activity.  Given that a successful university tech transfer is ultimately up to the 
active involvement of individual academic scientists, micro perspective can provide a better insight into academic 
entrepreneurship (Balven, Fenters, Siegel, & Waldman, 2018). Balven et al., (2018) propose three types of micro factors 
within academic entrepreneurship: 1) self-contained micro-processes that incorporate cognitive or affective 
phenomena; 2) relational factor focused on interaction with other individuals (i.e., department chair, colleagues, etc.); 
and 3) interaction between individuals and organization level factors (i.e., university tech transfer policies, organizational 
culture).  

      Among three types of micro processes, we take the second and the third perspective of micro-processes focusing on 
leadership roles in reducing barriers to academic entrepreneurship. Specifically, this study examines whether the 
championing leadership mitigates the negative impact of 1) lower organization level receptiveness to academic 
entrepreneurship; and 2) lack of information - scientist's weak understanding and knowledge of how to initiate 
technology transfer processes.  

      We theorize and hypothesize the links between organizational constraints to academic entrepreneurship, the role of 
championing leadership and technology transfer intention of university scientists. We specifically pay attention to and 
draw upon championing leadership literature that depicts innovation champions as risk-absorbers and informational 
bridge, hypothesizing the following: H1) Higher receptiveness to academic entrepreneurship will be positively associated 
with a scientist's intention to engage in technology transfer in the future; H2) Informational barriers to academic 
entrepreneurship will be negatively associated with a scientist's intention to engage in technology transfer in the future; 
H3) championing leaders will moderate the negative association between lower receptiveness to academic 
entrepreneurship and academic scientists' intention to engage in technology transfer in the future; and H4) championing 
leaders will moderate the negative association between informational barrier and academic scientists' intention to 
engage in technology transfer in the future.  

      We test our hypotheses using longitudinal data from 391 academic scientists and engineers at 25 major U.S. research 
universities. Our econometric results indicate that championing leadership can have a positive influence of the 
propensity of scientists to engage in academic entrepreneurship.  We find no evidence of an association between lack of 
receptiveness to academic entrepreneurship and technology transfer intention of university scientists. However, we find 
that informational barrier (i.e., confusion regarding commercialization process, lack of knowledge whether and how TTO 
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can help them engage in academic entrepreneurship) is a strong factor that undermines academic scientist's intention to 
engage in technology transfer activities in the future.  

      We find no evidence of any direct role of championing leadership. However, we find that championing leadership 
mitigates the negative relationship between the informational barrier and future technology transfer intention. The 
finding, in general, suggests that academic entrepreneurship is well received, at least in our study sample, and may no 
longer be a huge barrier for potential academic entrepreneurs. However, informational barriers such as scientists' 
confusion regarding the technology transfer process and their lack of awareness of TTO's role, may still be a huge barrier 
to academic entrepreneurship. There could be many ways to help potential academic entrepreneurship, and this study 
suggests the role of championing leadership as an alternative to foster academic entrepreneurship.  

      We seek to make contributions to literature, practice, and policy. First, we seek to add to the leadership literature by 
investigating championing in the unique context of academic entrepreneurship where there are possible conflicts of 
interests between the traditional role of faculties (teaching and producing public knowledge) and commercialization 
activities. Second, this study adds to academic entrepreneurship literature by investigating the micro-processes of 
university technology transfer which has received relatively less attention from researchers in the field of academic 
entrepreneurship. Third, this study gives insight to policymakers regarding how to facilitate academic entrepreneurship 
and help potential academic entrepreneurs.  

Paula Sorrell and Sarah Crane 

Maximizing Technology Commercialization of Federal Research Investments through the Best Practices 
at Innovation and Economic Prosperity Universities 

Session 4E 

Background: Research universities and Federal Research Labs (FRL) are the cornerstone of American innovation. The 
country’s national competitiveness depends on these institutions to increasingly perform, translating research into the 
innovative products the country needs. However, technology commercialization is a nonlinear process and difficult to 
achieve efficiencies and address gaps. To address this, it is necessary to understand best practices for high-performing 
universities. When best practices are documented and understood, it results in more information shared, gaps filled, 
commercialization sped up, more companies formed, and research more rapidly benefiting society. In addition to 
helping solve the nation’s technical challenges, universities are relied upon by their regions for economic health and 
market diversification. 

Rationale: This study investigates the best practices of 59 Innovation & Economic Prosperity (IEP) designated universities 
in technology commercialization. The IEP university designation was created in 2013 by the Commission on Innovation, 
Competitiveness & Economic Prosperity (CICEP) at the Association of Public and Land Grant Universities (APLU). IEP 
universities are uniquely positioned to excel in technology commercialization with their institutional emphasis on 
innovation and economic development activities. Among a sample of 110 public doctoral universities in the U.S. with 
detailed technology commercialization output data(1) available between 2012 and 2016, those with the IEP designation 
produced a significantly higher mean volume of new disclosures, new patents, startups initiated, and exclusive licenses 
and options. This demonstrates the unique qualities of this study group with its intentional focus on economic 
development and innovation. 

Overall, whether they are located in a federal lab or a research university, researchers are driven by solving the country’s 
and world’s problems. IEP university successes in translating research can be built upon, expanded, and utilized by 
federal research laboratories and other universities interested in expanding their lab to market activities. 

Methods: A mixed method analysis was adopted to determine best practices. Qualitative data informed thematic 
groupings of the best practices, while quantitative data survey informed the validity of the finding. 

The study utilized original data collected from interviews and survey as well as secondary data. This study’s participants 
were chosen based on their ability to speak to the most effective practices in the U.S. for bringing new technologies to 
market. The study collected and analyzed primary, original data from 261 participants involved in a variety of cross-
sector clusters and collaborations: 51 interviews with IEP university faculty researchers, ten interviews with affiliates of 
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the federal research laboratories, and 200 surveys with IEP survey panel members, with an average of three 
respondents per IEP university. 

The study team conducted semi-structured interviews lasting between thirty and sixty minutes. These interviews were 
professionally transcribed. Researchers read and qualitatively coded each transcript to identify common themes and 
characteristics of the lab-to-market process to identify best practices. 

For secondary data analysis, complete and comparable data was available for 48 universities. Most often exclusions 
were based on lack of data for a specific campus. The IEP designation is campus-specific, and some universities only 
report system-wide data to AUTM. AUTM data from 2012-2016 was averaged over the five-year period for comparison 
to other public doctoral universities as well as to other IEP universities. In comparing IEP universities to each other, a 
notable concentration of output volume from the AUTM data was noted in the top 35 percent (n=17) of the universities. 
This group is labeled “High Producers Group” throughout the report. 

Results: Through a mixed methods study, four areas of best practices emerged: culture, champions, incentives and 
collaboration. Universities with a strong cultural emphasis on lab-to-market promote its value both internally to the 
university, as well as externally to the surrounding community. Strong technology ecosystems are dependent upon 
champions - experienced professionals assisting in the maturation of a technology through expert guidance and 
mentorship. Incentives are vital to motivate and reward new ideas, while resources provide the necessary environment 
for continued growth. Finally, key collaborations are necessary throughout the process to foster ideas and to access 
resources throughout the ecosystem. 

Significance: This study provides foundational research for how universities effectively move innovations from the lab to 
the market and benefit society. Universities face increased demands for innovations that can serve the public good 
through commercialization or other access. These best practices form a foundation that can guide, grow, and evolve as 
IEP universities experiment and implement lab-to-market ideas. It is expected that this study will encourage more 
faculty researchers, university staff, and investors to lend their perspectives and ideas. 

Endnote (1) Measures of technology commercialization volume were determined based on data from the Association of 
University Technology Managers (AUTM) Statistics Access for Technology Transfer (STATT) Database, which compiles the 
results from a survey of university technology transfer offices. 

Maria Del Pilar M Perez-Hernandez and Emilio Noriega 

The challenge of the generation of university spin off companies in Mexico 

Session 4E 

In the knowledge society, universities play a role as the engine of knowledge because they are generators of knowledge 
and increasingly they are part of the market. The evolution of the work of the university has incorporated the 
entrepreneurial approach; it is common to find initiatives that stimulate the transfer of technology, the creation of new 
firms and the interaction with the environment. This situation has forced the Universities to establish mechanisms and 
strategies that allow them to use their resources and capacities for the development of their research and extension 
functions and obtain economic benefits. The creation of firms spin-off from the university level has reached great 
relevance among the instruments of technology transfer from the university to society, compared to others such as 
research contracts or patents. 

Some of the reasons that have awakened the interest is because they tend to be located near where technology arises 
and facilitate the growth of the local economy, promote changes in the university, incorporate of graduates to spin-off, 
perform a better valuation of results of research and can generate income that benefits the founders and the university. 
The creation of spin-off university companies empowers business networks by encouraging the use of advanced 
technologies, encouraging the establishment of cooperation networks between the company and other agents. This 
activity has a drag effect as a whole because, through different mechanisms such as imitation, it incorporates good 
practices associated with the management of technology and other areas of the company. 

In this context, the university has had to find more direct ways of bringing its academic knowledge closer to the market, 
which constitutes a radical change for the universities in their functions, insofar as they have been induced to play an 
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active role in the scene economic As a consequence, in recent years, the knowledge transfer mechanisms used by 
universities have evolved. 

The use of programs for the creation of spin-off in the university sphere has been extended, the investigations in this 
regard have an important role since the main weaknesses of spin-off companies can be known in the moments after 
their foundation and that help to prop up growing as a company. Although the entrepreneurial university opens new 
opportunities for social progress through a rapid and effective commercial application of scientific knowledge, it also 
poses hidden costs, which is why it is interesting to advance in the knowledge of the direct involvement of the university 
in the entrepreneurial activity, not all university spin-off companies manage to leave the scope of protection of the 
university and have a successful autonomous performance, this limits the expectation of job creation and economic 
development deposited in the creation of this type of companies, and has led to the realization of various studies that 
try to deepen the understanding of the phenomenon of the creation of spin-off. 

In Mexico, the influence of the successes obtained in other regions created the conditions for the emergence of 
different initiatives, where two phases can be identified: in the first, in the nineties there were some initiatives of 
university-company linkage and the emergence of some business incubators, where the efforts were isolated and led by 
the universities. 

In the second phase, starting in 2001, public policies designed to promote technology transfer and innovation based on a 
systemic approach began to be designed. Systemic strategies were created to support innovative companies through 
different mechanisms, such as the network of Business Accelerators, entrepreneur programs, seed capital, the National 
System of Incubators, clusters, technology parks, and Technology Transfer Offices, etc. In this phase, the creation and 
promotion of innovative activity become a fundamental axis of the public policy strategy of Science, Technology, and 
Innovation, in particular, to mention an incipient seed and angel capital industry to promote the creation of Technology-
Based Companies. , as well as the incorporation of entrepreneurship issues and financing of Technology-Based 
Companies in the Science, Technology and Innovation policy agenda in the country. 

The incorporation of innovation as part of public policy faced barriers associated with regulations by the various figures 
that legally have the actors of the innovation system. Until 2015 that the legal barriers are eliminated, but its 
implementation within the universities has been very diverse. The objective of the research is to explore what factors 
are determinants in the transfer of knowledge within the university spin-off and understand the dynamics present from 
the perspective of university managers. The methodology followed is a descriptive-analytical method, where the 
literature is reviewed and entrepreneurs are interviewed with spin-off companies and university managers who 
contributed to its creation. 

However, the ability to transfer technology and innovation is still weak and largely the result of weak institutional 
capacities of universities, although there are entrepreneurs and creative proposals, not considering the 
commercialization of technology as a substantive activity in the substantive task of the academy, the few entrepreneurs 
who emerge who face an unfavorable context to consolidate their project. Although some authors mention that, an 
important barrier to entrepreneurship from the academy is the existence of the conflict of interest as an inhibitor of 
technology transfer and entrepreneurship to generate technology-based companies. The certain thing is that it is had in 
perspective that the changes emanated of the reforms to the Law of Science and Technology in 2015, the universities, 
allow surpassing these obstacles. 

It is relevant to mention that the legislative change of 2015 seeks to catalyze the necessary institutional and operational 
adjustments for the promotion of technology transfer, by encouraging the establishment and management instances for 
technology transfer and linking in all the institutions that carry out scientific activities, and innovation, as well as 
eliminating the legal impediment that public sector researchers had to participate in activities related to the private 
sector, and equip them with the power to form strategic partnerships, technological alliances, consortia, linking and 
transfer units of knowledge, Technology-based Companies and regional innovation networks; as well as companies spin 
off and participate as partners in the different modes of technology transfer, among other figures 

In addition to the reforms of the Law on Science and Technology, it is established that universities and entities must 
issue and make public their regulations within a period not exceeding six months, counted from the publication of the 
aforementioned decree. During this investigation, it was observed that the approval of the guidelines, regulations or any 
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figure that regulates the creation of spin off companies within the universities has not had great repercussion even in 
the period stipulated by the Law of Science and Technology for the emission of the particular regulations or later. 

Among the results, we can mention that the organization management and the institutional framework within the 
universities are key because it becomes the first ecosystem that facilitates or inhibits the growth of entrepreneurial 
projects (infrastructure, support in the early stages of business development), as it matures, it gives way to prominence. 
From the empirical evidence in Mexico, it stands out that the spin off that currently exist are based on personal 
initiative, because the universities from which they emerged do not have promotion programs for the creation of spin-
offs. 

Jan Youtie, Seokkyun Woo and Seokbeom Kwon 

The Impact of I-Corps on Academic Entrepreneurship 

Session 4E 

University commercialization support initiatives have evolved since the Bayh-Dole Act (Wright and Siegel, 2015). 
Approaches after the Bayh-Dole Act emphasized technology transfer offices and tended to be more centralized, 
intellectual property-oriented, and revenue seeking (Breznitz, 2011). Studies of these traditional technology transfer 
support programs have not been found to be significantly associated with positive commercialization outcomes such as 
new venture capital, companies, or jobs (Grimaldi et al., 2011). Methodological factors are an issue in these studies. 
There are few quantitative studies that are able to find comparison groups that can account for the effects of 
confounding variables such as the quality of the service, characteristics of the university and location, or attributes of 
the scientist. Individual-level characteristics also are not well captured. Another issue with these studies is that the 
commercialization support landscape has evolved toward accelerators and entrepreneurship training programs that 
tend to be more decentralized, emphasizing entrepreneurship capacity development (Clarysse et al., 2015).   

This research will address these gaps by comparing the outcome of individual projects that received support through the 
US I-Corps program.  I-Corps is a program that originated in the National Science Foundation (NSF) in 2011 to provide 
training in evidence-based entrepreneurship methodologies to accelerate commercialization research of its principal 
investigators (Youtie and Shapira 2017). The I-Corps training is based on an initial three-day bootcamp attended by 
teams of NSF principal investigators, entrepreneurial leads (usually graduate students or postdocs), and experienced 
mentors. The bootcamp provides intensive training in the use of the business canvas model (Osterwalder and Pigneur 
2010) and customer discovery and strategic pivoting techniques (Ries 2011, Blank, 2013). The teams are encouraged to 
leave the laboratory, investigate the resonance of their application with roughly 100 potential customers and partners, 
and make changes based on the responses received. I-Corps includes six weeks of follow-up to the bootcamp to check 
on the customer discovery efforts and a final read-out in which the investigator-centered team decides whether or not 
to pursue commercialization.  

I Corps training is provided through a network of nodes geographically distributed throughout the US. Georgia Tech’s I-
Corps South Node was established in 2012 through the university’s VentureLab unit as one of the first three sources for 
the evidence-based entrepreneurship curriculum. VentureLab is a Georgia Tech program established in 2001 to assist 
faculty members through the commercialization process (Youtie and Shapira 2008).  

Now that I-Corps has been operating for several years, it is reasonable to ask about its impacts. The trouble with existing 
efforts evaluate I-Corps is that results are found in descriptive annual reports published by VentureWell, the data 
collection and content dissemination arm of the program (Venturewell, 2018). Not only do the outcomes reported lack a 
comparison group, but they also do not take into consideration differences in local commercialization ecosystems 
(Clarysse et al., 2011). 

This paper compares two entrepreneurship support efforts to accelerate academic entrepreneurship of Georgia Tech 
faculty projects: I-Corps services delivered through VentureLab (VentureLab+I-Corps); and similar services through 
VentureLab but outside of I-Corps (VentureLab-only). There are 70 VentureLab+I-Corps projects and 200 VentureLab-
only projects. The comparison assesses the likelihood of commercialization outcomes such as attraction of substantial 
financial capital, new company formation, or jobs. The independent variable of interest is whether or not the project 
involves VentureLab+ I-Corps or VentureLab-only. This independent variable in essence represents whether there is 
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something particular about the approach that I-Corps uses over and above the basic evidence-based methodology which 
has been widely disseminated through entrepreneurship education practices oriented around the use of the business 
canvas model and lean customer discovery methodologies.  A significant consideration is the ability to identify factors 
that encourage investigators to select into the VentureLab+I-Corps versus the VentureLab-only service. A selection 
equation first presents significant variables that distinguish the two service groups. A second stage analysis presents 
outcome variables—financial capital, new company formation, jobs—as a function of the main independent variable of 
interest, and control variables for year of service, discipline, and characteristics of the investigator.   

Information on these variables is obtained from the program’s customer relationship management system, which is 
based on VentureLab reporting; Crunchbase (investments); secretary of state incorporations for Georgia, Florida, 
Delaware, and California; Small Business Innovation Research; Georgia Research Alliance commercialization awards and 
jobs survey data (a state research capacity-building program at select Georgia research-intensive universities); and US 
Patent and Trade Office.  The expected direction of the association is unclear. On the one hand, I-Corps is a structured 
national program that situates the Georgia teams in a peer network and operates with a defined outcome over a 
specified period of time. These characteristics could lead to more benefits associated with the I-Corp+VentureLab 
service. On the other hand, the VentureLab-only service uses comparable personnel and support approaches and does 
not have the specified time frame of the I-Corps program, which could enable benefits that require longer periods to 
come to fruition. 
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Session 4F: Public Investments in Innovation: National Contexts 

Antonio José Junqueira Botelho and Shuichiro Kuwajima 

Innovation Trajectories and Transitions to a Knowledge Society in Brazil and Japan: Institutional 
Challenges and Structural Barriers 

Session 4F 

Brazil and Japan may seem an unlikely pair of countries to compare in a study of policies towards transition to a 
knowledge society, even more so nowadays. Nevertheless, this paper argues that although departing from quite 
different levels of social and economic development and possessing contrasting industrial structures – a competitive, 
albeit declining, technology based export-driven industrial production Japan and a natural resource driven export and 
services and internal market focused declining manufacturing Brazil - and institutional complementarities in a varieties 
of capitalism perspective, they face disjunctions  of institutional complementarities  and structural challenges and to the 
role of the academic sector in pursuing innovation, particularly in creation of startups and establishing a new open 
innovation collaboration mode with enterprises, the paper’s focus.  

Four structural components are analyzed: technological entrepreneurship, university-based technology startups (and 
technology licensing), international talent attraction and university internationalization and development of venture 
capital, particularly early-stage. 

First, opportunity entrepreneurship, particularly technology-based, are still awfully underdeveloped in both countries 
mainly because of resilient structural economic obstacles and institutional academic barriers in the form of a basic 
research bias.   

Second, the strength of academic legitimacy in the university and research sector, a longstanding feature of Japan and a 
relatively recent one in Brazil, has been a key hindrance to the emergence and growth of technology-based startups in 
both countries, which have at different times have put forwards different policies with contrasting scope and content to 
tackle the problem 

Third, Japan and Brazil for quite different reasons have major difficulties in attracting talent and their respective 
university systems have fallen behind in internationalization, despite strong recent policy efforts in the former and the 
very recent policy to tackle it in the latter.  

Fourth, the venture capital industry is quite underdeveloped in both countries both in terms of scale, scope and depth, 
particularly in the latter where early stage venture capital supply is inadequate and lacking. 

This paper suggests the discussion of results obtained from the analysis of these paired components will shed light on 
the hidden barriers and tacit vectors innovation trajectory in each country and when reflected through the lenses of the 
contrasting institutional arrangements in the theoretical perspective of the varieties of capitalism models and 
complementarities. can shed significant light on the complex interaction of these components in shaping innovation 
policy in their transition to a knowledge society. 

K J Joseph and Kiran Kakarlapudi 

Innovation-Productivity Paradox in India’s manufacturing sector - An analysis using innovation system 
perspective 

Session 4F 

Abstract 

This article is motivated by an apparent innovation productivity paradox in India wherein there has been a remarkable 
increase in the contribution of Total Factor Productivity Growth (TFPG) to output growth without a concomitant change 
in the factors that are commonly considered as instrumental in technological change. The recent empirical evidence 
from India tends to suggest that the higher output growth in India, even surpassing China  (IMF 2017) , has been 
contributed significantly by Total Factor Productivity Growth (TFPG), an often used measure of technological progress 
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and innovation (Krishna et al 2017).  A comparative analysis of China and India (Wu et al, 2017) argued that though 
China’s value added growth was 50 per cent higher than India during 1981-2011, the TFP growth in China was nearly 25 
per cent slower than India (0.83% and 1.13% per annum respectively). Surprisingly enough, the higher TFP growth in 
India has not been associated either with internal R&D that draws on firms accumulated knowledge or imitation of the 
innovation of other firms which are often considered as source of innovation by scholars (Lewin and Massini 2003; 
Massini etal 2003; Nelson. 1993; Basant and Fikkert 1996 among others). The present R&D intensity in India (0.8%) is 
much low as compared to developed countries or even China (2.1%).  Similarly, the number of patent applications in 
China in 2016 stood at 1.3 million as compared to only 46904 in India for the year 2015-16. According to the Enterprise 
survey of the World Bank (2012), while 18% of the Chinese firms reported technology licensing from foreign companies, 
the reported percentage in India was only about half of China (9.4% in India).  Hence the crucial issue is how to account 
for the remarkable performance in TFG that appears to be an apparent paradox in the observed technology-productivity 
relationship in India. 

.The literature on technological capability in developing countries have conceptualized technological change as an 
outcome of three important sources; involving technology import from developed countries, own R&D effort, mostly 
adaptive, and technology spillovers arising mainly from FDI and trade (Katz, 1987; Bell, 1984 2006;  Kim 1987, 1997; 
Dahlman et al 1987; Fransman and King 1984; Lall 1992; Kim and Nelson 2000, Rijesh, 2015;  Parameswaran, 2009; 
Goldberg et al. 2010; Topalova and Khandelwal, 2011; Siddharthan and Lal, 2004; Marin and Sasidharan, 2010; among 
others). . However, the studies have also noted that the bearing these factors do vary across industries/firms and is also 
governed by the form in which R&D and technology import takes place along with the nature of FDI. Here it needs to be 
noted that focus has been on technology whereas there is reason to believe that firm level productivity cannot be 
attributed entirely to innovations in the sphere of technology alone. Thus viewed, the apparent paradox calls for a 
broader perspective on innovation in a context wherein countries across the developing world, including India, the focus 
of policy is being shifted from science to technology and to innovation (STIP 2013). We approach this this problem using 
the lens of learning economy, which is at the core of innovation system perspective. From the very beginning innovation 
system perspective delineated two modes of interactive learning. The first one, often referred to as STI (Science 
Technology and Innovation) mode of learning (Lundvall 2007; Jenson et al 2007; Lunvall 2017) emanates from science 
and R&D efforts that leads to codified and scientific knowledge which Asheim and Coenen (2005) refers to as analytic 
knowledge. Such R&D efforts may be undertaken through in-house R&D units established by the firms – both local and 
foreign - , public research laboratories, universities and through their collaborative efforts. The second mode of learning 
discussed in the literature refers to Doing Using and Interacting (DUI) mode. This is based on the premise that not all the 
important inputs into the process of learning and innovation emanate from science and R&D efforts . In the real world, 
much of the learning is experience-based that takes place in connection with routine activities in production, 
distribution and consumption and produces important inputs to the process of innovation (Lundvall 1992 p 9). Asheim 
and Coenen (2005) argued that such learning activities leads to synthetic knowledge in contrast to the scientific 
knowledge disused above.  

Using innovation system perspective, this paper analyses the relative role of scientific learning (STI mode) and 
experience based learning (DUI) in determining Total Factor Productivity (TFP). In order to capture STI mode of learning, 
we use four indicators of interaction representing intra-country interactions such as own R&D, purchase of technology 
from domestic sources, training workers and inter-country interactions like purchase of technology licenses from players 
outside the country. Similarly DUI is captured through, participation in Global Value Chains (GVC), import of capital 
goods, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI). The empirical strategy follows a 
two stage process. First, making use of the firm-level panel data from the Indian manufacturing sector during 2001–2002 
to 2016–2017, TFP is estimated using semi-parametric method of Levinsohn–Petrin that accounts for the endogeneity 
bias in productivity estimation. In the second stage, we regress the estimated TFP scores on host of STI and DUI 
indicators. Since the focus of this paper is to analyse the impact of firm’s learning capabilities on TFP, the major concern 
in the analysis is to address the problem of endogeneity. The unobserved firm characteristics may affect both TFP and 
some of our regressors like R&D, technology purchases, participation in GVC, leading to spurious correlation between 
the two. Endogeneity and biased results may also arise when unobservable time-invariant firm effects are correlated 
with regressors in the empirical model.  In order address the issue of endogeinity, this paper employs the dynamic panel 
data model based on the system GMM method initiated by Arellano and Bover (1995) and fully developed by Blundell 
and Bond (1998). Our results indicate the intra-country interactions within STI mode as represented by R&D, technology 
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purchases and staff training are emerged as important factors in determining productivity. Among the interactions 
within DUI mode, inter-country interactions (GVC, OFDI and FDI) play an important role in determining firm’s 
productivity. Using the innovation system perspective, this study offers few additional insights. We found that domestic 
technology purchases, staff training and GVC along with overall institutional architecture (measured in terms of trade 
orientation, labour market regulations and product market regulations) play a significant role in productivity. 

Tõnis Tänav 

Evaluating the policy mix to support innovativeness in firms: evidence from Estonian firms 

Session 4F 

Introduction  

This paper aims to estimate the relationship between innovativeness and public-sector support for different innovation 
types at the firm level. Current research on the efficacy of direct public sector support lacks in detail, variation between 
supported activities is not recognized in quantitative studies. Mainly because micro-level data about public sector 
support as an input is not detailed in innovation surveys. Specific surveys about public support as input are either with 
very small samples within a single scheme or without innovation output data. This paper combines two different data 
sources to account for the diversity of subsidies and innovation outputs. 

A grouping of public sector support based on activities is presented to distinguish between possible inputs for innovative 
activities.  

Possible types of interactions can be between targeted actors and activities across policy, time or geographic spaces. 
These interactions can also lead to conflicts between policy rationales, goals or implementation approaches.  

Innovativeness is measured as an output of technological innovations divided into eight categories, e.g. new products, 
processes, services etc. 

Data is Community Innovation Survey (CIS) covering eight years matched with an external database of all public support 
given to Estonian beneficiaries. External data about public sector support has been collected from relevant agencies  

The full dataset used in the analysis covers Estonian firms between 2006 and 2012 that are included in the CIS. Total of 
3204 unique firms with a total of 7408 observations. This is an unbalanced dataset, where firms are observed over time 
with gaps. 

Random effects logit model suggests that there is a significant correlation between types of subsidies beneficiaries 
receive and different innovation categories.   

Literature review 

National innovation system view emphasises relevant institutions who have influence over innovative activities within 
the economy. These institutions are wide ranging: firms, industry, competitors, education system, legal framework, 
financial system, R&D infrastructure, standards and norms. National innovation system framework has been successful 
as a tool to discuss interlinking aspects and influences to innovation with policy-makers.  

Innovation policy has become wider in the last decades. The second and third wave of innovation policy includes more 
actors and their relations. This also includes more rationales for intervention, whether it is direct to the firm or aimed at 
other institutions in the national innovation system.  

Innovation policy is wider than instruments developed directly to affect firms. These can be regulations, economic 
transfers, networking instruments, awareness campaigns, education, consumer protection, to name a few. 

In this paper, I concentrate on instruments which are directly aimed at firms, meaning they can be classified as monetary 
aid. Even if instruments are in-kind aid, these are often calculated in monetary terms due to EU State Aid rules. 
Instruments which are indirectly aimed at improving the performance of firms via improving national innovation systems 
are out of scope. 

Data & Method 
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Data about innovativeness comes Community Innovation Survey (CIS) carried out by Statistics Estonia. CIS is carried out 
bi-annually, and four waves are used in this analysis, covering years between 2004 and 2012. Every wave surveys a 
representative sample of firms about their innovative activities, inputs and outputs.  

Altogether, 7408 observations from 3204 unique firms are included in the analysis.  

Data about direct business support instruments comes from all relevant public agencies on the local and national level in 
Estonia between 2001 and 2016. Two main public agencies dealing with public support supplied their full registers. Also, 
EU Structural Funds register and Estonian State Aid register was culled for analysis. 

The model is specified as a GLMM with random intercepts. 

GLMM specifies fixed effects for controls, such as time and industry. Random intercepts are estimated for every firm. 

Classification of direct business support 

Based on empirical observations from Estonia, direct business support is categorised into classes which highlight the 
activities support with instruments. Direct business support belongs mainly under STI policies, but also can appear in 
environmental, regional, social, transport policies among others. Therefore, we observe two findings. Firstly, the 
possible scope of supported activities, rationale and policy domains involved. Secondly, the range of policy mix in which 
firms have to operate.  

I distinguish twelve distinct groups of public support based on activities supported. These are collaboration programmes; 
consulting; training & skills development; marketing & export promotion; innovation and R&D support; investments 
support; mixed support; labour support; financial guarantees; and direct subsidies. 

Results 

The average use of simultaneous policy instruments has between 2004 and 2012, two or three simultaneous policy 
instruments are not rare. The possibility of interacting effects when analysing policy instruments is relatively high. 

Estimates for technological innovations suggest that investment, innovation and R&D, marketing and export promotion, 
and training and skills development instruments are positively linked with technological innovation outputs. Consulting, 
financial guarantees and mixed support are not.  

Within product innovations, and its subgroups, new products and new services, some aspects are highlighted. For 
example, investments, training and skill development, and marketing instruments are positively related to product 
innovations but not with new services. Suggesting that firms whose innovative activities are mainly related to the 
creation or improvement of services are not more likely to be beneficiaries in these instruments.  

In most cases positive and significant relationships are logical, suggesting that firms who participate in certain 
instruments are also innovative in similar outputs. Some instruments, such as consulting, labour support and financial 
guarantees are not related to any type of innovation outputs at all. These instruments are either not supporting any 
innovative activities, such as labour support, or not-innovative firms self-select into these instruments. 

Process innovations, and its subgroups, new processes, new distribution systems, new support systems, show similar 
results. Firms are not uniformly related to policy instrument types.  

Innovation and R&D instruments are not related to any type of process innovations at all. This suggests that firms who 
participate in these types of instruments are more focused on developing novel products or services only.  

Investment instruments are positively related to new processes and new support systems, but not with new distribution 
systems. Investments are mostly the acquisition of new machinery and equipment, which should yield process 
innovations almost always.  

Conclusion 

The instrument mix can have overlapping effects; interaction effects should be accounted for in empirical studies. Many 
firms participate in two or more different types of public sector support instruments simultaneously. 

Most modelling of innovative activities relies only on a binary value for all categories of public sector support. The model 
specified here shows that these instruments mainly work as intended, or at least are correlated highly with activities 
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they should support. The effects are mixed, and sometimes contradictory. When we analyse this variance, it makes 
sense that investments in machinery aid in developing new processes. However, R&D instruments are not related to 
new processes. This variation is not available is most datasets and can lead to underestimation, or worse, wrong 
conclusions about the efficacy of public sector subsidies.  

Results suggest that public sector support given to firms should include more variation in empirical studies to account 
for different effects which may not appear in homogenized datasets. 

A Ruhan, Rongzhu Liu and Xiao Xuan Li 

Implementation Evaluation for the Policy reform of Scientific Research Project Management —A case 
study from China 

Session 4F 

1.Background and Goals 

Technological innovation can promote the technology, promoting the productivity of the entire society. Therefore, the 
government has increased its investment in financial technology to provide a strong guarantee for technological 
innovation. In addition, in order to deepen the fund management reform of scientific research projects and solve the 
fragmentation of science and technology plans, five major scientific and technological plans (special projects, funds, etc.) 
have been integrated. However, some scientific research management departments and scientific research personnel of 
universities and institutes have reported that there are some problems in the way of using funds for scientific research 
projects, such as too detailed formulation, inability to modify and attaching more importance to things than to people, 
etc. 

In recent years, the Central Government of China has issued a whole set of policies to reform the configuration and 
management of scientific research fund, which proposed a series of measures of “relaxation + incentives” in terms of 
the proportion of funds, the scope of expenditure, and the setting of subjects. However, how about the effects of these 
policy implementations? Has the implementation meet the original intention of the reform? How do the researchers 
think about the reform policy? In order to answer these questions, implementation evaluation for the policy reform of 
research fund management is conduct, to identify the problems in policy implementation. Based on this evaluation, 
policy suggestions to further promote the allocation and management reform of scientific research funds will be 
proposed. 

2.Research Methods 

An evaluation model supported by literature review, data analysis, questionnaire and field interview is established, to 
conduct an implementation evaluation for the policy reform of research fund management. It is mainly carried out by 
holding symposiums and questionnaires among the relevant scientific research management departments, sampling 
interviews and questionnaires among the researchers, and consulting archives and materials of 10 universities or 
scientific research institutes. Following that, the results of the evaluation and problems in the policy implementation is 
proposed. Based on this evaluation, policy suggestions to further promote the allocation and management reform of 
scientific research funds are proposed. This study also provides a case study for the development of policy evaluation 
theories and methods. 

3.Conclusions 

Through qualitative analysis of interview data, archives data, funding data at the institutional level and more than 3000 
questionnaires collected by scientific researchers, the results are as follows: (1) The total investment in basic research 
gets less, and the proportion of basic research in the investment structure of financial science and technology is low; (2) 
The policy of canceling the proportion of labor costs and expert consultation fees in the direct budget of scientific 
research project failed to be effectively implemented;(3) The increase in the proportion of indirect expenses and the 
cancellation of proportional restrictions on performance expenditure was not implemented;(4) The use of fund and 
reimbursement is complicated;(5) The auditing of scientific research projects is frequent, and the inspection standards 
are not uniform. 
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Most Published Research Findings Maybe False, But Some Worth Doing: An Application to Public 
Health 

Session 5 

Most Published Research Findings Maybe False, But Some Worth Doing: An Application to Public Health 

1. Background 

Reproducibility and replicability are the two desired properties of correct scientific research (Leek & Peng, 2015). 
Previous studies about replications have shown that high-profile scientific findings cannot be reproduced with high-
power experiment design (OpenScienceCollaboration, 2015). A study by Ioannidis (Ioannidis, 2005) showed that simple 
assumptions about how science is conducted lead to the striking conclusion that most published studies are wrong. 
Research is not all about the likelihood of finding true effects. The extrinsic value of research is also an important topic 
for funding agencies, which they consider on top of such likelihoods (Piwowar, 2013). Also, researchers assess how their 
research extends beyond their labs, into the real world (Mansfield, 1991; Piccoli & Wagner, 2003). In this study, we 
propose the question: ”should we continue working on research if the chance of getting correct findings is low?" To 
answer this question, we model research as two categories of a decision problem (adapted from Bayesian decision 
theory) and examine our proposed question with a public health application.  

2. Methods 

In this section, we present details and an extension (a model of cost and benefit analysis) to the Ioannidis’s framework 
(Ioannidis, 2005). 

2.1 A mathematical model of the correctness of research 

Statistical tests in scientific research often rely on establishing significance test thresholds such as α (for Type I error — 
the rejection of a true null hypothesis) and β (for Type II error — failing to reject a false null hypothesis). However, the 
probability of a true relationship existing depends on the prior probability of a relationship to exist in the first place. 
Ioannidis defined R as the prior ratio between the number of true relationships and the number of false relationships 
(Ioannidis, 2005). Combining certain values of the prior R, α, and β, we can arrive at the surprising result that many 
studies are more likely to be false than not. We now introduce the notation to show exactly why this occurs. The pre-
study probability of a true relationship is P(TRT) as R, and the probability that researchers obtain a positive finding given 
a true relationship is P(RFP|TRT). 

There are two other factors — bias and multiple independent tests, which change the value of PPV (Ioannidis, 2005). 
Bias in research design, denoted by µ, can reduce the veracity of published research. Ioannidis defined it as "the 
proportion of probed analyses that would not have been ’research findings,’ but end up presented and reported as 
such.” After bias (u) is involved, PPV with bias is 

 PPVµ = (Rµβ + R(1 − β))/(R + α − Rβ + µ − µα + Rµβ) (1) 

Now, we can consider the number of individual studies on the same research question. Let us assume that the number 
of independent studies with equal power is n and that at least of them finds a positive research finding. With this 
definition, PPV becomes: 

 PPV = (1 − βn)R/(R + 1 − (1 − α)n − βnR) (2) 

Given the above mathematical framework and if we don’t consider bias and multiple independent studies, we can know  
“A research finding is thus more likely true than false if (1 - β)R > α”  (Ioannidis, 2005). As most of the studies consider α 
is 0.05, then even if studies are using high power design (β is 0.2), then R is still a critical factor to consider. R should be 
greater than 0.0625 if there are more true research findings than false research findings. However, this Ratio R is 
unknown, and this left us the question of how to decide research with such uncertainty.  

2.2 Two-Category Gain Estimation with Bayesian Decision Theory 
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When we make decisions under uncertainty, scientists do not just consider probabilities alone. Scientists consider the 
expected value of one outcome from the decision as the multiplication of return and the probability of if people will 
have the outcome as they thought. Therefore, it is possible to answer the proposed research question as a decision-
making problem under uncertainty. Therefore, we apply Bayesian decision theory to answer this question.  Bayesian 
decision theory is one way to evaluate different classification decisions with probability and cost associated to them – 
then measure the expected value for each possible outcome (Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2012). Two-category gain estimation 
is a special adaption of Bayesian decision theory. In general, we define two states of nature w1 and w2 which denote 
two categories that we cannot observe. We have priors about them P(w1) and P(w2). Therefore we cannot make 
estimation only based on P(w1) and P(w2) because we have some observations as data. We denote the observation with 
a feature x associated with the two categories. Here, the feature x is the given research findings.  Therefore, with the 
feature x, we have two conditional probabilities P(w1 | x) and P(w2 | x), since we can find the conditional probabilities 
with the training data. Decision theory, then, defines actions that we can take. We will define two actions a1 and a2 
which denote the action of choosing category 1 and 2, respectively. The posterior estimation of the class is related to 
different gains. These gains are defined by λij and represent the gain of taking action ai if the category we would be true. 
Using Bayesian inference, we can estimate the expected gain of each action as follows 

 gain(a1|x) = λ11P(w1|x) + λ12P(w2|x) (3) 

 gain(a2|x) = λ21P(w1|x) + λ22P(w2|x) (4) 

By trade-off with the two gain functions (comparing the gain), we can find the optimal decision for the test data with the 
training data. 

3.  Results: An application to heart disease research 

We now examine how these statistical and cost-benefit analyses translate into heart disease research. We collected data 
from the National Institute of Health (NIH) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). According to these 
data, heart disease cost the U.S. around 200 billion dollars each year, including the cost of health services, medications, 
and missed productivity. 

Meanwhile, the NIH spends 1.37 billion dollars on heart disease research (CDC, 2017; NIH). We use these data to 
simulate our classification model to find the best trade-off point of R if we let whether the relationship is true to be wi 
and whether we do research to be ai in our proposed model. The best trade-off points of R in this simulation are 
0.000830 and 0.00637 for the simulation with the best research practice (small bias µ = 0.05 and high power and no 
other independent studies n = 0) and the worst research practice (lower power, and many independent studies, n = 10), 
respectively. These results indicate that even though published studies in the area are likely false, researchers should 
still work on heart disease research. 

Camila Apablaza and Valerie Thomas 

An evolutionary game theory approach to the role of government in technology transitions 

Session 5 

Background 

The deployment of new technologies appears to be an important part of the solution to deal with some of the grand 
societal challenges recognized by the UN Sustainable Development Goals such as climate action and sustainable cities 
and communities. The role of policy makers in pushing the development and deployment of these technologies is 
unclear. A new paradigm of science, technology and innovation policy making indicates that the design of interventions 
has to combine top-down and bottom-up approaches. This mission-oriented approach involves the participation of 
different sectors of society. In this context, it is important to understand the motivations behind the private and civil 
sector’s decisions and interactions. 

The transportation sector is one of the main contributors to greenhouse gases emissions. Alternative fuels (AF) and 
advancements in vehicle technologies could decrease transport emissions by 35-57% relative to 2010 levels (Howey, 
2012). This study uses an evolutionary game theory approach to model the network of stakeholders involved in the 
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process of adoption of alternative fuel vehicles for freight transportation. The objective is to understand the effect of 
different regulation alternatives taking into account the responses from the vehicle manufacturers, fuel providers, and 
consumers. 

Methods 

The use of evolutionary game theory to model the interactions between different sectors of society was proposed by 
(Encarnação et al., 2016). We consider three populations vehicle manufacturers, fuel providers, and consumers that are 
initially under a technology lock-in, preferring fossil fuel technologies for their operations. This model simulates random 
interactions between individuals in each one of the populations. Over time, each individual can decide to change its 
strategy based on two aspects. First, the probability of an individual opting for a new strategy is frequency dependent. 
This means that it is more likely that someone decides to implement a new technology if a higher fraction of that 
population Is using that technology. Second, the probability of an individual changing its strategy also increases when 
the payoff received by using the new technology is higher than the old one. This means that successful behaviors spread 
faster. When building the payoffs table, we consider that the public sector can choose to implement diverse incentives 
such as subsidies, providing refueling infrastructure or R&D support. Also, the model considers the possibility of the civil 
sector boycotting the private sector in case their strategies do not align.  

Preliminary results 

The first set of preliminary results indicate that, without policy intervention, it is not possible to escape the technology 
lock-in state. Therefore, the public sector has to move first and provide some incentives for the private and civil sector 
to adopt the new technology. Then, we implement a set of combinations of policy interventions and observe the 
fraction of each sector that decides to support alternative fuel vehicles over time. The results from the simulation 
indicate that diversified and targeted incentives increase the proportion of freight transportation firms adopting the new 
technology. Particularly, implementing a subsidy that targets these firms instead of equally distributing the subsidy 
between the three sectors achieves a more effective outcome.   

Next steps 

The next steps in this project involve two aspects. First, we create an indicator of efficiency for these policy 
combinations. We compare the cost of each of the scenarios to find the most efficient alternative to achieve the 
adoption of alternative fuel vehicles. Subsidies are compared with alternative policy instruments. Second, we generalize 
this approach to address the role of the public sector in other technology transitions such as the development and 
deployment of autonomous vehicles. 
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SCIENCE IN THE NATIONAL PARKS: DYNAMICS ASSOCIATED WITH US POLICY 

Session 5 

The US National Park System (NPS) is an important part of American natural, historical and cultural heritage. At the core 
of the NPS mission is to conserve protected areas, ecosystems and scenic landscapes across the country for present and 
future enjoyment. The NPS and other protected areas also provide many services to society - from educational and 
recreational spaces to the supply of drinking water, in addition to supporting regional tourism economies that attract 
more than 300 million visitors a year. In addition to these roles, the NPS are also the grounds for a diverse array of 
scientific activities that are directly impacted by dynamic US policy. In this work we evaluate how external political and 
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economic policy changes affect the direction and scope of science conducted in the NPS, which is relevant to the 
environmental and biological science, eco-tourism, resource management, parks planning and stewardship. 

Background 

Through the more than 100 years of history of NPS, US parks stewardship practices have evolved and many of them 
have been used as a model emulated by other countries (especially developing ones) for managing and protecting their 
own natural resources. The idea of centering around a crown jewel, e.g. Yosemite National Park, have been replicated in 
other countries, and entire national systems of protected areas have been drawn in the image of NPS. Thus, decisions 
made around NPS not only have implications in NPS but also could derive in the countries that constantly mimic the NPS 
[1].  

Although changes in practices or organizational structure of parks could be assumed as coherent improvements, some 
changes might produce the opposite effect. Indeed, recent controversies such as the PADDD (Protected areas 
downgrading, downsizing and degazettement) have pointed out how changes in the political status of protected areas 
could dramatically affect the ecological and social integrity of the protected area and its surrounding landscapes [2]. One 
of the most conspicuous political changes in NPS is the 1963 Leopold report, which reoriented the entire system towards 
a more scientific decision making process increasing the capabilities of the entire system; other policies such as the 
Endangered Species Act could constrain the abilities of NPS to face disrupting scenarios [3]. This is to say, policies that 
are in principle aligned with the mandates of the NPS can nevertheless have decohering impacts. 

Currently, one of the main assumptions in NPS managerial practices is the use of adaptive management in order to 
identify practices that are producing undesired effects and take actions to correct them. Science is essential for 
implementing and re-designing management plans in natural parks or other types of protected areas. In principal, 
scientists develop baselines, assess the impact of managerial strategies and provide most of the knowledge required in 
the decision making process. An important part of variation is the background and training of park scientists, which may 
have different sources such as universities, private and public. Cognitive, psychological and physical distance between 
scientist and decision makers represents another significant hurdle, one that has been shown to affect the knowledge 
transfer, acquisition and implementation into managerial plans [4]. Consequently, the ability of entities (parks, 
managers, scientists) to adapt their behaviors is a relevant topic worth exploring using data driven empirical methods.  

Against this background, we performed an extensive analysis of the collaborations between academics and NPS decision 
makers and practitioners. 

Methods 

In the half century since the Leopold report, scientists have been hired by NPS and played an important role in NPS 
managerial activities. These NPS scientists are bridges that facilitate knowledge flow between academia and parks, 
thereby facilitating the diffusion of scientific knowledge into and out of NPS domains. This particular configuration 
between academia and decision makers is an effective structure for ensuring the use of the best available science due to 
the shortness of cognitive and physical distance.  

With this in mind, we study the historical dynamics of scientific knowledge production in the NPS. We base this study 
upon research outputs published between 1990 and 2018 contained in the Web of Science (WOS). All together we 
gathered 36618 documents published worldwide, of which 17044 at least one author is affiliated to an US institution. 
We assessed the dynamics of number of publications, topic diversity and asymmetries in collaboration for different 
scales of aggregation (Global, USA, NPS).  

Results and discussion 

Our results assess the degree to which policy changes and other external factors affect scientific productivity and 
collaboration rates relating natural park science. First, we show that during organizational changes in the NPS the 
realized rate of scientific production was lower than the expected and after the restructuration the NPS productivity 
grown slower. Productivity associated with different US is variable and does not appear to be strongly correlated with 
political changes. Second, we find that budgetary factors are more strongly related to changes in the topical diversity of 
park science. In this sense, our results speak to the agenda prioritizing that is a notorious direct effect of budget 
shortcuts. Moreover, some of the effects of budget can impact non NPS institutions reducing their capabilities to 
conduct science in the parks. Finally, we measure the degree to which political changes do affect the network of 
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collaboration that is accessible to official park scientists within the NPS. Political changes that reduced the social capital 
in parks were associated with more uneven distribution of collaborations and consequently a smaller landscape of 
knowledge accessible for decision makers and practitioner in parks.  

Our data-driven approach addresses the implications of some policies in the research associated to NPS indicating that 
some policies have impacted negatively the scientific productivity slowing the rates in which science is produced and the 
collaboration patterns of parks as well as other institutions as universities. These results suggest that NPS restructuring 
have constrained the opportunities for conducting research in the national parks, making the knowledge needed in the 
decision making process harder to reach. A lack of information or access to the best science available could negatively 
influence the adaptive management in the NPS might produce negative unintended consequences for conservation, 
thereby reducing the ability of the NPS to preserve these lands for future enjoyment.  
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Science and Technology Human Capacity Building in Developing Countries:  Challenges and Opportunities for Guatemala, 
El Salvador and Honduras 

Scientific workforce/ diversity 

 [Scientific workforce, Central America, Developing Countries, Science and Research Human Capacity Building, 
Guatemala-El Salvador-Honduras] 

Developing countries face numerous challenges in the process of building their scientific and technological human 
capacity; particularly in relation to the training and accumulation of human resources or specialized human capital in 
science, technology and innovation (ST&I). The lack of organized and sustainable higher education options (master's and 
doctoral programs), non-existent or low-quality academic programs, lack of research-oriented study options, and other 
factors are strong contributors to the emigration of talented students from underdeveloped countries to developed 
countries. At the same time, the consolidation of a global knowledge-economy, the internationalization of higher 
education and the competition to attract foreign talent in the industrialized countries represent a difficult test for poor 
regions to keep their already scarce qualified human resources. 

In the case of countries such as Guatemala, el Salvador and Honduras –which are considered to be underdeveloped not 
only in the social and economic aspects, but also in the areas of the science, technology and innovation – the challenges 
are even greater, since more urgent problems related to poverty, diseases of underdevelopment (malaria, maternal and 
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child high morality), precarious productive and economic systems, natural disasters and climate-change emergencies 
and others, give more urgency to pressing problems and, therefore, public policies in ST & I are postponed.  

Excluding societies, with large inequalities brought in since the colonial era, results  in large portions of their most 
vulnerable population being excluded from any possibility of academic and professional development. Armed long-
lasting internal conflicts -in the cases of El Salvador and Guatemala- have created strong barriers for different groups in 
rural areas to access to education and reduced the possibilities of training and accumulation of highly qualified human 
resources to build up a critical mass.  

On the other hand, the aforementioned countries have incipient democracies whose civil governments have created 
fragile institutions in general, and in particular there are very few initiatives to support the governance of science, 
technology and innovation sectors. As a result of this scenario, we can verify the insufficient existence of highly 
educated human resources with abilities in academic and scientific research. 

A wider research topic undertaken by the authors of the present work studies the process of building capacity in science 
and technology in Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras with the support of international cooperation, and as part of 
this inquiry a particular approach attempts to systematize the challenges and opportunities for building science, 
technology and research human capacity. 

As proposed by Milèn (2001) capacity building is a continuous and dynamic process, builds on what already exists, the 
construction process has an intrinsic value in itself, allows dealing with continuous changes and is carried out in a holistic 
or integrated way. It has implications for medium-long term. It has different levels and for the purpose of the present 
work the focus is place in the micro level: individual - science and technology human capacity. 

Human resources or individual focuses on how people are educated, how their knowledge and skills fit with the rigorous 
scientific research. The focus is on technical, professional, managerial and communication and networking knowledge 
and skills. It also deals with attracting people for the utilization of their knowledge and skills.  

<span style="font-size:14pt"><span style="font-family:Cambria,serif"><span style="color:#365f91">Research Questions 
to be addressed 

1. Which are possible reasons explaining the shortages of S&T human capital in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras?  

2. What capacities should be built in S&T human capacity in Guatemala, El Salvador, y Honduras? 

3. What support can international cooperation provide in the process of capacity building in human S&T capacity in 
Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras? 

Methodology and Data Source 

The geographical scope addresses three countries located in the Central American sub-region: Guatemala, El Salvador 
and Honduras. These three nations compose the northern part of the isthmus, sharing common features in their socio-
economic development stage, pervasive poverty indicators, inequality and other problematic such as violence and 
organized crime. Expressly, three other countries of Central America were not considered for this analysis: Nicaragua, 
Costa Rica and Panama. The similar characteristics in terms of science and technology governance, public policy 
trajectory, as well as economic structures and challenges common to Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras allow the 
investigators to identify similarities and differences.  

Through the application of various methods in data collection, the robustness of the process is strengthened and the 
triangulation gives more validity to the study. Interviews with key actors in the public and private sectors relevant to 
science and technology. Also specific data collection took place with actors from international cooperation and the 
research communities in the three countries. 

On-line comprehensive survey on S&T human capacity building – research communities: A mapping exercise carried out 
to identify databases composed by researchers in the three countries to apply surveys for greater representativeness 
and strengthen the quality and depth of the analysis. In this process it was determined that while Guatemala and El 
Salvador have registries of researchers with nationwide coverage, Honduras has only partial catalogs of researchers such 
as that of the obtained from the National Autonomous University of Honduras. 
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The number of responses to the online survey varied, as multiple obstacles were encountered. From the total number of 
responses 148 were done from the Guatemala research community, 151 from El Salvador and 56 from Honduras. 
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Non-R&D intensive firms are defined in the innovation literature as firms that lack substantial investments in research 
and experimental development (R&D). In developing countries, over the last few years, non-R&D-intensive firms have 
played important roles in their respective sectors’ value chains and have contributed to economic growth. Despite their 
growing contribution to innovation outputs, non-R&D intensive firms have largely been relegated to the bottom of the 
industrial value chain. This is evidenced by a large majority of innovation studies that have predominantly focused on 
R&D intensive firms especially in high-tech industries. 

Considering the growing importance of external sources of knowledge for innovation, the ability to absorb, assimilate 
and replicate new knowledge acquired from external sources has become essential for firms to innovate. This ability is 
referred to as the absorptive capacity. Prior research has shown that R&D intensive firms tend to possess significant 
stock of cumulative knowledge resulting from their R&D investments. As a result, these firms are more likely to have a 
higher absorptive capacity, which in turn benefit their innovative capabilities. 

Contrary to early innovation studies that have considered R&D investments as a perquisite for innovation, recent studies 
have shown that firms do not necessarily need to invest in R&D to become innovative. This implies that non-R&D 
intensive firms have an absorptive capacity that contributes to their innovation capabilities. As such, this study aims to 
explore how the absorptive capacity of non-R&D intensive firms influences their innovation performance. 

The study develops an econometric model that relates absorptive capacity of non-R&D intensive firms to innovation 
performance while controlling for appropriate factors. The developed model is tested using firm level data of non-R&D 
intensive firms in South Africa’s manufacturing and services sectors to explore how the absorptive capacity of these 
firms facilitates their innovation output (i.e. development of products and services). 

Juan Pablo Centeno 

Operational policy networks: the case of the royalties fund for science, technology and innovation in 
Colombia 

Session 5 

Public policy subsystems often involve a series of diverse types of actors from distinct territorial and governmental levels 
who play different roles and seek to have an incidence in order to fulfill their interests (Sabatier, 1993). In this process, 
actors interact and become interrelated, shaping <em>policy networks</em>, i.e. “stable patterns of social relations 
between interdependent actors, which take shape around policy problems and/or policy programs” (Klijn, Koppenjan, & 
Termeer, 1995, p. 439). The case of innovation policy and instruments is a relevant example of how a policy network can 
operate within a policy domain, since science, technology and innovation (STI) activities involve the collaboration, 
communication and interplay of different actors, particularly within innovation systems (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; 
Nelson, 1993; Edquist, 1997). Innovation policy networks are built on the assumption that actors cannot keep pace with 
the changes in an innovation systems if they do not access to external sources of knowledge (Pyka, 2002). 

Networks are a relevant feature in innovation studies regarding innovation systems (Weber & Truffer, 2017). Whether 
too weak or strong, network linkages arise as a systemic problem that can hamper innovation by hindering interaction 
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among actors and, therefore, require attention by innovation policy (Carlsson & Jacobsson, 1997; Woolthuis, 
Lankhuizen, & Gilsing, 2005). Networks are a relevant issue for innovation policies in both mature and emerging 
innovation systems. According to Chaminade, et, al. (2009), on one hand, network problems in a mature innovation 
system of a developed country can be the “lack of dense interfirm networks” as well as “weak university-industry 
research networks” (p. 372). On the other hand, the main network problem in emerging innovation systems of 
developing countries like Colombia is weak linkages in firms (indigenous–multinational), market agents (customers–
producers), and local needs (universities-–industry) (Chaminade, Lundvall, Vang, & Joseph, 2009). 

Innovation policy networks in Colombia have been studied from a governance point of view that considers different 
levels of analysis: strategic, programmatic and social levels/networks (Orozco, et al., 2015; Pantoja & Moreno, 2018; 
Orozco, Villaveces, Ordonez-Matamoros, & Moreno, Forthcoming). The ‘strategic’ or regulatory policy network refers to 
the instances and councils that have the legal mandate to define innovation policy orientations; the ‘programmatic’ 
policy network is composed by those organizations that participate in the execution of actions for the implementation of 
innovation policies and programs; and, finally, the ‘social’ level have been regarded as the virtual space for deliberation 
on innovation policy issues, including public agencies and various actors, shaping a governance network (Orozco, et al., 
2015; Pantoja & Moreno, 2018; Orozco, Villaveces, Ordonez-Matamoros, & Moreno, Forthcoming). 

The literature on innovation policy recognizes the existence of a variety of actors involved in policy within an innovation 
systems, particularly from a functional point of view (Bergek, Jacobsson, Carlsson, Lindmark, & Rickne, 2008). However, 
it has focused mainly on those leading actors and organizations that have a visible role in R&D and innovation activities, 
and neglected those that have a less visible role by not being <em>stricto sensu </em>STI actors/organizations but are 
relevant in sustaining the enabling environment for STI activities. Here, STI is regarded as a ‘practice field’ that involves 
those actors with a leading role in R&D and innovation activities; sustained by ‘practice work’ repertoires, i.e. “those 
arrays of activity enacting, making possible, sustaining on time and shaping the rationale and values of a practice field” 
(Ramos-Mejía & Balanzó, 2018, p. 5). This enabling activities are carried out by actors that have been understudied by 
innovation policy literature. 

In this regard, this chapter examines the policy network shaped by a particular STI policy instrument in Colombia: the 
royalties fund for STI in Colombia, implemented with the purpose of increasing STI funding at the territorial level and, 
therefore, to strengthen the capabilities of territorial governments in STI activities. We argue that between 2012 and 
2018 this particular policy instrument has led to the configuration of a policy network at an operational level, involving a 
variety of actors that do not specialize in R&D or innovation activities, but enable the operationalization of STI by 
mobilizing resources at the territorial level. What are the main features of this operational policy network? How is it 
different from a traditional policy network? Who are the most relevant organizations in this operational policy network? 
What is the role of non-STI organizations in this operational policy network? These are the research questions that this 
chapter addresses. 

Drawing inspiration from the work of Orozco et, al. (2015; Forthcoming), the research method here is a social network 
analysis that focuses on an ‘operational policy network’ composed by actors involved in royalties-funded STI projects 
(nodes) and the contracts (edges) that relate them to each other in the implementation of projects. Centrality metrics 
like degree and betweenness are analyzed in order to give an account of the dynamics and characteristics of the 
network. An operational policy network approach is built regarding innovation systems approach, policy instruments 
literature, policy networks approach and functions of innovation systems. 

One of the main arguments for the recent 2018 reform to the royalties for STI funding scheme was that political not-STI-
specialized actors were responsible for the projects. However, we find that STI actors like universities were the most 
influential at the operational level given their connection to the rest of the organizations that participated in the 
mechanism. This universities even have the potential of ‘systemic intermediaries’ (van Lente, Hekkert, Smits, & van 
Waveren, 2003) since they are the ones that keep the network together through intermediation. Also, non-STI actors are 
usually connected to the network by one single tie, which is a characteristic of their role as hard and soft intermediaries 
(van Lente, Hekkert, Smits, & van Waveren, 2003) that are important in resources mobilization (Hekkert, Suurs, Negro, 
Kuhlmann, & Smits, 2007) which is in turn ‘practice work’ to sustain the particular ‘practice field’ of STI policy at the 
operational level (Ramos-Mejía & Balanzó, 2018). This practice work therefore consists in mediating between their own 
source of knowledge and their clients in providing resources, technical services and management support. 
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We argue that operational policy networks emerge out of narrow policy instruments implemented at the micro or 
operational level, with the participation of a high diversity of actors that fulfill systemic functions like entrepreneurial 
experimentation, development of positive external economies, resource mobilization. This actors are mainly territorial 
public universities, R&D firms, SMEs, support / supply firms, civil society organizations, local entrepreneurs, among 
others. They interactions are mainly practice-based: project execution, procurement, knowledge, goods and services 
supply and resources mobilization. This make operatoinal policy networks different from broader policy networks 
regarding their source, level, scope, type of actors involved, the interactions between the actors in the network and the 
governance ‘dancing partners’ that drive the interactions. 
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Vikram Chadha and Ishu Chadda 

Has Social Sector Development Catalyzed Inclusiveness of India’s Growth Policy With Special reference 
to education and health 

Session 5 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Ever since Independence, India’s encounter with gnawing poverty and stark deprivation, particularly of the weaker and 
the marginalised sections of society, cajoled India’s planners to moot the development policies with the sole objective to 
exacerbate growth with equity. That’s why since the beginning of the planning era, the stress had been laid on 
strengthening and expanding the social sector with the premise that it would boost the inclusive growth agenda, 
manifesting in equal access to employment and economic opportunities; equal participation in decision making and 
reduction in poverty and inequality. Human Development is concerned with equity and human welfare base of 
economic development and it is enhanced by strengthening the social sector which provide basis for economic growth. 

Social Sector develops human resources by empowering them through education, health, sanitation and community 
development in conjunction with risk management; promote investment, entrepreneurship, women empowerment, 
employment generation and poverty elimination. Inclusive Growth incorporates equity, equality of opportunity, 
protection in market and more productive employment opportunity consider being fundamental constituent of 
successful growth strategy for India. High and increasing levels of inequality could hamper poverty eradication, which in 
turn could hinder the growth process. Deciphering the concept of inclusive growth, precisely it implies the reduction of 
poverty and inequality, and equal access for all in social and economic opportunities. In other words, inclusive growth 
will manifest in employment generation and participative decision making both at micro village level and the macro level 
of whole economy. Inclusive innovation is considered when a positive impact is observed on the livelihoods of the 
excluded groups using technology. A strategy of inclusive innovation encompasses the emphasis on education, health, 
and other basic public facilities along with policies which aim at improving livelihood support and increasing 
employment.  

The present study endeavours to examine the impact of three components of social sector development viz. education, 
art and culture; medical and public health and family welfare on inclusive growth in India. India's policy for social sector 
development related with inclusive growth is intended to be investigated.  
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MODEL ESTIMATION 

Data for the present study have been taken from various reports of World Bank, Planning Commission, Economic 
Surveys, Annual Budgets, newspapers and magazines. The study covers the period from 1985-86 to 2015-16. All the 
monetary values have been expressed in constant prices of 2004-05 and all the values are deflated using GNP deflator.  

In the present study, the concept of inclusive growth is represented by three indicators viz. (a) poverty reduction, (b) 
equal access to employment opportunity and (c) social and economic inclusion in the growth process. The reduction in 
poverty was represented by declining absolute poverty and dissipating income inequalities in India. Equal access to 
employment opportunities indicated by rising ratio of female male in labour participation rate, universal employment 
generation through MGNREGA and ascending percent share of employment of SC and ST classes. Rising social and 
economic participation is designed by escalating gender parity index, increasing female to male ratio, rising gross 
enrolment of reserved category and growing political participation of reserved categories. 

After construction Index of Inclusive Growth, backward stepwise multiple regression analysis is deployed by regressing 
various indicators of education, art and culture; medical and public health and family welfare in India on inclusive 
growth index as dependent variable. In this, the formulation of model is based on log of both independent and 
dependent variables. The independent variables as elaborated above are presented in equation are Expenditure 
incurred on Education as proportion of Total Central Government expenditure; Gross Enrolment Ratio; Pupil Teacher 
Ratio; Expenditure on Health and Family Welfare as proportion of Total Central Government expenditure; Number of 
Hospitals Beds available per thousand population; Number of Doctors available per thousand population; Number of 
Health Centers available per thousand population; Percent of Patients recovered under Epidemiological diseases out of 
total population and Percent of child immunized out of total child population. 

RESULTS 

KMO measure is 0.829 indicating a good measure and Bartlett’s test of sphericity shows a significance level of 0.00, a 
value that is small enough to reject the null hypothesis. Both measures indicated the good model. The first two principal 
components explained more than 80 percent of the variation with 73.243 percent and 10.943 percent. Using the 
proportion of these percentages as weights on the component score coefficients, an inclusive growth index was 
constructed from two extracted components ranges between 0 to 1.  

The Inclusiveness Index of growth reveals increasing trend initially till the year 2008-09 where again it starts plunging. 
The analysis shows a slower trend growth rate of inclusiveness in India. Inequality of opportunities among different 
sections of society is the need of an hour and hinders the growth to make it inclusive. Equalizing of opportunities 
improvise the equality in access of benefits to strengthen livelihood strategies through empowerment. One of the major 
reasons for this slow growth is empowerment of marginalised sections including women. This involvement of including 
the excluded section would indicate the inclusive innovation if technology used. There is need to re-conceptualisation 
the inclusive growth as complete inclusion is absent in all spheres of human society and far from the balanced 
development.  

Once we have constructed a composite index of inclusive growth, we would regress the components of social sector 
with this composite index to access the relative contribution towards achieving the proclaimed objective of inclusive 
growth. Adjusted R2 of model is 60.1 percent of the variation of inclusiveness. The DW statistic is 2.032 and therefore 
the data is not auto correlated. Anova test of Model explained that model is well fitted as the p value is highly 
significant. It was found that the variable “Number of Doctors available per thousand population” exudes negative 
association while the variable “Gross Enrolment Ratio” contributes positively on inclusiveness. 

Since the beginning of the planning era, the stress had been laid on strengthening and expanding the social sector with 
the premise that it would boost the inclusive growth agenda, manifesting in equal access to employment and economic 
opportunities; equal participation in decision making and reduction in poverty and inequality. The analysis shows a 
slower trend growth rate of inclusiveness in India. India is in dire need of innovative and advanced strategies especially 
for rural health services. Investment in doctors and nurses may potentially improve the services rendered to patient. 
There is need to ensure the greater effectiveness of the existing social sector programmes launched by government on 
the inclusiveness. The gaps have to be found out and eliminated to facilitate inclusive development in future with the 
use of technology. Inclusive innovation is still a new concept in India. 
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Yanlin Cheng 

The Network Mode of Transformation of Scientific and Technological Achievements: A New Idea from 
China 

Session 5 

Scientific and technological (abbr. S&T) achievements and the transformation of S&T achievements are the special terms 
of government in China. In the Law of the PRC on Promoting the Transformation of Scientific and Technological 
Achievements, it is said that S&T achievements refer to those applicable ones produced through scientific research and 
technological development, while transformation of S&T achievements means the entire process of the follow-up tests, 
development, application and widespread use of the applicable S&T achievements，through to the final creation of new 
technology, new techniques, new materials, new products and new industries -- all for the purpose of enhancing the 
productive forces. The definition in this law presupposes a linear process of the transformation of S&T achievements, 
which is “produce achievements before transformation”. 

It is a mistake to regard the transformation of S&T achievements as a linear process, and it stands in the way of solution 
to the two-skin problem between technology and economy.  

Due to the linear mode, innovation policies are made with a bias to the supply side, and it is believed that if the output 
of achievements is increased, the transformation of achievements can be increased. As a result, a lot of incentive 
policies focus on increasing the number of patents, and motivating the enthusiasm of univeristies, research insitutions 
and their researchers, such as “delegating the disposition right,  the right of use and the usufruct of the S&T 
achievements”, boosting the proportion of rewards, and allowing researchers to start businesses without resigning. 
Actually, in most cases, these policy interventions only bring the activities of “treading a fine line” and “walking in the 
legal grey zone” into the track of standardization and institutionalization, but without significant improvement on the 
overall data of transformation of S&T achievements at the macro level of China.  

Under the guidance of this kind of incentives, the transformation efficiency of the S&T achievements has not been 
significantly improved, and the reason is attributed to the fact that universities and research institution do not produce 
good and valuable achievement. As a result, there is a point of view that transformation of S&T achievements is a false 
proposition. In fact, this is a double misunderstanding of S&T achievements and transformation. With the linear mode, 
S&T achievements are mostly limited to those technologies in the form of patents, trademarks, licenses, etc., which can 
be directly used for transactions and quickly transformed into products.  

In addition, with the narrow-minded understanding of viewing S&T achievements as technology, the local government 
promote the transformation of S&T achievements limited to “gain technology and gain projects”. The criteria to assess 
the success of the transformation of S&T achievements is whether the project is implemented, whether the enterprise is 
established, whether new products and new technologies are generated, etc.. For instance, the mayor of Wuhan city, 
Hubei Province, proposed in 2017 that “local transformation propotion of S&T achievements in universities and research 
insitutions in Wuhan is supposed to account for 80% within next five years”. 

As innovation grows more networked and goes digital, the concept of S&T achievements has become more extensive. It 
not only includes encoded patents, technologies, papers, licenses and others explicit knowledge, but also includes tacit 
knowledge, skills, know-how and other non-coded achievements. Therefore, the forms of transformations of S&T 
achievements are also more and more diverse.  

It has two types of transformation. One is so-called “contract-type”, including contract research, collaborated research, 
intellectual property rights transaction, spin-off, etc.. The other is so-called “collabrated-type”, including training, 
communication, student internship, staff mobolity and so on. Usually, the second is more important. It is not difficult to 
find that knowledge flow and achievement transformation are carried out through learning, communications and 
exchanges each other among these organizations in most cases. The crossing network of knowledge flow among 
universities, research institutions, enterprises and intermediary institutions, as well as the dynamic relationship network 
interwoven with the situation composed of policies, institutions and markets, are the network model of the 
transformation of S&Tachievements. 
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Although this concept is proposed for the first time, the network model of transformation of S&T achievements already 
exists. Translational medicine is an innovative concept that emphasizes the combination of theory and practice and 
accelerates the transformation of basic research into clinical application. The United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, 
Singapore, China, the European Union and other countries and regions have established a number of translational 
medicine centers, which connect the government, universities, hospitals, enterprises and other institutions, forming an 
interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary and integrated development of a wide range of collaborative network. The goal of 
building this network is not just to turn technology into drugs or devices, but to focus more on how to facilitate the flow 
of knowledge across the network, thereby promoting overall innovation efficiency and disease treatment. At the same 
time, translational medicine research also provides important support for countries to improve public health policies. 

The Chinese government has also started to consider the support policies for innovation from a systematic perspective, 
such as promoting the collaborative innovation system and the construction of the industry-university-research 
cooperation network. However, the specific operation is still in a linear mindset, and the focus of most policies is still 
projects. So, generally speaking, the end of the project period means the end of the cooperation. In the future, we 
should re-recognize the transformation of S&T achievements, uphold the concept of network model in policy making 
and work, strengthen the connection between the government, universities, scientific research institutions, enterprises, 
intermediaries and other subjects, establish the corresponding communication mechanism, and promote the flow of 
knowledge in the network. 

Antonio Crupi, Alberto Di Minin and Andrea Piccaluga 

Industry and University - the STIM Consortium strategy for a self-organizing platform. 

Session 5 

Introduction 

The Strategic Technology & Innovation Management (STIM) Consortium is an engagement platform, established in 2013 
by the Institute of Manufacturing of the Cambridge University, to develop and implement innovative approaches 
between academics and industries sectors. The purpose of this study is to show how STIM Consortium offers a broad 
and practical approach to academic engagement (AE) activities creating a unique model of University-Industry 
collaboration. STIM developed an Open Innovation Engagement platform for the knowledge sharing in which 
researchers propose to companies the themes of the engagement. This uniqueness makes STIM a novel model of AE and 
an exclusive tool for public-private engagement research driven. 

Research Methodology 

We gather information from companies and scholars involved in the past STIM programs (2013-2018). The study uses a 
qualitative content analysis methodology (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994) for the examination of a phenomenon in its 
natural environment. The method is appropriate for understanding the "how" and "why" of underexplored phenomena. 
Primary data were collected during semi-structured interviews to bring out contents without influencing the 
interviewee; the interviews were conducted in person and lasted on average one hour (min. 30 and max. 90 minutes). 
Secondary data about activities and companies were collected from official reports and databases. We run two rounds 
of interviews, the first concerned companies and the second the scholars. In setting the interviews for defining of the AE 
activities, we followed the Four Central Measures approach (Perkmann et al., 2013; Vick and Robertson, 2018) that 
identifies the most relevant aspects of the engagement: 1. Activities, 2. Motivations, 3. Barriers, 4. Outcomes. We 
assumed events happened following the generic AE model (Perkmann et al., 2013) that counts five steps: identification, 
initiation, coordination, execution, and evaluation. 

Results 

STIM Consortium is a peculiar model and a unique experiment of open innovation AE platform for its academic 
relevance, the participation of multiple stakeholders from research, education, and industry, and its focus on knowledge 
exchange mechanisms from academia to industry.  
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1. Activities: STIM is a “platform/marketplace” and “self-organizing design”. With its low subscription policy, 
STIM manages companies’ expectations fitting the nature of industrial research need and offering a 
“knowledge buffet”. Scholars propose research projects, and managers engage those they like the most.  

2. Motivations: Scholars and managers engage for very different reasons, the most important is the self-
interest. Managers’ reasons are corporate social responsibility, talent scouting, problem-solving, or 
networking. Scholars’ reasons are research projects funding, intellectual property development, or executive 
educational engagement. 

3. Barriers: 
a. Trust: STIM does not promote short-term work relations. Its added value lies in the fact that 

managers and scholars build long-term relations in which both can better meet the reciprocal 
demands. 

b. Firms’ Absorptive Capacity: Managers join meetings as a “knowledge buffet” seeking inspiration, but 
the lack of the necessary absorptive capacity might lead them to not adequate projects wasting 
time, resources and opportunities. 

4. Outcomes: Identifying the right metrics to determine the level of engagement is still an ongoing activity. 
First results suggest that a useful indicator for companies is the length of membership and their propensity 
to renew it. It is crucial to measure the general satisfaction level that companies experience in joining STIM 
because relevant engagement activities take place after the meetings where scholars and managers get 
involved in more-in-depth, parallel research activities. 

Implications of our analysis are significant both at theoretical and managerial level. On the first side, we identified a new 
path in the Open Innovation paradigm that goes from university to industry. Scholars propose what research activity is 
attractive to develop and industries join them. On the managerial aspect, it is essential for firms this sort of AE to ease 
the exploration phase, to identify new research trend and to evaluate new opportunities. A long-term goal of STIM’s AE 
Open Innovation platform is to extend the application of the model to other universities. 

Limitations 

At the present the major limitation is that the study will be ongoing until June 2019, we count to provide a definitive 
draft of the complete article at the end of August. Currently, we are analyzing the parallel activities developed by 
scholars and companies. This is helping us in defining STIM as a new model of engagement. The ultimate goal of the 
study is presenting a new format of engagement. We are working to complete the benchmarking study here described 
looking at the full project development to identify the novel approach and to strengthen the theories about the AE. This 
will enable STIM to be considered an innovative and unique experience. For benchmarking the activities, we are also 
seeking both to improve the existing assessment measures and to find new metrics. 
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Non-scientist Use of Scientific and Technical Information: An Analysis of User Comments from 
Harvard's DASH Repository and MIT OpenCourseWare 

Session 5 

We exist in an era of “big science” with continual year-over-year increases of scientific publication (Price, 1963; Price, 
1983; Larsen and Von Ins, 2010).  Because scholarly publishing follows the inverse square law, meaning that works that 
enter publication benefit from cumulative advantage processes reflected in ever-growing citation and breadth of use, a 
diverse array of subsequent uses for that knowledge become theoretically possible and evident. However, such access 
and use of peer-reviewed scientific and technical information (STI) has traditionally been relegated to the “invisible 
college” of scientific communities of practice and scholarship. Scientific communication is nothing new. What is 
relatively new, however, is an accelerating trend towards "open access" for these works. Once only available to those 
with university or scientific affiliation, this peer-reviewed literature is increasingly globally accessible to anyone with 
internet access. Open Access policies and mandates such as the NIH Open Access policy and the European Union’s 
nascent “Plan S” typically rely upon first principles including legalistic and economistic arguments to advance the cause 
of open access. Potential, or imagined, uses of open access materials are imagined as under-resourced scholars 
operating in the Global South or intended to speed the pace of discovery and innovation within the triple-helix of 
university, industry and government sectors. Left out of these imagined uses are the huge swath of potential users who 
are not scientists, professionals or scholars, often referred to as "lay" persons.  

The proposed research poster explores an understudied interpretation of “open access.” What makes high-quality STI 
accessible - not simply technologically - but “legible” to the non-scientist or the average lay person who is not steeped in 
the discipline? Who are the imagined users of open access scholarship?  

As part of this effort to understand lay person use of scientific information I leverage a unique data set obtained from 
Harvard’s DASH Open Access repository. The data consists of 3567 comments from users who downloaded works from 
the repository. This is a significant data set since users are prompted to “tell their story” about how “Harvard DASH or 
Open Access has affected you” (Harvard, 2019). Initial analysis suggests interesting trends. First, there are many 
expressions of gratitude to Harvard University as an institution for making these works accessible. Second, 
approximately one quarter (24%) of a sample of the 3500 comments indicate a “lay” quality within their comments, with 
8.5% indicating more obvious everyday use of STI (for example: “I am just citizen of the US, living in CA, confronting 
racism every day as a white person, wanting to understand the very earliest origins of slavery in what became the US, 
especially the economics of it” in reference to the downloaded article “The Slave Trade and Origins of Mistrust in 
Africa”). Notably, 1.5% of the sampled data set include some variation on the word “curious” or “curiosity” in their 
stories signaling everyday curiosity and lifelong learning as a small but important quality in laypersons seeking out high-
quality scientific research.  

Building upon the Harvard DASH comments I also conducted an exploratory analysis of comments on MIT’s 
OpenCourseWare YouTube channel. Taking a random sample of 14 videos with a total of 807 comments indicates that 
expressions of gratitude occur in this realm as well. Interestingly, many gratitude expressions are personally directed 
towards the professor leading the course rather than the institution as was evident with the Harvard DASH data. I 
performed an OLS regression and identified a correlation between “likes” (e.g. up-voting) and expressions of gratitude in 
comments. I conclude there is a statistically significant relationship between “likes” and expressions of gratitude in 
YouTube comments within the MIT OpenCourseWare videos (p < .05). A fuller empirical analysis and interpretation of 
both the Harvard and MIT datasets will be completed prior to the Atlanta Conference. 

Non-scientist use of scientific information is an understudied phenomenon. This research poster advances 
understanding by analyzing user comments from open access repositories and social media to better understand 
motivations and dynamics of lay person use of high-quality scientific information. As scientific elites and the science 
base of society comprise a relatively small percentage of the total global population, lay persons make up the vast "dark 
universe" of information-seeking behavior. Thus, the proposed research may have significant implications in advancing 
knowledge about public understanding of science, as well as studies related to open access and science and technology 
policy.  
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The interplay between science and policy in environmental collaboration and governance: the case of 
the Guangdong-Hong Kong- Macao Greater Bay Area 

Session 5 

Science plays a crucial role in environmental collaboration and governance. As such, science can inform policymakers 
about the nature of a problem and possible solutions. In many cases, however, science that is conveyed to support 
decision-making is constrained by the institutional configuration within a given political context thus impacting the 
effectiveness of the science that is used to address environmental problems.  

The Guangdong-Hong Kong- Macao Greater Bay Area consists of 11 major cities with two distinctly different political-
economic systems sitting at the outer estuary of Pearl River Delta, South China. Although the area only makes up to in 
total 56,000 square kilometres accounting for 0.6% of the total land area of China, its combined GDP of US$1.64 trillion 
has surpassed Russia, which is the 11th largest economy in the world. At the end of 2018, the population of the Area 
was approximately 70 million, accounting for only 5% of China’s total population. In addition, a variety of natural 
ecosystems converge in the Greater Bay Area including aquatic ecosystems such as rivers, lakes and oceans; wetland 
ecosystems such as estuaries, mangroves, islands and fish ponds; and terrestrial ecosystems like farmland, forests, and 
cities.  

The fact that the Greater Bay Area is one of most developed regions in the world as reflected from its large-scale and 
fast-speed industrialization and urbanization has placed enormous pressure on the environment resulting in disturbing 
and even destroying these interconnected natural ecosystems. Protecting the ecological environment and restoring the 
balance between nature and human in this densely populated, highly industrialized but ecologically complex Area do not 
only require collaboration across cities, levels, and systems but also the critical input of scientific research in order to 
understand the nature of these issues. Given these, environmental collaboration and governance in the Greater Bay 
Area is both a scientific and public policy challenge and of great significance to the sustainable development of China 
and the world.  

The environmental collaboration and governance in the Greater Bay Area emerged from the changing social, economic 
and political environment and strengthened through continuous cross-region interactions. As the governance structure 
within the region has evolved over the decades, the forms of collaboration and governance have also been adjusted 
accordingly. Nonetheless, the puzzle that what role has science played in this process against the changing instructional 
settings remains largely underexplored. In this research, we will address this knowledge gap through tracing the 
development of science in the process of environmental collaboration and governance. We will answer the following 
questions: (1) to what extent has science been integrated to the regional environmental collaboration and governance 
over time; (2) what political and economic institutions within the Greater Bay Area have restricted or enabled such 
integration of scientific advice in policy over time.  

We propose to adopt mixed methods combing large N and small N studies to implement our study. The quantitative 
approach aims at finding out the trends of the scientific literature that has been published to support the environmental 
collaboration and governance in the Greater Bay Area over time. A database of scientific literature on environmental 
collaboration and governance and a database on environmental policies of the region will be built for this purpose. 
Meta-analysis will be performed to identify the key themes in these databases. The co-occurrence of the words and 
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themes in each database will be analysed. The resulting network will be visualized, showing semantic maps of the 
scientific and policy discourse surrounding environmental collaboration and governance in the Greater Bay Area. This 
process makes it possible to address the question to what extent scientific research has been an integrated part of policy 
discussions and. In the second stage of the study, we will carry out surveys and interviews with authors whose scientific 
research was closely linked with the policies identified. The survey aims at finding out whether scientists themselves 
were aware of the incorporation of their results into policies and to what extent they are involved in the process of 
policymaking. The survey will also help us identify potential candidates for in-depth semi-constructed interviews. For the 
interview data, we will employ the Institutional Development and Analysis Framework (IAD) as our analytical framework. 
IAD takes a multi-tier perspective to identify the major types of structural variables that influence the action situation 
and will guide us to identify the institutional arrangements or factors that have influenced on the science-policy 
relationship on environmental collaboration and governance in the Greater Bay Area. 

So far, there is no research that has addressed the role of science in policy in an environment that is as complex as the 
Greater Bay Area. Our study will be the first of its kind. It will clary the role of science in this case while contributes to 
the understanding of the interplay between science and environmental collaboration and governance in many other 
similar contexts within or outside China. 

David Eggleton 

The evolution of megascience project leadership - Evidence from the Tevatron and the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) 

Session 5 

Background and rationale - A development within the last century in scientific research has been the need for very large 
apparatus to explore new experimental fields, notably within high-energy physics. These ‘megascience projects’, which 
have a minimum budget of one billion US dollars, are generally undertaken as cooperative ventures by countries seeking 
to exploit scientific opportunities. Such projects are characterized by high levels of technological uncertainty, because 
success will likely depend on the development of new highly-advanced technologies. However, there is a notable lack of 
research into the leadership of megascience projects.  

Methods and Research Questions - The projects investigated were the Tevatron at Fermilab, near Chicago IL, and the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN on the border between France and Switzerland. This research used a combination 
of archival and interview-based research to develop two case studies that answered three research questions: (1) What 
are the characteristics of those who lead megascience projects? (2) Where were their leadership skills developed? (3) 
How were their leadership skills developed?  

Results and significance - The most important finding was the tailoring of senior leadership selection according to the 
needs of specific project phases. Four phases were identified: initiation, approval, construction, and exploitation. During 
the project there was a transition in senior leader characteristics from a transformational autocracy to an increasingly 
laissez-faire style. The characteristics of successful leaders of megascience projects at all organizational levels include 1) 
the primacy of technical competence, 2) strong management ability, 3) trustworthiness, and 4) team empowerment. 
This is somewhat unusual compared to other projects on this scale. The experiential nature of leadership training within 
megascience projects is also critical for success, with formal leadership training programs acting in a support role at 
most. This work also has implications for the next generation of megascience projects which is addressed as a 
conclusion. 
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Matthias Geils, Moritz Seifert and Antje Wegner 

Development and Implementation of an Indicator Model of Early Career Researchers in Germany 

Session 5 

Background and rationale 

Reliable information about doctoral candidates and doctorate holders are a critical factor for achieving high-confidence, 
evidence-based higher education and science policy decisions. Assessing the quality of training and the professional and 
personal determinants of highly educated talent for the academic and non-academic job market is essential to secure a 
leading position in the global education market and fulfill the demands of a strong innovation-based national economy. 
Young researchers are also expected to make considerable contributions to meet Germany’s and the European Union’s 
innovation and development targets. This generates interest from a diverse group of stakeholders from the national 
policy level down to individual universities that require data for their policy and governance making processes.  

In this presentation, we introduce and discuss a set of indicators which aims to deliver selected information about early 
career researchers in Germany. The National Academics Panel Study (nacaps) is a longitudinal study that generally 
surveys doctoral candidates and doctorate holders in about the study conditions for their doctorates, career aims and 
professional development, as well as their general life situation hence closing research blind spots and building the data 
basis for the associated indicator model. The first collection wave started in 2019 and will be updated in bi-yearly 
intervals. The model will prospectively be revised with future advancements of nacaps’ survey instruments.  

The set of indicators aims to inform and support stakeholders with differing information demands. The indicator-based 
display of data will be hosted on an interactive online data portal. Hence, three separate sites will be provided for the 
following user groups: 

1)    The German Federal Ministry of Education and Research as the contracting authority of the nacaps project 

2)    The general interested public, which includes current and future doctorate holders 

3)    The 56 participating universities, of which each one will receive an individualized website with (additional) 
personalized data.  

First advances in the design of indicators of early career researchers have already been made with the 2014 indicator 
model for the National Report on Junior Scholars, proposing a large variety of indicators for the populations of doctoral 
candidates and doctorate holders in Germany. Secondary sources of references include common indicator sets 
developed by the Federal Statistical Office, the OECD, the “UniWiND Coordination Office for Advanced Graduate 
Information (UniKoN)” and the “Research Core Dataset (KDSF)” as well as the nacaps predecessor, “Pro-File”. These 
indicator models offer a wide range of indicator sets but largely remain on a conceptual level. In addition, the nacaps 
indicator model focusses its development on a stable continuous panel data set, enabling a stakeholder-specific 
presentation. In the presentation, we will focus on the indicator model in light of its development process. 

Methodological Approach 

The critical challenge in the design process of the indicator model was the harmonization of the information demands of 
the different stakeholders involved in the nacaps project. As a result, the indicator model is a product of both a 
deductive bottom-up, as well as a top-down development procedure. 

Strict quality criteria including target orientation, repeatability, applicability, reliability, validity, and international 
comparability have been applied to the selection of each indicator.  

Considering the variety of data sources and the mentioned quality requirements for an indicator model, we followed a 
“system modeling approach”, by focusing on the general and multidimensional presentation of the performance of the 
German doctorate system with respect to some important policy objectives (e.g. gender equality or reconciliation of 
family and professional career). A further selection stage involves the available set of survey constructs which are rated 
under the criteria of reference frame fit. 
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Commensurability is a prerequisite for organizational competition. The frame fit requirement criterion enables us to 
provide benchmarks for individual universities, delivering further contextualization hence improving policy and 
governance making.  

Results 

The result of the design process is a model which consists of circa 30 indicators covering a handful of topics. While there 
is substantial overlap of stakeholder demands, some indicators exclusively address specific stakeholders, e.g. universities 
display high demand for the evaluation of certain programs and courses whilst the BMBF be provided with additional 
information following an issue-centric approach. 

The indicators are categorized into eight distinct topics related to the conditions of doctoral candidates and doctorate 
holders in Germany, i.e. 

1)    working and employment conditions 

2)    scientific supervision 

3)    type and structure of the doctorate 

4)    doctorate motives and career intentions 

5)    career paths and perspectives after the doctorate 

6)    international mobility 

7)    contribution to research, teaching and scientific transfer 

8)    private life situation and personal background 

Significance 

The reported indicators are intended to improve the strategic management capabilities of universities on the one hand 
and will have a significant impact on the policy-making process of government actors on the other hand. Prospectively, 
the indicator model will be developed further, as the nacaps project proceeds with the launch of new collection waves, 
providing panel data. These yet to develop longitudinal indicators will ultimately provide the possibility to evaluate the 
effectivity of intermediate policy outcomes. This will add complexity, especially to the mode of demand coordination 
which so far has some to-be-addressed shortcomings in terms of structuredness. For discussion will be the indicator set 
draft with a focus on their categorization. 

Ana M. Gómez-Aguayo and Joaquín M. Azagra-Caro 

Use me when you need me: firms’ co-creation output with universities and the economic cycle 

Session 5 

In this paper, we explore the impact of the economic cycle on university-industry scientific knowledge co-creation 
output. According to our university-industry cycle theory, there are reasons to believe that economic growth will either 
encourage or discourage firms to co-create with universities, but the former is more likely to occur in crises and the 
latter in expansions. To verify this, we use data on Spanish firms’ co-publications with universities from 2000 to 2016, 
which includes the Great Recession started in 2008. Our results agree with the theory, so that when the economy grows 
fast, firms co-publish less with universities and when the economy grows slowly or contracts, firms co-publish more with 
universities. Policies to promote university-industry scientific knowledge co-creation output could adapt to the phase of 
the economic cycle. 
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Su Jung Jee and So Young Sohn 

When does a firm’s research publication in emerging science-related technology benefit itself? 

Session 5 

A firm’s research publication activity cannot be easily understood from the theoretical lens of neoclassical economics, or 
even strategic management, mainly because firms wary of the possibility of imitation by competitors. Nevertheless, 
scholars in innovation studies have tried to suggest reasons why firms might make their research outcomes public, 
despite the high risk associated with this course of action. Notwithstanding the clear existence of advantages and 
disadvantages of firms’ publication activities, prior studies have usually focused on one of these, with little effort being 
made to provide a balanced perspective. This study aims to fill this gap in the literature by providing empirical evidence 
on factors influencing the potential advantages and disadvantages of firms’ publication activities, especially by focusing 
on emerging science-related technologies. In particular, this study relies on the concept of knowledge spillover, which 
has mainly had a negative connotation in the past; however, it has recently been noted that firms can learn vicariously 
from external knowledge that is shaped by knowledge spillovers from themselves. In this paper, the potential 
advantages and disadvantages of publishing a paper are defined with respect to the originating firms’ and external 
actors’ gaining of patents (i.e., proprietary knowledge) that are directly influenced by ideas within the knowledge 
spillover pool (i.e., papers citing the originating firm’s paper). Based on this definition, we investigate the dynamic 
influence of the evolving characteristics of knowledge spillover pool on the probabilities of patent generation by 
originating firm and external actors. Research questions are driven by the following three aspects that are still 
controversial in terms of the originating firms’ advantages and disadvantages: 1) the size of knowledge spillover pool; 2) 
the proportion of industry papers in the knowledge spillover pool; and 3) the similarity between the knowledge spillover 
pool and revealed knowledge. The research questions are examined using the data on publications and patents in 
artificial intelligence over the last ten years by 117 firms that have pursued publication and patenting in this emerging 
science-related technology area. By doing so, this study is expected to contribute to the ongoing discussion on the mixed 
effects of firms’ publication activity. 

Heyjie Jung, Yifan Chen and Eric Welch 

Ties with Benefits: Relationship between Multi-functional Network and Work-Life Balance 

Session 5 

Enormous attention has been given to family-friendly policies in higher education as the boundary between work and 
home has been blurred. Family-friendly policies are expected to create a healthy work environment supporting the 
careers of scientists in higher education (Feeney & Stritch, 2017; Mayer & Tikka, 2008). Scientists working in higher 
education institutions are faced with demanding and taxing workload (Post et al., 2009; Soat, 1996). This is especially for 
female faculty due to the expectations for women to meet traditional gender roles (Blackwell et al., 2009; Matos, 2015). 
Those expectations induce female faculty to strategically hide family commitments (Drago et al., 2006), to change 
positions (Xu, 2008) and eventually to discontinue their investment in career advancement.  

Work-home conflict occurs when demands from the work domain are incompatible with demands from family. Failure 
to maintain work-life balance (hereafter, WLB) increase faculty’s intention to leave, reduce the productivity and 
organizational performance (Beauregard & Henry, 2009). Therefore it is critical in understanding what leads to WLB and 
how these determinants vary across genders to manage STEM workforce and to promote gender equity among 
scientists. Prior scholars have explored individual and organizational factors that influence WLB (Pichler, 2009; Shrestha 
& Joyce, 2011). Yet, few studies have looked at how the composition of faculty's social network can affect their WLB. 
Depending on how the network is composed of, network can mitigate work-family conflict by reducing stress and 
eventually have a positive impact on work outcomes such as scientific products.  

Drawing from social network literature and social support literature, our study addresses two research questions: (1) 
Does having multi-functional social network improves WLB? and (2) Does the relationship between multiplex ties and 
WLB differ between female and male scientists?  
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Using social network theories, this study takes the characteristics of network into account and specifically focuses on the 
implications of multi-functional network. Multi-functional networks are composed of multiplex ties. Multiplex ties are 
defined as ties the existence of multiple relationships between two individuals (Ferriani, Fonti & Corrado, 2012). In this 
paper, we specifically focus on three types of support that scientists can receive from their networks: support for 
teaching, support for research and support for career development. By looking at the teaching advice network, the 
research collaboration network, and the professional development network, we assume that overlapping ties in those 
networks will make the individual’s network multi-functional. 

To manage the balance between work and home, having multiple supports from professional network is ideal. For 
instance, research support provides opportunities for submission of grant proposal and production of patents (Cross & 
Sproull, 2004; Ingram & Roberts, 2000) which can decrease stress and burdens stemming from publication or grants 
requirements. Teaching support offers advice related to teaching activities such as student interaction and course 
management. This type of support alleviates the demands related to teaching performance. Therefore, scientists who 
have more multiplex ties can gain more professional resources and support from their networks, reduce the substantial 
level of burden coming from work which in turn enables individuals to manage a balance between work and home. 

While there is no big difference for number of multiplex ties across gender (Ibarra, 1992), the impact of multi-functional 
network on WLB can vary by gender since women are more vulnerable to balancing work and home. It is harder for 
female faculty to keep WLB since they face the same pressure from university to improve performance (increase 
productivity) as male colleagues while they are expected to take care of home and family when male counterparts are 
not. Hence, female faculty are more likely to benefit from multi-functional network for it provides more professional 
support that resolves work-home conflict. 

Using a 2011 NSF-funded national survey on academic scientists in four STEM fields (biochemistry, biology, civil 
engineering and math), we explore the interactive effects of multifunctional network and gender on WLB. Using linear 
regression model, we test hypotheses controlling for individual characteristics (personality, marital status, rank, 
nationality, etc.), work characteristics (work hours, workload, etc.) and organizational characteristics (working 
environment, institutional type, field, etc.). We expect that faculty who have more multiplex ties within their social 
networks will have better WLB and that the effect of multi-functional network will be more salient for female faculty.  

The results have both theoretical and empirical contributions. First, we contribute to WLB literature by integrating 
theories from the fields of social network, gender equity and personnel management. Our research provides insight 
regarding how the characteristics of social network can affect WLB and how the influences differ between male and 
female. Second, this study can provide implications for family-friendly policies in higher education. We propose that the 
existence of multi-functional networks can advance WLB, especially for women. Higher educational institutions, 
therefore, can adopt relevant policies or practices to enhance scientists’ WLB and promote gender equity, which 
eventually can help organizations attract, recruit and retain employees as well as enhance scientists’ productivities. 

This research was funded by the US National Science Foundation (Grant # DRL-0910191), (Co-PIs: Dr. Julia Melkers, Dr. 
Eric Welch, Dr. Monica Gaughan). 

Alina Kadyrova 

Innovation capabilities or social needs: what defines the spatial distribution of social innovations in 
European regions? 

Session 5 

Over the last decade, social innovations have gained significant popularity. The core ideas of the social innovation 
concept – ‘being social’ and ‘being innovative’ – are usually contrasted to the business innovations (so-called ‘market 
innovations’) that possess only ‘innovativeness’ feature. Academic and non-academic literature have described 
numerous cases of social innovations all over the world (for example, see Howaldt, Kaletka, & Schröder, 2016; Pisano, 
Lange, & Berger, 2015; Rehfeld, Terstriep, Welschhoff, & Alijani, 2015).  

To my knowledge, there are no quantitative studies that apply a range of possible socio-economic and political factors 
and explain the differences in social innovation activity across the regions. A vast body of academic research and 
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research projects highlighted the roles of policy, universities and active citizens as the primary drivers of social 
innovations (for example, Davies & Simon, 2012; Jurgen Howaldt, Kaletka, Schröder, Rehfeld, & Terstriep, 2016; 
Moulaert, 2005). Despite this, the preferred method of social innovation analysis among researchers and practitioners is 
case studies, and the quantitative attempts are limited to the descriptive analysis.  

In contrast, the geography of business innovation has a long history of studies that investigate why innovation emerge in 
some places but not the others, and what factors are associated with the innovative output: for example, university and 
industry R&D expenditures, social capital and human capital, networks and connections. 

There are several gaps not addressed in the literature. First, there have been limited attempts to test empirically what 
factors are associated with social innovation activity – such as the drivers identified in the social innovation reports, 
factors derived from the studies of relevant organisations such as non-profits and social enterprises; or the findings of 
the business innovation literature outlining the roles of R&D, human and social capital.  Also, there is limited 
understanding of whether the factors relevant for social enterprises, social innovations and non-profits (presence of 
social needs and institutional gaps such as the rise of poverty and unemployment) have any influence at the business 
innovation activity.   

Methodology 

The current paper attempts to answer the question of whether spatial distribution of social innovations and business 
(‘market’) innovations is explained by similar economic and societal factors. The literature on business innovations has 
shown how human capital, social capital, R&D expenditures, cities or industries characteristics influence the magnitude 
and concentration of innovation activity. In turn, there is rich empirical evidence produced on the location of social 
enterprises and non-profit organisations, and many detailed case studies outlining the drivers of social innovation 
activity.  

To address these gaps, the current study introduces six regression models that contain two dependent variables 
reflecting innovation and social innovation activity accordingly and different combinations of independent variables 
derived from the literature on business innovations and social innovations (and related concepts such as social 
entrepreneurship and non-profit organisations).  

Due to the data availability, 65 NUTS 2 regions were analysed in the current study. These regions belong to eight 
countries: Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Spain, Finland, Italy, Sweden and Slovakia. The remaining EU states were 
excluded due to shortage of data.  

Business innovation related variables include university and industry R&D expenditures, human capital (measured as a 
number of people with higher education degree), social capital indicators (trust to other people, institutional trust, 
associational activity - share of people participating in various organisations such as sports clubs, voluntary 
organisations). Variables related to social innovation, non-profits and social enterprises include political activity, 
associational activity, GDP level, share of people employed in public services, growth of unemployment during 2012-
2016, growth of GDP during 2012-2016, poverty level.  

Results 

The findings indicate that patent activity and social innovation activity tend to concentrate in more advantaged, 
heterogeneous and economically developed regions. The research findings have also revealed that regional social capital 
has a greater impact on both the patenting activity and social innovation activity, compared to other factors.  

As expected, patent activity was likely to be higher in more demographically diverse places with the growth of GDP per 
capita, population and fewer poverty rates, better water, medical and sanitation conditions.  Unlike previous studies ( 
Barro, 1991; Dakhli & De Clercq, 2004; Mankiw, Romer, & Weil, 1990), University R&D expenditures and share of people 
with higher education turned to be rather insignificant. Business sector R&D expenditures showed a significant positive 
impact; these effects are consistent with the dataset which included many regions hosting high-tech and low-tech 
industries such as mechanical, automotive, transport-related production, engineering,  and others. The variables 
indicating Social needs turned out to be moderate predictors of innovation activity when ‘business innovation’-related 
variables are not taken into account.  
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One of the social capital indicators - associational activity showed much stronger influence on the patent activity 
compared to the R&D expenditures and human capital. These findings are consistent with the research highlighting the 
role of networks for knowledge dissimilation and innovation. R. Burt (1992, 2000), Coleman (1994), Granovetter (1973) 
and several other authors offered a network perspective on social structure and social relations, where the number of 
connection and actors’ placement in the network play an important role. The propensity of the firms to engage in the 
business networks might be therefore caused by or related to the overall tendency of people to join formal and informal 
groups, clubs and associations. 

Social innovations location patterns revealed some similarities to business innovations. Similar to business innovations, 
social innovations tend to concentrate in wealthier and heterogeneous areas that accommodate a higher number of 
foreign-born populations, and near the sources of industrial R&D rather than knowledge sources (e.g. universities). 
Similar to patent activity, R&D expenditures in the higher education sector showed no significant relationship to social 
innovations. 

 Contrary to the expectations, social innovation projects are more attracted to the areas with low levels of interpersonal 
trust, and where people both politically active. The influence of the associational activity was insignificant and 
institutional trust did not reveal any substantial impact on social innovations. Also, unlike business innovation, social 
innovation showed positive linkage to the population. Unlike patent activity, the variables denoting the rise of 
unemployment and population as well as poverty levels were rather insignificant for social innovations. The research 
also did not present any evidence that social innovations locate in the areas of a shortage of public servants, rather 
areas with more people employed in the field attracted more social innovations.  

Among all factors, political activity, GDP and population showed the strongest impact on social innovation. In that sense, 
social innovations resemble non-profit organisations and social enterprises that are also attracted to wealthier rather 
than deprived places (Bielefeld, Murdoch, & Waddell, 1997; Joassart-Marcelli & Wolch, 2003; Katz, 2014). However, not 
all wealthy and developed places would offer a fertile environment for social innovation development, but only the ones 
with a politically active civil society.  

The regional socio-economical context matters for social innovations and business innovations to a different extent. The 
expected triggers for social innovations (poverty, unemployment) showed greater relevance to business innovations 
than social innovations. On the contrary, factors usually associated with business innovations such as heterogeneity, 
wealth and industrial R&D were significant for social innovations. While current research shed some light on the spatial 
location of social innovation, further data collection and research is needed to investigate the influence of the variables 
on extended geographical area. 

Martina Kovac 

The Dynamics of Policy Design: What do we know about its processes and challenges? 

Session 5 

Background and rationale  

Although it is widely acknowledged that innovation policy instruments develop and evolve in complex political processes 
over time, scholars of Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) policy literature often follow a rather narrow functional 
perspective of policy instruments (Flanagan et al., 2011; Martin, 2016). In this view, whether explicitly or implicitly 
assumed, instruments are considered to be technical tools, which can be installed from scratch, are time-invariant and 
thus, can be easily replaced. Policy design seems to be a rational problem-solving process driven by improved 
information’s. Thus, a major focus of the STI policy literature lies in the conceptual and empirical analysis of innovation 
systems aiming to deduce instrumental design criteria. Although changes in innovation policy and its instruments are 
described, the driving mechanisms behind these dynamics and the possible policy restrictions still remain largely 
unknown. We, therefore, know little about the respective design processes underlying policy instrumentation in the 
field of STI. Here, it is assumed that a more detailed view of the actual governance of innovation systems is necessary, 
due to the growing complexity of innovation processes and the raising innovation policy activities in many industrialized 
countries. Whereas analysis often focus on broader and long-term development of innovation policy (Niinikoski & 
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Kuhlmann, 2015; Dodgson et al., 2011) or a rather short-term evolution of single instruments (Hoppmann et al., 2014) 
this study analysis the mid-term development of a complex single-level policy mix (Howlett & Del Río, 2015). 

Methods  

Using data from the German ‘Hightech-Strategy’, the analysis combines detailed conceptual knowledge of innovation 
policy instruments with qualitative insights from an in-depth case study analysis. The Hightech-Strategy is Germanys first 
interdepartmental innovation strategy, which aims to network research and business actors in the national innovation 
system. Due to the economic importance for growth and employment, innovations by SMEs are particularly important. 
Here in recent years a successive decline in SMEs R&D and innovation activities became more and more visible and led 
to a diverse innovation policy debate. By applying qualitative process tracing, I examine the policy design processes of 
innovation-oriented SME-policies in Germany within this political discourse from 2006 to 2018. In this period a re-
structuring of already existing and the introduction of new instruments could be found. The analysis is based on three 
different data sources. In order to gain a detailed understanding of the policy field and it’s dynamics a broad range of 
policy documents have been analysed including protocols, strategy papers, administrative documents from the 
ministries, expertise’s and evaluations. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews within the policy community and 
participant observations in political advisory boards (such as the German ‘Hightech-Forum’), workshops or strategy-
conferences have been conducted in the period from 2015-2018. The combination of different data sources allowed for 
a more detailed understanding of the underlying policy discourse and captured design processes of policy instruments 
over time.  

Results  

The case study analysis reveals several mechanisms, which influence policy instrumentation. These mechanisms lie in 
the policy process itself and therefore can be considered as contextual factors of innovation policy. First, the results 
confirm a layering of different approaches (or rationales) of policy design (Gassler et al., 2008). Although the innovation 
systems approach has largely replaced the linear model of innovation, both rationales still are present in today’s policy 
action and frame policy design processes. Up until now, it is unclear how exactly these rationales affect the policy 
design. The results illustrate, that systemic rationales influence, in particular, the strategy level (e.g. problem definition 
and goals of policy mixes), whereas the linear model still dominates the operative level of innovation policy (e.g. design 
of single instruments). This leads to conflicts between strategic goals on the one hand and used instruments to address 
these goals on the other hand. It stabilises and limits policy design to certain types of instruments, which is also enforced 
by the organizational division of work between administrative and political actors within the political system. However, 
also driving forces, such as the role of science and evaluations, can be identified and pictured more in detail. 
Furthermore, differences in the degree of instrumental changes are considered by differentiating between incremental 
and radical changes in innovation policy instruments. This leads to a better understanding of the temporal and 
organizational challenges in the design of policy mixes.  

Significance  

Overall more stabilising mechanisms can be identified, which question the functional perspective of innovation policy 
instruments and it’s policy implications. By highlighting the contextual factors of innovation policy design, the focus is 
shifted towards policy action with the intent to consider internal and external boundaries to policy decision makers. 
Especially within the context of the ‘New mission-orientation’ were broader, holistic and dynamic innovation policy 
mixes are needed to address grand challenges, are these discussions of special importance to successfully improve 
systemic policy advice.  
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Bastian Krieger 

Public University Research Funding and local University-Firm Cooperation: An Analysis of the German 
Excellence Initiative 

Session 5 

Basic research performed by universities is one of the most important drivers of technological development and 
economic competiveness. To maintain their competitive edge, especially industrialized countries have implemented 
novel university research funding programs during the last decades. Aiming at selectively developing internationally 
leading universities within Germany, the Excellence Initiative was launched by the German federal government in 2006. 
The initiative added 4.6 billion euro to the German university system from 2006 to 2017, making up four percent of its 
total research spending (IEKE, 2016). Furthermore, it was subsequently used as a role model for funding programs in 
various other countries, such as France, Japan, Malaysia or Spain (DFG, 2015). 

To spur technological development, scientific knowledge generated by universities needs to be transferred to the 
private sector. R&D cooperation is one of the most intensive knowledge transfer channels. Research on the impact of 
public university research funding on university-firm R&D cooperation, however, is still rare, especially compared to the 
amount of literature on other transfer channels, such as scientific publications and patents by universities.  

Firms typically participate in R&D cooperation with universities to capitalize on their tacit knowledge and already built 
equipment. Universities usually cooperate with firms to raise additional funds for their research activities or to 
complement their research with relevant findings gathered throughout R&D cooperation. The literature on the impact 
of public university research funding on R&D cooperation between firms and universities identified two opposing 
funding effects. On the one hand, public funding increases the attractiveness of the funded universities to private firms. 
Funded universities have an increased ability to employ high-performing scientists and to purchase equipment or 
material. Also, their improved reputation fosters the visibility and scientific legitimacy of joint R&D cooperation, 
independently of their actual research capabilities. On the other hand, public funding might decrease the incentive of 
universities to cooperate with private firms. Public funding fosters the financial independence of university scientists and 
decreases their need to acquire additional third-party funding from the private sector. Funded scientists are thus able to 
allocate their resources more freely according to their research interests. If their research does not profit from R&D 
cooperation with private firms, receiving public funding will decrease their incentives to participate in them. The net 
effect of public funding on university-firm R&D cooperation, hence, depends on the magnitude of the opposing effects. 

I investigate the net effect of additional public university research funding provided by the Excellence Initiative on local 
university-firm R&D cooperation and, thus, on knowledge transfer. The paper takes a firm-level perspective and analyses 
a firm’s probability of participating in an R&D cooperation with its local universities. Its focus is on the change in a firm’s 
likelihood to cooperate if its closest university was awarded research funding by the Excellence Initiative.  

This paper contributes to the literature on university-firm R&D cooperation by using research grants from the Excellence 
Initiative as quasi-experiment to overcome the endogeneity of public funding in a difference-in-differences setup. Public 
funding is typically allocated to universities employing high-performing scientists. This selection process generates a 
bias, as universities employing high-performing scientists are also the ones most attractive to cooperate with in the first 
place. The difference-in-differences analysis allows to control for this selection by simply comparing the pre-treatment 
trend of the treatment and the control group. Only Blume-Khout et al. (2015) and Lanaham et al. (2016) tackled 
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endogeneity issues in the related literature, but with different instrumental variable strategies, whose identification 
assumptions are harder to verify.  

Besides its main contribution of adding quasi-experimental evidence, this paper is the first to investigate changes in the 
composition of R&D cooperation. Former research only empathized on the aggregated amount of R&D cooperation. 
However, an increased attractiveness of funded local universities could trigger additional R&D cooperation between 
local firms and universities, but it could also cause firms to substitute non-local cooperation in favour of local ones. To 
examine the composition of local and non-local R&D cooperation, this paper also studies the impact of public funding on 
the probability of cooperating with non-local universities. 

Differentiating between public funding in engineering, life and natural sciences further adds to the existing research. The 
theoretical model of Jensen et al. (2010) suggests research funding in applied science fields to foster university-firm R&D 
cooperation, while funding in more basic science fields rather reduces cooperation. The rational: research in more basic 
science fields profits less from cooperating with firms and, hence, university scientists in these fields are more likely to 
stop cooperating after receiving additional public research funding and being able to allocate their resources more 
freely. Empirically, however, Lanaham et al. (2016) are the only ones directly considering heterogeneous effects.  

Finally, the analysis is highly relevant for German and international policy makers. The German Excellence Initiative is 
representative for the design of several newly implemented university funding programs in different industrial 
countries. This paper is the first considering its impact on the private sector. It adds to the evidence on the net impact of 
public university funding on R&D cooperation and on knowledge transfer. Finding a negative net effect would especially 
challenge the established assumption of public university funding being a simple tool to foster regional technological 
development and economic competitiveness. Also, the same holds for getting to know that additional funding only 
changes the composition of R&D cooperation instead of generating new cooperation and more knowledge transfer. 

The firm-level outcomes of the difference-in-differences estimations confirm the results of prior research conducted on 
the country-, university-, department-, or researcher-level: The net effect of public university research funding on R&D 
cooperation is positive. Firms whose closest university received a research grant from the Excellence Initiative are more 
likely to participate in an R&D cooperation with their local universities. The impact of public funding, however, varies 
with the funded science field. Following the empirical results from Lanaham et al. (2016) and the theoretical model of 
Jensen (2010), the outcomes indicate the most pronounced effect for funding allocated to engineering sciences, the 
most applied science field. Funding in engineering sciences consistently increases a firm’s average cooperation 
probability by three to seven percentage points, whereas no consistent impact across all estimations has been found for 
funding in life or natural sciences. 

Indicating the causality of the estimations, I find a common pre-treatment trend in all robustness checks. Moreover, 
cooperation with non-local universities remain unaffected by the Excellence Initiative. Therefore, public university 
research funding distributed as part of Excellence Initiative in engineering sciences seems to trigger additional R&D 
cooperation instead of only changing the composition of local and non-local cooperation.  
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Xolisa Magawana and Il-Haam Petersen 

Innovation in the Global South: Understanding innovation in the informal sector using a participatory 
research methodology 

Session 5 

There is a gap in literature that provides a conceptual understanding of how people in the informal sector/ community 
define innovation. This paper discusses research undertaken in the Western Cape region of South Africa, where 
participatory methods were used to define and understand innovations that take place within informal settings. 
Participatory methods used in the research were Digital Storytelling and Photovoice Workshop. The informal sector in 
South Africa is a significant source of employment and provides more secure livelihoods, and poverty reduction for 
those poor neighborhoods households. In terms of GDP, it’s estimated to contribute 6% and about 17% of employment 
that informal sector provides to those unemployed households in poor communities. In the National Development Plan, 
this sector is projected to generate almost 2 million jobs by 2030. As part of the data collection process, the research 
team had two data collection workshops with informal traders around Philippi in the Western Cape, South Africa. The 
first workshop comprised of 7 informal traders in the region was a digital storytelling workshop. Digital storytelling is a 
qualitative that was developed in the mid-90s at the Centre for Digital Storytelling in San Francisco. This methodology 
involves a process of intensive workshops that usually last for a week, during which participants develop a personal 
narrative that is about three minutes long. This narrative is then recorded and the final product is a short film, which has 
been produced and edited by the narrator. The second workshop was a Photovoice workshop that involved 10 
participants, some were informal business owners, other NGO founders, community activists and community members. 
This participatory methodology first formally articulated by Caroline Wang and Mary Anne Burris (1997), provides a 
process by which people can “identify, represent, and enhance their community through a specific photographic 
technique” (p. 369). With this methodology, the research participants use a camera and associated physical and 
theoretical infrastructure to individual community members. These individuals were prompted to capture visual 
representations of their everyday lives and their interpretation of innovation in their community. These individual 
images helped the participants helping them better engage in critical dialogue around the research topic. The research 
revealed that there is several innovations taking place in informal settings, and some innovators do not see their work as 
innovative, due to their limited understanding of innovation. In some communities when innovation takes place, it 
involves the community through: Local procurement. That is linking one local company with another, thus creating a 
local value-chain within the local system. In addition, innovation in this context was defined as “two heads are better 
than one”. This definition is different from the OECD Oslo Manual 2018 definition of “a new or improved product or 
process (or combination thereof) that differs significantly from the unit’s previous products or processes and that has 
been made available to potential users (product) or brought into use by the unit (process)”. This paper provides the 
reader with an opportunity to get the direct narrative from the participants. As well as get insights of the different 
innovations taking place in informal settings. This paper is significant, as the reader gets insights about the different 
views that people in informal communities have with regards to innovation in informal settings.  This paper also 
provides an insight on how innovation is defined in informal settings, and well as how innovative value chains are 
developed in informal settings. 

Mayra Morales 

The formation of doctorates in the context of international mobility. The case of nanotechnology in 
Mexico 

Session 5 

Background 

The economies aiming to develop a solid scientific labour force find in international mobility a way to enrich the creation 
of research capacities by sending nationals to study abroad. Mexico has been funding doctoral training in foreign 
universities for over four decades. However, different from the Asian cases, which accumulated significant R&D 
capacities through their internationally trained people, Mexico’s scientific workforce is still small and faces emigration of 
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the most talented. The main assumption in this context is that the policy needs to be implemented in a more 
collaborative manner with national actors, namely implied employers. This is because if the policy is not reflecting its 
expected effects, this may be due to the need to aligned this policy to national needs. In this context, the main 
motivation of this research is to explore how the programme for doctoral formation corresponds, or not, to the needs of 
the employers for doctorate holders. This study looks into the involvement of the different actors, and how these actors 
perceive the value of international mobility in doctoral training and the effects of the interaction between actors in the 
absorption of doctorates and creation of research capabilities. This research focuses on the programme by which Mexico 
funds its citizens to pursue doctoral education abroad. The nanotechnology sector is used as an empirical case in order 
to provide more in-depth details on how such policy delivers the expected outcomes in the system. 

Doctoral training in S&T is key in the creation and consolidation of the scientific and technological capacities in a 
country. Governments consider doctoral training as a policy priority, and although the rationales for sending people to 
pursue doctoral training abroad may differ across countries, there are key motivations for which developing countries 
invest public funds into sending nationals to study abroad, namely learn the latest techniques, and research problems 
that the global scientific community is addressing. The number of doctoral students from developing going to a different 
country –most commonly a developed country to pursue doctoral education has risen in the past decades and continues 
to show an increasing trend, which indicates the interest of governments to incorporate international mobility as 
essential in doctoral training. Mexico is one of the countries that have been relying on international mobility for doctoral 
training. The formation of highly specialised people, namely doctorate education in STEM fields is a national priority as 
stated in the S&T policy documents and programmes of the last three decades. The design, implementation and funding 
of the doctorates formation strategy in Mexico are led by the Mexican Council of Science and Technology (Conacyt). 
Additional funds come from other national and international sources but most are allocated through Conacyt for its 
implementation.  

Doctoral training in S&T is key in the creation and consolidation of the scientific and technological capacities in a 
country. Doctorates represent the future scientific labour force, they embody the technical knowledge and talents by 
which the existing knowledge is renovated and new ideas are developed. The benefits of exploiting the human capital 
embodied upon the highly specialised/doctorates, and also the disadvantages that the shortage of doctorates generate 
have been widely studied. In doctoral formation international mobility represents a human capital formation 
mechanisms that enrich the skills of those that study abroad, creating at the same time new career development 
opportunities. For the sender countries, international mobility for doctoral training is an opportunity to learn and to be 
present in the global research community. 

Methods 

This study explores the Mexican strategy for doctoral training abroad by a set of research questions that aim to gain 
some understanding of the rationales for doctoral formation between the different actors in the national system. The 
overarching question is how the policy maker’s rationale for doctoral formation corresponds, or not to the needs of the 
employers for doctorate holders. Additional questions look into the involvement of the different actors in the S&T policy 
–of which doctoral formation is part, design, funding and implementation, and how they perceive the value of 
international mobility in doctoral training, and the strategies they have developed to capitalise from the capital 
embodied in doctoral holders after return. 

The questions of this study are addressed by adopting a qualitative approach framed under a diverse set of literature, 
namely innovation studies, human capital formation theory, innovation systems theory and migration studies. An 
essential assumption that emerges from these sets of theories is that doctoral training is a key element for the 
development of technological capabilities and innovation, but that the inefficacies in the domestic conditions to absorb 
the doctorates after completion, and further their career development promotes long term emigration or the under-
capitalisation of the capital built abroad during doctoral training. Thus, the aim of this study is to provide in-depth 
understanding about the rationales for sending nationals to study abroad, and about how the interactions and level of 
involvement of different actors in the system affect the capacities and conditions by which doctoral training can be 
translated into research and innovation capacities in Mexico. 

In order to explore this assumption and provide answers to the research question in this study, this research focuses on 
the policy programme by which Mexico funds its citizens to pursue doctoral education abroad. The scope of the research 
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focuses on the actors in the nano sector. In the first data collection stage of this work, interviews were conducted with 
the policymakers responsible for that programme; with higher education institutions and company as implied sectors 
that value and demand doctorates. This data collection yielded 52 interviews in total. To capture the complexity of the 
phenomenon of doctoral training and international mobility as a human capital formation mechanism, in a second data 
collection stage, a qualitative online survey was conducted for Mexican nationals who pursue doctoral education in a 
foreign university funded by the Mexican government. Having an analytical framework the concepts of capitalisation of 
doctoral training and policy involvement data was analysed under a systemic approach. By bringing together the data 
from diverse actors, this work contributes to understanding how the valorisation and influence of doctoral formation 
policy through international mobility differs between actors in the system, and how the dissimilar interest and lack of 
cohesion of rationales triggers long term migration of doctorates and underdevelopment of those that stay, hindering 
the creation of conditions to foster the capitalisation of doctorates into domestic research capacities.  

Findings 

Findings suggest that the programme furthers opportunities for the doctorates sent abroad, but that those 
opportunities are not capitalised in the national arena, thus remaining only as individual benefits. While on the side of 
the employer, findings suggest that when actors do not see their interests reflected in policies, their involvement is 
limited, affecting the possibilities for capitalisation of doctorates, which promotes long-term emigration or the under-
capitalisation of the human capital built abroad. The implications of these findings are that S&T policy might reconsider 
the focus on international mobility and that governments must promote the participation of actors in the policy process 
in order to develop strategies where they share a common interest. 

Precious Mudavanhu, Makelane and Ngqulu 

The pattern of innovation in South African Manufacturing sector 

Session 5 

Manufacturing remains a critical force in both advanced and developing economies. The sector has changed over the 
years, bringing new opportunities and challenges to business leaders and policy makers. The degree to which countries 
are able to prepare for these changes will determine whether they thrive. The manufacturing sector plays an important 
role in the national system of innovation (NSI). The objective of the Next Industrial Revolution is to play a key role in 
enhancing South Africa’s manufacturing capacity so that it can compete in high-value products in global markets. 
Therefore, in the context of government efforts to ensure a growing role for science, technology and innovation (STI) in 
a more prosperous and inclusive society. This study aims at providing new insights regarding the pattern of innovation in 
the South African manufacturing sector using the results of the country’s three national innovation survey Data (2005, 
2008 and 2012) in order to identify the main patterns of innovation in the manufacturing sector. Our study of the 
pattern of innovation in the manufacturing shows that progress has been made, with companies making visible efforts 
to engage in innovation activities. Enterprises with successful innovation observed to have similar pattern and 
innovation activity was positively related to innovation which arises from the application of technologies that were 
developed and are already in use elsewhere. The results reveals some weaknesses in the manufacturing sector 
innovation such as inadequate collaboration between firms and other firms, government or public research institutes as 
well as higher education. External collaboration can bring improvements to the production process of firms. In other 
words, there is a need for the manufacturing sector to engage in external collaboration during the innovation process to 
better improvement in their products and markets. 

Diego Rolando Mahecha Capacho, Catherine Beaudry and Fabiano Armellini 

Development of open business models and innovation in the Canadian aerospace sector 

Session 5 

The objective of the research is to compare the Canadian aerospace industry, linking business models (BM), intellectual 
property (IP) and innovation management, a situation little explored in the literature. This exploratory study presents 
how companies in the sector develop their strategies for open innovation processes. With this perspective and 
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according to the Chesbrough's taxonomy (2006) , three types of open BM can be found: a BM conscious of its 
environment, which seeks new ideas, innovations, technologies or personnel that can improve its internal processes; an 
integrative BM, in which internal and external knowledge is an integral part of the daily activities of the company; and 
finally, an adaptive BM, which responds to the dynamism of the market, adapting to the different circumstances that 
arise. 

To characterize the companies throughout the three categories, a questionnaire was constructed that included the 
dimensions mentioned above. The companies surveyed were those that participated in the production processes, 
belonging to the aeronautical, space or defence sub-sectors, excluding airlines and airports. The questionnaire was 
answered by 71 companies that represent 10.9% of the database of companies that were considered viable to answer 
the questionnaire. For most questions, the seven-point Likert scale was used. The companies are distributed in four 
regions: Ontario (42%), Quebec (37%), Western Canada (14%) and Atlantic Canada (7%). Of the total number of 
companies, 85% practice R&D to some degree. The results show a clear dominance of product innovations (73%) and 
process innovations (72%). Results in accordance with the high-tech companies that focus their efforts on diversifying 
their products, penetrating new markets, reducing costs and production times. 

A large proportion of companies (70%) use some type of OI practices for the exchange of value. For this group of 
companies, the importance given to inbound practices (3.4 / 7.0) was greater over outbound practices (2.9 / 7.0). Of 17 
OI practices analyzed, the best score was obtained by informal knowledge networks (5.2 / 7.0), because companies 
consider informal relationships with members of their network, an effective and reliable source to obtain new 
knowledge. Co-creation carried out with support of customers and consumers (4.8 / 7.0) ranked second in this category. 
This result shows that the integration of these actors into the innovation process allows companies to generate and 
develop new knowledge that allows them to obtain economic benefits as strategic and, at the same time, reduce the 
uncertainty and risk associated with development. Aerospace companies consider IP as an important mechanism against 
competition. 84% of companies use at least one method to defend their IP, giving relevance to strategic methods over 
formal methods. Industrial secret is the most used method (5.4 / 7.0), followed by lead-time advantage of competitors 
(5.2 / 7.0) and complexity in the design (4.9 / 7.0). 

Through the statistical analysis “Two-Step Cluster”, it was possible to identify the natural grouping of open business 
models that existed in the sector. The representative themes for the analysis identified: the practice of R&D within the 
company (one dimension); the way of working with open innovation (one dimension); OI practices used, inbound or 
outbound practices (17 dimensions); as well as, how to manage intellectual property (22 dimensions). In these last two 
cases, due to the large number of dimensions in relation to the number of respondents, it was necessary to reduce the 
dimensions using a principal component analysis using a varimax rotation. 

Of total companies that answered the questionnaire, 50 had some degree of openness in the development of their BMs. 
The result showed that 38% of companies operate under a BM aware of their environment, 62% implement an 
integrating BM and no company develops an adaptive BM. The two resulting groups are significantly different, 
companies that have an integrating BM obtained a systematically higher score in all the dimensions on which they 
developed BM aware of their environment. For the first case, companies are conscious of their environment and their 
innovations, synchronize strategic planning with OI practices, especially the inbound ones. That is, external ideas, new 
technologies, suppliers and customers are considered new collaborators in the generation of knowledge. These 
companies take advantage of the IP and direct their BMs to a more open direction. For the second group of companies, 
these characteristics take on more strength, the bonds between the internal and external actors of the company 
become stronger. Now, the company is aware of the factors that affect its productivity, taking advantage of them in a 
more strategic way. To better understand the panorama of companies that use open BMs, the resulting groups were 
compared with the dimensions of external financing resources, protection methods, as well as internal and external 
partners. 

Companies with an integrated BM give greater importance to the mechanisms that contribute to the generation and 
exchange of value on companies that have a BM aware of the environment. In the case of financing, government 
subsidies for the development of internal and/or collaborative projects are considered very important for the sector. 
These financing methods allow companies to obtain complementary resources to develop their R&D. Companies are 
more open, they need collaborative structures that are economically sustainable. For this reason, companies develop 
collaboration agreements and solid strategic alliances, which allow operating in an open manner, establishing trust 
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between the parties involved. On the side of protection methods, the predominance of strategic methods over formal 
ones is still evident. But it is noteworthy, the great importance that patents win for companies with an integrated BM 
with respect to those who have a BM aware of their environment. Finally, the dimension of internal and/or external 
partners, presents internal employees as the most important partners for the company when developing innovations. 

Simone Rosenblum and Julia Melkers 

Individual and Institutional Characteristics Contributing to Open-Access Publishing 

Session 5 

Introduction: The use of open-access publishing is an ongoing debate in academic research. There are studies examining 
whether open access increases citation rates, while other work looks at the characteristics gleaned from bibliometric 
data on open-access publishing, predatory open-access journal publishing, and attitudes toward open-access. However, 
there appears to be a gap in the literature in examining the characteristics of individuals and institutions that are 
publishing in open-access journals beyond the characteristics available through bibliometric data. This study asks, are 
there unique characteristics of individuals and institutions publishing in open-access journals? We look to examine 
institutional differences within disciplines and institutional settings that might impact the choice of researchers to 
publish open-access. Further, we seek to examine whether open-access publishing may serve as a career-level 
production strategy. Initial results show a correlation with open access publishing and specific fields, collaboration, as 
well as institution types. 

Data and Methods: This study uses data from the Directory of Open-Access Journals (DOAJ) and the NETWISE II project 
from the Georgia Institute of Technology to examine the characteristics of those publishing open-access in DOAJ 
journals. By using the DOAJ to create the list of open-access journals, we ensure a minimum level of quality to the open-
access journals in our study as the DOAJ provides oversight to their directory and attempts to prevent predatory journals 
from inclusion in their list. The survey implemented by NETWISE II provides a greater level of detail into institutional 
characteristics than can be determined from scraping bibliometric data alone. By cross-referencing the list of articles 
published by respondents for the NETWISE II survey with DOAJ journals, we can see who has published in these open-
access journals. 

We looked at correlations between whether individuals had published an open-access article in a DOAJ journal and their 
individual demographic and professional characteristics, including gender, race, citizenship, and professorial rank, as 
well as institutional characteristics, including institution type (e.g., Research I, Research II, etc.) and discipline. 
Additionally, we used independent sample t-tests to see where those who had published an open-access article differed 
from those who had not. Finally, we ran logit models for whether an individual has ever published in a DOAJ journal, 
partitioning the data by career stages and institution types. The models included the individual characteristics as well as 
institutional characteristics. We used stepped logit models to allow us to look at the effects of the control variables prior 
to adding in the independent variables of interest. 

Results: Our initial findings show that discipline impacts rates of open-access publishing, as does collaboration with 
others on research papers. We see higher rates of open-access publishing among those from biology and biochemistry 
than individuals in mathematics. However, the significance of discipline depends on career stage. Full professors in 
biology and biochemistry are far more likely to have published an open-access article in a DOAJ journal than their 
counterparts in mathematics, but there is no statistically significant difference among disciplines for assistant and 
associate professors. In our sample, those with higher levels of collaboration, and, in particular those who collaborate 
with industry co-authors are more likely to have published an open-access article. Finally, gender appears to play a role. 
Women are less likely than men to have published open-access articles, but the statistical significance disappears when 
we add in grant funding. Grant funding is significantly associated with whether an individual has published an open-
access article, but the impact is minimal. 

Discussion While other research has debated the merits of open-access publishing, this paper does not seek to promote 
or discourage open-access publishing. Rather, this study seeks to better understand whether those who choose to 
publish in open-access journals are distinct from other researchers in their field. We see that specific disciplines, 
particularly biochemistry and biology, are more likely than others to publish open-access articles. Furthermore, we find 
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that collaboration, particularly with industry, plays a significant role in whether one has published an open-access 
article—a greater percentage of those who have published an open-access article have collaborated with industry co-
authors. Finally, with gender and grant funding, we see that while women in our sample are less likely to have published 
an open-access article, this may be due to the costs associated with publishing an open-access article. Although this 
study is exploratory, it contributes to the literature by helping to understand further the extent to which individual and 
institutional characteristics of academic researchers influence their choice to publish open-access. 

Isabel Ruthotto and Julia Melkers 

The social capital of dual-career faculty: Understanding the structure and composition of on-campus 
networks 

Session 5 

Background 

Since the late 1980s, dual-career couples have accounted for over one-third of the academic workforce, yet they remain 
an understudied population. The majority of studies focuses on the two-body problem and with that on a narrow set of 
questions revolving around geographic (im)mobility, career outcomes, and family life. In an attempt to recruit and retain 
qualified faculty, institutions have responded to the two-body problem by implementing dual-career policies that assist 
both partners to find positions. Much less is known about how dual-career couples navigate academic life, including how 
well they are integrated socially and professionally at their institutions and how they build and maintain collegial ties. 
These questions are critical considering that social relationships in academia and within the institution in particular play 
an important role for professional identity, career advancement, and workplace satisfaction. Social networks serve as 
important channels of information about collaboration opportunities, funding, and scientific discoveries, which affects 
the scientist’s scholarly performance and visibility. Networks also offer guidance, advice, and social support, affecting 
scientists’ psychological well-being and feelings of inclusion within the institution and their field. 

Research Question 

Informed by social capital theory, we ask: In what ways, if any, do dual-career couples’ collegial ties differ from those of 
non-dual-career couples? We are interested in structural aspects including institutional network size and network 
composition as well as non-structural aspects such as patterns of network resource use (collaboration, career advice, 
teaching advice). We focus on collegial networks that cross-cut traditional boundaries between purely professional and 
social relationships and enable socializing and friendship building. On a conceptual level, collegial-friendship ties (i.e., 
faculty who are considered friends) and collegial-socializing ties (i.e., faculty with whom someone socializes outside of 
work) demonstrate close, trust-based relationships that may enable access to and exchange of resources that otherwise 
would not exist or occur.  

Further, we distinguish between dual-faculty (i.e., couples in which both partners are in academia) and dual-PhD (i.e., 
couples in which both partners have an academic background but work in different industries) scientists. Both groups 
are similar in the way that they are characterized by low educational and occupational disparity, fairly equal access to 
resources, and egalitarian values resulting in collaborative and supportive partnerships. However, in contrast to dual-
PhD scientists, dual-faculty scientists have formed a joint commitment to the academic lifestyle in which social 
relationships form within the same workplace setting. As such, dual-career faculty may be able to piggyback on their 
spouse’s network in ways that dual-PhD and other groups cannot.  

Data & Methods 

We use data from the 2015 NETWISE II study, an NSF-funded national survey of tenured and tenure-track faculty 
members in STEM disciplines, which includes a series of questions about a scientist’s collaborative and advice network 
within their institution. We conduct an extensive descriptive analysis to understand the structural characteristics of 
socializing and friendship networks and how scientists use those networks for instrumental or psychosocial support. 
Next, we use negative binomial regression to estimate network sizes and logistic regression to predict the proportion of 
socializing and/or friendship ties to a scientist’s total on-campus network, controlling for gender, race, academic age 
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(years since PhD), rank (Assistant, Associate, Full), academic discipline (biology, biochemistry, civil engineering, and 
mathematics), and institutional type (Research Intensive, Research Extensive, other).  

Preliminary Results 

Network size: We find that socializing networks are larger than friendship networks, both for dual-faculty and dual-PhD 
scientists. However, friendships with faculty do not necessarily subsume socializing ties. This means that faculty socialize 
with some colleagues outside of work but do not consider them friends, and vice versa. Second, our regression analyses 
show that the social capital of dual-faculty scientists differs from those of dual-PhD and non-dual-career scientists. 
Specifically, dual-faculty have more socializing and friendship ties, both in absolute terms and in proportion to their 
overall on-campus network.  

Resource use: We find that faculty gain resources from their on-campus colleagues in a number of different ways. A) 
Collaboration: Dual-faculty have more socializing ties within their collaborative network than dual-PhD and non-dual-
career scientists. In contrast, dual-PhD academics seek more collaborators outside their socializing network than dual-
faculty and non-dual-career academics. However, we do not find any differences between the three groups in terms of 
collaboration within or outside friendship networks. B) Teaching Advice: All faculty seek teaching advice more from 
colleagues they socialize with and/or colleagues they call friends than from people who fall outside those close circles of 
ties. However, dual-faculty have proportionately higher numbers of socializing and friendship ties within their teaching-
advice network than dual-PhD and non-dual-career scientists. C) Career Advice: The proportion of socializing ties within 
someone’s career-advice network is higher for dual-faculty than it is for dual-PhD scientists. In contrast, dual-PhD seek 
proportionately more career advice from non-socializing and non-friendship ties than dual-faculty.  

Significance 

Our analyses indicate that dual-faculty scientists are deeply embedded in their institutions. This finding is particularly 
interesting in the light of qualitative studies suggesting that institution caution to recruit academic couples as they might 
negatively impact departmental climates and harmony. 

Daniel Schiff and Luisa Nazareno 

How Automation and AI Affect Worker Well-Being: Looking Beyond Displacement and Wages 

Session 5 

Background and Rationale. Technological advancements have historically been important forces in reshaping work 
environments and the workforce, with significant implications for economies and societies. Recent developments in 
automation and artificial intelligence promise rapid and possibly unprecedented levels of change in the labor market, 
with impacts ranging from how basic tasks are performed to more fundamental changes to the nature of employment 
itself. 

Recent discourse surrounding these emerging technologies has focused largely on labor displacement, arguing that labor 
substitution is a problem while labor complementarity can be construed as a positive force. In this paper, we look 
beyond wages and employment rates, arguing that labor complementarity may not be uniformly positive. In particular, 
increasing levels of automation in work may impact workers’ well-being in the present as well as their expectations 
about the future. Technology can impact worker stress, difficulty of tasks, levels of monitoring, autonomy, and job 
security, among other impacts. 

Methods. To examine this concern about the impact of automation on worker well-being, we rely on two data sets. First, 
we examine a 2017 Pew Research Center survey on Automation in Everyday Life, which considers how individuals 
perceive automating technologies have affected their work, as well as their future work expectations. We restrict our 
attention to employed individuals, and contrast how individuals in manual labor roles are affected compared to those in 
management labor roles. This analytical approach follows theory emphasizing the difference in technology impacts 
across ‘low skill’ and ‘high skill’ work (Griliches, 1969). Standard OLS is used to estimate differential effects for workers 
across industries and demographic characteristics along a range of outcomes related to worker well-being and future 
expectations. 
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Second, we use the 2012 and 2013 American Time Use Survey (ATUS) Well-Being Module to ascertain whether workers 
in highly automated jobs experience different levels of well-being (measured through scales of happiness, stress, 
tiredness, meaningfulness, etc.,) when performing their jobs. The data set allows us to directly measure well-being of 
workers while working. To identify the degree of automation in each occupation, we use the Skill-Biased Technological 
Change literature (Autor, Levy and Murnane, 2003; Acemoglu and Autor 2010; Jaimovich and Siu 2014) to classify 
workers by their occupation’s task content, comparing routine work to nonroutine work and cognitive to noncognitive 
work. 

As an alternative approach, we adapt the methodology of Frey and Osborne (2017). Their approach uses a Gaussian 
process classifier and expert determination to classify 700+ occupations by their susceptibility to computerization, 
leveraging detailed occupation data from the Current Population Survey and O*NET. Jobs with significant elements of 
physical manipulation and social and creative intelligence are classified as less automatable. Both classifications are used 
to evaluate impacts on well-being, again using standard OLS with demographic and industry controls. These alternative 
classifications of automatability serve as robustness checks on our findings and additionally help to assess the reliability 
of the automation-based occupation classification approaches themselves. 

Preliminary Results. Our initial results from the first data set indicate that workers perceive meaningful impacts on their 
well-being as result of automation, and that these results differ across manual and managerial (cognitive jobs), ranging 
from around .1 to .2 standard deviations across several outcome variables. Manual work appears to be associated with 
negative impacts on outcomes including how interesting work is, opportunities for advancement, and job security. 
Standardized effects are reduced but remain significant in most cases when control variables for education, industry, 
and prior knowledge about automation are included. 

Additional results from the second data set suggest mixed and weaker associations between well-being (happiness, 
meaningfulness, stress) and future susceptibility to automation. These results may be explained by individuals’ lack of 
knowledge about the “automatability” of their work, especially given that these jobs have not yet been (fully) 
automated. Additional work is needed to contrast present-day impacts on well-being caused by automation already in 
place versus impacts on well-being due to future expectations about automation. Moreover, more work is needed to 
develop 1) the relationship between the three theories that connect work activities to technological change (manual vs. 
cognitive, routine vs. non-routine, and Frey and Osborne’s newer classification) and 2) the relationship between these 
theories and well-being. 

Significance. In view of impending technological change due to automation and artificial intelligence, this research sheds 
light on emerging questions about technological complementarity in the workplace. By expanding the scope of discourse 
beyond displacement and pay to address the critical issue of worker well-being, we provide a more robust 
understanding of the impacts of automating technology on the lives of workers. In turn, worker well-being has 
significant implications for labor, education/training, health, welfare, and socio-political stability, and is therefore 
worthwhile of attention by researchers and policymakers. 

Esteban Soto 

An estimation of the reduction of health effect caused by air pollution by implementing new 
technology to reduce the emissions of particulate matter: The case of Chile 

Session 5 

According to the World Health Organization, 7 million people die prematurely every day in the world due to air 
pollution. The global cost caused by these deaths is estimated at $225 billion a year. Clearly, the high levels of 
atmospheric pollution in some areas of the world present a high risk to the health of the population. In particular, Chile 
has of the most polluted cities with particulate material (PM) in Latin America and the Caribbean. In the cities of south 
central of Chile, the main sources of PM emissions come from biomass fuel burning for household and commercial 
heating and cooking. Although there are environmental policies that seek to reduce PM emissions, these policies have 
not been effective in reducing concentrations of PM10 and PM2,5, being the most critical periods of contamination in 
winter. This poster seeks to quantify the health effects of air pollution in the three most polluted cities in Chile: Padre 
Las Casas, Osorno, and Coyhaique. Additionally, the positive impact of the implementation of new technology for the 
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reduction of emissions coming from biomass fuel burning for household and commercial heating and cooking. The 
technology to be evaluated will be the one that we have developed with a group of entrepreneurs during the last two 
years. This technology consists of an electrostatic filter that is installed directly in biomass combustion stoves, and its 
main characteristic is to reduce the emission of PM by up to 90% 

Previous studies that show the relationship between the increase in health problems and exposure to high 
concentrations of particulate material will be used, considering the specific characteristics of each geographical area. A 
dose-response function will be estimated for each of the three most polluted cities in Chile in other to quantify the 
health impact of air pollution on these zones. The main externalities that will be quantified are mortality, cardiovascular 
disease and admission, respiratory disease and admissions, labor absenteeism, and restricted activities. Also, 
experiments will be carried out that allows having a distribution of the MP emission reduction of the filter, analyzing 
different types of conditions. Subsequently, the new scenario will consider the estimated reduction to the exposure of 
the particulate material of the population produced by the installation of electrostatic filters. Several numbers of devices 
in each city will be considered to know the curve of increase of the welfare of the society according to the number of 
artifacts that will be installed. This curve will be compared with the public investment that the state must make when 
implementing an environmental policy that subsidizes the filters. 

The expected results will allow us to know an estimate of the health impact that is being generated by air pollution 
compared to the effect of the implementation of a new technology to reduce emissions of PM, analyzing this situation in 
the most polluted cities in Chile. These results will allow finding the equilibrium point between the increase in the 
welfare of society by implementing a new technology to reduce MP emissions and the cost of public investment in 
environmental policies. Finally, this poster will be useful for the generation of new environmental policies that allow 
reducing efficiently and in the short term the high levels of concentration of particulate matter in the atmosphere, a 
problem that still does not have an efficient solution in the cities of the south-central of Chile. 

Tõnis Tänav 

Relationship between public support to firms and dynamics of firm innovation strategies 

Session 5 

Introduction 

This poster presentation builds upon the work done in my PhD monograph (in progress). The first chapter estimates firm 
innovation strategies based on empirical observations. The second chapter estimates the relationship between firm 
innovativeness and public support. These are the preliminary results from the third chapter where shifts between firm 
innovation strategies are estimated together with direct public sector support to innovation. 

Firm innovation strategies are based on firms’ choices in the innovation system: sources of information, partnerships, 
funding for different types of innovative activities, strategic goals, and appropriation methods used.  

Firm innovation strategies are estimated based on two-step analysis: exploratory factor analysis and k-means clustering.  

Results show that there are five distinct patterns of innovation: science based, open innovation, internal strategies, 
supplier based, and market oriented. In addition, a sixth category is available when firms indicated no innovative 
activities during the period. 

Data comes from the Community Innovation Survey (CIS) in Estonia, a standardised innovation survey curated by 
Eurostat and carried out by Statistics Estonia. Altogether 9155 observations for 3502 unique firms between 2002 and 
2012 is used. 

External data about public support is culled from EU Structural Funds register and EU State Aid register, besides two 
main agencies supporting firms provided their full internal registers for the analysis.  

Data about public support has been categorised into ten groups based on supported activities. These are collaboration 
programmes; consulting; training & skills development; marketing & export promotion; innovation and R&D support; 
investments support; mixed support; labour support; financial guarantees; and direct subsidies. 
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Main research question is following – are firms with certain public support more likely to shift their innovation strategies 
compared with previous periods? 

The method is multinomial logit model with state dependency.  

Background 

Two different literature streams are relevant for this analysis. Firstly, firms’ innovation process and its dynamics. 
Secondly, public intervention to firms’ innovation process. 

Firms’ innovation process and its dynamics expect the firm to balance between managerial capabilities and pressure 
from outside. The former consists of capabilities built within the firm and how they grow over time. These can include 
many possible paths, such as learning capabilities, organisation culture, ambitions, strategy creation, reaction to market 
forces, etc. The latter emphasises the surrounding environment which constrains the firm at the same time. Firms are 
bound by the technology, innovative potential and knowledge base available in their main activity. The influence creates 
industries which develop innovations in similar patterns.  

Dynamics of this process is mainly developed based on products, which are narrower than firm-based theories. Most 
firms produce more than one product. Nevertheless, there are life cycles visible. The start of the life cycles is product 
innovations, development and finalising its properties. They are followed by process innovations, economies of scale 
and cost-efficiency.  

Firms innovation process and choices about innovation strategies have many influencers. Some theories suggest that 
best behaviour should create path dependencies that are relevant for all within an industry. Some indicate that 
differentiation strategies are the key to long-term competitive advantages.  

Innovation policy has been continuously emphasised for almost a century. In brief, the main idea is that there are 
suboptimal innovative activities without public intervention. The main outcome is, to increase innovativeness of firms, 
and therefore increase economic growth. First, second and third wave of innovation policies builds upon each other, 
widening the scope of activities and rationale for intervention. With this, the scope of policy instruments has also 
increased over time.  

Methods 

The first step was estimating firm innovation strategies with exploratory factor analysis and k-means clustering. This 
yields a single category for every firm in every period.  

The second step was document analysis for all available public sector support given to the firms in the CIS sample. 146 
policy instruments were categories into ten groups based on supported activities and policy rationale. 

The third step is estimation with multinomial logit models with state dependency, firm controls and time controls. 

Results 

Preliminary results are currently available. 

The models can be interpreted as such, coefficients estimate whether firms are more likely to shift from one innovation 
strategy to another if they receive public support. The coefficients are comparisons between one innovation strategy 
and base category.  

The base category in all models is being not innovative (firms declared themselves not innovative in the survey during 
the period, therefore no innovation strategy). 

Preliminary results indicate that there is variation between different types of public support and shifts between 
innovation strategies. 

Firms are more likely to be science based compared to being not innovative when they receive innovation and R&D 
support even when their previous period innovation strategies are considered.  

Firms are more likely to be supplier based compared to being not innovative when they receive investment support 
even when their previous period strategies are considered. 
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Firms are more likely to be open innovation compared to being not innovative when they receive training and skills 
support even when their previous period strategies are considered.  

Main results show that there are significant differences between the uptake of different policy instruments when 
innovation strategies are taken into account. Firms with science based strategies, i.e. relationships with universities and 
R&D activities are more likely to participate in innovation and R&D instruments, similarly, with other categories and 
respective behaviour. 

Results suggest that there is positive self-selection into policy instruments; firms acquire capabilities necessary to 
participate in certain instruments.  

For some instrument types, there is no difference between innovation strategies and firms without any innovative 
activities. 

Conclusions 

Preliminary results suggest that there is some variation in innovative behaviour of firms and activities we wish to 
support with policy instruments. Causality is still an issue, but there are positive and significant correlations. 

These results suggest that policy instruments might shift firms into behaviour that is intended. However, currently, it is 
difficult to estimate whether it is based purely on self-selection. 

Results so far are also relevant for policymakers, that current financing has been at least somewhat useful, providing for 
firms who have necessary capabilities to undertake intended behaviour. 

Fang Wang and Xiaoyong Dai 

R&D Subsidies on Misallocation of Innovation Resources in China 

Session 5 

Aim of the proposal.  

In this study, we intend to investigate two research questions: How do subsidy policy affect the allocation of R&D 
resources? Should resources be allocated towards lowering the cost of R&D or broadly lowering distortionary barriers? 

Background:  

The subsidies policies have caused controversy among both policy-makers and scholars on whether they are effective in 
stimulating innovation to what degree government should intervene the innovative behavior of firms. A major challenge 
facing late-comer economies, including China is how to distribute the innovation resources efficiently.   

Studies on the effectiveness of R&D subsidies tend to explore its impacts on R&D investment, namely, crowding out 
effects and crowding in effects. However, evaluating the effects only on innovation inputs provides a partial assessment 
of the impact of the incentives because the goal is to increase firms innovative capabilities and ultimately, more 
innovative economy as a whole (Bronzini and Piselli, 2016). Wei et al. (2017) argue that targeted R&D subsidies and 
industrial policies can increase aggregate R&D but possibly induce the wrong firms to invest in R&D. Misallocation of 
innovation resources, especially between state-owned and private firms causes the inferior performance of Chinese firm 
in indigenous innovation. Studies have documented that subsidies policy in China is biased towards certain firm 
characteristics such as ownership, size, and sectors (Brandt et al., 2013; Boeing, 2016). However, the potential results 
caused by such bias is under-explored. 

Furthermore, previous studies identify distortion of production resources across heterogeneous firms is one major cause 
for productivity losses and for the persistent differences in productivity across countries (Hsieh and Klenow, 2009; 
Banerjee and Moll, 2010; Ranasinghe, 2014). Misallocation of resources are potentially relevant to slow diffusion of 
frontier technologies to less-developed countries (Restuccia and Rogerson, 2017). However, the cause of misallocation 
in innovation resources is under-explored (Li et al., 2017). This study investigates the potential misallocation of R&D 
resources caused by subsidy policy and further explores its impacts on firms efficiency in innovation. 

Methodology and empirical base:  
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The data are taken from a firm survey in Zhongguancun Science Park (ZSP) in Beijing, China. Most of Chinese high-tech 
firms locate in the Science Parks. Founded in 1988, ZSP is the largest Science Park in China in terms of both the number 
of firms and their gross outputs. As of the mid-1990s, all firms identified as high-tech in the Park had to compulsorily 
submit their annual financial statements to the Administrative Committee of the ZSP. Therefore, the sample firms 
feature more active R&D activities. The dataset provides detailed information about, among others, identification, 
financial performance, operations, R&D activities, and innovation for around 13,541 to 18,433 firms across different 
years. 

We build a model to measure R&D resource misallocation across firms by applying Hsieh and Klenow (2009) approach to 
a knowledge production function setup. The differences in innovation efficiency are the result of industrial discrepancies 
in the R&D input and output market distortion. Panel threshold model is adopted to estimate the heterogeneous effects 
of subsidies on R&D resource distortion.  

 Results :  

We find that innovation efficiency in China increased for the period of 2005 to 2009, while it fluctuates during 2010 to 
2015. R&D subsidies generate heterogeneous impacts on the innovation efficiency for firms. Subsidies on lower 
productivity firms and state-owned firms generate higher dispersion on TFPR, and therefore cause bigger resource 
distortion. Resources should not be allocated to lowering barriers but rather towards lowering the cost of R&D. 
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Seolmin Yang and So Young Kim 

Strategizing Scientific Awards: The Impacts of Early-Career Awards on the Research Network of 
Recipient Scientists 

Session 5 

Science awards are highly institutionalized with many governments around the world operating a science award 
program to recognize or promote scientists’ performance. This paper addresses how the design of a scientific award 
system shapes the recipients’ impacts within the scientific community, focusing on the way the award system is 
structured to nurture the ability of early-career scientists rather than acknowledging the performance of established 
scientists.  

A scientific award is one of the central factors underlying the motivations of scientists to pursue and advance their 
research careers. A traditional form of the award has been a prize to honor the accumulated achievements of eminent 
scientists, as seen in the Nobel Prize or the Copley Medal created and managed by the private sector institutions. More 
recently, scientific awards are introduced and operated by governments as a tool to not only recognize renowned 
scientists but identify emerging scientists with great potentials. Especially latecomer countries in the global scientific 
scene – notably South Korea and China – have developed science awards targeting early-career scientists.  

It turns out that the performance of the recipients after the award as measured by standard indicators such as 
publications is generally higher for early-career awards than for traditional types of awards given to late-career 
scientists. Therefore, governments facing increasing pressure and competition with the rise of new public management 
appear to be strategically utilizing science awards as another mechanism to boost national scientific performance. 

While previous research has found the positive effects of science awards providing early recognition and status to young 
scientists on their future research productivity, relatively little attention has been paid to how those namely “strategic” 
awards targeting early-career scientists shape the recipients’ research behaviors and impacts on the scientific 
community.  

Our study aims to fill this gap by developing a theoretical framework to understand the operation of the strategic 
science awards based on the principal-agent theory and analyze the effects of such awards on extrinsic incentives based 
on the motivation theory. We further utilize the egocentric network analysis to examine the research network of the 
recipient before and after the bestowment. 

Our preliminary finding based on the data collected for the past eighty-three awardees of the Korean Young Scientist 
Award (given to scientists under the age of 40) since its inception in 1997 suggests that the research clusters of the 
recipient tend to be differentiated across heterogeneous groups after the bestowment. A more diversified network 
implies greater social capital of the awardee that can be used as a resource for enhancing research performance.  

Our study provides a new light on the science award as a differential mechanism in scientists’ collaboration network. 
Especially, our finding shows that the strategic award can function as an external incentive mechanism for early-career 
scientists to open a new window of opportunities to expand their research network dramatically. The study concludes 
with a few policy implication about possible outcomes expected from a specific award program to influence the 
behavior and performance of scientists. 

Jian Zhang, Youwei He, Xiangyu Zhu, Zhilan Li and Xuanting Ye 

Study on the Basic Research Policies in China in the 40 Years of Reform and Opening up via Policy 
Documents Analysis 

Session 5 

The 40 years of reform and opening up is not only a process of major historical transformation of China's economy and 
society, but also a process of achieving a historic leap in China's scientific and technological innovation. After four 
decades of baptism in the tide of reform and opening up, China's science and technology innovation system has become 
an important part of the international science and technology innovation system. The "Several Opinions of the State 
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Council on Comprehensively Strengthening Basic Scientific Research" promulgated in January, 2018 pointed out that a 
new round of scientific and technological revolutions and industrial reforms are booming, along with the accelerating 
scientific exploration, more closely integrated disciplines, and plenty of major breakthroughs being made in some basic 
scientific issues. The major developed countries in the world have generally enhanced the strategic deployment of basic 
research, and global scientific and technological competition has continuously moved forward to basic research.  

Basic research is a scientific research with a basic mission of profoundly understanding natural phenomena, revealing 
natural laws, acquiring new knowledge, new principles, new methods, and cultivating high-quality innovative 
talents.Basic research policies are an important part of national science policy, including policies that promote the 
development of basic research, and policies that governments use to develop basic research results for the country's 
overall goals.At the same time, as an important part of technological innovation, the scientific knowledge output of basic 
research has public goods attributes and a strong positive externality, which requires governments’ related policies and 
financial support . Thus, It is especially important to review and summarize China's basic research policies in the 40 years 
of reform and opening up, in which technological innovation has become the fundamental driving force for national 
transformation and development and the key node of competition among countries. 

Based on the recognition of the important position of basic research in China's science and technology innovation 
system, this study proposes the following considerations based on policy changes and inter-governmental cooperation: 
What are the variations of governments’ attentional allocations in basic research in different periods? What is the 
motivation for change? Which government departments are concerned about and support the development of basic 
research? What is the relationship between the departments? 

Therefore, this study is based on the basic research policy text data of China's central government level from 1978 to 
2018. Through policy literature quantification, case analysis and expert interviews, it constructs a framework for policy 
change and inter-governmental relations analysis, and sorts out the changes in China's basic research policy since the 
reform and opening up. The purpose of this study includes summarizing the context of policy changes of basic research 
in China since the reform and opening up, identifying collaborative networks among government departments for basic 
research policy and providing reference for improving the scientific and rational basic research policy system, enhancing 
the strength of scientific and technological innovation and promoting the construction of a world science and 
technology power. 

This study is based on the basic research policy text data of China's central government from 1978 to 2018.This study 
divides the policy into the stage of reconstruction exploration (1978-1985), the initial stage of reform (1985-1992), the 
gradual recovery stage (1992-1998), the development acceleration stage (1998-2006), and the deepening reform stage ( 
2006-2013), strategic development stage (2013-2018).Specifically, based on the division of policy stages, this study 
develops co-word analysis, cluster analysis and social network analysis from the perspective of “policy change” and 
“intergovernmental relations”. 

In conclusion, firstly, according to the division of stages, the number of basic research policies in China from 1978 to 
2018 showed an upward trend. Secondly, through the classification and discrimination of policy keywords at different 
stages, the policy focus of China's basic research policy system has been shifted in different aspects during the 40 years 
of reform and opening up.Thirdly, in the past 40 years of reform and opening up, the number of departments involved in 
supporting the development of basic research in China has been from small to large. The departmental cooperation 
network has moved from “a dominant” to “multi-pronged”, from “divide-and-conquer strategy ” to “cooperation”. 

Jian Zhang, Tianying Xu, Xuanting Ye and Zhilan Li 

The “Weak” Version of the Porter Hypothesis, Environmental Regulation, and Technological Innovation 
— An Empirical Analysis Based on Panel Data at Provincial Level in China 

Session 5 

As China’s prominent weakness in the process of building a well-off society in an all-round way, the construction of 
ecological civilization and environmental protection have attracted wide attention from society and the academic 
community. In 1991, American economists Grossman and Krueger proposed the famous Environmental Kuznets Curve 
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(EKC), pointing out that the pollution level increases with the increase of per capita income at the initial stage of 
development. However, In 1991, Michael Porter of Harvard University put forward the Porter Hypothesis (PH), which 
provides a theoretical possibility for seeking a win-win development model that takes into account both economic 
development and environmental protection. One of the important revelations from the PH is that innovation is an 
important way to achieve both development and protection at the same time. In this context, this study explores under 
what circumstances environmental regulation would promote the level of technological innovation in a region. 

The PH asserts that environmental regulation might promote enterprises’ technological innovation, thereby improving 
their competitiveness (Porter, 1991). Well-designed environmental regulation may promote enterprises’ technological 
innovation and stimulate the “innovation compensating” effect, which can not only make up for enterprises’ 
environmental compliance costs (Porter et. al., 1995).The PH has aroused heated discussions in the academic 
community. Palmer and other scholars believed that enterprises are rational entities pursuing maximized benefits. If 
enterprises could improve production efficiency and profit rate through technological innovation, then governments’ 
environmental regulation measures would be totally unnecessary (Palmer et. al., 1995). Generally speaking, the existing 
empirical studies mainly focus on three variants of the PH, namely the “weak,” “strong,” and “narrow” versions of the 
PH (Jaffe et. al., 1997).Western scholars carried out some extensive empirical studies(Jaffe, 1997 ; Brunnermeier et. al., 
2003). In China, some analysis show that the relationship between environmental regulation intensity and the rate of 
enterprises’ technological progress presents a U-shaped curve. In the eastern and central regions(Zhang Cheng et al., 
2011). Others analyzed panel data from 1999 to 2007. Results show that the “weak” version of the PH has been 
confirmed in the eastern region, but not in the central region (Wang Guoyin, 2011).  

Based on the above theories, the following two hypotheses are proposed: Hypothesis 1: After the technology intensity 
of a province reaches a certain threshold, environmental regulation will have an impact on technological innovation; 
Hypothesis 2: When the technology intensity reaches a certain threshold, the higher the intensity of environmental 
regulation, the more significant the impact of environmental regulation on technological innovation.In this study, 30 
provinces in China were selected as the sample (data of Tibet Autonomous Region are largely insufficient and therefore 
excluded from the sample). All the data examined in this paper are from China's Science and Technology Statistics 
Yearbook, China's Environment Statistics Yearbook, and China's Industrial Economic Statistics Yearbook. 

Based on above theories, the output function of technological innovation in different regions is expressed as follows: 
Innovation=f(RDI, Personnel, ERI). This formula indicates that the level of innovative activities equals to a function of 
research and development investment intensity, the number of research and development personnel, and 
environmental regulation intensity.As the number of patents is a counting variable, simple OLS regression is not good 
enough to estimate the influence of each variables on dependent variables. Based on judgment, the unconditional 
variance of the sample dependent variable is approximately equal to the mean value. The panel Poisson regression 
model with fixed effect is used to estimate the equation.(PATENTS_(i,t) )=β_0+β_1 (RDI_(i,t) )+β_2 (Personnel_(i,t) )+β_3 
(ERI_(i,t) )+β_4 〖(ERI_(i,t))〗^2+u_i+E_(i,t), Where, PATENTS_(i,t) represents the number of patent application in 
Province i in Year t; RDI_(i,t)represents the intensity of research and development investment in Province i in Year t; 
ERI_(i,t) represents the intensity of environmental regulation Province i in Year t. Personnel_(i,t) represents the full-time 
equivalent of research and development personnel in Province i in Year t. u_(i )represents the stochastic parameter of 
fixed effect. E_(i,t)is the residual. 

The results show that: (1) nationwide, the relationship between environmental regulation and the level of technological 
innovation presents a U-shaped curve. With the increase of environmental regulation, the level of technological 
innovation firstly decreases and then increases; (2) environmental regulation in the eastern region has a significant 
impact on technological innovation, while the impact in the central and western regions is not significant; and (3) when 
the technology intensity in a region (province) reaches a certain threshold, environmental regulation would have a 
significant impact on the level of technological innovation. The higher degree of technology intensity in a region (or 
province), the more significant the impact of environmental regulation on technological innovation. 
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Session 6A: S&T Policy Processes (SciSIP) 

Karen Akerlof, Chris Tyler, Erin Heath, Marga Gual Soler, Emily Cloyd, Alessandro Allegra and 
Sarah Foxen 

A collaboratively-derived international research agenda on legislative science advice 

Session 6A 

Background and rationale 

Both in presidential and parliamentary systems of government, legislatures can play substantial roles in setting national 
policy, if with different degrees of power. In executing their functions, policymakers rely on receiving information from 
complex advisory systems: networks of expertise both within the legislature and externally. Scientific and technological 
information underlie many of the critical issues legislators face, whether cybersecurity, climate change, nuclear power, 
food security, or vaccination. 

A variety of structures for integrating scientific and technical expertise into policymaking has emerged internationally, 
reflecting distinctive cultures and traditions of decision-making. These can be formal or informal, internal or external, 
permanent or ad hoc, and operate at different branches and levels of government. The academic study of policy 
advisory systems in general remains largely atheoretical, focused on Western democracies, and based in qualitative case 
studies that can be difficult to translate to practice. As a subfield, the study of scientific advice similarly suffers from 
these deficits, with less attention to legislatures than the executive. 

To further an understanding of scientific advisory systems internationally, we asked academics, science advisers, and 
policymakers across the globe to identify the most pressing research questions that will improve the practice of science 
advice to legislatures and broaden its theoretical and empirical foundations, using a three-stage research approach. 
Similar expert consultation exercises designed to identify the most important questions in science policy and ecology 
have been effective in informing government strategy.   

Methods 

The study consists of three stages: research question collection, vetting, and prioritization. An online survey was first 
used to collect research questions from academics, science advisers, and policymakers worldwide. All submitted 
research questions were coded for categories of dynamics and actors in legislative science advice that were most 
frequently addressed, and assessments of coder inter-reliability were conducted. Cluster analyses identified the 
predominant combinations of categories. Next, during a workshop at the International Network for Government Science 
Advice (INGSA) Conference in November 2018 in Tokyo, Japan, participants scrutinized the question set. Finally, a subset 
of the original survey participants ranked which information they would most be interested in learning. Differences 
between experts in developed and developing countries, and roles in producing, providing, and using legislative science 
advice, were analyzed using Q methodology.  

Study respondent characteristics  

From September to November 2018, 183 respondents in 53 nations submitted 254 questions. Approximately half of the 
respondents to our request for research questions were from nations categorized by the United Nations as developing 
(n = 90) and half from those considered developed (n = 93). While all had expertise in science advice to policy, almost 
three-quarters (74%) said they also had specific experience with legislatures in their roles. The roles of these experts in 
the science advisory system differed greatly. One quarter (25%) of respondents self-identified as conducting research on 
science advice for policy. The largest group—almost half (45%)—said that they provide scientific information to 
government. Only 11% said that they use scientific information within government (e.g. policymakers). One-fifth of 
respondents said that their roles were a combination of these categories or described them in other ways.   

At the INGSA workshop in 2018, 36 people from 17 nations vetted the initial research question list. Subsequently, 90 
participants in the original research question collection were asked to rank what information from the research 
questions they would be most interested in learning; 64 individuals from 31 countries responded. Thirty-three were 
from—or in one case studied—developing nations, and 30 from developed countries. Twenty percent said that they 
produce scientific information, 33% said that they provide it to government, or otherwise facilitate science advice 
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processes in a practitioner role, and 8 percent said that they use it within government. The rest had served in multiple 
roles. All but one of the experts in science advice to policy said that they have experience specifically with legislatures. 

Results  

The coded categories of our 254 submitted research questions reflect diverse themes: evidence use and development; 
characteristics and/or capacity of system components and actors; system design and implementation; and ethics. With 
the help of workshop participants, the research questions were distilled into a final list of 100 and a corresponding 
"short set" of 50, representative of the coded categories, that were ranked according to level of interest in the potential 
research findings by a subset of contributors (n=63).  

Two broad findings emerge from the study. First, experts generally agree that the state of understanding of legislative 
science advice is deficient, especially for developing and lower-middle income nations. More than two-thirds of our 
second sample of international legislative science experts (68%; n = 63)—who ranked the list of legislative science advice 
research priorities—rated the state of the evidence as poor. Second, many fundamental questions about the function 
and design of legislative science advisory systems remain unanswered.   

The top five ranked priorities for legislative science advice research are as follows: 

(1) Whether legislative use of scientific evidence improves the implementation and outcome of social programs and 
policies 

(2) Under which conditions the use of scientific information changes the framing of policy debates 

(3) Under what conditions legislators and staff seek out scientific information or use what is presented to them 

(4) How legislators and their staff assess the credibility of scientific information 

(5) How different communication channels—hearings, face-to-face meetings, email, social media, etc.—affect 
informational trust and use 

The types of research questions provided by the expert community lend an additional indication, in additional to the 
ranking, of their interests. Of the 254 submitted research questions, most addressed evidence use (63%) and 
communication (53%). Policymakers (70%), institutions (62%), and scientists (53%) were referenced the most frequently 
as system actors. Interestingly, study participants—only a minority of whom are policymakers—were more focused in 
their research interests on the institutional/policymaker side of the system, rather than that of scientists and 
information generation, or the brokers that span the two. 

When asked directly in the initial survey collecting the research questions, slightly more than half of the experts (51%) 
said that some policy issue areas are more important to focus on than others. Of those that said some policy areas 
should be a priority for the field, a majority said that the environment (78%), health (64%), and natural resources (56%) 
should be the focus.   

[Analyses underway] Finally, using Q Methodology, we assess differences between respondents in the ranking of 
research interests, which may be used to explore how an international research agenda for legislative science advice will 
need to accommodate national differences in legislative science advice systems, as well as differing perspectives 
between academics, science advisers, and policymakers. 

Significance 

By characterizing experts’ priorities for legislative science advice research, we hope this collaborative project helps spur 
new initiatives not just in the United States and other developed Western nations, but spanning internationally, that will 
contribute to empirical, theoretical, and applied advances in the field. Furthermore, by analyzing differences in expert 
prioritization of research by national development status and roles within the science policy community, we characterize 
both areas of international consensus and divergence that are important to address to ensure a research agenda that is 
broadly inclusive and relevant to community needs. 
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Kirstin Matthews and Kenneth Evans 

Science Advice to the President and the Role and Impact of the President's Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology (PCAST) 

Session 6A 

Science advice within the White House dates back to World War II, but the current organization, led by the Office of 
Science and Technology (OSTP) was more recently developed. OSTP is charged with giving and overseeing science and 
technology advice to the president and coordinating activities within the executive branch. The director of OSTP is 
informally known as the president’s science advisor and has often also served as an assistant to the president, a title that 
indicates direct access to the president as a confidential advisor. OSTP was created during the Ford administration as a 
result of President Nixon dissolving the Office of Science and Technology (OST), a predecessor to OSTP, at the start of his 
second term. OSTP is currently led by Dr. Kelvin Droegemeier, former Vice President for Research at University of 
Oklahoma and vice chairman of the National Science Board, who was nominated by President Trump in August 2018 and 
confirmed by the Senate in January 2019.  

Additional advice to the president has also come from the President’s Council of Advisor on Science and Technology 
(PCAST). PCAST is a federal advisory committee consisting of roughly 20 highly-respected scientists, engineers, and 
industry leaders appointed by the president. PCAST is led by the science advisor, and up to two other non-federal 
members from the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) community. Created in 1990 under 
President George H.W. Bush, PCAST advises the president on a broad range of issues related to STEM including national 
and domestic security, workforce and the economy, energy and the environment, and public health and medicine. The 
council, with its high-profile membership and proximity to the president, has historically played a central role in shaping 
federal STEM policy and maintaining the overall health of the nation's STEM enterprise. While no PCAST members have 
been appointed so far in the Trump administration, PCAST’s charter has been renewed by executive order and OSTP has 
publicly indicated that it plans to continue its operations. 

This paper will review the history of OSTP and PCAST, and the president’s science advisor who oversee both. A particular 
focus will be given to the membership, activities, and policy impact of PCAST during the past four presidential 
administrations: Presidents George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama. In addition, the paper 
will analyze the current state of the federal science advisory system and recent policymaking activities during the Trump 
administration. This analysis includes a documentation the demographics of PCAST members—including diversity based 
on gender, ethnicity, and areas of expertise—as well as the shifting focus and influence of OSTP and PCAST activities in 
each administration. The research is based on a comprehensive literature review of OSTP and PCAST reports, transcripts 
from PCAST meetings, news items, and other publicly available materials, as well as interviews with selected members of 
PCAST. This research is used to understand the role and impact of scientists and engineers working in the White House 
over the last forty years and to develop recommendations for best practices for PCAST and OSTP in the current and 
future administrations. 

This material is based in part upon work supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant Numbers SMA-1735682 
and SMA-1854055) and the Richard Lounsbery Foundation. Additional funding was provided by Baker Institute Civic 
Scientist Program donors, Benjamin and Winifer Cheng. 

Cory Struthers, Tyler Scott, Forrest Fleischman, Gwen Arnold and Mike Dockry 

Measuring & Analyzing the Use of Science and Innovation in Policy: An Application to National 
Environmental Policy Act Decisions 

Session 6A 

The use of science in policy decision-making continues to gain attention across disciplines (e.g., Head, 2015; Costa et al., 
2018; Desmarais and Hird, 2014; Yannovitsky and Weber, n.d.), facilitated by the growing access to policy documents 
online and the increasing capabilities of programming software that expedite big data extraction and text mining. At the 
same time, citation analyses, where scholars programmatically extract citations from publications, analyze patterns in 
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their components, and infer their meaning (such as whether the authors cited are representative of a field’s experts), is 
also expanding (e.g., Potthoff and Zimmermann, 2017; Chorus and Waltman, 2016; Ferreira et al., 2015). Yet most 
programming software designed to extract citations and the information within them is built to locate and parse peer-
reviewed journal articles and not the technical reports, gray literature, and other sources often used by the policy 
community, posing major challenges to merging these two inquiries. In other words, we have yet to develop the 
automated methods to extract, analyze, and infer the scientific and innovative nature of the various sources used in 
documents that justify policy decisions. 

We tackle this problem through two main tasks using Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) produced by the United 
States National Forest (USFS). EISs are an ideal set of documents in which to construct our methods and measures. The 
1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that all proposed projects in federal agencies be evaluated for 
their environmental impacts according to their level of environmental risk. EISs are required for the highest risk projects, 
meaning forest supervisors and planners along with their teams must justify their project decisions using the best 
available natural and social science (42 USC § 4332A). We focus on the USFS because it prepares more EISs than any 
other federal government agency (Bixler et al. 2016), and because its offices maintain detailed repositories of NEPA 
documents. The USFS is also a lead agency overseeing land and natural resources, including logging, recreational, 
mining, oil, and related activities (Kaufman 1967; Koontz 2007), meaning the scope of the science used is broad enough 
that the tools we build can be implemented across domains. We collect the universe of draft and final EIS documents 
from the USFS office websites from 2004-2017, providing more than 1,500 EIS and thousands of citation observations. 

Our first task in analyzing the use of science in policy documents through citation analysis is developing programmatic 
tools that are capable of extracting citations across a wide range of citation types. Using a combination of automation 
and human-coding, we develop a model that can identify citations in academic journal articles, technical reports, 
newspapers, legal documents, and gray literature, and then parse these references into sub-components like author, 
title, and year. Because there is often no standard citation formatting across EISs (or other policy documents for that 
matter), we use Google’s search engine to identify the likelihood that differently formatted but similar citations across 
EISs are citing the same source. We use human-coding on a representative sample of observations to verify our 
approaches. 

Our second task is developing a series of metrics to measure and analyze the science and innovation used in each EIS 
based on its citations. Our first measure is quantity, or the number of citations in a given EIS. The second is novelty, or 
number of citations in a given EIS that have not appeared previously in EISs prepared by the same office on the same 
topic. This is our proxy for innovation. The final measure is quality, assessed in two ways. One way is using the 
bibliometrics readily available through Google Scholar and Web of Science, such as the Incites Journal Impact Factor 
published by Clarivate Analytics (formerly ISI) and the h-index, both of which assign academic journals scores based on 
how widely cited their articles (Hirsch 2005) and are conventional approaches to measuring information quality (e.g., 
Andersen et al. 2006; Costa et al. 2016; Saha et al. 2003; Garfield 1999). However, since this approach is only applicable 
to academic journals and assesses quality based on how frequently the scientific community utilizes research, we 
develop alternative metrics that instead measure the value of literature according to the relevant policy community; 
that is, how widely particular sources of any type are cited across USFS EISs. In addition to quantifying the value of 
sources outside of academia, our “management impact” index allows us to consider whether forest supervisors and 
scientists value peer-reviewed research differently. 

The main contributions of this work are threefold. First, we advance methods to collect and analyze citations, which are 
a key data source in which to infer the use of science and innovation. Second, our methods to collect and analyze 
citations are not limited to academic journals, but to the broader range of sources commonly used in policy documents. 
Accordingly, our project creates new opportunities to understand what “evidence-based” policy means in practice, and 
how and why it varies across policy decisions. For instance, research that follows this paper will involve explaining the 
variation in the quantity, novelty, and quality of USFS EISs, including the role of authors’ backgrounds, the availability of 
science through open-access journals, and public participation. Finally, although NEPA is widely considered one of the 
most important environmental laws in the US (Mandelker, 2010), it has attracted relatively little scholarly attention, and 
none of that attention has focused on the use of science (Bixler et al. 2016). Our project helps to fill this gap. 
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Lee Fleming, Hillary Greene, Guan-Cheng Li, Matt Marx and Dennis Yao 

Government-funded research increasingly fuels innovation 

Session 6A 

Innovation increasingly relies on scientific knowledge. Research to generate that knowledge has historically been funded 
by both industry and government. Although industry and government research spending was relatively equal in 1980 in 
the United States, by 2010 their shares had shifted to 60% and 30%, respectively. Yet, despite this increase in industrial 
spending, firms appear to be pursuing—or at least publishing—less basic science. If corporations are doing less basic 
research, then where do they find the ideas to fuel their innovation? Here, we detail individual bibliometric linkages 
across tens of millions of documents and quantify the broad sweep and impact of U.S. federally supported research on 
patented innovation over most of the past century. We illustrate how patentees, both U.S. and non-U.S., and 
corporations in particular, increasingly depend upon federally supported research as a source of scientific knowledge. 

Though research has established the rise of “open innovation” communities, research consortia, and markets for ideas 
as sources of innovative ideas, the role of government funding for research has not been ignored. Recent research—at 
the micro level of individual science papers and patents—has quantified how 10% of grants awarded by the U.S. 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) generate patents. Macro-level and nonquantitative histories have also described the 
broad sweep of government impact. Here, we consider every U.S. patent assigned to U.S. inventors since 1926, and 
show that the proportion of patents relying on federally funded science has outstripped the overall increase in 
patenting, plateauing since a high of 30.0% in 2011. Despite this plateau, the absolute number of patents that rely on 
federally supported research has almost doubled recently, from 22,647 in 2008 to 45,220 in 2017. We count reliance 
when a patent is owned by the government, acknowledges government support, or directly cites a patent or science 
paper that acknowledges support. 

Corporations, identified as the owner of a patent from its “assignee” field, account for most of the increased reliance on 
government-supported research since the 1970s. Corporations have increased their own acknowledgment of support 
and their citation of government-supported science papers and patents [although alternatives cannot be entirely ruled 
out, see supplementary materials (SM) for evidence that the trends are robust to more versus less stringent definitions 
of reliance and also do not result from a change in reporting requirements or in response to requirements, an increase in 
the citable stock of federal research, or a mechanical process due to an increase in the number of citations per patent]. 

Prior to the 1970s, much of the government-supported patenting in the United States occurred inside the government. 
Universities, often supported by government research grants, began patenting more in the 1980s, motivated in part by 
the Bayh-Dole Act, which sought to spur commercialization through assignment of property rights to universities. Lone 
inventors constituted a large proportion of reliance upon government research in the early part of the last century, and 
their reliance has remained steady. 

Although some portion of the overall increase results from a change in the composition of patented technologies, 
growing investment in health research, and an accompanying rise in patents supported by the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) (which includes the NIH), all technologies have relied increasingly upon government support, 
albeit to varying degrees. Federal support for U.S. invention gets routed through a variety of agencies. In 2017, for 
example, the Department of Defense (including the armed services) supported 6.2% of the total of U.S. inventions, HHS 
5.4%, Department of Energy 3.9%, National Science Foundation 2.9%, NASA 1.0%, and Department of Agriculture 0.50% 
(others 5.5% and unspecified 2.5%; see SM for illustrations of R&D investment and patenting by agency and by 
technology class). 

Large, small, and micro firms all draw upon government research, as observed in patent-renewal data. Startups also 
depend heavily on government research, as 34.6% of the 121,765 patents assigned to venture-backed companies from 
1976 to 2016 cited federally supported research; by comparison, for all corporate patents during the same time period, 
only 21.7% rely on federally supported research. The higher reliance of startups on government-supported research may 
be explained by resource constraints, which inhibit internal R&D expenditure in young ventures and encourage 
identification and external licensing of promising technologies. It also illustrates the intended consequence of the Bayh-
Dole Act and an important path of commercialization for federal science and technology research. 
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Corporate patents that rely on federal research are consistently more important than those that do not, as measured by 
the number of prior art citations from subsequent patents (such citations establish the departure point of a new patent). 
Comparing population averages for all U.S. corporate patents granted in 2010, patents that rely on federal research 
receive 6.33 citations on average in the 5 years following the grant versus 4.42 for those that do not. Additional panels in 
2000, 1990, and 1980 show similar but not always significant effects, possibly because of thinner data or changes in 
corporate patenting strategy. These population averages aggregate a great variety of different technologies, industry-
specific patenting strategies, and number of inventors on the patent, however, which motivates a comparison of similar 
types of patents. Matching and pairing corporate patents that cite federally supported patents to similar corporate 
patents that did not (see SM), the former receive on average 3.39 more citations in the 5 years after issuance. The 
citation increase arises from both the firm's subsequent patents (1.53 additional self citations on average) and citations 
in other firms' patents as well (1.86 additional citations from other organizations on average), indicating that both the 
inventing firm and its competitors find these technological trajectories more fertile. 

The same pattern holds for corporate patents that cite federally supported science publications relative to those that 
cite science publications that are not government supported, with a matched and paired mean difference of 3.57 
citations, and a mean difference in self- and nonself-citations of 1.17 and 2.41, respectively. Prior research has estimated 
that an additional citation is associated with an increase in the value of the patent of up to 3%. Citation increases also 
benefit the larger economy as citations that occur from outside the inventing firm can be interpreted as knowledge 
spillovers and positive externalities from the inventing firm to the larger economy. 

Consistent with the citation measure and again comparing matched patents, patents that rely on federal research are 
slightly more likely (<2%) to pay renewal fees (required payments that keep the patent in force) after 4 years. They are 
also more likely, on average, to introduce words that are new to the patent corpus, indicating foundational patents with 
greater novelty. 
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Session 6B: Chinese Return Mobility 

Yanzhao Lai and Nicholas Vonortas 

Returnee Academic Entrepreneurship in China 

Session 6B 

1.Research Objectives 

    Over the past two decades, alongside the traditional teaching and research roles of universities, the so-called “third 
mission” of university, namely the direct contribution to the development of the wider social and economic community, 
has received great attention from both academic and policy community. However, as Siegel and Wright (2015) pointed 
out, given that many universities are attempting to increase their international profiles, an important omission in 
academic entrepreneurship studies is returnee academic entrepreneurship.  

    Recently, the reverse flows of highly educated individuals from OECD countries to emerging economies such as China 
and India, have increased significantly (Qin and Estrin, 2015; Qin et al., 2017). Returnees, especially returnee academics 
are considered as important carriers of tacit knowledge and contributors of innovation and knowledge transfer in their 
home countries (Filatotchev et al., 2011). A developing research stream has analyzed the unique role of returnee 
academics in filling important innovation and economic gaps in emerging economies (Velema, 2012). Having an 
advanced degree from a foreign country are usually viewed as a sign of a high-quality education and advanced level 
research skills. Employers tend to perceive foreign degree holders as well trained and more research productive (Shin et 
al., 2014).  

    Accordingly, growing number of returnee academics and university entrepreneurial activities lead to the research 
questions in this paper: Will the returnee academics be more likely to start new firms than domestic educated 
academics? 

2.Theory and Hypotheses 

    Scholars such as Acs et al. (2009) have introduced the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship (KSTE) which 
identifies new knowledge as a source of entrepreneurial opportunities and considers entrepreneurship as a conduit of 
knowledge spillovers. Returnee academics, who studied or worked in OECD countries in the past, possess two major 
characteristics that differentiate them from domestic-educated academics. First, returnee academics may have specific 
human capital that relates to a spectrum of knowledge (Castanias and Helfat, 1992). They are simultaneously embedded 
in two distinctive knowledge contexts in the country they studied and their home country. Embeddedness in the country 
in which they studied gives them an opportunity to draw upon sources of advanced knowledge and new ideas. 
Moreover, returnees’ cultural background and language skills enable them to exploit non-local experiences and 
knowledge (Liu et al.,2010). Second, returnee academics may develop specific social capital through a network of social 
relationships in the host country (Cooper and Yin, 2005). They may be able to maintain social ties in the host country 
which enable them to continue updating technology when they return to their home country. We hypothesize:  

    Hypothesis 1: The likelihood of an academic to involve into entrepreneurship increases if s/he has overseas experience 
(Ph.D education). 

    Doctoral and post-doctoral study abroad experiences are highly associated with future research activity and academic 
performance which leads to potential higher likelihood of an academic to involve into entrepreneurship. However, as 
Carstensen (2006) have pointed out that the time spending on studying and working has positive effect on the scientist’s 
academic performance. Returnee academics with oversea PhD normally spend more time (5-6 years) than postdoc (2-3 
years) aboard. The more time they spend overseas, the returnees are more likely to possess more experience with 
advanced technological knowledge, which leads to returnee academics with a Ph.D. overseas with higher possibility to 
start new business than returnee academics with only Postdoc experience overseas. We hypothesize,  

    Hypothesis 2: Returnee academics with a Ph.D. overseas are more likely to start new business than returnee 
academics with only Postdoc experience overseas.   
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    The knowledge gap between countries may create entrepreneurial opportunities (Audretsch and Lehmann, 2005). 
Experiences in both developed countries and their home countries expose returnees to the technological and business 
practice gaps between these country contexts; exposure to these gaps is important because emerging markets generally 
follow developed countries in their economic and technology development (Batjargal, 2007). Returnees can contribute 
to the performance of technology ventures by identifying and capitalizing upon brokerage opportunities. We 
hypothesize, 

     Hypothesis 3: The larger the gap in the level of economic development between the home country and the host 
country, the higher the likelihood that returnee academics get involved into entrepreneurship.  

3. Data, Methodology and Preliminary results 

    To address this issue, we bring to bear a unique dataset covers the entrepreneurial activities of 507 computer science 
faculties of 42 research-intensive universities in China from 2007 to 2017, including 138 returnee academics. To the best 
of our knowledge, this study is the first paper that investigates returnee academic entrepreneurship and provides initial 
clues on how aboard educational background affect academics’ entrepreneurial activities.  

Since we are working with a binary dependent variable (Entrepreneurship, the variable entrepreneurship is defined as 
an event whereby an academic becomes a shareholder or top manager of a company) and panel data, random-effect 
Logistic regression model have been suggested. To examine whether overseas experience will affect academic’s 
entrepreneurial decision, we have constructed two dummy variables to identify focal academic’s oversea experience: 
Returnee PhD and Returnee Postdoc, equals 1 if a scholar got their PhD overseas or was a post-doctoral fellow overseas, 
0 otherwise.  

    Our preliminary empirical findings have shown that academics’ overseas background has positive effect on academic 
entrepreneurship. Meanwhile, returnee academics with foreign Ph.D. degrees are more likely to start new business than 
the returnee academics with only Postdoc experience overseas. At last, the economic gap between the host and home 
countries do not have statistically strong effect on returnee academic’s entrepreneurial activities. 
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Xiao Lu 

From inbreeding to student laundering: How academic background is influencing the career attainment 
of Chinese overseas returnees 

Session 6B 

The paper aims to examine the hiring practices of Chinese universities and research institutions with the influx of its 
overseas returned scholars. The Chinese universities and research institutions used to retain a high inbreeding rate in 
adopting its own Ph.D students into tenure track positions. The labor structure of the Chinese academic labor market 
rapidly changed due to the reversed migration of its overseas students. Therefore, how did the hiring practices and 
corresponding institutional arrangement of the Chinese universities and research institutes tend to change. How did 
local networks and overseas experiences influence the career chances of the returnees? What are the implications for 
organization studies and labor market theories? There are the questions this paper will like to address. This paper used a 
sample of Chinese overseas returnees who secured their tenure track position in Chinese universities and research 
institutions through One thousand talent youth program in the year of 2013,2015,and 2017. Hypothesis are developed 
to examine the factors of undergraduate background, graduate background, local networks with former undergraduate 
program, overseas experience in influencing the career attainment outcome. It is found that the prestige of their 
domestic undergraduate school will significantly impact their career attainment outcomes. Close connections with their 
former undergraduate programs will not only offer higher odds of obtaining position in the same institution, but also 
provide faster promotion in their career. Chinese academic labor market is highly structured with trust that the hiring 
practices of student inbreeding has shifted to an organizational behavior of student laundering. Overseas experiences 
and domestic network embellished through undergraduate training will jointly influence the career attainment outcome 
of Chinese overseas returned scholars. 

Feng Li 

The career development of leading social scientists in China — A multidimensional comparison of 
returnees and locals 

Session 6B 

A surge of return migration in Chinese academics has aroused heated debates among returnee and local scholars. To 
date, most studies have focused on the performance differentials between returnee and local scholars in the fields of 
science and technology, while the returnee social scientists are the long-neglected group.  

Chinese scientists and social scientists are using different criteria in assessing the success of academic career. Within the 
science community, a scholar’s career success is highly related to his/her publication record in international peer-
reviewed journals. While in the fields of social sciences, gaining academic reputation nationally is important for a scholar 
to pursue career success. Therefore, as a social scientist, domestic scholarly publication are sometimes valued more in 
career development than international publication. Having transnational capital accumulated through overseas 
experience, returnee social scientists surely have advantages over local social scientists in international publication. 
However, further study is required to ascertain the post-return performance of returnee social scientists. Can they turn 
their transnational capital into local assets, which can be recognized by the domestic academic community? Or how will 
they adapt to the domestic recognition system? Do they share similar career patterns with local social scientists during 
the process of achieving career success? These questions are the main focus of this study.  

This study targets at a group of 445 leading social scientists recruited by the Changjiang Scholars Program, which is one 
of the flagship talents programs in China. Based on the curriculum vitae data of these scholars, this study differentiates 
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returnee social scientists from locals. By collecting additional data from multiple sources, this study compares the speed 
of achieving career success between two groups. This study plans to measure career success through multiple indicators, 
such as publishing high impact research in both international and domestic journals, getting highly selective national 
research fund, winning a career award, etc. Meanwhile, some often mentioned factors (e.g., administrative positions, 
social capital) influencing academic career will also be included in the analysis. This study expects to reveal the different 
career patterns between returnee and local social scientists. In light of the results, policy implications regarding the 
national talent policies will be discussed. 

Cong Cao, Jeroen Baas, Caroline Wagner and Koen Jonkers 

Returning scientists and the emergence of China’s science system 

Session 6B 

China has made investments in sending people abroad, in building domestic capacity, and in prioritizing advancements 
in targeted areas of science and technology. Given the scale and scope of these investments, and the unprecedented 
rise of a huge nation into the global science system, and the implications of this development for international affairs, 
this presentation presents the results of research into the growth of Chinese scientific personnel, their international 
engagement, the number of overseas Chinese scientists and returnees, and the contribution of these researchers to 
Chinese science.  

China’s human resources development emerges at an unprecedented time, when the science system is global in scope 
and international in operation. This means that China cannot use the same model of participation that has characterized 
the rise of other nations over the past 30 years. Due to a lack of reliable statistics it is very difficult to estimate the exact 
number of overseas Chinese scientists and engineers and returnees. This presentation offers an estimate of the number 
of Chinese scientists in Europe and in the United States, as well as estimates of the number of returnees from these 
countries based on a bibliometric approach. We discuss the impact of mobility on the growth of China’s science. 
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Session 6C: Rethinking Technology Emergence 

Gordon Kingsley, Michael Hunter, Sorawit Siangjaeo, Nathaniel Horadam, Andrew Hanus and 
Claire Bleckley 

The Politics of Attention for Autonomous Vehicles:  Technology Forecasts and Policy Images from U.S. 
Industry 

Session 6C 

Background and Rationale:   

When developers of AV technology provide information to transportation agencies at the national and sub-national 
levels they are engaging with the units of government responsible for designing, building, and maintaining road systems 
and other related infrastructure assets.  AV proponents project a future of transportation that shifts from individual 
owners and operators of vehicles to one in which mobility is a service with multiple forms of service providers (Skeete, 
2018).  Transportation agencies at the national and sub-national levels are not the end user of the technology.  
However, as the owner of the infrastructure assets on which mobility systems will operate they are interested in these 
forecasts as a means of planning a preparing for the changing nature of mobility demand. 

In this light, technology forecasts from industry leaders are not simply statements of the comparative and competitive 
advantages of technologies.  Embedded within forecasts are value propositions regarding optimal transition pathways.  
A key question that we explore is the degree to which industry forecasts incorporate the level of demand that optimal 
transition pathways are likely to place upon regime level actors responsible for transportation infrastructure.  Geels 
(2004) finds that such disruptive innovations are likely to encounter strong inertial forces from public agencies with high 
levels of investment in the current prevailing technologies.    

Researchers employing a multi-level perspectives (MLP) framework in technology forecasting have described such 
interactions as niche level innovators influencing, and in turn being influenced by, regime level actors and landscape 
level contexts (Skeete, 2018).   However, recent studies have called for the further developing the MLP framework by 
incorporating a deeper understanding of the behavior of agents and actors as they attempt to shape information flows 
between the niche and regime levels (de Haan and Rotmans, 2018).   We do so by exploring how AV industry leaders in 
the United States use technology forecasts to frame the politics of attention and agenda setting of policy makers in 
departments of transportation at the national and sub-national levels.  

To help us explore the political processes into which industry actors’ project their technology forecasts for AV we turn to 
the politics of attention model (Jones and Baumgartner, 2005) of the introduction, and at times intrusion, of new 
information into the highly congested agenda setting processes of policy makers and public agencies.  Doing so allows us 
to explore how industry actors may use technology forecasts to project desired policy images with regime level actors.  
First, industry forecasts can allocate attention to key issues (issue intrusion) in AV development.  Second, forecasts can 
redefine and characterize problems and opportunities by encouraging policy makers to focus on key attributes of a 
technology (attribute intrusion). Third, forecasts can draw attention the preferred development paths of industry and 
include value propositions about how such pathways address regime level concerns (regime value alignment).  

Methods:   

We explore the politics of attention embedded in an MLP framework by asking respondents to offer technology 
forecasts for AV that describe innovative developments at the niche level, opportunities and challenges associated with 
AV development stemming from the socio-technical regimes, and factors in the larger socio-technical landscape that 
may influence technology development paths.  Drawing upon Geel and Schot (2007) we also asked the respondents to 
describe the most likely transition pathways.    

Our approach is similar to Skeete’s (2018) study in that we interview AV industry leaders from a variety of firms 
representing a range of innovation niches.  Where Skeete’s study focuses on industry leaders operating in the European 
Union our study explores industry leaders operating in the comparatively decentralized policy subsystems of the United 
States.   
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We examine 20 semi-structured interviews with AV industry leaders.  We explore the variability of technology forecasts 
generated by AV industry actors occupying four distinct innovation niches:  1) automakers and hardware suppliers; 2) 
software developers, artificial intelligence, teleoperation and mobility services; 3) industry consultants, legal services, 
and think tanks; and 4) industry users in long-haul freight, delivery and shipping services, and agricultural equipment.   
We then examine the degree to which industry actors from similar innovation niches share attributes of technology 
forecasts from the perspective of the politics of attention factors.  This allows us examine within niche and between 
niche similarities and differences in industry forecasts.   

Anticipated Results: 

While our analysis is ongoing, the preliminary evidence suggests the following trends in industry forecasts for AV 
technology: 

a) There is a high degree of convergence across niches that the AV technology under development will be able to 
operate on the existing transportation grid with no changes required from departments of transportation.  This is a form 
of issue intrusion designed to discourage policy-makers, particularly at the state and local levels of government, from 
developing regulatory requirements.  While the niches project different transition pathways, all agree that competing 
and conflicting regulations across the jurisdictions will hinder the development of AV technology. 

b) There is little agreement across the niches regarding the timeline for AV deployment.  Individual actors amongst 
the automakers and the mobility service providers project the most aggressive timelines for AV deployment.  However, 
there is disagreement regarding the timeline even within a specific niche of actors.  Projections range from commercial 
deployment of AV within 5 years to 40 years. 

c) There is a range of attribute intrusions in industry forecasts that have a direct bearing on the transportation grid.  
Automakers and mobility service providers highlight the challenges associated with curbside management as customers 
shift from the need to park their vehicle to accessing vehicles.  Companies specializing in signals technology, 
teleoperation, and mobility services all noted challenges and opportunities associated with data management and data 
sharing across jurisdictions.  Companies specializing in mobility and delivery services projected a range of new vehicle 
types that leading to a demand for new classes of infrastructure.  Automakers, signals technology companies, and 
mobility service providers all noted the capabilities of AV to operate with greater precision allowing closer following 
distances, higher speeds of operation, and narrower lane needs.  All of these attributes have significant impacts on the 
transportation grid.    

d) At present, none of the niches demonstrated a strong level of regime value alignment with regards to the 
departments of transportation that provide the infrastructure environments in which their commercial ventures will 
operate.  There is a low level of comprehensive in industry forecasts regarding the range of services that departments of 
transportation provide at the state and local levels.  The posture of industry actors regarding issue intrusion drives their 
positions related to regime value alignment.   There is very little evidence linking the range of attribute intrusion to 
regime value alignment in industry forecasts and their preferred innovation pathways. 
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Philip Shapira and Barbara Ribeiro 

Emerging Technologies: Responsible Development and Challenges of Societal Alignment 

Session 6C 

This presentation is submitted as part of the panel organized by Jan Youtie (Georgia Institute of Technology) on 
Rethinking Technology Emergence: Measurement, Policy, Insights 

Alongside increased attention in recent years to defining, prioritizing, and measuring technological emergence, there is a 
renewed focus on the responsible development of emerging technologies. In particular, frameworks for responsible 
research and innovation (RRI) have been put forward. There are variations in RRI emphasis, resources, activities, 
embedding, and labelling across countries and by technological domains. Broadly, however, RRI frameworks seek to 
anticipate positive and negative impacts of emerging technologies, reflect on societal and ethical dimensions, and 
engage with diverse stakeholders and actors in the agendas and governance of research and innovation. A key aim is to 
promote scientific and innovation strategies and practices that better address societal challenges, foster inclusive and 
sustainable development, and mitigate (if not avoid) the societal and other risks associated with new technologies. As an 
overarching goal, RRI thus seeks to align societal needs with the products and processes of research and innovation. 
Examples of RRI (or RRI-like) initiatives are found in the synthetic biology and in other areas of engineering and scientific 
research in the UK, the major 7-year European Union Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme, and in the US 
national nanotechnology initiative, through its centers for nanotechnology in society, as well as in multiple other 
countries around the globe. As RRI initiatives and experiences have grown, it is timely to probe the question of how well 
RRI is contributing to the alignment between society and emerging technologies. 

The paper considers conceptualizations and framings of RRI, drawing on recent debates about the possibilities – and 
tensions – of effectively addressing the societal alignment of emerging technologies. It is recognized that there are 
multiple challenges inherent in attempting to foster the responsible development of emerging technologies. These can 
be framed in terms of two broad problems. First, the longstanding dilemma of technological control. As highlighted by 
Collingridge, at the early stages of technological development, when there is relatively high flexibility in technological 
design, there is relatively low knowledge of potential impacts. It is only as the technology is deployed and embedded in 
society that its impacts, including negative effects, are more fully realized. However, by the time these can be identified, 
change has become more expensive and difficult. Foresight and technology assessment are among the mechanisms that 
have been applied to attempt to address this dilemma. The second complementary problem is that of societal 
alignment, which is about how diverse stakeholder perspectives and the needs of diverse publics can be incorporated 
into the governance and configuration of emergent technologies. This is not so much about projecting the potential 
implications of new technologies, which has typically been seen as a technical exercise, but more about including society 
and consideration of societal values and needs in the early stages of designs – and changing technological designs vis à 
vis these values and needs. RRI seeks to address both of these problems, through early anticipation, reflection and 
engagement. We discuss this debate, then draw on experiences of a social sciences research group focused on RRI and 
engaged with synthetic biology researchers, industry, policymakers, and other stakeholders in the UK.  Through 
reflective analysis, including review of examples and projects over a five-year period, we examine the operationalization 
of RRI within the context of UK synthetic biology development. Taking a perspective from the social sciences, we 
highlight how the challenges of the social alignment of this emerging technology have been both framed and addressed 
by the synthetic biology community. We also explore the opportunities and limitations of current methods for engaging 
publics; for eliciting values from different groups of actors; and for achieving a key RRI dimension, that of 
“responsiveness” (i.e. changes in scientific and organizational practices as a result of anticipation, reflection and 
engagement).  Insights are developed both for the further development of RRI practices in synthetic biology and more 
broadly for other emerging technology domains. 
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Serhat Burmaoglu 

Rethinking Technology Emergence: Measurement, Policy, Insights 

Session 6C 

Sesion Title: Rethinking Technology Emergence: Measurement, Policy, Insights Alan Porter&Jan Youtie 

New considerations in defining new emerging technologies 

Technology and innovation have been significant since understanding the knowledge as an additional factor of 
production. From the perspective of evolutionary economics, this understanding force policymakers to forecast or 
foresight technological improvements and potential innovations in rapidly changing environment. This rapid shift of 
technological developments has created emerging technology phenomenon which was tried to be conceptualized and 
modeled by researchers in innovation policy domain. Although there were no consensus on the definition and model, 
limited number of publications were seen in the literature. In this study, I aim to raise some questions for 
conceptualizing emergence phenomenon and identifying new emerging technologies with an applicable way. Firstly, for 
conceptualizing emergence, I gathered some criteria by considering term “emergence” with the help of 150-year 
discussions in philosophy of science and complexity domains. Because conceptualizing emergence is a future-oriented 
approach, I try to emphasize their explanatory power by using existing literature and the findings of current studies. 
Secondly, for identifying new emerging technologies with an applicable way, I try to categorize the conceptual 
dimensions as applicable or not-applicable. Based on these findings, I propose a model for visualizing conceptually the 
criteria and their possible effects on conceptualizing and identifying new emerging technologies. Finally, I want to 
discuss this model with participants for validating its internal and external validity. 

Jan Youtie and Alan Porter 

Dispatches from the Indicators of Technology Emergence Project 

Session 6C 

Background 

Measuring and understanding science and its translation to technological innovation greatly concerns technology 
management and ST&I policy (Wagner and Popper, 2003).  Such knowledge is vital to inform R&D prioritization.  The 
focus of the Technology Emergence Project is on developing indicators of frontier R&D topics in the text of titles and 
abstracts of scholarly publications, their activity patterns, and the “players” (researchers or inventors, R&D 
organizations, and countries) engaging those topics.   

"Emergence" has roots in evolutionary theory, addressing phenomena with properties unlike those found previously 
(Goldstein, 1999; Corning, 2002).  Systems science also pursues emergent phenomena in complex systems (Mitchell, 
2009).  Our focus is on distinguishing and measuring topics within target technological domains that evidence 
accelerating R&D activity. A key theme to our work is the connection between tracking historical progression of an S&T 
area and anticipating future prospects.  The National Research Council (2005) suggested the need for “tech emergence 
indicators” to provide early warning, but this is difficult to do. Expert opinion methods are cumbersome, expensive, and 
fraught with “within-the-box” thinking.  Trend-based forecasting fares best with incrementally progressing technologies, 
epitomized by Moore’s Law for semi-conductor gains (Roper et al., 2011), but are not well-suited to highly novel 
advances.  “Hot papers” (e.g., the Web of Science indicator of papers heavily cited right after publication) can flag novel 
Science and Technology (S&T) breakthroughs, but don’t systematically track emergence. 

Rotolo, Hicks, and Martin (2015) review literatures addressing technological emergence, noting variations in approaches, 
concepts, and definitions.  They show marked growth in scholarly attention to emerging technologies in scientific 
literature and popular coverage, particularly since 2003.  They note various approaches to measurement, narrowing to 
the detection and analysis of emergence in S&T domains. They mention several scientometric approaches that utilize 
abstract records drawn from global ST&I databases (e.g., Boyack et al., 2014).  However, they express concern about the 
lack of connection between such empirical formulations and conceptual models of technological emergence.  They offer 
their conceptualization of the key five attributes of an emerging technology to take into account in deriving indicators.   
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Method 

Since 2011, several Project members have been involved in the development of a technical emergence indicator: “e-
score.”  The roots trace back to the US Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) Foresight and 
Understanding from Scientific Exposition (FUSE) Program that funded emergence indicator development.  Newman and 
Porter participated in conceptualizing emergence with the SRI group on the FUSE program (Alexander et al. 2012). A key 
issue that arose is measurability.  Conceptual foundations for empirical indicators are clearly desirable.  However, many 
concepts do not translate well to “the data.”   

The resulting e-score operationalizes components embedded in these conceptual definitions of technological 
emergence: novelty, growth, community, and persistence (Carley et al., 2018). The e-score indicator is applied to text 
from titles and abstracts of Web of Science publications which have been extracted using Natural Language Processing 
and multistage data cleaning and consolidation. The project then applies the e-score to multiple broad-based S&T 
domains including nanotechnology, synthetic biology, autonomous vehicles, and dye sensitized solar cells to determine 
the extent of consistency in the e-scores. 

Outcomes and Impacts 

This presentation will discuss outcomes of three aspects of the project. 

1. Testing: There is little written about how to test and validate assessments of emerging technologies, except allowing 
for the passage of time. This work puts forth a validation test process involving perturbing measures of the components 
that comprise the technological emergence indicator. The results suggest that the indicator is not very sensitive to 
changes in assumptions about novelty, growth and community. However, it is very sensitive to changes in assumptions 
about term persistence, treatment of unigrams and multigrams (which for some domains vary by country), and handling 
of “standard” stopword terminology (Liu and Porter, under review). 

2. Emergence as an explanatory variable: This study empirically examines the association between the extent of 
emerging technological ideas in a scientific publication and its future scientific impact measured by number of citations. 
Metadata of scientific publications in three scientific domains are analyzed: Nano-Enabled Drug Delivery, Synthetic 
Biology, and Autonomous Vehicles. By employing the e-score -- the extent to which the publication contains emerging 
technological ideas in each domain is measured. Then, the size and statistical significance of the relationship between 
the publication-level technological emergence score and the normalized number of citations accruing to the publication 
is estimated. The analysis shows that the degree to which a paper contains technologically emerging ideas is positively 
and strongly associated with its future citation impact in each of the three domains. An additional analysis demonstrates 
that this relationship holds for citations from other publications, both in the same field as, and in different fields from, 
the scientific domain of the focal publication. A series of tests for validation further support the argument that the 
greater the extent to which scientific knowledge (a paper) contains emerging ideas, the bigger its scientific impact (Kwon 
et al., under review). 

3. Contest: One approach for disseminating the results of the project, as well as obtaining new ideas for identifying 
emerging topics in scientific literature, is through a prize contest. Prize contests have been widely used in recent years in 
various government programs (Kay, 2012). This project puts forth a contest to challenge participants to devise a 
repeatable procedure to identify emerging R&D topics within a designated S&T domain (e.g., synthetic biology).  The 
data resource to be mined is a Web of Science extracted publication dataset provided to participants, on the designated 
S&T domain. The key criterion is based on who best predicts topics that are notably active in the following two years of 
research? More than 20 scholars have expressed interest in the contest to date. 
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Session 6D: Patents & Regulation 

Kenta Ikeuchi, Kazuyuki Motohashi and Naotoshi Tsukada 

Institutional ownership of academic patent in Japan: empirical analysis of its impact on academic 
research 

Session 6D 

Since the enactment of the Act on the Promotion of Technology Transfer from Universities to Private Industry (the “TLO 
Act”) in 1998, Japan has implemented various policy measures to promote university–industry collaboration (UIC). 
Following the incorporation of national universities in 2004, the number of joint research projects substantially 
increased. In addition, the institutional ownership of academic patents started, while national universities before 
incorporation could not claim patent ownership (professor ownership). Accordingly, a surge of academic patent 
applications are found after 2004. Through joint research with companies, university faculty can gain a deeper 
understanding of R&D activities within industries that are related to their research interests and develop research 
agendas with concrete goals for innovation, such as designing a new product or a new manufacturing process. In turn, 
faculty exposure to industry activities can potentially increase the likelihood of universities and other public institutions 
that conduct R&D activities, leading to industrial innovations.  

However, research activities in universities should not be limited only to the areas that leads to direct applications at 
industry. While universities, public research organizations, and corporations play individual roles in the system of 
national innovation, universities are generally expected to pursue research in basic areas in which companies are ill-
equipped to address. The role of universities is to open up academic frontiers and produce research results with long-
lasting and large spillover effects over a wide range of disciplines. Stronger university incentive to engage in UICs may 
affect research, giving it a more practical focus and possibly leading to the neglect of basic research, which is the natural 
domain of university research. Some research suggests that although the number of patent applications by universities 
increased in the US following the enactment of the Bayh–Dole Act in 1980, the quality of the patents declined, because 
excessive focus on commercializing research results led to a neglect of basic research, which universities should certainly 
focus on. 

Drawing on a novel dataset linking research article and patent in Japan, this study provides a quantitative analysis of 
how UICs have changed since UIC policies were introduced in the late 1990s. Specifically, we linked the data of research 
papers (Scopus by Elsevier) and patent data (IIP patent database) at author/inventor level for entire population of 
researchers at Japanese research organizations to see how academic discipline and technology field interlinked at 
individual (academic) researcher level. A disambiguation of patent inventor work has been conducted for all academic 
inventors in Japan identified in IIP Patent database, covering all patent application, published by Japan Patent Office. 
Based on rare name derived from telephone dictionary, training datasets are constructed. Rare names supposed to be 
relevant information to construct an unbiased training set. We fit a number of discrimination models and clustering 
methods, which are standard in the field of machine learning, to our rare name based training set. Then the list of 
academic inventors are linked with Web of Science (WoS) research article authors by approximate match of name and 
affiliate information. Furthermore, we have constructed the linkage information of NPL (non-patent literature) cited by 
academic patents, with WoS research articles.  

The dataset allows us to look into both embodied (author inventor) and disembodied (citation) knowledge flow from 
academic publication, and we could systematically evaluate the impact of institutional ownership change of academic 
patents in 2004 on academic outputs (publication and patents). Existing literature of the academic patenting on 
publication shows some mixed results In general, complementary relation between patents and papers are found in life 
science field in the United States (Azoulay et. al, 2009), and in German samples (Crarnitzki et. al, 2007). However, the 
difficulty involved in these empirical approach is to control for endogeneity in patenting and publication, in a sense that 
a talented scholar could both better than her colleague. With this regards, Japanese policy experience of incorporation 
of national university in 2004 (and institutional ownership of academic patents) allows us to use such policy shock as an 
exogeneous instrument for identifying the causality of academic patents to publication.  

Another feature of this study is that we could evaluate the impact of scientific research, not only by citation (paper and 
patents), but also by patant to patent citation, based on the information of author inventor linkage. A broader picture 
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involving three-way citation routes, paper to paper, paper to patent (NPL citation of patent) and patent to patent (PL 
citation of patent) leads to the understand consequences of academic patenting more precisely, not just by (quality 
weighted) publication performance, but also the changes of research scope of academic researchers. 

Stephen Carley, Nils Newman and Alan Porter 

Assessing how the Colocation of Science and Technology Benefits Innovation 

Session 6D 

The interplay between science and technology motivates continuous discussion. The scale at which the former impacts 
the latter prompts the current inquiry. Scholars like Francis Narin have demonstrated a strong and increasing connection 
between basic science and the development of technology in the United States, but to what degree is this linkage 
spatially mediated? We seek to assess how the advancement of technology depends on local science. Tip O’Niell is 
famous for the phrase “all politics is local.” Can the same be said about the location of science with respect to the 
technology that relies on it? That is, what role does proximity between science and technology play in terms of how the 
former influences the latter? Can technology successfully develop independent of homegrown science, or does 
technological advancement depend on science at the local level? Using patents as a proxy for technology and 
publications as a proxy for science we measure the distance between inventors and the location of the scientific authors 
they cite and display the same on a heatmap at the zip code level—i.e. we pull inventor zip codes from fielded patent 
data and the zip codes of scientific authors from Web of Science publication data. A general proxy for proximity can be 
whether a given inventor and the scientist he or she cites are collocated in the same metropolitan statistical area. To 
assess whether answers to the questions we pose depend on technology space results are filtered at IPC and disciplinary 
levels. With benefit of a time slider we show changes over time in our heatmap. It is anticipated that the colocation of 
science with industry will significantly benefit the latter, but perhaps not for all technologies. Demonstrating the degree 
to which specific technology spaces are relatively more dependent on localized science can only serve to better inform 
policy. 

Meijun Liu, Richard Freeman, Xiao Hu and Yuandi Wang 

The effect of patent pledge policy on patent pledges and regional innovation 

Session 6D 

Background and significance 

Pledging patents as loan collateral is an emerging financing innovation to solve the ‘finance gap’ imperfections, 
presenting an upward trend in many countries, such as the US, the UK and China. This financing tool is considered 
important to mitigate financial constraints of small and medium-sized firms (SMEs), and thus benefits their survival and 
development. Broadening the access to finance for SMEs has the potential to boost knowledge-driven growth. In the US, 
there were only a negligible number of pledged patents in 1980, while this number skyrocket to nearly 36,000 per year 
recently. In China, from 1996 to 2006, only 682 patents were pledged, while this number grew to 4,177 and the total 
amount of patent-backed loans has reached 72 billion in 2017.  

This practice recently aroused increasing attention. The previous studies, mostly based on cases in the US, suggested 
that loans backed by intangibles including patents reflected a thoughtful and up-front screening and selection 
mechanism developed by lenders for mitigating risks. This mechanism is often used to explain patent or intangible 
pledges. The quality and redeployability of collateral, collateral’s owners and the market-related factors in terms of the 
collateral resale are related to the chance that the patent is pledged.  

However, a rational mechanism lender developed to select collateral and borrowers in the countries with a strong legal 
system and developed market conditions seems insufficient to account for the booming pledged patents in the 
developing environment of China. It is not surprising that patent pledges have become prominent in advanced 
economies. The reason is that these countries often have a relatively mature environment for patent pledges, e.g., 
increasing liquid market for intangibles, stronger legal protection for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and creditor rights 
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and advanced financial system. However, the surge of patent pledges in emerging economies, such as China, seems 
counterintuitive due to the lack of required legal and market environment. Because of this, the growth of China’s patent 
pledges is considered a unique phenomenon.  

Data 

The sample consists of invention patents whose first applicants are companies granted from 2002 to 2015. The patent 
data is derived from the State Intellectual Property Office of China (SIPO). We keep invention patents whose first 
applicants are companies granted between 2002 and 2015. Invalid patents due to the delayed payment of maintenance 
fees are excluded since these patents cannot be pledged according to the regulation. There are 340,369 sampled 
patents, yielding 1,059,024 patent-year observations. Among the sampled patents, 4,372 patents have been pledged 
during the sample period. There are 80,659 unique companies that are the first applicants of the sampled patents and 
1,928 companies had pledged patents. We collect data on companies from diverse sources. We identify the year of 
cities’ policy adoption and specific measures based on local governments’ official documents. Using a set of keywords, 
we collect these documents by searching governments’ websites, online news, and China National Knowledge 
Infrastructure (CNKI) database. Other control variables at the regional level are from China Statistical Yearbook, China 
City Statistical Yearbook and so forth. 

Method 

We use different in differences strategies, instrumental variables and matching strategies to explore the relationship 
between cities’ policy adoption and the probability that patents are pledged using difference-in-differences strategies, 
propensity score matching, and instrumental variables estimation. We dig into the specific mechanisms of the effect of 
policy adoption, considering the timing of policy introduction before or after provincial governments, implementation of 
four specific measures, the relationship between governments and lenders, and local technology market and IPR 
protection. 

Basic findings 

1. From 2002 to 2015, 78.76% of the firms that pledged patents in China are  

SMEs, and 47.57% of them are national high-tech enterprises. This implies that SMEs and high-tech firms are the main 
beneficiaries of patent-backed loans. Patents owned by smaller and younger firms are more likely to be pledged. 

2. The market failure regarding patent pledges can be (at least partly) addressed by governments’ policies. After policy 
adoption, the probability that patents are pledged increases by 47.9% to 124.2%, relative to that of patents whose 
owners in a city that has not adopted such a policy. In the cities that provided government funding, the probability that 
patents are pledged is 2.396 times as much as that of patents whose owners in the cities that did not provide financial 
support. 

3. The effect of policy adoption on the probability that patents are pledged is found for patents whose owners in the city 
that adopted policies before or after their superior governments. 

4. Policy adoption increases the probability that patents are pledged to banks by 25.9% and the probability that patents 
are pledged to non-bank pledgees by 62.5%. 

5. In the cities with a more active trading market for technology, the effect of the policy is intensified. 

6. Compared to non-bank pledgees, banks are more likely to provide patent-backed to older, larger and non-state-
owned firms. 

7. Patent pledge policy increases regional patent applications by 18% to 35.2%. 
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Session 6E: Measuring Innovation in Africa 

Il-Haam Petersen and Xolisa Magawana 

Towards participatory innovation measures and indicators: exploring the value of participatory visual 
methods 

Session 6E 

Introduction 

Much of the research that informs key innovation measures and indicators is based on highly industrialised economies, 
and tends to focus on innovation in specific sectors, in formal businesses, and on technology-based innovation. In 
developing country contexts, the informal sector forms a significant part of the economy, and innovation tends to take 
more non-technological and incremental forms. This raises concern about the suitability of current standardised 
measures and indicators, which are crucial to assess progress and ensure that the proposed policy objectives are met. 
How do our measures and indicators take into account and reflect the lived realities and forms of innovation of informal 
businesses? These dimensions are crucial for understanding learning and innovation in economies with relatively large 
informal sectors.  

However, we have very little experience in researching and measuring innovation in these settings. The available 
evidence suggests that the traditional methods of business innovation surveys may not be suitable to elicit the kind of 
data and indicators on innovation that we need.  

This paper therefore turns attention to the research tools we use to gather empirical evidence for developing measures 
and indicators.  

We argue that participatory visual methods, which are traditionally used for community development and in public 
health research, hold promise for linking with such hard-to-reach social groups. Such arts-based methods are thus 
becoming popular as participatory research tools for producing in-depth, rich data on underexplored topics. 
Participatory visual methods are promising for researching learning and innovation because they: 

• Are based on community-led approaches that recognise community-based actors’ rights in the research and 
values and legitimises indigenous/local knowledge.  

• Provide tools for identifying ‘community assets’ rather than focussing on ‘community deficits’ (Delgado, 2015: 
129). 

• Enable a collective process that may catalyse social change, and participants are encouraged to co-produce 
knowledge with researchers rather than act as passive subjects. 

• Provide tools for researching social issues that may be difficult to talk about and social situations that may be 
difficult to access, thus potentially providing new insights and ways of thinking that are not possible through 
traditional research methods. 

• Provide tools that may be empowering. Participants are treated as research partners, and are encouraged to tell 
the personal stories they choose to tell and that are shared through platforms that they choose. Learning to use 
a camera, tablet or video recorder can also be empowering.  

• Use arts-based methods, and thus participants who do not speak a dominant language or are illiterate can be 
included as co-researchers. 

• Enable the production of research outputs that can be easily translated, thus addressing a major challenge in 
research and engagement. 

In this paper, we reflect on our experimentation with the use of two types of participatory visual methods that are 
gaining popularity in research, digital storytelling and photovoice. Both methods involve the use of easy-to-learn audio 
and visual recording equipment, and have been shown to be useful for researching economic activities in informal 
settings such as townships in South Africa.  

Methods 
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In September and December 2018, we conducted two workshops, one digital storytelling and one photovoice workshop, 
with informal businesses in the services sector and community-based actors in one of the largest township areas in Cape 
Town, South Africa. The digital storytelling workshop was held over five days and focused on understanding the process 
of innovation. The guiding topic was: ‘tell me a true story of a time when you have done something differently in your 
business and what happened”. The photovoice workshop focused on exploring knowledge flows between formal and 
informal actors, and key mechanisms and strategies for learning. 

The workshops, which included seven to 10 participants, are similar to focus groups but involve a more lengthy and 
intensive process, allowing for in-depth and participatory discussion. Through intense engagement over several days, 
participants, guided by the facilitators, scripted and recorded their own stories on how they learn and innovate. The 
outputs of the workshops are thus co-produced.  

For the digital storytelling workshop, each participant produced a script and short (three to five minute) video recording 
of his/her story. The photovoice process involved participants taking photographs in their community that related to the 
topic. The participants, guided by the researchers, produced a set of individual photo-stories and a collective story 
including a series of photographs with captions.  

We also conducted a set of semi-structured in-depth interviews with the participants, and intermediaries and formal 
knowledge producers identified through the workshops as playing an important role in learning in the local setting.  

Proposed analysis and significance of the research 

The stories and workshop discussions will be analysed to identify forms of innovation and learning, specific strategies 
and mechanisms used for learning, key sources of information and other resources, types of resources required, drivers 
of and obstacles to innovation and so on.    

We will show how these qualitative methods provide useful data and ways to measure the tacit forms of learning that 
are difficult to research.  

The workshop discussions and outputs are being used by the research team to inform the development of a conceptual 
framework, methodology and instruments for a pilot study on measuring innovation in the informal sector in South 
Africa. We find that digital storytelling and photovoice workshops are useful as complementary methods.    

In this way, we aim to contribute to building an understanding of how participatory visual methods can facilitate science, 
technology and innovation measurement, and the development of indicators that are grounded in the lived realities of 
actors that have been traditionally marginalised from the formal national system of innovation (NSI), from the formal 
economy and from decision-making processes. 

Oluseye Jegede, Tukur Garba and Xolisa Magawana 

Special Session Presentation: Linking Work Organisation with Capacity Development and 
Innovativeness in Microenterprises in Nigeria 

Session 6E 

Special Session Title: Towards a Measurement Programme for Innovation to serve the developmental needs of Sub-
sahara Africa 

Special Session Presentation: Linking Work Organisation with Capacity Development and Innovativeness in 
Microenterprises in Nigeria 

Mainstream measurement of innovation is informed by the Frascati manual (OECD 2015) and the Oslo Manual (OECD, 
2018). The Frascati manual considers innovation as an input informed by expenditures on research and development 
(R&D) as well as personnel involved in R&D activities such as scientists and engineers with PhD degrees, quantity and 
quality of researchers, number of publications, and number of patents, amongst others while the Oslo manual considers 
innovation as a process and as an outcome. The innovation process involves capturing activities such as training, 
acquisition of patents and other technical know-how, acquisition of machinery, equipment, hardware or software, 
acquisition of buildings, feasibility studies, pilot plant testing, amongst others that may eventually lead to a tangible 
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outcome. While an innovation outcome signifies new or significantly improved products (goods and services) and new or 
significantly improved productions processes/methods. 

Because of the wide acceptability of these manuals, there has been bias in the literature which has led to the 
assumption that very small enterprises, which constitute the major players in Africa’s economy, are non-innovative. 
Hence, have been excluded from national innovation surveys which have also had grave consequences on policy 
attention these microenterprises receive from government. This presentation will build on recent previous studies 
emerging from developing countries, which provides evidence that micro enterprises innovate despite their numerous 
challenges. This presentation will provide evidence from three sub-sectors (agro-processing, clothing and ICTs) from 
Nigeria to establish this point. Using original data covering 120 interviews was used in the study. The study argues that 
the mainstream literature fails to capture important dynamics and practices that are central to innovation in Africa by 
excluding very small firms from innovation national surveys. Surveys were carried out on both employers and employees 
in each enterprise. The study sampled approximately equal numbers of formal enterprises and informal enterprises 
during the survey. The data collected was analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively. And the results presented in 
Tables. The result of showed a strong association between innovation and work organisation. A new knowledge 
advanced in the presentation is the specific role work organisation/enterprises routine play in the build-up of 
competence for innovation in these micro enterprises. The study explored alternative approaches to capturing 
innovation other than the conventional metrics. The soft component of innovation was explored. This involve “Learning 
by Doing”, Learning by Using”, Learning by Interacting”, Learning by Searching” “Learning by Producing” and “Learning 
by Imitating”. This soft component of innovation form part of the daily routine in the work space in most 
Microenterprises. The paper outline how daily work activity/business routine help enterprises accumulate skills and 
knowledge. The study found out that majority of the work schedule in the enterprises involved: learning new things, 
solving unprecedented problems, applying employee’s ideas, sharing work-related information with colleagues, 
suppliers, customers. The study also gathered that majority of the enterprises recorded that their daily job routine 
involves rotating tasks amongst employees thereby fostering knowledge and information sharing. It was also largely 
reported by the employees that they acquired most of their skills through daily work organisation. About 71% of the 
enterprises implemented process innovation this was captured as new processes or technologies. About 68% of the 
enterprises implemented product innovations captured as new products or services. The study found out that most of 
the innovations were modifications of what technologies (product and processes) from the formal sector (used by larger 
firms). Another importance discovery in this study was that the fact that the prevalence of innovations that represent 
adaptations or modifications of technologies was many folds more than the prevalence of innovation that were a result 
of adoption of technologies. This is to say that the enterprises apply their own knowledge and skills in the innovations. 
They adapt existing technologies to soothe their local needs. Another interesting finding was that the source of the 
knowledge and skills put to use wasn’t really from formal institutions as only about 35% of the employees had secondary 
school education.  
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ABSTRACT  

The informal economy accounts for a large share of the economic activities in the Global South. The livelihoods of 
millions of individuals depend on these activities, yet knowledge and understanding about the underlying processes that 
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sustain this large share of the economy is very meagre leading to an invisible, forgotten or un/non-observed phenomena 
(Feige, 1990; Fourie, 2018; OECD, 2002). When moving further, questioning about the nature and dynamics of 
innovation processes in the context of the informal economies, the answers get extremely reduced. The intersection of 
these two fields of knowledge, the informal economy and innovation studies, leads to a substantially underexplored 
area (Kraemer-Mbula & Wunsch-Vincent, 2016).  

Complexity encompasses the quest for understanding innovation in the informal economy, and their relationship with 
inclusive and sustainable development.  The informal economy shapes a very heterogeneous landscape. Several authors 
have attempted to set the different types of activities that shape the informal economy (Portes, 1995; Tokman, 1991). 
Informal activities are of vital importance, not only because of their role on the provision of livelihoods, in which more 
than 61% of the global employed population (2 billion people) get their livelihoods in the informal sector, but, relatedly, 
because the fulfilment of SDGs is strongly dependent on tackling this phenomenon (International Labour Organization, 
2018).  

The informal economy in Sub-Saharan Africa is the second largest in the world, after Latin America and the Caribbean. 
Within these continents, large variations coexist: within the African region it ranges from 20-25% of GDP in Mauritius, 
South Africa, and Namibia, to 50-65% in Tanzania and Nigeria (International Monetary Fund, 2017). Differences in Latin 
America and Caribbean (LAC) countries were enormous: from 70% of GDP in Paraguay or Nicaragua to 20% in other 
countries (Vuletin, 2008).  

Uruguay is one of those LAC countries with lower share of informal economy. Yet, within the country, disparities are 
large between regions and between sectors. In the north of the country, the share of social security uncovered workers 
is larger than 40%, while in the South is less than 25% (MTSS, 2016).   

In spite of the fundamental relevance of these informal activities on the life of billions of people, the understanding of 
innovation dynamics in the informal settings is quite scarce. How does innovation operate in these contexts? How does 
the interaction between the formal and the informal function, and how does it affect innovation processes? How 
different innovation processes in the informal economy are compared to what we know from the formalized economy? 
What are innovation diffusion mechanisms, and what are the intervening actors? What are the incentives for 
innovation? (de Beer, Fu, & Wunsch-Vincent, 2013) are some of the questions that drive this research project.  

The analytical framework utilized to find that space of intersection between the informal economy field, and innovation 
for development studies is the Local Production and Innovation Systems (LIPS) framework (Cassiolato, Martins Lastres, 
Szapiro, & Matos, 2017), which involves the following dimensions: (i) a characterization of the specific LIPS being 
studied; (ii) the socio-economic features of the territory of the LIPS; (iii) LIPS’ production and innovation capacity 
building processes; (iv) the national and international context of the LIPS; and, (v) the wider policy environment affecting 
the LIPS (Lastres & Cassiolato, 2005).  

Advancing the understanding of innovation processes in the context of informal settings require to take into 
consideration: (i) measuring the social contexts/outcomes of innovation, (ii) not all transfers in the informal sector are 
mediated by a market (transfers of goods/ services may happen for social or other reasons); (iv) actors other than firms, 
including entire communities, need to be studied (Charmes, Gault, & Wunsch-Vincent, 2016) 

The LIPS approach guides the two case studies (Yin, 2003), the one in South Africa and the one in the Northeast region of 
Uruguay. In South Africa, the case study locates in the Msunduzi Local Municipality, in the KwaZulu-Natal Province. On a 
regional scale, the municipality is situated at the junction of an industrial and agro-industrial corridor. It is a region with 
around 35,500 people, mostly between 18-64 years, with a large share of them being economically inactive.  

The Northeast region of Uruguay is the one with lower per capita GDP, and lower overall development indicators (IDH 
and economic indicators, among others). It is also the region with higher productive concentration around agriculture,  
(Rodríguez Miranda, Galaso, Goinheix, & Martínez, 2017). This case study draws on a previous work about innovation 
capabilities in micro- and small-enterprises in the Northeast region of the country (Bortagaray, 2017).  

This work attempts to contribute to the learning and understanding of some of the linkages between inclusion, 
innovation and development in the context of the ‘underexplored (invisible, understudied) informal economy’. 
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Background  

In this paper, we argue that the traditional measurement programmes are not suited to developing economies on the 
African continent, where the majority of countries have economies that are largely informal, combined with 
underdeveloped measurement structures. If the science, technology and innovation (STI) measurement programmes 
that African policy leaders install in their countries follow those designed for developed nations, then the policies in 
these countries will, modens podens, tend to follow those of developed nations too, and vice versa. By a measurement 
programme we mean a process, which includes a measurement framework that sets out a conceptualization of 
innovation, and develops and standardises definitions, instruments and methods for collecting and analysing data. 
Traditionally, such measurement programmes are considered at the nexus of policy makers, academics and 
measurement professionals. This paper puts forth an argument for a measurement programme of innovation in the 
context of local economic development as an imperative for Africa.  

Rationale 

Measuring innovation is important for any country, to develop indicators that inform the design of industrial policy, and 
monitoring and evaluation to enable effective implementation (Charmes, Gault & Wunsch-Vincent, 2016). Measuring 
innovation in formal enterprises is a complex and difficult task - one that has evolved over decades through the 
iterations of the Frascati and Oslo Manuals. Over the years, a well-established measurement programme for research 
and development and innovation has emerged, promulgated by the OECD mainly. Many countries in Africa and the 
global South have adopted and adapted the measurement frameworks and instruments derived from these 
programmes, and indeed, started collecting data within these frameworks. To what extent are these standardised 
frameworks and instruments aligned to policy frameworks and development needs at the regional and national levels?  

The measurement challenges arising in informal contexts are even more daunting, and there is little international 
precedent. A foundation has been laid by experimental African attempts, including sectoral studies such as that done in 
Senegal (Konte & Ndong, 2012); in the Nigeria’s Information and Communications Industry (Jegede et al., 2017; Jegede 
and Jegede, 2018); a set of case studies and surveys of innovation in the informal economy (Kraemer-Mbula & Wunch-
Vincent, 2016). None of these, however, has focused on a measurement programme designed to serve continental 
needs. Is there space for the inclusion of informal sector actors in the measurement programme? 

Conceptual foundations 

Lundvall and his colleagues at Aalborg University IKE research group provided a broadened version of the National 
Innovation System beyond science and technology organisations and firms/industries to include other features such as 
the macroeconomic and regulatory context, education and training systems, infrastructure, market conditions, 
networks, inter alia (Lundvall, 1988; 2007; Lundvall, et al., 2002). While other scholars further delineated the concept of 
innovation system into smaller units such as the regional innovation system (Cooke et al., 1997; Cooke, 2001; Asheim & 
Gertler 2005), sectoral innovation system (Breschi & Malerba, 1997; Malerba, 2002) and technology innovation systems 
(Nelson & Nelson, 2002). However, none of these models responds directly to the challenges of the informal sector in 
Africa. Some approaches have moved closer to answering these needs, see for instance the works by Breschi & Lissoni 
(2001) on knowledge spillovers and local innovation systems, Mytelka & Farinelli (2000) on local clusters, innovation 
systems and sustained competitiveness, Asheim (1996)’s work on industrial districts as ‘learning regions’ as well as the 
very recent work by Markusen (2017) entitled “Sticky places in slippery space: a typology of industrial districts”. Whilst 
the literature provides different metrics and indicators for capturing innovation, none of these are based on data or 
insights from Africa. Moreover, the approaches used all lean towards the formal sector. The proposed measurement 
programme draws on the local innovation and production systems (LIPS) approach advanced by Cassiolato, Lastres and 
their colleagues at RedeSist, based on their experience in Brazil (Cassiolato et al., 2003; 2017). The LIPS methodology 
brings together innovation systems and development thinking (Cassiolato et al., 2014). As Cassiolato and colleagues 
argue, innovation processes are shaped by social, economic and institutional contexts, which necessitates an analysis of 
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spatial dynamics and the local level. The LIPS approach provides useful tools for identifying and analysing the different 
components of the production value chain, linkages between them and how wider social, economic and institutional 
contexts influence these components. Taking into account specificities of the informal sector in countries, the 
measurement programme described in this paper is based on a conceptual framework developed through grounded 
theory that builds on and extends existing approaches to measuring innovation, including the LIPS methodology and the 
Oslo manual framework. Our input methodological techniques include ethnographies, participatory appraisals, in-depth 
interviews, key informant interviews combined with a quantitative survey. The paper will attempt to draw on 
preliminary data collected from participatory workshops with informal business people to illustrate the suitability of this 
approach. 

Institutionalisation of measurement in the African context  

Measurement requires the institutionalisation of structures for a programme of measurement to be sustainable. In the 
African context, such institutional structures are minimally existent or weak. This paper proposes a methodological 
approach towards developing an innovation measurement programme for the informal sector that compensates for the 
lack of institutionalised measurement structures in Africa. In order to further this end, we propose the use of a 
standardised quantitative tool based on and extended from the Community Innovation Survey series adapted to 
informal settings. Furthermore, in contrast to other studies, our methodological approach is not dependent on the 
availability of lists to use as sampling frames, which may or may not be available from informal institutions, within a 
specific trade or sector. Instead it adopts a methodology for listing informal businesses using a local (spatial) approach, 
adapted from the health sciences. We present some preliminary illustrative results from one local region in South Africa 
from this approach.  

Some implications for policy, practice and theory 

The current tools for measuring innovation are not suitable for informing on the majority of economic activity on the 
continent. The measurement programme adopted from developed country programmes themselves are unsuitable as 
an effective policy .   

In order to have a robust representation of the state of innovation in African countries, there is need for measurement 
to go beyond formal businesses alone and extend towards informal businesses and households, the public sector as well 
as civil society.  

For the determination of measurement needs to be inclusive, we suggest actors involved in innovation in the informal 
sector need to be part of the innovation policy agenda setting.  

There is a need for a better understanding of the policy formulation process in the context of innovation. 
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Chunliang Fan 

Policy learning as a key drive of science, technology and innovation policy in China——How the 
Concept of National Innovation System was introduced and developed in China 

Session 6F 

In the late 1990s, a few years after the national innovation system theory became popular in the world, it was accepted 
by China at the policy level. Since then, building a national innovation system with Chinese characteristics has become 
an important goal of China's scientific and technological system reform and innovation development. In China's future 
development, strengthening the national innovation system is still an important goal of China's scientific and 
technological development. The purpose of this paper is to study the process of the introduction, acceptance and 
development of the concept of national innovation system in China's policy circle through historical research, policy text 
analysis and prospect analysis. 

1. The concept of national innovation system was introduced into China's policy circle 

   With China's reform and opening up, China began to reform its science and technology system in 1985 to promote the 
integration of science and technology with economic development. The introduction of the national innovation system 
concept in the middle period of 1990s has opened a new vision of the reform of science and technology system and 
greatly promoted the reform of science and technology system. 

   Soon after the concept of national innovation system became popular in the world, Chinese scholars began to 
introduce and study it，but the scholars' research did not lead to acceptance by policy community . Based on literature 
analysis and expert interview, this paper Identifies the two facts is crucial for the concept of the national innovation 
system be accepted by policy community : (1) the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) made an 
evaluation study on 10 years reform of Chinese S&T system by the invitation of the Ministry of Science and Technology 
in 1995, the evaluation report recommends to the policy community the concept of national innovation system; (2) at 
the same time, the idea of the knowledge economy promoted by OECD were  popular in most sectors of Chinese society. 
Its report discusses the role of national innovation system in the development of knowledge economy. These two events 
created nice thought environment for the concept of the national innovation system to be accepted in Chinese policy 
circles 

2. The concept of National Innovation System was accepted and developed at the policy level of China 

In December 1997, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) submitted to the central government a research report 
entitled "Embracing the era of knowledge economy and building a national innovation system", which was approved. In 
1998, the Knowledge Innovation Project of the Chinese Academy of Sciences was implemented, which initiated the 
reform of China's science and technology system and the development of science and technology under the guidance of 
the concept framework of National Innovation System. In 2005, the National Medium and Long-term Science and 
Technology Development Plan Outline (2006-2020) put forward that "the comprehensive promoting the construction of 
national innovation system with Chinese characteristics be as an important task of the outline. Later, two important 
policy document--Opinions on Deepening the Reform of Science and Technology System and Accelerating the 
Construction of National Innovation System(2012) and the Outline of National Innovation Driven Development 
Strategy(2016) issued by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China  (CCPC) and the State Council, both put 
the construction of national innovation system as an important position.  

By analysis the content and background of the several important policy documents, it can be found that the Chinese 
learned and introduced the concept national innovation system from the international Academia and policy community, 
but also made their own creation: come up with the idea of knowledge innovation and its system, put forward that 
China's national innovation consists of five subsystems: technology innovation, knowledge innovation, national defense 
science and technology innovation, regional innovation, science and technology intermediary service system 

3. Challenges for China's national innovation system construction in the future 
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   As Lundvall (2009) points out, China’s national innovation system is a fragmented or dual innovation systems and need 
to be developed. In the future, several factors must considered for construction national innovation system: national 
development strategy, new changes in global competition, the trends of new scientific and technological revolution. A 
new understanding and conceptual framework on innovation and innovation systems is needed. The future 
development of the innovation system concept needs to incorporate sustainable development goals, environmental 
governance and inclusive innovation to support broader innovation policies 

Juan Rogers 

Functional Analysis of Innovation Policy Instruments: A Method to Assess Design, Implementation and 
Governance of Innovation Policy in Developing Countries 

Session 6F 

Background 

Innovation policy is complex because of the need to change the behavior of firms and/or people. Yet it is often assumed 
that, provided policies are well designed, countries have the capacity to implement them effectively. The focus on policy 
capacities, if it exists at all, might address the generic human capital of government agency staff. However, there are 
other important gaps related to the processes and managerial practices required for policy making.  The public policy 
tools applied to address innovation gaps must take into consideration specific dimensions of these gaps in context for 
the intervention to have the desired outcome. By, “in context” we mean that the successful use of policy approaches for 
analogous problems in different countries or regions need not translate directly into viable options in the new location.  

Reasoning based on foundational concepts in policy making, this paper presents a framework for analysis of actual 
innovation policy instruments and examples of its application in several countries. From first principles, the framework 
focuses on three major areas of policy making that cover most relevant issues both from the point of view of 
practitioners (policy makers and agency staff) and the general categories of analysis found in the literature on public 
policy and policy analysis. A first set of categories belongs in policy design. These address the front end of putting a 
policy in place, from its origin, through its justification to the framework within which the policy is supposed to work.  A 
second set of categories belongs in the dimension of policy implementation. These address the management aspects 
during the operation of the policy relating to the realization of what was specified in design and the adjustments that 
might have been necessary once the instrument was in operation. Finally, a third dimension is the governance 
framework of the policy. The categories in this dimension address coordination, regulation and jurisdiction issues that 
have the potential to affect the effectiveness of the instrument.  

Several categories are observed in each of the three dimensions for a total of 31 categories of analysis for each 
instrument. The design dimension includes origin, justification, relation to policy mix, alternative policy instruments, 
logic model and components, participant selection criteria and monitoring and evaluation design considerations. The 
implementation dimension includes learning and adjustments, management of solicitations, application and selection 
practices, program information management, human resources management, budget and resources and the 
implementation side of monitoring and evaluation. Under governance we identify three areas of interaction: other 
instruments, organizations and jurisdictional rules and regulations.  

Method 

The assessment procedure begins with a catalog of all innovation policy instruments at the jurisdictional level that the 
analysis will be conducted. It has been applied to entire national innovation policy instrument sets, a selection of 
subnational innovation policy instruments under a national resource allocation umbrella and subnational innovation 
policy instruments with support from multinational funding systems.  

Leaders and managers responsible for each policy instrument are identified and semi-structure interviews are 
conducted to acquire information on all categories in the three dimensions of design, implementation and governance. 
Information is gathered also from documents pertaining to each instrument. A set of best practice criteria developed 
from the literature and international examples has been developed for all categories in each dimension. The data for 
each instrument is used to score the instrument so a multidimensional functional performance profile is constructed for 
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each instrument. The resulting data set is a profile for all instruments included in the catalog. Interpretation of the 
results is carried out with clustering or factor analysis techniques in order to find patterns of relationships across 
instruments as cases and categories as variables.  

Results 

This paper will report examples from four innovation policy sets in three developing countries, two in South American 
and one in Eastern Europe. The results from these examples showed some common challenges faced by policy makers 
and public managers of innovation policies. First, the policy instruments showed problems related to the specifics of 
policy instrument planning. They include a general absence of a fully developed articulation of the expected operation of 
the instrument or theories of change, especially lack of measurable objectives, ad hoc justifications for government 
intervention and almost complete absence of consideration of monitoring and evaluation schemes on the front end.  

Secondly, management during implementation showed significant limitations in three areas. First, the lack of an M&E 
system included from the early stages of policy formation cascades into a lack of implementation of monitoring both of 
implementation processes and of policy instrument performance. Evaluation is thought of mostly as an auditing or 
legitimizing tool applied at the tail end of policy implementation. There is little attention paid to the complementarity of 
external and internal evaluation to maximize learning and improvement rather than final adjudication of effects and 
worthiness of the policy as a whole. Secondly, a critical item is the low quality and limited use of documentation for 
improving instrument management. In general, documentation is formulaic rather than practical and rarely included 
systematically in internal reviews of performance progress. The use of ICTs is limited and below potential given the 
availability of standard systems. Thirdly, there is poor management of human resources and lack of accounting of 
administrative costs per intervention. In general, incentives for staff are not aligned with the performance of the policy 
instruments they manage. Furthermore, the resources of an agency are pooled across many policy instruments with 
varying relations to each other and distributed in temporary patterns that respond to short term bureaucratic priorities. 
Thus, there is no information about the true administrative costs of each instrument making efficiency considerations in 
management almost impossible.  

A third area of challenges relates to the system level of policy and the interrelatedness of jurisdictions and stakeholders 
that defines the overall governance of innovation policies. We observed that, in practice, little attention is given to the 
system effects during the formative stages of the policy instruments. This is true, especially, of the relation of the 
instrument to the overall policy mix for innovation and the selection of an instrument that is not only adapted to the 
intervention theory of change but also complements others that address adjacent issues.  

The interaction of rules and policies from different realms and jurisdictions also posed a problem. Tax and audit rules 
directly contradicting the objectives of implemented policies, or human resource policies that impeded proper policy 
implementation, were observed and often assumed to be unavoidable features of the context rather than generators of 
an agenda in the innovation policy field.  

The challenges identified in these cases were accompanied by great heterogeneity of actual policy instrument 
performance. This shows that in most cases there are resources for improvement available in the agencies that were 
observed that were not fully used. Therefore, a first step towards improved performance is to use the better performing 
instruments in each context as a model for the rest. 

Erik Arnold and Katharine E Barker 

What 50 Years of R&I Policy History Tells us about How to Make Future Policy: Evidence from a study of 
policy changes in Sweden 

Session 6F 

Introduction 

This paper is based on a study of the drivers of R&I policy changes in Sweden over the last half century or so. The study 
uses a mixture of document and literature review and interviews with key people involved in policy changes. Our choice 
of changes to study was pragmatic: we chose those that appear to have been consequential, where there was sufficient 
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documentation to allow us to study them and (except in the oldest example) where people involved in the change are 
still available for interview.  

We presented some of the findings emerging from the work at Atlanta 2017, and propose now to finish the story at 
Atlanta 2019. An obvious limitation of the work is that it focuses on a single country – and all countries are in important 
respects unique. Nonetheless, many of the change processes we saw have echoes of events elsewhere, so we cautiously 
claim that an intelligent reading of nationally specific events will provide some general lessons.  

Why does this matter? 

The ‘societal turn’ in R&I policy since the start of this century is more than a fashion. It involves the extension of policy 
from a focus on industrialisation and growth towards addressing ‘societal challenges’ such as climate change, the effects 
of ageing population, the plastics pollution crisis and so on, some of which can be seen as a direct consequence of the 
success of previous policies. It is moving us into a ‘third generation’ of R&I policy governance and changes relations 
between science and society. Everyone, from practising R&I policymakers through mainstream R&I researchers to 
students of socio-technical transitions understands that we must learn how to do R&I policy in a new way.  

This paper will not specify what that ‘new way’ looks like. But it will describe the drivers that were needed to effect 
change in the past and suggest that we will need to enrol the forces for change identified in this study in order to make 
good policy in the future.  

A model of policy change 

Based on a review of some of the key ideas from political science, we mapped how the mainstream literature explains 
policy change. We used this to develop a checklist for describing the various policy changes studied. We found some of 
the factors identified are important, but there are also others that matter which we had not found in the literature.  

The cases studied 

We looked at nine cases, starting in the early 1960s with the creation of the world’s first innovation agency (in the 
modern sense) and ending with a programme of platforms managing R&D to promote innovation and socio-technical 
transitions that is still ongoing.  

• The emergence of the Swedish National Board for Technological Development (STU) in 1968, under the 
influence of the OECD and a productivity crisis in Swedish industry 

• The reform of STU ten years later to escape from the lock-ins of earlier practice and become an effective change 
agent 

• A process of more or less tribal warfare across three decades between the ‘basic research’ and ‘innovation’ 
factions, eventually leading to a major reform of R&I funding in 2000 

• The creation of the Wage-Earner Fund foundations and a new institutional model for funding research 
• Another new, large-scale form of R&I policy in the 1980s: the national microelectronics and IT programmes 
• Reforming the structure and relevance of Swedish university research in the Competence Centres by 

transferring a design from NSF’s Engineering Research Centres 
• Addressing regional R&I by twisting the US SBIR programme into a new shape 
• Trying and failing to change university behaviour via a competition to increase their institutional funding 

(Strategic Research Areas) 
• Responding to government demands for policy change by using public-private partnerships and fostering 

transitional change in the Strategic Innovation Programme  

Some conclusions 

In relation to the model in Figure 1, it is clear that ‘events’ outside the ambit of R&I policy are often important in 
triggering change, be they in the form of problems arising in the economy or new political forces. Continuous work by 
policymakers and analysts often supports change, too, so that ideas are available about what to do. Curiously, events 
seem more often to be important than the occurrence of problems in society. For us as evaluators, a disappointment 
was how rarely evaluations affected big changes; evaluation is more to do with business as usual than with radical 
change.  
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Again, for those of us who mostly work with the technocrats who run R&I policy and funding systems it was a surprise to 
see how important the political level was in triggering change. The bigger the change, the more necessary it was to get 
the power of the political level behind it. As a result, we would almost always identify one – often several – policy 
entrepreneurs at the political, policy or even key stakeholder level. Sometimes the policy entrepreneur was in effect an 
advocacy coalition. And on mature reflection, it seemed that the idea of ‘windows of opportunity’ is almost tautological: 
change only happens if there is one. The policy cycle, on the other hand, turned out to have almost no relevance to 
major change.  

Ideas for policy come and go. Many get put in the garbage can; fewer come out again. Three of our cases involved policy 
transfer: the rest invented their policies from scratch, though often (and, over time, increasingly) informed by what was 
being done in other countries.  

However, there were interesting drivers of change that we had not spotted in the literature.  

• The most important is the need to set up new organisations or institutions in order to implement the most 
radical changes. Sometimes it is not enough for old organisations to invent new policy instruments 

• Lock-ins from previous governance and policy practices – which can impede the work of new organisations or 
provide the impetus to create new ones  

• Directors-general of agencies are very important, both as policy entrepreneurs and in the generation of new 
policy initiatives through turf wars among ministries and (especially) agencies 

• Other lock-ins arise from power-struggles among different factions, which pursue their own interests (rather 
than promoting a big idea, as advocacy coalitions do) 

Next-generation R&I institutions 

This evidence leads us to suspect that – just as new institutions and organisations were needed from the 1960s in order 
to connect science better to economic needs and innovation ¬– we will again need institutional changes to address 
third-generation, ‘societal’ policies. These demand longer-term engagement and wider societal participation as well as 
the ability to experiment and learn, changing goals along the way. It is not at all clear that our current R&I funders are up 
to the job. The political level needs to be strongly involved in order to effect the big changes needed. The power of 
events will need to be combined with that of the policy stream and policy entrepreneurship to effect the big changes we 
suspect are needed in order to make third-generation policy effective. 

Gonzalo Ordóñez-Matamoros and Juan Pablo Centeno 

The role of politics in transformative science, technology and innovation policies in emerging 
economies: the case of Colombia 

Session 6F 

Recent trends in science, technology and innovation (STI) policy have focused on addressing societal and environmental 
challenges. In this framework, ‘transformative change’ emerges as a STI policy frame aimed at fostering sociotechnical 
change in order to prompt sustainability transitions (Smith, Voß, & Grin, 2010; Schot & Steinmueller, 2018; Kuhlmann & 
Rip, 2018). This approach was proposed in Colombia by the national governmental STI policy agency –Colciencias– as 
depicted in ‘El Libro Verde 2030’. This policy document defines the transformative approach for Colombian STI policy to 
address the Sustainable Development Goals, and outlines transformative policy principles, objectives, strategies, 
financial sources and evaluation orientations. The future implementation of this policy approach in Colombia does not 
seem clear, however, mostly for political reasons: it was launched during the final months of the last government 2014-
2018, and the current administration 2018-2022 is not clear about this frame in its governmental program. 

Considering this context, the chapter addresses the following research question: what is the role of politics as a key 
variable to enable or block transformative STI policies to be implemented in developing counties like Colombia? The aim 
of the chapter is to critically asses the intrinsic features and viability of transformative STI policy implementation in 
Colombia, from the point of view of policy and governance studies. We argue that current literature on ‘transformative 
STI policy’ does not account for the political variables that strongly influence agenda-setting and implementation 
process in the context of highly unequal and contested democracies. This reflection aims at contrasting, on the one hand 
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traditional STI policy approaches strongly biased towards economic competitiveness and its overestimated contribution 
to wellbeing (Godin & Vinck, 2017) and, on the other, the largely overlooked potential transformative innovation policies 
have with regard to social inclusion, peace and human development (Cozzens, Gatchair, Kim, Ordóñez, & 
Supnithadnaporn, 2008; Kuhlmann & Ordóñez-Matamoros, Introduction: governance of innovation in emerging 
countries: understanding failures and exploring options, 2017; Ordóñez-Matamoros, Centeno, Arond, Jaime, & Arias, 
2018). This is a qualitative research and the methodology followed is a case study, which implies reviewing and analyzing 
policy documents, as well as conducting interviews among different types of stakeholders. 
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Session 6G: Biomedicine & Policy 

Philippe Gorry and Dimitrios Kourouklis 

R&D incentives and innovation spillovers: evidence from the European orphan drug regulation 

Session 6G 

This paper, explores the impact of a regional innovation policy for incentivizing drug innovation, on different R&D phases 
and outcomes, within a global market. According to the OECD(1), 45% of global pharmaceutical sales come from the 
United States, 30% from Europe, and 9% from Japan while the US retains the highest share of R&D expenditure (58%) 
compare to EU (28%) as reported by the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (2). In Europe, the UK has the 
highest share if exchange rate effects are excluded. Specifically, we exploit the European Commission’s Orphan Drug 
(OD) legislation, which was implemented in 2000, two decades after the US Orphan Drug act (1983). Both legislations 
are enhancing rare diseases innovation through drug regulatory and financial incentives, mainly through a market 
exclusivity period independent of the patent monopoly.  

Our aim is to evaluate the impact of the EU legislation and identify potential spillovers in i) different phases of the R&D 
process, ii) different drug categories, and also to iii) show that a regional regulation, such as the European, has an impact 
on the global market.  

To evaluate and estimate the effects of this policy implementation, we employ a difference-in-differences approach, by 
utilizing data from the Pharmaproject© drug pipeline database, Questel-Orbit© patent intelligence database and the 
Wharton Research Database (WRDS) business intelligence research platform. Our sample consists of 61 pharmaceutical 
firms among the top R&D intensive firms for the period between 1997 and 2003 according. The variables explored for 
each firms are: R&D budget, Sales revenue, number of preclinical R&D projects, number of Phase 1, phase 2, and phase 
3 clinical trials, number of registered and launched drugs, number of patent application by priority date or publication 
date, number of Orphan Drug status, number of Rare Diseases (RD) or cancer therapeutic indications, number of generic 
drugs, and merger/acquisition experience. 

Our results show that the OD regulation leads to a marginal increase of the number of Phase I and Phase II clinical trials 
for the firms’ global portfolio of drugs. This increase is at the level of 1.2 clinical trials on average for each firm in each of 
these phases. On the other hand, the regulation does not affect earlier and later stages of the drug discovery and 
development process, such as patent activity, preclinical studies and Phase III clinical trials. The control variable of firm’s 
gross sales affect patents and Phase II clinical trials positively, but with low magnitude. In addition, after controlling for 
generics drugs production, we find a significant positive increase at the preclinical stage and all the clinical trials phases. 
Moreover, the acquisition experience does not determine innovation at any stage. In addition, we find significant 
evidence that the orphan drug regulation leads pharmaceutical companies to increase their innovation output on 
specific drug categories such as drugs for rare diseases and cancer drugs. Particularly, this effect causes an average 
increase of 2.39 and 4.5 drugs for rare diseases and cancer drugs, respectively. The gross sales control variable and the 
acquisition experience do not influence cancer and rare disease innovation, while generics drugs production does. 

Overall, our findings suggest that firms respond positively to the legislation, by shifting their innovation activity towards 
cancer and rare diseases drugs. At the same time, their total drug portfolio is also positively affected, but marginally and 
in specific R&D phases, revealing a short-term strategy from their side. 

Dinar Kale 

Resolving the healthcare needs in developing countries: Role of inclusive innovations 

Session 6G 

Healthcare systems all over the world rely on drugs, vaccines and medical devices to provide effective and inclusive 
healthcare (WHO, 2012). However, the development and access to some healthcare technologies such as medical 
devices and biological have remained an ongoing healthcare and technological challenge in developing countries. 
Medical devices include everything from highly sophisticated computerised medical equipment down to simple wooden 
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tongue depressors (WHO, 2010). They are critical for diagnosis, effective use of medicines, patient care in operating 
theatres, at the bedside, and even before a patient is admitted to the hospital, or after being discharged. In developing 
countries, the majority of research has focused on development and access to pharmaceuticals and vaccines even 
though medical devices constitute a key component in health care technologies (Kale, 2011). WHO (2010, 2012) 
highlights that developing countries depend on the imports from the advanced countries to satisfy their healthcare 
needs, creating challenges of access to affordable and appropriate medical devices. Cheng (2007) revealing the 
‘mismatch’ between supply and demand shows that in most cases imported medical devices are mostly unsuitable for 
local conditions and endanger lives of patients, health workers and communities. Referring to the situation in Africa as 
‘medical device graveyards’, Miesen (2013) comments, 

“The premature and low birth weight babies lie cordoned-off from the rest in a narrow space where 20 incubators are 
arranged like Tetris pieces; most were donated by NGOs and bilateral agencies like USAID. Many lay open, and the 
silence is interrupted only by cries of newborns; no sound emanates from the machines. They are not on. 13 of the 20 
incubators are broken. The instructions for one (are) in Dutch. Ugandans typically speak Luganda, Kiswahili and English. 
Mulago’s experience is not unique. Across Sub-Saharan Africa, “medical device graveyards” litter the empty closets and 
spare corners of the hospital” 

A World Bank review of the Bank’s investment in medical devices from 1997 to 2001 provides clear evidence of this 
mismatch. The review found cases where, “about 30% of sophisticated equipment remained unused, while those in 
operation have 25% to 35% equipment downtime because of weak capacity to maintain the equipment” (World Bank, 
2003). Similarly, a recent WHO (2010) report shows that more than 50% of devices remain unused in developing 
countries due to structural and cost factors, indicating a further widening of the mismatch. As a result, access to 
appropriate and affordable medical devices has remained an ongoing challenge for most developing countries.’  

Similarly, biologicals have emerged as a key challenge for developing countries. Biologicals are therapeutic drugs 
comprising of large complex molecules and traditionally have been developed to address the most challenging Non-
Communicable Diseases (NCDs) such as cancer, autoimmune diseases, diabetes, growth hormone deficiency and 
arthritis. Biologicals drugs have emerged as significant therapy in treatment for cancer and autoimmune disease, but 
only 8% of patients can access these therapies due to the high costs of these drugs (Rao, 2016). In the last few years, 
some blockbuster biological drugs have gone off-patent creating potential for developing biosimilars and providing 
scope for affordable therapies. However, in developing countries, the absence of local production capability and 
dependence of import continues to make it harder to deliver affordable therapies. The promise of biosimilars as a 
significant opportunity for reducing healthcare costs and create an affordable treatment for non-communicable diseases 
(NCDs) is being heralded in an era of growing ageing populations and increasing healthcare costs. However, for many 
firms from developing countries the complexity of manufacturing biologicals and lack of financial resources has emerged 
as entry barriers and created a need for new sets of regulatory frameworks, institutional arrangements and partnerships 
(Kale and Niosi, 2017).  

In the last decade, some research has focused on the issues of diffusion and access to medical devices, and biosimilars in 
developing countries and much has been written about the development of local production capabilities in developing 
countries, import from MNCs and emerging country firms and role of global institutions (WHO, 2012; Kale, 2011, Nadvi, 
1999; Loureiro et al., 2008; Kale and Niosi, 2017). Yet, the healthcare technology needs of low-income populations and 
inequality of access to imported devices and biological drugs appear largely intractable challenge and need more 
attention. This raises the question: How healthcare technology needs of the low-income population will be met? 
Evidence increasingly suggests that innovations based on traditional research and development (R&D) investment and 
existing institutional arrangements over the years have excluded the healthcare needs of low-income populations 
(Chataway et al., 2014). There is a gap between skills and knowledge required to understand the healthcare needs of 
these excluded populations and the intersection of private and public sector boundaries towards meeting them. This 
calls for a new framework of engagement and some researchers argue that the emerging ideas and models around 
inclusive innovations and social technologies incorporate the needs, interests and knowledge of low-income populations 
with resources and capabilities of private sector, thereby providing opportunities to create appropriate solutions for 
intractable challenges of accessibility, availability, affordability and appropriateness (Kale et al., 2014). While much 
progress has been made on recognising the new models of innovation and institutional arrangements, discussions failed 
to provide overall coherent theoretical and policy insights that can aid in resolving the healthcare needs of low-income 
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populations. This paper bridges this gap by using case studies inclusive innovations and social technologies from India, 
Kenya and Tanzania. It explores the role of inclusive innovation and social technologies in generating and delivering new 
‘physical technologies’ and innovation processes needed by low-income users.  Specifically, this research critically 
examines the potential for new ‘social technologies’ (innovative institutional and organisational forms and divisions of 
labour) and inclusive innovations, to provide a way forward to improve the development and delivery of physical 
technologies in the medical device and biological drug needs. 

Alfredo Yegros-Yegros, Wouter van de Klippe, Maria Francisca Abad García and Ismael Ràfols 

Disease burden, research efforts and scientific visibility: Exploring factors diverting research attention 
from global health needs 

Session 6G 

1. Introduction: factors influencing health research agenda setting 

In the context of health research, priority setting has systematically excluded the needs of those in low- and middle- 
income nations and has instead focused primarily on diseases that predominantly impact those within high-income 
countries (Global Forum for Health Research, 1999; Sarewitz & Pielke, 2007; Ràfols & Yegros, 2018). This finding reflects 
the broader observation of a pervasive misalignment between priority setting in research and societal needs in a 
diversity of contexts (Ciarli & Ràfols, 2018; Sarewitz & Pielke, 2007). In investigating this misalignment, Ciarli and Ràfols 
(2018) describe many socio-political factors that likely contribute to the setting of research agendas. These include the 
observation that problem framings are likely set by the scientific community (and not a diversity of relevant actors), the 
presence of pervasive legacies of global inequality in the position of power and legitimacy to determine funding 
agendas, and also widespread path dependencies resulting in the legacy of decision making determining potential future 
trajectories of research.  

The global health research agenda is undoubtedly influenced by a diversity of factors, and within the current analysis, 
we adopt the conceptual framework described by Ciarli and Ràfols (2018) which highlights that research outputs and 
agendas are the outcomes of interactions among a diversity of actors with a diversity of value commitments. Research 
evaluation systems, publication pressures, and norms and incentives in research institutions and communities are likely 
among the factors influencing the setting of health research agendas. Many current research evaluation systems value 
scientific visibility, which is often proxied through either the prestige of the journals that the authors publish in, or the 
number of citations their publications receive (de Rijcke et al., 2015). In some cases, evaluation systems may incentivize 
researchers in low- and middle-income countries to conduct research that is relevant in high-income countries rather 
than local national needs (Vessuri, Guédon, & Cetto, 2014). For example, Raitzer and Norton (2009) highlight that in the 
context of agricultural research, there exist pressures within the scientific community to publish on ‘trendy’ or prestige-
laden topics, since these will likely contribute positively to researchers’ career developments. Within this study, we aim 
to investigate the potential influence between these pressures inherent within the academic community, and how they 
relate to the distribution of global disease burden.   

First, we will build on and expand the results by Ràfols and Yegros (2018) on disease burden vs. number of publications; 
and second, we explore publication visibility in terms of the citations and the journals that publications are published in 
and their relationships to disease burden.  

2. Previous studies on disease burden vs. publication counts 

To investigate the degree to which there exists a misalignment between disease burden and publication output, we 
build on Ràfols and Yegros (2018). Publications are assigned to diseases by using PubMed and Web of Science data. 
Subsequently, the distributions of these publications are compared to the disease burden disability adjusted life years 
(DALYs) estimates provided by the World Health Organization (WHO) for the year 2012. Ràfols and Yegros (2018) 
examined this misalignment both globally and nationally in the context of Spain’s (as an example of a high income 
country) disease burden and research output. Below, we will focus on the findings of this investigation at the global 
level.  
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This prior research uncovered dramatic misalignments between disease burden and research output at the global level. 
Consider, for example, that in 2012, malignant neoplasms (cancer) contributed to under 10% of total global health 
burden (as measured by DALYs) while during the period of 2009-2013, over 22% of global disease publications 
investigated malignant neoplasms (Ràfols & Yegros, 2018). In contrast, while infectious and parasitic diseases 
contributed to nearly 20% of global disease burden, they received less than 10% of research attention as measured by 
the proportion of publications.  

Looking at this misalignment at the level of individual diseases often reveals even more dramatic disparities. For 
example, while skin diseases, breast cancer, and diabetes mellitus each contributed to less than 3% of total global 
disease burden, these diseases each received a much higher proportion of publications throughout the analysed time 
period. In contrast, birth trauma, diarrhoeal diseases, Iron-deficient anaemia, and other diseases that predominantly 
impact low- and middle-income countries receive a considerably lower proportion of publications than their 
proportional global disease burden.   

3. Exploring research visibility (citation impact) across diseases and countries 

It is within this context of investigating the potential influences on how health research agendas are set that this study 
takes place. This paper is novel in that it seeks to investigate the relationship between research visibility (as measured 
through citation scores and journal impact factors) and disease burden. We hypothesize that publications investigating 
diseases that are disproportionately prevalent within low-income countries may be less likely to receive citations. 
Furthermore, we hypothesize that this effect is more pronounced for publications that are produced by low-income 
countries. As a result,  publications that are the most relevant for low-income countries (as measured by disease 
burden) are likely to receive relatively less attention (as proxied by citations and lower journal impact factor scores) than 
publications that focus on diseases that are more relevant for high-income countries. Therefore, we hypothesize that 
there is either a negative or non-existent relationship between citation impact measures and national disease burden for 
publications originating from low-income countries. This relationship, or lack thereof, indicates the potential inadequacy 
of using citation-based evaluation methods when evaluating and rewarding health research.  

4. Expected results and future work 

With this study, we will improve upon previous work that has sought to investigate the relationship between disease 
burden and research output. This will include analyses at a diversity of levels of aggregation, from the global to the 
national. Furthermore, we will disentangle effects as they exist at the level of the different disease types that we 
identified, and at the level of individual diseases. These analyses will benefit from recent work we have conducted to 
update the correspondence table between medical descriptors in bibliographic databases and the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD10) to more accurately link WHO data on diseases burden and publications.  

In addition to building on prior work, we will conduct analyses of the relationship between disease burden and research 
visibility as proxied by both citation score and journal impact factor. The study of this relationship represents a highly 
novel contribution to the field. This analysis will also be conducted at several levels of aggregation, including fine grained 
looks at the effects within individual diseases and countries. We aim to investigate the effects of several factors that 
may influence this relationship, in particular the effects of international collaboration and funding, which are known to 
effect visibility (Confraria et al., 2017). 

Hugo Confraria and Lili Wang 

Medical research versus disease burden in Africa 

Session 6G 

Background 

Africa is a continent facing severe, urgent, and often unique health challenges. The region has made overall progress 
during the last decades in reducing mortality and prolonging life but its burden of disease per population continues to be 
two times higher than that of higher income countries. At the same time, most African countries have difficulties in 
supporting medical research, and the pharmaceutical industry may be reluctant to sponsor research in lower income 
countries because the prospects of profit are limited, even if effective treatments are developed. 
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Nevertheless, it has been well recognized that health research conducted in low-income countries is of great 
importance. Medical research done and applied in lower income contexts can provide enormous contributions to 
discovering previously unknown diseases, which have substantial social and economic impact on the world. 
Furthermore, medical research based in low-income countries can help researchers have a clear understanding of the 
local constraints and barriers to and facilitators of the implementation of research in practice. 

Lack of funding for research is the major barrier to the development of clinical research capacity in Africa and the 
majority of clinical research is based on funding from external donors. Since local governments are taking a peripheral 
role, there is a risk that research conducted in African countries will follow topics determined by foreign funders for their 
purposes and consequently fail to respond to specific local health needs.  

In our research, we will look specifically at the scientific output of African researchers and also at the funding institutions 
acknowledged in their publications. This will allow us to evaluate whether international development funders and 
pharmaceutical companies are supporting research that matches the research needs of African regions.  

This approach and research question may be interesting for two main reasons. First, due to the tremendous health 
challenges the continent faces, improved Africa-relevant health research can have an important role in changing the 
professional practice of health care providers and a significant impact on health outcomes. Second, the improvement in 
research capabilities in the continent in the health sciences may demonstrate that persistent support and funding from 
development partners such as the Wellcome Trust, NIH, European Union or Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, might 
pay off. 

This study uses DALYs (Disability-Adjusted Life Years) in each disease field and African region as a proxy for societal 
needs in health, which is compared with scientific research in each corresponding disease field and region. We focus on 
four African regions (Eastern Africa, Northern Africa, Southern Africa or West & Central Africa) as defined by the UN 
classification, and our central research questions are: 1) Is the amount of research produced on various diseases by 
African researchers related to their countries’ burden of disease? 2) What kind of health research is being funded by 
international organizations? 3) What are the main drivers of medical research in Africa? 

Data and Methods 

Data Sources. To identify medical priorities, we used DALYs from World Health Organization to measure the burden of 
disease. One DALY can be thought of as one lost year of healthy life, and the measured disease burden is the gap 
between a population’s health status and that of a normative reference population.  To present the funded (and 
unfunded) research efforts, we rely on scientific research publications indexed in WoS. From the ‘funding organization’ 
field in each article, we identify whether the research was financially supported, and the name of the funder(s).  

Publication records were assigned to a specific disease field by searches in abstracts and titles. We built a set of 
keywords that are strongly associated with a specific disease (or group of diseases) based on the ICD-9 codes and 
previous research. After building our queries, two external peer reviewers reviewed the keywords for each one of our 28 
disease categories. In total, we have 59,486 documents that were associated with at least one specific disease (28) and 
one African region (Eastern Africa, Northern Africa, Southern Africa or West & Central Africa). 

Metrics. With the hypothesis that health needs in earlier years should drive the research agenda in later years, we 
compare the number of articles published between 2011-2015 with the disease burden in 2010. First, we count DALYs in 
each disease per region/period and number of publications in each disease per region/period. Then, since different 
diseases have different propensities to affect people and be researched, we also compute specialization indexes to 
assess the specialization of each disease in a given region.  

Econometric approach. In this study, our primary research question is to understand whether disease burden 
specialization is associated with medical research specialization between different African regions across different 
diseases. To address this, in our multivariate regression analysis (OLS), we use scientific specialization as our dependent 
variable, and disease burden specialization as our main independent variable. Since most African countries are highly 
dependent on international research collaboration, in our model we control for level of international collaboration. We 
also control for previous scientific specialization due to the path-dependent nature of scientific production. 

Preliminary findings 
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Surprisingly, what we find is that in sub-Saharan Africa most diseases with a high disease burden are also the ones with 
relatively more research efforts. We find that the region with the highest positive association between disease burden 
and research efforts is Eastern Africa. Northern Africa is the region where these two dimensions are less aligned. 
Contrary to what some literature suggests, our results indicate that the regions with higher dependence on public non-
African and philanthropic funding institutions are the ones where the alignment between disease burden and research 
specialization is higher. 

These findings are interesting for two main reasons. One, it has been argued that there are substantial misalignments, at 
the global level and at local levels, between research efforts and WHO estimates of health burden for a given disease. 
What we find is that while this may be true at the global level (high-income countries perform most of their medical 
research on diseases that are not the ones with a higher global disease burden), Sub-Saharan African researchers are 
performing research that is relevant for their regional health needs. Second, some authors also argue that researchers 
from high-income countries secure most of the funding for global health research projects in low-income regions, and 
often dictate the research agenda which leads to inappropriate projects unrelated to local research needs, and derive 
conclusions that do not have any direct local benefit. The results of this article seem to contradict this idea. What we 
find is that most international research funders (public non-African and philanthropic) support research on HIV/AIDS, 
tuberculosis and parasitic and vector diseases, which are diseases that generate a big share of disease burden in sub-
Saharan Africa. What our regression results seem to show is that, on average, high levels of dependence on international 
donors are not necessarily associated with less alignment between local health needs and local medical research efforts.  

Our study has limitations and the results must be interpreted with caution since first publications in WoS (or DALYs) are 
imperfect estimates of research efforts (health needs) in a specific disease and country. Second, we do not know to what 
extent the research that is funded is actually used to contribute to health action. 
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Session 7A: Entrepreneurs & Firms 

Sanjay Arora 

Emergent small business narratives in three high-technology industries 

Session 7A 

Background  

Small firms operating in high-technology are diverse in terms of size, age, capabilities, management composition, 
science and technology focus, and industry.  Yet, for market facing activities, they often must develop messaging around 
their products, services, and culture.  Messages can be thought of as pre-packaged storylines that convey key facts and 
symbolic representations about who the firm is, what it offers, and how it produces and interacts with customers: 
Stories package “factual information about [a firm’s] stock of tangible and intangible capital into a simpler, more 
coherent and meaningful whole” (Martens et al., 2007).   

Various streams of research examine the broad question of narrative development and dissemination and outcomes.  
For example, prior work in entrepreneurship focuses not only on market facing storylines but also on building symbolic 
actions to further resource acquisition and realize enhanced performance outcomes. Storylines may also be important 
for established small firms due to the inherent uncertainty of new technologies and scientific discoveries.  

Storylines and plots matter not just for individual firms but for industries.  New technologies may initially lack standards 
and/or clears applications for use, therefore limiting opportunities to attract attention to the industry.  In response, 
technology developers craft storylines and plots to create niches where they can co-interpret opportunities and marshal 
resources in networked settings. When packaged into plots of expected patterns and conclusions, a sectoral “dominant 
logic” of plots may appear in different industries over time.   

Method 

The analytical approach isolates narrative development on small firm websites by examining topical change that 
naturally occurs on select ‘about us’ pages.  ‘About us’ pages provide relevant context about a firm’s main storyline, e.g., 
information about the firm’s history, industry, technology orientation, R&D capabilities, culture and mission, partners, 
and management structure.  But not all firms will cover the same topics and in the same order.  Some topics may appear 
more often than others, and this gives rise to heterogeneity in narratives, both across firms and industries.  We draw our 
sample frame of inventive firm websites by identifying patenting firms in the three industries using USPTO’s PatentsView 
data platform.  

We operationalize our dependent variable as a series of changes in topics over time, as measured in distinct paragraphs.  
We use a common topic modeling algorithm, latent Dirichlet allocation, which treats observed words as belonging to 
latent topics in observed documents, in this case website ‘about us’ pages.  The progression of top-most likely topics in 
each paragraph can then be thought of as a state change from one topic to another. We model this phenomenon using 
multi-state continuous Markov modeling, which estimates transition intensities between paragraph-topic state r to 
paragraph-topic state s based on time t and individual or time-varying covariates z(t): 

q_rs(t, z(t)) = lim_delta(t)->0 P(S(t + delta(t)) = s|S(t) = r)/ t 

Individual firm covariates include firm size (number of employees), firm age, total number of patents granted by USPTO, 
and a measure of disruptiveness of a firm’s overall patent portfolio.  

Preliminary and anticipated results 

We present two sets of findings.  First, the topical composition of ‘about us’ pages by industry differs in expected ways:  
In synthetic biology, there are two optimally identified topics, one that focuses broadly on innovation for improved 
health and another on a highly educated scientific workforce.  In nanotechnology, the topics describe customized 
services, clinical treatment, manufacturing materials for electronics, printing, and human capital. Renewable energy 
topics focus on customized solutions, solar power cells, historical milestones and logistics, investor relations, and human 
capital.  
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Second, anticipated findings from the Markov models are expected to reveal how narratives – i.e., topical change – 
differs depending on individual firm covariates.  Firms that are smaller and younger may choose narrative constructions 
that point toward human capital topics, in part because these firms often have fewer well developed capabilities and/or 
a shorter history to draw upon. In the green goods and nanotechnology industries, higher levels of patent grants are 
expected to positively predict state changes to topics associated with product areas and/or manufacturing processes, 
thus reflecting the capability to scale-up production.  This may not be true in synthetic biology, where (a) the scientific 
invention closely resembles the end product, and (b) manufacturing may not play as critical of a role.  

Higher disruption indices of a firm’s patent portfolio may be more likely to predict the key defining topics of an emerging 
industry, but not a well-established one.  So, for newer industries such as synthetic biology, disruption may coincide with 
the dominant logic of ‘innovation for improved health’ and ‘human capital’.  Disruptive firms in older industries such as 
renewable energy, in contrast, may show lower propensities to transition to dominant topics in their narrative 
construction.   

Significance 

There are two significant contributions of this work, the first of which draws on descriptions of the topics that appear on 
small firm websites, by industry.  We explore which firm factors (e.g., size, patenting activity) are most likely to explain 
changes in the narrative.  Because narrative generation is a subjective determination made by the firm, we are able to 
determine when and why certain firms may choose a narrative that differs from its peers.  In addition to its research 
merit, the findings should generate interesting implications for science-based small firms, who often struggle to put 
forth compelling storylines that can, in turn, attract key resources.   

Our second contribution is methodological.  Computational social science methods have not been used widely for 
studying firm narratives as they result to science-based product innovation.  Using freely accessible patent and website 
data, we are able to scale our collection and automate our method for large-scale narrative analysis. 

Mario Pinzón-Camargo, Gonzalo Ordóñez-Matamoros and Stefan Kuhlmann 

Understanding the role of Local Institutional Entrepreneurs in inclusive innovation initiatives in rural 
communities in Colombia 

Session 7A 

Background and rationale 

Offering new opportunities to those living in poverty and inequality conditions is a common challenge in the world  
(Papaioannou, 2014). Like in Colombia, solutions to those issues have been focused on the implementation of policies to 
foster the industrial sector and cash transfer programs. These policies have shown poor performance; for instance, in 
the last 57 years, the level of productivity in Latin America and Sub-Sahara Africa has been negative on average (Cavallo 
& Powell, 2018), and indexes of inequality (i.e. Gini index) remain high in those regions. In this vein, and despite these 
policies, this challenge remains a global concern. 

In this frame, a new set of strategies named ‘Inclusive Innovation’ is emerging with the purpose of working directly with 
marginalised communities to solve their needs and concerns by using innovation (Harsh et al. 2017). It is the case of 
some policy programmes in Colombia, such as ‘Ideas para el Cambio’ and ‘A Ciencia Cierta’ which have been 
implemented by the Administrative Department of Science, Technology and Innovation (COLCIENCIAS) since 2012. These 
programmes are bringing the opportunity to marginalised people of enjoying the benefits of the development of 
science, technology and innovation (STI) projects by considering their needs and their voices. In these initiatives, Local 
Institutional Entrepreneurs (LIEs) are actors that break the status quo and bring about new rules of the game (Pacheco 
et al. 2010), contributing to overcome the challenges that inequality and poverty represent.  

Although those actors have been studied in environments such as enterprises (Munir & Phillips, 2005), processes of 
regional integration (Fligstein, 1997) or the health care systems, little is known about their roles in emerging economies’ 
territories (Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009) or about their specific function in conciliating interests between actors 
from the government, academia and local communities. Also, limited knowledge is available about the way they open up 
path-transformative opportunities (Sotarauta & Pulkkinen, 2011; Westley et al. 2011) for those who are living in areas in 
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conditions of marginality. In this vein, the proposed paper strives to set down a starting point to understand to what 
extent are LIEs in regions crucial to foster the success of inclusive innovation initiatives in local communities in Colombia. 
To doing so, and as part of a broader research project, the paper will discuss a hypothesized set of answers around this 
question.  

Theoretical Approach 

To address the above mentioned question, this research uses three theoretical lenses. Firstly, it considers institutional 
entrepreneurship literature, mainly based on the work by DiMaggio (1988), Leca & Naccache (2006) and Battilana et al. 
(2009). Understanding the role of Institutional Entrepreneurs in the process of institutional change opens up the 
opportunity to reflect on path dependence, which is the second set of lenses in this study. In this vein, authors such as 
Levi (1997), Sydow et al. (2005), Martin & Sunley (2006), Martin (2010) and Dawley et al. (2010) are considered to study 
the criticisms they have made about this theory, as well as to explore the way in which this theory could be linked to the 
LIE. Finally, the notion of Inclusive Innovation steers the study of the previous theories in those realms where 
communities are looking in innovation the way to tackle poverty and in inequality. In this purpose, authors like Cozzents 
et al. (2007), Cozzens & Sutz (2014), Heeks, et al. (2014), Papaioannou (2014), Swaans et al.  (2014), Pansera & Owen 
(2018), Harsh et al. (2017), Kuhlmann & Ordóñez-Matamoros (2017) are consulted. 

Methods 

Based on these lenses and secondary information, this research follows an abductive approach (Awuzie & McDermott, 
2017) supported in Case Study Research (Yin, 2018) and Process Tracing methods (Beach & Brun Pedersen, 2013), to the 
aim of hypothesising, reflecting and discussing the causal mechanisms that could give a preliminary answer to the 
research question. To do so, three in-depth case studies will be carried on. The cases will be selected based on five 
criteria. First, cases where the State has tried to foster local initiatives allowing communities to identify their problems 
and solutions to improve them. Second, cases where the intervention process has finished. Third, projects linked with 
productive-development solutions carried out by the communities. Fourth, each case belongs to one of three possible 
socioeconomic contexts (high, medium and low socioeconomic performance) defined in this research to contrast the 
implications of contextual variables in the cases. Finally, safety conditions and geographical proximity for doing 
fieldwork in Colombia are considered.  

Preliminary results 

As a provisional result, this study has identified a new category of change agents in Institutional Entrepreneurship 
theory, called as ‘Local Institutional Entrepreneurs’. The analysis of them, their action repertories and skills, and the way 
they build bridges between diverse actors in inclusive innovation initiatives provides a fine-grained understanding of the 
role of the agency as an endogenous source of development in the Colombian regions. 

Along with the previous result, the analytical and speculative reflexion that provides this paper will set down the starting 
points in an abductive approach that is followed to answer the research question mentioned. In this vein, it will be 
identified likely and plausible causal mechanisms that explains how the LIEs are conciliating (or not) interest from 
different actors such as National authorities, Science, Technology and Innovation’s experts, and local communities, and 
how they are opening up (or not) opportunities to foster path-transformative development in local communities based 
on inclusive innovation initiatives supported by COLCIENCIAS. 

Significance  

Understanding LIEs in ‘Inclusive innovation’ projects supported by the State is a centrepiece in the puzzle of the 
transformative policies required in marginalised regions. The LIEs’ skills, strategies and the pathways built by them to 
develop a shared vision and introduce divergent changes ((Battilana et al. 2009) in the communities’ practices and 
institutions will contribute to explain how to tackle poverty and inequality as a joint effort of multiple actors in emerging 
economies. Along with this implication, the study of these actors is crucial to identify concrete insights about how 
cooperation emerges and is created between actors thanks to the conciliation efforts done by LIEs, and also how this 
cooperation led by LIEs makes possible to improve the coordination between programs launched by national entities 
such as COLCIENCIAS and local communities. 
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Masatoshi Kato 

Cooperative R&D and the performance of start-up firms:  Does founders’ human capital matter? 

Session 7A 

Principal topic 

In this study, we examine whether founders’ human capital moderates the relationship between cooperative research 
and development (R&D) and the performance of start-up firms. The main aim of this study is to clarify whether 
founders’ prior knowledge plays an important role in determining firms’ absorptive capacity and thus enjoying the 
benefits of cooperative R&D. This study contributes to the literature on the effectiveness of cooperative R&D strategy of 
start-up firms and provides a clue for policy makers by investigating the unexplored question.  

Backgrounds 

It is not easy for start-up firms to be successful in innovation, because of a lack of resource. Therefore, to share risks and 
costs and achieve innovation outcomes, cooperative R&D may be an effective strategy for R&D-oriented start-up firms. 
Meanwhile, it is well recognized that absorptive capacity—the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new external 
information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends—is critical to innovative capabilities (Cohen and Levinthal, 
1989, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002). Although absorptive capacity is a function of the level of prior related knowledge, 
including basic skills and a shared language and scientific or technological developments in a given field (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990), start-up firms without a business history typically lack prior related knowledge (Shane, 2000). This 
suggests that start-up firms face difficulties in acquiring external knowledge.  

It is widely recognized that new technology-based firms (NTBFs) established by individuals with greater human capital 
should outperform other NTBFs because of their unique capabilities. In practice, a number of studies showed evidence 
that founders’ human capital is a valuable resource of the start-up firms and plays a critical role in its performance. In 
addition, founders’ human capital, composed of their previous knowledge and skills accumulated prior to establishing 
the start-up, plays a critical role in determining the absorptive capacity of start-up firms (Debrulle et al., 2014; Kato, 
2017), because it may compensate for a lack of prior related knowledge at the firm level in start-up firms dependent 
heavily on the knowledge sources provided by founders (Colombo and Grilli, 2005; Van der Sluis et al., 2008). However, 
there has been limited evidence as to whether and how founders’ human capital plays a key role in achieving superior 
performance via cooperative R&D because of their superior absorptive capacity. 

Data and method 

Using a data set of R&D-oriented start-up firms based on original questionnaire surveys conducted in Japan from 2008 
to 2010, this study explores whether and when cooperative R&D is an effective strategy for the post-entry performance 
of start-up firms. In particular, we shed light on whether the effect of cooperative R&D on firm growth (in terms of 
employment and sales) depends on founders’ prior knowledge.  

In this paper, we estimate a treatment-effect model, taking into account that there may be systematic differences 
between firms that engage in cooperative R&D and others. The probability of engaging in cooperative R&D is estimated 
to obtain propensity scores in the first stage of model. Then, the effect of cooperative R&D on lagged growth is 
estimated based on the matched sample.  

Results and implications 

The logistic regressions for the model determining the probability of engaging in cooperative R&D show that firms 
managed by founders with high levels of human capital, measured as educational backgrounds and industry-specific 
work experience, are more likely to engage in cooperative R&D.   

Then, the results in the second stage indicate that cooperative R&D is on average not effective in achieving high growth 
for start-up firms. In addition, the subsample results for firms with and without cooperative R&D show that firms that 
engaged in cooperative R&D achieve superior growth performance when their founders have experience in innovation 
prior to start-up. On the contrary, the findings indicate that firms whose founders have no experience in innovation do 
not achieve superior performance via cooperative R&D.  
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It suggests that the founders’ prior knowledge plays a crucial role in determining firms’ absorptive capacity and thus 
enjoying the benefits of cooperative R&D. From an economic policy perspective, the findings of this study implies that 
organizational absorptive capacity should be enhanced before promoting research partnership between organizations as 
a means of public support for innovative start-ups, especially when founders do not possess technical knowledge at 
start-up. 

André Alves Cherubini, Bruno Fischer and Nicholas Vonortas 

Ecosystems of Entrepreneurship: Configurations and Critical Dimensions 

Session 7A 

This paper characterizes heterogeneous configurations of entrepreneurial ecosystems and important dimensions 
thereof. These dimensions refer to characteristics that are common across different ecosystem setups and others that 
vary from locality to locality. Such performance creates a kind of hierarchy whereby factors deemed most important 
across many ecosystems are ranked higher than factors with more specific relevance to one or few ecosystems. We 
adapt classic models of entrepreneurial ecosystems and empirically investigate the extent to which different localities 
within a large region (State of São Paulo) of an emerging economy (Brazil) follow a uniform ecosystem configuration and 
why, or why not. Our primary target is to suggest an empirically validated model of entrepreneurial ecosystem behavior 
that can be consulted by policy decision makers in guiding future infrastructural investments. 

     Knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship (KIE) stands for a group of new, innovation-driven firms that not only achieve 
high levels of competitiveness, but that also positively affect aggregate capabilities in the systems in which they operate 
(Malerba & McKelvey, 2018). Nonetheless, these firms still lie at the margin of innovation systems’ approaches (Ács et 
al., 2014; Autio et al., 2014; Zahra et al., 2014). An important recent development has been the growing attention to 
ecosystems of entrepreneurship (EE), offering a more effective framework to address the interplay between individual 
and contextual dimensions (Audretsch & Belitski, 2017; Borissenko & Boschma, 2016; Stam & Spigel, 2016; Fischer & 
Nijkamp, 2018) 

     This is encouraging given that KIE is highly connected to the systems in which it is embedded, presenting higher levels 
of systemic interactions than other cohorts of new firms (Malerba & McKelvey, 2018). These connections are 
fundamentally local, relying on the neighboring availability of knowledge, institutions, resources and demand (Stam, 
2009; Isaksen & Trippl, 2017; Fischer & Nijkamp, 2018). As a consequence, we observe a spiky geography of such 
entrepreneurial ventures and significant regional asymmetries in the context of both developed and developing 
countries (Ács & Armington, 2004; Florida, 2005; Pan & Yang, 2018; Fischer et al., 2018).   

In our view the extant literature offers inadequate guidance by focusing too much on anecdotal evidence from 
outstanding outliers, such as Silicon Valley and Route 128 (Nicotra et al., 2018; Stam & Spigel, 2016). The resulting policy 
implications tend to neglect that KIE is deeply embedded in local contexts and that these contexts are highly 
heterogeneous across regions and countries (Radosevic & Yoruk, 2013; Ács et al., 2017; Brown & Mason, 2017; Boschma 
& Martin, 2010). This is true even among high-profile successful cases, which do not necessarily share similar 
evolutionary patterns (Saxenian, 1994). Hence, the challenge of transferring successful ‘recipes’ from one place to 
another remains in the case of entrepreneurial ecosystems considering differences in areas such as culture, traditions, 
capabilities and networks (Malecki, 1997a).  

     Understanding the distinct characteristics, trajectories and interplay of relevant drivers of entrepreneurial ecosystems 
becomes a strategic matter in this debate (Etzkowitz, 2019; Kantis, 2018; Feldman, 2001). As cities face demands to 
become more involved in promoting knowledge-intensive businesses (Tiffin & Jimenez, 2006), the need to identify 
indicators that influence the behavior of ecosystems assume a critical position (Auerswald & Dani, 2017; Spigel, 2017). In 
this article we build on the notion that ‘generic’ and comprehensive configurations of EE present only a limited 
understanding of their intrinsic dynamics. We argue instead that a hierarchy of ‘ingredients’ exist and that these 
elements can be combined in different ways as to generate intense entrepreneurial activity. Accordingly, the goals of 
this research are to: (i) identify the fundamental dimensions that cut across distinct ecosystems of entrepreneurship; 
and (ii) assess the different forms these overarching conditions combine with other drivers to promote KIE activity.  
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     We gather insights from the extant literature on business location and the dynamics of entrepreneurial ecosystems to 
develop a workable model for our research inquiries. Empirical data come from the State of São Paulo, Brazil. KIE is 
approximated using information from PIPE projects, a program funded by the State Research Foundation (FAPESP) that 
supports innovation-driven entrepreneurship in small companies (similar to the SBIR Program in the United States). The 
full dataset includes 1856 grants allocated across 135 cities in the State during the period 1998-2017.  

     The methodological approach is developed around classic analyses of entrepreneurial ecosystems such as Isenberg 
(2010) and the empirical analysis uses Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) with fuzzy sets. This offers a novel way to 
address the configurational dynamics of EE, from the bottom up, complementing insights from qualitative case studies 
and traditional econometric approaches . Findings strongly suggest that a common core of features for thriving EE, 
namely: local presence of strong research universities, availability of entrepreneurial habitats (incubators and science 
parks), and the knowledge intensity of labor in the city. Infrastructure, human capital, income levels and credit 
availability make up a secondary layer of important attributes. At a higher level of detail, four variants of ecosystem 
configurations could be identified – albeit at a relatively marginal rate of differentiation.  

     Our analysis also contributes to the literature by offering perspectives on the geography of innovation and 
entrepreneurship in the context of an advanced region in an emerging economy. It thus helps filling a gap in terms of 
scant evidence on EE outside the United States and Europe (Hayter et al., 2018). It also allows bringing forward issues 
associated with the differences between laggard and developed economies when it comes to the location dynamics of 
entrepreneurship (Crescenzi & Rodríguez-Pose, 2017). 
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Session 7B: Gathering Input for Policy 

Muneki Adachi 

Sustainable Energy Transition  towards the 100% Renewable Energy Society: Insights from Surveys of 
Experts in Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom 

Session 7B 

Energy sectors are one of the most important one to be addressed to mitigate the climate change at global scales. To 
accomplish both ‘Paris Agreement’ and ‘SDGs’, it is the key to diffuse a significant amount of renewable energy. In 
recent years, renewable energy is rapidly diffusing and expanding in terms of electricity generation, scale and 
investment. Simultaneously, there have been many studies and researches with regard to the feasibility of 100%-
renewable energy society. However, fossil fuels and nuclear energy are supposed to expand owing to the increasing 
energy demand mainly in Asia as well as renewable energy. In my opinion, to realize 100% renewable energy society, it 
must be addressed not only to promote renewable energy but also to phase out fossil fuels and nuclear energy. 

  In this research, I adopted a ‘transformation research’ as a social-scientific methodology. Recently, transformation 
research is emerging research field and has gained increasing attention as a lens to study and scientifically support 
societal change with the goal to contribute to effective, equitable and durable solutions to some of today’s most urgent 
problems. Transformation research studies and supports fundamental change process of societal systems towards 
sustainability from a scientific perspective. This research is required 5 major criteria: scientific impact, social impact, 
trustworthiness, transparency and reflexivity. And to meet these criteria, it needs to apply many kinds of methods in 
terms of data generation, data analysis participatory methods, participatory frameworks. 

   Specifically, I had read many articles and referred to the existing measures to promote renewable energy and phase 
out fossil fuels and nuclear energy by the stakeholder: government, municipality, company and citizen. And the 26 most 
important measures were extracted. 

  Next, delphi survey and expert interview had been conducted to about 300 experts (members of governmental 
committee and researcher in respective areas: law, politics, economics and engineering 

fields) in the UK, Germany and Japan. 

  Afterwards, cluster analysis and factor analysis as multivariate analysis to consider reasonable scenarios. 

  In the end, 3 major scenarios towards 100% renewable energy society were induced as below. 

 【Scenario A】’The phase-out of fossil fuels and nuclear energy by regulatory measures & the promotion of Renewable 
energy at regional level’  

This scenario means the phase out of fossil fuels & nuclear energy implemented by regulatory measure and promotion 
of RE addressed in regional level by municipality and citizen. And This is expected to realize 100 % Renewable energy 
society by 2050. The most favored measures are as follows.  

Firstly, it should be implemented the regional level of regulations against fossil fuels such as bans of diesel, petrol 
vehicles. By doing so, it becomes easy to strictly control against the establishment and operation of fossil fuels by 
proactive local governments. Secondly, it is indispensable to institutionalize the phase-out of nuclear energy. It enables 
to abolish all nuclear power plants at nation level. Thirdly, it is effective to implement programs to promote Renewable 
energy and issue of ' Green Bond ' by municipality. It needs to promote Renewable energy at regional level. Finally, it is 
necessary for citizen to participate Renewable energy business such as Energy Cooperative and Renewable Energy 
Investment Fund . This measure encourages the evolution of resident’s awareness toward the paradigm of citizen-led 
energy supply.  

【Scenario B】’ The policy-led promotion of Renewable energy & the phase-out 74  

of fossil fuels and nuclear energy by market mechanisms ‘  
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This scenario means promotion of renewable energy led by government and the phase-out of fossil fuel and nuclear 
energy through market mechanisms. And this is supposed to realize from 2051 to 2075. And This is supposed to realize 
from 2051 to 2075. The most favored measures are as below.  

Firstly, it should be implemented an electric power fixed price purchase system of RenewableEnergy by government. 
This measure enhances the predictability to the investment of Renewable electricity power generation because of 
stabilization of sales. Secondly, it is necessary for government to institutionalize the priority access of Renewable energy 
to electricity networks and reinforce electricity networks. This measure is expected to resolve the solution of physical 
restrictions concerning a large volume injection of renewable electricity.Thirdly, it is crucial for government to introduce 
a carbon dioxide emission trading. It is possible to promote renewable energy by utilizing market mechanism. Finally, it 
is important for company to implement ‘divestment’. It is supposed to promote decarbonization by abandoning 
investments to coal power and nuclear energy.  

【Scenario C】’The promotion of Renewable energy by company at nation level’  

This scenario means promotion of Renewable energy led by company. And This is supposed to realize from 2051 to 
2075.The most favored measures are as below.  

Firstly, it should be innovated the technology of storage battery and hydrogen storage by company. This measure 
enables to realize the utilization of surplus Renewable electricity thorough innovation. 75  

Secondly, it is important for company to expand global initiatives of climate change such as 'We Mean Business', 'Science 
Based Target', 'RE100'. It can be supposed to promote actions towards 100% Renewable energy by companies as large 
consumers. Finally, it is crucial for company to address reduction of a generating cost of renewable energy by mass 
production. This measure can increase price competitiveness of renewable energy. 

  However, energy business has the aspect as social infrastructure, therefore energy transition is not easy to accomplish 
due to a heavy industry. In addition, if such transition is suddenly forced to implement, many local economies and 
industries will be accompanied by pain (unemployment, bankruptcy and recession). 

  Therefore, to come true a drastically energy transition, it is inevitable to address a strategic reform of social structure 
with plans to enhance new employments and economic development in affected areas and industries. 

Soledad Quiroz-Valenzuela 

Succeeding and failing in delivering scientific evidence: a close look of two cases of environmental 
conflicts in Chile. 

Session 7B 

Chile has one of the most diverse environments in the world: from the driest desert of Atacama, to the eternal snow of 
Antarctica. However, our rich biodiversity is often threatened by all sorts of human activities. In the north, copper and 
more recently lithium mining activities have for decades, polluted its soil, air and water, creating toxic environments for 
the inhabitants of cities like Antofagasta. In the south, urbanization and growing population has pushed the limits of the 
cities like Valdivia farther into native woods and wetlands that regulate water flows and hold unique ecosystems. These 
developments have resulted in socio-environmental conflicts, affecting the wellbeing of people and the environment 

While similar in some aspects, the two cases of Valdivia and Antofagasta had unfolded differently. In Valdivia, decision 
makers developed a close relationship with local scientists and citizens’ organizations, and together they pushed a 
national legislation to protect urban wetlands, which is currently being discussed in the national Congress. This is a 
mayor accomplishment for any local issue outside the capitol. In contrast, in Antofagasta, scientist and local activist have 
for years warned about the noxious effects of mining activities, yet there has not been any response from the 
authorities.  Recent scientific findings related to soil contamination by a group of local scientists are being ignored, 
despite of the efforts of scientists to convey their concerns over the health issues that can affect the local population.  

This proyect aims to compare these two cases in order to identify, characterize and understand the mechanisms that 
facilitated the inclusion scientific evidence into policies of environmental management. The comparison will allow for a 
detailed analysis in three key issues: (1) highlight best practices, (2) identify barriers to interdisciplinary work between 
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scientists and policy makers; and (3) better comprehend how local contexts can influence the interplay between science 
and decision-making. This latter point is very important when best practices are sought to be applied in different cities 
or countries. 

This comparative case study will be conducted through document analysis (press reports, video of Senate discussions, 
academic papers) and a series of interviews with relevant actors such as scientists, city’s office staff, members of the 
congress, journalists and others, in order to characterize the different strategies developed by groups of actors for each 
of the cases, the types and mechanism by which scientific evidence and other forms of knowledge and information are 
communicated and shared, and the mechanism for conflict resolution, coordination and cooperation that lead to policy 
engagement and change. 

This study can have an important applicability in the global south, where scientists are scarcer, and the interaction 
between them and policy makers is still a work in progress, with few institutions facilitating it. 

Matthew A. Shapiro 

The Connection Between Battery Storage and Climate Change: Testing for the Politicization of Energy 
Storage Research in the Media 

Session 7B 

Background 

There is a disconnect between scientific research itself and how it is reported in the media, which can have serious 
effects on the policy agenda setting process. As a result, this project is motivated by the need to understand how the 
public’s access to science may be constrained. Two assumptions are central. First, public inaccessibility to science is a 
function of its inaccurate portrayal in the media. Second, science can be easily politicized, principally when research 
findings are questioned and challenged in the public forum. The focus here is electrical energy storage, which has the 
potential to solve a host of problems facing the electronics utility industry such as blackout preparedness, grid-wide load 
shifting, and the intermittency of wind and solar power generation. Yet, energy storage technology is tied to climate 
change in terms of advancing clean energy production systems, the widespread use of electric vehicles, and subsequent 
greenhouse gas reductions. Climate change is the now-classic example of how scientific consensus can be undermined 
through media-based effects. 

We employ the tools of science communication to analyze how the topic of energy storage is being discussed in the 
news media, which is instrumental for setting the science and technology policy agenda. Simultaneously, politicization of 
science and technology limits the sharing of otherwise credible scientific information and decreases trust in scientific 
evidence. To our knowledge, no research has examined news content related specifically to energy storage, and this 
paper thus focuses on energy storage-related content in the New York Times and The Guardian. Given the politicization 
of climate change, and given the connections between climate change and energy storage technology, it is hypothesized 
that energy storage scientists and energy storage technology are discussed in articles if political framing content is also 
present. 

Methods 

A comprehensive content analysis is conducted of all battery storage-related articles published through mid-2018 in the 
New York Times and The Guardian; a total of 527 articles. An iterative process of handcoding these articles identifies 
content regarding governmental agencies, political groups, individual scientists, references to academic sources, 
references to organizations (e.g., universities, national labs, companies), mentions of consumer products (e.g., electric 
cars, electronics, home energy storage appliances), and the specific type of energy storage technology mentioned. The 
following are the identified dependent variables: the presence of political content (political parties, political ideologies, 
governmental branches/committees/agencies, the European Union, foreign governments, multinational 
panels/agencies/organizations/treaties), the presence of scientist-related content (when any scientist, researcher, or 
analyst was mentioned and identified as a scientist, researcher, or analyst, including those from the natural sciences, the 
social sciences, or a related field, and specialists in the private sector), and the presence of technology-related content 
(mention of lithium ion technology, hydrogen fuel cell technology, nickel-metal-hydride technology, pumped 
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hydroelectric energy storage technology, compressed air energy storage technology, capacitor or supercapacitor 
technology, flywheel technology, concentrated solar technology, flow battery technology, vehicle to grid technology, or 
other types of technology).  

Tags are grouped according to co-occurrences by the Clauset-Newman-Moore clustering algorithm. For articles from the 
New York Times, the following groups have been identified: car and battery; policy and politics; infrastructure and 
energy actors; innovation and energy. For articles from The Guardian, the identified groups include: overview (i.e. 
causes and implications of battery storage technology); policies; politics and autos; Australian energy policy; urban and 
corporate social responsibility. Each of the dependent variables is regressed on these groups of tags to test the 
aforementioned hypothesis. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics confirm that politics dominates media content on energy storage. For the New York Times, the 
dominant topics discussed are centered on Car & Battery and Policy & Politics, 42.1 percent and 54.6 percent, 
respectively. In The Guardian, the dominant topic is the Overview set of tags, followed by the Policies group (42.1 
percent), the Politics & Autos group (37.7 percent), the group focusing on Australian Energy Policy (16.8 percent), and 
the group that covers Urban & CSR (5.1 percent).  

Logistic regression of the dependent variables on these groups of tags shows that, for the New York Times articles, the 
presence of Car & Battery topics decreases the probability of political content being present by approximately 47 
percent. The presence of Policy & Politics topics as well as Energy Actors & Innovation topics, however, increases the 
probability of political content being present by 3.8 and 3.9 times. In terms of predicting the presence of scientists in 
New York Times articles on energy storage, only the Policy & Politics group is statistically significant, the presence of 
which makes it 2.4 times more likely that scientists will be mentioned. Finally, the presence of technology is significantly 
increased 1.6 times and 2 times, respectively, with the presence of the Car & Battery and the Infrastructure & Energy 
Actors topics. All other groups do not significantly predict the presence of technology-related content. The presence of 
content discussing scientists, thus, is strongly predicted by political content, while technology content is predicted by Car 
& Battery-related content as well as Infrastructure & Energy Actors-related content. We can conclude that energy 
storage content in the New York Times is discussed in political terms. 

With regard to The Guardian, only the Overview group and the Australian Energy Policy group significantly predict an 
increased likelihood that political content will be present, 2.1 and 5.2 times, respectively. The group of tags/topics 
conveyed in Policies strongly and significantly predicts the presence of scientists being mentioned in an article. None of 
the various topic groups predict the presence of technology being mentioned. There are, thus, significant differences 
between news outlets in terms of how energy storage technology is presented. 

Significance 

This paper curates and codes a dataset of energy storage-related content in the mainstream media. This content can be 
connected to climate change research, which has been politicized over the last two decades. While there is an 
abundance of political content in both The Guardian and New York Times, our statistical analysis confirms that energy 
storage content is not politicized; however, it is frequently connected to the political realm with regard to its related 
communications in mainstream news outlets. Given the centrality of topics such as greenhouse gases and climate 
change in newspaper content focusing on energy storage, the foundation is may be set in the United States (i.e. based 
on the New York Times-related analysis) for energy storage to be just as politicized as other energy-related topics that 
have been ideologically connected to climate change. 

So Young Kim 

A Schizophrenic Public? Understanding the Shifts of Public Opinion on Nuclear Energy Policy through 
the Deliberative Polling Process 

Session 7B 

“Too cheap to meter.” Once touted as the source of unlimited energy, nuclear power is now shunned as risky and 
dangerous. In the aftermath of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident, the world has seen several countries announcing 
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a complete phase-out of nuclear power (notably Germany and Switzerland) and others slowing down or giving up the 
construction of new nuclear power plants (NPPs).  

A reversal of nuclear energy policy has not been more dramatic than in South Korea, however. It was one of the thirty-
one countries holding on the plan to construct more NPPs despite the Fukushima accident, which came as no surprise 
given the long history of nuclear energy as the symbol of the nation’s independent technological capacity as well as its 
potentialities as dual-use technology in the geopolitical dynamics of the Korean peninsula.  

With the new government formed after the first presidential impeachment amid the widely televised candlelight 
demonstrations in the winter of 2016, South Koreans witnessed the shutdown of its first NPP (Gori-1) in June 2017, 
which was heralded by anti-nuclear environmentalists as the beginning of South Korea’s journey towards a nuclear-free 
country. A large segment of the expert community comprised of nuclear scientists, engineers and industrialists 
(nicknamed as the nuclear mafia by anti-nuclear groups) voiced their concerns with the new government’s decision to 
phase out nuclear energy, criticizing it as a populist policy catering to uninformed citizens. In particular, the new 
administration’s plan to stop two NPPs under construction announced during the Gori-1 shutdown ceremony provoked 
the most intense responses by citizens, environmental groups, and nuclear expert communities, leading to a decision to 
derive public consensus out of deliberative polling on the issue.  

The three-month deliberative polling process ensued between August and October 2017, which ended up in an 
apparently contradictory result. A majority of the citizens participating in the process agreed to resume the construction 
of two new NPPs, which was the clear victory for the nuclear expert community. At the same time, a majority of the 
citizens endorsed the new government’s nuclear phase-out policy, which was the clear victory for the anti-nuclear 
community aiming to end the nation’s fifty-year commitment to nuclear power and technology. Which side then won? 
Were the public schizophrenic? Is this, after all, the manifestation of the populism of citizens making uninformed 
decisions or the manifestation of the elitism of nuclear experts monopolizing the privilege of technical knowledge? 

This study is an attempt to understand the context and process leading to the apparently contradictory conclusion 
reached out by general citizens deliberating on a highly technical and politically charged issue by drawing on a few 
theoretical concepts developed at the interface of politics and technology including the deficit model, sociotechnical 
imaginary, and deliberative democracy. The first section of the study presents a historiographical analysis of South 
Korea’s nuclear policy in an effort to situate it in the historical context of South Korea’s S&T capacity building. Relying on 
the sociotechnical imaginary concept (Jasanoff & Kim 2015), it reveals the unique characteristics of nuclear policy 
discourse, which is distinctively marked by the discourses of nation-building and economic take-off (notably with South 
Korea’s first government-funded research institute being the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute established in 
1958). The following section looks into the 2017 process of the deliberative polling commissioned to the Institute for 
Social Development and Policy Research at Seoul National University. Running for 89 days with deliberative discussions 
of 471 citizens selected representatively, the process culminated in four opinion polls showing notable changes in initial 
opinions, which were the very cause of cheers and disappointments of pro- and ant-nuclear camps. The third section 
attempts to assess the design and outcome of this deliberative polling process in order to derive generalizable lessons 
and insights for the policymaking on a technically complex issue in light of lay expertise and deliberative democracy 
(Fishkin 1991 & 2009). In particular, a multivariate analysis of the four opinion polls utilizing the deficit model is run to 
test the interactive effects of scientific literacy and political interest on the opinion changes through deliberation as a 
way to assess the degree of susceptibility to populist vs. elitist arguments on the future directions of nuclear energy 
policy. The final section concludes with a short summary and implications of the study result for the politics of 
sociotechnical policymaking. 
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Session 7C: Team Science 

Gangbo Wang 

Enhancing the Effectiveness of Team Science: A Study of Evaluating Current State of China's Scientific 
Research Teams 

Session 7C 

background and rationale 

The benefits of cooperation and team science has been increasingly recognized by contemporary science community 
during the past decades. Due to the increasing complexity and cost of modern research which far exceed the capability 
of individual elite scientist, collaborative working relationships among researchers became an integral part of scientific 
discovery. Scientists working in teams interact and integrate across disciplinary, professional, and institutional 
boundaries. In most fields, research teams have grown significantly and scientific collaboration has become more 
strikingly prevalent. 

Understanding formation and evolution of research teams and evaluating their performance have become more and 
more important for scientific community, policy makers, and other stakeholders. The benefits of cooperation and team 
science can be summariezed as follows: Increasing research impact, novelty, productivity, and reach offering greater 
options in obtaining research funding; Finding innovative approaches to problem solving; Teams and groups produce 
more highly cited publications and patents than do individuals (Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi, 2007); Teams and groups across 
disciplines were more likely to put novel combinations of prior work together, and to develop work that assimilated 
novel ideas into high-impact publications (Uzzi et al., 2013); highlighting benefits for research productivity and 
dissemination (Hall et al., 2012; Stipelman et al., 2014). 

There are a large body of literature on important properties of the internal structure of research teams and groups from 
different perspectives, such as organizational, cognitive, and social, but little attention has been paid to current state of 
China’s scientific research teams. However, it is unclear that which factors at the PI or team level (e.g., leadership, team 
membership, geographic dispersion) influence the effectiveness of research teams, how current tenure and promotion 
policies acknowledge and provide incentives to academic researchers who engage in team science, what we know about 
the consequences of supporting research team.  

Current State and future development of China’s research team 

methods 

This paper employed evidence-based evaluation methods and selected 1352 innovative research team as the research 
sample to investigate and capture the current state of China’s scientific research teams. Its questionnaire was designed 
for the academic leaders and key members from basic situation, team composition, operation mechanism, output 
performance and policy support role. 

Collect funding data from official websites of NSFC, MOST, MOE and related funding agencies. 

Gain basic information from the websites of research teams, including demographic characteristics of PIs and members. 

Questionnaire Investigation and Field Investigation 

Conducted questionnaires and surveys from 2016 to 2017 

Sent out 1353 questionnaires, 171 valid questionnaires among them 

Field interviews with 143 research teams，from 29 universities and research institute, 9 cities. 

results or anticipated results 

four important prerequisites for shaping an excellent team are illustrated as follows: formation on the basis of long-term 
cooperation, rational structure of academic echelon with an outstanding academic leader, strong research ability and 
infrastructure, excellent culture of scientific research and effective operating mechanism.  

1. Current team supporting programs are scattered, repetitive, lacking top-level design.  
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2. The national funding for excellent research teams is insufficient and sustained, which affects their long and stable 
development. 

3. The evaluation system is unreasonable, which is not conducive to the formation and evolution of research teams.  

4. Technical and experimental staff or talent in most of team are scarce, and it is difficult to recruit excellent 
postdoctoral fellow. 

5. Team’s institutional and cultural construction is relatively lagging behind, and its operation mechanism is not smooth. 

6. Excessive talent planning, undermining the normal scientific research and teamwork 

Significance 

The policy recommendation to further improve and perfect China’s scientific research innovation team is proposed 
basing on the findings, including speeding up the implementation of central government’s science and technology plan, 
guiding team formation and operation, strengthening team support fund management, improving rules and regulations 
and operation mechanism, and it provides an important reference for the country to improve its support policies and 
plans for research and innovation teams. 

Strengthen the management and overall coordination of Programs supporting teams from different channels of NSFC, 
MOST and MOE. Clarify the mission of their respective team plans, and avoid cross-duplication. In principle, these above 
programs do not fund the same team during the same cycle. 

Put forward the guidance on the construction and development of scientific research team at the national level, to 
publicize the team spirit, to emphasize the sense of the team, to let the concept of the team take root, and at the same 
time to set strict requirements on major issues such as team formation conditions, formation pattern, feasibility and 
development goals, in order to avoid the random construction of the team and excessive competition of resources. 

Improve funding management of programs supporting  and improve the efficiency of team funds. Increase the funding 
intensity of the team plan and extend the funding cycle. Adopt a relatively stable funding model, funding cycle of up to 
10-12 years or so, phased (around 3 years) to conduct an overall performance evaluation of the team, the evaluation for 
the outstanding person to provide continuous funding. 

Develop and evaluate broad principles and more specific criteria for allocating credit for team-based work to assist 
promotion and tenure committees in reviewing candidates. 

Guide professional development for leaders of science teams and larger groups. 

cumulative empirical knowledge to assist scientists, administrators, funding agencies, and policy makers in improving 
the effectiveness of team science. 

Taxpayer investments in team science yield valuable returns. 

Scientists and leaders of teams and groups also need information on how to effectively manage these projects. 

Understanding formation and evolution of research teams and evaluating their performance have become more and 
more important for scientific community, policy makers, and other stakeholders. 

Diana Bull, Sharon DeLand, Peter Gambill, Jeffery Tsao and Jessica Turnley 

Enabling combinatoric innovation 

Session 7C 

Background  

The process of innovating is a canonical example of science, technology, and society (STS) in which the environmental 
context is as important as the idea to the success of the new product.  The innovation process involves several key 
dimensions:  identifying a societal need, exploring and exploiting phenomena (explanations of nature) and technologies 
(embodiment of a use of phenomena for a purpose) in the ideation phase, an environment that supports the 
development of demonstrable ideas, and finally the market uptake that eventually determines the success of the 
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product.  As dynamics underlying these key dimensions have been shifting, so has the dominate style of innovation in 
particular areas.   

A continued focus on research by global society has enriched our understanding of nature yielding detailed explanations 
across a wide set of domains developed in increasingly deep specializations.  Education and the pursuit of phenomena 
have also been shifting from a select elite towards a more democratized population which furthers the call for public 
accessibility of research results.  This democratizing move is partially enabled through technologies, such as the internet, 
but also through changing societal norms of who could and should be educated.  Manufacturing processes have been 
decreasing costs of technologies whilst levels of global income have been rising resulting in technologies that are 
increasingly available to a wider swath of the population.  The simultaneous accumulation of phenomena and 
technologies coupled with increased accessibility and affordability has partially enabled the rise of new, combinatorial 
styles of innovation.   

New and emerging structural features have encouraged different modes of individual participation in the innovation 
process.  As assessments of individuals through impact factors and increasing communication capabilities allowing global 
connectivity have risen, we have seen the role of the institution as the locus of excellence for intellect and innovation 
diminish.  Hence, we now see multi-institutional teams arising that are capitalizing on multiple sets of expertise to 
develop novel innovations.  Strong, motivating collective goals (Manhattan project, moon-shot, etc.) have been replaced 
by low-affect collective goals (human genome project, counter-terrorism, etc.) and a proliferation of individual goals, 
which dramatically shifts the context of the societal need.  This change is correlated with decreased trust in societal 
governing bodies, higher needs for individual and collective accountability and return on investment (ROI), and lower 
tolerances for failure.  Funding that enables demonstrable ideas has not only fractured into smaller amounts within this 
new reality, but it is also bound by metrics designed to ensure success.    

The context described above has led to changes in the process of innovation.  Low resistance approaches that explore 
and exploit the now-available large store of available phenomena and technologies have led to a preponderate source of 
novel innovations.  Combinatorial innovation processes, as opposed to discovery processes, can either use assimilation 
or compilation to relate disparate domains in a novel product.  The emphasis of the ideation phase of the assimilative 
innovation process is exploration of phenomena through extrapolation, association, analogy, and inspiration to yield 
novel innovations; examples of the outcome of this process include bio-storage techniques (encoding of data into DNA), 
Geckel Glue (inspired by dry adhesion of gecko feet with the wet adhesion of mussels), and mechanical or biological 
logic gates in analogy to 0/1 computational logic (achieved through mechanical device flexure or protein production).  
Innovation through compilation exploits existing technology through assemblage, bricolage, and incorporation to 
develop surprisingly useful amalgamations; examples of this process include autonomous wheelchairs, the integrated 
circuit, and camera phones.  Both of these combinatorial innovation styles minimize needed funding by capitalizing on 
existing phenomena and technologies.  They thus increase potential ROI whilst conforming to a failure intolerant 
environment: multiple ideas can be pursued simultaneously or in rapid sequence, increasing the overall rate of success.  
The novelty of the innovation process is located in the combination of phenomena or technologies from disparate 
domains. 

Understanding how to develop, encourage, and nurture cohesive yet geographically and disciplinarily distributed 
networks is key to combinatoric innovation styles.  The ability to nurture a combinatoric capacity in these networks – 
similar to the absorptive capacity found in institutions – is critical.  The capability to sort the ever-increasing amount of 
both data and information, to identify relevant items in that global corpus, and then be able to convert those 
combinations into elements with social value is necessary to both assimilative innovation and innovation using 
compilation.   

Methods  

To better understand how an institution fits into this new universe of research-defined social networks, this team 
explored Sandia National Laboratories’ combinatoric capacity.  The team conducted semi-structured interviews with 
research staff at the labs.  The sample consisted of ~30 research staff members who the team believed were employing 
combinatoric innovation styles. 

The interview protocol was designed to determine key differentiating attributes between combinatoric innovation styles 
by focusing on the subject (phenomena or technology in particular domains), the risk of failure, and the pace of 
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innovation in the area.  The protocol also addressed key aspects of the combinatoric capacity of the researchers.  The 
protocol was designed to elicit information that would allow the team to describe the ideation phase, including how the 
researchers selected phenomena and technologies and the diversity of and degree of domain incorporation.  Inquiries 
during the interview about the personal attributes needed to successfully stay abreast of and assimilate the external 
landscape for novel innovations would provide general suggestions about personality types most likely to succeed in this 
environment.  Finally, the protocol was structured to provide information on how the researchers developed social 
networks to pursue the development of the ideas, products, and customers.   

Anticipated Results  

The results of these semi-structured interviews are expected to confirm that the assimilation and compilation innovation 
styles are being employed by a subset of Sandia’s staff and that this subset is for an identifiable group of domains.  The 
combinatoric capacity of these individuals and, to a limited extent, the absorptive capacity of the institution will be 
analyzed as the researchers describe their personal characteristics and the research processes they used when 
employing assimilation and compilation innovation styles.  And lastly, the veracity of key perceived differentiating 
attributes between combinatoric innovation styles will be verified.  

Significance 

Sandia National Laboratories is a respected federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) with the charter 
to maintain technical superiority and leadership in critical national security domains.  It has a 60+ year history of 
scientific and technological research achievements.  Many aspects of the combinatoric capacity challenge the traditional 
policies and operations at Sandia, and hence elevate the risk that Sandia may not be able to maintain leadership in 
domains where assimilation and compilation innovation are dominant.  By building a deeper understanding of how 
individuals at Sandia are successfully employing these combinatoric styles and if and how the institution is responding to 
these new innovation styles, we hope to contribute to a broader discussion on the future of research institutions in the 
light of these new, emerging innovation styles. 

Leila Tahmooresnejad and Catherine Beaudry 

The Importance of Dynamic Scientific Networks in Science Policy of Africa 

Session 7C 

Scientists are embedded in scientific networks that influence and are influenced by their collaborations with other 
scientists and the recognition they receive within their scientific network. According to Pouris and Ho (2014), single-
author articles seem to be disappearing in Africa due to the effect of foreign funding sources. However, rising awareness 
has been seen on the collaborative research in the scientific network which has led to a sharp increase in the number of 
collaborations. In a networked environment, the position of each scientist plays an important role in diffusing 
knowledge. An author is more likely to know the relevant work of his co-authors and therefore cite their papers, 
resulting in a system in which relationships to other authors can lead to more citations. 

The network information of scientists helps us to broaden our understanding of how a scientist’s network is relative to 
performance measures. Some attempts have been made to incorporate network measures in publication and citation 
productivity (Otte and Rousseau, 2002; Yan and Ding, 2009), but this relationship has not yet been well-understood. 

Social network analysis is a topic that has become increasingly important over recent years. It is a connection of 
individuals that are attached to each other via links within the network. Identifying the important, influential scientists is 
a very essential task. In particular, we face high-time complexity in finding the influential scientist in a large network. 
Time complexity is of great importance in dynamic networks, and it is very useful to employ different centrality 
measures that have been developed over the years for such analyses.  

The co-authorship links offer an interesting case study to investigate the structure of scientific collaborations. The 
connection between scientists directly influences the measures of research impact. A basic issue faced in these 
collaborations is identifying how these scientists collaborate within the scientific networks. The size of co-authorship 
networks is growing, making their structures even more complex. Various measures are required to detect these 
structures and understand the collaboration patterns. The study of the complex network structures reveals how 
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knowledge flows among scientists within the scientific networks. It also gives an insight into the knowledge sharing in 
networks that result in publishing articles. The sharing of ideas and experiences in networks have gained a central point 
of attention to detect patterns in such collaborations. 

Our study contributes to the state of knowledge on social network analysis use in scientific collaborations by focusing on 
the publication data from African scientists. Scientific co-authorship has become an interesting topic in recent years in 
Africa, and researchers try to shed light on the dynamics and motives of collaboration in the African research system. 
Pouris and Ho (2014) pointed out that collaboration patterns in this continent have been substantially higher in 
comparison to the rest of the world. They also found that during the five-year period of 2007-2011, the share of 
international collaborations grew by 66%. 

In this analysis, we aim to observe the co-authorship network of authors that published their articles between 2000-
2015. In order to conduct our analysis, the data has been derived from the Leiden database of the Web of Science in the 
health field.  

We test the relationship between network measures and publication counts, as well as citation counts as an established 
measure of impact and investigate the performance of authors based on productivity and citation measures. This 
analysis thereby contributes to the current debate on co-authorship collaborations of scientists employing some 
network measures derived from social network analysis. Moreover, we investigate how international collaborations 
affect research performance in Africa. 

To perform this analysis, we build dynamic networks over five years to represent collaboration relationships and applied 
a variety of measures to investigate the impact of network measures on the research output of scientists. We use 
centrality measures and clustering coefficient measure from Social Network Analysis (SNA) for examining their effect on 
the performance of scientists in a Health discipline.  

We observe that scholars tend to collaborate more since the year 2000. With respect to the number of authors, the 
trend shows a steady increase in the average number of authors up to 2015. International collaborations (i.e. outside of 
the African continent) increase to as high as nine countries on average in 2015, which magnifies the role of international 
collaboration on African publications. These international collaborations are more likely to happen in small countries 
because the scientific community is small as they search for collaborators outside of the country (Narin et al.,1991). 
Large countries such as Algeria, South Africa, Libya, Egypt, and Sudan have fewer international collaborations compared 
with Somalia and Guinea, for example. Moreover, it is relevant for African countries to collaborate with countries 
outside of the continent that speak the same language such as English, French, and Arabic. 

Our results indicate that the network measures of scholars are a strong determinant of the collaboration of scholars, 
suggesting that all centrality measures play an important role in the productivity of their research. We found that if an 
African scholar has more connections or higher-quality connections, the likelihood of having more publications or 
receiving more citations or publishing in high impact journals is increased. Occupying central positions in the network 
enables authors to extend their relationships with co-authors as well as with the co-authors of co-authors, providing 
opportunities to exchange knowledge that could lead to higher performance and higher efficiency of research. 

Regarding the effect of closeness and betweenness centrality, we find that the intermediary position of scholars in the 
network or being at the shortest distance within the network from all other authors affects the research impact of 
authors. In order to improve this impact and benefit from research, authors can expand their collaborations; these 
collaborations have become more important over recent years. In fact, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality 
illustrate how globally central a scholar is and what level of strategic importance they can offer. We can determine that 
it is more beneficial if scholars have high closeness centrality (have short paths to other authors within the network) and 
a high degree of centrality if they wish to have direct, strong connections able to exchange knowledge that will lead to 
higher performance and efficiency. Moreover, with respect to the clustering coefficient, scholars who maintain 
relationships out of their clustered network perform better than authors who collaborate with scholars within the same 
cluster. 

Our results raise an important question for policy implications: while the co-authorship collaborations lead to higher 
performance, individuals still choose some level of co-authorship although it may not be optimal. This is due to the fact 
that individuals must address some constraints in collaboration and compromise with the ideas in the group. They also 
must manage the costs associated with the collaboration. There is a need for policies to consider uncertainty and 
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organizational constraints that are involved in inducing scholars to participate in co-authored projects, particularly in 
Africa. 

Pablo D'Este, Irene Ramos-Vielba and Nicolas Robinson-Garcia 

Aligning scientific impact and societal relevance:  The roles of academic engagement and 
interdisciplinary research 

Session 7C 

Context 

Scientific findings from publicly-funded research are increasingly expected to demonstrate both scientific impact and 
societal relevance. Scientific impact is associated with achieving recognition within the community of scientists; while 
societal relevance is related to the capacity to respond to the needs of non-academic audiences. Despite the advocacy of 
policy discourses, the pursuit and achievement of this dual mission face important challenges.  

Relevant literature 

There is a long-lasting discussion in the management and sociology of science literatures about the difficulty to reconcile 
scientific impact and societal relevance from scientific research (Amara et al., 2018; Bartunek and Rynes, 2014; D’Este et 
al., 2018a; Watermeyer, 2014). Some scholars argue that academics and practitioners hold irreconcilable views about 
what constitutes academic quality and relevant research, since the communities of academics and practitioners have 
different, often conflicting, methods, research agendas and priorities (Priem & Rosenstein, 2000; Kieser & Leiner, 2009). 
In contrast, other scholars, although acknowledging that academics and practitioners belong to different and potentially 
conflicting institutional logics, argue that differences are not only negotiable in the context of a particular research, but 
they are also susceptible to lead to greater relevance and better science (Hodgkinson et al., 2001; Gulati, 2007). 

Literature gap 

This conflicting relationship between scientific impact and societal relevance has often been referred to by the 
expression ‘research-practice gap’. Our research focuses on two features of the knowledge production process that have 
been suggested in the literature as potentially conducive to closing this gap: (i) academic engagement and (ii) 
interdisciplinary research. First, we examine whether academic engagement in productive interactions with non-
academic actors contribute to attenuate the potential tensions between scientific and societal goals, by shaping 
scientists’ cognition, skills and attitudes. Second, we investigate whether scientists who exhibit a stronger involvement 
in interdisciplinary research approaches are particularly capable to achieve greater performance in both scientific impact 
and societal relevance.  

Research questions 

Our research questions deal with the roles of academic engagement and interdisciplinary research in aligning scientific 
impact and societal relevance. We expect that engagement via joint research is likely to be conducive to benefits 
associated to both scientific impact and societal relevance, since this type of interactions provide the mechanisms to 
arbitrate conflicting interests and respond to goals that meet the expectations of academics and practitioners alike. We 
also argue that interdisciplinary-oriented scientists are likely to benefit from enhanced scientific performance in terms of 
both scientific originality and potential applicability.  

Data and methodology 

Our primary data derived from a large-scale survey of 57,406 scientists in the Spanish public research system. The 
population covers all fields of science including engineering and physical sciences (STEM), biology and medicine 
(BIOMED) and social sciences and humanities (SSH). We obtained a total of 11,992 valid responses. In addition to the 
survey data, information was collected from two secondary sources. First, altmetric data provides information on 
publication mentions in social media platforms. We have collected mentions to scientific articles from three social media 
platforms which try to cover non-academic audiences - i.e. blogs, news and policy briefs - as a proxy to capture societal 
relevance. Second, bibliometric data from WoS, which included the number of publications published by each scientist 
as well as the number of citations received by each paper in order to capture scientific impact.  
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We run an econometric analysis in which we consider two dependent variables: societal relevance and scientific impact 
from research results, and two main independent variables: academic engagement and interdisciplinarity. We also 
include a range of control variables that cover individual and organisational characteristics that may influence scientists’ 
research performance, both in terms of scientific impact and/or societal relevance. 

Results 

Our findings suggest that the involvement in joint research with non-academic actors and in interdisciplinary research 
teams contribute positively to the scientific researchers’ capacity to jointly reach societal relevance and scientific impact 
from public science.  

In the case of academic engagement, we argue that this positive association is particularly linked to the participation of 
scientists in joint research activities with non-academic communities: what we call, co-production research modes. Co-
production modes favor the mobilisation of bidirectional flows of knowledge in research activities. These bi-directional 
flows of knowledge and expertise are likely to enhance a mutual awareness of gains from research results from both 
scientists and practitioners and, eventually, facilitate the alignment of research incentives and goals among these two 
communities.  

In the case of interdisciplinary research, we argue that the positive association is a result of the access to a diverse range 
of knowledge sources and research perspectives. A greater diversity of cognitive perspectives favors the capacity of 
scientists to integrate pluralistic perspectives about what is worth investigating. And also, greater cognitive diversity 
helps embracing a more reflexive approach on how research goals can be achieved in most effective and socially 
responsible ways, making scientific findings better informed and closer aligned with societal demands. 

Our results also support the presence of highly heterogeneous profiles among the population of scientists. Whereas 
some scientists achieve impact within scientific communities, others achieve greater visibility among non-academic 
audiences, while still others produce research results which reach both the communities of scientists and practitioners.  

Contribution to scholarship and practice 

Our study provides consistent empirical evidence to an on-going discussion in the management and sociology of science 
literatures, about the capacity of scientists in publicly funded research organisations, to deliver results that are both 
scientifically outstanding and socially relevant. Reaching both the communities of scientists and non-academic users in 
scientific research is far from straightforward. Our paper investigates factors associated with knowledge production 
processes that contribute to reconcile these two missions. The results of this study have important policy implications, 
since they inform on modes of research that might be particularly conducive to integrate distinct research logics, and to 
overcome the challenges of pursing research goals to reach the communities of scientists and practitioners. 
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Session 7D: Human Capital Indicator Challenges 

Josh Trapani 

Core Indicators of U.S. S&E Higher Education 

Session 7D 

Talk for the session: Science and Engineering Indicators: Human Capital Challenges for S&E  

The U.S. higher education system consists of diverse academic institutions—including research and doctoral-granting 
universities, minority-serving institutions, community colleges, and others—that train students in S&E across degree 
levels and fields. Public institutions award 70% of S&E degrees. Public institutions award a majority of S&E degrees. In 
2015, a small number of institutions with very high research activity —public and private— awarded 72% of doctorates, 
42% of master’s degrees, and 37% of bachelor’s degrees in S&E fields. 

This presentation, based on the S&E Indicators report to be released in the summer of 2019, will provide a portrait of 
S&E higher education in the United States, including trends over time and comparisons with other nations. The report is 
divided into four main sections. The first section provides an overview of the U.S. higher education system, including 
minority-serving institutions, community colleges, and for-profit institutions, as well as distance and online education. 
This section also provides information on sources of aid for undergraduate and graduate S&E education, with a focus on 
the federal government’s role. The second section looks at trends over time in S&E degree awards at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels, highlighting patterns by field. The third section focuses on the demographic attributes of S&E 
degree recipients, including sex and race and ethnicity. It examines trends by degree level and field. The final section 
focuses on international S&E higher education. This section provides data on students on temporary visas who study or 
earn degrees in the United States. It also benchmarks the United States with other nations in terms of S&E degrees 
awarded. 

Karen White, Carol Robbins and Susan Rotermund 

STEM K-12 Education Indicators 

Session 7D 

Session Title: Science and Engineering Indicators: Human Capital Challenges for S&E  

Session organizer: Beethika Khan 

Abstract: 

Elementary and secondary education in mathematics and science is the foundation for student entry into postsecondary 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) majors and STEM-related occupations. In the elementary and 
secondary grades, U.S. students discover STEM and cultivate the mathematics and science knowledge that enable them 
to succeed in pursuing STEM-related careers—both career options that require postsecondary degrees as well as skilled 
technical career options that may not require a degree.  

This presentation will provide a portrait of K−12 science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education in 
the United States, based on the S&E Indicators report scheduled for release in the summer of 2019.  It will include 
comparisons of U.S. student performance with that of other nations, by discussing indicators of pre-college mathematics 
and science learning and how that learning affects postsecondary and career outcomes. Data sources are from the 
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the U.S. Department of Education and other public sources. This report 
focuses on overall patterns in STEM education and notes variations in STEM access and performance by students’ 
socioeconomic status, race or ethnicity, and sex. There are two main sections in this report. The first presents indicators 
of U.S. students’ performance in STEM subjects in elementary and secondary school. It begins with an analysis of 
elementary school students’ growth in mathematics and science knowledge over time. Next, it presents national trends 
in mathematics, science, and technology and engineering literacy (TEL) assessment data for eighth graders. This section 
then places U.S. student performance in an international context. The second section focuses on transitions from high 
school to postsecondary education or directly into the workforce. It presents national data on Advanced Placement (AP) 
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coursetaking, immediate college enrollment after high school, and students’ choice to major in a STEM subject in 
college. This section also examines the transition to the skilled technical workforce (STW) for students who enter the 
workforce immediately following high school. 

Amy Burke 

Science and Engineering Labor Force 

Session 7D 

Session Title: Science and Engineering Indicators: Human Capital Challenges for S&E  

Session organizer: Beethika Khan 

Abstract: 

Scientists, engineers, and technologically-skilled workers make important contributions to improve a nation’s living 
standards, economic growth, and global competitiveness. These workers fuel a nation’s innovative capacity through 
their research, development, and other technologically advanced work activities.  

This presentation, based on the S&E Indicators report to be released in the summer of 2019, will provide an analytical 
overview of the U.S. S&E labor force. A variety of data sources are used throughout, demographic and workforce surveys 
conducted by the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES) are a major source of data for this 
report. Topics covered in this report include the definition, size, and growth of the S&E workforce as well as career 
pathways from education to employment. Employment sector and industry, salary, and unemployment rates provide 
information on where S&E workers are in the economy and their labor market conditions.  A particular focus will be a 
new analysis of the role of the skilled technical workforce in the US, defined as those technical workers whose jobs do 
not require a bachelor’s degree.  

Internationally comparable data, although limited, provide strong evidence of a widespread, though uneven, growth in 
the S&E workforce of the world’s developed nations. The emphasis on developing S&E expertise and technical 
capabilities has been a global phenomenon. 

Beethika Khan, Karen White and Carol Robbins 

Science and Engineering Indicators Reimagined: S&E Indicators for the Digital Age 

Session 7D 

Session Title: Science and Engineering Indicators: Human Capital Challenges for S&E 

Organizer: Beethika Khan  

Abstract 

For many decades Science and Engineering Indicators (Indicators) has served as the National Science Board’s (NSB’s) 
flagship report on indicators of the state of the U.S. science and engineering enterprise. It is produced by NSF’s National 
Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES) on behalf of the Board and transmitted to Congress and the 
President on or before January 15 of even-numbered years in fulfilment of statute.  

The voluminous report covers U.S. and international data on all levels of STEM education, the STEM workforce, R&D 
investment, knowledge and technology industries (e.g., high-tech manufacturing), innovation, public attitudes towards 
and knowledge of science and technology, and S&E-related state indicators.  The report uses a combination of graphics 
and explanatory text, organized in thematic chapters, to convey information.   

Indicators has had important role informing science policy over the years; it was widely cited in 2018 for providing 
objective and compelling evidence of the rise of S&E activity in China and Asia. However, the 2018 edition spanned more 
than a thousand total pages of text and figures; its sheer volume limiting it ability to communicate effectively.  
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NCSES and NSB are redesigning Indicators for the 2020 cycle. This presentation by the Indicators program director will 
explain the rationale for this decision and the changes that NCSES envisions for presenting data users with high quality, 
policy relevant statistical data and analysis. 
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Session 7E: Universities & Innovation II 

Branco Ponomariov, H. L. Shen and Craig Boardman 

STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT THEORY REVISITED:  SCIENCE COMMERCIALIZATION, 
PERSONNEL AUTHORITIES, AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN U.S. RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES 

Session 7E 

STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT THEORY REVISITED:  

SCIENCE COMMERCIALIZATION, PERSONNEL AUTHORITIES, AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN U.S. RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITIES 

Science commercialization in the context of US research universities suggests that strategic human resources 
management (SHRM) theory needs to be revisited. The primary reason being that the organizational and human 
resources strategies of many US research universities have increasingly diverged; the secondary reason being that this 
won’t be changing anytime soon. Using qualitative and quantitative information from a purposive sample of 21 
university-industry research centers established by the US National Science Foundation, we present evidence that what 
the SHRM literature refers to as “technical” HRM practice is perhaps more important to organizational performance 
than what the SHRM literature refers to as “strategic” HRM practice. Related, the cases suggest SHRM theory should 
expand to include constructs from the study of leadership styles and network management approaches.  

Science commercialization isn’t new to US research universities. Despite the ivory tower characterization, research 
universities in the US have long played a critical role in the transfer and application of new knowledge and technologies 
to/in the marketplace, starting with agriculture (Mowery & Rosenberg 1989). What’s new is the adoption by US research 
universities of formal organizational strategies for science commercialization. The en masse establishment in the 1980s 
of technology transfer offices on (or near) American campuses (Geroski 2000) notwithstanding, more recently US 
research universities are involving industry sponsors and advisers in the development of new curricula and in the 
establishment of new academic programs and research centers (Jarvis 2013). Perhaps the best-advertised example to 
date is Arizona State University (see Crow & Dabars 2015).    

But as far as we can tell organizational strategies for science commercialization haven’t been accompanied by human 
resources strategies for science commercialization. Despite US research universities’ willingness to involve firms in facets 
of academic business that historically have had little to no direct industry involvement (Beckman et al. 1997, Jarvis 
2013), academic faculty are still predominantly incented to perform open science over proprietary science. Though 
industry contracts, patents, and invention disclosures count for something in performance reviews of academic faculty  
(Azoulay et al. 2006), publishing in the open literature and the grants that enable them to do so have been (O’Meara 
2005) and remain (Boardman 2016) the type of academic production that US research universities value first and 
foremost. 

Which makes US research universities unique units of observation for organization and management studies, specifically 
for SHRM theory. They’re unique because, unlike conventional firms and government agencies, the core or “A” workers 
(Huselid & Becker 2005) – in US research universities, academic faculty – are governed predominantly by professional 
norms and expectations for behavior, not organizational ones. It was De Solla Price (1963) and then Polanyi (1967) who 
first implied as much, characterizing academic scientists and engineers as governed first and foremost by one another 
and next by the national interest, with no mention of the organizational strategies of higher education institutions. And 
for good reason, because, at least then, the organizational strategies of US research universities were one-and-the-same 
with the norms and expectations of the broader profession – both emphasizing open science as premier. 

The resilience in US research universities of open science human resources strategies in the face of emergent 
organizational strategies for science commercialization presents a new contingency for SHRM theory to address (e.g., 
Sydow et al. 2012, Feller et al. 2013, Paradeise & Thoenig 2013) – because such resilience is counter to SHRM’s key 
proposition that the alignment of organizational and human resources strategies is a key predictor of organizational 
performance (Ferner et al. 2004, Morris et al. 2006, Cascio & Boudreau 2012). A number of US research universities with 
open science human resources strategies are no less quite successful at science commercialization – in terms of spin-offs 
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(Lockett et al. 2005), patenting (Seigel et al. 2003), inventions (Czarnitzki 2012), and so on – and especially the 
institutions that are world leaders in open science (Mowery et al. 1999). 

We posit collaboration managers in US research universities who are successful at science commercialization to use 
what the SHRM literature refers to as “technical” HR practices to do so. Such as performance reviews and the basic 
personnel authorities performance reviews entail (Huselid et al. 1997). Because what the SHRM literature refers to as 
“strategic” HR practices are more or less constant across US research universities, including but not limited to team-
based job designs, path-goal leadership, flexible work environment, employee empowerment, and pay-for-performance 
(Cyr & Schneider 1996, Laursen 2002, Cano and Cano 2006, Souitaris 1999, Itoh 1994). 

Therefore we expect technical HRM practices for science commercialization, especially personnel authorities at the lab- 
and project-levels, to vary across US research universities. For instance, science commercialization activities and outputs 
like technology transfer and patents may count for more in some academic faculty performance reviews (e.g., for 
promotion and tenure) than in others (if at all). Moreover, some collaboration managers may hire non-academic faculty 
first and foremost to perform and produce science commercialization activities and outputs and thusly review these 
faculty (but not academic faculty) per their respective science commercialization behaviors and productivity. 

Which makes the appropriate level of observation for this study the project and/or lab, not the university. To investigate 
our expectation that collaboration managers are developing technical HR practices to elicit science commercialization 
behaviors and outputs, we draw on 21 case studies of university-industry research centers, all established by the US 
National Science Foundation. We employ a deductive-inductive approach (Maxwell 2005, Miles & Huberman 1994) to 
analyze qualitative and quantitative information and match patterns across the cases (Ritchie et al. 2003) to detect 
observations that refute our expectations as well as those that meet our expectations. 

Gerard Ralphs and Nazeem Mustapha 

Effectiveness of technology transfer in public research institutions in South Africa: A review of national 
survey data using the revised contingent effectiveness model, and implications for future 
measurement 

Session 7E 

ABSTRACT presented at the 2019 Atlanta Conference on Science and Innovation Policy 

Introduction 

How effective is technology transfer at public research institutions in developing countries? We argue that a narrow 
definition of economic impact alone to define effectiveness is insufficient when assessing performance. Rather, policy 
makers should use multi-pronged evaluation criteria to assess, through measurement, the multiple outcomes of 
technology transfer investments and their impact pathways. In order to suggest some answers to these questions, we 
use the case of South Africa, where we examine data from the first national baseline survey of intellectual property and 
technology transfer at publicly funded research institutions (PRIs) in South Africa through the lens of the revised 
contingent effectiveness model of technology transfer. The survey covered the period 2008 (when government first 
passed intellectual property rights legislation specifically aimed at PRIs) until 2014.   

Background and Context  

In April 2017, the Minister of Science and Technology of South Africa, Naledi Pandor, launched results of a national study 
into intellectual property (IP) and technology transfer at publicly funded research institutions. Pandor reflected on a 
selection of key indicators showcased in the research report—technologies managed, licenses executed, revenue 
generated, start-ups formed, as well as the skills levels of staff employed within technology transfer offices—concluding 
with modest praise and encouragement to all concerned: 

"What these results show we are making progress, incremental but progress nonetheless, which is exciting. We are 
beginning to see enhancements to economic impact from public investment in R&D—and that’s what we all really want 
for our country." 
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These highlighted indicators present an assessment of the state of IP and technology transfer at technology transfer 
office in South Africa within a “taken-for-granted” conceptual model of what that process is and what its assessment 
criteria are. However, there are many reasons to question this notion of a well-performing public IP protection and 
technology transfer system. Even more so in a developing country where the needs of researchers and inventors at 
public institutions must, by necessity, be balanced with those of the majority of the populace.  

The opportunity of future surveys of IP and technology transfer in publicly financed research institutions presents fresh 
possibilities for refining the specific criteria against which policy makers measure the effectiveness of the system, and 
the assessment frameworks they use to discuss the effectiveness of publically generated IP and technology transfer. On 
that front, Alessandrini and others have argued that measuring the effectiveness of technology transfer in a country 
such as South Africa must take into account the country’s “socio-economic and institutional specificities”, though they 
stop short of providing a clear path in this regard. Nyatlo has developed a framework for effective technology transfer 
offices. This paper contributes to this discussion. There are two key and interrelated tasks. The first is to define and 
develop a concept of effectiveness that is rooted in evidence. The second is to ascertain the socio-economic and 
institutional specificities in which the practice is carried out so that the definition can be context-specific.   

This article aims to contribute to these two tasks, by reflecting on aspects of the five decades of US experience of 
protecting IP and transferring technology generated by its public universities and laboratories. In what ways can South 
Africa benefit from the US experience, when it comes to effectiveness of technology transfer? A first learning 
opportunity between the US and South African situation is rooted in policy. South Africa’s IPR Act adopts similar 
principles to the exploitation of publicly financed IP as its equivalent Bayh-Dole Act or Patent and Trademark Law 
Amendments Act (Pub. L. 96-517, December 12, 1980). The Bayh-Dole Act was developed in response to economic 
challenges in the US—a period of high inflation and unemployment (stagflation). Perhaps analogously, South Africa’s 
persistent poor economic performance in recent years, including its high unemployment rate, has prompted calls by 
policy-makers at the highest-level for innovation-led growth and development.  

Revised contingent effectiveness model 

The contingent effectiveness model of technology transfer (‘the model’) was developed in 2000 by Barry Bozeman, then 
based at the Georgia Institute of Technology’s School of Public Policy. Bozeman proposed this model as a way of 
organising a proliferating body of literature on assessing performance of technology transfer arising from the activities 
of researchers and practitioners within universities and state research facilities in the United States. The model 
recognises, as Bozeman writes, “that parties to technology transfer have multiple goals and effectiveness criteria,” and 
among the model’s explicit purposes therefore was the elaboration of a more integrated understanding of effectiveness.  

"Unfortunately, many studies of technology transfer never make clear what is meant by effectiveness and seem simply 
to assume that we all hold some unspecified unitary concept of effectiveness [...] This assumption is wrong, as we have 
shown with both statistical (sic) and case study (sic) evidence." 

On the input side of the original model, as it were, Bozeman proposed five determinants of effectiveness, namely: 
characteristics of the transfer agent; characteristics of the transfer media; characteristics of the transfer object; demand 
environment; and characteristics of the transfer recipient. On the output side, it proposed six criteria against which 
effectiveness is typically but not uniformly assessed in the literature. These criteria are opportunity cost; scientific and 
technical human capital; political; economic development; market impact; and “out-the-door”. The revised model adds a 
single additional criterion: public value. As Bozeman et al write: 

"The addition of the Public Value criterion arises from the recognition that transfer agents, particularly public sector 
transfer agents but others as well, are housed within agencies and organizations that are themselves in pursuit of broad 
public-interest goals. Thus, their endeavors are motivated, influenced, and directed by ever-changing constellations of 
public values." 

They go onto argue that since the Public Value criterion to some extent counterbalances the emphasis placed on 
economic impacts. It also brings into the narrative elements such as sustainability, health and safety, equity and 
inequality, and the improvement of quality of life through addressing societal needs and grand challenges.  
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The paper goes on to address the performance of the South African national public IP and technology transfer system 
using this framework from both the economic dimension and by comparison with the National Development Plan and 
the Sustainable Development Goals.   

Discussion 

There are key issues that arise from a mapping of indicators to the revised contingent effectiveness model. We present 
preliminary results from our analysis which brings out this complexity from data from the baseline survey and other data 
sources.   

There are multiple and competing discourses about the particular role of these institutions, and their contributions 
within different economic and social spheres. Concepts such as the “entrepreneurial university”, “neo-liberal university”, 
“decolonised university”, or the “university’s third mission” have emerged, reflecting some uncertainty within academia 
about where a university’s institutional purpose begins and ends. As institutions seen to be pivotal to South Africa’s 
development trajectory, universities and science councils, which are the subjects of the IPR Act, are compelled to, as 
Kruss and others argue, “balance multiple mandates”. 

Mark Robinson 

The University of Pfizer: How Pharma Uses Translational Science to Offload Risk to Universities 

Session 7E 

Background & Rationale 

Since 2005, translational partnerships with universities helped Pfizer save nearly hundreds of millions of dollars as part 
of its cost-cutting strategy. This financial feat was achieved, in part, by the way that translational partnerships help 
Pfizer’s short-term R&D strategy. Yet, what this fact shows is that there is a separate history that marks the explosive 
growth of translational research. A dive into this history reveals that existing analyses of translational research largely 
misunderstand how it is actually unfolding on the ground. 

Translational science and medicine has significantly changed the contours of academic biomedicine and global science 
innovation. Most research on this issue concern the pace and efficiency of translation, which processes support ease of 
collaboration between industry and academia, and the myriad legislative and financing concerns involved. Yet, could 
these be the wrong questions? Corporate partners now seek out translational partnerships to achieve short-term 
financial goals and as a remedy for problems relating to larger corporate strategy.  

Methods 

The result of a multi-sited, multi-year ethnographic research project alongside interview data and market analyses, this 
project is among the first on-the-ground studies of translational research. 

Results & Significance 

Taken together, the evidence from this study shows that despite policies focused on accelerating the development of 
safe and effective therapeutics, the on-the-ground reality of translational research indicates an entirely different reality. 
Additionally, the injection of translational imperatives is slowly transforming laboratory practices and experimental 
designs. Thus, a more comprehensive view of translation requires understanding elements that lay beyond the 
university and its laboratories, including transformations in the pharmaceutical sector and the way that the quest for 
short-term shareholder value finds its way into the agendas of university laboratories. 

Hsini Huang and Shih-Hsin Chen 

Revisiting the agent roles of the technology transfer office in Taiwan 

Session 7E 

Under the influence of the U.S. Bayh-Dole Act, Taiwan also followed this global trend and legislated the “Fundamental 
Science and Technology Act” in 1999. Since then, a series of laws were enacted to allow university and academic 
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scientists to privatize the outcomes of government-funded research. While many studies focused on the determinants 
of performance and outputs, little attention was emphasized on the trilateral interactions among the three major 
players in university commercialization activities: the university administration, the faculty, and the Technology Transfer 
Office (TTO). Drawing upon the agency theory, the dilemma and obstacles of TTO as a dual agent are examined in this 
qualitative study with 29 interviewees from nine universities in Taiwan. The results of this research have practical and 
theoretical implications for university technology transfer policy and the limitation of the incentive system for TTOs built 
within the universities. 
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Session 7F: Changing Research on Research in UK 

James Wilsdon 

Discourses, politics and practices of UK research on research 

Session 7F 

NB. This paper is intended to form part of the panel (see paper 226) on “Changing ingredients of research on research: 
old wine in new bottles, or a fresh recipe for success?” 

Launched in April 2018, the new mega-agency UK Research and Innovation has pledged to create an evidence-informed 
“culture of evaluation” at its heart. A dedicated team of data analysts will lead this work through a “UKRI Data Hub”. 

For a country that channels in excess of £6.5 billion a year of public funding through UKRI, the UK invests little in 
analysing how effectively our research system is working, testing different approaches and learning from innovations 
elsewhere. Individual research councils within UKRI have all grappled with these issues, and some have built their own 
in-house capacity. Outside of government, Nesta has contributed new frameworks for measuring and making sense of 
the wider innovation landscape. And the Research Excellence Framework (REF) is, of course, a large and resource-
intensive process of evaluation, although it has other purposes too. 

Systematic analysis of the research system remains patchy and underfunded in the UK – and is overly reliant on thinly 
researched reports by consultants, or reviews that lean on the authority of their chairperson in lieu of actual data and 
evidence. There has never been a UK equivalent of the NSF Science of Science and Innovation Policy programme in the 
US.  

However the promise of UKRI is the greater strategic coherence it will bring to policies and priorities across the system. 
This will require more analytical firepower within UKRI itself – but also more distributed and sustainable capacity across 
the research system. Against this backdrop, this paper uses the idea of discourse coalitions (as developed by Maarten 
Hajer) to map and make sense of the growth and institutionalisation of RoR, and understand the synergies and tensions 
between competing perspectives. 

Daniel Hook 

‘Lost in translation? Post-Brexit futures for UK research’ 

Session 7F 

Even with the rise of research economies such as China and the strengthening of research across the Eurozone, the UK 
continues to be one of the world’s most productive and high-impact research economies. However, political and cultural 
instabilities introduced as a result of the approach taken by the UK government to the UK’s exit of the European Union 
puts much of the UK research base at risk. A 2016 report by Digital Science shows that EU funding has become structural 
[1]. Deficits in the UK’s research funding model combined with the reluctance of business to invest in R&D have left the 
UK lagging with only 1.66% of GDP being invested in R&D, well behind the EU (1.96%) and OECD (2.37%) averages [2].  

Digital Science’s Dimensions database allows analysis of the full research lifecycle, from grant, through publication and 
attention to patent, policy and beyond. A study of emergent and young research areas in the UK highlights concerning 
trends. Namely, that while the UK performs well on the international stage in both volume and citations for high-risk or 
early-stage research, this classification of research tends to attract, and hence to gain its predominant support from EU 
rather than UK-based sources. It remains to be seen whether the UK government will be able to live 

up to its commitment to match or exceed the funding gap generated by its departure from the EU. However, it is not 
merely a question of amount of money but also of funding areas of research that show the greatest promise. After 
Brexit, there is a growing risk that many strengths of the UK research base are lost in translation. 

1 Hook, DW and Szomszor, M (May 2016) Examining Implications of Brexit or the UK Research base. 

Digital Research Reports. doi: 10.6084/m9.figshare.3383368.v5 
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2 https://data.oecd.org/rd/gross-domestic-spending-on-r-d.htm. 2017 data. Accessed 15th March 2019. 

James Wilsdon and Sarah de Rijcke 

A new agenda for Research on Research: combining disciplines, mixing methods 

Session 7F 

A new agenda for Research on Research: combining disciplines, mixing methods 

Our understanding of (changes to) steering mechanisms in science has benefited greatly from the research done in 
Science Policy Studies, Science and Technology Studies, and Scientometrics. However, to date there is no 
interdisciplinary convergence in the sense of a strong collaborative agenda. In this presentation I will discuss how 
combining the toolboxes of Science Policy Studies, Science and Technology Studies, and Scientometrics may lead to a 
more fundamental understanding of both macro-level developments in science policy and practices of knowledge 
production at the organizational and individual level. A collaborative agenda will also help develop better policies and 
practices for promoting responsible research evaluation in research policy and research organizations. 

Gemma Derrick 

Examining emerging methodologies in the Research on Research landscape 

Session 7F 

A presentation submitted under the session: 

Changing ingredients of research on research: old wine in new bottles, or a fresh recipe for success? 

Abstract: 

While research on research (RoR) towards improving policies that govern, evaluate and determine the future of the 
research academy, so too do the methodologies required to shape this policy discourse.  It is fair to assume the 
dominance of methodologies deriving from economics, bibliometrics and computer science in informing the type of 
evidence that has been so visibly influential in shaping the research policy landscape to date. However, when used 
alone, these dominant techniques, tools, datasets and indicators are ill-equipped to meet the broadened policy goals, 
address current and future research challenges of research on research, nor to capture the engagement of different 
types of actors in research and innovation policy processes.  Considering the diverse roots of the research on research 
discipline (sic) means that its future is also sensitive to methodologies from within sociology, political science and the 
history of science.  Using data that maps the RoR landscape, this paper will argue how the future of RoR, and its ability to 
address current and anticipated research policy challenges, is dependent on its ability to utilise and reason between a 
variety of methodologies that have been traditionally considered as in conflict.  For this paper, the future of RoR is 
mixed, and will explore the promise of a RoR landscape that is informed by quantitative, qualitative and multiplied 
methodologies.  This paper does not extend the culture wars, nor dwell on the existence of a methodological divide, 
rather it explores the potential for a future of RoR which builds on the benefits and strengths of all methods currently 
employed.  By doing this, this paper captures a moment in time when researchers are engaged with different 
methodologies within other fields which are relevant for the research on research direction.  It explores the appetite for 
different forms of evidence generated by diverse methodologies and works towards establishing guidelines for best 
practice that is in line with the demands for, and standard of high quality research on research. 
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Session 7G: Green Innovation 

Anna Goldstein, Claudia Doblinger, Erin Baker and Laura Diaz Anadon 

Supporting New Ventures in Clean Energy Technology: The Role of ARPA-E 

Session 7G 

The private sector underinvests in clean energy technologies due to a double externality: large social benefits from both 
knowledge spillovers and environmental protection that cannot be captured by individual companies or investors. There 
is an opportunity for public support to fill this gap and assist clean technology (cleantech) startup companies over the 
“valley of death.” 

In 2009, the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) was created within the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE). ARPA-E is unique among funding offices at DOE in its high-risk, high-reward approach to R&D on advanced energy 
technologies. ARPA-E program staff are empowered to craft solicitations around specific technological challenges, 
creating a bottom-up R&D portfolio. Evidence on ARPA-E to-date has shown enhanced productivity in terms of 
publications and patents, but these metrics are insufficient to measure progress toward market adoption of new 
technologies. The question remains of how well ARPA-E investments have performed in terms of stimulating private 
sector innovation. 

In this study, we examine the trajectories of ARPA-E-funded startup companies, compared to startups funded elsewhere 
in DOE and the universe of similar cleantech companies. We take advantage of the surge of DOE funding in the 
economic stimulus package, which led to a large number of startups (companies founded within the previous 5 years) 
funded in fiscal year 2010. We collect data on patenting activity and private equity fundraising for all companies funded 
by ARPA-E, the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), and the DOE Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) program in 2010. For a comparison group, we also collect data on cleantech startups in the i3 Cleantech 
platform from the same time period, as well as a set of startups that applied for—but did not receive—ARPA-E funding 
in 2010. We categorize each company in our dataset according to their particular subsector within cleantech. Controlling 
for sector and founding year cohort, and using a variety of specifications, we use regression analysis to compare the 
outcomes for ARPA-E awardees to other startups. 

Initial analyses show dramatic differences between ARPA-E startups and other companies in terms of inventive activity. 
Startups that were funded by ARPA-E in 2010 had filed more successful patents as of 2014, compared to similar 
companies. We also find that these companies had filed more successful patents prior to 2010, the year they were 
selected for funding. Nonetheless, even controlling for 2010 patenting activity, ARPA-E awardees still had an advantage 
in post-award patenting, filing 3-4 times as many successful patents on average from 2011-2014. 

This relatively high rate of patenting from ARPA-E startups is not shared among startup awardees from other DOE 
offices. Startups funded by EERE in 2010 roughly matched the performance of similar companies in terms of patenting, 
while those funded by SBIR patented much less than similar companies. Rejected ARPA-E applicants also patented at the 
same level as similar companies, demonstrating that the advantage for ARPA-E awardees did not arise from self-
selection of ARPA-E applicants. 

We also find that the private funding trajectories for ARPA-E’s 2010 startups differ significantly from the comparison set 
of cleantech companies. ARPA-E funded startups were more likely to have already raised private equity prior to 2010. 
Controlling for this effect, however, we measure no significant difference between ARPA-E startups and similar 
companies in terms of private financing from 2011-2017. Meanwhile, startup awardees from EERE and SBIR raised 
significantly less private money post-2010, so the fundraising activity of ARPA-E companies represents a relative 
advantage among DOE awardees. 

Analysis of the technological focus of these companies demonstrates another important difference between ARPA-E and 
other DOE offices. Energy storage, which has been identified as a high priority for energy R&D spending, was fully one-
third of ARPA-E’s portfolio of 2010 startups, compared to 3% for EERE. Energy storage companies were a relatively small 
portion of the cleantech startup population at that time. This suggests that ARPA-E’s bottom-up portfolio approach 
allows them to pay special attention to technology areas that may be neglected by private investors. 
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This presentation will explore our results in detail and discuss the implications of our findings for government programs 
that support entrepreneurial ventures in energy technology. The evidence on ARPA-E adds to the recent literature 
showing positive impacts of government intervention on knowledge generation and cleantech business success. 

Arho Suominen 

Mission-oriented research policies impact to research themes: case fuel cell technology 

Session 7G 

There is a significant body of literature analyzing the impact of science and technology policy has on research. Central to 
it are the concepts of mission- and diffusion-oriented policy (Ergas 1987) that frame the approach used by the national 
innovation system towards research. Notwithstanding the changes that have occurred in what is perceived as mission-
oriented policy, particularly the shift towards ``grand challenges'' (Cagnin 2012), there is a clear dynamic that mission-
oriented impacts research agenda more narrowly, whilst diffusion-oriented strives towards promoting network creation.  

Studies have looked in detail how policy, particularly on research funding, impacts science. Research has focused on the 
impact of personal development grants on future research output and citation. Studies have also looked at the increase 
in research collaboration created through particular funding. Literature on how communities of research grow and 
change thematic orientation based on funding are less prevalent in literature. Although literature on research 
motivation suggests that in addition to the prime motivations of gold, ribbon and puzzle, a significant portion of 
researchers migrate and adjust their research agenda based on funding opportunities. Particularly in the case of mission-
oriented research this should be central as the policy intervention is built on the notion of favoring a specific 
development path while putting alternative research trajectories in a disadvantage (Cantner 2001).  

If we look at the research agenda setting and research uptake in isolation, without the policy intervention, Ayres (1969) 
put forward a framework of a self-organizing dynamic process of research. The framework, adapted from Holton (1962) 
is founded in the idea that the progression of technology and selection of research topics by the research is a function of 
the availability of novel ideas to solve. Holton describes that there is a finite space, a lode, of interesting idea within a 
field. As scientist opens a new space through scientific discovery, we can expect a 'gold rush' (Ayres 1969) where 
scholars "defect from their old field, in search for greener pastures." However, as the finite pool of ideas in a field 
becomes nearly exhausted, new discoveries become scarce and challenging researcher again search for new branches in 
the tree-of-knowledge. 

It is clear that the process of a researcher pursuing a topic is much more complex than the framework by Ayres (Laudel 
2014). We, for example, know that there is a counterforce, where a researcher looks for diversity in order to 
differentiate from other scientists. Prior work have also focused on research community building through co-authorship 
(e.g Suominen 2014), co-citation (e.g. Boyack 2010) and bibliographical coupling (e.g. Jarneving 2007). Studies have 
addressed thematic orientation through authors sharing terminology and create persistent new topics that might be 
emerging topics (e.g. Suominen 2015). The number of entrants and the cohesiveness of a research field has also been 
studied (Suominen 2013).  However, the dynamics of research activity and thematic orientation of research particularly 
in the case of a clear mission--oriented policy intervention has seen little research.  

The fundamental question in this study is, how mission--oriented policy shifts research participation and thematic 
agenda of research? As an empirical case, fuel cell technology was chosen, as it is a technology that has undergone 
several phases of high and low research policy priorization. In particular, the study focuses on the shifts in US policy, 
with its shifting priorization of fuel cell technology. Based on our analysis, we show how, mission driven policies change 
thematic orientation and pick-up in research participation, but also how a shift in policy is quickly responded by the 
scholarly community. 

The data used in the study the thematic changes of fuel cell research is sourced from the ISI Web of Science by using a 
query ``fuel cell'' or ``fuel cells'' being mentioned in the title, abstract, descriptors or identifiers of a publication. The data 
for the analysis has been retrieved in partitions; first search was done in 2009 and subsequently updated. The last 
update for the study has been done in the fall of 2016, which explains the low publication volume for the year. This 
process resulted in a data set of 75 479 articles, from which the bibliographical data was downloaded. 
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The analysis femployes Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to classify publications in themes. LDA, is a unsupervised 
learning algorithm that creates an outcome solely relying on its formal framework. Studies have shown LDA to uncover 
patterns from text collections. Since the original findings of (Blei 2003, LDA has been shown to produce coherent results 
with S&T relevant data sources such as scientific publications (Yau 2014).  

In practice, LDA produces a user defined number of themes, based on optimization using KL divergence, represented by 
word probabilities. Word probabilities describe the content of each theme. To qualitatively evaluate the content of 
topics, a wordcloud was created for each theme. Wordclouds have been seen as a practical method to communicate the 
content of the LDA topic (Suominen 2015, Suominen 2016} and by qualitatively analyzing the wordclouds, the content 
can be reduced to a label representing the thematic content of a topic. For this study 24 were created and drawn as a 
wordcloud, there after labelled by the researcher. By using the pivot table of topic probabilities per year, topics are 
ranked by their significance on each year of the time series. 

To understand changes in the thematic orientation of the fuel cell research, the topics dynamics was analyzed for time 
series breakpoints and clusters. For breakpoint detection the approach developed by Bai et al. (2003) implemented in 
the R package strucchange. Their approach uses an optimal partitioning approach to find one or more breakpoints in the 
time series. The breakpoints were used to understand if there are strong thematic changes with in the time series topics. 

The findings of this research make clear that mission oriented policy agenda has a strong impact in both researcher 
themes. During the time period analyzed, fuel cells were center stage in the US mission agenda with president George 
Bush Jr. Freedom car initiative. This time coincides with a strong increase with strong upward trend in “vehicle” related 
themes. To further emphasize the impact, these themes decline as president Obama’s administration cuts funding for 
fuel cells. There seems to be a strong policy push towards a particular theme of fuel cell research. 

In comparison to technology push or market pull, policy push is a seldom researched topic. In the context of innovation 
economics and eco-innovations, the existing traditional innovation economics discussion on technology push and 
market pull has been extended to include a regulatory aspect (e.g. regulatory push/pull or policy push/pull) (e.g. Cleff 
1999). The technological trajectories of policy driven technologies, eco or not, have several underlying challenges which 
should be further studied. 

Carsten Schwäbe and Carsten Dreher 

Governing Competing Technological Innovation Systems for Sustainability Transitions – Lessons from 
the German Renewable Energy Feed-in Tariffs 

Session 7G 

Background 

The new mission orientation in innovation policy puts emphasis on technological openness for the resolution of societal 
challenges. Hence, several technological options are considered and potentially supported in order to create 
experimental market niches. However, this support cannot be permanent: Returns from specialization and economies of 
scale require a decision of the state for a lock-in to one option or to a specific mixture of several options. The German 
feed-in tariffs for renewable energies (RE) are a typical example for such a mission-oriented innovation policy 
instrument at the demand side [1, 2]: Different technological options for a green energy transition are subsidized by 
technology-specific feed-in tariffs aiming at achieving specific market share objectives at the German electricity market. 
In order to avoid a too early lock-in or an excess support, the feed-in tariffs are dynamically adjusted to the evolution of 
the specific innovation processes.   

Furthermore, theory and empirical analysis of mission-oriented policies for sustainability transitions lack of the 
consideration of both sides of the coin: innovation considering several technological options and exnovation aiming at 
the phase-out of dominant, but unsustainable technological paths such as nuclear or fossil-fueled energy technologies 
[3].  

Research Questions 
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In the context of sustainability transitions, comprising both innovation and exnovation processes, our project addresses 
three research questions for a better understanding of dynamic innovation and exnovation policy interaction at the 
example of the German energy transition:  

1. What are crucial points-of-decisions, which policy makers are forced to address in the course of socio-
technological sustainability transitions? 

2. Did the evolution of the German RE feed-in tariffs react on the dynamics within the related technological 
innovation systems in competition? (innovation side: new. vs. new) 

3. Has the demand-sided RE support been accompanied by exnovation policies overcoming the power production 
from nuclear and fossil-fueled energy sources? (exnovation side: old vs. new) 

The proposed project is divided in a theoretical part providing a conceptual approach answer to the first research 
question and an empirical contribution aiming at applying the conceptual propositions to the second and third research 
question.  

Theoretical concept 

Our project conceptualizes socio-technological transformations as a competition between old and new technologies or 
entire technological systems. For the case of the German energy transition, it can be argued that entire Technological 
Innovation Systems [4] share a competition relation: Old, established TIS such as coal or nuclear energy technologies 
compete with the RE alternatives, which developed as well a systemic structure. Furthermore, the support of several 
innovative options for a sustainability transition suggests that the new TIS are in competition, too. Due to the inherent 
fundamental uncertainty about which new technological alternative(s) will succeed in the future, policy makers must 
govern both competition types simultaneously. The have to decide continuously how long experimentation through the 
support of several alternatives is justified or should be stopped in order to lock-in to one or several new technological 
options and phase out of the conventional paths [5].  

As innovation processes for every single TIS are dynamic and can take place at different stages of the Science-
Technology-Cycle [6], the governance of competing TIS must depend on the specific challenges of the TISs at the 
different stages of the related innovation and exnovation processes. Our conceptual propositions provide a heuristic for 
innovation and exnovation processes following the idea of double-boom cycles rather than s-curves, because double-
boom cycles include the possible ups and downs in the development and diffusion of innovations. In particular, the 
exnovation process heuristic considers the different reaction patterns of actors related to the established TIS from trying 
to avoid the transition at all to a lobbying for a late phase-out. We identify several points-of-decision for dynamic policy 
making within sustainability transitions. All of them require new modes of tentative governance mechanisms for the 
mission-oriented policy mix.  

Methodology 

We demonstrate the need for a dynamic decision making according to the specific dynamics of the focal technologies by 
answering the second and third research question of the proposed project. Using the experience of German RE feed-in 
tariffs for the theoretical sustainability transition debate, our methodological approach combines the central TIS 
indicators with a qualitative case study research methodology [7, 8]. The project follows the idea of Hoppmann et al. [9] 
analyzing the policy dynamics of feed-in tariffs for photovoltaic deployment in Germany, but extends the analysis to all 
relevant technological trajectories affected by the sustainability transition at the German power market. Main data 
sources for the policy dynamics of the German feed-in tariff scheme are the Renewable Energy Law from 2000 and its 
amendments. Further periodically published public monitoring and evaluation reports and data sets complement the 
analysis, especially for implemented exnovation policies. The observed time period has been defined from 2000 to 2017 
because our projects focuses on the diffusion phase of the German energy transition. In order to validate the analysis 
and the drawn propositions, qualitative expert interviews within the policy making authorities in Germany (including the 
German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs or the Federal Environmental Agency) are conducted. These are the other 
important empirical data source of this project. 

Preliminary findings 

Our preliminary findings suggest that conflicting objectives are one reason for a lack of policy coherence in the 
innovation and exnovation policy mix of the German energy transition. Specific objectives exist, for example, for the 
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nuclear phaseout and the RE diffusion, but not for the phaseout of hard and brown coal power plants. Moreover, the 
implemented policies at several points-of-decisions did not necessarily lead to a sustainability transition, but to a 
stabilization of some of the dominant fossil-fueled technological paths. Regarding the new-vs.-new competition, it can 
be argued that feed-in tariff adjustments often directly addressed innovation process dynamics captured by our 
conceptual ideas on phases and points-of decisions within our heuristic on innovation and exnovation process dynamics.  
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Sunamita Iris Rodrigues Borges da Costa and Ana Cristina de Almeida Fernandes 

Public Policy of S,T&I and Territory: Energy Sectorial Fund in Pernambuco/Brazil 

Session 7G 

Because they are fundamental factors in the process of capitalist accumulation, Science, Technology and Innovation 
have been increasingly distinguished as elements of the territory, integrating the dynamics of production and social 
reproduction of space. These elements determine to what extent and under what circumstances a territorial system is 
prone to participate in the learning economy, making it more or less attractive to capital intensive in S,T&I, which is a 
criterion for the territorial division of labor (SASSEN, 1998; MORGAN, 2001, SANTOS, 2008, FELDMANN, 2009). It 
reinforces the importance of the construction of skills and conditions necessary for the production and social and 
economic application of knowledge which, in undeveloping capitalist economies and with an immature innovation 
system, is largely produced and accumulated in public universities , emphasizing the importance of stimulating 
University-Company collaboration as a way to strengthen the scientific-technological connections essential to the 
stimulation of innovative dynamics, decisive to business and territorial competitiveness in the Learning economy 
(LUNDVALL, 1996). 

The incentive to this process of scientific-technological interaction, especially in the case of regions and backward 
countries where such connections are less dense, can be provided through S,T&I public policies. These, in turn, comprise 
the part of the State apparatuses, in which are inserted laws, programs, actions and strategies, dedicated to the 
induction, development, regulation and protection of Science, Technology and Innovation activities and their results 
(products, processes, resources and benefits) in the territory, as well as the adaptation of the territorial standards of 
production, appropriation, diffusion and use of S,T&I for the international criteria and demands for cooperation with 
foreign actors and participation in foreign markets, therefore, this policies regulate, finance and foster cooperative 
efforts in each Territorial Innovation System. 
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To this end,  in order to guarantee regularity in investments in science, technology and innovation in the country in the 
face of the threats posed by the dilapidation of the national patrimony by the privatization of state-owned enterprises, 
the Brazilian government created between 1999 and 2004 the Sectoral Funds of Science and Technology (CT Funds), 
inspired by the experience of CT-Petro, created in 1997. Based on a set of legal devices, the State has led public and/or 
private companies to allocate part of the revenue obtained from royalties, financial compensation, licenses and 
authorizations generated by the use and exploitation of natural resources owned by the Union, for the financing of R&D 
projects in strategic sectors, carried out in cooperation with Universities/Scientific and Technological Institutes 
throughout the country. These projects, from perspective of this Public Policy , represent a path to produce 
technological solutions of an innovative character, essential for economic growth and expansion of national 
competitiveness in the world market, considering the dissimmetries related to the internal market context, the Brazilian 
economic situation and the characteristics of each sector. 

In this context, the Energy Sector Fund (CT-Energ) was crieted through law 9.991/2000. This fund which establishes the 
obligation of electricity generation, transmission and distribution companies (GDTs) to invest 1% of their ROL in projects  
R&D+I with National University and Scientific-Technological Institutions, aiming to stimulate research aimed at finding 
new alternatives to reduce costs and increase efficiency in electric energy generation, increase the competitiveness of 
national industrial technology in the international context, the promotion of formation of human resources in the area 
and technological training. Likewise, CT-Energ's objectives include contributing to the mitigation of Brazilian regional 
inequalities, for that the strategy of allocating 30% of the fund's investments in less developed regions of the country 
was formulated. 

However, since, as Ramalho and Fernandes (2009) affirm, the simple regulatory framework does not guarantee the 
effectiveness of public policy, its evaluation is essential for the identification of the results obtained in the 
implementation of the strategies front of the objectives proposed by it ( ALA-HARJA and HELGASON, 2000), serving as an 
instrument to define the extent to which the efforts undertaken by the State are directed strategically efficient to the 
demands and objectives listed as priorities within the set of needs and interests at stake in the territory, allowing the 
development and continuous adaptation of forms and instruments of public action (Frey, 2000). This poses the challenge 
of understanding how such experiences, historically constructed from a hierarchical, hereditary and multiscale 
perspective (COSTA, 2018), materialize in each specific context, which brings with it particular potentialities and 
challenges that interfere with the expected results and benefits, that can only be understood from a systemic analysis. 

In light of the above, this article analyzes the results and benefits generated by the Energy Sectorial Fund in the context 
of the Pernambuco Innovation System, situated in the peripheral region of the immature Brazilian innovation system, 
under the perspective of the role of the Fund for strengthening the dynamics interactivity, as well as in the construction 
of developments that effectively contribute to reducing the regional inequalities that permeate the national territory. 
This object was selected by the representativeness of CT-Energ as a significant source of resources for scientific and 
technological production in the sector. Between 2001 and 2014, more than R$ 7 billion were invested primarily in 
cooperation projects between companies GDTs and Universities / Research Institutes. This appears as an essential factor 
for the GDTs of Electric Energy to be among the most interactive companies in the country: according to Righi (2007), in  
2004, of the twenty most interactive companies in Brazil, nine belonged to the electric sector, according to Census of the 
Directory of Research Groups (DGP) CNPq, what the author attributes to stimulus provided by the Sectorial Energy Fund. 
For Costa and Fernandes (2009), this governmental incentive is also fundamental for the highlight of the electric power 
companies within the framework of interactions in the State of Pernambuco, especially the São Francisco Hydroelectric 
Company (CHESF), the fourth most interactive company in the country, which gathered 66% of the firms' relationships 
with Pernambuco research groups. 

The methodology of this research included a reconstruction of the trajectory of changes and (dis)continuities of the 
S,T&I policy in Brazil, encompassing the Sectoral Funds of Science and Technology, highlighting CT-Energ for the 
amounts collected, number of partnerships made and division management of resources. Based on the systematization 
of data from R&D projects supported by the scope of the Fund and interviews with leaders of research groups and 
representatives of companies in the electricity sector with projects funded by CT-Energ, this paper apresents the results 
and benefits promoted by the public policy through the interactions between the agents involved in face of the 
objectives of the law. As a result, it was observed that, in addition to aspects generally found in these interactions, 
specific determinants present in the SPIN interfere with the SUI stimulated by CT-ENERG, among which we highlight the 
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low presence of innovative organizational and institutional factors within companies of energy in Pernambuco and the 
cognitive and institutional distance between the GDTs and the Universities with which they interact, suggesting that the 
identification of elements of the territorial systems of innovation are relevant to the improvement and to the effective 
attainment of the objectives of such policies. 
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Session 9A: Interdisciplinarity & Human Capital (SciSIP) 

Kaye Husbands Fealing and Connie L McNeely 

Policy Extensions and Pathways:  Engaging the Science of Broadening Participation and Inclusion in 
Science and Engineering 

Session 9A 

The science of broadening participation (SoBP) has been invoked as a means for developing a comprehensive 
understanding of pertinent issues for creating pathways toward greater diversity, inclusiveness, and productivity in 
science and engineering (S&E) disciplines and occupations.  Posing questions and challenges for increasing the 
participation and inclusion of underrepresented groups — including women, minorities, and persons with disabilities — 
in S&E fields, policy objectives and analytical matters are explored relative to the delineation and determination of SoBP 
research and context-based approaches for pursuing related goals and considering their broader implications and 
impacts across academia, industry, and government sectors and society in general. 

(Based on project supported by NSF SciSIP Awards 1551904 and 1551880) 

Heyjie Jung and Eric Welch 

Regulations that do not help: The effect of rule and regulations on scientific collaboration and 
productivity 

Session 9A 

This study investigates how institutional controls on the inputs to science affect collaboration structures and science 
production. It is motivated by two observations. First, despite wide recognition that access to resources is a key 
rationale for scientific collaboration (Katz and Martin, 1997; Melin, 2000; Thorsteinsdottir, 2000; Beaver, 2001; Heinze 
and Kuhlman 2008; Wagner, 2005, Bozeman and Corley, 2004, van Rijnsoever et al., 2008), much, if not most, science 
policy research considers resource inputs to be under the control of scientists (Shibayama and Baba, 2011; Wagner, 
2005). Nevertheless, policies are establishing rights over resource inputs to research reducing scientists’ ability to access 
them. Second, significant concerns exist about how institutional controls on resource inputs may negatively affect 
scientific research (Jinnah and Jungcurt, 2009; Martinez and Biber-Klemm, 2010; Atlas, 2003; De Greef 2004; Grajal, 
1999; Welch et al. 2013; Welch et al. 2018). However, systematic research investigating how institutional constraints 
affect scientists’ collaboration networks and productivity is limited.  

We focus on one type of resource input, biological materials, which are regulated by multiple global, national and 
organizational rules that control access, exchange and use (Bretting, 2007; Sebastian and Payumo 2006; ten Kate, 2002). 
Policy rationales vary widely but include fairness and equity in response to biopiracy concerns, safety and security in the 
face of bioterrorism, health and safety, and intellectual property rights (Rosendahl, 2006; ten Kate and Laird, 1999; 
Thornstrém, 2012; Esquinas-Alcázar, 2005; Toledo and Burlingame, 2006). The policies respond to important 
stakeholder demands but also control domestic and international flows and uses of biological materials (Segger et al., 
2013; Morgera et al., 2012). In this paper, we ask two main questions: 1) How do institutional controls on material 
inputs to science affect collaboration structures? and 2) How do the controls affect grant production? 

Traditionally, material resource exchange occurs within networks that link scientists with other scientists and with 
provider organizations. In this new context of contested resources, access to and exchange of biological materials are 
jointly determined by the network structure and relationships within which researchers are embedded and these new 
authority structures that govern them. Scientists are likely to strategically alter their collaboration networks to improve 
access to and use of materials. Because it is in scientists’ self-interest to maximize value for research and minimize 
transaction costs of exchange related to resource inputs, they can adopt one of two strategies to access needed 
materials: exploit existing network ties or explore new sources of material and data (Levinthal and March, 1993). An 
exploitation strategy would seek to rely on members of one’s existing network to obtain materials and data. An 
exploration strategy would develop new network ties to individuals and organizations to ensure access to needed 
materials and data or to gain access to novel materials.  
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We expect that adoption of exploration and exploitation strategies will be influenced by the costs associated with the 
resources. Two types of costs are likely: social exchange costs and exchange transactional costs. Social exchange costs 
(SEC) include expectations of reciprocity based on the contextual norms that guide science collaboration (Shibayama et 
al. 2011; 2012). Exchange transactional costs (ETC) are attached to material and data because of the exogenous 
constraints set by resource provision policies, formal agreements or contracts, tracking and reporting requirements, 
monetary and non-monetary returns, no third party exchange, and limited use provisions, to name a few. Both sets of 
costs interact and likely help determine exploitation and exploration strategies. 

Individuals explore new ties when the existing network structure and composition does not align with their resource 
needs and when costs of access are too high. However, new ties are uncertain. They require significant investment of 
time and energy to establish and they may not contribute the level or type of resources expected. By contrast, the 
payoff from exploration strategies may be high as new ties could generate otherwise unattainable opportunities, 
resources and ideas. We expect that given the benefits, exploration strategies will be associated with a higher number 
and dollar amount of submitted grants. However, the uncertainties associated with exploration strategies will result in 
lower grant success.  

We test our hypotheses using a unique national survey dataset of tenured and tenure-track academic scientists in three 
fields – marine sciences, entomology and ecology. Of the total 3,406 scientists from US universities classified as 
“extensive” or “intensive” research activity (2010 Carnegie Classification) who were invited to online survey 1,353 
(39.7%) responded. The analysis in this paper focuses on the subset of respondents who maintain active material 
exchange networks . Of the respondents, just over 43% have exchange networks in which the respondent (ego) 
identified individuals (alters) in their networks from whom they have obtained biological material. Biological material is 
defined as: “Biological material includes all biological materials that contain functional units of heredity (DNA/RNA) that 
are used in your field of research. The term ‘biological material’ includes plants, breeding animals and their eggs/semen, 
and pathogen isolates-bacteria, fungi, and viruses.” Generated alter names generated were piped into later name 
interpreter questions asking about the dyadic relationship in general and the material exchange relationship specifically.  

Results from this study should provide significant insights into how policies on the material inputs of science affect both 
the structures of science networks and their outcomes.   

This research was funded by the US National Science Foundation (Grant 1360166), Science of Science Policy 2014-2018) 
(PI, Dr. Eric Welch). 

Beverly Tyler, Turanay Caner, Melissa Appleyard and Griffin Weber 

Basic Research on the Scientific Frontier: The Influence of the  Disciplinary Knowledge Variety of 
Scientists’ Publications and their Citation Impact on Subsequent Interdisciplinary Publications 

Session 9A 

In recent years, efforts by academia, government agencies, and industry to promote interdisciplinary research have 
significantly increased the amount of interdisciplinary research conducted (Jacobs & Fickels 2009; Yegros-Yegros, Rafols, 
and D’Este 2015).  Interdisciplinary research involves integrating the research expertise of different specialized 
disciplines to address common problems, in contrast to multidisciplinary research where researchers from different 
disciplines work on problems relevant to their own discipline without integration (Birnbaum 1981). Interdisciplinary 
research–defined here as scientific problem solving that integrates analytical strengths of two or more scientific 
disciplines–has gained popularity because of the belief that many important societal issues such as healthcare, food 
safety, and national security require interdisciplinary research (Aboelela et al. 2007; Carr, Loucks, and Blöschl 2018; 
Vogel et al. 2017; Vogel and Tyler 2019).  For example, universities encourage interdisciplinary research by providing 
seed funding, assistance with efforts to write grants, and incorporating interdisciplinary research as an important criteria 
for promotion and tenure (Bloschl, et al. 2012). While interdisciplinary research is typically conducted by 
interdisciplinary teams, individual scientists are also evaluated for promotion and tenure based on their research 
productivity as reflected in the number of their interdisciplinary publications (Birnbaum 1981; Klein and Falk-Krzesinski 
2017), in addition to other criteria. 
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Due to these developments, individual scientists in diverse disciplines and academic fields have begun conducting 
research to solve problems that address important social issues (Jacobs 2013), while simultaneously addressing the 
challenges associated with interdisciplinary research. Some scientists are motivated to conduct interdisciplinary 
research, because of their commitment to the social issues their research addresses. Other scientists see 
interdisciplinary research as an opportunity to leverage their distinctive knowledge domains to solve problems that will 
enhance their publication record (Klein and Falk-Krzesinski 2017). Scientists must also consider the costs associated with 
interdisciplinary research. For example, to be successful with interdisciplinary research scientists must bridge different 
world views, learn new vocabularies, and manage their research within their organizations’ political and structural 
context (Dougherty 1994; Kaplan, Milde, and Cowan 2017).  

Interdisciplinary research in the innovation literature has primarily focused on the contributions of diverse knowledge 
domains to problem solving in organizational creativity and innovation (Kotha, George, and Srikanth 2013).  For 
example, research at the organizational level has considered how enlarging the knowledge pool creates more 
knowledge combination opportunities to produce new products (Katila and Ahuja 2002), how diverse and strong ties 
facilitate the generation of creative ideas (Sosa 2011), the double-edged sword of recombination in generating 
breakthrough innovation (Kaplan and Vakili 2015), and the challenges of conducting interdisciplinary research (Kaplan, 
Milde and Cowen 2017).  However, research has also found individuals were better able to combine diverse knowledge 
than teams (Taylor and Greve 2006), and individuals that accesses more diverse knowledge through distinct interactions 
with others from various disciplines are better able to generate creative solutions  than those with less interaction (Sosa 
2011) .  Yet, little empirical interdisciplinary research has considered how individual scientists access and recombine 
diverse knowledge domains to solve problems.  

The Knowledge Based View (KBV) recognizes the key role individuals play in knowledge generation and recombination in 
solving problems (Grant, 1996; Felin & Hesterly, 2007; Simon, 1991), yet so far has contributed primarily to an 
understanding of problem solving in hierarchies and markets (e.g., Caner, Cohen, & Pil, 2017; Jeppesen & Lakhani, 2010; 
Leiblein & Macher, 2009) with little to say about hybrid organizations (Jackson & Nickerson, 2004).  Hybrid 
organizations, such as universities and research institutions, which represent a unique context within which to study 
individual problem solving. Accordingly we ask: What factors contribute to individual scientists’ problem solving 
performance in hybrid organizations?  

We integrate the interdisciplinary innovation literature with KBV principles to propose theoretical logic of how individual 
scientists solve problems in hybrid organizations. We develop theory to posit that scientists’ disciplinary knowledge 
variety is positively associated with the number of their subsequent interdisciplinary publications up to a point, but then 
becomes negatively related, based on an understanding of how decision rights are determined, communication 
established, and incentives work in hybrid organizations such as universities and other public institutions (Felin & 
Zenger, 2014; Jackson & Nickerson, 2004). We define scientists’ knowledge variety as the dispersion of their publications 
across different domains of knowledge (Yegros-Yegros, Rafols & D’Este, 2015). Furthermore, we propose that the 
opportunity for scientists that work in hybrid organizations to participate in interdisciplinary research is also likely to be 
related to scientists’ scientific reputation, because scientists with different domain knowledge will be incentivized to 
work with scientists that have strong reputations. We define <em>scientific reputation</em> as the impact of scientist’s 
publications on future research as represented by citations (Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2005; Hamermesh 2018;). 
Therefore, we posit that scientists with stronger scientific reputations are more likely to solve interdisciplinary problems 
leading to publications.  

We test these hypotheses in the context of eight US nanomedicine development centers (NDCs) funded by the US 
national Institute of Health (NIH).  The NDCs provide an appropriate context to access scientists participating in 
interdisciplinary research (Blöschl et al., 2012; Franks et al., 2007; Viterbo, 2007). We analyzed a dataset containing 
2,393 publications and 21,666 citations for 169 researchers participating in the eight NDCs using random effects 
negative binomial model with the conditional likelihood estimator. The empirical analysis and results provide support for 
our hypotheses.   

Our study contributes to interdisciplinary research and knowledge-based theory literature in two ways.  First, we 
contribute to interdisciplinary innovation research on the value of knowledge variety for individual scientists’ 
interdisciplinary research performance. We find that a moderate level of disciplinary knowledge variety provides the 
highest contribution to scientists’ subsequent interdisciplinary publication performance. Second, we inform the 
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interdisciplinary literature on individual scientists by showing that scientists the stronger scientists’ reputations for 
publishing the more likely they will be asked to participate in interdisciplinary research, confirming prior research on the 
value of reputation for scientists. Third, we contribute to the KBV by extending the problem solving perspective to 
include a consideration of individual problem solving in hybrid organizations.  
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Session 9B: Gender & Productivity 

Ulf Sandström and Peter van den Besselaar 

Female-authored papers are more often in high impact journals but less cited 

Session 9B 

The problem 

Differences between women and men in science are said to be gradually narrowing. However, the latter gender is still 
ranked higher and has a better reputation in the scientific community. Xie & Shaumann (1998) indicated a process of 
narrowing, but Van den Besselaar & Sandström (2018) showed that this is not the case, also 20 years later the overall 
situation is still that women researchers perform two-thirds of what is expected from male colleagues. Actually, Cole & 
Zuckerman (1984) introduced data from the U.S. which gave the same relation between genders ever since the 1930s.  

In this paper we will dig a bit deeper into the differences of today (2008-2011) and will answer the following questions: 

- Are papers with (predominantly) female authors cited less than papers with (predominantly) male authors? 

- Are papers with (predominantly) female authors published in lower impact journals than papers with (predominantly) 
male authors? 

The method 

The work starts here: a name disambiguated file with all publication with a Swedish address over the years 2008 2011, 
consisting of some 74,000 articles (Articles, Letters, Proceeding Papers and Reviews) from the Web of Science databases 
(SCI-E, SSCI, A&HCI). We concentrate on Swedish articles with Swedish authors only as these are the article shares that 
are disambiguated and gender has been attached to these names. There are 14 760 Swedish articles with Swedish 
author addresses only.  

Papers are classified into “gender” categories: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 female authors; 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 male authors; and various 
combinations such as 1M(an)1W(oman), 1M2W, 2M1W. We then compare the citation impact and the average journal 
impact factor between those groups, to find out whether a gendered publication and citation patterns emerge.  

In this abstract, we only use papers with Swedish authored papers only, but for the next version, we will use 
Genderize.io for the international co-authors in order to increase the sample considerably.  

In order to measure citation impact, we have constructed reference values for publications by field. Based on these, we 
can calculate for each paper the citation impact. That is done using the percentile model. For each percentile category 
we give points to a paper: top1% (field and year normalized) highest cited papers = 100 points; top5% = 20; top10% = 10, 
top25% = 4; top50% = 2; lowest 50% = 1). This seems big differences between the percentile groups, but the probability 
of having a top1% paper is ten times lower than a top10% paper, and that is reflected in the scores. Measures based on 
percentiles have the advantage of not being affected by causes of bias in citation distributions (Rousseau 2005). In 
certain disciplinary areas, a few publications with very numerous citations otherwise boost the mean, which can result in 
70% of the articles in the area being below this mean (c.f. Campbell 2017 [STI 2017 paper], c.f. Thelwall 2019). 

Field delineation is maybe the most important issue here. After some experimentation with various approaches, we 
found that the suggested macro fields in the Science Metrix classification would fulfil the requirements that were 
needed, e.g. to distinguish a category of applied science fields. So, we had in the final round five different clusters 
(fields); humanities, social science and economics, applied sciences, health sciences, and natural sciences.  

The Results 

The about 15,000 papers with Swedish address and Swedish authors consist of about 32,000 article shares. The mean is 
a bit more than 2 authors per paper. Of these article shares, 7,400 are from papers written by a mixed gender team 
(1W&2M or 2W&1M). Almost 5,000 (4,784 papers) are written by women only in different constellations (1W, 2W, 3W, 
4W & 5W) and almost 20,000 (19,528) were authored by male persons only. This indicates that the selections of papers 
are to some extent similar to the distribution of papers over gender. In the overall data of Swedish researchers, there 
are about 40% women and 60% men for the total author shares (with a Swedish address). 
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If we now order the author constellations in terms of the average number of points per paper, we get the following list 
from the highest number of points per paper (3.8) to the lowest number of points per paper (2.2): 5M, 4M, 5W, 3M, 2M, 
1W, 1W&2M, 1M, 2W&1M, 2W, 3W, 4W. This clearly shows (with a few exceptions) that the more men, the higher the 
number of average points per paper, and the more women, the lower the average points per paper.  

And what when we look at the average quartile score of the papers in each of the gender author constellation groups? 
We score every paper in terms of the Journal Impact Factor quartile the journal where the paper is published in belongs 
to. Quartile 1 consists of the 25% journals with the highest JIF. Ordering the author constellations from low values which 
is based on mean quartile per paper than the JIF average for the female-dominated constellations. We get the following 
order from lower to higher: 1M, 1W&2M, 5M, 2M, 4M, 1W&2M, 3M, 4W, 2W, 2W&1M, 3W, 5W. This suggests that 
female-authored papers tend to end up in high impact journals. Consequently, we find that the publication venues are 
not the explanation to the pattern found regarding actual citations. 

Conclusions and discussion 

This leads to the conclusion that there seems a clear gendered order in that ‘male papers’ are more cited although they 
appear on average in lower impact journals than ‘female papers’. Why is this the case? Is it the effect of gender bias in 
journal review processes, leading to fewer review-based barriers, a sort of positive discrimination for ‘female papers’ in 
high impact journals? Or is there gender bias in citations implying that ‘female papers’ are taken less seriously? Or do 
women send papers to higher ranked journals resulting in fewer citations? To sort out the explanations is an issue for 
further research. 

At least two empirical issues need to be solved before the conference: First of all, we will attribute gender to the non-
Swedish co-authors, as we then have a much bigger sample. Above that, it is well known that internationally co-
authored papers are better cited and more often in ‘better’ journals. So including these papers may change the picture. 
Secondly, the data cover publications over a four-year period (2008-2012). In order to find out whether the patterns we 
found are referring to real selection phenomena, we will redo the analysis with a similar cleaned set of papers, covering 
Sweden between 2012 and 2015. 

Peter Van Den Besselaar and Ulf Sandström 

Field differences in gender bias: the ERC starting grants case 

Session 9B 

Introduction 

There is a longstanding discussion on whether gender bias influences grant selection processes, and the literature shows 
contradicting results. However, there are three main problems with most research: (i) Most studies explain in fact only 
differences between success rates of men and women. However, these success rates are only meaningful when taking 
possible quality differences of male and female researchers into account. If these exist, gendered differences in success 
rate could partly or fully an effect of those quality differences and not of gender bias. To solve this problem, we have 
collected data to measure various dimensions of past performance, which are included in the analysis. (ii) Most studies 
depend on information only about the successful applicants, but not on the rejected – as the latter data are generally 
accessible for investigators. However, in this study we do have the data about successful and rejected applications. (iii) 
Bias emerges from the decision-making process, and this is often done at the level of review panels. In contrast, most 
studies focus on a higher level of aggregation, such as the funding instrument, or at the level of the discipline. We 
include here an initial analysis at panel level. We do detect gender bias, in contrast to recent reviews. 

We answer the following questions:  

1. Does gender influence the panel score and application success? 

2. Do we find field differences in gender bias? 

3. Do panel characteristics influence the occurrence of bias? 
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In an earlier paper (presented at STI 2018 in Leiden), we presented the results for the life sciences. In this paper, we 
include the other disciplines within Physics and Engineering and in the Social Sciences and Humanities.    

Approach, data & methods  

We aim to predict the applicants scores and application success, using a set of independent variables related to 
performance (productivity, impact, previous grants, quality of the collaboration network) and to the person (age, 
nationality, research field, and of course gender). As decision-making on grants is done in panels, the effect of the panel 
is considered too – using multi-level approach.  

The following data were collected: 

- Age, gender, date of PhD, nationality, field of research 
- Earlier and current other grants. 
- Collaboration network 
- Median of the position (in the Leiden ranking) of the organizations in the network.  
- Position of the Host institution in the Leiden Ranking  
- Productivity (fractionalized) 
- Impact  
- Organizational proximity (cronyism) 
- Cognitive proximity 
- Panel review scores of the applications 
- Decision 

We investigate the 2014 ERC Starting Grant scheme, and have access to the relevant data about the 3,030 applicants 
(about 95 %) that gave informed consent. We selected this case, as it is the most prestigious grant that exist in Europe 
for early career researchers (up to seven years after the PhD), and it is expected to strongly contribute to career 
opportunities of those getting the grant. As the whole process is weakly formalized and codified, one may expect bias 
entering the selection process.  

We collected the bibliometric data for all applicants, which is the most labor-intensive task in the project. The unique 
nature of our data is that we can combine (advanced) bibliometric indicators with a large set of other variables.  

First findings 

We used the bibliometric indicators mentioned above, the variables on the quality of the network and the host 
institution, and the number of grants the applicant has already acquired. We also include whether a panel member is at 
the host institution of the applicant, and gender. In this abstract, we present some preliminary results. 

For the Life Sciences we find the following: 

- Running an ordinal regression, and after manually stepwise deleting variables that did not work, eight variables 
remained in the model, which resulted in a pseudo R-square (Nagelkerke) of 0.308. Table 2 shows the result. 

- Factors that help to get a better score are papers in high impact journals, the quality of the network, measured as the 
median ranking of the organizations in the network of the applicant, average number of international coauthors, and the 
number  top 10% most cited papers (fractionally counted). Negative works the average number of coauthors, as that 
may suggest a lower level of independence. Finally, we do find effects of sexism and nepotism: women score some 0.35 
points lower than male (on a five-points scale), and when the candidate has a panel with a panel member that is at the 
proposed host institution, this gives almost a 0.6 point bonus.      

- This means that from a performance perspective, only one variable plays a role (the number of top cited papers). The 
other variables that influence the score are reputation based (journal impact related; ranking related) and network 
based (number of (international) co-authors). Also, the number of earlier grants has a positive effect on the score; and 
these grants partly can be considered as performance, but at least also partly as reputation-related. Finally we find two 
bias factors: after controlling for the performance and reputation variables, sexism and cronyism still have an effect on 
the scores the applicants get.  
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- These results are on the domain level, but within the Life Sciences, 9 different disciplines are distinguished. And the 
gender bias patterns are not the same between the LS-disciplines. Gender bias in favor of men is in six of the nine 
panels, covering 78 % of the female applicants in the life sciences. The other three have bias in favor of women, with 
22% of the female applicants.  

For the Physics and Engineering (PE) domain, we find exactly the opposite (based on a sample of some 65% of the 
applicants). Although there are a few panels with gender bias against female applicants, the overall picture within PE is 
gender bias in favor of female applicants. 

Within the Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH), we find no gender bias at the SSH domain level, but this is the average 
of panels with gender bias in favor of women and panels with a bias against women. Also here the analysis uses a 
sample of 65% of the applicants at the moment. 

Currently we are redoing the analyses at the domain level, and we will do a multilevel analysis that includes the panels 
as a second level.  

Conclusions and further work 

Our first analysis shows that gender bias occurs in the life sciences, but not in all parts of the field in the same way. In 
most panels we find bias against women, but in three panels it is the opposite. The first analysis suggests that in physics 
and engineering the situation is the opposite, and the the social sciences and humanities it is mixed. In the paper we  will 
elaborate on these differences between the domains. What social and intellectual differences explain the differences in 
gender bias? 

Panels play an important role, therefore we will also include characteristics of the panel in the model. What panel 
characteristics do lead to gender bias? For example, we found a negative correlation between the number of female 
panel members and the female success rate. A multilevel analysis should bring new insights. 

Gita Ghiasi, Marc-André Simard, Iris Bourgault Bouthillier and Vincent Larivière 

How inclusive is AI? A bibliometric study on gendered scientific and technological development 

Session 9B 

Introduction  

The growing hype around artificial intelligence (AI) and its potential societal benefits have burgeoned a significant focus 
of government spending worldwide. In 2016, the AI market accounted for $4,065.0 million worldwide, and the forecast 
for 2025 is $169,411.8 million (Allied Market Research 2018). AI holds a huge promise to alleviate global concerns over 
global warming and healthcare access, providing advances in digital technologies (King and Roberts 2018; Nolan 2018). 
This notwithstanding, many scientists and policymakers have raised concerns about the ethical, societal and legal 
aspects of AI due to its fast-paced advancements, spanning from human-machine interactions and autonomous cars 
(Elsevier 2018). However, these ethical concerns mostly align with inequity from the perspective of the distribution of 
benefits from the use of AI and do not address inequity concerns related to the capacity for AI development and 
commercialization. Along these lines, the concerns over “inclusive AI” also revolves around the former rather than both 
aspects, which sheds light accounting for diversity (of gender, age, race, origin, etc.) in algorithms, datasets, and other 
learning mechanisms. This research tries to fill this void and address gender inequity concerns from the latter 
perspective: the scientific and technological development of AI. 

Objectives 

This study tries to address gender-related concerns around the scientific and technological development of artificial 
intelligence. It also provides a large scale, cross-country and disciplinary homogeneous gendered analysis of the 
scientific and technological productivity and impact of researchers involved in the development of the artificial 
intelligence technology. More specifically, this study maps to what extent women are involved in AI-related scientific 
and inventive activities by years, disciplines, high impact research, country and sector of affiliation, and collaboration 
types. Moreover, this study analyzes gender differences in the citation and journal impact AI-related articles when 
women are assigned to leading authorship positions.  
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Methods 

Article data is extracted from the Web of Science (WoS) database using the AI-related keyword dictionary (consulted 
with AI experts from the Institute for Data Valorisation (IVADO)) and patent data is extracted from the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) using the International Patent Classifications concordance for US class 708 (Data 
Processing: Artificial Intelligence). Field classification for articles is based on journals discipline by the U.S. National 
Science Foundation’s (NSF) Science and Engineering (S&E) classification scheme, which assigns each journal to only one 
discipline. Gender will be further assigned to authors and inventors using the universal and/or their affiliated country 
name and gender lists, including U.S. Census, WikiName, Wikipedia, African lists, France and Quebec lists and other 
country-specific lists (more details can be found in (Larivière et al. 2013)). Author’s affiliations and patent’s assignees will 
be further categorized into academic, governmental, and industrial sectors using the keywords introduced in (Ghiasi et 
al. 2015). Since the full name of authors is only available starting from 2008 in WoS (which is essential to assign gender), 
we analyzed AI-related publications from 2008 onward. 

This research relies on bibliometric indicators of scientific (and technological) output and impact and uses the number of 
scientific publications (and patents), normalized citations, and normalized journal Impact Factor (IF) to evaluate, 
respectively, scientific and technological productivity, scientific (technological) and journal impact. The proportion of the 
scientific (or technological) output of authors of each gender is defined as a fractional count of papers (or patents), 
according to which each author (or inventor) is given a 1/x count of authorships (or inventorships) where x account for 
the number of co-authors (or co-inventors) for which gender is assigned on given paper (or patent). This research 
defines authorship (inventorship) as these gendered fractions while being aggregated at country, discipline, and sector 
level. The citation impact of a paper (or patent) is measured as the average yearly number of citations received by a 
paper (patent) divided by the average yearly number of citations to all the papers from the same year, in the same 
discipline (or the same IPC) and of the same document type. The normalized journal IF is defined similarly, considering 
the IF of the journal in which a paper is published. 

Findings 

In this study we identified 69,675 total AI-related articles (from 2008-2017) and 83,520 AI-related patents (from 1976-
2016). Our findings reveal that women account for 23% of AI-related authorships. This share has constantly been 
increasing over the past few years (from 21% in 2008 to 25% in 2017) and is more pronounced in the field of Electrical 
engineering and electronics, applied mathematics, and neurology and neurosurgery. When women are in leading 
positions, either the first author or corresponding author, their publications are published in lower impact journals and 
receive lower citation rates. However, gender differences in journal ranks are less pronounced than those in citation 
rates. Most interestingly, women first-authored papers receive a higher rate of citations and are published in higher 
ranked journals than men first-authored papers, when the corresponding author (a proxy for supervisor of the research 
project) is a woman and vice versa. Our analysis of patents reveals that although there is a substantial increase in the 
number of patents, female inventorship is increased insignificantly (3% increase in 15 years). A higher share of women is 
involved in patents assigned to universities.  

Our results show that women are at a disadvantage when conventional scientific indicators (publication, patent and 
citation measures) are applied for evaluative purposes in the field of artificial intelligence. Although policy efforts around 
inclusive AI have become more significant in the science and technology discourse, initiatives to involve and retain 
women in AI R&D have not been effective. This study could serve as a baseline from which to strengthen gender 
mainstreaming in AI-related scientific and inventive activities. 
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Catherine Beaudry, Heidi Prozesky and Leila Tahmooresnejad 

Scientific production and impact in Africa – Does collaboration mitigate the gender bias? 

Session 9B 

Publishing, as a universal tool of measuring scientific production, remains a yardstick for academic promotion, even in 
academic contexts that do not appear to support research, as is often the case in Africa. African research currently 
accounts for a fraction – less than 3% – of scientific publications, much smaller than is desirable if the potential 
contribution of Africa’s researchers is to be realised for the benefit of its populations. At the same time, one of the most 
serious gaps that African universities need to close if African countries are to fully utilise their human potential is the 
gender gap in research participation. Globally, women account for a minority (28·8%) of the world’s researchers and 
approximately 24·0% of researchers in African countries.  

More importantly, and the focus of this paper, is the consistent finding globally that the scientific production of this 
minority of female researchers is lower than that for men. However, research on scientific production of researchers in 
Africa, especially in gender-disaggregated form, are scarce, partly because, until recently, women scientists were “so 
rare in Africa as to be nearly invisible.” 

A review of the literature shows that even after half a century of empirical research on gender differences in scientific 
production conducted in developed countries, no single explanation or group of explanations satisfactorily accounts for 
the phenomenon, aptly referred to by Cole and Zuckerman as “the productivity puzzle”. In our research, we compare 
the scientific production of men and women, and then, by controlling for a variety of publication- and gender-related 
variables, provide a more refined portrait of the production of women in relation to that of their male peers. As such, we 
respond to what has been referred to as “an urgent need for more gender-disaggregated data, and more refined 
statistical analysis”, to facilitate the formulation and implementation of effective institutional change strategies 
concerning gender equality in research participation and production. 

To provide a more refined portrait of the scientific production of women in relation to that of their male peers, we 
conducted a web-based survey in 2016 of individuals across all African countries that had co-authored at least one 
scientific article in a journal indexed by the Web of Science (WoS) in the preceding ten years. In total, 7,515 individuals 
responded, which constitutes a response rate of approximately 10%, once multiple email addresses of the same 
individual were excluded. When we removed individuals that are not working in Africa, and those that had not 
completed the questions relevant for this study, we were left with 5,032 valid and complete cases, of which, 3,263 are in 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics –STEM– (68·3%) or health scientists (31·7%). The respondents’ 
number of publications, mean normalised citation scores, number of co-authors were extracted from the WoS data for 
the period 2014-2016. In addition, we characterised the co-publication network of these individuals, using the data 
extracted to build the sampling frame – i.e. all the individuals with an African affiliation within WoS, and their direct co-
authors. Because of the very large number of individuals in the database, we built networks per domain (9 categories in 
STEM and health) and by field (2 fields – STEM and health). 

The resulting 3,263 valid questionnaires from STEM respondents were analysed using multivariate regressions on 
number of articles published in the preceding three years, and on their mean normalised citation score. Controlling for a 
variety of publication- and gender-related variables, we identified the factors that most affect scientific production, 
focusing on the moderating effect of gender.  
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Our results show that, while women’s scientific production is positively affected by age and collaboration, it is negatively 
impacted by number of children, care-work and household chores, as well as by limited mobility. When women devote 
the same number of hours to academic tasks and raise the same amount of research funding as their male colleagues 
do, they are as prolific. More importantly, the influence of children is temporary, as women “catch up” later on in their 
careers.  

Contrary to these unfavourable indicators, we find that the difference between men and women in regard to the 
amount of funds at their disposal is not significant. Hence our results do not give credence to the hypothesis that African 
women are less productive because of a lack of funding or because of the amount of time they devote to raising 
research funds; in fact, the more time women spend fundraising, the more productive they become, compared to their 
male colleagues. For all other academic tasks (teaching, supervision, research, administration), when men and women 
work an equal number of hours, the impact on scientific production is the same.  

While increased frequency of collaboration (with colleagues ranging from those in one’s own institution to international 
colleagues) contributes to increasing scientific production, both men and women perform equally given the same 
opportunities. In addition to self-reported collaboration, the social network indicators, degree centrality and 
betweenness centrality both reinforce the importance of collaboration. These do not however entirely mitigate the 
gender bias identified. In contrast, mobility does not appear to influence the number of papers published until we 
discriminate by gender (16): women who have not been mobile in the preceding three years are significantly less 
productive than both their male colleagues (whether they have been mobile or not) and their female mobile colleagues. 

The standard academic career model, relying on continuous publications and regular promotions, assumes a masculine 
life cycle that reinforces the general perception that women with discontinuous careers are less capable than their male 
colleagues are, and systematically disadvantages women. Our results lead us to argue that the solution resides beyond 
women’s empowerment, i.e. in the broader institutions of education and the family, which have an important role to 
play in fostering men’s equal contribution to household chores and care-work. 
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Session 9C: Policy Laboratory 

Pierre Delvenne and Hadrien Macq 

Breaking Bad with the Participatory Turn? Acceleration and Intensification of Participatory Experiments 

Session 9C 

This is a presentation for the Session Proposal: "Living Labs, Test Beds, and the experimental turn in innovation policy" 

In the last two decades, Science and Technology Studies (STS) scholars pointed at a ‘participatory turn’ in science, 
technology and innovation (Irwin 2001, Jasanoff 2003, Wynne 2006). Decisively informed by STS, participatory 
experiments across the world were usually framed against the limitations of technocratic approaches and traditional 
innovation processes, to allow for new forms of democratic engagement. In this paper, we adopt a ‘strong’ co-
productionist approach to examine the current evolution of participatory experiments in science, technology and 
innovation. We aim at understanding the relationship between current modes of participatory experiments and the 
political-economic context in which they develop. Along the traditional deliberative experiments of the so-called 
‘participatory turn’, participation is now also organized in a variety of collective experiments during which technologies 
are tested in real-world circumstances, i.e. in ‘Living- Labs’, ‘Fab-Labs’, or ‘hackathons’. Comparing three contrasting 
types of participatory experiments, we argue that the latter are currently shaped by a double trend of acceleration and 
intensification. In short, experiments are now often organized as intense events seeking to extract as much value as 
possible from participants. This trend indicates a broader shift in the way participation is imagined, designed and 
implemented, from participation in decision-making to participation in innovation-making as well as from civic values to 
productivist values. We conclude by examining the implications of the shifting paradigm of participatory experiments for 
the STS community and by reaffirming the need for ‘strong’ co-productionist studies of participation. 

Jack Stilgoe 

How experiments become futures: Social learning for self-driving cars 

Session 9C 

Self-driving cars are currently learning to drive. Alongside well-publicised developments in machine learning, this also 
involves a more complicated process of social learning. Understanding and governing the politics of this technology 
means asking ‘Who is learning, what are they learning and how are they learning?’ Crashes offer one window into the 
social complexities of a debate that is often presented as technical. On-road trials taking place in cities around the world 
can offer additional insights. These trials are sold as mere tests of technology, but they also set precedents and, if left 
unexamined, may write new rules of the road. ‘Self-driving’ or ‘autonomous’ cars are misnamed. As with other 
technologies, they are shaped by assumptions about social needs, solvable problems, and economic opportunities. 
Governing these technologies in the public interest means improving social learning by constructively engaging with the 
contingencies of machine learning. In this paper, I will report on my previous research on the chaotic self-driving 
experimentation that has already taken place and describe the approach of my team’s new project - Driverless Futures? 
- which has been funded by the ESRC began in January 2019. 

Kyriaki Papageorgiou and Carlos Cuevas 

Co-creating with robots: Testing knowledge and designing futures for our aging societies 

Session 9C 

This is a presentation for the Session Proposal: "Living Labs, Test Beds, and the experimental turn in innovation policy" 

Current research and innovation policies have been focused on how to tackle the challenges faced by our aging, human 
and nonhuman societies. A feared future scenario depicts a growing population becoming older, lonelier, and less 
independent, living in equally growing and decaying urban spaces. Against this scenario, robotic solutions are being 
developed and tested in experimental settings that intend to emulate realistic environments, such as “certified” test 
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beds, or in real environments such as public caring homes and urban sewer networks. In this presentation, we will 
examine different projects currently or recently supported by the European Commission oriented to the development of 
robots that are expected to solve problems of our aging societies. The presentation will pay detailed attention to the 
implementation and development of co-creation initiatives oriented to the design of sewer inspection robots, 
comprehensive geriatric assessment robots, and service robots for assisted living. By looking at these areas of 
application side by side, we intend to identify how similar concerns are experienced by different communities of 
practice. By examining these cases, we will contribute to address the questions of how are future societies and 
technologies imagined and tested through standardized co-creation instruments? What are the limitations of 
transferring these instruments across different areas of application? And how do these imagined scenario shape how we 
think about our aging societies? 

Mathieu Baudrin and Brice Laurent 

A Laboratory put to the Test. Experimenting with Self-Driving Cars and their Infrastructures 

Session 9C 

This is a presentation for the Session Proposal: "Living Labs, Test Beds, and the experimental turn in innovation policy" 

Autocampus is part of a regional initiative to extend aerospace and plane industry markets to Autonomous Vehicule (AV) 
technologies. Among the regional resources the Paul Sabatier scientific campus has been selected as a potential 
candidate for building collectively an AV’s experimental field. A consortium (University Laboratories, Compagnies, Public 
authorities) goes along with this project. The university want Autocampus to be a cooperative space based on an 
incremental infrastructure evolving through the contributions made by successive test : « Companies must not be seen 
as customers but as scientific contributor able to give us something in exchange of the access to our campus 
infrastructure » (Lab Director in charge of Autocampus).   

For example, an autonomous bus may have access to the campus but at a certain condition: becoming part of the test 
infrastructure itself. This autonomous bus would be a vehicle usable by other testers to test all kind of sensors and to 
collect various kind of data.  

How the consortium work with this idea of a cumulative co-creation process of test infrastructures ?  At the end, what is 
at test here? Is it the « AV technological bricks » or the infrastructure itself? Even the juridical status and the way 
institutions are associated in the project seems to be test. In this communication we will shows (1) that the 
infrastructures needed for tests are crucial components of co-creation, and (2) that the uncertainty about what is/will be 
tested and what serves/will serve as a platform for tests creates tension in the practical conduct of co-creation initiative. 

Sebastian Pfotenhauer, Alexander Wentland and Franziska Engels 

Testing future societies? Developing a framework for test beds and living labs as instruments of 
innovation governance 

Session 9C 

This is a presentation for the Session Proposal: "Living Labs, Test Beds, and the experimental turn in innovation policy" 

Test beds and living labs have emerged as a prominent approach to foster innovation across geographical regions and 
technical domains. Feeding on the popular “grand societal challenges” discourse and the growing insight that adequate 
policy responses to these challenges will require drastic transformations of technology and society alike, test beds and 
living labs represent an experimental approach to innovation policy that aims at once to test, demonstrate, and advance 
new sociotechnical arrangements in a model environment under real-world conditions. In this talk, I develop an analytic 
framework for this distinctive approach to innovation. Our research draws on theories from Science and Technology 
Studies (STS) and Innovation Studies, as well as in-depth empirical analysis from two case studies – an urban smart 
energy campus and a rural renewable energy network. Our findings suggest that test beds do not simply test a 
technology under real-world conditions. Rather, they equally “test” society around a new set of technologies and 
associated modes of governance based on particular visions of the future – occasionally against considerable resistance. 
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By making social order explicitly available for experimentation, test beds tentatively stabilize new socio-technical orders 
at the meso-scale in an “as-if” mode of adoption and diffusion. Symmetric attention to the simultaneous co-production 
of new technical and social orders sheds light on three characteristic frictions that test beds regularly face: (1) the limits 
of controlled experimentation due to messy social responses and co-creation activity; (2) tensions between learning 
from failure and public demonstration of success; (3) the opposing needs of local socio-cultural specificity and scalability, 
i.e. the inherent promise that the test bed outcomes can be generalized or transferred based on the presumed 
representativeness of the tested “model society” for a future society at large. Test beds and living labs thus create new 
opportunities and challenges for innovation governance and directed transformative change: Rather than envisioning 
test beds as low-regulation zones to drive innovation, they could be strategically deployed to co-develop socially 
desirable governance frameworks and laws in tandem with emerging technologies in real-time. This requires democratic 
processes to decide about the direction of societal change, consideration of how power is distributed within test beds, 
definition of criteria and consequences of test bed failures, and options for reversibility of test-bed arrangements. 
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Session 9D: Evaluation in Practice 

Ping Zhou, Xiaojing Cai, Wenjing Xiong and Xiaozan Lyu 

Government funding and international collaboration in scientific research 

Session 9D 

Government funding plays a significant role in the development of science, and have attracted extensive interests of 
academic community. Scientific discovery increasingly relies on wide-spread collaboration including international 
collaboration. Positive effect of either government funding or international collaboration has been proved in many 
studies. What might happen when both government funding and international collaboration are considered? This puzzle 
will be cleared up in the following questions: (1) What is the contribution of funded research to science in different 
countries? (2) What is the effect of government funding support on citation impact of different countries? (3) What is 
the role of international collaboration in different countries? Does authorship affect collaboration? (4) Is funding 
support bound to add up the effect of international collaboration?  

Data are extracted from publications indexed in the CWTS-licensed version of the Web of Science database (WoS) of 
Clarivate. To ensure representativeness of our study, we choose China, Brazil, South Africa, Germany, The Netherlands, 
and the US so as to represent publication activities of countries from Asia, South America, Europe and North America, or 
developing and developed countries. National funding agencies supporting basic research of the target countries 
including the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC), the National Council for Scientific and Technological 
Development of Brazil (CNPq), National Research Foundation of South Africa (NRF), German Research Foundation (DFG), 
The Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), and US National Science Foundation (NSF). These 
organizations are named as focal agencies in the later text. Funded publications are harvested from CWTS funding 
organization database originated from WoS index fields FO and FT. To clarify if funding support from the focal and non-
focal organizations generate different effect on citation impact, we further classify publications of a nation into two 
categories – publications funded by the focal agencies or non-focal agencies.  

Although highly productive, the area <em>Clinical Medicine</em> is not covered in the current analysis because it is not 
major area supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF). Thus, six subject categories including Basic Life 
Sciences, Biological Sciences, Chemistry & Chemical Engineering, Environmental Sciences & Technology, Mathematics as 
well as Physics & Materials Science will be our focal areas.  

To measure the effectiveness of funding or international collaboration, we use indicators measuring publication output 
including percentage of funded publications, top-1% highly cited publications. CWTS indicator Mean Normalized Citation 
Scores (MNCS) is used to measure citation impact. Citation window is variable. 

In view that effect of collaboration with developed countries in science might be different from that of collaborating 
with developing countries, we will analyze the effect of collaboration with developed and developing countries in 
science. Countries of Group 7 (i.e., Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States) 
are defined as developed countries, the rest as non-G7 countries. Collaboration with US will be analyzed individually 
because of its absolute leading position in science. 

The importance of funding support in scientific research has been proved in the current study. With absolute high 
percentage of publications supported by the focal agencies, China and Brazil have more centralized government 
resources supporting basic research than the rest four countries. The NSFC of China supports basic research in almost all 
areas, while in the US, the responsibility for supporting basic research is spread across the National Science Foundation 
(NSF), National Institute of Health (NIH), and Department of Energy (DOE). The percentage share of funded publications 
in all publications of a country has kept growing, and each country shows its own way of growth. China has the highest 
percentage of funded publications, and the percentage of NSFC in the funded total has kept growing, which is in stark 
contrast to the focal agencies in the other five countries, especially DFG and NWO with a decreasing share. In other 
words, Chinese researchers rely heavily on NSFC funding, whereas US, Germany, Dutch and South African scholars have 
more options in seeking funding supports. 

With regard to citation impact and top-1% highly cited publications, developed countries (i.e., The Netherlands, US and 
Germany) perform better than developing countries (i.e., South Africa, China and Brazil), and Netherlands performs 
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best. Funding support plays an important role in raising citation impact, although country variation exists. In supporting 
high-quality research in terms of citation impact, some focal agencies like NSF are more efficient than non-NSF funding 
support, some (i.e., NWO and NSFC) do not show much difference, and some (i.e., DFG, NRF, and CNPq) even are less 
efficient.  

The positive effect of funding support in raising citation impact of publications is further confirmed in OLS regression. 
Citation-raising effect of most of the focal agencies (i.e., NSFC, NSF, NWO and CNPq) are higher than that of non-focal 
agencies. Nonetheless, it is not true in German and South African situation. The situation in South Africa is most unique 
– there is no significant change of citation impact of publications funded by NRF whereas non-NRF funding can raise 
citation impact.  

Statistically, not all countries get benefit from international collaboration in terms of raising citation impact. The 
developing countries benefit more than the developed. Collaborating with developed countries especially the US can be 
a first option for choosing foreign partners. Although citation impact of the developed countries might be lowered in 
collaborating with developing countries, such collaboration still has values in complementing shortage of human 
resources and helping young scholars from developing countries grow in their academic career. Authorship in 
international collaboration matters significantly. Citation impact can be raised if collaboration is led by developed 
countries, and the opposite is true if the developing countries lead a collaboration. 

Situation would become more complex when both funding support and international collaboration are considered. The 
effect of focal-agency support is different from that of non-focal-agency support. Focal-agency support has significant 
impact in four countries – positive impact in the US and Germany and negative impact in China and Brazil, whereas non-
focal-agency support only affects two countries – positive in Brazil and negative in Germany.  

Jeffrey Alexander, Benjamin Anderson, Amy Witsel, Alison Sykes and Rainer Hilscher 

A Value Assessment Engine for International Space Station Research and Development 

Session 9D 

The International Space Station (ISS) is an orbiting platform operated jointly by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), European Space Agency (ESA), Japan Aerospace and Space Agency (JAXA), and Russian Space 
Agency. Among U.S. government research user facilities, the ISS is a unique asset. By providing experimentation in an 
environment where gravity is no longer a predominant force, the ISS can enable research investigations that cannot be 
performed in any other location. These investigations span the full range of R&D activities, from purely curiosity-driven 
basic research to applied research to experimental development. In addition, once the human crew is included as part of 
the ISS infrastructure, the facility accommodates studies across many disciplines, including physical sciences, biological 
sciences, biomedical research, and social science. This tremendous diversity—encompassing the studies conducted 
aboard the ISS and technologies developed to support the operation of the ISS itself—means that any measure of the 
value of the outputs of the ISS must also accommodate tremendous diversity. 

In 2017, the ISS Program Office at NASA Johnson Space Center commissioned RTI International to develop a system for 
identifying, tracking, and depicting the value of the results of research and development activities (R&D) conducted 
aboard or for the ISS. This paper summarizes our initial work to develop this system. Our approach first developed 
methods for gathering the evidence of the value contributed by the ISS. Starting with data from the ISS program on the 
research experiments conducted aboard the ISS, we collected and analyzed three types of R&D outputs:  scholarly 
articles, patents, and research datasets. Second, we reviewed existing literature on methods for generating measures of 
the value of each type of output. We then designed and produced different indicators of value, taking the three forms of 
evidence collected and visualizing summary information about that evidence base in ways that could address the 
interests of the ISS program management. 

Assembling the evidence base. The documents published by researchers about their work related to the ISS do not 
necessarily cite the ISS explicitly. Since the ISS Program provides a research platform but not funding, there is no policy 
requiring specific acknowledgement of the ISS Program or NASA in those documents. We constructed a highly-targeted 
Boolean keyword search to find both publications and patents likely to be attributable to ISS-based research. In the 
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process, we developed a classification system describing attribution of results to ISS research as a continuum. We also 
note current limitations on the ability to link the use and re-use of datasets to the ISS. 

Specifying research value. The value of research should be framed in terms that go beyond financial valuation. We 
examined the different pathways by which ISS research generates value for different communities of stakeholders. In 
the process, we derived important observations about the nonlinear relationship between the research and technology 
development and the value derived from related activities. 

Designing and generating visual indicators for research value. We developed a series of discrete interactive graphical 
representations of different aspects of value, derived from the metadata on ISS-hosted experiments and research 
outputs. We followed a systematic process for determining how such indicators could help ISS program management 
understand the nature of the portfolio of R&D activities associated with the ISS. The indicators we generated assist 
decision-making by ISS management while also informing stakeholders on different modes by which communities gain 
value from ISS research. 

In this paper, we explain (1) the different aspects of “value” generated by the ISS, (2) the methods developed to identify 
and analyze these three types of R&D output, and (3) novel indicators developed to provide a summary representation 
of different perspectives on the scientific and technical value of ISS R&D activities. 

Jeffrey Alexander and Benjamin Anderson 

Evaluating an Innovative Basic Research Program: The Case of the Emergent Phenomena in Quantum 
Systems Initiative 

Session 9D 

Philanthropic foundations contribute substantial funding for fundamental scientific research at universities and research 
institutions in the U.S., although the exact scale of that contribution is uncertain. (Kastner, 2018; Committee on National 
Statistics, 2016). Data show that the U.S. federal government provides the overwhelming share of funding for university-
based basic research. How can philanthropies generate a disproportionate impact from a smaller portion of the funding 
stream? In particular, could we expect that a fundamental research program with a novel design and operating model 
might be able to accelerate science and generate transformative progress in particular fields? 

In 2013, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation (the foundation) launched a funding initiative on Emergent 
Phenomena in Quantum Systems (EPiQS). The EPiQS Initiative provided $90 million in funding through 2019 to support 
research and related activities in the field of quantum materials. The central motivation for EPiQS is encapsulated in its 
“Theory of Change,” expressing how the initiative intends to make an impact on the field: 

“By providing top scientists with access to the best materials and experimental probes, the resources and freedom to 
innovate, and opportunities to collaborate, EPiQS will catalyze transformative change in the science of emergent 
phenomena in quantum materials.” 

In 2017, RTI International was commissioned by the foundation to conduct an external evaluation of the EPiQS initiative. 
The purpose of RTI’s evaluation was to: 

1. assess whether the strategies pursued by the EPiQS initiative were appropriate for achieving the desired outcomes 
and implemented effectively; 

2. identify the effects thus far of the EPiQS initiative’s strategies on the quantum materials field of research; and 

3. generate observations on the initiative and its consequences, and how that might inform future investments in this 
field (or in comparable fields of research). 

To do this, RTI engaged in three different streams of analysis: 

1. Our qualitative analysis used structured interviews and document review to construct a retrospective narrative and 
analysis of how the EPiQS initiative developed and how its activities progressed over the past six years, and synthesized 
the opinions and recollections of grantees and other key stakeholders. 
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2. Our quantitative analysis involved the deployment of a web-based survey to grantees and postdoctoral researchers 
supported by EPiQS. We gathered information about these individuals’ activities and attitudes related to the initiative, 
providing trends and patterns in how EPiQS affected their research activities and accomplishments. 

3. Our scientometric analysis, conducted primarily by our research partner Observatoire des Sciènces et Technologies, 
used both state-of-the-art and exploratory methods of bibliometric and text analysis to make inferences about changes 
in research topics, publication behaviors, and community development in the quantum systems field. 

Separately, the foundation engaged an international expert panel of leading scientists in quantum materials. That panel 
evaluated the quality and impact of the scientific research undertaken by PIs and to identify potential future areas for 
scientific investment. The results of the expert review were also incorporated into RTI’s evaluation. 

In this paper we review the methods used in the evaluation and how those led to key findings provided to the 
foundation. In particular, we found that: 

• EPiQS aided in establishing “quantum materials” as a distinct field of science. 

• EPiQS grew the pipeline of researchers entering the field of quantum materials research. 

• EPiQS raised the standing and significance of materials synthesis as a key part of the U.S. research community. 

• EPiQS contributed to decisions to hire new faculty in materials synthesis. 

• Other research sponsors are interested in supporting quantum materials research, especially in tandem with EPiQS. 

Our paper deals with the challenges of conducting a formative evaluation of a funding initiative where the scientific 
impact is likely to take decades to be realized fully. We also discuss what the evaluation revealed about the benefits of 
the novel design elements incorporated into EPiQS, and what we might learn from how philanthropic funders can work 
synergistically with government funders to enable the emergence of new fields and to produce potentially 
transformative research results. 

Arlette Jappe and Thomas Heinze 

Professional standards in bibliometric research evaluation?  A meta-evaluation of European 
assessment practice 

Session 9D 

Professional standards in bibliometric research evaluation?  

A meta-evaluation of European assessment practice 

Background and rationale 

Research organizations and research funding agencies have a growing demand for practicable methods of research 
evaluation, including metrics based on publication and citation data. Such bibliometric indicators remain controversial 
among the scientific communities affected by performance assessment, and there are presently no widely accepted 
methodological standards. In recent years, several studies have reviewed scientific developments in the area of 
evaluative citation analyses. However, there is little overview regarding which methods are actually used in bibliometric 
assessment practice. This gap is addressed in the present paper. 

In the literature, the expression ‘meta-evaluation’ is commonly used to denote systematic reviews of evaluation studies 
with regards to methodological quality and results. In the present study, we analyse the methodologies of existing 
evaluation studies from a meta-perspective. However, rather than evaluating published studies according to predefined 
methodological standards of good practice, our purpose here is investigate two main research questions. First, what 
were the prevailing methodological standards, referred to as professional de facto standards, in the field of research 
assessment practice during a certain period? Second, if certain de facto standards of bibliometric research assessment 
can be identified, which social actors have defined them? 
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This paper is part of a project conducted with the aim of understanding the development of bibliometric assessment 
methods from the perspective of Andrew Abbott’s sociological theory of professions. We selected this theory to 
investigate how particular methodological choices become socially established as professionally legitimate means of 
handling certain evaluation problems. More specifically, this framework is used to address the issue of professional 
control in bibliometric assessment. Applying Abbott’s terminology, the increasing demand for practicable and efficient 
assessment of academic performance constitutes a problem amenable to expert service. Research assessment is 
potentially within the jurisdiction of professional experts who can define the nature of assessment problems, and offer 
solutions that effectively address clients’ needs. A prior paper by the same authors investigated reputational control in 
the academic sector of evaluative citation analysis. 

Our initial assumption was that leading organizations within the expert field would be influential in defining professional 
de facto standards—first, because they have a high market share of assessment services and, second, because they 
serve as a legitimate role model that is imitated by other bibliometric experts. Our findings support this assumption but 
also highlight the importance of data access and data distribution for the operative establishment of de facto standards. 

Methods and Data 

The focus of this study is on the measurement of citation impact. We excluded other topics of bibliometric assessment, 
such as emerging research topics, research profiles, and international collaboration. Moreover, this investigation only 
includes ‘real’ evaluations, i.e. assessments conducted for purposes of decision-making in research policy or research 
management. We applied several complementary search strategies, and identified 82 individual studies published 
during the period 2005–2014, which evaluated either research organizations (RO) or research funding instruments (FI) 
from 14 European countries plus EU framework programs. We analysed the bibliometric design of each individual study 
using a scheme of 37 coding questions. Most items involved a nominal level of measurement, i.e. non-ordered 
qualitative characteristics, with some open items for more detailed descriptions. 

Results 

1. Bibliometric research assessment is most frequently used in the Netherlands, the Nordic countries, and Italy. 

We found instances of bibliometric evaluation in many European countries, but the most regular use of bibliometric 
assessments during the observation period was concentrated in a few countries. Approximately 60 % of the studies 
come frome the Netherlands, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark. 

2. The Web of Science (WoS) is the dominant database for the assessment of public research in Europe. 

The bibliometric evaluation of public research in Europe during the observation period was largely based on the citation 
indices contained in the WoS. Of the total sample set, 90% of studies relied on WoS, while only 15% used Scopus or a 
combination of WoS and Scopus. Some studies employed designated databases, such as PubMed or MathSCInet, but 
these alternative citation databases exist for only a few disciplines. 

3. Expert organizations invest in cleaning and improvement of WoS citation data and are able to set technical 
standards with respect to data quality. 

Raw citation data as provided by WoS or Scopus require considerable processing before they are adequate for the 
assessment of authors and research organizations. The main issues are the ambiguity of author names and institutional 
addresses as well as the unambiguous assignment of authors to research institutions. Expert organizations such as the 
Dutch CWTS and the Norwegian NIFU, but also the Italian CNR-IASI, the German Max Planck Society and the German 
Competence Center Bibliometrics currently deal with this situation by buying raw data from database providers 
(Clarivate Analytics, formerly Thomson Reuters, sometimes complemented by Scopus Elsevier) and constructing in-
house databases with improved data quality. 

4. Field averages are the most frequent frame of reference for citation impact in professional evaluation studies. 

In order to analyse how the frame of reference was conceived in bibliometric studies, we analysed their evaluation 
objects and choice of metrics in more detail. Concerning evaluation objects, ROs were differentiated according to scale 
(number of institutes or universities) and scope (mono- vs. multi-disciplinary), while FI were distinguished according to 
funding units (research projects, scientists, ROs, portfolios). Concerning the choice of metrics, we distinguished impact 
metrics based on “international field averages” from impact metrics based on “national rankings” and “other”. Metrics 
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of the type “international field averages” are is used in 65 % of the study sample. National rankings are used only in the 
evaluation of Italian university departments. Other frames of reference include mainly journal impact based measures 
and h-type indices, but also some quasi-experimental group comparisons.  

5. The WoS classification of science fields (SCs) functions as a de-facto reference standard for research 
performance assessment. 

Among 69 studies that used some form of field normalization, 84 % rely on the WoS classification of science fields (WoS 
subject categories), and an additional 3 % used the related Essential Science Indicators classification by Clarivate 
Analytics. The Scopus science classification is mentioned mainly in the Italian VQR reports. 13 % of field normalizations 
are based on self-defined journal sets, or keywords in combination with self-defined journal sets. To date, alternative 
field taxonomies proposed in the academic literature have had little influence. It can be concluded that the WoS 
classification of science fields has attained the status of a de facto reference standard.  

Significance 

The theoretical framework used raises questions regarding professional control over citation data and bibliometric 
indicators. Abbott asks how corporate control of expert commodities (in this setting, citation databases) will affect the 
future development of professional knowledge and practice. It seems likely that an open-access regime of citation 
databases would support the development and broad diffusion of more sophisticated bibliometric techniques for 
research assessment. Therefore, it seems promising to explore more explicit connections between methodological 
debates in evaluative bibliometrics and the ongoing open access transformation of the scientific publication system. 
Further research and policy discussions should focus on whether and how open access to citation data could be 
provided in Europe. 
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Session 9E: Technologies Emerging Globally 

Jennifer Woolley and Nydia Macgregor 

Timing of Science, Technology, and Innovation Policy for Country-level Innovation 

Session 9E 

Innovation is a policy imperative in many countries, backed by large budgets and considerable public attention. Science, 
technology, and innovation policies (STI policies) comprise a variety of government initiatives designed to support basic 
research, innovation and commercialization of inventions (Lundvall and Borras, 2005; Woolley and Rottner, 2008).  
Governments institute STI policies to heighten innovation and economic growth (Gault, 2011; Schot and Steinmueller, 
2018; Flanagan et al., 2011; Morlachi and Martin, 2009) and cultivate new markets (e.g. Uyarra et al., 2014). As 
governments evaluate ways to become technology leaders, knowing when to enact STI policies has increased in salience.  

  The timing of policy implementation has largely been neglected in the literature. Determining the optimal moment for 
policy implementation poses significant challenges to policymakers since STI policies require long-time horizons for 
assessment (Jaffe, 2011).  This begs the question: Do countries that enact STI policies earlier during the emergence of a 
nascent technology see greater innovation?  This research examines the advantages and disadvantages of enacting STI 
policy investments early in a nascent domain of activity.  We apply the first–mover perspective to STI policy to gain 
insight into policy timing.  We then examine the consequences of STI policy timing in nanotechnology across 53 
countries.  Lastly, we discuss theoretical contributions and policy implications.   

Background  

STI policy encompasses government programs sponsoring scientific research, technology development, and innovation 
commercialization. Recent work has begun to examine the influence of policy timing.  Woolley and Rottner (2008) find 
that U.S. states with the first STI policies for nanotechnology had higher rates of nanotechnology-related 
entrepreneurship.  Beaudry and Allaoui (2012) found an exponential relationship over time between STI funding and 
related academic scientific productivity. Further, Ruan and colleagues (2014) show that STI policies co-evolves along 
with industry growth. These studies suggest that temporal dimensions affect the outcomes of STI policy initiatives, but 
the area remains under-examined in terms of innovation.   

First-mover Advantage Perspective & STI Policy 

First-mover firms are pioneers that enter a market earlier than other firms.  Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) 
proposed that firm-movers may earn higher economic profits than other firms due to the advantages of technological 
leadership, scarce asset preemption, and heightened buyer switching costs (see also Suarez and Lanzolla, 2007). First-
movers are also susceptible to four types of disadvantages: free-ridership, technological uncertainty, enabling new 
entrants, and incumbent inertia.   

 Analogous to first-mover firms, first-mover STI policies are pioneering public policy initiatives that jurisdictions 
(e.g. city, state, region, or country) enact before others to stimulate progress in a nascent science, technology, and 
innovation domain. As forerunners, first-mover STI policies support technologies at their earliest stages to increase the 
innovative output of the area. In contrast, later-stage policies tend to support incremental technological change and 
development. Not surprisingly, the foundation provided by successful first-movers is likely to influence the attributes of 
these later-stage policies. By applying the first-mover perspective to STI policy, we shed light on some temporal 
dynamics that previous research has left unexamined. 

Advantages of First-Mover STI Policy  

As with firms, jurisdictions with first-mover STI policy may benefit from technological leadership.  Early policies support 
basic scientific research when the specific avenue of research that will succeed is unknown. First-mover STI policies, 
therefore, often support a broad base of research and innovation (see Van de Ven and Garud, 1993) that can create a 
forerunner stronghold of tacit knowledge and intellectual property. First-mover jurisdictions may enable the lock-in of 
critical scare assets ahead of other areas, particularly if the asset is married to the geographic area or is difficult to.  
Organizations within those jurisdictions may benefit from lower switching costs through a reduced likelihood that firms 
or human capital will relocate (Pierson, 2000). 
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Disadvantages for First-Mover STI policy  

Similar to first-mover firms that endure free-riders, early STI policies expend considerable resources to launch 
infrastructure for further innovation development (Van de Ven, 1983).  Those areas enacting later-stage policy may 
benefit by not needing to make as many investments, instead exploiting (or free-riding) the resources and systems 
developed by first-movers.  The inherent uncertainty surrounding emerging technologies poses other disadvantages for 
first-mover locations if they fund technology that fails to develop.  Likewise, policymakers may offer ineffective policy 
solutions as they struggle to identify the appropriate support for the new domain (Flanagan et al., 2011).  The lack of 
legitimacy for new technological arenas constrains policymakers and their policies. Relatedly, nascent technologies are 
understood by fewer people leading to HR struggles. Those areas with first-mover STI policy can suffer from incumbent 
inertia by applying outdated approaches to an emerging field.     

Methods 

To gain insight into the role of timing in STI policy on the emergence of a nascent technology, we focus on national STI 
policies that support nanotechnology development established between 1981 and 2012.  These data were gathered 
from over 20,000 pages of archival data from over 1,000 documents and websites. In total, 53 countries were identified 
to have STI policy initiatives for nanotechnology before 2012.  Country innovation level was measured by the country’s 
share of worldwide nanotechnology patents derived from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, European Patent Office 
and OECD.  Independent variables include: year of the country’s first national nanotechnology initiative; the amount of 
government nanotechnology STI funding by each nation in 1990; the nation’s nanotechnology STI funding in 2003. 
Several economic controls were included. We estimated generalized linear models using logit.   

Results & Discussion 

First-movers countries had higher related patenting activities. Whether we consider the year of STI policy “entry” or the 
level of investment, the findings remain qualitatively the same. Moreover, the amount of early investment was not as 
important as simply enacting early STI policy. Thus, first-mover advantages occur when STI policy begins before the 
technological uncertainty resolves, but the amount of the early investment is less important than simply being active in 
the fledging domain. 

Countries with later STI policy saw greater cumulative and long-term patenting. Thus, countries need not invest 
relatively higher amounts than others to reap late-mover benefits. Funding spent later in the development of a new 
domain garners greater innovation output than earlier funding. Together, these results reveal that the disadvantages of 
later-stage STI policy initiatives may be attenuated by higher amounts of funding. The effects of early and late STI 
policies are not simply additive. Countries with high amounts of nanotechnology STI funding in both 1990 and 2003 had 
lower nanotechnology patenting. These models indicate a later-mover advantage that is greater than the first-mover 
advantages.  

With globalization, firms easily move innovation activities offshore.  Policies directly influence the infrastructure and 
environmental munificence available to firms and are important for managers to consider. Firms working on nascent 
sciences and technologies may want to locate in countries with early STI initiatives; whereas firms focusing on 
applications or sub-field of new technologies may find other countries with later, specific STI policies to be more 
supportive.  

This paper attempts to further the discussion about the temporal dynamics of STI policy by exploring its advantages or 
disadvantages in a nascent domain.  We advance theory, provocatively using the first mover advantage perspective to 
consider the influence of the timing of STI policy on innovation.  By better understanding the temporal elements of STI 
policy, policymakers may more effectively support the advancement of technology and foster innovation systems within 
their region. 

Diran Soumonni, Susan Cozzens, Pablo Catalan, Rider Foley and Thomas Woodson 

Boundary Work and Transversality: A Framework for the North-South Governance of Emerging 
Technologies 

Session 9E 
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Background 

The US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) set in motion a large-scale and long-term investment in nanotechnology 
bolstered by promises of commercial and societal potential across the globe (Roco 2001). This enthusiasm coalesced in 
the “next industrial revolution” and raised the prospects for a new “techno-economic paradigm” (Drechsler 2010, Perez 
2012). That zeal was not restricted to the Global North as nations in the Global South, such as South Africa (RSA 2006). 
Many highlighted the potential benefits for societal challenges in the Global South (Salamanca-Buentello, 2005).  

However, the outcomes have not been commensurate with either the promise or the scale of the developmental 
challenge. Many researchers have argued that nanotechnology-based innovation is widening socio-economic disparities 
when the relevant communities are not explicitly included in the process (Invernizzi and Foladori 2006). This motivates 
us to ask: What theoretically-informed diffusion models might enable emerging technologies to better address 
developmental challenges in the Global South? How might North-South knowledge exchanges elucidate opportunities 
for improving living standards?   

Theoretical Grounding 

Our study engages with two theories: transversality from innovation studies, and boundary work derived from science 
and technology studies (STS). Innovation systems can be analyzed at the macro level (national innovation systems), 
meso level (sectoral, regional, technological systems), or at the micro level (private firm or organization). The concept of 
“transversality” offers a way to analyze a multi-level innovation system that may promote the diffusion of technologies 
through the interaction of various actors in diverse settings Cooke (2012). The notion of transversal governance in the 
public policy literature, however, integrates aspects of sub-national, national and transnational levels in a primarily 
consensus-oriented, rather than state or market-driven manner (Paquet 1999). Our first proposition is the existence of a 
“transversal innovation system” with developmental outcomes as a primary goal.  

The second concept of boundary work was first introduced by Gieryn (1983). It attributes certain methods, values, types 
of knowledge and the organization of work that is within “science”, while socially differentiating it from other activities 
that are deemed to be “non-scientific”. Gieryn (1983) did not consider contexts where the asymmetry of privilege 
between “elite” professionals and other knowledge holders in non-industrial settings is so wide that the “defeated 
knowledges” of the latter are generally undermined to the detriment of livelihoods and life styles – thus the need to 
acknowledge “alternative sciences” (Visvanathan 2006). We adopt the  perspective of Juma and Ojwang (1989) that 
technology from the informal sector in the Global South and its reciprocal integration with modern industry, represents 
a legitimate pathway for innovation in the Global South. Our second theoretical proposition is that a “transversal 
innovation system” is a system that bridges the bifurcation between socio-technical know-how in industrial settings and 
its manifestation in “resource poor” settings. This offers a framework with  a vertical governance dimension, which cuts 
across local, regional, national, and international realms and horizontal dimension, which traverses the boundary 
between “low tech” and “high tech” knowledge for developmental purposes.  

Methods 

A 10-year research program on nanotechnology, equity, equality and responsibility was originally driven by Georgia Tech 
and Arizona State University researchers to understand the differential impact of nanotechnology research on societal 
outcomes in the US and the Global South Africa. Publications between 2002 and 2017 identified cases and then 
interviews, observations, and site visits gathered rich qualitative data. The cases involve US-based nanotechnology 
researchers working with Global South researchers and artisans to address clean water challenges.  

Findings 

The bibliometric analysis of publications update findings from (Cozzens et al. 2013). Interview data findings with 
Mexican, South African and US researchers revealed counter-intuitive innovation processes. One case reveals 
governance challenges across multiple system levels. Another shows how commercialization opportunities were sought 
for “niche” applications for affluent customers in the Global North, rather than for the Global South. US nano-scientists 
were interested in advancing the frontiers of knowledge in their disciplines, yet were also inspired by solving water 
challenges in the Global South.  

Case 1: South Africa – Nano-enabled tea bag water filter. Although the innovation was first identified as useful in poor 
communities in South Africa, commercialization efforts re-aimed it at niche applications for “nature sport” practitioners 
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in Europe. This shift reflects transversality in the vertical dimension, albeit through “reverse” (Global South to North) 
innovation. Transversality in the horizontal dimension was based on finding an application in another sector (sports), but 
it did not have any “low tech” dimension.  

Case 2: South Africa – Nanomembrane brackish groundwater treatment plant. It was implemented at a school in a 
village in the Northwest Province. The vertical dimension of transversality was therefore demonstrated (diffusion within 
the water sector and from national-level research to the village level) but the project was not sustained due to 
challenges associated with governance at multiple levels. There was no evidence of transversality in the horizontal 
dimension. 

Case 3: USA – Nano-enabled ceramic water filter solution partly developed in the US was implemented in two South 
African provinces, thereby demonstrating the vertical dimension of transversality. Horizontal dimension also 
demonstrated through the leveraging of South African potters’ skills for making the filters. This is the only case with a 
solution that is not patented. However, this case was based on a US researcher who established a not-for-profit 
organization in South Africa to diffuse the team’s nanotechnology-enabled point-of-use clean water solution. The 
original set of South African researchers with whom they collaborated, work on infectious diseases rather than on water. 
The know-how for manufacturing the ceramic water filters came in part from women potters in a Northern Province of 
South Africa, who make clay pots for ornamental purposes. 

Case 4: USA – Nano-dust solution developed in the US for cleaning Arsenic in contaminated water was implemented in a 
pilot project in Mexico. Vertical dimension of transversality was demonstrated although evidence of sustainability is yet 
to be determined. Furthermore, knowledge exchanges between US and Mexican nano-researchers were established. 
However, there is no evidence of the horizontal dimension of transversality, whether in the high tech domain or with 
respect to “low tech”.   

Case 5: South Africa (Possibly) – Non-nano case involving Durban latrine. The municipal water company was charged 
with providing a standard amount of clean water free to Zulu households in a remote suburb. The Afrikaaner water 
engineer respectfully worked with the multiple wives in the Zulu families to create cisterns that respected family 
relationships and filled overnight with “city water.” The working relationship allowed adjustment of ventilated pit 
latrines for these households as well, greatly reducing the risk of cholera epidemic for the whole city of Durban. Local 
Zulu workers were trained in the relevant skills as part of the project.   

Significance 

This work furthers reconciliation efforts between Innovation Studies and STS (Martin 2012). Integrating transversality 
and boundary work offers a framework that traverses the Global South-North) in the vertical dimension with the 
horizontal dimension attending to knowledge exchange between “frontier” science and local knowledge. Theoretically, 
the concept of “boundary work” from the STS literature is expanded in a manner that enables us to reflect on what 
constitutes “science” and “non-science” as it relates to development collaboration between “high tech” university-based 
researchers and “low tech” community-based practitioners. This study offers suggestions for future research that 
addresses our broader concerns about nanotechnology and development. 

Henning Kroll and Peter Neuhäusler 

Regional Technological Systems in Transition - Effects and Development of Technological Portfolios in 
China 

Session 9E 

In recent years, the degree of variety and relatedness in regions' technological portfolios has received increasing 
attention as a determinant of techno-economic pathways and thus, ultimately, options and rationales for regional 
development (Isaksen & Trippl, 2016; Grillitsch, Asheim, & Trippl, 2018). Since Frenken et al. first proposed the notion of 
related variety (Frenken et al. 2007) in the industrial space various methodologies to capture technological diversity and 
relatedness have been further developed and arrived at a notable level of sophistication (Hidalgo et al., 2018; Balland et 
al., 2018). 
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Empirically, however, most research in this area has remained based on evidence from Europe or the United States. 
There is some evidence on China but - with a view to  Boschma and Capone's (2015) findings on the strong role of 
institutions - it must remain uncertain if even its more fundamental propositions, that have become accepted as 
common ground (Content and Frenken, 2016), will apply under emerging economy  conditions. While the existing 
literature never made active claims towards universality, an exploration of existing assumptions' relevance in the 
Chinese context thus seems of sufficient importance on its own, as the world's second largest economy transitions from 
an externally to an internally driven mode of development. As economic transition and institutional difference hardly 
affect China alone, efforts to understand the applicability of central propositions of the existing literature in the Chinese 
context merit attention. 

Against this background, this paper will analyse the role of established, basic aspects of regional variety under the 
framework conditions of an emerging economy. Different from earlier studies that mostly consider patent activities as a 
variable dependent on variety in the industrial or product space (Castaldi, Frenken, & Los, 2015; Kogler, Rigby, & Tucker, 
2013), our work follows the recommendation put forward by Content and Frenken (2016) by establishing patterns of 
variety in the technological space as well as their fit with the regional economy, to later refer them back to regional 
economic performance and development.  

Intentionally, it seeks to analyse those effects for an economy that remains differently positioned in global value chains 
than Western economies (Fu et al., 2012; Liefner and Wei, 2014) and, over the past two decades, has experienced 
fundamental economic and institutional transformation (Breznitz & Murphree, 2011; Peyman, 2018). Adding to ongoing 
shifts in the regional balance of its innovation system (Fan, 1995; Liu, Gao, & Wang, 2018; Liu & White, 2001; Kroll, 
2016), moreover, several of its provinces are now moving dynamically towards an innovation-driven mode of 
development (Liu et al., 2018). In this fundamentally different and dynamic context, technological variety may have 
(had) very different origins and thus implications than in Western market economies. Moreover, its relevance should be 
strongly contingent on the presence of a regional "fit" between technological and sectoral activities that allows 
technological achievements to trigger effects in the regional economy (Liu et al., 2018). 

Overall, there are thus two main reasons why China constitutes a relevant study case. First, China's past trajectory 
suggests distinct relations between technological variety and economic development that should help us to put 
established assumptions in perspective. Second, recent literature on China seems to imply that new sources of 
technological variety may be increasingly emerging, motivating a closer investigation if that is truly the case. 
Methodologically, it will do so in a threefold manner. 

First, by developing standard variety measures on an entropy basis, a more advanced coherence measure based on 
patterns of co-patenting and a measure of regional fit between technological and economic as well as scientific and 
technological structures. To the authors' knowledge, this information has so far not yet been available for the 
technological space in China. 

Second, by mapping those across China's provinces, including a detailed cluster analysis taking into account the various 
different aspects of regional technological portfolios outlined above. This allows us to gain a more structured 
understanding of China's provinces regional innovation systems as well as their general positioning on techno-economic 
development pathways. 

Third, by analysing in panel models if these diverse aspects of China's regions' technological portfolio have during the 
2007-2016 period meaningfully related to regional GDP levels and regional GDP growth. Furthermore, we will explore to 
what extent the increasing emergence of certain types of variety have been dependent on specific characteristics of 
China's regional economies in post crisis technological uptake period following 2011. 

The comparatively clear finding of our research is that established wisdom on the role of technological variety does not 
seem to be applicable in the entirely different economic context of China. The GDP level depends positively on general 
specialisation, not variety. Nonetheless, there are first traces that the overall situation may be changing with economic 
growth reacting positively to technological diversity (advanced measure) and urban, science-based environments 
demonstrating increasing tendencies to develop related variety (entropy measure). Additionally, we find clear indication 
that the fact whether regional technological activities match the profile of local industries do influence its observable 
effect on both GDP levels and GDO growth notably. 
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These findings are relevant for future research from a twofold perspective. First, they underline that while prior research 
has revealed an important general principle of regional path development, its relevance remains strongly context 
specific. At earlier stages of economic development, different development logics may apply and in countries positioned 
differently in global value chains and with different institutions, other factors may superimpose local trajectories.  
Second, it underlines that irrespective which processes are at play, their effect remains contingent on the local economic 
context into which they are placed. Even our first, sketchy consideration of this aspect through local "goodness of fit" 
variables illustrates this point very clearly. 

Ajinkya Kamat, Ambuj Sagar and Venkatesh Narayanamurti 

The evolution of transnational R&D: the case of US MNEs and India and China 

Session 9E 

Background: 

With globalization transforming the the global economic landscape over recent decades, multinational enterprises 
(MNEs) are key drivers of globalization and major players in the global innovation landscape. In 2015-16, the world’s top 
100 R&D-investing MNEs accounted for more than a fifth of the global expenditure on R&D [calculations based on (R&D 
magazine 2016) and (EU Scoreboard 2015)]. Especially over the last two decades, MNEs have been expanding their 
research and development (R&D) activities beyond North America, Western Europe, and Japan to developing countries. 
Globally, US MNEs dominate the MNE R&D activities: one in every three of the world’s top 2500 R&D-investing 
companies is a US MNE, significantly more than any other country (EU Scoreboard, 2015).  

Particularly since the turn of the century, India and China have become two of the most attractive destinations for MNE 
R&D investments and their new R&D centers (Kekic, Lofthouse, & Whyte, 2004; UNCTAD, 2005). In both of these 
countries, US MNEs are dominant players in the MNE R&D landscapes. Studies on the globalization of R&D typically 
focus on international trends in MNE R&D investments or in patenting by MNEs, or they focus on R&D activities of MNEs 
in a specific country along with the implications for that country (with some studies focusing on a specific industry sector 
within a country). 

In addition to exploring patterns in the R&D activities of US MNEs and their shift towards developing countries, this 
paper presents a comparative assessment of the MNE R&D landscapes in India and China -- two countries which have 
become more attractive destinations for R&D activities of US MNEs than many developed countries. 

Data: 

To explore transnational patterns in the US MNEs’ R&D activities, we use data related to their R&D investments (an 
input to R&D activities), patents from their R&D activities outside the US (a proxy for outputs of inventive R&D), and 
other key innovation indicators. To discuss the evolution of MNE R&D landscapes in India and China, we use a number of 
indicators related to R&D investments by US MNEs in the two countries across industry sectors as well as patenting 
activity in and from the two countries (i.e. patents filed by Indian and Chinese organizations and MNEs at Indian and 
Chinese patent offices as well as outside these countries). This paper utilizes quantitative data from various sources, 
such as the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, USPTO, UNESCO, and OECD, along with interviews of researchers and 
research managers in industry and universities, as well as literature on MNE R&D and, broadly, on innovation systems in 
India and China. 

Results: 

We show that US MNEs’ R&D investments have shifted towards emerging economies of India and China, much more 
than other developing countries. While Canada, Germany, and UK remain the top locations for these R&D investments, 
their share in US MNEs’ global R&D investments has declined, while India's and China's has increased.  

Comparative analysis of the MNE R&D landscapes in India and China reveals three key findings. First, consistent with the 
literature on globalization of R&D, enormous growth of the research ecosystem and market opportunities in China can 
explain why it is a prominent destination for US MNEs’ R&D investments. On the other hand, although the scale of the 
research ecosystem and market in India is much smaller than China (but comparable a few other developed countries), 
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both the countries receive equivalent R&D investments from US MNEs. In fact, Indian R&D centers of US MNEs 
contribute to more US patents than the R&D centers in any country other than the US.  

Second, US MNEs’ R&D investments in both India and China are concentrated in two industry sectors namely the 
professional, scientific, and technical services and the manufacturing sector (within manufacturing specifically the 
computer and electronics products and the chemicals manufacturing subsectors). While India receives more R&D 
investments in the services sector, China is ahead in the manufacturing sector. 

Third, MNE R&D activities have a significant share in inventive R&D in both the countries, more so in India than in China. 
85% of all US patents with India-resident inventors filed during 2010-2014 were owned by foreign (not Indian) MNEs, 
whereas only 47% of such patents with China-resident inventors were owned by foreign (not Chinese) MNEs. 8 out of 
the top 10 organizations, which owned the largest number of the patents with India-resident inventors, were MNEs. In 
contrast, the corresponding number for China was 2 out of the top 10 organizations. A significant number of patents co-
owned by Chinese organizations with foreign MNEs indicate the prevalence of joint-ventures between Chinese firms and 
foreign MNEs. The number of patents co-owned by Indian firms with foreign MNEs is negligible. 

Discussion: 

We further explore the determinants of some of these patterns through interviews of researchers and heads of MNE 
R&D centers in India and researchers at Indian universities. They point to the interplay between a few factors that have 
made India and China equally attractive to MNE R&D activities, despite significantly different scales of innovation 
ecosystems and market opportunities in the two countries: 

-  Foreign direct investment policies in India let MNEs retain majority or full ownership of their subsidiaries and hence 
intellectual property, whereas China’s policy emphasizes joint-ventures with and technology transfer to Chinese firms. 

-  The intellectual property (IP) laws, their enforcement, and overall lower propensity of IP laws in India, compared to 
China, is one reason why MNEs favor R&D in India. 

-  English being a common language of instruction in higher education and of business communication in India, the 
Indian R&D centers of MNEs do not experience language gap with their counterparts in the US and Europe; in China such 
language gap is more likely. 

-  The growth of market and research ecosystem in China, however, seem to counteract the factors discussed above and 
provide enough motivation for US MNEs to invest heavily in R&D in China. Given the much larger manufacturing 
ecosystem in China, which serves Chinese as well as global market, Chinese affiliates of US MNEs generate significantly 
higher sales in the manufacturing sector than the Indian affiliates. 

These findings and insights are valuable for policy makers, particularly the R&D funding agencies, administrators of 
higher education and research institutes, and domestic industrial enterprises in India and China to facilitate exchange of 
knowledge, technology, and financial and human resources, among the MNE R&DCs and the rest of the innovation 
systems in these countries. There are also considerable prospects for MNEs to diversify their research portfolio in the 
rapidly growing Indian and Chinese innovation systems. 
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Session 9F: Space Policy 

Miles Lifson and Danielle Wood 

Influence of Commercial Satellite Operator Data Sharing and Emerging Space Nation Stakeholder 
Preferences on Space Traffic Management System Architecture 

Session 9F 

Space sustainability and mechanisms for the coordination of space traffic are drawing increasing attention from the 
associated technical and policy communities. This presentation discusses work to understand the needs of two key 
stakeholder groups, commercial satellite operators and nations with emerging space programs. It then analyses how 
their preferences influence and constrain the design-space for a space traffic management (STM) system. Work is 
underway to begin designing a U.S. STM system, which will powerfully influence subsequent efforts to integrate STM 
globally.  The conclusions of this work help assess the usefulness of different strategies for STM coordination to inform 
future research, uncover inherent system design trades, and promote the development of a more just and effective 
system.  

Background and rationale 

The use of the Earth’s orbits for satellite operations is a classic environmental commons problem.  All nations have an 
equal right to access and use outer space under international law, but orbiting satellites occupy a portion of finite orbital 
volume, with certain orbits being particularly desirable due to inherent physical properties. When satellites collide, or 
fail to be disposed of responsibly at end of life, they produce long-lived orbital debris which poses a collision risk for 
other satellites. This debris and the need to expend fuel maneuvering to avoid potential collisions are negative 
externalities associated with use of the space commons. Coordination to avoid collisions also requires sharing 
information about a satellite’s properties, operations, and intentions, which many national security and commercial 
operators are reluctant to do. 

Increasing demand from current and emerging space actors, plans for novel very large constellations of satellites, and 
clear consequences from past debris generation events have motivated global recognition that existing regulatory and 
coordination structures are inadequate to safely handle the projected increase in space traffic. Work towards STM is 
ongoing at both technical and policy levels, within the U.S. and internationally. Nevertheless, a variety of factors make 
such work incredibly challenging. As space sustainability expert Brian Weeden argues, “space traffic management is a 
‘super wicked’ public policy problem that involves balancing an indefinable set of technical, legal, and economic 
variables; conflicting interests and worldviews of many stakeholders; and a complex political environment with diffuse 
responsibilities and authorities.” 

Methods 

The systems architecture framework provides a useful mechanism to understand and design complex engineer systems.  
Developing from systems engineering work for the aerospace and semiconductor industries in the mid-20th century, the 
framework decomposes complex problems and associated system designs into objectives, stakeholders, forms, and 
functions. Prior work by the author has applied the systems architecture framework to STM and identified two major 
gaps in the literature with significant impacts on ultimate system architecture: 1) an understanding of the nature of 
commercial operator objections to information sharing to enable orbital coordination and 2) an understanding of the 
views of countries with emerging space programs.  

This work seeks to address these two forms of STM stakeholder uncertainty with the aim of understanding how 
associated stakeholder preferences constrain and enable potential STM system designs. Understanding the needs of 
these stakeholders introduces limits on the STM system design-space and make it more manageable. The views on data 
sharing of commercial operators are critical due to their political clout, their dominant role in overall space utilization 
(including several potential mega-constellations), and because system-wide coordination to prevent orbital collisions 
must be able to respect and function under requirements for limited information distribution.  

The views of nations with emerging space programs (and especially developing nations with emerging space programs), 
is critical to ensuring that an STM system is just and reflects the needs of all actors, not just entrenched players.  Existing 
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decision-making processes and inertia already ensure the inclusion of established major space operators, but there is no 
similar guarantee for nations with emerging space programs. Technical and standards development work favors the 
viewpoints of those who participate in such processes, which skew towards better-resourced groups with entrenched 
interests.  Work to actively solicit, understand, and include emerging space nations earlier in the process allows for 
system architecture choices that may involve little cost early in system design, but would be prohibitively expensive if 
added later in the process. Satisfying the needs of emerging space nations will drive wider and earlier adoption, 
ultimately enhancing the overall effectiveness, as STM depends on widespread participation to be effective. 

For this work, semi-structured interviews were conducted with a wide variety of stakeholders from both groups and are 
continuing.  The interview questions and protocol were vetted with subject matter experts prior to the stakeholder 
interviews. The authors also conducted an extensive academic, policy, and technical literature review. Emerging space 
nations were selected using a set of criteria built on Wood’s space participation metric. Countries were then binned 
across regions, human development index, and level of space activity. A representative set of major commercial satellite 
operators was selected to ensure representation of low Earth orbit (LEO), geosynchronous (GEO), and both remote 
sensing and communications operators. 

Anticipated Results 

Privacy views differ significantly between commercial space operator niches.  GEO communication satellite operators 
are most restrictive regarding SSA information sharing, but primary need to coordinate with a limited number of orbital 
neighbors due to the physics of geosynchronous orbits.  LEO and remote sensing operators tend to be much more 
willing to share SSA information. Operators generally agree on the set of potential competitive threats posed by SSA 
information sharing, but diverge on how much those factors are relevant to their particular business. The work will also 
explore the extent to which views vary between functional units in a company (i.e. government relations, corporate 
strategy, flight dynamics). LEO presents the largest challenge for STM coordination and would benefit from different 
coordination mechanisms than GEO featuring different levels of data sharing and different trust structures. 

Developing nations with emerging space programs view space sustainability as important and generally welcome policy 
and technical work to safeguard space sustainability. They are concerned about the potential technical and financial 
burden of international guidelines or an international STM system.  They are generally supportive of mutually agreed 
capacity building by established space nations and the continued provision of free SSA services.  There is a belief that 
nations who contributed to the existing debris landscape should shoulder the burden of mitigating it.  At a more detailed 
level, views differ significantly across countries, regions, and development levels. Countries differ in whether they would 
support a globalized STM system (as opposed to some level of international standardization of interfaces between 
national systems). Nations also differ in the extent to which they wish to be involved in the definition of a process for 
STM development or in the actual development process. 

Analysis to understand how these preferences limit the STM system design-space is still ongoing. 

Significance 

This work fills in gaps in public understanding regarding the needs of two important stakeholders in any future STM 
system. By doing so, it constrains potential system designs and futures for consideration, helping to guide technical 
research directions and making system-associated policy dilemmas and trades more manageable and explicit. The 
overall approach of identifying and leveraging key stakeholder interests to restrict design-space consideration for 
complex engineering systems intended to address wicked problems has widespread applicability to other challenging 
contemporary dilemmas. 
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Mariel Borowitz 

Success and Failure in National Security-Civil Cooperation: Examining the Case of Interagency Sharing 
of Satellite Reconnaissance Data 

Session 9F 

Successful cooperation between national security and civil agencies is notoriously difficult, fraught with organizational, 
security, and ethical challenges. Yet, when successful, these interagency efforts can result in significant benefits for 
society. Programs to share satellite reconnaissance data provide an interesting case study in this area. The intelligence 
community, which collects and analyzes data from United States reconnaissance satellites and other sources, has a long 
history of sharing this data outside the intelligence community to support civil government efforts. However, the 
motivations and organizational arrangements for doing so have varied significantly across projects and across time, with 
some efforts achieving greater success than others. This paper reviews the evolution of reconnaissance satellite data 
sharing programs over time and examines how these policies have affected the civil geospatial information community. 

The United States began a reconnaissance satellite program at the very outset of the space age, successfully launching 
hundreds of national security surveillance satellites over the decades. Beginning in the late 1990s, data from these 
government-owned satellites was augmented with data purchased from the newly-established U.S. commercial remote 
sensing sector, increasing the repository even further. Although the purpose of these programs was to provide 
intelligence for national security purposes, and the data was classified, it was clear from the beginning that the data 
could also be valuable to civilian researchers and operators. High-resolution imagery could be used to update maps, 
provide assistance in recovery from natural disasters, support natural resource management, enable environmental 
research, and inform decision-making. 

Since the U.S. government has already paid for these systems, and the data has already been collected (or is being 
collected), making the data available for additional purposes makes it possible to increase the benefits to society at a 
very low additional cost. These potential benefits were deemed to be large enough that it was worth making some effort 
to provide the civil community with access to the data. One of the primary ways that this sharing was undertaken was 
within the auspices of the Committee on Civil Applications of Classified Overhead Remotely Sensed Data, generally 
referred to as the “Civil Applications Committee (CAC).” 

This paper traces the evolution of data sharing in the CAC over more than four decades, identifying key transition 
periods in which data sharing and use was expanded. Understanding the factors that led to these increases provides 
insight to help to improve future efforts to share national security satellite data with the civilian sector, ensuring that the 
U.S. government – and society as a whole – get the greatest possible benefit out of the investment in these systems, 
while remaining sensitive to potential security issues associated with sharing this data. Analyzing these models can also 
provide insight into interagency data sharing projects more broadly, providing a better understanding of what makes 
this type of effort more or less successful.  

Aleksandar Giga, Andrea Belz, Richard J. Terrile and Fernando Zapatero 

Helping the Little Guy: The Impact of Government Awards on Small Technology Firms 

Session 9F 

The United States Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR), one of the pillars of government effort to enhance 
innovation, has offered research and development (R&D) awards to firms with 500 or fewer employees since 1982. The 
rationale of the program is straightforward; by providing early-stage financing to small companies that might not attract 
funding in the market, the program focuses on the population with the highest potential for growth, both in revenue 
and employment. 

We explore the differential effects of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) SBIR program on firms 
of various sizes. In particular, we study the second-stage (larger) SBIR award and its impact on the invention 
performance of so-called “microfirms” of 1-5 employees, comparing it with that of larger small businesses (6-500 
employees). We find that microfirms with SBIR awards are approximately 60% more to produce patents following the 
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award, and furthermore they generate twice as many patents compared with the microfirms without the awards; the 
program does not show the same effect for larger firms (6-500 employees). By using NASA’s internal ranking data 
embedded in the selection process, we explore the program’s ability to identify good quality projects, an important 
contribution, given the difficulty of assessing merits of small firms without prior track record.  

Our results suggest that the size limitations of the eligible firms should be reconsidered, especially considering that only 
15% of NASA SBIR Phase II funds went to microfirms. This is consistent with the change in the labor/capital ratio of large 
corporations over the last decades and is particularly true for high-tech companies that lead the market cap rankings. At 
a minimum, our results suggest that further research on the design of the SBIR program is necessary. 

Sara Miller 

Active Space Debris Removal: Responsibility, Timeline, and National Security Implications 

Session 9F 

I. Background and Rationale 

Since the historic launches of humanity’s first satellites in the late 1950’s, the number of objects orbiting Earth has 
steadily increased. However, only a small fraction of the man-made objects that remain in these orbits are operational. 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the region of space within 2,000 kilometers of Earth’s surface, is increasingly congested with 
orbital debris and decommissioned spacecraft that no longer serve a useful purpose. The rising popularity of small 
satellites and mega-constellations consisting of hundreds to thousands of satellites will severely compound the orbital 
debris situation. Without Active Debris Removal (ADR), the likelihood of on-orbit collisions and accidental damage to 
functioning spacecraft will continue to increase. 

The majority of the global population utilize satellites in LEO, particularly those used for telecommunication and data 
transmission, on a daily basis. As a result, the “tragedy of the commons” situation applies. In other words, individual 
space actors behave according to thier own self-interest, and not the common good of all users, by polluting the shared 
resource that is the near-Earth space environment. The orbital debris problem has received increased attention in 
recent years, but deploying an ADR mission is an expensive and technologically complex undertaking.As a result, there is 
no public consensus on which space actor(s) should be responsible for implementing ADR. 

The basic ADR mission concept involves a powerful spacecraft equipped with complex robotic technology, precise 
maneuverability, and advanced control software. The autonomous rendezvous and proximity operations capabilities 
needed to de-orbit a large piece of orbital debris could also be used for malicious purposes, such as de-orbiting 
functioning satellites. Regardless of intentions, any country or private entity who develops ADR capabilities in space 
poses a national security threat to other nations. Therefore, a successful implementation of ADR must also include 
measures to clearly define and communicate the scope and intent of the mission in an international forum. 

II. Methods and Anticipated Results 

In the absence of a profitable private investment model for ADR missions, the responsibility to mitigate and remove 
orbital debris is likely to fall on the government sector. However, ADR does not clearly fall into either NASA’s or the 
DOD’s organizational objectives, which makes securing U.S. government funding difficult. Expert panelists at ESA’s Clean 
Space meetings did not expect to rely exclusively on public funding for ADR. Therefore, public-private partnerships will 
be investigated in various forms. One option is a disposal levy system funding and governance model comparable to the 
Kyoto Protocol approach to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A variety of incentive schemes to motivate the 
commercial sector will also be considered, such as an X-prize model to foster ADR technology development. Yet another 
option would be to impose a tax on new launches to fund ADR, forcing all space actors who contribute to the orbital 
debris problem to take responsibility for its solution. 

To assess the immediacy with which the orbital debris situation in LEO should be addressed, reports of space objects 
tracked by the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) and NASA are considered alongside satellite launch forecasts. 
Ideally, the influx of new satellites launched into LEO would be counterbalanced by de-orbiting satellites that have been 
decommissioned. NASA’s Orbital Debris Program Office set an international timeline for this purpose: satellites should 
be de-orbited within 25 years after their operational life ends. However, adding the propulsion system needed to de-
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orbit a spacecraft is expensive and countries are not required to enforce the 25-year guideline. In 2015, 35 percent of 
satellites were out of compliance. The current debris environment, launch forecast, and expected de-orbit rate are the 
primary factors used to characterize the urgency with which an ADR system is needed. 

In 2007, the Chinese anti-satellite (ASAT) test intentionally destroyed its Fengyun-1C satellite. This ASAT activity resulted 
in over 150,000 pieces of debris tracked by NASA, making it the largest space debris-creating event in history, and 
sparked debate among the international community about space weapons. These debates did not end in formal 
international agreements on the complex issue of space weaponization, but they highlighted the need for 
communication and transparency in space activities. In the context of ADR, the same system used to de-orbit large 
pieces of orbital debris in LEO could be used to de-orbit another nation’s valuable space assets. To prevent this outcome, 
ongoing and transparent international communication will be critical. The Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 
Space (COPUOUS) is a prime setting for these international discussions. 

III. Significance 

Outer space is often referred to as a “global commons” and humanity benefits greatly from satellite technology on a 
day-to-day basis. The notion that outer space is so vast and free that it is immune to pollution by humankind is the same 
mindset that society once held towards Earth's oceans. This mindset resulted in irrevocable damage to the ocean 
ecosystem before the global community realized it needed to educate the public about the dangers of pollution, 
mitigate debris growth, and take aggressive action to remove debris from the ocean so that humanity can continue to 
reap its benefits. The growing congestion of LEO poses a significant risk to society’s ability to continue deriving benefits 
from space over the long term. As levels of orbital debris increase, risks to current and future satellites also increase. 
ADR is a promising mission concept to maintain the accessibility of space and reduce risks of on-orbit collisions. 
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Session 11A: National Innovation Networks 

Shihhsin Chen 

STI Policy Impacts on Building International Emerging Innovation Networks 

Session 11A 

Emerging technologies are new technologies which promise much for firms, industries, and economies. As one of the 
well-recognized emerging sectors, the biotechnology industry has received longitudinal policy and development 
attention since the 1970s. Gathering international collaboration data regarding joint publication, co-patenting, clinical 
trials, and commercialization activities (marketing) from multiple sources along the innovation value chain to examine 
the international collaborations in the past three decades, this paper aims to analyze the dynamic structures of the 
global innovation networks in the biotechnology sector in order to study the role of policies in enabling the international 
engagement of the biotechnology sector . Particular attention will be paid to the role that technology policies play in the 
transformation of scientific knowledge into commercial technologies across continents to observe the trend of shifting 
global technological power over the past three decades. The findings show that in the biotechnology sectors, the leading 
technological power has remained in the U.S. and has not shifted to East Asia, though East Asian countries have tried 
hard to promote biotechnology sectors through international engagement. The co-evolvement of the vertical and 
horizontal policy instruments is crucial to support the development of emerging sectors. In the context of the 
biotechnology industry in Taiwan, several important policies were implemented rather late. In particular, policies aimed 
at enhancing the global engagement of emerging technology sectors are still rare. While facing the rise of China, firms 
and institutes in Taiwan have to strengthen their engagement with foreign technology resources. In fact, compared to 
the manufacturing sector, Taiwanese actors and Chinese actors in the biotechnology sector have built their own 
respective international networks, which means the Taiwanese actors are less dependent on the Chinese economy while 
establishing emerging sectors. While emerging technologies are mostly science-based and originally came from Western 
countries, policies for enhancing international technology transfer from technology frontier to the technology followers 
should be implemented earlier to shape the structure of the emerging industries at an earlier stage. Only then can the 
effects of the policy implementation be more efficient in enhancing the development of emerging technologies. 

Florencia Barletta, Mariano Pereira and Gabriel Yoguel 

Do research groups benefit from their linkages with firms? Some evidence for nano, bio and ICT 
research groups from Argentina. 

Session 11A 

1. Background and hypotheses 

Economics of innovation literature has extensively studied how scientific knowledge is transferred to productive sector 
and society and how the private sector absorbs and applies scientific knowledge for the development of innovations. 
However, this is usually a bidirectional relationship and, in most cases, the engagement with the productive sector also 
impacts on academic activity in different ways: opening new research questions, training human resources, giving 
additional research funding, opening new research contacts, etc. So, it is to be expected that technology 
transfer/economic engagement impacts on research by increasing academic productivity. Anyway, the literature is not 
conclusive about the presence of a positive or negative relation between both dimensions. Some contributions show 
that collaboration with private sector has a positive effects on academic productivity (Gulbrandsen and Smeby, 2005; 
Van Looy, Callaert and Debackere, 2006; Zucker and Darby, 2007; Lowe and Gonzalez-Brambila, 2007; Perkmann and 
Walsh, 2008; Breschi, Lissoni and Montobbio, 2008). Then, there are some results that show the opposite relationship 
(Lin, 2006; Czarnitzki and Toole, 2010). In spite of these contributions, relatively little attention has been paid to this 
topic from developing countries perspective (Povoa and Rapini, 2010; Rivera-Huerta et al, 2011; Garcia et al, 2011; 
Rapini, 2007; Rapini et al, 2015; Chaves et al, 2015, Barletta et al 2017; among others). Thus, the main contribution of 
this article is to discuss the effect Argentinean private engagements research groups have on the academic productivity 
in multipurpose technologies (Nano, Biotechnology and ICT). So, as hypothesis 1 we propose that academic productivity 
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of multipurpose university R&D research groups –centered on nanotechnology, biotechnology and ICT- are higher in 
groups involved in technology transfer activities. 

This motivation is particularly relevant in the current context of the scientific Argentine system, in the framework of a 
debate on how to value the university- industry interaction in the evaluation of the researcher's career and on how to 
generate incentives for these linkages to happen. So, evidence on the impact of academic- industry collaboration on 
scientific outputs is fundamental for shaping research policy design, particularly in terms of evaluation system and 
incentive scheme.  

Another contribution of the paper is that we explore academic productivity of research groups instead of considering 
individual researchers productivity on the basis that research is a collective and not an individual task (Acosta et al, 
2019; Barjak and Robinson 2007). The empirical exercise is carrying out on research groups in multipurpose technologies 
due to the available information. However, we expect different results according to the knowledge discipline and we 
divide between bio and nano, for one hand, and ICT for the other hand, for the following reasons. Firstly, in the case of 
Argentina, bio and nano research groups are usually related to high-tech productive sectors such as chemical, pharma 
and GMO seeds industries which have strong path dependence in Argentina. Secondly, bio and nano research groups 
have strong incentives and more pressure to reach scientific outcomes and have publications since more than 40% of 
the groups belong to the National Council of Scientific and Technological Research (CONICET). So, they are subject to 
performance rules pondering the publication in scientific journals. By the opposite only 11% of ICT research groups 
belong to CONICET. For these reasons, we propose the following hypothesis 2: when comparing Bio-Nano by one hand 
and ICT by the other, we expect transfer activities had a higher impact on productivity. 

2. Empirical analysis 

The empirical analysis is based on a set of data that includes bibliometric information for each one of the members of 
research group from two sources of information. Firstly, we have used a survey of 250 Argentinean research groups on 
multipurpose technologies that capture the existence of technology transfer activities to private firms along the period 
2013-2014. Secondly, we have used a bibliometric database for each one of the research group’ members based on data 
about Elsevier's Scopus scientific publications. The integration of these two databases resulted in a dynamic panel made 
up of 237 research groups between 2000 and 2017. It is an unbalanced panel, with an average frequency of observations 
per group of 13 observations. Thus, the academic productivity of each group is estimated as the ratio between the 
number of papers published during 2014-2017 and the number of researchers of each group. 

In order to identify the causal effect of technology transfer activities on the academic productivity, we design an 
identification strategy based on the application of a Lagged Dependent Variable model (LDV). The identification 
assumption is that the treatment-free potential outcome (papers per member) for both groups is the same in 
expectation conditional on the past outcomes and observed covariates (Angrist and Pirschke, 2009). Under this 
assumption, research groups with similar outcomes in the pre-treatment period would be anticipated to have similar 
potential outcomes in post-treatment periods after conditioning on observed covariates (O’Neill et al. 2016). While this 
seems to be a strong assumption, following Garone et al. (2017) we include a rich set of interaction terms between 
yearly dummies and research group’s characteristics that allows us to control for different trends at the group level and 
unobserved cofounders that change over time and affect groups in different disciplines, institutions or locations in 
different ways. We consider alternative identifying assumptions to check the robustness of results and employ a fixed 
effect model. If the unobserved heterogeneity is fixed in time, but we mistakenly use LDV, the positive estimates of the 
effect of technology transfer will show an upward bias. Conversely, if the unobserved heterogeneity is time-variant, but 
we use a Fixed Effects (FE), the positive effect of technology transfer will tend to show a downward bias. In this 
direction, Angrist and Pischke (2009) demonstrate that FE and LDV bound the actual causal effect. 

3. Results  

Results show a positive effect of university-industry linkages on the average academic productivity of research groups. 
Thus, its support hypothesis 1: the estimated effect of university-industry linkages lies in the range between +0.14 (LDV 
model) and +0.43 (FE model) papers per member of research group. This verifies the robustness of the empirical 
strategy. The model also showed differences between the disciplinary areas. Despite of the model considered, the 
positive effect on Bio and Nano more than duplicates the effect on ICT. Thus, results also support the second research 
hypotheses. 
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Results point out the need to discuss the Argentine scientific policy, historically oriented to support basic research with 
scientific publication ends. In this context, this study suggests that publication and university- industry collaboration are 
not excluding activities but reinforce each other. Results also can raise new questions for future research. By one hand, 
it could be interesting to explore if the results will be maintained for other knowledge disciplines. Due to the available 
information, this study has focused on multipurpose technologies but it could be important to increase the scope in 
future research. By the other hand, it is expected that the impact on academic productivity differ according to the type 
of university- industry interaction. So, future research can explore if the increase of academic productivity derived from 
economic engagement can be explained by the predominance of research driven consultancy over opportunity driven 
ones. 

Georgios Tritsaris and Afreen Siddiqi 

Interdisciplinary collaboration in research networks: Empirical analysis of energy-related research in 
Greece 

Session 11A 

Background 

Sustained development and deployment of clean energy technologies is expected to make a significant contribution 
towards climate change mitigation goals. Fostering technological innovation in energy is especially challenging due to 
the scale and complexity of the modern energy and technological systems. Technological innovation is intimately related 
to knowledge creation and recombination, and effectively solving scientific and technological problems often involves 
research at the intersection of different science and technology (S&T) domains. As a matter of fact, many recent 
innovations in energy devices and systems have been achieved with research at the intersection of the domain of energy 
technology and the domains of nanoscience and nanotechnology, and electrical engineering and computer science. In 
order to devise policy instruments to promote energy technology innovation, it is important to know the type and extent 
of related research so that the allocation of RDI funds can be strategically directed. Advances in methods that aim to 
define the extent and intensity of boundary-spanning research and illuminate the processes which underlie knowledge 
creation, recombination and diversification are crucial for the design of effective technology innovation policies. Here, 
we present a combined statistical and network-based approach to study collaboration in scientific authorship within and 
across various sectoral, regional, and national research networks. We apply this approach to Greece and its broader 
European and international environment as a case study. 

Methods 

Statistical analysis of information about scholarly publication of research has served as a transparent means to improve 
decision-making in knowledge management. Defining the scope of a S&T domain based on scholarly publication is a 
methodological challenge. We embed the collection of publications with simple search terms in a workflow for 
information retrieval that serves to enlarge an initial set of core publications by a form of query expansion. On the basis 
of the collected publications, we construct and analyze coauthorship networks to map boundary-spanning research, 
highlighting research clusters (teams) as the elementary unit, as opposed to studies of team formation and evolution 
which examine the internal composition of teams and their size. In doing so, we complement previous work that aims to 
define diversity-based indicators of interdisciplinarity by introducing time-dependent indicators to quantify knowledge 
diversity the networks. Our approach offers a multi-level view of knowledge organization on the basis of the research 
interests and collaboration partners of individual scientists. 

Results 

Using our methods we attempt to illuminate the processes which underlie knowledge creation and diversification in 
these research networks. An important question we attempt to answer is to which extent independent energy-related 
research efforts have contributed to shape existing knowledge diversity into a distinct field of inquiry. We establish a 
(positive) relationship between gross expenditure on research and development (GERD) and the extent and diversity of 
team-based research in renewable energy technology and its intersections with the domains of nanoscience and 
nanotechnology with focus on materials, and electrical engineering and computer science. It could be argued on the 
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basis of this finding that increased R&D spending would result in higher levels of such boundary-spanning research. 
However we also find that research is carried out mostly by independent research teams –thus a distinction needs to be 
made between fortuitous and deliberate boundary-spanning research. The fact that the boundary-spanning research 
network comprises mostly disconnected clusters (teams) at all times is indicative of barriers to the advancement of 
deliberate interdisciplinary research. Our findings suggest that policy initiatives could, for instance, target specifically the 
interface of the domains of renewable energy technology and electrical engineering and computer science to create 
opportunities, if desirable, that promote coherence of the research network and interdisciplinary activity. We also 
identify regional research hubs in interregional and international collaboration which support the two knowledge bases 
and are in close proximity, introducing a component of regional specialization. 

Significance 

Our specific findings collectively provide insights into the collaboration structure and evolution of energy-related 
research activity in Greece and contribute towards an improved understanding of the Greek innovation system. With a 
discussion of international collaboration, the implications of our specific findings necessarily extend beyond national 
borders. We expect that our findings pertaining to Greek research networks will also be relevant to other national RDI 
systems of similar extend, within which the main contributor to GERD is the public sector, and when there is an interest 
in incentivizing interdisciplinary research to promote innovation. More generally our approach can be used for 
operationalizing boundary-spanning research to support the design, monitoring, and evaluation of interdisciplinary 
research programs on the basis of empirical evidence. 

Jue Wang, Kevin Chandra, Coco Dijia Du, Weizhen Ding and Xun Wu 

Transformation of cross-border regional innovation system:  A case study of Hong Kong and Shenzhen 

Session 11A 

While the systems of innovation approach has been used extensively as an analytical framework to understand 
innovation activities at the city, regional, and national levels, less attention has been devoted to cross-border regional 
innovation system, which is defined in our study as adjacent regions divided by a nation-state border line. One the one 
hand, technological transformations have redefined the boundaries of regional innovations; on the other hand, the 
institutional differences between cross-border regions may continue to impede the interaction and collaboration. This 
study applies the systems of innovation approach to examine the dynamics of cross-border regional innovation system 
in the context of Hong Kong-Shenzhen metropolis. Being adjacent to each other and having close social and economic 
linkages, Hong Kong and Shenzhen present an intriguing case for studying cross-border regional innovation. On the one 
hand, Hong Kong has its distinctive legal, economic and administrative system as a special administrative region of 
China, presenting a range of institutional differences that are common for cross-border regions; on the other hand, 
recently announced Greater Bay Area Initiative calls for greater integration and synergetic development in technological 
innovations between Hong Kong and Shenzhen.  In this research, we will use publication and patent data from Web of 
Science and USPTO respectively to study the degree of integration in the innovation areas and actors in the cross-border 
regional innovation system. We will also apply social network analysis to illustrate the existing and potential 
collaboration network. Our study seeks to shed lights on potential complementarities, institutional barriers, and 
collaborative mechanisms for fostering cross-border regional innovation system. 
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Session 11B: Mobility & Career Development 

Eric Iversen, Carolina Canibano and Richard Woolley 

International mobility and the career progression of European academics 

Session 11B 

1. Introduction 

This paper contributes to the growing literature on changing research careers of scientists. It focuses particularly on how 
geographic mobility affects career progression across Europe. The paper utilizes a novel data feature of a 2016 European 
wide survey (MORE3) covering an estimated 1.4+ (*) million researchers. The focus is on a comparison between mobile 
and non-mobile researchers in terms of their progression through a succession of career stages. Scientists at universities 
in 31* European countries reported their progress through four career stages defined in terms of the acquisition of sets 
of professional competences (EU, 2011). 

The inclusion of careers stage information for both mobile and non-mobile researchers creates a unique dataset for 
investigating whether scientific mobility affects the career path of scientists in different contexts. By analyzing 
differences between these two populations the paper sheds new light on the following questions:  

- How does research career progression differ in different (country and disciplinary) contexts?  

- How does international mobility vary at different career stages?  

- Does international mobility affect the rate of career stage progress in different contexts?  

The paper reviews recent literature at the intersection of scientific mobility and changing careers in the academy. In 
doing so, it emphasizes aspects of the formative European labor market that confronts today’s scientists. In this context, 
different conceptions of scientific career are presented, factors that may affect appointment and promotion at different 
stages are identified, and strengths and weaknesses of different measures are discussed. The paper then models 
mobility-career relationship using available data and presents results about the effect of long-term (> three months) 
mobility on career progression rates. 

2. Background 

International research mobility is understood to play an important role in the scientific community (see Guena, 2015 for 
a recent review). In Europe, where numerous academic traditions meet in different national systems (with differing 
labor markets, languages, etc), the context has been changing for some time (e.g. Enders, 2001). A first stream of the 
researcher mobility literature explicitly includes a theoretical model of research career stages (e.g. Laudel (2005), Laudel 
et al. (2018)). This literature illustrates how cognitive, peer and organizational careers interact and how mobility 
functions within this tripartite conceptual framework. A larger body of the research mobility literature does not 
(explicitly) operate with a theoretic understanding of the career stages of a scientist.  The focus—as well as the results— 
of this literature are mixed. For example, this work finds that research mobility:  

a. Is perceived by researchers to have positive effect on career development (e.g. Bauder (2002), Børing et al. 
(2015) Musselin (2004) Stephan et al. (2014) );  

b. Has been mainly found to have a positive effect on labour productivity (Fernández-Zubieta 2009, Franzoni et al. 
2015, Lu & Zhang 2015, Moed et al. 2013, Veugelers & Bowel 2009), but with some exceptions (Cañibano et al. 2008, 
Halevi et al. 2016); and 

c. Has mixed effects on promotion (e.g. Lawson & Shibayama (2015), Marinelli et al. (2015)). 

The paper discusses these results in specifying what we mean by research progression, how we measure it, and how our 
results might contribute to policy intentions given the significant policy focus the issue has in Europe (see below). In 
doing so, we take into consideration work in adjacent fields, such as the labour economics literature on 'promotion rate', 
which also sheds light on timing of promotion for different populations (Blau and DeVaro, 2006). 

3. Data and Approach   
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The paper utilizes data from the latest round of the MORE family of surveys , which has become a centerpiece for policy 
studies of mobility and career paths in Europe. The MORE studies support ongoing development of the European Higher 
Education Area (AHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA) and the positive value placed on open labour markets and 
mobile researchers in both these policy frameworks. It utilizes a two-stage stratified sampling strategy based on three 
fields-of-science (FoS) for the 31 countries. The sample of 10,400 scientists is designed to be representative of the 
overall research population as calculated and published by Eurostat. The questionnaire involved a total of 104 questions.  

3.1. The focal measure: Progression through careers stages R1-R4 for mobile and non-mobile respondents 

Official statistics do not routinely include information about current career stages, and this poses a challenge to our 
understanding of factors that affect career progression. The MORE3 survey takes steps to advance knowledge on this 
important issue. It pools available information about subpopulations and tests post-stratification weights to frame as 
correctly as possible researchers at different career stages. This advancement however is not straightforward and poses 
some challenges for our analysis (see Idea Consult & WIFO 2016: section 5.4.1).  

Our focal measure segment the research career into four according to standardized stages of the scientific career (EU, 
2011). Respondents reported the year they passed from being a doctoral student or  “Early Career Researcher” (R1), to 
being a “Recognised Researcher” (R2), an” Established Researcher” (R3) and a “Leading Researcher” (R4). These 
transitionary phases are coordinated with other information (e.g. entry into current employment) to establish baseline 
progression in how populations in different country and disciplinary settings accumulate experience, credentials, and 
recognition during their career. Other information about contract type, teaching loads and levels of satisfaction provide 
ancillary information to help better understand these stages. The paper then analyzes the effect of mobility experience 
on our measure of career progression in light of other factors and a set of controls. We test different models to deal 
with different issues (e.g. simultaneity) in the data.  

4. Preliminary Findings 

Our (unweighted) findings indicate strong variations in the temporal structure of careers in different parts of Europe. We 
observe: 

a. European researchers start as R1 in their late 20s, transition to R2 at 33, transition to R3 at 38, and transition to 
R4 at 43. However, there are some country, gender and FoS differences; 

b. Researchers in some countries and regions change jobs more often than in some others; 

c. The time taken (years) to reach that Leading (R4) career stage differs. In many countries the duration increases 
for each career stage (R3> R2> R1). In another group of countries, R2 is shortest career stage. 

d. Respondents in the Leading (R4) career stage who were mobile during the last 10 years move more quickly 
through R3 (6.2 years) than non-mobile respondents (6.8 years), however no difference was observed in rate of 
progression through the R2 stage and into R3. 

The findings to date therefore suggest that some relationship exists between international research mobility and career 
stage progression rates, although this effect appears to be modified in different ways by factors including country, FoS 
and gender. 

Alexander Petersen 

When scientists cross the line 

Session 11B 

Background & Rationale 

I will present recent work quantifying the impact of two types of mobility in science: cross-disciplinary and cross-border. 
Importantly, both types of mobility are important mechanisms for promoting scientific convergence — be it 
transdisciplinary integration as a strategic means for addressing grand challenges or national innovation system 
integration as a means for increasing international competitiveness.  
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In the first case, we use the Human Genome Project as a case study to measure the convergence between computing 
and biology - a ‘perfect marriage’ giving rise to the field of genomics. By analyzing the temporal evolution of the 
collaboration network formed between 4,190 biology and computing faculty from 155 departments in the U.S. and the 
citation patterns across their 413,565 publications, we are able to quantify the role of cross-disciplinarity in the 
important context of socio-cultural integration between distinct fields and its impact on combinatorial innovation at this 
critical biotechnological frontier. 

In the second case, we analyze patterns of international collaboration before and after the 2004/2007 European Union 
enlargement to highlight the incremental yet counterintuitive dis-integration of European science following the 
enlargement. Incorporating inter-European high-skilled mobility data into our quantitative framework, we identify 
causal channels linking subsequent decreased rates of international collaboration to the brain-drain following the 
enlargement. Based on further analysis of researcher mobility at the individual career level, we confirm the obvious 
candidate mechanism linking mobility and collaboration dynamics. We conclude by estimating the impact of researcher 
mobility in physics by comparing mobile to non-mobile researchers, appropriately matched according to geographic and 
prior researcher profile characteristics.  

Methods 

Descriptive analysis of large and comprehensive data samples collected specifically for each study motivate each facet of 
the overarching research topic: precision measurement of the impacts of mobility in science. We use various statistical 
techniques — difference-in-difference, synthetic control method, and propensity score matching — to identify causal 
effects. 

Results 

Collaboration rates (cross-border and cross-disciplinary) and relative citation impact of individual publications are the 
primary units of measurement.  

In the first case, in which we compare matched samples of cross-disciplinary to mono-disciplinary publications, we 
estimate a roughly 20% increase in citation impact for genomics publications featuring cross-disciplinary collaboration 
between faculty from both biology and computing departments — measuring this differential relative to the mono-
disciplinary research published by the same researcher (i.e. estimated using an author fixed-effects specification).  

In the second case, we estimate that most 2004/2007 entrant EU member states would have had higher rates of 
international collaboration had they not joined the EU. To be specific, we estimate a ~8% decrease in cross-border 
collaboration attributable to the combined effects of entering the EU and the subsequent brain-drain primarily from 
eastern to western entrant countries.  

We provide additional direct evidence for the causal channel by analyzing roughly ~26,000 researcher profiles form 
physics, thereby estimating the rate at which individual collaborations disintegrate when one researcher moves. By way 
of example, in the most extreme scenario, we find that researchers completely curtail all prior collaborations 11% of the 
time they migrate. Despite the destructive features of researcher mobility, giving rise to substantial churning in 
collaboration networks, we measure a 17% increase in citations for mobile researchers relative to their non-mobile 
counterparts. This result can be explained by their simultaneous increase in diversity of co-authors, topics, and 
geographical coordination in the period immediately following migration. 

Significance 

The results of our analysis will be framed in terms of their implications for immigration and national innovation system 
policy. 

[1] National Research Council. Convergence: facilitating transdisciplinary integration of life sciences, physical sciences, 
engineering, and beyond. National Academies Press; 2014 Jun 16. 

[2] Fleming L. Recombinant uncertainty in technological search. Management science. 2001;47(1):117-32. 

[3] Marx M, Strumsky D, Fleming L. Mobility, skills, and the Michigan non-compete experiment. Management Science. 
2009 Jun;55(6):875-89. 

[4] Chessa A, et al. Is Europe evolving toward an integrated research area?. Science. 2013;339(6120):650-1. 
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[5] Petersen AM, Puliga M. High-skilled labour mobility in Europe before and after the 2004 enlargement. Journal of The 
Royal Society Interface. 2017;14(128):20170030. 

[6] Petersen AM, Majeti D, Kwon K, Ahmed ME, Pavlidis I. Cross-disciplinary evolution of the genomics revolution. 
Science advances. 2018; 4(8):eaat4211. 

[7] Arrieta OA, Pammolli F, Petersen AM. Quantifying the negative impact of brain drain on the integration of European 
science. Science advances. 2017;3(4):e1602232. 

[8] Petersen AM. Multiscale impact of researcher mobility. Journal of The Royal Society Interface. 
2018;15(146):20180580. 

Weichen Liu and Dongbo Shi 

How Does Scientific Mobility Impact Knowledge Flows? An Examination of the Knowledge Diffusion 
Channel 

Session 11B 

The accessibility of knowledge determines innovation, which further influences productivity and economic growth. Thus, 
understanding knowledge flows is an important topic for economists. One particular factor to consider is the mobility of 
foreign-born scientists, because they connect foreign knowledge flows to national scientists. But how does scientific 
mobility impact knowledge diffusion? In literature, it is controversial to claim that scientific mobility increases 
knowledge flows due to two reasons. First, the observed positive effect might result from the fact that one institution 
consistently favors the knowledge from another (e.g., because of its reputation). Second, local absorptive capability, 
inter-institutional cooperation, knowledge distance and administrate barriers further complicate the question. In such 
cases, it is hard to quantify the impact from scientific mobility. Thus, it is an indispensable option to conduct a 
comprehensive study that addresses all the aspects above via hypothetical experiments. In particular, while the existing 
studies focus on quantifying self-generated knowledge of foreign scientists, we also account for whether they transfer 
their colleagues’ knowledge in a broader way. 

In our study, we measure the effect on knowledge flows by counting the number of forward citations (citations made to 
the focal paper by other papers in the future). This research presents new pairing techniques on new data, and thus 
contributes to the existing literature. Specifically, we first identified moving scientists who were enrolled in the Chinese 
Youth 1000 talent program from 2011-2015. We traced approximately 1100 moving scientists and identified around 300 
distinguishing pairs of origin-destination institutions related to the moves. Then we examined the citations of papers 
from origin institutions by destination institutions before and after the moving year with consideration of the long-term 
effect (we observe three years before and after the moving year). Most importantly, we constructed a paper-twin 
control group by coarsened exact matching (CEM) as the identification strategy and difference-in-differences as the 
econometric tool to analyze the causal effect of scientific mobility on knowledge diffusion across institutions. The 
examination on multiple interaction effects verified our existing understanding of knowledge diffusion by further 
probing into the mechanism that underlies this relationship.  

To correct for any potential unobserved heterogeneity, we conducted CEM based on a set of covariates for papers from 
the same journals, volumes and issues, number of authors, authors' country group, and similar citation trends before the 
mobility event (a proxy for pre-existing differentials). To construct these paper-twin groups, we also tested the 
difference of citations to papers without authors from China. We also controlled variations in locations of destination 
institutions and scientific fields. 

Our results show that, citations to focal papers by new institutions do not positively increase than controlled papers, and 
papers heterogeneously diffused across fields. Also, returning to their alma mater could increase the influence of 
scientific mobility on knowledge flows. However, we did not find a significant effect that scientists bring knowledge 
created by their peers to destinations as expected. These findings contribute to the previous work by revealing the 
mechanism that generates the effects of scientific mobility on knowledge diffusion, not only the moving scientists' 
knowledge, but also their peers' knowledge. Overall, the results suggest that the return of foreign-trained scientists does 
not benefit new institutions in terms of knowledge diffusion as we expected. These findings contribute to the literature 
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and present an integrative perspective of scientific mobility, knowledge diffusion and the globalization of expert 
knowledge. 

Briana Stenard 

Human Capital and Transitions Out of Entrepreneurship by Scientists and Engineers 

Session 11B 

Background and Rationale: 

There exists a large body of research on which mechanisms predict entrepreneurial entry, yet the amount of research 
conducted on which mechanisms affect entrepreneurial exit is considerably less. Prior literature assumes that the firms 
that performed the best were the most likely to survive, and these studies indicate that those who produce low financial 
returns simply fail altogether and exit entrepreneurship. Other research has found that the determinants of 
performance and survival may differ. They claim that many entrepreneurs persist in entrepreneurship for long periods of 
time without making large financial returns and without any intention of growing. This finding implies that producing 
only low wages does not mean an entrepreneur is necessarily going to leave entrepreneurship; they may choose to 
remain in entrepreneurship for the non-pecuniary benefits of entrepreneurship.  

A model is needed that combines both the impacts of pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits. The goal of this paper is to 
demonstrate that studies that do not include a measure of non-pecuniary benefits with research on transitions in and 
out of entrepreneurship are missing out on a fundamental component. One of the problems with the current literature 
is that while studies claim that people may remain in entrepreneurship for the non-pecuniary benefits of 
entrepreneurship, there is little empirical evidence examining the relationship between non-pecuniary benefits and 
entrepreneurial exit. Additionally, the literature has begun to acknowledge that human capital and traits of the 
individual entrepreneur influence financial performance in entrepreneurship, yet there has still been little work done on 
the relationship between entrepreneurial human capital and non-pecuniary benefits. This opens the question who 
exactly is exiting entrepreneurship. Is it those who are unsatisfied in it, since non-pecuniary benefits are a main 
motivator into entrepreneurship, or is it those who are not earning high salaries in entrepreneurship? I argue that it is a 
combination of both mechanisms that influences entrepreneurial exit and that this relationship is largely dependent on 
the entrepreneur’s human capital. 

While pay and non-pecuniary benefits will drive exit, these in turn reflect underlying skills and how appropriable and 
valuable these skills are for entrepreneurship versus outside options in wage work. It is important to observe the 
entrepreneurial activities in which they participate to gain a better understanding of their entrepreneurial abilities, as 
entrepreneurs’ do not know their entrepreneurial abilities pre-entry. I argue that human capital of entrepreneurs should 
be directly related to their levels of pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits in wage work, which should impact 
entrepreneurial exit.  

In the sample of scientists and engineers for this study, having specialized R&D skills should have a greater comparative 
advantage for wage work in science and engineering, than in entrepreneurship which should require a greater mix of 
technical and business skills. On the other hand those with a more generalized skill set with a mix of R&D and non R&D 
skills may experience high non-pecuniary benefits in self-employment. This group will be more likely to persist in 
entrepreneurship because they not only derive utility from entrepreneurship in terms of non-pecuniary benefits, but 
may have less outside options to re-enter wage work in science and engineering.  

Time in entrepreneurship may lead to a depreciation of the specialized human capital previously gained in wage work. I 
argue that those who have a diversified skill set and work in entrepreneurship by working in non-technical and 
management activities in entrepreneurship and who have allowed their specialized skill set to depreciate, may 
experience more disadvantages by returning to wage work with a generalized skill set. However, those who have not 
lost specialization in their skill set should be able to return to wage work and not be at a disadvantage. Some 
entrepreneurs continue to focus on specialized technical skills and work in teams or hire others to do non R&D activities, 
and therefore their skill set should not depreciate. Those who continue to work in specialized skills in entrepreneurship 
should be more likely to be those who have high salary but possibly lower levels of non-pecuniary benefits in 
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entrepreneurship. This group should have more employment opportunities available to them outside of 
entrepreneurship and therefore should be able to improve their salary when they exit.  

Methods and Results:  

My empirical analysis uses data from the National Science Foundation’s Scientists and Engineers Statistical Data System 
(SESTAT). SESTAT is an integrated database that includes demographic, employment and educational information about 
scientists and engineers in the U.S. This paper uses data collected in the years 2003, 2006, 2008 and 2010.  

I use proxy measures for both non-pecuniary benefits (job satisfaction) and skill variety (R&D and Non R&D skill counts) 
to better analyze the relationship between entrepreneurial human capital, the non-pecuniary benefits of 
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial exit. I then study what happens to entrepreneurs’ work outcomes once they 
return to wage work. My final sample of entrepreneurs includes 8,513 entrepreneurs, with 1,413 who transition out of 
entrepreneurship.  

I find that there is a positive but non-linear (inverted u-shaped) relationship between salary and entrepreneurial exit and 
a significant negative linear relationship between job satisfaction and entrepreneurial exit. I find that those with lower 
job satisfaction are more likely to exit entrepreneurship, regardless of salary. Those with greater R&D skill sets are those 
who are more likely to report lower job satisfaction but higher salaries in entrepreneurship compared to other 
entrepreneurs. They are the most likely to exit entrepreneurship, with their greater opportunity costs to remaining in 
self-employment and the marketability of their specialized skill set in wage work. On the other hand, those with a higher 
number of non R&D skills, and who have greater skill variety are more likely to be those with high job satisfaction. I 
contribute to the skill variety literature and entrepreneurial human capital literature by finding support for the idea that 
skill variety is beneficial in entrepreneurship as a contributor to job satisfaction. For those who exit entrepreneurship 
and return to wage work, I find that they are able to significantly increase their salary but not their job satisfaction, 
compared to remaining in self-employment. 

This paper adds to the understanding of entrepreneurial exit in three important ways. First, this study highlight that 
decisions made by scientists and engineers to exit entrepreneurship and return to wage work are largely influenced by 
not only their salary but also the non-pecuniary benefits they derive from entrepreneurship. Second, this paper speaks 
to the emerging literature on human capital and entrepreneurial exit by highlighting the importance of human capital in 
entrepreneurial exit decisions. While prior work in this domain has considered how the entrepreneur’s human capital 
relates to the financial performance of the firm which influences exit, this paper expand this to consider how the 
entrepreneur’s human capital relates to the non-pecuniary benefits an individual gains from entrepreneurship, which 
may influence exit. Finally, this study uses longitudinal data to analyze the changes in pecuniary and non-pecuniary 
outcomes for those who re-enter wage work. 
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Session 11C: Individuals & Excellence 

Nicolas Robinson-Garcia, Rodrigo Costas, Thed Van Leeuwen and Tina Nane 

Towards a multidimensional valuation model of scientists 

Session 11C 

Introduction 

The use of scientometric indicators for individual research assessment has been severely criticized over the years due to 
their limited capacity to discriminate between different scientists and capture differences in a statistically reliable 
manner (Costas, van Leeuwen, & Bordons, 2010). Nevertheless, science managers and policy makers make use of these 
indicators for recruitment of scholars, promotion or allocation of funds. This has provoked strong reactions from the 
academic community, such as the San Francisco Declaration (DORA, 2014), a specific mention warning on the dangers of 
using bibliometrics for individual assessment (Hicks, Wouters, Waltman, de Rijcke, & Rafols, 2015), or even a whole body 
of literature discussing the pros and cons of the H-index (Rousseau, García-Zorita, & Sanz-Casado, 2013), the most 
renown indicator for assessing individual research performance. 

We argue that the greatest threat of the current use of bibliometric indicators for the assessment of scientists goes 
beyond technical or methodological decisions, and is more related to the irreflexive use of metrics at the individual level. 
We claim that this irreflexive use of metrics endangers the diversity of the scientific profiles researchers exhibit. This 
diversity is not only evident (Larivière et al., 2016), but needed to ensure scientific progress (Milojević, Radicchi, & 
Walsh, 2018) and a breadth of societal and scientific outcomes (Woolley & Robinson-Garcia, 2017). 

Some evaluation models for individual assessment have been proposed in the literature (e.g, Bozeman, Dietz, & 
Gaughan, 2001; Wildgaard, Larsen, & Schneider, 2014). But they have not been able to prevent the irreflexive use of 
bibliometric indicators. In our belief, there are three reasons behind this failure: 1) they propose the introduction of a 
wide range of indicators, of which not all are necessarily operational; 2) they are framed in such terms that are difficult 
to operationalize; or 3) they deny the use of quantitative indicators without offering a viable and cost-efficient 
alternative. 

By linking with the current literature and our own experience on conducting research evaluation, we here present a 
tentative valuation model which tries to balance between a conceptually-informed framework and a methodological 
viable operationalization. The model is designed so that it can be operationalized by making use of bibliometric 
indicators, although we acknowledge that it is sufficiently broad as to give room to non-bibliometric indicators. 

Main pillars of the valuation model 

The model is structured into three distinct parts. The first and main one has to do with the actual performance of the 
individual in a set of five dimensions of the scientific practice. The second one addresses confounding effects derived 
from the individual’s context, such as work environment, institutional logics or national policies shaping their 
performativity. The third pillar of the model relates to personal features of the individual. In principle, these 
characteristics hold little relation with researchers’ performance, but can be of special interest for policy makers. For 
instance, science managers may be interested in promoting young researchers within a given programme, reduce 
gender inequality by encouraging the recruitment of women, or try to integrate and promote foreign born scholars. 

Evaluative dimensions 

We consider five dimensions as key factors to value the research performance of individuals. Scientific engagement, 
social engagement, capacity building and trajectory look into diverse aspects of the individual’s academic activities. 
However, the research practices dimension is represented as an overarching dimension which affects the other four. In 
the following, we describe each dimension. 

Capacity building refers to the capacity of the individual to create new knowledge, train new scholars or develop novel 
applications. Some indicators operationalizing this dimension could be number of publications, normalized citation 
score, but also number of PhD students supervised or generation of patents. 
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Scientific engagement includes activities and actions reflecting a proactive engagement of the individual with the 
scientific community. This not only refers to scientific collaboration or division of labour, but also to reviewing papers, 
editing journals or organizing and participating in conferences and seminars. 

Social engagement is conceived here as outreach and interaction with societal actors. For example, different modes of 
engagement would be considered (D’Este, Llopis, Rentocchini, & Yegros-Yegros, 2015) as well as social outreach for 
instance by written for non-academic audiences. 

Trajectory reflects aspects related to the academic background of the individual such as geographical mobility, 
disciplinary changes or previous work experience. 

Research practices are conceived here as an overlapping dimension which modulates each of the other four based on 
how open or closed these are. For instance, share of OA publications would reflect openness in capacity building, while 
diversity of stakeholders could apply in the case of social engagement. 

Conclusions and further steps 

We propose a new evaluation model of scientists which considers the wide variety of profiles and activities researchers 
perform. The model captures the heterogeneity of activities and roles researchers perform into five dimensions by 
which they can be profiled, also quantitatively. Furthermore, the model considers confounding effects mediating on 
individuals’ performance as well as personal features which might be of relevance for science managers. The model is 
still under-development and still many caveats need to be solved as well as to the application of such a model on real 
case scenarios. For this we intend as future steps to carry out a series of case studies that can portray how each 
dimension interacts with each other and portray complementary profiles of scholars within research teams. 
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Sotaro Shibayama and Jian Wang 

Origin of Novelty 

Session 11C 

Novelty is one of the core values in science, and as such, it is highly regarded in the recognition system of science 
(Dasgupta and David, 1994; Gaston, 1973; Hagstrom, 1974; Merton, 1973; Stephan, 1996; Storer, 1966).  However, novel 
research also faces a higher level of risk, and there is increasing concern that the current science system fails to support 
enough novel research but favors conventional and safer research (Boudreau et al., 2016; Nicholson and Ioannidis, 2012; 
Wang et al., 2017).  Since novelty is the driving force of scientific progress, it is imperative to create an environment that 
encourages risk-taking and novel research. 

In spite of the importance of novelty, we do not know whether or how an individual scientist can acquire skills for 
generating novel idea and become more creative as an individual.  The source of creativity has long been studied in 
multiple lines of literatures.  For example, there is an consensus in the psychology literature in adopting the product 
definition of creativity, which highlights two criteria of the creative product: novelty and usefulness (Amabile, 1983).  
This literature has uncovered a variety of personality and group determinants of creativity (Amabile, 1983; Ford, 1996; 
Woodman et al., 1993).  Building on these general theories about creativity, previous research has also explored how 
creativity in science is affected by traits of individual scientists, as well as characteristics of scientific teams (Cummings et 
al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015; Simonton, 2003).  Others have explored institutional factors, such as funding schemes, 
leadership, organizational structure and culture (Andrews, 1976; Heinze et al., 2009; Hollingsworth, 2004; Wang et al., 
2018).  While our knowledge regarding the source of creativity has been expanding at a fast rate, we still do know how 
novelty is built into the norm of scientific communities or to the practices of individual scientists. 

This study focuses on academic training as a key mechanism for fostering tastes and skills for novel research in junior 
scientists, thereby passing it down to the next generation.  Junior scientists – e.g., postgraduate students and postdocs 
("students" hereafter) – typically go through learning-by-doing by engaging in an actual research project as apprentices 
under senior supervisors ("supervisors" hereafter) (Delamont and Atkinson, 2001; Latour and Woolgar, 1979).  In this 
setup, supervisors could offer students with novel projects, let them learn skills needed for novel research, and socialize 
them into the norm of pursuing novelty.  Anecdotes also suggest that creativity transmits across generations: Nobel 
laureates are often apprentices of Nobel laureates (Zuckerman, 1967). 

We test this training or learning effect using a large sample of Japanese doctoral students and their supervisors.  We 
found that supervisors’ novelty has a positive effect on students’ novelty during their PhD studies.  However, it is 
questionable whether this positive association is because of the training/learning effect, as the PhD project might be to 
a large extent decided by the supervisor.  To address this issue, we replicate the analysis and still find a significantly 
positive effect of supervisors’ novelty on students’ novelty when (a) analyzing only students those who played a leading 
role in their PhD studies and (b) examining students novelty after they are tenured.  Under both circumstance, it is 
unlikely that the supervisor will choose the project for the student.  Another possible explanation is that more creative 
scientists are more likely to have access to and select creative students to train.  We use another dataset to test the 
training effect after correcting for this selection effect.  Specifically, we test the effect of postdoc supervisors’ on 
postdocs’ novelty after controlling for postdocs’ novelty during their PhD studies, the results confirms significant and 
positive training effect. 

A more intriguing finding is that supervisors’ novelty has a long-term positive effect on students’ novelty after the 
students are tenured, regardless whether the student engaged in novel research during the PhD studies or not.  
However, this positive training effect is large when the student do engage in novel research during their PhD studies.  On 
the other hand, when a student engages in novel research during PhD under a supervisor who is not inclined to novel 
research, his/her research will be less novel after tenure.  These findings highlights the importance of supervision: skills 
for novel research can only be gained or sustained under proper supervision. 
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Hiromi Nagane, Yuta Fukudome and Kanetaka Maki 

How can we detect star scientists? : The type of star scientists and the transition in Japan 

Session 11C 

* Background 

Scientific research is an important source of innovation. The outcomes of scientific research are often transferred to 
enterprises, becoming advanced technologies. These technologies are the source of developing new products and 
services, which satisfy the market needs. Meeting the needs of the market will ultimately lead to improvements in 
national welfare. Therefore, it is important to produce revolutionary scientific research outcomes and transfer 
knowledge from the outcomes to the industry. 

It is scientists who carry out scientific research. We think that a scientist is an important unit to analyze a mechanism 
producing scientific knowledge and transferring it to the industry. Particularly, scientists with outstanding research 
achievements are called "star scientists." Star scientists have not only an academic impact but also can have a 
substantial impact on society and the economy in that they can create research achievements leading to innovative 
inventions or innovation in general.  

 Therefore, we believe that star scientists are important as “social capital” for science and innovation system.  

* Current understanding 

In the United States, some studies have explored the relationship between star scientists and enterprises. In particular, 
pioneers of star scientist studies, Zucker and Darby (University of California, Los Angeles), have been developing star 
scientist research concerning not only the scientific aspect of star scientists but also their relationship with industry. 
They have led the quantitative research on “star scientists” using large-scale data, with a focus on the field of 
biotechnology (Zucker et al., 1998; Zucker et al., 2002; Zucker and Darby, 2001, 2007).  

However, they almost target for the case of the U.S. Also, they focus on star scientists within the biotechnology industry 
from the 1970s to 1980s. On the other hand, we are interested in the case of Japan since there are a few studies on star 
scientists in Japan with a few exceptions (Nagane et al., 2018; Sasaki et al. 2018). Additionally, we follow new duration 
1980s―current while previous works targeted for old duration 1970s--80s. 

Also, we think that we should cover various fields over the biotechnology to check whether the results of previous works 
can apply for another field. Also, Zucker and Darby defined researchers who have discovered more than 40 genetic 
sequences reported in GenBank (1990) as star scientists. This method to define star scientists is available only for 
biotechnology. As we said earlier, we want to extend the field of star scientists. We need a universal method to detect 
star scientists beyond specific fields. Originally, we should discuss what criteria we should apply when we detect star 
scientists. One of a few previous works focused on Japan extracted researchers with highly cited articles as an index of 
academic influence and impact (Nagane et al., 2018). No one would deny that we regard such researchers with 
outstanding articles as star scientists. 

On the other hand, it is essential to identify star scientists from multiple viewpoints. We should discuss how to detect 
star scientists from multiple viewpoints even if it is still tentative. We will undertake the challenges left behind by 
previous research focused on the U.S., by focusing on the Japanese context as a starting point and analyzing recent data 
on star scientists in Japan.  

Thus, we additionally contribute to current understanding in some points: 1)expanding country as a case, 2)covering 
recent data, 3) developing how to detect star scientists beyond specific fields, 4)adding not only academic contribution 
but also technological contribution when we detect star scientists. 

* Research question and purpose 

What star scientists exist in Japan? How can we also detect star scientists without limitation to specific research fields? 
We empirically show what type of star scientist and the distribution in Japan. Then, we suggest how to detect star 
scientists based on our method we propose below. We also explain the transition of the distribution of star scientists in 
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Japan. That means that we explore what type of star scientists existed by three period,1985―95, 1996―2005, 
2006―2015.  

* Method 

We propose a quantitative method to detect star scientists. A “star scientist” is not only a scientist who produces 
outstanding academic impacts, typified by a high level of citations of paper, but also a scientist whose research leads to 
dynamic shifts in technology and brings about big impacts on society and the economy. Therefore, we focus on two 
aspects of star scientists: highly cited articles as an index of academic impact and highly forward cited patents (top 1%) 
as an index of technological impact. Firstly, we extract a top 1% articles from highly cited articles and a top 1% patents 
from highly forward cited registered patent. Secondly, we detect researchers which belongs to institutes in Japan based 
on information of corresponding authors or inventors from these selected articles and patents. We mainly collect the 
date from “Web of Science” as a paper data and “Patent view” as a patent data.  

We categorize based our matrix to clarify star scientist by three periods according to the framework of Saito and Maki 
(2017) which got an idea Stokes, D.E. (1997);  

1)All-rounder star: they have highly cited papers and highly cited patents. 

2)Edison star: they have only highly cited patents. 

3)Academic star: they have only highly cited papers. 

4)No 

* Anticipated results 

We will show the transition of the type of star scientist in Japan. We have already gotten some results: Highly cited 
papers increase while highly forward cited patents decrease. We further show how the type of star scientists have 
changed before and after this big shock for the innovation system in Japan. We cover important duration for an 
innovation system in Japan. In 1995, the Basic Act on Science and Technology was established, marking a major turning 
point for Japan's science and technology policy. We will show how star scientists have changed during 30 years in Japan. 

* Significance:  

We suggest a method to detect star scientists beyond fields. Also, we show results about  Japan on which little work has 
been done. Innovation system will be different among countries. Then, research results of previous works might be 
affected by specific characteristics of the U.S. We can test whether these results are universal or not through showing 
results about Japan.  

  We also suggest implications for policymaker and industry. Policymaker commits to cultivating researchers through 
science and technology policy and advanced education policy. It is pointed out that the quality and quantity of academic 
articles from Japan decrease recently in the world. It is also said that the brain flows out of Japan. Our paper will be a 
clue to find the agenda for cultivating researchers in Japan.  

Secondly, it is useful for the industry to know what type of star scientists exist in Japan. Star scientists are the key person 
to transfer outstanding academic knowledge to industry. When firms think collaborations with star scientists, this paper 
will suggest what scientist is adequate as a collaborator for firms. Our paper will give materials to discuss among 
academia, industry, and policy. 
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Shin-Ren Pan 

How Human Capital Affect the Innovation Performance of the firm of the Government-sponsored 
University-Industry Collaboration: Professionality in the Firm 

Session 11C 

1. Introduction 

For decades, achievements of university-industry collaboration (UIC) around the world motivated governments to issue 
various UIC (Larsen et al., 2016, ch.3). However, the effectiveness of government-funded UIC program for promoting a 
firm’s innovation is still less clarified. Some studies, on the one hand, found that the public program of UIC triggered the 
positive effect of the firm’s innovation performance (Scandura, 2016; Wirsich et al., 2016). On the other hand, some 
researches addressed the negative effect on the product innovation of the firm affected by government-sponsored UIC 
either (Maietta, 2015). For re-understanding the puzzle between firms’ output and public-funded UIC, this article 
combines the assessment of a novel UIC program issued by the Taiwanese government on the national science parks 
and the theory of institutional entrepreneurship to an analysis. The research question, thus, is marked that how does 
the institutional entrepreneurship on a different part of the firm organization drive the innovation performance of the 
firm through exploiting the chance of granted UIC.  

  

2. Conception and Hypotheses 

The institutional entrepreneurship, referring the discussion by Teece (2010), is conceptualized as the professionality of 
individuals shaped by their past professional experience. This article distinguishes the different direction of the work of 
the professionality into top management team (top-down way) and general employee. In short, two hypotheses are 
here: a) The professionality on firm’s top management team will increase the innovation performance of the firm 
affected by government-sponsored UIC, and b) The professionality on firm’s employee will increase the innovation 
performance of the firm affected by government-sponsored UIC. 

3. Variable, Data & Method 

The innovation performance of the firm affected by government-sponsored UIC, explained variable, is measured by the 
number of US granted patent of firms. Otherwise, the explaining variables on the first and second hypothesis are 
respectively operationalized as the degree of education of board members and the number of doctoral employees 
interact with UIC policy. Various control variables are set to elaborate on the effect of independent variables.  

The program, The Ministry of Science and Technology’s Project for Industry-Academia Collaboration on Innovative R&D 
in Science Parks (PIACIRD), and 253 public high-tech firms located in the science parks of Taiwan for 13 years (2005 to 
2017) are the empirical data of this paper. 

In order to estimate the hypotheses, this article adopts the empirical strategy suggested by Heckman (1979) to infer the 
causality. I implement the strategy with three parts. First, I used propensity score matching (PSM) to reduce the self-
selection within PIACIRD. Next, I used the difference-in-difference approach to evaluate the basic impact of PAICIRD on 
the innovation performance of the firms. To gauge the core explaining variables, finally, the interaction terms were 
disposed between the impact of PAICIRD and the professionality of the firms.  

  

4. Result & Conclusion 

The results supported the second hypothesis and rejected the first one. The number of doctoral employee in firms 
positively enhances the number of granted patents significantly. The assessment of the three-way fixed model showed 
that, statistically, one additional doctoral employee hired by funded firms could add 0.5 granted patents on average 
than the firms without public UIC subsidy. This addresses that though the institutional entrepreneurship can enlarge the 
effectiveness of government-sponsored UIC, the intra-organizational process of knowledge production may hinder the 
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work of the institutional entrepreneurship. These findings contribute to future UIC research and implication for UIC 
policy design. 
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Session 11D: Technology Concentration/Dispersion 

Jon Mikel Zabala-Iturriagagoitia 

Technological diversification: a matter of related or unrelated varieties? 

Session 11D 

In competitive market economies, technology is one of the main assets that provide a competitive advantage to the 
firms developing and applying them on new products and processes. Firms need to be up-to-date on the existing 
technological regimes to remain competitive and be able to survive, despite the characteristics of the environment (i.e., 
rules, consumption habits, competition laws, sectors growing and declining, educational characteristics) may differ over 
time. This is one of the main messages provided by evolutionary economists. According to this theory, firms, and the 
territories in which these are located, follow evolutionary processes as a result of (technological) change, leading to 
innovations that shape societal change. This line of reasoning lead during the 1990s to the emergence of the so called 
field of innovation studies, which approaches technology and innovation from both micro and macro perspectives. 

One of the key questions that has for long brought the attention of innovation scholars is understanding which is the 
most effective means by which firms and territories can diversify their knowledge and technology bases. In this regard, 
one of the concepts with the highest echo not only in the academic world but also in the policy realm is the concept of 
related variety, which is anchored in the literature on relative competitive advantage. This classic concept, central to the 
studies of business and economics, shows how a firm/sector/territory should specialize in those areas of activity and 
technologies in which its knowledge bases have the largest scope for exploitation (i.e., strengths). The underlying idea 
behind the concept of related variety is that when a firm/sector/territory specializes in a particular composition of 
complementary sectors to those in which it shows its main strengths, then it will experience higher growth rates than 
those that tend to specialize in other sectors that do not complement each other. The related variety approach finds its 
rationale in that complementary sectors share technological capabilities and competences with those already present in 
the firm/sector/territory. Accordingly, when two firms/sectors are close to each other, but still are slightly different, it 
becomes easier for both of them to understand and absorb the new knowledge/ technologies developed and 
transferred by the other. 

So far the literature has shown that related variety is a more effective strategy for diversification since the emerging 
new branches of activity are substantiated on assets and capabilities already present in local firms or in the territory. 
However, in latest years there have been some critical voices who argue that unrelated diversification strategies could 
be even more effective, particularly in the long run. 

Unrelated variety is the opposite of related variety. According to it, the greater the variety of exploitable niches in the 
economy, the more potential innovation opportunities there will be, so existing and new technologies can migrate from 
niche to niche to increase their market exposure and acceptance. From this point of view, limiting the variety of an 
innovation system would also limit the future opportunities for entrepreneurs, challenging the future development of 
the system as a whole. The advantage of this approach would be that when one sector is hit by an economic downturn 
in a territory with a high degree of unrelated variety, this will not negatively affect the other sectors. In contrast, if the 
same territory would rely on related diversification, since the sectors in it are ‘closer’ to each other, the probability for 
negative externalities to spread throughout the entire system would be much larger. 

Taking this scholarly discussion as a starting point, the paper wonders whether technological diversification is only a 
matter of related or unrelated varieties. It adds to the literature by providing a discussion of the extent to which 
territories, firms and sectors should follow related and/or unrelated diversification strategies. The paper focuses on the 
evolution of the technological diversification followed by the Basque Country, one of the leading industrial regions in 
relation to innovation not only in Spain but also in Europe. The Basque region is often regarded as one of the few truly 
comprehensive regional innovation systems and one of the territories with a more articulated and comprehensive 
innovation policy making process. We here analyze the logic behind the technological diversification shown by the world 
patents (WIPO) granted to companies located in the Basque Country between 1991 (year of the first granted PCT patent) 
and 2011. By focusing on this 20 year period we aim to observe whether related or unrelated diversification strategies 
are more effective in periods of economic expansion (years 2003-2007 where periods of high growth in Spain and in the 
Basque Country) or in periods of high uncertainty and economic crises (2008-2011). Our hypothesis is that diversification 
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strategies should not be either related or unrelated, but should rather naturally evolve between the two, depending on 
the conditions that are shaping the environment over time. 

The paper provides a twofold perspective on technological diversification, by joining sectoral and territorial views. This 
constitutes a relevant contribution to the literature, which provides either case studies in particular sectors or evidence 
at the territorial level. The extant evidence suggests that all sectors, regardless their location, may follow similar 
dynamics, and correspondingly, that all sectors within a territory may also follow the same dynamics as the territory as a 
whole. This however, does not seem a very plausible rationale, as sectors, technologies and territories show divergent 
paths in their evolution. The evidence to date does however not help to disentangle the different paths that sectors may 
follow in a territory. This paper aims to provide a new perspective on technological diversification, by focusing on both 
sectoral and territorial levels. 

We introduce a novel approach for the measurement of technological diversification of territories over time based on 
the Herfindahl–Hirschman index, which has been extensively used to assess concentration patterns. We also develop a 
quality indicator for measuring technological diversification based on Boolean logics. The paper focuses on the evolution 
of the technological diversification followed by the Basque Country. We analyze all the world patents granted to Basque 
companies in the period 1991-2011 (n=1102) and their technology classes (m=1177). Our results evidence that for the 
Basque Country as a whole technological diversification starts under a related variety paradigm, but it continuously 
shifts to get closer to unrelated variety logics In turn, from the sectorial perspective they show that both related and 
unrelated variety play a significant role in explaining the technological evolution of Basque firms. 

Fredrik Niclas Piro 

The R&D composition of European countries: concentrated versus dispersed profiles 

Session 11D 

Background and rationale 

For most countries, national R&D statistics is found for volume (money spent) and distribution of activity across sectors 
(public, private, etc.). These numbers, however, do not tell us anything about how many different organizations that are 
involved in a nation’s R&D activity or how the activity is distributed across these organizations. An interesting empirical 
question is who accounts for the R&D activity of a country within each sector. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 
available database where one can decompose national numbers below the sector grouping. That is, to study the R&D 
activity per higher education (HES) institution, government sector research institution (REC) or private company (PRC). 

This study makes two contributions to the scientific literature. First – empirically - we use proposals submitted to the 
European Framework Programs (EU FPs), FP7 and Horizon 2020, to make country profiles of 40 European countries’ R&D 
profiles. Second – theoretically – we use these profiles to see whether they correspond with R&D performance 
indicators, i.e. we aim at understanding what characterizes countries that perform especially well on R&D performance 
indicators.  

To the best of our knowledge, no similar study has ever been performed, because no relevant data is available. Having 
spent more than two years on standardizing the institutional names of applicants to the framework programs for the 
period 2007-2017, we have now finally been able to perform such an analysis. 

Methods 

We use a unique dataset covering all HES, REC and PRC institutions that have applied for funding to the EU FPs in the 
period 2007-2017, taken from the European Commission’s data warehouse ECORDA. At the Nordic Institute for Studies 
in Innovation, Research and Education (NIFU), all institutional addresses and their sectorial belonging in ECORDA have 
been standardized (approximately 1,4 million institution names). In total there are 111,238 unique institutions from the 
40 countries that have participated in proposals, with Germany (13,652), Italy (13,404) and UK (12,400) having the most. 

For each country in total – and per sector – we have calculated a ‘skewness’ indicator using the Gini Coefficient 
calculation, i.e. we have calculated ‘R&D Gini Coefficients’ based on each participating institution’s share of the nation’s 
(or sector’s) total volume of proposals to the EU FPs. We then compare the R&D Gini values with R&D performance 
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indicators from OECD (Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D (GERD) as percentage of GDP), the European Innovation 
Scoreboard (we have constructed an ‘innovation’ indicator made up of patents, trademarks and design) and citation 
scores (using Web of Science). We do not claim to make a ‘complete list’ of all R&D performing units per country. 
Rather, we believe that the contributing units from each country in sum will provide national profiles of the general 
magnitude and dispersion of the R&D performing units. 

Results  

Any causal mechanism from high R&D investments to high performance indicator values, must be transferred through a 
set of R&D performing actors. Our results suggest that the transition of funding to R&D output goes through highly 
dispersed R&D systems in a large bulk of the most successful R&D nations. 

All six countries with R&D investments above 2.5 per cent (GERDs) except Israel, have either top scores on both 
innovation and citations (Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland) or second highest score on citations and highest on 
innovation (Finland, Austria and Germany). The R&D Gini coefficients in these countries are high, clearly indicating that 
the most successful R&D countries of Europe do so with a work-force of R&D institutions that are log-tailed, i.e. the 
efforts are pulled by a relatively small group of leading actors, not by a generally moderate activity level across all R&D 
actors. The latter is more typical in countries with low R&D investments. For countries with low investments, there is a 
clear tendency that there are higher citation scores in countries with high R&D Gini Coefficients compared to countries 
with low coefficients, across the same GERD levels.  

Do highly cited R&D systems have a more skewed distribution of R&D actors? Yes, the pattern clearly indicates a 
moderate decline in R&D Gini Coefficients as the citation index drops (R²=0,654).  

Are the systems skewed in both academic sectors and in the PRC sector? The evidence for this is mixed. On the one side, 
all the most cited European countries (except Iceland) have relative high sector R&D Gini Coefficients, but we find the 
most skewed systems among the large countries that are not among the most cited countries. The general finding of the 
sector results is that is not so much a matter of a gradient, but of a divide between Western and Eastern European 
countries.  

What is the extent of R&D intensive locomotives? The results are undoubtedly associated to citation scores. Although 
large countries like Germany, France, Italy and Spain for obvious reasons have much higher numbers of R&D 
locomotives (i.e. institutions with more than 500 proposal contributions), the per capita numbers of locomotives are 
lower than in smaller, yet higher cited countries.  

Conclusion/significance  

Our study shows that the concentration of R&D actors at country-level and within the sectors differ across European 
countries, with the general conclusion being that well-performing countries seem to combine a) high R&D investments 
with b) a highly skewed R&D system, where a small part of the R&D performing actors account for a very high share of 
the national R&D performance. This indicates a dual R&D system which combines a few large R&D performing 
institutions with a very large number of small actors.  

An interesting question is a) whether a skewed set of PRC actors is consistent with strong innovation output, while 
skewed sets of HES and REC actors is consistent with strong citation scores, or b) whether skewed sets of actors in all 
three sectors are consistent with strong performance output indicators overall. In the first case (a), one may claim that 
industry ‘innovates’ and universities ‘publish’. In the other case (b), strong presence of both types of actors may benefit 
a country’s capability of both innovation and research, as the science-industry cooperation may involve more mutual set 
of benefits than what is the focal point in innovation studies; mostly describing the knowledge transfer from universities 
to private companies only. The empirical evidence related to case a) above, is that the countries with the most skewed 
sets of PRC actors are not the best performers on innovation output. In the second case, skewed sets of HES or REC are 
also only weakly associated with good citation scores.  

By contrast, three out of four countries (Iceland is the exception) with highest citation scores (Switzerland, Denmark and 
the Netherlands) combine the following elements: very high overall R&D Gini coefficient values, high innovation scores 
and no particular dominance of any sector. Switzerland stand out as the most consistently skewed R&D nation, with very 
high R&D Gini coefficients observed across all three sectors. We believe our study actualise future studies that 
investigate how locomotives from all three sectors may be catalysts for R&D processes both leading to strong research 
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and innovation output and which mechanisms of skewed R&D systems that are beneficial compared to more egalitarian 
systems. 

Pei-Chun Lee 

Investigating Originality and Generality of Technological Competitiveness Based on Corporate R&D 

Session 11D 

This paper proposes to measure and explain technological competitiveness based on the driving forces of technological 
innovation by originality and generality indicators. Competitiveness has been associated in the innovation studies 
literature as a desired outcome of technological innovation which has become pivotal for a country’s economic growth 
in the era of global knowledge economy. Attention has increasingly shifted towards the long-run perspective on building 
a solid foundation for continuously generating technological innovation, which suggests that progress comes in waves, 
each one originating with a major breakthrough or generating potential wide application. The central components of 
national systems of innovation are the innovative activities performed by practitioners (mainly corporates). However, 
little is known about evaluating the effects of corporate R&D on technological competitiveness outcomes at aggregation 
levels of industries and countries.  

This paper seeks to assess whether industry or a country is likely to be (or become) more competitive in terms of 
technological originality and generality of corporate R&D. Patent data have been used as indicators of technological 
innovation as well as the technological competitiveness of an industry or a country. Therefore, changes on the corporate 
trends of patented technologies in an industry or a country will affect the research and development strategies of all 
involved actors in an innovation system. This paper argues that originality and generality are both vital features of 
technological development to trigger innovation, and becoming increasingly important for long-term competitiveness. 
Therefore, this paper proposes the extension of originality and generality indicators derived from  (Trajtenberg, 
Henderson, & Jaffe, 1997) for measuring the technological competitiveness at the industrial and national levels based on 
corporate R&D. 

The technological capacity of the world’s economies contributes to achieve sustained economic growth (McArthur & 
Sachs, 2001). From a competitive perspective, it appears that industries and countries with higher levels of technological 
development may be perceived as better performing in terms of economics than those with lower levels of 
technological progress.  However, to what extent would the technological competitiveness of an industry and a country 
last longer than the others? This question needs further study with a long-run perspective. From the perspective of long-
term economic growth, the global comparison in terms of the technological competitiveness today is the one between 
industries, countries, and that are able to create or absorb technological innovation rapidly and those that are not 
(McArthur & Sachs, 2001). This paper argues that technological originality and generality of corporate R&D not only can 
lead to better exploitation of technological progress made, but also inspire exploration towards a new territory. 
Technological originality can be regarded as the knowledge base of the technological innovation, can serve as a direct 
source of idea for initiating new possibilities or generating more efficient or effective engineering designs. On the other 
hand, technological generality has become the most vital endogeneity for a country or an industry to sustain its growth 
with its erogeneity as technological originality (Rosenberg, 2013)(Gilson, 2010). Originality and generality index firstly 
proposed by (Bronwyn H. Hall, Jaffe, & Trajtenberg, 2001a) enable researchers to understand the distribution of the 
technological origin and fields which are influenced afterwards by the calculation of backward and forward citations. 
However, there have been no concerted effort on extending originality and generality indicators for measuring 
technological competitiveness at industry and country levels through the use of patent citation information.  

The indicators of originality and generality were firstly developed and constructed with patent citation data by 
(Trajtenberg et al., 1997) and regarded as measures of basicness and appropriability. Basicness indicates fundamental 
features of technologies, such as originality, closeness to science, and breadth when appropriability refers to the ability 
of inventor to gain the benefits from their own innovation, such as generality.  Existing studies of innovation process 
largely emphasize the importance of links between basicness and appropriability. Therefore, basicness and 
appropriability have been both regarded as the sources of heterogeneity which take the prominent place in the 
economics of technological change as well as key dimensions of technological basis and outreach, in which accumulated 
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and formed the knowledge foundation of an economy (Trajtenberg et al., 1997). Appropriability have been featured by 
the technological development and the legal mechanisms for patent protection (Teece, 1986).  

In order to study, measure, and rank technological competitiveness, a few models have been proposed as good 
measures that capture the nature of competitiveness. For considering both the origin of technological capability and the 
magnitude of technological influence for better measuring technological competitiveness, the heterogeneity of 
analytical components and the importance of long-term perspectives need to be recognized, and this recognition is the 
major contribution of this study to both the international competitiveness literature and patent citation indicators.  

The objectives of this paper is to make a further step to the extension of technological originality and generality 
proposed by  (Trajtenberg et al., 1997) and  further developed by (Schmoch, 2008) in order to analyze industries and 
countries’ technological competitiveness based on corporate R&D. This paper, which reports the results of an empirical 
investigation based on patent data obtained from USPTO, provides new findings bearing on this issue. By extending the 
originality and the generality indicators to include knowledge basis and technological influences, a more holistic picture 
of the effects of technology on a country’s competitiveness can be obtained, than by examining trade flows and foreign 
direct investment only. 

Oluseye Oladayo Jegede 

Leveraging on Technological Learning for Scaling-up in Clustered Micro-Firms in Nigeria 

Session 11D 

Entrepreneurs have been known to play vital roles in developing and transition economies (Brasil, India, China and South 
Africa) because they played crucial role in structural transformation from low tech based labour intensive economies to 
high technology, knowledge based economies through adoption, assimilation and adaptation of foreign technologies 
from developed countries (Etzkowitz et al., 2015). Thus, the entrepreneur is the indispensable machinery for knowledge 
creation and knowledge diffusion (Braunerhjelm, Ács, and Audretsch 2010). There are lessons to learn from newly 
industrialising countries. For instance, China’s rapid industrialization over the last few decades disconnect with the 
popular widely accepted path in which developed countries in Europe took – having some financial standard and 
framework (Allen, Qian, and Qian 2005). In particular, the vast majority of small firms had little or no access to credit 
from state-owned banks (Ruan and Zhang, 2009; Firth et al 2009; Lin, 2011). Despite this major constraints, China has 
achieved industrialization in less than a quarter of the time it took Europe. How was China able to do this? Through the 
clustering mode of production (Allen, Qian, and Qian, 2005; Fisman and Love, 2003a; 2003b). It can be assumed that by 
dividing a cohesive production process (which agglomeration offers) into several incremental phases, clustering can 
lower capital entry obstacles, creating a pathway for more entrepreneurs to join production industries. Also, clustering 
promotes inter-firm trade credit therefore reducing the pressure of looking operating capital.   

Nigerian entrepreneurs are taking a peek from the Chinese story and trying to follow the shorter part towards 
industrialization. The Nigerian government too has been supporting the development of clusters as through its industrial 
policy and programmes. The Nigeria Industrial Revolution Plan (NIRP) was designed to facilitate the development of 
industrial cities, parks, and clusters while focusing on making hard infrastructure available within these industrial zones. 
Currently Nigeria ranks second in West Africa in industrial cluster development (World Competitiveness Report, 2015). 
The top cluster destinations in Nigeria include: Nnewi (Automotive), Otigba (ICT), Yaba (Technology), Onitsha (Plastics), 
Aba (Footwear) and Kano (Leather). Asides these major clusters, there exists several hundreds of other smaller clusters. 
The government of Nigeria has also established several free trade zones in different geopolitical zones of the country 
even though not all of these free trade zone in Nigeria were created by government at the Federal and State level, but 
these free trade zones have enjoyed the support of government. Within the free trade zones, goods may be landed, 
handled, manufactured or reconfigured, and re-exported without the intervention of the customs authorities.The study 
outlined how the microenterprises overcome the barrier of capital and credit through ‘open development’ characterised 
by collective sharing of knowledge, tools, equipment and workforce amongst competing microenterprises. Also by 
belonging to trade/professional associations that ensure that knowledge becomes a public good that can be accessed by 
everyone who needs it. The study also found out that majority of the microenterprises experienced scaling-up within 
few months to around three years from inception, while only a few scaled up only after three years. Scaling-up of 
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microbusinesses was captured with four proxy variables: increase in number of employees, increase access to capital, 
increase in gross earnings and increase in gross sales.  

A major reason for the rapid growth in the cluster was knowledge sharing not access to finance. There was serious 
emphasis on sharing knowledge, skills and ability that each enterprise had to collectively compete. The nature of open 
collaborative innovation in the cluster was through cooperation to collectively compete as a cluster (with international 
market).  

In the cluster, knowledge acquisition was achieved either through formal methods (university education and trainings) 
and informal method (apprenticeship system and indigenous knowledge systems). However, apprenticeship system of 
education was the most used channel of acquiring knowledge in the cluster. Knowledge diffusion was communal in the 
cluster. especially with the presence of trade associations/union guiding wide dissemination of knowledge in the cluster. 
This is because of the monitoring role played by trade association/unions such as CAPDAN and COMPTON evidently 
present in the cluster. Amongst other reasons, knowledge sharing and diffusion influenced scaling-up in the cluster this 
manifested principally in increase in number of employees within enterprises. Improved access to finance, increase fine 
gross earning and increase in gross sales Hence, knowledge sharing was seen an instrument of collective advancement 
(open development).  

The practice of open collaborative innovation among knowledge-based enterprises/networks has been found to be 
highly productive in overcoming the barriers to accessing finance in the cluster. It is therefore highly recommended that 
government, unions, professional bodies, trade associations and self-help organizations buy into this, as knowledge 
sharing and collaborative problem solving approaches represent the currency in which enterprises in clusters need to 
trade with. How much an enterprise knows, how fast they can learn something new, and how much knowledge it is 
willing to volunteer determine the vibrancy of the enterprise not really how much it has. 
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Session 11E: Interdisciplinarity & Institutions 

Edgar Schiebel 

A contribution to the structural evaluation of research organizations – the case of the Austrian 
Research Center of Industrial Biotechnology 

Session 11E 

Background and rationale 

The evaluation of the performance of research organizations is an important issue in science policy. The challenge of the 
scientific management of a research organization is to evaluate the research work of the organization and the diversity 
of research achievements towards the owners, and to develop visions for the future research agenda. 

However, it is a complex challenge to identify, monitor and benchmark the competences of a thematically diversified 
research organization on one hand and to position it in the scientific community and develop a future research agenda 
based on the international research findings on the other hand. 

The diversity of research skills can be very broad in a research organization, such as a university or a research institute, 
and can span over many disciplines. Therefore, the impact of research in the scientific community is difficult to be 
measured. 

Classical performance indicators often used in the bibliometric evaluation only allow quantitative statistical statements. 
Examples for such indicators are the number of publications or citations, the H-index or impact factors. They only allow a 
rough insight view in the target achievement of the organization. Statements about fulfilling the mission, as well as 
about its impact on research or contributing to tackling major challenges such as climate change, environmental 
degradation or emergent technologies are not possible. 

This presentation proposes an approach that closes this gap. The variety of competence fields of an organization is 
displayed in a science map based on the publication output of the organization. The individual fields of competence are 
sub-fields of content-clustered publications. To capture the impact fields, all publications that cite at least one 
publication of the organization are analyzed and clustered in subfields in a second science map. The contents of the 
fields are collected from the bibliographies, the author's keywords and the publications. 

The research work was part of a strategic project of the Austrian Research Center for Industrial Biotechnology ACIB in 
Vienna and Graz and was funded by the COMET Program of the Austrian Research Promotion Agency FFG.   

ACIB is an important Austrian player in basic and applied research in industrial biotechnology. The project aimed to 
develop a decision-making basis for the future research agenda and results were included in the report to the scientific 
advisory board. Objectives for this project were: Analysis and evaluation of the research and competence portfolio of 
ACIB and of the impact of published research as a starting point for future research fields.  

Methods and Data 

We used bibliographic coupling and a science mapping approach to visualize, identify and analyze the research fields and 
expert workshops to evaluate the results. 

In the first task “Research Portfolio of ACIB” all 675 publications (retrieval date: 29.5.2017) with at least one authors 
from ACIB were downloaded from the Web of Science database referring to the affiliations, the funding agency and the 
Comet Program of the FFG. The documents were mapped and clustered by bibliographic coupling to identify and 
describe the competence fields. The results were displayed with a 2D and 3D surface map. The relative publication 
activity and the knowledge growth were used as two dimensions to position the competence fields in a research 
portfolio. The results were evaluated with the chief scientific officer of ACIB. 

4899 citing publications (retrieval date: 06.09.2018) that cite at least one author of ACIB served as the database for the 
identification of the impact fields. They were retrieved with the help of the Create Citation Report feature of Web of 
Science. The procedure to delineate the impact fields was the same as for the competence fields. Indicators to evaluate 
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the impact fields were the number of citing publications,   average citations per document, average year of references 
(as proxy for the novelty) and the closeness of acib to the impact fields measured by the number of common references.  

Results 

The quantitative analysis of the research output as competence fields of the research organization ACIB confirmed that 
the research organization is strong in traditional topics like recombinant protein production in Pichia Pastoris (yeast; 
recombination protein, whole-cell biotransformation, secretion, …), and others. The published work is dominated by 
established researchers.  

Impact fields with the same research issues as the organization allowed the international positioning of research done. 
There are also impact fields that do not consist of the same research than that of the organization. As the organization 
works on technologies in biotechnology the results are used in other fields of biotechnology that are of growing interest 
but have not net yet been considered in the organization.   From the centers scientific management perspective new 
remarkable potential issues could be identified from the impact fields like cell engineering reprogramming and directed 
differentiation of pluripotent stem cells where ACIB has competences in the technology. The Lignin depolymerization by 
white rot fungi wa identified as a hot issue for the future research agenda. Relevant impact fields have been assigned to 
the new areas for the future funding period together with the management of the research center. 

With the help of this evaluation procedure the future establishment of new research fields for the new funding period 
were considered and could be argued in a systematic way for the future funding period. Of course, it was to be linked to 
the demand of the industry that is represented by present and future industrial partners of the center. The publication 
activity of the center and particularly the kind of journals and the active participation in conferences shed light on its 
mission. It is a flagship center with a certain but not strong orientation to fundamental research. However, it is strongly 
oriented to perform applied research projects with industrial partners. That is the reason why the published work is not 
strongly to be found in basic research journals. A bigger amount of publications in top ranked journals would have 
needed another orientation of the mission. 

Satoko Fujisawa, Yayoi Sasaki and Hideki Yoshida 

Characterizing Emerging Topics toward Priority Setting in Research Funding 

Session 11E 

Introduction  

The identification of emerging topics in science and technology has been the subjects in the field of Scientometrics for 
decades. Metzger et al. pointed out that most of emerging topics is considered to reside in the interdisciplinary fusion 
areas which have not been yet established as a distinct discipline [Metzger 1999].  

The citation network analysis is likely to be one of the effective measures to grasp such interdisciplinary area, since it is 
based on clusters of highly cited papers beyond journal subject areas. Several studies have specifically identified 
emerging topics using co-citation network on the basis of the number of times pairs of papers have been co-cited, that 
is, the number of later papers that have cited both of them. Small et al combined direct-citation models with co-citation 
ones, then identified 71 emerging topics that were new and growing rapidly [Small et al 2014]. Clarivate Analytics 
provides the annual report “Research Fronts” with CAS (Chinese Academy of Science), where “Research Fronts” are 
groups of highly cited papers, referred to as "core papers" in a specialized topic defined by cluster analysis 
[sciencewatch.com]. Research Fronts 2018 presents a total of 138 Research Fronts which are extracted from the view 
point of their largeness and newness [CAS & Clarivate Analytics 2018]. 

 However, topics represented by co-citation clusters are too fine as funding target, and the article-based subject 
category given to clusters does not fit to group multiple clusters based on topic. In addition, developing status of the 
research area related to clusters should be grasped. 

 In this paper, in order to adapt the co-citation clusters to funding mechanism, we attempted to characterize them by 
experts with viewpoints of 1) topic classification and 2) typology of the research which includes i) types of scientific 
approach and ii) Stage of developing or forming research area. 
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Methodology   

As the purpose is characterization of emerging topics identified by co-cation analysis, developing bibliometric 
methodology for emerging identification is out of scope. Therefore, in this paper, Research Fronts (hereinafter called RF) 
provided by Clarivate Analytics is applied as emerging topics, of which 2,443 clusters are composed of 27,614 core 
papers published in the past 6 years (2013–2018).  The RF information is composed of indices such as the number of 
core papers (size of RF cluster), average publication year (newness), share of major countries and ESI 22 research fields, 
and each RF is linked to the bibliographic information of the core papers. 

1. Topic classification  

Firstly, what is represented by RFs should be recognized. <span style="font-family:&quot;Century Gothic&quot;,sans-
serif">However, default RF name which is the title of the latest core paper often does not accurately represent RFs. In 
addition, as RF-level topic is fragmental for funding strategy, it is necessary to classify RFs according to topic. Therefore, 
we attempted to label and classify RFs, in material science as a case study, in the following steps by the analyst with 
domain knowledge; 

     STEP1: To label each RFs based on the core paper title (and abstract as needed). 

     STEP2: To assign keywords from the viewpoints of "substance/material" and "application/purpose" for each RFs. 

     STEP3: To group RFs based on Keywords, and to construct classification. 

2. Typology of research 

 As developing status of the research area related to RFs, we defined i) types of scientific approach and ii) Stage of 
developing or forming research area. For evaluation of the status, questionnaire-based survey with JST-funded 
researchers was implemented. 

In this survey, RFs can be navigated based on titles, authors, ESI class etc. with Research Front Navigator which is a web-
based tool provided by Clarivate Analytics. Each RF is provided citation-based indicators such as the number of core 
papers and their average publication year. The respondents firstly analyzed and selected emerging RFs to be funded and 
next they were questioned about i) and ii) the stage of developing or forming research area for selected RF. 

i) Types of scientific approach 

   As emerging topics identified by co-citation network is originated from scientific papers, their characteristics in basic 
research type cannot be understood. On the first step, we focus on characterization by scientific approach, and define 
three types of scientific research as follow; 

a) Creation of new theory model, 
b) Experimental approach to exploring the phenomena or mechanisms, and 
c) Progressive scientific instrumentation. 

ii ) Stage of developing or forming research area  

 By obtaining the difference between the current stages and the future stages of 5-10 years ahead, the degree of 
expected growth will be estimated. We distinguished following five stages for characterizing emerging topics; 

a) Early stage and few similar studies, 
b) Pre-established Stage where research has been conducted individually but has not yet been established as a 

research area, 
c) Emerging stage that is forming a trend e.g. new sessions being organized at  major international conferences, 
d) Stage of applied research in industry-academia collaboration, and 
e) Stage of applied research in industry.  

Results 

1. Topic classification - a case study in material science - 

  Firstly, 330 RFs in material science were classified into 73 (small classification) such as transition metal dichalcogenides, 
graphene matrix composites and so on. These were combined into 2D substances, complex systems, MOF / COF etc. and 
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put together in 21 (middle classification). Further broadly speaking, I. Substance / material, II. Photochemical system, III. 
Battery, capacitor, IV solid physical system, VI. The functional material / structural material, IV. Process was classified 
into 6 (large classification). 

That classification enables to analyze emerging topics from various view points based on RF’s indices. For example, as 
the emerging topics with relatively high proportion of Japan, 2D materials such as graphene or MoS2 and materials 
research on solid physical systems such as spintronics, topological insulators and Weil semimetals are identified. 

2. Typology of research 

    There were 439 RFs obtained as emerging RFs by the respondents. <br/> 

i) Types of scientific approach 

In all research fields, the most common response was “b: Discovery and elucidation of phenomena and mechanisms by 
experimental approach” and followed by “c: Development and introduction of new methods, devices and equipment” 
(except Social Science). Notably, among 439 RFs, 212 RFs were selected without duplicates, but conversely 2 RFs were 
selected by 9 persons. Both the 2 RFs, “In vivo Imaging” and “Photoacoustic bio-imaging” are assigned to “c: new 
methods and devices”.  

ii) Stage of developing or forming research area 

 Although shift patterns of the stages are different depending on the field, the overall trend of the response is that the 
stage will change from current "b) Pre-established Stage" or "c) Emerging stage" to "d) Stage in Industry-academia 
collaboration" or "e) Stage in industry" in five to ten years ahead. 

Conclusion  

We have reported expert-based methodology to characterize topics with topic classification and typology of research. As 
our purpose is emerging topic identification for actual funding strategy, we will not pursue constructing versatile 
taxonomy. It is important to combine information from various sources and analyze it from multi-aspects, then RF is one 
of those sources. While the research demonstrated in this paper, we are trying to identify emerging topics from other 
science publication such as Citing paper of RFs and Hotpaper, conferences, research projects, technology magazines and 
so on. In the next step, we will map them for further analysis. 

Peter Neuhäusler, Rainer Frietsch and Sonia Gruber 

A concept for the measurement of the interdisciplinarity of research organizations - The example of 
the Fraunhofer Society 

Session 11E 

Overview and motivation 

Interdisciplinarity is increasingly used as a criterion for the evaluation of research proposals by research funders, e.g. in 
Germany through the DFG Priority Programs or DFG Research Centers (DFG 2015a, 2015b)). Many research 
organizations also use the fact that they have "interdisciplinary" research teams as a marketing instrument, implying 
that there is an expected benefit of interdisciplinary research that is commonly shared. Yet, the possibilities to publish 
interdisciplinary research are limited. Many top-tier journals are limited in their focus and interdisciplinary research 
often does not "fit" into their scope, which basically results in penalties for interdisciplinary research as lower-ranked 
journals have to be targeted. Before making judgements about this phenomenon and argue for changes in one or 
another direction, however, we first of all should be able to answer the question whether more interdisciplinarity is 
always "better", or whether this is true only up to a given threshold, in certain dimensions etc. Therefore, we need 
methods to measure the interdisciplinarity of a research project, a research group or a research organization. In the 
literature, there have been several attempts to measure interdisciplinarity with the help of bibliometric indicators. This 
is highly useful, as scientific papers include lots of bibliographic information - scientific disciplines, citations, reference 
lists, etc. - that can be used to assess the interdisciplinarity of the given paper, a research team or an organization. 
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However, this might also lead to a one-sided assessment of interdisciplinarity, which is further aggravated by the 
described phenomenon of rather homo-thematic high-tier journals. 

In this paper, we therefore propose several non-bibliometric measures of interdisciplinarity - alongside some traditional 
bibliometric measures - and apply them to the German Fraunhofer Institutes, i.e. at the level of research organizations. 
In a further step, their validity is tested against common bibliometrics based measures. Once the indicators are 
established, they will be used to create an "interdisciplinarity index", i.e. a composite indicator with which we can assess 
interdisciplinarity in a broader sense. This also enables us to relate the interdisciplinarity indicator to certain 
performance measures. The data used are partly exploratory in nature and some of the data are only available as 
"internal" data from the Fraunhofer Society, e.g. the educational background of the researchers. However, they shall 
serve as a "proof of concept" regarding the measurement of interdisciplinarity. 

Defining and Measuring Interdisciplinarity - A quick look at the literature 

By investigating interdisciplinarity, we examine the question how competences, perspectives, knowledge etc. from 
different disciplines are used for the work of an organization. This corresponds to the generally used definition of 
interdisciplinarity, namely bringing together and applying different aspects from several disciplines (van den 
Besselar/Heimericks 2001) and sets it apart from multidisciplinarity, e.g. different perspectives on the same topic taken 
by different disciplines, or transdisciplinarity meaning basic research questions (and sometimes also methods) that 
cannot uniquely assigned to a single discipline (e.g. Alvargonzález, 2011).  

Depending on the applied concept, there are different operationalizations of interdisciplinarity. The vast majority of 
empirical literature, however, uses bibliometric data for its measurement (Mugabushaka et al. 2016, Nagaoka/Kwon 
2006, Shafique 2010, Small 2010). The measures range from differences in cited references, shares of references to 
publications outside of one's own discipline to publications with more than one subject category or combinations of 
indicators (e.g. Levitt/Thelwall 2008, Rinia et al. 2001, Steele und Stier 2000, Stirling 2007). Many researchers further use 
Stirling's (2007) conceptual decomposition of interdisciplinarity (diversity, variety & balance) as the basis for more 
refined bibliometric measures, also regarding the measurement of a relation between interdisciplinarity and scientific 
impact in terms of citations in publications (Wang et al. 2015). In this paper, we include further data sources for the 
measurement of interdisciplinary research. Though earlier research has shown that information contained in scientific 
publications can help in measuring interdisciplinarity and other data sources are scarce, we believe that only using 
bibliometrics delivers a one-sided picture of the phenomenon. Kwon et al. (2016) and Nichols (2014) are notable 
exceptions that experimented with other data sources. Kwon et al. (2016) used patent data, which we will also use for 
further analysis. We also propose to look at patent information. In addition, we will use data on the disciplinary 
backgrounds of the involved scientists as well as data on the projects in which the researchers were involved. 

Data & Indicators 

Since we use the Fraunhofer Society as an example to test our indicators, the single Fraunhofer Institutes (FhI) serve as 
the level of analysis. To create indicators and calculate the interdisciplinarity of each FhI, we use data from several 
sources.  For the bibliometric indicators, we employ Scopus by Elsevier and generate five bibliometric measures: average 
number of scientific fields of a publication (10 fields aggregate of the Scopus classification), share of publications in 
"multidisciplinary", share of citations from publications from other fields, share of references to publication in other 
fields. For the patent indicators, we use data from the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical database (PATSTAT) to generate 
a Herfindahl index of the spread of patent of an FhI by IPC classes. A matching of PATSTAT data and the Orbis database 
by Bureau van Dijk further allows us to generate a spread of an FhI's patents across industry sectors. Furthermore, we 
use funding data from the German "Förderkatalog" (Funding Catalogue of the Federal Government) that lists public 
research spending by all German ministries. We hereby analyze how many partners on average were involved in all FhI's 
research projects. We also analyze in how many projects from different fields an FhI was involved on average. 
Furthermore, we make use of internal data on the educational background of the FhI employees, which can be analysed 
on aggregate to find out about the average number of different disciplinary backgrounds within an FhI. Finally, we aim 
to incorporate further bibliometric based indicators by taking a more in-depth look at the titles and abstracts of 
publications and see whether a keyword based approach can be used to assess a paper's interdisciplinarity. With a 
similar approach, we aim to take a closer look at the websites of the single Fraunhofer Institutes, which would add a 
further dimension of interdisciplinarity. 
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Outlook and first results 

Once the indicators are calculated, we can first of all compare them with the help of a correlation analysis. This provides 
us with a view on the interrelation between the indicators as well as the respective data sources. In order to find out 
whether they measure the same or different things, we further employ a factor analysis. 

First results show that though some indicators are highly interrelated - especially the bibliometric indicators - there is 
variance what the indicators measure, implying that our additional indicators seem to deliver some explanatory power. 
Preliminary factor analyses show that there seem to be three different latent constructs within the concept of 
"interdisciplinarity", namely "cooperation behavior", "knowledge generation and distribution" (mostly citation based 
measures) and "discipline and field structure" (spread across disciplines and fields in terms of publications, patents and 
employment structure). Next steps comprise the refinement of the indicators, the extension of the indicator set to 
further, web-based indicators as well as the testing whether the interdisciplinarity measures are related to performance 
or "impact" in a broader sense. 

Hugo Horta and João M. Santos 

The development of a new instrument to evaluate research agendas in STEM fields 

Session 11E 

Background 

This study creates a novel inventory that characterizes factors influencing the research agendas of researchers in STEM 
fields – the Multi-Dimensional Research Agendas Inventory – Revised – STEM (MDRAI-R-STEM). This inventory is based 
on an instrument which was previously developed for the social sciences and optimizes it by reducing the number of 
items per dimension improving at the same time its psychometric properties, but also includes new dimensions – 
Academia Driven and Society-driven – that reflect the greater influence of societal and organizational structures in 
knowledge production and demands for research impact. 

A recent quantitative study elaborated an inventory to identify factors influencing the research agendas of researchers 
(Horta & Santos, 2016). The inventory was designated as “Multi-Dimensional Research Agenda Inventory” (MDRAI), and 
while this inventory is the first of its kind to the best of our knowledge, it was designed having in mind researchers 
performing research in the fields of the social sciences. Our study departs from MDRAI and using a dataset of over 4,500 
researchers located all over the world and from STEM fields who provided key information concerning their research 
agendas through participating on an online survey implemented in 2017 and 2018, will contribute to develop a novel 
instrument that identifies key factors influencing the research agendas of researchers in STEM fields. 

Methods 

Using a global sample of 4826 researchers from STEM fields, Confirmatory Factor Analysis was employed to develop an 
instrument capable of assessing STEM researchers’ research agendas. Validity, Reliability, and Sensibility were evaluated 
as part of the instrument validation exercise. In terms of methodological innovation, the analyses use alternative 
measurements and analytical tools to cope with the large sample size. Multi-group analysis was conducted to 
demonstrate measurement invariance across all fields of knowledge. 

Results 

The final instrument is comprised of 40 questions spread over 8 distinct dimensions – Scientific Ambition, Divergence, 
Collaboration, Mentor Influence, Tolerance to Low Funding, Discovery, Academia Driven, and Society Driven. Model fit 
was adjudged as very good (GFI = 0.944; CFI = 0.951; PCFI = 0.849; RMSEA = 0.037). Factorial and discriminant validity 
were confirmed, and convergent validity was largely demonstrated with only minor issues to report. Reliability and 
Sensitivity were confirmed. No notable differences were found between Exact and Natural Sciences and Engineering and 
Technology fields. 

Discussion 
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Eight distinct dimensions were identified by the instrument. The dimension Scientific Ambition stresses the relevance of 
engaging in research agendas that may provide recognition for one’s work from peers and help to achieve positions of 
intellectual and field authority in the field communities of interest (Latour and Woolgar, 2013; Whitley, 2000). Similarly, 
to Scientific ambition, Collaboration is another dimension is also of critical importance in the MDRAI-R-STEM as it 
underlines the understanding that collaborative agendas are necessary in all fields of knowledge, and that collaborating 
or not with peers is seen as a key decision when embarking in new research agendas. 

The dimensions Tolerance to Low Funding and Mentor Influence, also appear to be critical dimensions in influencing the 
research agendas of researchers. Greater scores in Tolerance to Low Funding indicates that researchers are not 
discouraged from lack of available research funding to start specific research agendas, meaning that they do not place 
an emphasis on research funding when deciding on pursuing a research agenda. A larger score in the Mentor’s influence 
suggests that the PhD supervisor continues to have a say or a degree of influence in a researcher research agenda, while 
the opposite means that the researcher embarks in research agendas without requesting the PhD supervisor guidance or 
opinion.  

The dimension Discovery in the MDRAI-R-STEM encapsulates the MDRAI dimensions Discovery and Conservative. A 
greater the score on the Discovery dimension suggests that a researcher is more propense to engage in research 
agendas that are riskier, focused on emerging and unexplored themes that have a greater potential for breakthroughs 
but also for failure. The dimension Divergence, maintained the same structure that it has in the MDRAI, including its sub-
dimensions (branching-out and multidisciplinary) but in a similar fashion to the Discovery dimension, it also summarizes 
the MDRAI dimensions Divergence and Convergence, into a sole dimension having the two MDRAI independent 
dimensions placed into a one-dimension continuum. A higher score in the Divergence dimension means that researchers 
establish research agendas that link and involve knowledge from other fields of knowledge.  

The first new dimension of MDRAI-R-STEM is Academia Driven, which means the extent to which the research agenda is 
influenced by holistic, valuative and normative traits and dispositions related to the scholarly and academic environment 
and social structure, with whom the researcher identifies himself or herself with. The higher the score in this dimension, 
the more the researcher research agenda conforms to and is aligned with the questions, topics and strategic focuses 
that the academic environment may determine as a priority. This dimension has two sub-dimensions. The sub-
dimension Field relates to the extent to which the researcher is influenced in his or her research agenda by scientific 
priorities that are reached by consensus in the field community as those to be prioritized (Becher and Trowler, 2001). A 
higher score on this sub-dimension means that the research agendas of researchers will be more influenced by the field 
community priority focus. The other sub-dimension, Institution, is associated to propensity to which the researcher 
aligns his or her research agendas to the research strategic targets of the institution where he or she is working. The 
higher the score on this sub-dimension the higher that propensity will tend to be, while the lower the more the research 
agenda of an individual researcher will be affected by institutional constrains. 

The second new dimension of MDRAI-R-STEM is Society driven, which measures the propensity that the research agenda 
is set towards solving society related challenges. The higher the score on this dimension, the greater it is the focus of the 
research agenda on focusing on solving such challenges, while the lower the score, the less is the focus on a society 
related challenge. This dimension has two sub-dimensions. The first sub-dimension is society, which shows the incidence 
of society related challenges in the research agenda, while the second sub-dimension, non-academics, measures the 
degree of auscultation and participation of laymen and non-experts in the design of the researcher research agenda. The 
higher the score on this sub-dimension the greater is the likelihood of engagement with non-research communities in 
forms of research that involve “action research community” or “participatory research”. Noticeably, the two sub-
dimensions indicate that one can have a society focused research agenda without needing to collaborate with non-
expert communities. 
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Session 11F: Digital Innovation Policy 

Ivan Danilin 

Digital transition policies in the emerging economies:  are agents for development an optimal choice? 

Session 11F 

Digital transition poses numerous challenges for decision-makers. Despite some public interventions are inevitable, it is 
business that will play a crucial role in transforming markets, innovation systems, and technological development. So, 
there is a growing need in a new market and industrial policies. This problem is especially important for the emerging 
economies, where existing institutions of developmental state and traditional industrial policy seem to be less relevant – 
if not obsolete – for the new digital realities. In this context, an “agency” approach is applied, where private and 
sometimes public business entities are de-facto assigned to a role of agents for development, responsible for 
technological breakthroughs, emergence of new innovation ecosystems and institutes, etc. In this study we focus on 
comparative analysis of Russian and Chinese digital policies, with a special focus on issues related to agency approach.  

In China we may trace the evolution of public policies toward I&IT up to the beginning of 2000s. Some scholars tend to 
explain early successes of Chinese I&IT by the lack of systematized regulation resulted in a de-facto “sandbox” regime. 
This is well illustrated by a unique situation with foreign investments in the II&T: de-jure they were restricted because of 
“strategic” nature of these industries and markets, but de-facto actual inflows of foreign capital through a specific 
instrument of Variable Interest Entities (VIEs) were ignored by the regulators – or even welcomed. In a favorable 
economic conditions (sharp growth of demand; synergies between Internet markets and electronics manufacturing; 
etc.) this spurred fast rise of Chinese I&IT markets, lead by so-called BAT group (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent).  

I&IT successes spurred governmental attention. In line with previous industrial policy originally stake was made on the 
state-owned telecomm enterprises (SOEs) and only after they failed to lead the markets, BAT appeared on the 
regulator`s radar as agents for I&IT. New policies were a mix of updated traditional and new approaches. Classic 
industrial efforts persisted, like Internet infrastructure build-up, with archaic solutions also in place – like blocking of 
Facebook, Google, and other competitors since 2010, or de-facto ignoring BAT monopolism. But gradually a different 
approach evolved. Huge public investments were made in digital R&D and in venture capital (VC), as well as pro-business 
institutional and regulatory moves  – all with strong bias toward BAT. BAT were engaged in and benefited from nation-
wide technology and trade and investment initiatives. As a result, BAT transformed itself in a multi-billion market 
phenomena with colossal VC activities, notable R&D budgets ($2-3 bln each), diversified set of services and important 
technological portfolios (from AI to fintech) – with strong and growing innovation ecosystems. 

However, existing PRC policies bear challenges. Among them are monopolism; market distortion risks due to the 
governmental interventions; ambiguous approach toward the Internet; need to optimize enormous and fast-growing 
BAT ecosystems and investments; etc. For now these challenges are softened by market growth, enormous financial 
resources of BAT, and preferential state policy. But this will not last forever.  

Russian digital policies are partly similar, partly opposite to a Chinese case. Market conditions are suboptimal due to 
structural and institutional limitations for economic growth – sharpened by sanctions. Innovation system is fragmented, 
with lack of high-tech private civilian industries, especially electronics. Despite since 1990s Russian commercial 
IT/Internet markets and companies were on the rise, it was only in 2015-2017 when government introduced more or 
less systematic efforts in support of disruptive I&IT technological and market development. The resources allocated or 
authorized were significant, but not even close to the ones of the PRC or to the real needs of Russian economy. For 
example, in 2019-2024 government plans to spend about $25 bln for “Digital Economy” National Project – with 
additional $9 bln from the industry, mostly SOEs. Not less important, federal policies is medium-term and project-
oriented with lack of strategic focus – like almost ignoring insufficient capital availability for tech-savvy SMEs.  

Regulatory approaches are also mixed. Most radical industrial policy instruments (like blocking of competitors) were 
never implemented, but “technology nationalism” (requirement to localize data centers, software import substitution, 
“sovereign” Internet ideas) is visible. Bureaucratic interventions are on the rise too, contradicting even with own plans 
of the Central Bank and some Ministries to create regulatory sandboxes for fintech and other II&T. Special attention is 
paid to competences (from “Quantoriums” - science parks for kids, to nation-wide coordination of educational and 
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training activities by the Agency for Strategic Initiatives (ASI), affiliated with the President) and ecosystem building (like 
in National Technology Initiative). However, efforts are underfinanced and challenged with regulatory and bureaucratic 
drawbacks.  

As in PRC, agents for development play crucial role in Russian policy. However, the situation is ambivalent due to unclear 
lines between corporate and federal responsibilities, and federal interventionalist actions. Secondly, despite strong 
positions of private I&IT companies like Yandex, agent group included much broader set of actors – presumably, because 
of lobbying, some economic considerations, and past successes of potential agents. Along with private I&IT giants the list 
is dominated by SOEs – Sberbank (one of biggest and highly digitalized Russian bank, headed by I&IT enthusiast G.Gref), 
Rostelecom, dual-use manufacturing companies like Rosatom and Rostec, etc. On one hand, this “mix” represented 
objective complexity and ubiquitous nature of I&IT and need for economy-wide and industry-immune digital policies. On 
the other, it seem to weaken general logic, since (in accordance with C.Christensen`s theory) traditional corporations 
may be interested not in the disruptive innovations, but in maintaining control over the markets and economy. These 
SOE agents became key beneficiaries – and partly drivers – for new extensive governmental efforts, but, in turn were 
assigned with some additional functions, from competence-building and up to broadening VC support, which do not 
match their actual abilities, processes, and interests – with unclear results. This ambivalence, among other factors, lead 
to a surprising rise of importance of regional policies, especially ones of Moscow and Kazan, which along with municipal 
needs are focused on new markets, SME development, and more. 

Comparison of the PRC and Russian and general conceptualization of agent approach for I&IT make it possible to 
formulate several conclusions. Assigning developmental functions to “agents” seem to be more optimal for I&IT, than 
direct governmental interventions. However, selection of an agent and overall efficiency appear to be sound only if 
based on its market successes, and presumably has time limits. Agency does not substitute (and rather  actualize) 
governmental efforts in institutions- and human capital formation, while requiring reassessment of public sector role, 
with a gradual shift to a strategic collaboration and coordination model, ideated by D.Rodrick. This appear to be a 
challenge for emerging economies, considering industrial policy path dependence, restraining evolution toward a more 
balanced system, immune from both excessive government interventions and rent-seeking / monopolistic and other 
market distortions on the agents` side. A separate conclusion may be formulated considering possible combination of 
agency and regional development logic. Regions or, more likely, megacities – leaders in II&T, with its more flexible 
regulatory practices, possible cluster activities/effects, market specifics, and other advantages may complement efforts 
of agents, driving changes from the demand side, and acting as a kind of “sandboxes” for both I&IT and industrial policy. 

Masaru Yarime 

Governing Data-Driven Innovation in Cyber-Physical Systems: Open Data for Smart Cities through 
Regulatory Sandboxes 

Session 11F 

The emergence of data-driven innovation based on the rapid advancement in the Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial 
intelligence creates exciting opportunities as well as considerable challenges in promoting societal benefits while 
regulating the risks associated with it. As a vast amount of diverse kinds of data is increasingly available from various 
sources that were not previously accessible, a wide range of sectors are currently undergoing significant transformation. 
In energy, smart grid systems lower costs, integrate renewable energies, and balance loads. In transportation, dynamic 
congestion-charging systems adjust traffic flows and offer incentives to use park-and-ride schemes, depending upon 
real-time traffic levels and air quality, whereas car-to-car communication can manage traffic to minimize transit times 
and emissions and eliminate road deaths from collisions. The speed of technological advancement is accelerating, and 
those technologies that used to be separate are increasingly interconnected and interdependent with one another, 
creating a significant degree of uncertainty in their impacts and consequences. There is a widening gap between 
technological and institutional changes, which poses a serious challenge to policy makers in devising measures for 
governing innovation. 

Data-driven innovation critically depends on efficient and effective collection, diffusion, and utilization of data. The 
development of smart cities is hence facilitated through readily availability of and accessibility to data and its mutual 
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exchange with stakeholders in different sectors. Unlike the traditional mode of innovation, which tends to rely on 
closed, well-established relationships between enterprises in a specific sector, the new mode of innovation requires 
open, dynamic interactions with stakeholders possessing various kinds of data. Close cooperation and collaboration on 
data becomes crucial in the innovation process, from the development of novel technologies to deployment through 
field experimentation and to legitimation in society. Careful investigation is necessary to explore what kinds of policy 
approaches would be effective in stimulating data-driven innovation by facilitating coordination and integration of 
emerging technologies through open exchange and sharing of data. 

The approach of regulatory sandbox has recently been proposed to stimulate innovation by allowing experimental trials 
of novel technologies and systems that cannot currently operate under the existing regulations by specifically 
designating geographical areas or sectoral domains. Regulatory sandboxes enable firms to test innovative products, 
services, and business models in an actual market environment, while ensuring that appropriate safeguards are in place. 
Potential benefits include facilitating greater data availability, accessibility, and usability for innovators and reducing the 
time and cost of getting innovative ideas to market by reducing regulatory constraints and ambiguities. While regulatory 
sandboxes have primarily been introduced to the financial sector to encourage innovation on fintech, it is only recent 
that the approach started to be applied in cyber-physical systems such as smart cities, which involve human health and 
safety. There are few empirical studies conducted to investigate to what processes the approach of regulatory sandbox 
is introduced, by what measures it is implemented, and what impacts and consequences are expected in the context of 
smart cities. 

This study aims to examine policy measures to stimulate data-driven innovation for smart cities with a focus on 
coordination and collaboration in the context of accelerating technological progress and deepening interconnection and 
interdependence. Detailed case studies of Japan and China are conducted to investigate how the idea of regulatory 
sandboxes is introduced and applied in policy making and what impacts and consequences are made on facilitating data 
exchange and sharing to create innovation for smart cities. Opportunities and challenges in policy design and 
implementation are explored for stimulating data-driven innovation through compatibility, interoperability, and 
integration of data while addressing societal concerns about privacy, cyber security, and public safety. 

A preliminary analysis of the Japanese case shows the characteristics of the process of creating innovation for smart 
cities and illuminate some of the key policy challenges in this field. In Japan, proprietary standards among competing 
providers initially slowed down the development of smart technologies. Eventually the standard of Open Automated 
Demand Response 2.0 was adopted, following feasibility, interoperability and connectivity testing through close 
collaboration between major players in the energy industry and the government. The adoption of the common scheme 
had a significant impact on driving innovation on home and building energy management systems, with smart 
thermostats, rooftop solar, battery energy storage, and other appliances smoothly integrated through data exchange 
and sharing. 

Novel technologies have been emerging, however, in other sectors related to the Internet of Things, in which virtually 
everything is getting connected so that many technologies that were formerly operated separately can coordinate with 
each other efficiently. Various standards, such as ZigBee and Bluetooth Low Energy, have been under rapid 
advancement, leading to a serious need to promote cooperation among relevant actors working in different sectors. The 
traditional system of government-industry collaboration did not function effectively, as new players including start-ups 
and entrepreneurs have been entering the field of smart cities with innovative technologies that are often developed 
independently. That has posed a serious challenge to policy making, as different sectors have their specific issues and 
concerns and the policies and regulations to deal with them are not necessarily coordinated with each other, which 
effectively creates an obstacle to facilitating data exchange and sharing for innovation in integrated smart cities. 

Demonstration of smart cities in various parts of the country has become critical for testing promising technologies and 
raising awareness among the general public. They were mainly aimed at verifying emerging advanced technologies 
concerning smart cities, including cogeneration, renewable energy, energy storage, electric vehicles, and energy 
management systems. At the same time, these projects were also aimed at developing robust business models with 
close collaboration among relevant stakeholders, including local communities and residents, as well as technology 
providers in various sectors. The way in which the demonstration projects were implemented were locally adjusted, 
considering the specificities of the economic and social conditions and contexts, with the effect of promoting 
technological integration, reliability, and learning through trial and error. Various types of new promising technologies 
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were verified, adopted, and integrated, including facilities for renewable energy, energy storage batteries, and energy 
management systems, effectively leading to a decline in the prices of component technologies and the costs of 
operating energy systems. These projects were especially important in providing collaborative platforms in which novel 
technological functionalities were tried out. The tightly knit groups involved in the projects contributed to producing 
valuable data, facilitating the sharing of that data among the stakeholders involved. 

At the same time, there still remain several challenges in facilitating data-driven innovation with the regulatory sandbox 
approach. While large established companies tend to have advanced technological expertise and capabilities concerning 
various instruments and facilities in smart cities, local governments and communities do not necessarily possess 
sufficient knowledge or experience of dealing with technical measures. Under the existence of the significant degree of 
asymmetry of data and knowledge between large technology companies on the one side, and local government and 
communities on the other side, we need to consider how it would be possible to secure serious and active participation 
of end users in an equal and equitable manner for jointly facilitating innovation. Robust business models are also 
currently missing, which has the effect of discouraging private companies from taking over the demonstration projects 
that have mainly been financed by the public sector. 

Andrew Whitford, Derrick Anderson, Jeff Yates, Jason Anastasopoulos and Adam Burchfield 

Estimation of Adoption Functions for Multiple Smart Technologies:  Evidence from a Variety of Levels 
of Government 

Session 11F 

In a nutshell, the project is on the adoption of technologies like robotics, expert systems, and other specialized 
technologies like familial DNA matching. We will estimate adoption functions for multiple smart technologies using 
panel data from a range of agencies in the United States. 

The oncoming “second machine age”, represented through the widespread adoption and use of smart technologies such 
as artificial intelligence and robotics, will fundamentally change society and governments at all levels. At this point, we 
are especially interested in this question: “How do public organizations prepare and adopt smart work provision for 
future works?” 

We have addressed some aspects of this coming change in a recent paper in the Journal of Public Administration 
Research and Theory on machine learning for public administration. In that paper, we offered a full description of a basic 
technology infrastructure that underlies broader applications like artificial intelligence, and then showed how machine 
learning and affiliated methods can change how we learn about the world of public administration. 

Yet, we believe the practice of public administration is not the same as the study of the practices of governments. While 
we see natural applications for research, and while researchers are often on the cutting edge of adopting new learning 
technologies like machine learning, agencies live in different worlds that both enable and constrain the technologies 
they adopt and use – and that also affect the likelihood of their success. 

For instance, while our focus is naturally on artificial intelligence, and while the public has focused on technologies like 
robotics, agencies have very specific technology needs. Those needs will include smart technologies that exist largely 
outside the eye of the public. One example is advanced DNA matching technologies, which some agencies will find to be 
more important than robotics or expert systems like artificial intelligence.  

Our project addresses this competition among and across smart technologies for attention by governments and 
adoption by agencies. Learning about the adoption process for technologies is best done by comparing how different 
technologies are selected by a pool of eligible agencies. In that context, we want to understand the factors that 
contribute to the adoption of smart technologies over time.   

Our data for this project are from two waves of panel data asking about adoption of a half-dozen different smart 
technologies by the same set of agencies at multiple levels of government. Specifically, we assess adoption by publicly-
funded forensic crime laboratories in the United States. Our data are from 2009 and 2014 – the most recent data 
available (the census occurs every five years). These laboratories are managed at multiple levels of government, 
including the local, regional, state, and federal levels.  
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The advantages of this research approach are that we can assess both longitudinal and cross-sectional adoption rates. 
We can also address the impact of many other aspects of lab management, including certification and 
professionalization. Finally, we can observe the use of multiple smart technologies – including those that may be even 
more important to these agencies (such as familial DNA matching). 

Albert Bravo-Biosca 

Experimental innovation policy 

Session 11F 

The main aim of innovation policy is to support experimentation with new technologies, products, processes, or 
business models, and accelerate its diffusion throughout the economy and society. Yet innovation policy per se is not 
very experimental. Policymakers invest billions funding many scientific and business experiments, but they rarely 
experiment themselves with their own programs and activities, at least in a structured way. 

Innovation policymakers face a complex and continuously evolving system and have very limited evidence on how most 
effectively to influence it. One alternative to navigate all these unknowns and shed some light on the possible answers is 
to become more experimental. That is, exploring a wide range of ideas, testing out the most promising ones at small 
scale, learning which are likely to work better, and only then scaling them up. 

This would mean turning the current model of policymaking upside down. Despite all the unknowns, governments often 
act as if they had all the answers, rather than recognizing that they do not. They introduce new policies without prior 
small-scale testing, assuming they have chosen the best design and hoping it will work.  

Experimental approaches are increasingly being adopted across many policy fields, but innovation policy has been 
lagging. This paper reviews the case for policy experimentation in this field, describes the different types of experiments 
that can be undertaken, discusses some of the unique challenges to the use of experimental approaches in innovation 
policy, and summarizes some of the emerging lessons, with a focus on randomized experiments. 

What does it mean to be experimental? 

The word “experiment” is often used in many different ways, so it is useful to clarify what the meaning of an experiment 
actually is. In short, an experiment is a test. More specifically, the Cambridge English Dictionary defines experiment as “a 
test done in order to learn something or to discover if something works or is true”. 

This definition captures the key characteristic of a policy experiment: learning. It is intentionally set up to learn. It has a 
clearly structured learning strategy, defined ex-ante rather than as an after-thought, and generates new information, 
evidence or data. Therefore, a government pilot “trying something new” is not a policy experiment, unless the systems 
and processes required to learn from it are also put in place. This includes a timeframe with clear limits or checkpoints: 
there is date at which you assess the results and decide whether to continue the experiment, tweak it, scale it up, or 
discontinue it. 

Policy experiments can be used in different contexts and with different objectives. They can be divided into two groups: 
those that are focused on exploration and discovery (understanding how the world works), and those framed around 
evaluation (finding out what works). Within the first group, experiments can be used to test assumptions about the 
problem to be fixed, the underlying drivers of behaviors, or the solution being considered. Alternatively, experiments 
can also be used to explore the feasibility and potential of a new intervention. The second group of policy experiments 
are focused on evaluation, although from two different perspectives: impact evaluations that estimate the ultimate 
impact of an intervention on outcomes, and process optimization experiments that measure intermediate impacts of 
changes in the process. 

Experiments are at the core of policy experimentation, but the process of experimentation involves other important 
steps. It starts with understanding the problem, creatively exploring unobvious ideas, and developing hypotheses and 
potential solutions that can be tested. It does not end when the results of the test become available. Instead, 
governments that have successfully embraced a culture of experimentation not only set up experiments, but they also 
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make sure the resulting learning and evidence is used in decision-making, scaling-up successful ideas while continuing to 
iterate and experiment. 

Experimentation in innovation policy 

Innovation policy can itself be conceived as a continuous learning and discovery process about new technologies, the 
inner workings of the innovation system, and the effectiveness of programs and policies that seek to influence it. 

The four types of experiments in examined in the paper play a role in this process. Innovation experiments can be used 
to understand how different types of innovation processes or methods actually work (Boudreau and Lakhani, 2016), 
which can also generate useful insights that inform the design of new programs and policies. Alternatively, experiments 
can also be framed around specific policy challenges, and be used to explore solutions that contribute to address them. 
Finally, they can also be used with a program evaluation mindset, to test whether a program works and how it can be 
improved. 

The case for experimentation is reinforced by the complexity of the system that innovation policymakers try to 
influence, a very dynamic context that continuously evolves (with new challenges and opportunities regularly emerging), 
and high levels of uncertainty (in terms of policy levers and potential interactions, returns on investment from programs, 
or future scenarios among many others).  

There is a range of methods that can be used to learn from policy experiments, including randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs), A/B testing, rapid cycle testing, ethnographic research, human-centered design or mixed methods (among many 
other qualitative and quantitative approaches). Ultimately, the choice of method relies on the question being asked and 
the context in which the experiment is taking place, which determine what is feasible and desirable.   

The innovation policy questions that randomized trials can(not) address 

Running randomized trials on innovation policy questions can be more difficult than in other fields for several reasons. 
First, the outcomes of innovation policies are not always easy to measure. A second challenge is that outcomes can take 
longer to become visible than in other fields. Third, innovation outcomes can be very skewed. Fourth, innovation 
ecosystems are complex environments. Lastly, many innovation policy challenges are multidimensional, and so is the 
solution space.  

None of the challenges above are insurmountable. How easy it is to address them depends on the policy being 
considered and the aim of the experiment (i.e., impact evaluation, process optimization or mechanism experiments). In 
some cases, the compromises required may make the use of randomized trials unfeasible or undesirable, while in others 
trials can add substantial value.  

The menu of innovation policies is wide, so the paper considers what type of policies and what type of questions are 
amenable to different types of randomized experiments, and showcases some of the emerging evidence from trials on 
the field. It concludes by exploring some of the key barriers to policy experimentation in this field, and some strategies 
to overcome them. 
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Session 12: Bridging the divide between research and practice in science policy: fostering 
value and use of research on research 

Elizabeth Allen, Cassidy Sugimoto, Ismael Rafols, Barry Bozeman and Erik Arnold 

Bridging the divide between research and practice in science policy: fostering value and use of research 
on research 

Session 12 

There has of late been renewed interest , in the field of ‘Science of Science and Innovation’ (SciSIP) or ‘meta-research’ 
(evidenced for example the Methods in Research on Research (MiRoR) initiative) – and some new funding opportunities 
for a field of science that has traditionally been somewhat of an orphan area . How meta-research is funded, supported, 
incentivised, published and generally communicated shapes what is available, discoverable and known by science policy 
practitioners to use and build upon. This panel aims to bring diverse perspectives on how knowledge is exchanged 
between research and practice in science policy. How do SciSIP researchers and practitioners interact? Through which 
channels is meta-research shared across social scientists, consultants and policy makers? To which extent expertise on 
either academia or practice is useful, forgotten or lost in translation? A particular aspect to be explored is whether new 
types of publishing platforms/scholarly infrastructure can help to make research on research more robust, publicly 
available, discoverable and shared. Many of the issues around the reproducibility in science and the causes of research 
waste apply also to science policy-related research; how can we ensure maximum value and use of research on 
research? While there are some well-established (but often fragmented?) academic pockets of ‘meta-research’ across 
the globe that actively contribute to science and innovation policy, there is a wealth of other related-research that is 
relevant to science policy but that is conducted in non-traditional academic settings (often conducted from within, or 
commissioned by, a funding agency or a research institution) or as a secondary academic focus for many researchers. 
Furthermore, policy-related research (often termed ‘grey literature’) has traditionally been locked away in hard to find 
and access reports, stored on internal organisation websites, and in formats that make the content hard to fully access 
and use. To be useful, such research needs to be both discoverable and, where applicable, trusted. There have been a 
number of recent innovations in aspects of the research delivery ecosystem, for example with some funding agency 
experimentation with research funding models, and particularly in how research is shared and ‘published’ for others to 
access and use. Initiatives like ORCID and Crossref are working to improve the availability of researcher and research-
related meta-data and infrastructure and help to provide the evidence-base on which experiments work and which 
don’t. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is likely to greatly enhance the way we discover and access research of all types. Robust 
research on research might be (or already is?) a critical component of an effective science and innovation system in the 
future. This panel session aims to present examples of how research on research can be more integrated and linked to 
science policy practice from a variety of perspectives. 

We propose that the session would be Chaired by Ismael Ràfols (Ingenio (CSIC-UPV, Universitat Politènica de València), 
visiting professor at CWTS (University of Leiden) and adjunct faculty at SPRU (Science Policy Research Unit at the 
University of Sussex). The speakers would include: 1. Liz Allen Director of Strategic Initiatives F1000/Visiting Senior 
Research Fellow, Policy Institute at King’s College London) (confirmed) – focusing on new approaches in scholarly 
communication/publishing that support sharing and access to research findings and insights, and beyond conventional 
article formats 2. Cassidy Sugimoto Professor University of Bloomington, Alabama/SciSIP programme lead at NSF 
(confirmed) – focusing on how funding agencies can help to bridge the divide between science research and policy and 
help to ensure the maximum reach and impact of the products of research (tbc) 3. Erik Arnold Chairman of the 
Technopolis Group /Adjunct Professor in research policy at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm 
(confirmed) – use of science policy research in consultancy and policy (tbc) 4. Barry Bozeman. Director, Center for 
Organization Research and Design, and Arizona Centennial Professor of Technology Policy and Public Management. 
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